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1 tit CONSERVATION ATLAS OF TROPICAL FORESTS

THE AMERICAS
This \olume. covering the Caribbean. Central America

(including Mexico) and South America, is the third

and final one in the series The Conservation Atlas of

Tropical Forests with Asia and the Pacific having been

published in 1991 and Africa in 1992.

The threats to the forests of tropical America have been

the centre of international concern for some years now,

with the 1 992 United Nations Conference on the

Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro. Brazil

highlighting the complexities of the factors that lead to

deforestation throughout the tropics. Although the

forests in the Americas are by far the most extensive

remaining in the humid tropics, with large areas of forest

in the Amazon and Orinoco basins being more or less

untouched, other areas have suffered devastating

deforestation in recent decades. In particular, the Pacific

coasts of Colombia and Ecuador and many places in

Central America and the Caribbean have lost much of

their natural habitat this century, w hile the Atlantic forest

of Brazil was depleted even earlier.

As in the other volumes, this Atlas is divided into two

parts, the first dealing with subjects that are relevant to

the region in general and the second examining each

country in detail. It is evident from chapters within part

one that knowledge exists of many of the sites and

management regimes needed to conserve biodiversity

in the Americas and overall many of the authors are

optimistic about the prospects for the conservation and

rational use of the forests in the region. Nevertheless,

the detailed analysis of each country makes it evident

that in many cases, in spite of the sophisticated

technology available, there is still considerable

controversy about the areas of forest present and the

rate at which deforestation is occurring. Much more

research is evidently needed and data of the sort

provided here are una\ oidably out of date almost as

they are produced, but waiting for the definitive answers

will mean that any solutions come too late.

It is hoped that the facts and analysis within this Atlas

will ultimately assist with the conservation and

sustainable management of the remaining forests

within the Americas and that this vital resource can

be preserved for future generations.

Printed in Singapore
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Foreword
The threats to the rainforests of tropical America have been at the centre of international environmental concerns

now for a couple of decades. Yet the material in this up-to-date and authoritative atlas highlights the continuing

extent of scientific uncertainty over the critical issues that will determine the future use and conservation of the

forests. We learn that the forests were radically different under the drier climates that prevailed as recently as

10.000 years ago. and that human populations have had a major impact on the forests since much earlier. We learn

too that the population of Amazonia may have been higher when the first Spanish explorers arrived, than in the

middle of the 20th Century. The present biological diversity of the forests has evolved in an environment con-

stantly subject to modification due to human activities and changes in climate. And today, the ability of the forests

and their biodiversity to resist the activities of extractivists (or even selective loggers) remains unclear.

This atlas will not finally lay to rest the controversy over the rate at which tropical American forests are being

attacked. Uncertainty will persist. In spite of the sophistication of modem remote sensing technology there are still

major discrepancies between estimates of forest area and rates of loss derived from different sources. Much of this

uncertainty stems from a tendency to over-simplify the processes going on in the forests. In most situations we are

not dealing with an abrupt change from forest to non-forest. We are dealing with a gradual insidious degradation

resulting from abusive harvesting of some of the forest components, or — more frequently — from the progres-

sive expansion of low-intensity agriculture. It is relatively easy to measure the areas from which the forest has dis-

appeared completely; it is much more difficult to measure the impact of gradual deterioration on species-poor or

scrubland situations. It is reassuring to see that much of the forest in the heart of Amazonia is still intact; it is

alarming to see the extent to which the forests on the periphery of the region have been devastated. The implica-

tions for the conservation of biodiversity and ecological functions are far more complex than might be implied by
the popular vision of an across-the-board loss of so many football fields a day.

If understanding of the biophysical processes in the forests is limited, that of the social and economic issues is

even more problematic. Much more work clearly needs to be done if governments are to understand properly the

impacts of their macro-economic policies on their forests. Is economic growth good for the forests or bad? As tim-

ber resources in Asia and Africa decline, will the industry turn to South America? Is this a potential threat to the

forests or is it an opportunity to conserve them as an economically valuable resource? Will the development of

major food exporting industries in the region generate the wealth which will pay to conserve the forests or will it

lead to further fragmentation and degradation?

Not all is uncertain or unsettling. Certain facts which emerge from this book give grounds for optimism. The
population of South America will stabilise sooner— and at a lower density — than the populations of Africa and

tropical Asia. There will be far more land per capita when this equilibrium is reached than there will be in the

other regions. The level of concern for forest conservation issues in the region is high and growing fast. This is

manifest, for example, in the rapidly growing number of members of lUCN — The World Conservation Union in

the region and in the intensity and quality of their contributions to the Union's work. There is room in the

Americas for both economic development and large scale conservation of natural habitats. The value of these nat-

ural areas, particularly the forests, is increasingly recognised by the international community. If appropriate finan-

cial mechanisms can be refined, we may not be too far from the days when the world can begin to make equitable

payment for the benefits that we all derive from tropical forests.

The United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development has assumed some responsibility for — and
resumed its deliberations on — the future of our forests. I trust that this will yield some progress in making the

world's attempts to conserve forests more cohesive and effective and that the facts and analysis in this atlas will

contribute to the process.

David McDowell
Director General

lUCN — The World Conservation Union
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1 Introduction

The countries covered in this Alias — those in the Caribbean.

Central America (including Mexico) and South America —
hold over half of the world's tropical forests: they have consid-

erably more forest than either Africa or Asia and the Pacific.

Nevertheless, this rather favourable general picture requires

qualification. Although very large areas of the forest in the

Amazon and Orinoco basins have been little changed during the

present century, there are regions on the southern and eastern

borders of Amazonia, on the Pacific coasts of Ecuador and

Colombia and many locations in Central America and the

Caribbean that have suffered devastating deforestation in recent

decades, whilst the Atlantic coastal forest in Brazil was already

depleted well before the beginning of this century.

The area of forest cleared each year in The Americas is also

considerably higher than in Africa or Asia and the Pacific,

although the annual percentage cleared in the Americas is

exceeded by that in Asia. The causes of deforestation are many

and varied, although, in contrast to the situation in Africa and

Asia, the overriding direct cause in recent years has been the

extension of the agricultural frontier for large-scale farming and

ranching operations. These and other problems are discussed in

more detail in Chapters 2-9, while separate analyses for each

country are provided in Chapters 10-33.

Forest Cover in Latin America and the Caribbean as

Estimated by FAO
FAO has recently updated estimates of forest cover in all coun-

tries in the tropical region and published them in a report enti-

tled Forest resources assessment 1990: Tropical countries

(FAO, 1993). However, unlike in the publication used in the

earlier two volumes of this series of Atlases (An Interim Report

on the State of Forest Resources in the Developing Countries -

FAO. 1988) which gave estimates for forest cover in 1980, the

forests are not divided into open and closed broadleaved forests,

nor are figures given for conifer or bamboo forests. The esti-

mates given by FAO (1993) are for all forests with a canopy

cover of more than 10 per cent within six different ecofloristic

zones (Table 1.1). FAO (1993). however, give no detailed

descriptions of the different forest formations or of the zones in

which they occur. In this Atlas, as for the other two. the inten-

tion is to map closed formations only. For this reason, the FAO
estimate of forest area given at the head of each chapter

includes the areas of forests within only the tropical rain forest

zone, the moist deciduous forest zone and the hill and montane

zone of Table 1.1. The much drier and apparently more open

formations in the other categories given by FAO have been

excluded.

The countries that FAO includes in each region and the areas

of forest that occur within them are listed in Table 1.1. These

countries are the same as those covered in this Atlas, except that

the Bahamas has not been included here as it is outside the trop-

ics. The regional grouping of the countries is, however, differ-

ent. The Guianas are included in South America in this Atlas,

whereas FAO includes them with the Caribbean countries.

Including all forests with a canopy cover of 10 per cent or

more, it is estimated by FAO (1993) that, as of 1990. forest

cover in Latin America and the Caribbean is 918 million ha

(9,181,160 sq. km in Table 1.1) or 52 percent of the total tropi-

cal forest area. Of this, the vast majority (8,029,040 sq. km or

87.5 per cent) is in South America, with 70 per cent of that in

Brazil, while only 471,150 sq. km or 5.1 per cent is in the

Caribbean and 680,970 sq. km or 7.4 per cent is in Central

America. Calculating the area of forest within the three

ecofloristic zones considered here gives a figure of 8,700,000

sq. km of forest in Latin America and the Caribbean (Table 7 in

FAO. 1993).

Although estimates for closed broadleaved forests are given

in FAO's Forest resources assessment 1990: Tropical

countries, those in Latin America and the Caribbean are referred

to in this publication only in Table 5c, entitled "state of logging

1990". Here it is indicated that this forest type covers 6.683,670

sq. km in Latin America and the Caribbean. However, some

countries (El Salvador, Antigua/Barbuda, Dominica. Grenada,

St. Kitts/Nevis, St Lucia, St Vincent and Puerto Rico) have been

omitted from the list and it is unclear whether this is because

they are considered to have no closed broadleaved forest or

because no logging takes place in them. The estimates of closed

broadleaved forest cover from Table 5c (FAO, 1993) are given

here in Table 1.2.

FAO (1993) gives estimates for annual deforestation in the

tropics between the years of 1981 and 1990. In Latin America

and the Caribbean as a whole, average annual deforestation dur-

ing the last decade (1981-1990) in all formations was 74.000

sq. km (0.8 per cent). Almost 50 per cent of this occurred in

Brazil. It should be noted, that the figure given for annual defor-

estation at the head of each country chapter excludes clearing in

the dry formations.

FAO's Estimates of Forest Cover in Africa and Asiq and the

Pacific-

It seems appropriate in this final volume in the series The

Conservation Atlas of Tropical Forests, to give a brief account

of the recent FAO (1993) statistics for forest area in the regions

covered in the earlier volumes (Collins et al., 1991, Sayer et al..

1992) as a comparison with those given here for Latin America

and the Caribbean.
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Introduction

Forests of the Region

The forests covered in this Atlas stretch from Mexico in the

north, down through the isthmus of Central America, to the

Pacific countries of Colombia. Ecuador and Peru; across to

Venezuela. Guyana. French Guiana and Surinam; through the

huge Amazon forest and into others in Brazil; and onto the

landlocked countries of Bolivia and Paraguay. Also covered

are the tropical forests throughout the islands of the

Caribbean. The area covered is vast, comprising 32 countries.

with a very varied relief and climate. This has resulted in a

great diversity of forest types and a wide array of species of

both flora and fauna.

The forest types of Central and South America and the

Caribbean vary from rain forest, occurring where there is no or

virtually no dry season, such as in southeastern Colombia, to

arid vegetation types where there is a very strong dry season,

such as the caatinga of northeastern Brazil and the thorn scrub

of northern Venezuela (Haffer. 1987).

Relief and Climate

The Amazon Basin lies at less than 200 m above sea-level and

flat, or gently rolling lowlands stretch from the eastern slopes

of the Andes to the Atlantic coast. In contrast, the Andean

Range tracks down the western side of the southern continent

reaching more than 6500 m above sea-level in Peru and

Bolivia. In northern Ecuador, the Andes split in two (the

Cordillera Occidental and Cordillera Central). A third

Cordillera (Oriental) emerges in the east, in northeastern

Colombia, running through northern Venezuela along the coast

of the Caribbean to Trinidad. The llanos lowlands of eastern

Colombia and Venezuela are separated from the Amazonian

lowlands by the Guiana Shield which extends from the middle

of the Guianas and southern Venezuela into southeastern

Colombia (Haffer. 1987 — see Figure 1.1). Central America

comprises a central backbone of mountains with lowlands

along the Pacific and Caribbean coasts. The Caribbean islands

are a mixture of continental, high volcanic and low limestone

islands. The first two categories have varied and often steep

topography, though all below 3200 m; the last, which have lit-

tle rainforest, are flat and generally arid.

Climate is also varied. Western Amazonia from the Andes to

the lower Rio Negro, and the Pacific lowlands of Colombia

have a warm, perhumid climate with two seasons of marginally

reduced rainfall. Easterly trade winds carry moisture from the

Atlantic Ocean and transfer it to the eastern slopes of the

mountains from Mexico, through northern South America, to

Brazil. A humid climate extends from northwestern Colombia

along the Caribbean slope of Central America north to southern

Mexico. The Pacific slope of Central America is mostly dry. A
reduced annual precipitation and a definite dry season are char-

acteristic of the seasonal climate found in northern and central

South America surrounding humid Amazonia. A dry tropical

climate is found in the Caribbean lowlands of northern

Venezuela and in northeastern Brazil; the narrow Pacific

coastal lowlands from southwestern Ecuador south are also

arid. The Caribbean islands have an oceanic climate, heavily

influenced by the moisture-laden trade winds. They are within

the hurricane belt, which has a significant influence on the

structure of the forests.

A number of different soil types occur under Neotropical

forests — each helping to support a distinct and recognizable

type of vegetation. For further information see chapters in

Whitmore and Prance (1987).

Table 1.2 Area of Closed Broadleaved Forest in Latin America

and the Caribbean as estimated by FAQ

Countn-

Costa Rica

Guatemala

Honduras

Mexico

Nicaragua

Panama

CENTRAL AMERICA

Belize

Cuba

Dominican Rep.

French Guyana

Guadeloupe

Guyana

Haiti

Jamaica

Martinique

Surinam

Trinidad/Tobago

CARIBBEAN

Bolivia

Brazil

Colombia

Ecuador

Paraguay

Peru

Venezuela

TROPICAL S.

Total

AMERICA

Closed Broadleaved Forest

(Area sq. km)

13.010

39.460

24.060

81.770

47,380

31,170

236.850

18.680

17.150

8.540

79.250

930

181.950

180

2.390

430

146.050

1.550

457.090

407.850

3.871.210

497.930

117.710

26,490

662,820

405.730

5.989.740

6.683.670

Numbers may not tally due lo rounding - these figures are taken directly from Table 5c in FAQ

(1993). but have been convened from ha to sq. km.

{Source: FAO 199.^)

EQUATOR

Figure 1.1 General relief map of tropical South America

ISmme: Haffer. 19871
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Water bodies

Mangrove

Montane forest

Submontane forest

Lowland moist forest

Dry forest

Pine forest

Swamp forest

Figure 1.2 Extent of the forests shown in this Atlas, compiled from the country maps

Forest Cover
The closed forest formations that are discussed in the following

country chapters comprise the lowland moist forests of the

Amazon Basin, the Guianas, the Colombian Choco, the

Brazilian Atlantic coastal forests and the Caribbean slope of

Central America; the submontane and montane moist forests of

the Andes, southern Venezuela and Central America; the exten-

sive pine forests of Mexico. Guatemala. Honduras. Nicaragua

and the Araucaria forests of southeastern Brazil; and the dry.

mostly deciduous formations found along the Pacific coast, in

central and southwestern Brazil, central and northern Venezuela

and throughout Central America (mostly along the Pacific

slope). Note that, although the very dry forests such as thorn

scrub, caatinga. cerrado and chaco are found throughout the

area within this study, these open formations are not mapped

and are only touched on briefly within the country chapters.

Moist and dry forest cover are also mapped for Cuba, Jamaica

and Trinidad and overviews given for the Lesser Antilles and

other Caribbean countries where no map data are available.

The extent of the forests illustrated in this Atlas are shown on

Figure 1.2. This regional compilation comprises an amalgama-

tion of the country maps shown in Chapters 10-33 and provides

a regional overview of the forest remaining in the Americas.

Forest Classification

This Atlas, along with the other two in the series, attempts to

achieve a synoptic view by combining the numerous forest for-

mations depicted on country maps into broader classifications.

In addition to the forest types in the previous two Atlases, sub-

montane forests, seasonally dry forests and pine forests have

been mapped here because of their ecological importance.

The broad categories depicted in this Atlas are suited to the

sub-regional working scales of L3 million mostly used here —
this is not the place in which to find a detailed delimitation of

the vast number of different forest formations, nor of their

floristic composition. It must also be emphasised that although

it is convenient for comparison to divide the forest types into

major groups, the exact boundaries are somewhat arbitrary. In

reality, natural vegetation types are rarely sharply bounded and

transitional formations are frequent.

With the previous Atlases it was possible to relate forest

cover to potential vegetation types, enabling the harmonisation

of forest types into the broad classification. It has not been pos-

sible to take this approach here, as a potential classification rele-

vant to South America. Central America and the Caribbean has

not been obtained. It has. therefore, been more difficult to rec-

oncile the different and complex forest categories used in the

various national source maps and to compare and contrast

across boundaries in the whole of the Americas.

To help with categorisation in South America, reference has

been made to the Unesco classification (Unesco. 1981). which

is based on mean annual rainfall, mean monthly temperature

and mean annual number of dry months, dividing the continent

into some twenty distinct climatic zones. For Central America,

the Holdridge Life Zone System (Holdridge, 1967), a forest

classification based on rainfall, temperature and altitude, has

been applied to those countries, namely Costa Rica and Panama,

where forest type information was unavailable or inadequate. In

Central America, where montane forests were not demarcated in

the source data, they were delimited by the 3000' (ca. 1000 m)

12
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Introduction

contour taken from the Digital Chart of the World, which is

based on the Defense Mapping Agency Operational Navigation

Charts at a scale of 1 : 1 million.

Although, no overriding potential classification has been

rigidly adhered to, the categories attributed in the source maps

have, on the whole, been followed meticulously. On only a few

occasions has the information on the source maps been modi-

fied. For instance, a source map may have indicated that a par-

ticular stretch of forest was submontane and yet this has been

shown on the Atlas Map as lowland (e.g. see Chapter 25).

Where such modifications ha\e been made, it has been on the

basis of advice from independent reviewers within country and

the sources of the changes are cited in the Map Legends.

Indeed, the Map Legends in each country chapter, always give

full descriptions of which forest types "fit into" the broader clas-

sification depicted in this Atlas. The reader should also refer to

the forest descriptions given in the country chapters.

Table 1 .3 shows the major forest formations which have been

grouped into the categories shown in this Atlas. The forest types

shown on the Atlas Maps are italicised in the table. In some

cases, degraded formations have also been shown on the Maps.

Issues which Affect Forests in the Americas

As in the other two Atlases in this series, the tlrst part of this

volume deals with subjects that are relevant to the region in

general, rather than to particular countries, although several of

the chapters concentrate on South America rather than including

the Caribbean and Central America. In Chapter 2 the history of

the forests in tropical South America is analysed by use of the

pollen record. As in Africa, it is evident that there have been

considerable changes in forest extent as the climate of the world

has altered over time. During dry periods in the Quaternary, the

forests were considerably less extensive than they are today.

Recent work on the distribution and conservation of plants and

birds are covered in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. These chap-

ters could be particularly valuable and timely in enabling the

countries of the region to make informed decisions on the allo-

cation of land for conservation purposes.

The follow ing three chapters are more concerned with human

activities within the forests. In Chapter 5. the ways in which the

rich diversity of vertebrate fauna in the Neotropics has been

affected by people is discussed. This chapter emphasises that

the widely held assumption that a good community of trees is

necessarily equivalent to a healthy fauna population is falla-

cious. The number of large forest-living vertebrates killed, even

by indigenous hunters, can be enormous, and with modern

weapons the numbers rise considerably, so that the forests can

be left severely depleted of species. Chapter 6 outlines the history

of human colonisation in The Americas and details the pres-

sures imposed on the indigenous people, from as far back as the

arrival of Europeans in the region 500 years ago, to the present

day. Chapter 7 deals with the affects of the colonisation policies

in the Amazonian countries of Brazil, Bolivia. Peru. Ecuador.

Colombia and Venezuela. The final conclusion in this chapter is

that the colonisation schemes in these countries have caused

enormous social and environmental problems and have yielded

only modest benefits.

Chapter 8 examines the protected areas in America. The con-

clusions of this chapter are. in general, quite optimistic. On the

whole, the countries of the Americas have fairly extensive pro-

tected area systems, new areas are being added and legislation is

good. Although the difficult economic conditions means that

finance for and, consequently, management of. the areas is often

Table L3 Forest types show n on the Maps in this Atlas

DRYLAND MOIST FORESTS
Louiand luoisi forest

tropical evergreen rain forest

tropical semi-evergreen rain forest

tropical semi-deciduous forest

tropical humid forest

tropical perhumid forest

riverine/gallery forest

evergreen seasonal forest

semi-evergreen seasonal forest

Suhinonlane forest

lower montane moist forest

lower montane wet forest

lower montane rain forest

MoiUane forest

montane wet forest

montane rain forest

cloud forest

DRYLAND DRY FORESTS
Dry forest

dry deciduous forest

xerophytic forest

tropical dry forest

dry evergreen forest

dry semi -evergreen forest

Pine forest

pine and oak forest

oak and pine forest

conifer forest

WETLAND MOIST FORESTS
Mangrove forest

S» amp forest

palm swamp forest

marsh forest

lacking, the conservation community, in both governmental and

non-governmental organisations, is very concerned with the

well-being of these areas.

In the concluding chapter on the future of forests in the

Americas, it is suggested that, although it may be too late to

save the forests in some of the smaller Caribbean and Central

American countries, there is room in South America, at least, to

conserve the forests and, with productive, sustainable and inten-

sive agricultural practices, still have the expanding economy

which is essential for the countries concerned.

We have tried to situate conservation initiatives in their

broader political, social and economic context. The generally

low demographic pressure, the potential of a vigorous private

sector to drag South American economies out of their stagnation

of recent decades and the long-awaited emergence of democratic

processes in several important countries have all led us to con-

clude that prospects for the conservation and rational use of

forests in the Neotropics are more favourable than prospects in

Asia and Africa.
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Country Studies

The country chapters in Pari II of the Atlas follow the same tor-

mat as those in the Asian and African volumes in examining the

situation in each country in detail. As far as possible, the

authors are nationals or long-term residents of the countries

concerned. Where local authors could not be found, local per-

spectives have been retlected in the text by seeking reviewers

within the country concerned. Many of the original texts were in

Spanish or were written by people whose native language was

not English. The editing, after translation, has therefore been a

more complex process than for the Asian and African volumes.

It is hoped, however, that the spirit of the original authors' con-

tributions have been retained.

Basic statistics are provided at the head of each chapter. In

this volume both country and land area are given — the latter

excludes bodies of water in the country; these figures are from

FAO (1989) — except for Guyana (see Chapter 29) and

Surinam (see Chapter 32). It is the land area figure that is used

in calculations such as per cent forest cover. Demographic and

economic data are from the 1994 World Population Data Sheet

compiled by the Population Reference Bureau in Washington

(PRB. 1994) or. in the case of French Guiana, the figures were

supplied by PRB from their unpublished data. Forest cover sta-

tistics from FAO (1993) are compared with those measured

from the Maps shown in this Atlas. However, as explained

above, it is not always entirely clear if like is being compared

with like as far as the definitions of forest goes. As in the

African Atlas (Sayer et al.. 1992). for countries where source

maps were very old or appeared to be particularly sketchy, sta-

tistics have not been derived from the Maps shown here as these

would probably be misleading. Figures for annual deforestation

are from FAO (1993), calculated for forest in the tropical rain

forest, moist deciduous and hill and montane zones only.

Forest product information is from the 1994 FAO Yearbook:

Forest Products (FAO. 1994) and includes the following;

Industrial roundwood this is wood in the rough, i.e. in its natural

state as felled or otherwise harvested. It includes wood removed

from the outside, as well as inside, forests. The commodities

included are sawlogs and veneer logs, pulpwood. other industri-

al roundwood and, in the case of trade, chips and particles and

wood residues. The statistics include recorded volumes as well

as estimated unrecorded volumes.

Fuelwood and charcoal both coniferous and non-coniferous

wood are included.

Processed wood the figures given are aggregates of the figures

in FAO (1994) for sawnwood and wood-based panels. The
sawnwood may be planed or unplaned and it generally exceeds

5 mm in thickness. The wood-based panels include veneer

sheets, plywood, particle board and fibreboard.

In cases where countries have not reported to FAO. the infor-

mation supplied in the Yearbook has been taken from national

yearbooks, from reports, from unofficial publications or has

been estimated by FAO (FAO. 1994).

As in the other volumes, most chapters follow a standard for-

mat with a preliminary overview and an introduction giving

general geographical, climatic, population and economic details;

followed by a brief botanical description of the major forest for-

mations. The following section reports on the management of

the forests, and on the extent of forest in the country. As there

are frequently discrepancies between the estimates of remaining

forest given in the various sources used, an attempt is made to

resolve the differences. They are frequently due to the use of

different definitions of the term forest or to changes over time.

Similar problems occur in the section on deforestation within

the country. Number of vertebrate species and information on

some of the threatened ones are generally given next, followed

by information on the conservation areas within the country

and, finally, reports of some initiatives to protect the forests and

fauna are included.

Maps
Cartographic data for all the eighteen countries in Central and

South America that are covered in this Atlas have been located.

However, for the fourteen Caribbean countries included here,

maps showing forest cover were found for only three. These

country maps accompany the country texts, which explain in

more detail the tloristics of the forest types which have been

harmonised into the broad forest classes shown on the maps. It

is important that the maps are referred to in conjunction with the

explanatory Map Legends which have been compiled for each

map and are located at the end of each chapter. These legends

explain the sources, date, scales etc. of the source data and how

Forests of the Peninsula de Paria National Park — one

of the areas with the highest degree ofendemisin in Venezuela

Chris Sharpe
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the primary data have been harmonised.

The forest data are "fitted" to country outHnes and river sys-

tems provided by MundoCart, a digital world topographic data-

base produced by Pelroconsultants Ltd, compiled from The
Defence Mapping Agency's 1: 1 million Operational

Navigation Charts. Figures for the areas of different forest types

have been derived from these Maps using a Geographic
Information System (GIS). Boundary data for conservation

areas within lUCN's categories I-IV have been digitally overlain

onto the Maps. Where boundary data were not available, the

protected areas have been located by a centre point derived from

latitude and longitude information held within the WCMC pro-

tected areas tabular database.

The designation of the geographical entities in this Atlas do

not imply the expression of any opinion on the part of WCMC,
lUCN. or any sponsoring organisation concerning the legal sta-

tus or the delimitation of borders of any country depicted.

Availability of Data
The spatial data recorded in this volume are maintained at the

World Conservation Monitoring Centre, Cambridge, U.K on the

Biodiversity Map Library, a GIS designed to house and analyse

biodiversity information. The.se data are available in digital or

hard copy form for those interested. It is essential that these data

are updated and WCMC would appreciate any comments on or

updates of the datasets. The Centre will be pleased to collabo-

rate with organisations wishing to use the data in the interest of

nature conservation.
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2 The History of the Forests

and Chmate of Tropical

South America

Introduction
The tropical forests of South America have a complex and

dynamic history and many of the changes that have taken place

over time can be deduced by a study of the pollen record. The

history of South America's upper montane forests, in particular,

is well documented by pollen records. The extremely long

pollen records from the former lake of Bogota are particularly

important, revealing a wealth of information on the develop-

ment of the Andean forests during the Late Tertiary and

Quaternary. The latter period covers the last 2.5 million years or

so. and is characterized by the repeated occurrence of ice ages at

high latitudes. The pollen records of Bogota show that the

Andean forests during the late Pliocene were of a markedly dif-

ferent composition from those that occur in the area today. They

show correlations with glacial advances and retreats in the polar

regions (see, for example. Van der Hammen and Gonzalez,

1960: Hooghiemstra, 1984. 1989).

Pollen records covering the past 15,000 years have been

obtained from between 2500 m and 4200 m elevation in the

Eastern and Central Cordilleras of Colombia (e.g. Melief, 1985;

Salomons, 1986; Kuhry, 1988) and the Venezuelan Cordillera

(e.g. Salgado-Labouriau et al., 1977). These records show

details of the environmental changes of the upper montane

forests and their relation to climatic change.

In contrast, the history of the lower montane forest belt,

extending from about 1000 m to 2300 m elevation, and the

warm tropical lowland forest belt, extending from sea level to

around 1000 m in elevation, is considerably less well documented.

Suitable locations to study the history of these two forest types,

which are recorded in the pollen in peat bogs and accumulated

sediments on lake bottoms, are less easy to find. An additional

problem in palynological studies at lower elevations is caused

by the very rich vegetation: the variety of fossilized pollen

grains and fern spores encountered is so high that it is more dif-

ficult to deduce past vegetation types.

Important studies of the biogeography and Quaternary history

of South American forests include those by Fittkau et al.

(1968-1969), Van der Hammen (1974), Livingstone and Van

der Hammen (1978), Vuillemier and Monasterio (1986) and

Whitmore and Prance (1987). Good reviews of research on the

natural resources of Neotropical forests include those by

Meggers et al. (1973), Unesco (1978), Prance (1982a), Lieth

and Werger (1989) and Gentry ( 1990).

Quaternary History of Andean Forests

Knowledge of the history of the Andean forests during the

Quaternary is based mainly on the long pollen records from

Lake Bogota. These are representative of that part of the north-

em Andes that lies within the tropical zone. The foothills in this

part of the Andes now have a warm tropical climate, but the

upland regions have a cool to cold climate and at the highest

levels there is perpetual snow.

Large diurnal temperature fluctuations are characteristic of

tropical mountain ranges. Temperatures do not vary seasonally

to any great extent and, given sufficient humidity, most plants

are evergreen. This includes the trees near the upper forest limit.

The altitudinal vegetation zones of the Eastern Cordillera of

Colombia provide a good example of the general situation in the

tropical Andes north of the equator (Figure 2.1). The Eastern

Cordillera of the northern Andes rises up from the tropical low-

lands, where rain forests, savannas, or xerophytic vegetation

types dominate. To the northeast of this Cordillera lies the

savanna area of the Llanos Orientalis and the Orinoco, and to

the south east lies the rain forest. West of the Cordillera is the

Magdalena valley, the northern part of which supports rain for-

est, while in the southern part, tropical xerophytic vegetation or

dry forest is found. In the Eastern Cordillera the warm tropical

vegetation belt extends from the lowlands to around 1000 m. At

about this elevation several "tropical" taxa, such as most

Bombacaceae, disappear. Several other taxa are restricted in

their occurrence to this belt or to a part of it (e.g. Byrsonima,

Iriartea. Mauritia and Spathiphyllum).

The next altitudinal zone is that of the sub-andean forest

from approximately 1000 m to 2300 m. Genera such as

Acahpha, Alchoniea and Ceciopia are of frequent occurrence

in this zone and do not extend beyond its upper limit. The same

holds for many Palmae, Hyeroninui. Ficus and Malpighiaceae.

From about 2300 to 3200-3500 m elevation lies the Andean for-

est belt, in which species of Weinmannia and Quercus dominate

(Figure 2.2). AInus. Clusia. Hedyosmum Ilex, Jiiglans. Myrlca,

Podocarpus. Rapanea and Styloceras are frequently represented.
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PRESENT 20,000-14,000 yr BP
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• high plain ol Bogota * Magdalena River /^/ xerophytic vegetation -•- upper forest line

Figure 2.1 Schematic presentation of the zonation of the main vegetation behs in the Colombian Andes during present-day conditions

(interglacial) and during ice age (glacial) conditions about 18.000 years ago. i.Suorn- ArierVandcrHammen. I974i

although most of these genera are not restricted in their distribu-

tion to this belt.

The next vegetation zone, extending from approximately

3200 to 3500 m elevation, is the irregular belt of high Andean
dwarf forest and shrub formations, and the sub-paramo. The for-

est trees of the genera Weinmannia and Querciis are absent and

the most common woody taxa belong to the Compositae,
Ericaceae. Aragoa, EscaUonia, Hypericum and Polylepis.

Above this, the paramo extends from about 3500 m up to 4000-

4200 m elevation. Apart from grasses, the most characteristic

elements of the paramo are stem-rosette plants of the genus

Espelelia. and a number of herbs, such as Bartsia, Gentiana.

Geranium. Halenia. Paepalanthus. Plataaf^o. Ranunculus and

Valeriana. The super-paramo belt extends upwards from 4000-

4200 m to the snow-covered zone.

In order to make the pollen diagrams more easily understood,

they are presented here as cumulative diagrams. They show the

variation with time of the percentages of the major ecological

groups of pollen: subandean forest elements, Andean forest ele-

ments, subparamo elements and paramo elements. It will be

clear that for correct interpretations one must take into account

the relationships between vegetation and pollen rain, and the

altitudinal ranges and ecologies of the individual taxa present.

The Andes have been subjected to great geological uplift

over the last few million years. This uplift has created new envi-

ronments at high elevations in tropical South America.
Resulting vegetation changes are recorded in pollen records

(Van der Hammen et al.. 1973). Open Andean vegetation devel-

oped, while the forest taxa adapted gradually to colder condi-

tions. During this Pliocene-Quaternary period of adaptation, the

sub-andean forest belt became wider and reached its present day
altitudinal ranges. New elements arrived successively in these

Andean forests: Heclyosmun and Rapanea approximately 4 mil-

lion years ago. Myrica about 3.5 million years ago. Alnus
(alder) 1 million years ago and Quercus (oak) around 0.3 mil-

lion years ago.

The pollen record of Funza, of which Figure 2.2 shows the

upper 220 m, demonstrates with amazing detail the immigration

of Alnu.s at a core depth of 257 m and presents direct biogeo-

graphical evidence of the immigration of important floral ele-

ments (Hooghiemstra. 1984. 1989). Alnus is a northern hemi-

sphere genus that apparently reached Colombia only after the

Panamanian isthmus had formed some 5 million years ago
(Keigwin. 1978). Much later, around 300,000 years ago,

Quercus also arrived via the Panama landbridge, and colonised

the area of Bogota. The difference in the time of arrival can

probably be explained by the pioneer qualities oi Alnus. which

disperses more rapidly than Quercus. a species of mature forest.

The relative frequency of Vallea and Weinmannia also changed

markedly during this period. Vallea was abundant in the Andean
forests up to about one million years ago and then decreased:

after this time it was replaced by Weinmaiuiia as a major ele-

ment of the Andean forest belt (Hooghiemstra, 1984, 1989). It is

likely that Quercus is still invading the original Lauraceae
forests and that it will eventually become a more significant

component of the flora if present day environmental conditions

persist.

The composition of the Andean forest belt obviously
changed considerably during the Late Pliocene and Quaternary

as a result of immigration and evolutionary adaptation. During

the Quaternary periods of glacial advance in northern Europe
and northern America, temperatures in the tropical areas were

reduced, resulting in a lowering of the position of the altitudinal

forest belts (Figure 2.1). During the warmest phases of inter-

glacials, the present-day upper forest line (c. 3200-3500 m alti-

tude) may have reached 3400-3600 m. and locally even 4000 m.

In contrast, during the coldest phases of the glacials it may have

descended to around 2000-1 800 m. The Funza pollen record

(Figure 2.2) clearly shows the shifting upper forest line follow-

ing the changes in temperature during the ice ages. The former

lake of Bogota was alternately situated in the Andean forest

belt, the sub-paramo and paramo belt.

Climatic and Forest Changes During the Past 30,000 Years
The last 30,000 years of the forest history in the northern tropi-

cal Andes is known from many pollen records: the 12 m long

pollen record of Laguna de Fuquene in Colombia (Van Geel and

Van der Hammen, 1973) is presented here (Figure 2.3). It shows
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ra. Colombia, 2550 m elevation)Figure 2.2 Pollen diagram of the long pollen record Funza I from the high plain of Bogota (Eastern Cordi

showing the vegetational history of the last one million years or thereabouts.

Core depth (in metres) and age (in thousands of years) are indicated

at the left hand side of the diagram. For convenience, stage num-

bers (3 through 23) from the well known deep-sea oxygen isotope

stratigraphy, are indicated in the diagram. From left to right the

downcore representation of the following vegetation belts is shown:

sub-andean forest, Andean forest, sub-paramo, and paramo.

The graph of downcore changes of the percentage of total arbo-

real pollen (AP) shows oscillations that, in fact, represent vertical

shifts of the upper forest line over the mountain slopes. Red

coloured intervals have an upper forest line from 2550 to 3500 m
elevation and represent periods with a warm climate (interglacials).

Blue coloured intervals have an upper forest line from 1800 to

2550 m elevation and represent periods with a cold climate

(glacials). The inferred changes in mean annual temperature, at the

elevation of Bogota, are from about 6° to 15°C. The level of AP. on

which the boundary between interglacial and glacial periods is

based, shift around 45 m and 77 m core depth: these shifts are

approximations to account for distinct changes in the composition

of the Andean forest belt at those levels. The former lake of Bogota

desiccated c. 27,000 years ago, some 9000 years before the last ice

age reached its coldest conditions (compare Figure 2.1 ), causing a

hiatus in the pollen record. The samples at the top of the record are

of Holocene age.

(Source: after Hooghiemstra. 1984; Andriessen ef ul.. 1993)

very high percentages of Polylepis in the period from around

30.000-25,000 years ago. Taking into account its recent relative

pollen production, there can be no doubt that a very broad and

extensive Polylepis dwarf-forest zone was dominant on the high

plains near the tree line at 2550 m. Such an extreme dominance

of this species is not known from anywhere in the Andes today,

and suggests that special conditions of climate and/or soil

occurred at that time.

The period before 25.000 BP was characterized by cold and

humid conditions, with a maximum extension of the glaciers, a

higher tree-line and higher lake levels. Around 21.000 BP the

Polylepis forest had largely been displaced by open paramo. At

the same tiine the lake level fell markedly. This period, with an

extremely cold and dry climate, lasted until c. 14,000-13,000

BP, that is until the period of maximum glacial retrect at high

latitudes. At this time, forest colonised the area again, replacing

the paramo during the periods of minor glacial retreat. The

abundance of the shrubby pioneer species Dodonciea, which

grows on eroded soils, is characteristic of this period. This taxon

almost disappeared in the Holocene, and reappeared only during

recent periods of human disturbance.

Between the Guantiva glacial retreat, that lasted from about

12,400 to 10,900 BP, and the beginning of the Holocene there

was another cold interval, called the El Abra stadial (between 4

and 5 in in Figure 2.3), which began at around 10,900 BP. This

brief temperature depression is known from several Colombian

pollen records. The Holocene represented a return to full inter-

glacial conditions. Forests, dominated by Weininannia and

Quercus. invaded the area and sub-andean forest elements

reached Laguna de Fuquene, indicating that mean annual tem-

peratures must have been somewhat higher than present day

values. In several pollen records, a cooling of the climate is also

evident about 3000 BP.
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Figure 2.3 Pollen record from Laguna de Fuquene (Eastern Cordillera. Colombia. 2580 m elevation) showing the vegetalional and climatic

history of the last c. 30,000 years. At the left hand side, a summary diagram shows the downcore contribution of the four main vegetation belts.

Records of selected pollen ta.xa are shown. At the right hand side the chronostratigraphy, vertical displacement of vegetation belts, and estimated

fluctuations of the lake level, are indicated. Smme: Aflcr Van Gecl and van der Hammen ( I97.1|

Forest History of the Amazon Basin

During the wet season, broad belts along the Amazon River and

its tributaries become inundated (see Box). The varzea forest

that occurs in these belts is adapted to flooding of up to several

months duration. The almost permanently inundated sites, such

as oxbow lakes and deep backswamps. may support 'floating

meadow" vegetation near the shores where the water is rather

shallow. The meadows may become more extensive when the

mean annual water levels are lower (Van der Hammen, 1986).

These more or less permanently flooded sites have vegetation

similar to that in the swamps of the Colombian lower
Magdalena valley.

Analysis of the sediments in Amazonian lakes show that

there have been periods of extensive spreading of the "floating

meadows", and all evidence points to coincidence with periods

of low water levels. In the sediments of the Amazon valley

itself, there are also considerable increases in grass pollen.

These are often associated with an abundance of Cecropia, a

pioneer tree which colonises thicker or "stranded" patches of

'floating meadows". Again, there are striking similarities with

developments in the lower Magdalena valley. The knowledge of

the sequence of relatively dry and wet periods in the Amazon
Basin during the last 10,000 years or so is based mainly on

work by Absy (1979. 1982), Absy et al. (1991). Urrego (in

press). Van der Hammen et al. (1992), Van der Hammen and

Absy (1994) and Van der Hammen and Cleef (1992). These

Holocene changes of river levels are certainly caused by

changes of rainfall, and may very well be linked to El Nino

events (Duefias. 1992; Van der Hammen and Cleef. 1992).

These recent changes in the vegetation cover and in precipi-

tation are trivial when compared with the changes that are

believed to have occurred in the Amazon Basin at earlier times.

The very dry periods that are thought to have occurred during

the Quaternary must have had far-reaching effects on the extent

of the Amazonian forests. These dry periods are believed by

some biogeographers to account for centres of endemism in. for

example, birds, lizards, butterflies and woody angiosperms

(Haffer, 1969, 1977; Vanzolini and Williams, 1970; Vanzolini,
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Western Amazonian Floodplains, a Variable and Dynamic Environment
Extensive areas of Western Amazonia are annually flooded

by rivers. It has. for example, been estimated that river flood-

plains cover 12 per cent of Amazonian Peru (Salo et cil.,

1986). The width of the floodplains along the major river

courses varies a lot. from a few hundred meters up to scores

of kilometres. The largest floodplains are found in areas that

are subsiding because of tectonic movements related to the

uplift of the Andean mountains. These sinking areas form the

basins of the Madre de Dios, Ucayali. Acre and Pastaza-

Maraiion Rivers (Riisiinen et al.. 1987).

The rivers that erode the slopes of the Andes carry large

quantities of sediments. When they enter the flat Amazonian

lowlands, especially the basin areas, the velocity of the water

slows down and a considerable amount of the sediment load

is deposited. The result is that relatively loose and fine-

grained fluvial sediments accumulate in the lowland areas.

These easily erodible sediments and the flat tenain allow the

rivers to move around freely in search of the least resistant

routes.

Erosion and sediment deposition along a meandering river

channel results in lateral migration of the channel. The move-

ment can be very rapid: a maximum annual migration rate of

160 meters has been reported from the Ucayali river in Peru

(Kalliola et ai. 1992). However, the actively growing phase

of any one meander lasts for only relatively short periods of

time. When the loop grows rounder, its neck gets thinner,

until the river ultimately breaks through and a new cut is

formed. The abandoned loop becomes an oxbow lake. These

are a conspicuous component of active floodplains. The
processes of river meandering and annual flooding also form

characteristic sequences of relatively higher ridges and lower

swales parallel to the river.

The rate of channel migration varies significantly both in

time and place. The straighter parts of a river are generally

fairly stable, but the migration is very fast in the apices of

meander loops. The erosion rates vary also between different

river types. Suspension-rich white water rivers originating

from the Andes are more active compared to stable black

water rivers that drain only lowland areas.

The very rapidly changing geomorphology of the flood-

plains has a pronounced influence on the vegetation. Old for-

est is destroyed at the eroding bank, while primary succes-

sion takes place at the advancing beaches. When the point-

bars are exposed after the annual flood, their higher parts

become rapidly vegetated by pioneer species. During the sub-

sequent years, the annual pioneer species are replaced by

stronger competitors, and a series of belts of vegetation in

different stages of succession is formed from the point-bar

towards the meander neck.

The first successional stages are usually rather poor in

species. Young point-bar beaches are colonized patchily by

herbs and seedlings of woody riparian plants. Many of the

herbs, such as Ipoinoea spp., Fimbristylis spp., Liidwigici spp.

and Panicum spp.. are also found as weeds in nearby culti-

vated areas. Somewhat older vegetation is typically formed

by almost monospecific stands of first Tessariu imegrifolia

or Gynerium sagittatum and later by Cecropia spp..

Thereafter the vegetation gets more diverse in species and

structure. The first dominant trees are Cedrela odorata and

Ficiis insipida. but in older forests it is no longer possible to

distinguish clear zonation (Salo et al.. 1986; Kalliola et cil..

1987; Kalliola et al.. 1991 ). The boundary between older and

younger vegetation disappears partly because the relative age

differences get smaller and partly because tree senescence

and regeneration in gaps blur the pattern. Also the river activ-

ity itself can break the regularly sequential vegetation struc-

ture by erosion and by depositing sediment.

The above sequences of vegetation succession create the

basic level of heterogeneity of floodplain vegetation. Further

elements of mosaicism in floodplains are formed by different

vegetation patches in oxbow lakes and backswamps. Oxbow
lakes are slowly filled by fine sediments brought in by the

floods, and by debris from the surrounding vegetation that

accumulates in the lake bottom. First, the lake is covered by

floating plants such as Eichhornici crassipes and Pistia stra-

tiotes. The giant water lily Victoria ainazonica often occurs.

Later come floating grasses that are nevertheless rooted in

the soil. After those come stages of continuous herbaceous

vegetation and scattered woody vegetation dominated by

only a few species — P.seiidobomba.x iniingiiba is one of the

most important ones. Eventually more species rich and com-
plex forest finally conquers the former lake. Backswamps are

found further from the actual river channel, close to the mar-

gin of the floodplain. These areas are always poorly drained

and typically the vegetation is characterised by extensive and

almost pure stands of the palm Mauiitiafle.xuosa.

Sometimes tectonically induced tilting of the ground can

force a long stretch of a river channel abruptly to change its

location and abandon its old course. In the formerly active

channel area vegetation succession begins to advance more

peacefully. In contrast, the new channel area is exposed to

drastic changes (Kalliola et al.. 1991). Entirely new areas

become susceptible to the effects of river processes such as

floods and erosion, and in many places the vegetation will

experience a regressive succession: the forest declines and

herbaceous vegetation expands as a result of increasing

water levels. Even previously unflooded forests may
become flooded.

Perhaps the most outstanding consequence of river activity

is the splitting of the floodplain environment into a mosaic of

habitats different in relief, flood intensity, age and soil prop-

erties. It is also important to realize that the structure of the

mosaic is continuously changing and the direction of the

change is not readily predictable. A floodplain forest can be

eroded away by the river or regressive succession can turn

the forest into a grassland, or a backswamp appears, or per-

haps even the whole area remains outside the flood zone and

a new patch of terra-firme forest is formed.

The unpredictability of the floodplain environment extends

to the distribution patterns of species. For example, an excep-

tionally strong flood can wipe out species that otherwise

would be common at a site, or a certain kind or habitat can

emerge so far away from other similar patches that not all

species typical of the conditions are able to colonise the vea.

The understanding of river dynamics may give clues to

understanding unflooded terrain. Most of the surface sedi-

ments in western Amazonia are deposited in fluvial environ-

ments, and there are many signs of ancient river activity in

the soils of teiTa-firme forests.

Source: Kalle Ruokolainen and Maarit Puhakka.
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1973; Simpson and Haffer, 1978; Prance, 1978, 1982b).

The refuge theory, expounded clearly by Haffer in 1 969, pos-

tulates that vegetational changes following climatic changes

cause the fragmentation of species ranges and their isolation in

ecological refuges (Figure 2.4). In these refuges, species popu-

lations may (a) become extinct, (b) survive unchanged, or (c)

differentiate at subspecies or species level. The theory has been

much debated (e.g. Colinvaux, 1979, 1987) and several other

theories to explain centres of diversity and of endemism have

been put forward. These alternative theories include river

dynamics, temperature changes and contemporary ecological

differences between areas (Colinvaux et ciL, 1985; Salo er al..

1986). Whatever the cause, the palynological evidence now
available shows that savannas used to be present in areas that

are today covered with tropical forest. The pollen records from

Rondonia and Carajas illustrate this particularly well.

The pollen record from Rondonia (Figure 2.5) shows the

replacement of the Amazonian forest by grass-savanna (Van der

Hummen. 1972; Absy and Van der Hammen, 1976). Two frac-

tions of two samples from the Katira section were recently dated

(Van der Hammen and Absy. 1994). This part of the Amazon
Basin, under today's natural conditions, is completely covered

with dense tropical rain forest (annual rainfall around 2500
mm), and the nearest patches of more open natural vegetation

are found at least 150-200 km to the south. The savanna periods

of Rondonia are dated at 42.500-l-/-25()0 years BP and 18.500

-f-/-l50 years BP. The geological context suggests that the dates

correspond to two savanna periods, separated by a wetter forest

period. The last savanna period, at and after 18,500 BP. was
associated with thick coUuvial deposits in the valley and was
probably the drier period. We have no data from Rondonia as to

when the rain forest invaded the area again, but. based on data

from other places, this probably happened at the beginning of

the Holocene.

The pollen record from Carajas. Brazil (Figure 2.6) came
from the southern Serra do Carajas on a narrow plateau at

700-800 m elevation (Absy et al.. 1991 ). This region is situated

in a NW-SE oriented corridor inside the Amazon Basin where

the annual precipitation (1500-2000 mm) is lower than in adja-

cent regions (2000-3000 mm). In the rain forest sunounding the

plateau, relative seasonal dryness is reflected by the occurrence

of patches of deciduous trees. The pollen record presented

(Figure 2.6) is from a core drilled in the centre of a former lake,

situated on the plateau. The bulk of the present pollen supply to

the lake originates from the surrounding rain forest. The eight

pollen zones recognised correlate strongly with the lithological

sequence: in the sandy layers, pollen from savanna species dom-
inates (pollen zones Al. B and D), whereas forest species are

dominant in pollen zones from organic-rich sediments. The last

organic-rich deposition of Holocene age shows marked differ-

ences from its Pleistocene equivalents. The extension of savanna

around 6000 BP (pollen zone E2) represents a different type of

savanna vegetation. The abundant charcoal fragments suggest

that fire must have played an important role in the spread of

savanna at this time. The final increase of rain forest around

3000 BP (pollen zone E3) is reflected in the occurrence of

pollen from pioneer species.

The overall pollen record shows clear vegetational and cli-

matic change over the last 60,000 years. Dry periods occurred

around 60,000 BP, shortly before 40,000 BP and during
21,000-1 1,000 years BP. The drying of the lake after 22.000 BP
and before 12.500 BP, its reappearance slightly before I2,5(J0

BP and the subsequent rise of the water level during the Late

Glacial are events which have also been described for tropical

African lakes (Livingstone and Van der Hammen. 1978;

Servant and Servant-Vildary. 1980; Maley. 1987; Street and
Grove. 1979).

During the dry periods of the Quaternary, pollen representing

forest elements is less frequent and sometimes absent. Hence it

seems very likely that the forest disappeared, not only from the

plateau, but also from the surroundings of the plateau. The dri-

est parts of the dry Quaternary periods are not represented

because sediment no longer accumulated in the lake.

Considering the present distribution of Amazonian forest, the
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Figure 2.5 Pollen records from Capoeira (top) and Katira (bottom)

(Rondonia. Brazil, latitude 4'=S; longitude 6°W) in the Amazon Basin.

The diagram reflects a dramatic change from dense tropical forest

towards grass-savanna and vice versa.

Source: After Absy and Van der Hammen ( 1 976)

type of change registered at the end of the dry periods would

mean a lowering of at least 500 mm in the annual precipitation

(from 2000-1500 mm to 1500-1000 mm) in the drier

Amazonian corridor and eventually the fragmentation of the

Amazon rain forest area into two large parts.

Van der Hammen and Absy ( 1994) have mapped the poten-

tial distribution of rain forest in the Amazon Basin at an annual

precipitation of 500 mm (Figure 2.7b) and 1000 mm (Figure

2.7c) lower than at present (Figure 2.7a). As illustrated in

Figure 2.7c, the sites of Katira and Carajas. which experienced

savanna conditions some 20,000 years BP, would have been

located in savanna vegetation. Interestingly, the same figure

suggests that Georgetown would also have experienced savanna

conditions with precipitation reduced by 1000 mm. This conclu-

sion is supported by pollen records (Van der Hammen, 1963).

These data show that considerable areas of tropical forest were

once replaced by savanna and savanna woodland or cerrado

types of vegetation. It is highly probable, therefore, that the

Amazonian forest was, at times, reduced to a number of larger

and smaller fragments that could be called forest refuges.

Prehistoric .Man and Forests

People may ha'e entered South America as early, or earlier than

30,000 years ago, but good evidence of their presence exists

from about 15,000 years BP onward. It seems probable that

there have always been some people adapted to forest-life, but

many of the cultural remains from the period of the last glacial

advance are from groups adapted to more open environments.

During the past 15.000 years, people have produced some finely

worked stone artifacts, which suggest that they were hunting

large mammals. Humans will also have used the other resources
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Figure 2.6 Simplified pollen record and radiocarbon dates of a 6.5 m long core from a swamp area in the Serra do Carajas (Brazil, lat. 6°20'S:

long. 50''25'W; 700-800 m asl). The downcore changing representation of trees, savanna elements and grasses reflects a sequence of open and

forested environments near Carajas during the last c. 50,000 years. Smm,: AiicrAbs> e;a/. (I99ii
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tion some 20.000 years ago. are mdicated. The site of Georgetown also experienced savanna conditions during the last glacial advance.
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that the savannas and patches of trees in the South American

cerrados offered. It seems certain that the wooded areas were

altered by burning from very early on.

It is known that from as long ago as the Late Glacial, people

were adapted to the upper montane forest-paramo boundary.

This offered very diverse resources: small animals, fruits, etc.

(Van der Haminen and Correal Urrego, 1978). At that lime there

were also people living in the western Amazon (A. Rooseveld.

unpublished data) who made stone points and apparently used

the broad spectrum of fruit and seed resources which the forest

offered.

When the upper limit of the forest rose at the beginning of

the Holocene and open or semi-open vegetation types were
greatly reduced, people seemed to adapt to forest-life and to

using the numerous resources that the forest offers (roots, fruits.

nuts, meat, fish etc.). This happened both in the Andes and

Amazonia. The effect these people had on the forest may not

have been very great, but it seems to have led to an increased

frequency of useful trees and palms in both montane forests and

the tropical lowlands.

The impact of man on the forest increased with the beginning

of horticulture and agriculture; in some areas, this occurred as

far back as 8000 years ago. During the few thousand years

before the Spanish conquest (at around 1500 AD) the impact of

flourishing Indian cultures on the forest vegetation was consid-

erable. However, the action of humans became really destruc-

tive only after the conquest and has increased during the last

few decades to culminate in today's unprecedented rates of for-

est clearance.
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3 Identifying Areas for

Plant Conservation
in the Americas

Introduction
Plants are the basis of most terrestrial ecosystems, and most ani-

mals, including humans, are ultimately totally dependent on

them as sources of food. They provide humans with a host of

other products, such as fuel, fibres, oils, medicines, dyes, tan-

nins and forage crops for domesticated animals. In addition,

they provide many valuable ecological services, such as the pro-

tection of watersheds, the cycling of nutrients and climate ame-

lioration.

However, plant life throughout the world, and especially in

the tropics, is under serious threat as habitats are destroyed or

modified. Raven (1987) used island biogeography theory to pre-

dict how many species of plants are under threat of extinction

worldwide. This theory predicts that if a habitat is reduced to a

tenth of its original size, this will lead to the extinction, or near

extinction, of half of its species. Raven's assessment is alarm-

ing: as many as 60.000 vascular plant species (one in four to

one in five of the world's total) could become extinct or their

populations seriously reduced by 2050 if present trends contin-

ue. Furthermore, Myers (1988) predicted that 17,000 vascular

plant species (seven per cent of the Earth's vascular plant

species) could become extinct in just 10 critical tropical forest

areas (or "hotspots") covering 0.2 per cent of the Earth's land

surface. Some of the richest areas he identified were in Latin

America.

Recent work has questioned some of these assumptions and

attempted to achieve greater precision in predicting extinction

rates (e.g. see Whitmore and Sayer, 1992). However there is

general agreement that a great loss of plant diversity is occur-

ring and that a considerable amount of this is in the Neotropics.

Plant Diversity and Endemism in the Americas

The Americas (South and Central America and the Caribbean

islands) are currently estimated to contain between 90,000 and

100,000 vascular plant species (or between 36-40 per cent of the

world's vascular plants) (Gentry, 1993). More than 60,000 vas-

cular plant species (c. 25 per cent of the total world flora) occur

in just three South American countries: Colombia, Ecuador and

Peru, while Brazil alone has been variously estimated as having

between 40,000 and 80.000 vascular plant species.

However, habitats, individual species and genetic variation

within species are not evenly distributed in these, or in other

areas, of the Americas. Effective conservation of biodiversity

therefore requires very careful selection of areas rather than a

random selection of sites that are unwanted for other uses. For

example, the Brazilian system of the 1970s that required farm-

ers to leave half their property uncut and to develop the other

half, thereby creating a chess-board effect, was never likely to

be an effective way of conserving the biodiversity of the

Amazon forest. Rather, careful consideration needs to be given

to the distribution and fragility of the various vegetation types in

the region, and to patterns of species diversity and endemism.

These factors are considered below.

Vegetation

The maps in this Atlas of necessity show only major forest for-

mations in each country and thereby give an impression of uni-

formity throughout the region. However, because of the great

variation in soil, geology, topography and climate, the Americas

are covered by a mosaic of many diffe:ent forest formations, as

well as other vegetation types. The forests vary from the

world's wettest in the Choco of Colombia, where up to 1 1,770

mm of rain has been recorded in one year (Gentry, 1982a), to

the lonws in the arid region of western Peru where it never rains

and the vegetation is sustained by mist alone. The forests are

also found at altitudes varying from sea level up to 3800 m
(Prance, 1989) where they meet the alpine vegetation of the

paramo and puna just below the snowline of the Andes.

Table 3.1 shows the number of basic vegetation types recog-

nised in some vegetation maps of South America. The two

large-scale maps of South America (Hueck and Seibert, 1972:

Unesco, 1981) use 88 principal formations, many more than is

possible in this Atlas. More recent maps of smaller areas shows

that even these are vast over-simplifications of the actual vege-

tation. For example, Huber and Alarcon (19881 used 150 cate-

gories for Venezuela alone.

It is important to recognise that each type of vegetation con-

tains a unique assemblage of species. For example, most of

Amazonia is covered by various types of tropical rain forest on

different substrates, each substrate giving rise to a different

assemblage of species. Furthermore, some forests, such as
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Table 3.1 Number of vegetation types identified in various

vegetation maps of South America.

Source Categories Region

Hueck and Seibertt 1972)
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The Manaus Workshop: Areas of Biological Priority for Conservation in
Amazonia
The aim of the workshop, which brought together almost 100

AiTiazon specialists, was to pool scientific data to indicate

areas of maximum biological interest and diversity in order

to help and encourage the planning of conservation areas

within the Amazon region. Representatives of all nine

Amazon countries attended.

The scientists began by working for three days in small

specialist groups covering Plant Systematics. Plant Ecology,

Mammals. Ornithology. Herpetology. Icthyology.

Entomology. Geomorphology and Climate, and Units of

Conservation. These first order discussions were intense

while participants exchanged their knowledge. At the end of

the three days, each of the seven biological groups produced

thematic maps, backed by scientific information forms, to

justify their selection of priority areas. This was followed by

separate meetings of all botanists and zoologists to pool their

data and consolidate their chosen areas on two maps; one for

plants and one for animals. Although the consolidation

process involved a great deal of discussion, the areas selected

by the different groups corresponded to a large degree. At the

same time, the geomorphologists and climatologists pro-

duced their map locating the most fragile soils and ecosys-

tems requiring greatest protection. The Conservation Units

Group discussed policy and other important factors for future

analysis and planning of preservation, conservation and man-
agement of priority areas.

The first step was the fusion of the 104 areas of major bio-

logical importance for plants with the areas selected for ani-

mals. This resulted in the production of a final map of 94
areas evaluated with a 5-1 scale of priority for conservation

(see Figure 3.1). Areas with maximum overlap between the

disciplines were given the highest priority.

The final map covered about 60 per cent of the Amazon
region, and together with the back-up material will provide a

much more logical basis for future conservation planning

throughout the Amazon region. It is encouraging that many
existing parks and reserves occur within the areas selected as

priorities at the workshop. However, the areas selected at the

workshop are broad regions, and now it is up to conservation

organisations of the nine countries to carry out on-site work to

define the exact areas that are suitable for different categories

of protection, managed forest, indigenous reserves, national

parks, ecological reserves and other conservation areas.

The results of the workshop are a challenge to governments

and NGOs of the developed world to mobilise the resources

needed for the establishment of the areas selected by the con-

servation agencies of the Amazon country governments.

Source: G.T. Prance

Figure 3.1 Biological Priorities for Conservation in Amazonia Source: Conservation International ( 1 99 i

)
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Orchid in Caiiaiiiui Nulioiuil Park. Vcuc. uc/ii.

(WWF/Chris Elliot)

Colombia, and Ecuador are particularly rich in

and what little remains of these forests is under

forests of Peru

local endemics

severe threat.

In Central America, the greatest concentrations of endemic

species is in high mountains. For example, 70 per cent of the

vascular flora of high mountains of Guatemala and Mexico are

endemic (D'Arcy, 1977).

Dry Forests

Tropical dry forest is, by some estimations, the most acutely

threatened of all Neotropical vegetation types. In Central

America the area of strongly seasonal climate which gives rise

to dry forest occurs mostly along the Pacific coast in a narrow,

but formerly continuous band, from Mexico to the Guanacaste

region of north-western Costa Rica. There are also outliers far-

ther south in the Terraba Valley of Costa Rica, the Azuero

Peninsula of Panama and around Garachine in the Darien region

of Panama. In South America, more extensive dry forests occur

in northern Colombia. Venezuela, coastal Ecuador and adjacent

Peru, and from north-west Argentina to north-east Brazil. The

main area of dry forest is the chaco (encompassing the western

half of Paraguay and adjacent regions of Bolivia and
Argentina).

While dry forests are not as species-rich as moist forests,

they are floristically distinct and contain a high degree of

regional endemism. For example. 73 per cent of the flora of the

chcico-cenado-caatinga dry areas are regionally endemic. The

very dry. open forest types have not been mapped in this Atlas.

Centres of Plant Diversity and Endemism
Several theories have been advanced to explain patterns of diver-

sity and endemism in the Americas and why some areas of rain

forest, in particular, have higher degrees of endemism than oth-

ers. A popular theory is that the forest in South America was

reduced to isolated refugia during Pleistocene glacial advances

when the climate of the region became drier and cooler. Whether

or not they were refugia. the fact that centres of endemism exist

for a large number of different organisms (e.g. Haffer. 1969 and

Chapter 4 for birds; Brown. 1976. 1982. 1987 for insects; Prance.

197.3. 1979. 1982 for plants) has been well established (although

there have been suggestions that these apparent centres of rich-

ness are merely well-collected areas, see Granville. 1988: Nelson

et al.. 1990). The existence of centres of endemism certainly

makes conservation of these areas of prime importance since

their protection would conserve clusters of endemic species.

Other theories to explain spcciation in the region focus on the

previously more extensive "cloud forests" (Gentry. 1982b,

1989; Gentry and Dodson, 1987), speciation associated with

habitat complexity in north-western and north-central Amazonia

(Gentry, 1986. 1989; Gentry and Ortiz, 1993), speciation associ-

ated with riverine barriers to gene flow in the largest river sys-

tem of the world (Capparella, 1988; Ducke and Black, 1953),

and biogeographical theories focusing on the "Great American

Interchange" following the joining of South and Central

America approximately 3.1 million BP (Gentry. 1982b;

Marshall el al. 1979).

Centres of Crop Plant Diversity

It has long been known that some areas have been of particular

importance for the number of crop plants which originated

there. They are known as Vavilov Centres after the Russian sci-

entist who first described them. Four are located in the

Neotropics (Vavilov. 1951). The Mexican-Central American

Centre was the original source of such plants as cotton, ama-

ranth, sweet potato, maize, green peppers and Pliaseoliis beans;

the Peru-Ecuador-Bolivia Centre produced the potato, beans,

tobacco, papaya, quinoa. tomato and others; the Chilean Centre

yielded the strawberry and the Central Brazil-Paraguay Centre

was the home of the pineapple, peanut, mate, cashew and

cassava amongst others.

The areas where wild relatives of crop plants are likely to

occur are of prime importance for conservation. For example,

wild species are still contributing considerably to breeding pro-

grammes of potato and tomato, adding genes for such properties

as disease resistance, sweetness and hardiness. The areas of

importance for the contribution of plants of economic value are

not confined to the Vavilov Centres. For example, in recent

years attention has been drawn to the region of the Brazil-Peru-

Colombia frontier, the area inhabited by the Tikuna Indians.

Crops which have originated in this area include peach palm

Criteria for CPD Site Selection
The following broad set of criteria have been developed

following consultation with a large number of botanists

and conservation biologists worldwide.

To be selected as a CPD site, areas have one of the fol-

lowing characteristics;

1. the area is evidently species-rich. e\en though the

number of species present may not be accurately

known;

2. the area is known to contain a large number of

species endemic to it.

The following characteristics are also considered in the

selection:

a) the site contains an important gene pool of plants of

value to man. or plants that are potentially useful;

b) the site contains a diverse range of habitat types;

c) the site contains a significant proportion of species

adapted to special edaphic conditions:

d) the site is threatened or under imminent threat of

large-scale devastation.

Source: WWF/IUCN (1994)
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Table 3.2 List of CPD sites in the Caribbean and Central America

Country Code Site Name

Cuba Cb3 Cajalbana Tableland and Preluda Mt

Region

Jamaica CblO Blue and John Crow Mountains

Jamaica Cbll Cockpit Country

Mexico MA 1 Lacandon Rain Forest Region

Mexico MA2 Uxpanapa-Chimalapa Region

Mexico MA3 Sierra de Juarez. Oaxaca

Mexico MA4 Tehuacan-Cuicatlan Region

Mexico MA5 Canyon of the Zopilote Region

Mexico MA6 Sierra de Manantlan Region and Biosphere

Reserve

Mexico MA7 Pacific Lowlands, Jalisco

Mexico MAS Upper Mezquital River Region. Sierra

Madre Occidental

Mexico MA9 Gomez Farias Region and El Cielo

Biosphere Reserve

Mexico MA 10 Cuetras Cienagas Region

Country Code Site Name

Mexico MAI I Apachian-Madrean Region

Mexico MA12 Central Region of Baja California

Peninsula

Guatemala MA 1

3

Guatemala MA 14

Honduras

Costa Rica

Costa Rica

Panama

Peten Region and Maya Biosphere

Reserve

Sierra de la Minas Region and Biosphere

Reserve

MA 15 NE Honduras and Rio Platano Biosphere

Reserve

MA 16 Braulio Carrillo-La Selva Region

MA 17 La Amistad Region

Costa Rica MA 18 Osa Peninsula and Corcovado National

Park

Panama MA19 Cerro Azul and Cerro Jefe (in Chagres

National Park)

Panama MA20 Darien Province and Darien National Park

Figure 3.2 Centres of Plant Diversity in Central America and the Caribbean Source: Davis et at. (in press)

3)
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Table 3.3 List of CPD sites in South America* +

Country Code Site Name Countn' Code Site Name

CARIBBEAN
Venezuela SAl Coastal Cordillera

guayana highlands
Venezuela SA2 Pantepui Region

AMAZONIA: Northeastern Amazonia-Guyana

French Guiana SA3 Saiil Region

Brazil SA4 Transverse Dry Belt'

AMAZONIA: Central and Guayanan Amazonia

Brazil SA5 Manaus Region

Brazil. Colombia. SA6 Upper Rio Negro Region

Venezuela

Colombia SA7 Chiribiquete-Araracuara-Cahuinari

AMAZONIA: Western Amazonia

Ecuador SA8 Yasuni NP and Waorani Ethnic

Reserve

Peru. Colombia SA9 Iquitos Region

AMAZONIA: Southwestern Amazonia

Peru SAIO Tambopata Region

AMAZONIA: Pre-Andean Amazonia

Peru SA 1

1

Lowlands of Manu National Park

MATA ATLANTICA: Northern Region (Rio Grande de Norte

to Bahia)

Brazil SAl 2 Atlantic Moist Forest of Southern

Bahia

MATA ATLANTICA: Central Region. Espirito Santo

to Sao Paulo

Brazil SAl

3

Tabuleiro Forests of Northern

Espi'rito Santo

Brazil SA14 Cabo Frio Region

Brazil SAl

5

Mountain Ranges of Rio de Janeiro

MATA ATLANTICA: Southern Region (Southern Sao Paulo to Rio

Grande do Sul)

Brazil SAl 6 SerradoJapi

Brazil SAl

7

Jureia-Itatins Ecological Station

MATA ATLANTICA: Interior: Parana Basin

Paraguay SAl

8

Mbaracayii Reserve

INTERIOR DRY AND MESIC FORESTS
Brazil SA19 Caatinga of Northeastern Brazil-

Brazil SA20 Espinha^o Range Region'

Brazil SA21 Distrito Federal

Argentina.

Paraguay.

Bolivia

Bolivia

Brazil

SA22 Gran Chaeo

Brazil.

SA23 Southeastern Santa Cruz

SA24 Llanos de Mojos Region

(Tropical) ANDEAN: Paramo with Espeletiinae

Colombia SA25 Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta

Colombia SA28 Los Nevados National Park

Colombia SA29 Central Colombian Massif

Colombia SA30 Volcanoes of Narinense Plateau

(Tropical) ANDES: Paramo without Espeletiinae

Ecuador SA3

1

Paramo and Andean Forests of

Sangay NP
Ecuador. Peru SA32 Huancabamba Region

Peru SA33 Peruvian Puna

(Tropical) ANDEAN
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collaborative project, partly funded by ODA and the EC. The
results of the project will be published in late 1994, and will

provide a global analysis of centres of plant diversity and

endemism. indicating those areas which, if protected, would
save the majority of wild plant species (WWF/IUCN. 1994).

The CPD concept is related to that of the work by crop

geneticists in selecting centres of origin and diversity of crop

plants — the so-called Vavilov Centres of Crop Genetic
Diversity (Hawkes, 1983) described above. However, the main

criteria for selecting CPD sites are those of high plant species

diversity and/or endemism, while habitat diversity and the pres-

ence of important gene pools of plants are secondary criteria

(see Box 2).

A total of 232 sites worldwide meet CPD criteria and will

receive detailed treatment in Data Sheets. Other areas of botani-

cal importance, meeting the general criteria for selection as

CPD sites, will be included in the CPD publications, but these

other sites will not be treated in detail.

In practice, most sites selected in the CPD project have in

excess of 1000 vascular plant species, of which at least 10 per

cent are endemic to the phytogeographic region in which the

site occurs, and often a significant proportion of the total flora is

endemic to the chosen site.

The selection of CPD sites for Latin America buill upon ini-

tiatives such as that of the Manaus workshop for the Amazonian
region, and has involved the collaboration of numerous
botanists, botanical institutions and conservation organizations

throughout the region. The work of coordinating these efforts

has been undertaken by Olga Herrera-MacBryde at the

Smithsonian Institution for Middle and South America, and by

Dennis Adams in London for the Caribbean region, as well as

by Stephen Davis and Vernon Heyward in the lUCN Plant

Conservation Office. For South America, the work culminated

in a workshop held in Quito in June 1991 at which the final

selection of CPD sites was made.

Tables 3.2 and 3.3 list the sites selected for detailed Data

Sheet treatment for the Americas (Davis et al.. in press) and

they are mapped on Figures 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. These sites

are considered to be the top priorities for plant conservation.

Site codes in the lists below correspond to those used on the

maps in this Atlas but may vary slightly from those used in the

final CPC publication (Davis et ai. in press).

Conclusion

Conservation of these sites would not only save many of the

plant species that could be in danger of extinction, but could

also protect a wide range of other organisms which are depen-

SM!
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4 Establishing Conservation
Priorities Using Endemic
Birds

Introduction
The Neotropics are extremely rich in species of wildlife.

Taxonomists and biogeographers. faced by the sheer scale of

this variety, are still struggling with calculations of the number

of possible species to be discovered in the region. Meanwhile.

the conservationist is left in pressing need of knowing where

this diversity is most concentrated, so that something may be

done to secure its future.

This is particularly true as rampant human population growth

exploits and exhausts the planet's natural resources at such a

speed that many species are lost even before being identified.

Wilson's (1988) call for a map of biodiversity recognized the

value of identifying the areas for conservation that would ensure

the continued survival and evolution of the highest proponion

of the world's biota. The question remains how to construct

such a map.

One key approach is to analyse and extrapolate from a major

group of animals or plants that is both taxonomically well

researched and distributionally well understood, for without

these two factors any geographic quantification becomes highly

unreliable. Birds are the most amenable group. Attempts to con-

sider richness in terms of sheer numbers in individual areas are

subject to serious biases and inconsistencies in available data.

However, allied to the concept oi endemism. richness becomes a

useful criterion.

Knowledge of centres of endemism — areas that hold assem-

blages of species found nowhere else — is critical to any con-

servation programme. On the assumption that wider-ranging

species are likely to have greater chances of survival, centres of

endemism should represent primary targets for conservation:

and the richer they are in unique species, the more significant

their claim on our attention.

BirdLife International's Biodiversity Project (ICBP. 1992;

Crosby, 1994; Stattersfield et al.. in prep.) has advanced the

analysis of centres of endemism throughout the world, and this

chapter places the results of its work in the context of forest

conservation in the American tropics. However, it is important

to emphasize that birds make many contributions to the diversity

of forests other than guiding conservationists to the hotspots.

Low density, wide-ranging species, such as raptors, may be

essential for the functioning of ecosystems, and these birds can-

not be conserved in small forest reserves that are at a great dis-

tance from each other (Thiollay, 1985). Indeed the long-term

Forest Biodynamics Project of the Smithsonian Institution and

World Wildlife Fund in the Brazilian Amazon which examines

the rales and patterns of species loss from different-sized forest

patches uses birds as the key indicators (Lovejoy et al.. 1984;

Bierregaard and Lovejoy. 1989: Bierregaard, 1990: see Chapter

26). Birds are major dispersers of seeds and pollinators of

plants, and thus play a vital role in the spatial heterogeneity and

taxonomic diversity of Neotropical forests (Stiles. 1985).

Moreover. these forests host not only thousands of resident

species, but many Nearctic migrants, whose ecological func-

tions are as important as those of the residents (Rappole, 1991 ).

Mapping Endemic Bird Areas

The BirdLife Biodiversity Project has collected data on all land-

birds which have had. in historical times, a total global breeding

range estimated to be below 50,000 sq. km ("restricted-range

species "). which is about the size of Costa Rica. The 50.000 sq.

km range size criterion is arbitrary, but produces a manageable

sample of those species which are most vulnerable to habitat

destruction and need some form of protection. The use of this

size as the threshold was influenced by the work of Terborgh

and Winter (1983), who mapped the distributions of 155

Colombian and Ecuadorian bird species with ranges below

50.000 sq. km. Terborgh and Winter used the bird distributions

to locate areas of endemism and advocated the technique as a

cost-effective method for designing protected area networks in

tropical countries.

Candidate bird lists for BirdLife's project were drawn up by

region, using the available literature. For each species, distribu-

tional information was collated from published and unpublished

sources, the latter obtained mainly from BirdLife International's

extensive network of contacts. A database of precisely geo-

referenced localities was developed, from which the distribution

of each bird could be mapped using a Geographic Information

System (see Figure 4.1 ).

The data-gathering spanned four years, and resulted in more

than 50.000 locality records (of which 87 per cent have been

assigned coordinates) for 2609 restricted-range species of the
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A02
.A04

A03

AlO

A26l /

Figure 4.3 The Endemic Bird Areas of Central America and the Caribbean

(Lack, 1976). with just four restricted-range bird species being

shared between the islands and continental America. Nearly

every island in the Caribbean is included within, or forms, an

EBA. with a total of five in the region (Figure 4.3. Table 4.1 ).

Each of the EBAs is characterized in part by humid forest and

this is reflected by more than two-thirds of the Caribbean

restricted-range species requiring this habitat.

Notable single-island EBAs are Jamaica and Puerto Rico,

both supporting high numbers of restricted-range species (34.

261 in relation to their size (1 1.000 sq. km. 9000 sq. km). The

Eastern Caribbean EBA (A26 on Figure 4.3) incorporates 14

political units and many islands from the Virgin Islands south to

Table 4.1 Endemic Bird Areas of Middle America

Area code and name Altitude (ni)

A02 Guadalupe Island* sea level

A03 Baja California 0-1.000

A04 Sierra Madre Occidental 1,200-3.050

A05 North-west Mexican Pacific slope 0-1.000

A06 Sierra Madre Oriental 1.800-3.500

A07 North-east Mexican Gulf slope 0-1,000

A08 Central Mexican marshes 1.500-2.500

A09 Yucatan Peninsula 0-300

AlO Revillagigedo Islands 0-300

All Central Mexican highlands 900-3.500

A12 Sierra Madre del Sur 300-2.0(M

A13 Isthmus de Tehuantepec 0-1.000

A14 North Mesoamerican highlands 600-3.000

A15 North Mesoamerican Pacific slope 0-1.050

A16 Central American Caribbean slope 0-1.200

A17 Southern Central American Pacific slope 0-1.500

A 1

8

Costa Rica and Panama highlands 600-3.350

A19 Darien and Uraba lowlands 0-1,000

A20 East Panama and Darien lowlands 600-1.600

A21 Cocos Island sea level

A22 Cuba and the Bahama Islands 0-2.000

A23 Jamaica 0-2.200

A24 Hispaniola 0-3.000

A25 Puerto Rico 0-1.200

A26 Eastern Caribbean 0-1,200

A27 Balsas Drainage 0-1,500

Habitat[s]°

mixed

mixed

forest

humid and dry forest, scrub

forest

mixed

wetland

humid and dry forest, scrub

scrub, forest

scrub, forest

humid and dry forest, scrub

scrub, dry forest

humid forest

humid and dry forest, scrub

humid forest

humid forest

humid forest

humid forest

humid forest

humid forest, dry forest, scrub

humid forest, dry forest, .scrub

humid forest, dry forest, scrub

humid forest, dry forest, .scrub

humid forest, dry forest, mixed

humid forest, dry forest, scrub

humid forest, dry forest, scrub

Size sq. km
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The St. Lucia Amazon Amazoiia versicolor, eiideiiiic to St.

Lucia: one of the most threatened birds in the world.

(WWF/Paul Wachtel)

Grenada. Several of the islands support their own single-island

endemics, indeed St Lucia (620 sq. km) has four species unique

to it. However, many more restricted-range species are shared

with nearby islands, thus making the whole of the Eastern

Caribbean one EBA.
Patterns of endemism for other life-forms in the Caribbean

are relatively well documented and show congruence with the

bird distributions. A general trend for reptiles and amphibians is

the occurrence of a large number of single-island or island-

group endemic species on the four Greater Antillean islands of

Cuba. Jamaica, Hispaniola and Puerto Rico. The Lesser Antilles

have relatively fewer single-island endemic species, but a large

element of the herpetofauna is endemic to the Lesser Antilles as

a whole, mirroring the Eastern Caribbean EBA. Similar patterns

were shown in the Caribbean mammal fauna in historic times

(Woods. 1989), but many of these species are now extinct. The
described patterns of endemism in insects for the Caribbean as

shown by Liebherr ( 1988) indicate congruence with the bird and

other life-forms. In the Greater Antilles there a high numbers of

single-island endemic plants, with for instance 3000 endemic
species on Cuba and 1800 species on Hispaniola (Davis et at..

1986).

EBAs In Central America
There are 26 EBAs in this region with three (Guadalupe,
Socorro and Cocos) being islands and the rest located on the

mainland (Figure 4.3, Table 4.1). Central America (including

Mexico) forms a land-bridge between North and South
America, but despite having avifaunal relationships with both

continents it shares few restricted-range species with either. The
topography of the region is complex with a series of mountain

chains passing through it. effectively separating the Pacific low-

lands from the Atlantic or Caribbean lowlands. EBAs are

situated in the lowlands on both of these slopes (such as the

Northern Central American Pacific slope - A15) and in the

higher mountainous areas (such as the Costa Rican and
Panamanian highlands - A18).

Most of the EBAs from south of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec

in southern Mexico to Panama are humid forest areas, but north

of the isthmus several are located in other vegetation types. For

instance, there are a few EBAs that consist of temperate habitat,

especially of pine-oak forest (Sierra Madre Occidental - A04
and Central Mexican highlands - All): a number occur in the

coastal plains and interior plateaus in which the habitat is typi-

cally tropical deciduous in nature (North-west Pacific slope -

A05 and Northeast Mexican Gulf slope - A07); and some
EBAs. especially the submontane and montane forests of the

region, such as the Sierra Madre del Sur (A12), show both tropi-

cal and temperate elements in the flora.

The majority of EBAs in Central America contain less than

10 restricted-range species, but a number of the humid forest

EBAs have more (e.g. A14 has 18; A27 has 14). and the Costa

Rican and Panamanian highlands EBA (A18). with 52 species,

has one of the highest number in the world although the moun-
tain range is only 30.000 sq. km in size.

Patterns of endemism for other life-forms in Central America

are overall less well documented than for birds, but valuable

comparisons between taxa can be drawn for some parts of the

region. There are striking similarities between areas of

endemism in the herpetofauna (Duellman. 1966: Savage, 1966,

1982) and the forest EBAs of southern Central America (EBAs
A09 and A13 to A 19). Studies of heliconiine and ithominiine

butterflies in southern Central America (Brown, 1987) and
recent work on the lepidopteran fauna of Costa Rica (Thomas,

1991 ) suggest similar congruence with these forest EBAs.
High levels of endemism in the flora of Central America

have been noted for Mexico (Rzedowski, 1978) and for Costa

Rica and Panama, where the level of national endemism is

expected to exceed 20 per cent of the total flora (Gentry. 1986).

The boundaries of these areas of endemism are not yet well

defined, but certain habitats such as the mesophyllous evergreen

forests (cloud forests) are noted as holding particularly high

numbers of endemic plants (Breedlove, 1981).

EBAs in Soutli America
South America has a higher diversity of birds than any other

continent, with almost 3000 landbird species: and its 52 EBAs
are more than occur in any other biogeographic region (Figure

4.4). The tropical lowland and montane humid forests hold the

greatest proportion of the continent's EBAs (Table 4.2). There

are many humid forest EBAs along both slopes of the Andes, in

the Amazon basin and in the Atlantic coastal forests.

The Andes run from north to south along the entire length of

the western part of the continent, forming a barrier to the disper-

sal of lowland and submontane animals and plants on either

side. This has led to the development of a series of EBAs run-
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Table 4.2 Endemic Bird Areas of South America
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Area code and miiiie

BOl Guianas

B02 Tepui's

B03 Cordillera de Caripe and Paria Peninsula

B04 Cordillera de la Costa Central. Venezuela

805 North and Central Venezuelan lowlands

B06 Cordillera de Merida

B07 Caribbean dry zone of Colombia and Venezuela

BOS Santa Maria Mountains

B09 Nechi lowlands

BIO East Andes of Colombia

B 1

1

Upper Rio Negro and Orinoco white sand forests

B 12 Subtropical Inter-Andean Colombia

BI3 Dry Inter-Andean valleys, Colombia

B14 Choco and Pacific slope Andes

B16 Galapagos Islands

B 1

7

North Central Andean forests

B 1

8

Eastern Andes of Ecuador and northern Peru

B19 Napo and upper Amazon lowlands

B20 Tumbesian Western Ecuador and Peru

B21 South Central Andean forests

B22 Marafion valley

B24 Sub-Andean ridgetop forests

B25 Northeast Peruvian Cordilleras

B27 The High Peruvian Andes

B28 Junin puna

B29 Eastern Andean foothills of Peru

B30 South-east Peruvian lowlands

B32 South Peruvian and north Chilean Pacific slope

B33 Upper Bolivian yungas

B34 Lower Bolivian yungas

B35 Bolivian Andes

B36 East Bolivian lowlands

B37 North Argentine Andes

B39 Argentine Cordilleras

B40 Juan Fernandez Islands

841 Central Chile

842 Tierra del Fuego and the Falklands

B43 Central Amazonian Brazil

845 Fernando de Noronha

B46 North-east Brazilian caatinga

847 Alagoan Atlantic slope

B48 Bahian deciduous forests

849 Minas Gerais deciduous forsts

850 Serra do Espina^o

852 South-east Brazilian lowland to foothills

B53 South-east Brazilian mountains

854 South-east Brazilian Araiicaria forest

B55 Entre Rios wet grasslands

856 Upper Rio Branco

857 Boliviano-Tucuman Yungas

858 Valdivian Nothofagus and Araiicaria forests

of Central Chile and Argentina

860 Central Andean paramo

Attitude (111)
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Figure 4.4 The Endemic Bird Areas of South America

B45

B47

B48
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Where the Amazon Basin Meets the Andes
The South-east Peruvian lowlands EBA (B3()) is a vast area

(c. 155.000 sq. km) in south-east Peru and westernmost

Brazil, primarily between 200 and 500 m in elevation,

cloaked in almost pristine lowland wet forest. The limits of

the area are poorly defined (due in part to the lack of avail-

able information on the species endemic to the area), but it

appears to be characterized by exceptionally high rainfall and

bounded by the lower-lying Amazon basin to the east and the

Andean foothills to the south-west. This EBA has a relatively

large number of species (14) confined to it (see Table).

The restricted-range bird species of the south-east

Peruvian lowlands EBA (B30)

Latin name

Pyrrlnira nipicohi

Brachygalba alhofiularis

Gulbukyrbymlms inirusianus

Malacoplila semicincla

Enbucco tucinkae

Foricarius nififrons

GraUaiia eludens

Myrnwcizci ;^f>eldi

PercnosloUt lapbotes

ConiopjiUm mciihennyi

Lopholiicciis eiilopbates

Poecilorrlccus aibifades

Todirostnim pidcbeUuiii

Cacicus koepckeae

English name

Black-capped parakeet

White-throated jacamar

Chestnut jacamar

Semicollared puffbird

Scarlet-hooded barhet

Rufous-fronted antthrush

Elusive anipitta

Goeldi's antbird

White-lined pitta

Black-faced cotinga

Long-crested pygmy tyrant

White-cheeked tody tyrant

Black-backed tody-flycatcher

Selva cacique

Status

T
T
N

T - Threalened. as listed hy Collar el uL (1 992)

N - Ncar-lhreacened. as listed by Collar cl iil- II 99:)

Probably most importantly, however, this area has the

highest diversity of birds in any area of the world. The extra-

ordinary diversity of the avifauna (which has characteristics

of both western Amazonia and the eastern Andes) is demon-

strated by the occurrence of over 500 species of bird at

Tambopata Natural Wildlife Refuge (55 sq. km) and in a

similar sized area around Cocha Cashu Biological Station

(within the Manu National Park and Biosphere Reserve),

where 15,000 sq. km are thought to harbour over 1000 bird

species. This remarkable biodiversity extends to all other

life-forms, with 153 species of tree recorded from 1 ha of

forest at Tambopata (Parker, 1982), and more than 90 species

of mammals. 130 species of amphibians and reptiles and

1 100 species of butterflies recorded from the two reserve

areas (Terborgh cl ai. 1984; Erwin and Rios. 1986).

It appears that for various reasons, including exceptionally

high rainfall and constant renewal of nutrients from the

Andean foothills, the diversity (and endeinicity) of species is

greater along the pre-Andean headwater regions of the

Amazon than in the vast central lowlands; the diversity of

birds at least fails steadily as one travels east (Collar, 1990).

For these reasons, it is clear that for the conservation of

species diversity the highest priorities lie not in the vast cen-

tral lowlands of Amazonia, but rather in the areas around the

southwestern fringes of the basin. However, this does not

diminish the critical importance of the forested Amazon
basin, as this is clearly the source of rainfall for all of the

frinaina headwater regions of the Amazon.

ning from north to south along the Pacific lowlands to the west

of the Andes (such as the Choco and Pacific slope Andes -

B14). There are also EBAs along the central spine of the Andes

(such as North Central Andean forests of Colombia and

Ecuador - B 1 7), in some of the larger Andean intermontane val-

leys (such as the Marafion valley - B22). on mountain ranges

which run parallel to, but separate fiom, the main range (such as

the Sub-Andean ridgetop forests of Ecuador and Peru - B24)

and on isolated massifs (such as the Santa Marta Mountains -

BOS). In some parts of the Andes, for example in Peru and

Bolivia, the distribution of bird species is very complex due to

the varied topography and climatic patterns causing a mosaic of

different habitat types.

There are relatively few EBAs in the Amazon basin com-

pared to the Andes, because most Amazonian species are more

widely distributed than the 50,000 sq. km range criterion. In

addition, the distributions of many Amazonian birds are incom-

pletely known, so the boundaries and areas of the EBAs have

been only approximately defined. The high rainfall zone where

the Amazonian rain forests meet the Andean foothills has the

highest avian diversity of any region of the world (Ridgely and

Tudor, 1989); half of the Amazonian EBAs are in this region,

and there are several more in the lower parts of the adjacent

foothills (see Box 1 for more information on an EBA located in

this region).

An important concentration of five EBAs is located in the

humid tropical Atlantic coastal forests that stretch the length of

eastern Brazil (from Alagoas to Rio Grande do Sul). eastern

Paraguay and across to Misiones in north-eastern Argentina.

This region includes lowland rain forests and a variety of sub-

montane and montane forest types that are isolated from the rain

forests of the Amazon basin by a relatively arid zone Uaatinga,

cerrado and chaco). Although some species are shared with the

Amazon rain forests, there is a high level of endemism through-

out the Atlantic forests. The patterns in the distributions

of restricted-range species in this region are complex, and the

precise delineation of EBAs is made more difficult by the

extremely high levels of forest loss to which the region has been

subjected since 1500.

Congruence between EBAs and areas of endemism for other

life-forms is marked in some parts of South America, but more

studies that use constant criteria are needed for comparing dis-

tribution and areas of endemism for different groups (Thirgood

and Heath, 1994). Studies in the higher Andes are poorly docu-

mented, but the EBAs. particularly in the northern Andes, are

well matched by the distribution of the endemic herpetofauna

(Duellman, 1979). The flora of the eastern slopes of the Andes

has been identified by Myers (1988) as a global floristic "hotspof'

.

Endemism occurs at a variety of different scales, especially

in plants (Gentry, 1992), so that a single EBA may represent

several areas of, for instance, floral endemism. This is the case

in the humid forests of the Darien Highlands (A20), which com-

prise several isolated peaks, each with their own endemic flora

(Gentry. 1986). However, nowhere is this factor of scale more

apparent than in the wet tropical forests of the Pacific lowlands

and foothills of western Colombia and western Ecuador. It was

in this region that Gentry (1986) reported the high lexels of

endemism on the Centinela ridgetop, an area only about I km
wide and 20 km long (and now destroyed). This small area sup-

ported 38 plant species that were known nowhere else on earth.
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including 25 per cent (six species) ol tlie world's representatives

of one genus (Gasteraiithii.s).

Forero and Gentry (1988) estimate that the Choco depart-

ment in Colombia (which covers the main range of EBA B14)

alone holds at least 10.000 plant species, of which no fewer than

a quarter are endemic. Studies of the Chocoan fauna are limited,

but the high levels of endemism in the birds, also noted by

Terborgh and Winter ( 1983). are seemingly matched in the rep-

tiles and amphibians (Lynch. 1979) and butterflies (Brown.

1982). Similarly high levels of endemism have also been noted

in the flora of the wet and dry forests below 900 m in western

Ecuador (Dodson and Gentry. 1991 ). these forests being concor-

dant with EBAs B14 and B20 respectively.

A large proportion of biogeographical studies have concen-

trated on the lowlands of Amazonia, where patterns of endemism

have been presented for birds (Haffer, 1987). lizards of the genus

Anolis (Vanzolini and Williams, 1970). heliconiine and ithomini-

ine butterflies (Brown. 1987). and trees of the families

Bignoniaceae and Chrysobalanaceae (Prance. 1987). A work-

shop in 1990 attempted to gather leading Amazonian experts to

prioritize areas within the Amazon basin using faunal and tloral

distributions (Collar. 1990). The results have been published

recently as a map (see Chapter 26). However. Nelson et at.

(1990) have pointed out the dangers of using such approaches: in

some areas apparent species richness may well be merely a

reflection of collecting density rather than a real phenomena. No
such difficulties attend the Atlantic coastal forests of Brazil,

however, w ith high degrees of endemism of plant and animal

Figure 4.5 The distribution of Ihrcalencd humid forest bird

species in South America

Table 4.3 Habitat breakdown ol threatened and threatened

restricted-range bird species in the Americas

Habitat Threatened Species
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Some Threatened EBAs
Some EBAs are more threatened than others and need con-

servation measures now if extinctions are to be averted. The

Paria Peninsula and the Cordillera de Caripe EBA (B03) and

the Alagoan Atlantic slope forest EBA (B47) illustrate how
some EBAs contain significant numbers of restricted-range

species that are also threatened, largely through habitat

destruction.

EBA B03 is a highly threatened area of endemism in

northern Venezuela. It covers only 4000 sq. km or there-

abouts, consisting of two disjunct mountain ranges: the low-

lying and coastal mountains (highest peaks 1300 m) of the

Paria Peninsula, and the Cordillera de Caripe (highest peaks

2,600 m) located further inland to the south-west.

The EBA is rich in restricted-range species, with 13

occurring including five endemics (see Table). All of the

species are found in the humid forests of these mountains.

The five endemic species are listed as threatened and are cur-

rently known from only a handful of localities within the two

mountain ranges. Indeed, Hylonyinpha macrocerca and

Myioborus pariae are restricted to the Paria Peninsula moun-

tains and Basileiiteiiis griseiceps is confined to the Cordillera

de Caripe. A sixth restricted-range species, CampylDpterus

eiisipennis. is also considered threatened, but extends onto

the island of Tobago.

The restricted-range bird species of the Paria Peninsular

and Cordillera de Caripe (B03)

Species

NannopsttJaca panychlora

CainpyloiJierus ensipeniiis

Chlontstdhoti alice

Hylonympha imicrocerca

Phunmuichriisfiilgidus

Atitacorhynchtis stitccitiis

Premnoptex lutci

Syndactyla giillulata

Pipreolafonnosa

Diglossa venez.ia'lensi\

Thlypopsis fulviceps

BasiU'iitenis griseiceps

Myii>bi>rtis parkw

English name Status Other EBAs

Tepui Pan-otiel B02

While-tailed Sabrewing T

Green-tailed Emerald B()4

Scissor-tailed Hummingbird T

White-tipped Quetzal

Groove-billed Toucanet

White-throated Barbtail T

Guttulated Foliage-gleaner

Handsome Fruileater

Venezuelan Flowerpiercer T

Fulvous-headed Tanager

Grey-headed Warbler T

Yellow-faced Redstart T

B04. 808

B04

804

804

804. B06.

810

T - Thrcalened. as listed by Collar et uL ( 1992).

N - Near-ttircalened. as listed by Collar (7 al. ( 1992).

The area is a priority site for con.servation action because

of extensive forest clearance (Wege and Long, 1994).

Conservation is needed at more than one site in the EBA as

there is no single locality that holds all the threatened

species. Particularly important sites are Cerro Humo in the

central Paria Peninsula and Cerro Negro in the Cordillera de

Caripe (Long. 1993). Both are located in protected areas.

Cerro Humo in the Paria Peninsula National Park and Cerro

Negro in the EI Guacharo National Park, but habitat destruc-

tion in the area is still proceeding at an alarming rate.

The Atlantic coastal forests of Brazil hold as many as 17

per cent of the threatened bird species of the Americas. The
region has suffered extensive deforestation, having been one

of the first parts of South America to be colonized by

Europeans. It is estimated that only 2-5 per cent of the origi-

nal forest cover remains in the region (Oliver and Santos.

1991).

The northernmost stands of the Atlantic coastal forest in

Alagoas state, form a particularly important EBA (B47). In

the lowland humid forests and hill forests of this narrow

coastal slope there exist a concentration of threatened

restricted-range species, several of which are on the verge of

extinction. The area holds 14 restricted-range species (see

Table), of which nine are confined to this part of the Atlantic

coastal forests and 12 are listed as threatened (Collar et al.,

1992). The Alagoas curasow Mini mint is thought to be

extinct in the wild as a result of hunting and clearance of the

few patches of lowland forest that still existed in the 1970s.

Two of the threatened species (Philydor novaesi and

Mynnotherula snowi) are now known from only 1 5 sq. km of

hill forest at Murici. This forest is important for another I 1

threatened species including nine of the restricted-range birds

and additionally Ccirpomis melanocephaliis and Cardiiellis

yanellii.

The restricted-range bird species of the Alagoan Atlantic

coastal forests EBA (B47)

Latin name

Mill! inifu

Amazona rtiojocotylha

Touit sttrda

Picttmntisftdvescen.t

Phdydnr novctesi

SynalUtxis infitscata

Hylcipeztts t>chroleucu\

Mynneciza ruflcattda

Myrmnthenila siumi

Terenttra sicki

lodoplcura pipra

Xipholena atropurpiirea

Hemitriciiis mirandae

Phylloscarlci ceciliae

Tungara fasntDsa

Cunieitsfnrhesi

T - Threatened, as listed by Collar el ,iL 1 1 992).

N - Near-threatened, as listed by Collar el al. ( 1992).

English name
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c
The T;ingar;i t'astuosa, seven-coloured tanai>cr. is i/ircniciiecl and restricted to the Atlantic coastal forest ol north-east Brazil.

(Painting by Peter Hayman and reproduced with permission of the Rare Bird Clubl

In South America, 10 of the 15 EBAs that ranked as critically

important are humid forest areas (Table 4.4).

Conclusions

Identifying key sites is crucially important for the conservation

of biological diversity, and it is clear that a very high proportion

of such areas in the tropical Americas are forested. Information

relating to other elements (such as wide-ranging, low-density

raptors, pollinators and seed dispersers. and migratory birds)

and to the distribution and ecology of other life-forms must

clearly continue to refine and extend the number and type of

forest areas to be targeted. Although. BirdLife International is in

the process of making further additions and adjustments

(Stattersfield et al.. in prep.; Wege and Long, 1995), its

Biodiversity Project and associated analysis of threatened

species have laid the foundation for work to begin in the field

on improving the conservation status of many key areas.

Table 4.4 Humid forest EBAs
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5 Forest Wildlife and Its

Exploitation by Humans

Introduction
In this chapter the vast wealth of vertebrates — amphibians,

reptiles, fish, birds and mammals — in Neotropical forests is

documented and the ways in which these fauna have been

affected by human activities are discussed. Attention focuses on

the birds and mammals which are the best studied of the groups.

In conclusion, the importance of distinguishing between the for-

est and the fauna when discussing the conservation of tropical

biota is noted.

Patterns of Diversity
Amphibians and Reptiles

There are over I (X)0 species of amphibians recorded from .South

America and 1 100 species of reptiles. The larger species include

36 species of turtles and seven species of crocodilians

(Duellman. 1979). Approximately 500 reptile species are found

in the Neotropical lowland rain forest area; of these about 300
are endemic to that area (Dixon, 1979).

Within Neotropical countries, Colombia has the greatest num-
ber of amphibians (585 species — but see note on Table 5.1) and

Mexico the greatest number of reptiles (717 species) (Table 5.1 ).

The average number of amphibian and reptile species per

site, from five Neotropical forest sites, was 143 (range 131-185.

see Table 5.2). These local faunas consisted, on average, of two
caecilians. two salamanders and 59 anurans for a total of 63

species of amphibians, and four turtles, two crocodilians, 24
lizards, one amphisbaenian and 49 snakes for a total of 80
species of reptiles (Duellman, 1991). Most herpetofaunal

assemblages in the Neotropical forests consist of about half

diurnal and half nocturnal species; about half of the species are

terrestrial and half arboreal (Duellman, 1991 ).

Fish

The Neotropics have the richest freshwater fish fauna in the

world with more than 2400 species already described. Within

this region, the Amazon basin has more than 1300 species, mak-
ing it the richest river basin in the world for fresh water fish

(Lowe-McConnell. 1987). Goulding et al. (1988) report a total

of at least 450 fish species from the blackwaters of the Rio
Negro, making this the most diverse tributary river in the world.

They further report that communities of fish at single collecting

locations are the richest yet recorded for freshwater lakes, rivers

or streams anywhere in the world — with over 100 species col-

lected from a 4-8 x 30 m rocky pool from the upper Rio Negro.

Many Amazonian fish species are used by humans. In the

Brazilian Amazonian town of Itacoatiara a total of at least 86

species in 56 genera and 18 families are known to be consumed
(Smith. 1981a). In the markets of Manaus. 64 fish species were

recorded, though only a few species account for the majority of

the catch (Lowe-McConnell, 1987).

Birds

The Neotropics are also extremely rich in forest birds — of the

3300 Neotropical avian species. 1300 are forest species. This

compares with 800 forest bird species for Southeast Asia and

400 for Africa (Karr. 1989). The explanations for the high

diversity of Neotropical forest avifauna vary depending on the

geographical scale considered. Climatic conditions, geographic

position, extent of forest area and differences in habitat types all

influence diversity at the broadest scale. At a regional scale, the

extent of forest cover and the history of forest distribution affect

patterns of diversity (Karr. 1989).

The avifauna of the Neotropics is characterized by having

numerous families, most with a relatively small number of

species (Diamond. 1985). Moreover, as compared to the Old
World tropics. Latin American forests are extraordinarily rich in

raptors and woodpeckers (Picidae) (Karr. 1989). They also have

an exceptionally diverse radiation of parrots (Psittacidae) and

trogons (Trogonidae). Amongst the passerines, the suboscines

dominate in the Neotropics. They include two major groups in

South America: tyrant-flycatchers (Tyrannidae), cotingas

(Cotingidae) and manakins (Pipridae) in one group and
wood-creepers (Dendrocolaptidae). ovenbirds (Furnariidae).

antbirds (Formicariidae) and tapaculos (Rhinocryptidae) in the

other. The suboscines may be classified as a New World group

as only three small families occur in the Old World tropics: the

broadbills — Eurylaimidae, pittas — Pittidae and false sunbirds

— Philepittidae (Stiles, 1983).

New World forests hold .several endemic groups, including:

tinamous (Tinamidae). trumpeters (Psophiidae). puftTsirds

(Bucconidae). motmots (Momotidae). jacamars (Galbulidae),

oilbirds (Steatornithidae). potoos (Nyctibiidae) and ovenbirds

(Karr. 1989; Stiles. 1983; Keast. 1985). In the Neotropics. as in

the other tropical regions, only four to 12 per cent of bird

species are temperate-tropical migrants (Karr, 1989).

Avian diversity at any given site depends on the extent of the

forest cover, local habitat heterogeneity, the history of forest

distribution and the nature of human activities. As a result, the

distribution of bird species is patchy. This patchiness is of great

concern to conservationists. It has given rise to an extensi\e lit-

erature on centres of endemism (see Chapter 4) and sites of high
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The ten countries within this Atlas with the highest numbers of mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians.Table 5.1
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Manu Biosphere Reserve:
Conservation
Manu National Park, in Southeastern Peru, with an area of

15.328 sq. km. is the largest national park in Western
Amazonia and one of the largest in the world. Starting in the

Andean highlands, the park protects the whole basin of the

Manu River. The park was created in 1973. In 1976. it and

the adjacent lowlands outside its eastern boundary were

declared a Biosphere Reserve. The eastern lowlands area is

inhabited by Indians and colonists in constant contact with

the national society. The Park itself is inhabited by at least

three native ethnic groups, of which the Matsigenka is the

most numerous, numbering several hundred persons spread

along the middle and upper Manu River (Vasquez and
Barrena, 1990).

In order to assess the impact of indigenous subsistence

hunting on Manu's wildlife, a group of ecologists (funded by

Wildlife Conservation International and the Jessie Smith

Noyes Foundation) made counts of game animals along hunt-

ing trails in the forest surrounding two Indian villages during

1989 and 1990. The first village, Yomuibato, located on the

Andean foothills, is the largest Matsigenka settlement inside

Manu National Park (one hundred people). All hunting in

Yomuibato is for subsistence and is with bow and arrow.

Diamante, the second village, just outside the Biosphere

Reserve, is a Piro Indian community of about two hundred

individuals. Diamante is as old as Yomuibato (about ten

years), but established in an area with greater outside contact.

Diamante hunters prefer to use shotguns, and their hunting is

mainly for subsistence. Villagers in both communities also

fish, gather and practice slash-and-burn shifting cultivation

(Alvard and Kaplan, in press).

A comparison between these hunted sites and ecologically

similar unhunted forest suggests a 70-90 per cent reduction

in the densities of large primates and a 50-80 per cent

decrease in cracid (guans and curassows) densities in the for-

A Case Study of Subsistence Hunters and Wildlife

est around the villages. However, in Yomuibato, the more
traditional settlement, spider monkeys Ateles paniscus,

razor-billed curassows Mitii tuberosa and white-winged
trumpeters Psophia leucoptera, all species vulnerable to

hunting, can be found within one kilometre of the village. In

contrast, they had completely disappeared within a 3 km
radius of Diamante and were severely reduced within 8 km.
about the average distance of a one-day hunting trip

(Mitchell and Raez-Luna, 1990).

The administration policy of Manu Park was based on the

assumption that as long as the Indian populations kept their

traditional, subsistence, low-technology lifestyle, they would
not represent a threat to the park's wildlife. In order to

accomplish this, all trade of forest items and the use of

firearms were banned, contact between natives and outsiders

was kept to a minimum and visits outside the park by Indians

were discouraged.

From the point of view of pure wildlife conservation,

these policies have yielded results — at least in the

short-term. The forest surrounding Yomuibato supports a

diminished, but apparently healthy, bird and mammal fauna,

in striking contrast to forest near Diamante and even smaller

communities outside the park. On the other hand, the isola-

tion policy has resulted in severe conflict between the Indians

and the Park administration. Greater economic independence,

and participation in the park's administrative decisions are

being actively lobbied for by the Indians.

While the right to self-determination on the part of the

indigenous peoples of Manu is unquestionable, the severe

effects of human cultural, technological and demographic

change on the conservation of the forest wildlife is equally

clear (see also Bodmer et ah, 1994). What is necessary now
are: I ) policies which involve participation by local peoples;

and 2) research on alternatives to game as a source of protein.

Exploitation of Neotropical Forest Vertebrates by Humans
Humans have exploited the tremendous diversity of terrestrial

vertebrates in Neotropical forests ever since they arrived on the

continent. This exploitation has been both indirect and direct

(Redford. 1992).

Habitat destruction has been a major indirect cause of faunal

loss. A less-often considered process involves the destruction of

critical habitat outside that being considered, therefore extirpat-

ing a species from what would seem to be ideal habitat —
examples of this include beach nesting turtles which can be

eliminated from an entire watershed if a nesting beach is

destroyed, or white-lipped peccary Tayassii pecari which appear

to move through very large areas and appear to be eliminated

from a piece of forest by the construction of an agricultural

colony that blocks a traditional peccary transit path.

People have indirectly effected the fauna in many other

ways. One of the most important is probably the effect of

forest-extraction activities by humans. For example, logging can

remove fruit-bearing trees and destroy nesting and other habi-

tats. Extraction by humans, of either forest fruits or minor forest

products, may result in changes in the availability of resources

to the vertebrate forest fauna. .Subsistence or commercial hunt-

ing and fishing may remove potential prey from tropical forests.

thereby affecting predators, scavengers, and the animals that

depend on them (Thiollay. 1984). For example. Emmons ( 1987)

has pointed out that every major prey species of the jaguar

Panthera onca is intensively hunted by humans.

""Modern" human activities also have major impacts on the

fauna. These include the effects of mercury and sediment

contamination on fish, the effects of smoke on plants and ani-

mals, including pollinators, the effect of gold mining on beach

and riparian forests and the increase of edge habitat and its

effects within the forest.

These indirect effects of human activity on the Neotropical

fauna have largely arisen during recent decades. In contrast, the

direct exploitation of animals, has a very long history in Neo-

tropical forests. Animals have been and continue to be hunted

for a multitude of purposes: they are killed for food, for skins,

leather and other non-edible products: live animals are collected

for pets, zoos and the biomedical trade; they are exploited for

sport hunting or tourism: and they are used as a source of

domesticated animals (Redford and Robinson, 1991). In this

account we will focus on the first two of these categories, which

are by far the most significant.

Hunting of animals for food has been going on as long as

humans have occupied Neotropical forests. This hunting has
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The Military and Forest Wildlife Conservation — The Case of Ecuador
The traditional strategy of relying entirely on a state agency

to protect forests within national parks has proven unrealistic

in developing countries. Conservationists now reach out to

local communities, non-governmental organizations and even

the private sector to improve forest management in and

around parks and reserves. These innovative efforts have

overlooked what may be a key institution for conservation:

the military (but see McNeely er ciL. 1990).

Military forces hold substantial political, social and eco-

nomic power throughout most of Latin America. During the

development history of the Brazilian Amazon, military domi-

nance has accelerated deforestation and debilitated indigenous

resource management systems (Hecht and Cockburn. 1990).

Today military influence continues to be particularly intense at

development frontiers where forests of rich biodiversity

remain. To ignore the military in such areas is to disregard a

very real political force. Conservationists must work with the

military so as to check their environmentally destructive

actions, but use their authority to strengthen forest protection.

The Armed Forces of Ecuador has recently initialed activi-

ties with a potentially positive role in protecting the country's

endangered natural patrimony. Throughout 1991. the Santa

Cecilia Battalion (Sucumbios Province) confiscated illegal

timber coming from the upper reaches of the Aguarico and

San Miguel Rivers. Illegal wildlife and wildlife products were

seized as well. Those animals judged to be healthy were

released. Meanwhile, pelts, skins and feathers were burned at

roll-call in order to demonstrate the commitment of

Commander Lt. Col. Hernandez to halt the illegal wildlife

trade. The Battalion al.so actively protected a 8 sq. km natural

forest relic adjacent to their training grounds. El.sewhere in the

Ecuadorian Amazon, army battalions participated in the 1990

National Campaign Against Wildlife Trafficking, sponsored

by a group of national NGOs. In Ecuador's Sierran provinces,

conscripts have worked to reforest over 100 sq. km of steeply

eroded hillsides. In 1992, the National Forest Department

requested assistance from the Anned Forces to control arson

in the Pichincha Forest Reserve overlooking Quito.

Unfortunately, these are isolated deeds within a national

context of economic activities such as mining, oil production

and road construction that threaten Ecuador's forests.

Moreover, Ecuadorian conservation NGOs as well as resi-

dents of Amazonian provinces report that the Armed Forces

actively participate in the illegal domestic wildlife trade.

Indeed, in many Amazonian battalions, soldiers openly carry

macaws, tamarins and even ocelots. Hunting and fishing with

dynamite are common leisure activities for soldiers, often in

"protected areas" such as Yasuni National Park.

The Armed Forces of Ecuador demonstrate the potential

for both positive conservation action and environmental

destruction. For conservationists to ignore the powerful

impact of this institution on forest resources is unrealistic.

This is particularly true for national parks in the Ecuadorian

Amazon, where park guards are unarmed, weak in authority,

and, on average, each responsible for protecting over 1000

sq. km from illegal activities (Cabarle, 1989).

The potential consequences of including the military in

conservation programs will vary dramatically between coun-

tries. In war-torn areas or where military forces flagrantly

abuse human rights, the result would likely be disastrous.

The following specific factors merit attention in evaluating

the role of the military in forest conservation in tropical

South America:

1

)

The military is often the central authority at Amazonian
frontiers, where much of the remaining biodiversity is found.

2) Relative to other state agencies the military has superior

logistical capacity and access to information on physical

resources (potentially useful for park protection and moni-

toring).

3) Certain conservation issues require enforcement beyond
the capacity of a park service, particularly the illegal wildlife

trade. LInfortunately, the military is currently more likely to

participate in wildlife trafficking than to control it. as is the

case presently in Ecuador, Peru and Colombia.

Based on experiences working with the military in Ecuador,

conservationists are advised to proceed cautiously, but pro-

ceed. The military is capable of operating quickly on a big

scale; thus the potential for rapid results is high. A logical

first step is to promote environmental education for military

officers, and familiarise them with existing laws designed to

protect national forests and wildlife.

been for both subsistence and commercial purposes. In Latin

America, game is a vital protein source to many groups living

outside urban areas. As a general rule, wildlife is most impor-

tant to Indian groups, of somewhat lesser importance to settlers

of European descent who have lived for decades in tropical for-

est areas and of least importance to recently arrived colonists.

Indians have a stronger hunting tradition, they possess fewer

domestic animals and have less access to packaged meat.

Hunters generally take more mammals than birds and more
birds than reptiles (Redford and Robinson, 1987).

There are, throughout Amazonia and Latin America, certain

mammal and bird species which are by far and away the most

commonly killed game animals. The mammals include mon-
keys, peccaries, deer, armadillos and large rodents like paca and

capybara, while the birds include the guans and curassows, tou-

cans, trumpeters and macaws. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 compare the

importance of different mammal and bird species to Indian and

colonist groups (Redford, 1992).

The number of animals taken by subsistence hunters can be

very large. Over a period of less than a year, the 230 inhabitants

of three Waorani villages in Ecuador killed 3165 mammals,
birds, and reptiles. This total included 562 woolly monkeys
Lagothrix lagothricha. 313 Cuvier's toucans Ramphastos
cuvieri and 152 white-lipped peccaries. Certainly not all subsis-

tence hunters hunt at this intensity; but by using average kill

rates, it is possible to estimate the number of mammals killed in

one year by the rural population of Amazonian Brazil. In 1980,

there were an estimated 2,847,000 people living outside cities in

an area of 3,581,180 sq. km. This number of consumers, multi-

plied by the annual per capita consumption values of each mam-
malian family, derived from studies of colonist hunting

(Redford and Robinson, 1987), gives a figure of 14 million indi-
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INDIANS COLONISTS

Cehiis apella

Black-capped capuchin

ScUiriJs

Squirrels

Tayas.su pecari

White-lipped peccar>'

Dasypus iwvemcinctu.'i

Long-nosed armadillo

Tciyassit tajactt

Collared peccary

AlpuaiUi spp.

Howler monkeys

Aretes spp.

Spider monkeys

Tamandua spp.

Lesser anteaters

Bradypus Iridactyla

Maned sloth

Tapinis tcrrestiis

Brazilian tapir

Figure 5.1 The importance of mammals to contemporary

Indian and colonist hunters. Only those species that were found

in at least five Indian studies and three colonist studies are

included. Bars denote the number of individuals of that taxon

killed per hunter per year. To give an idea of scale, there were

approximately 2.5 individual Cebus apella killed annually by

each Indian hunter and approximately 0.05 Tapirus terrestris.

Data from Redford and Robinson (1987). Source. Redfordi 1992)

vidual mammals killed each year. This figure indicates the

extent of subsistence hunting. Adding birds and reptiles, the

number of game animals killed each year in Amazonian Brazil

probably reaches 19 million individual animals.

In addition to this subsistence hunting, there has been exten-

sive commercial exploitation of wildlife in Neotropical forests.

Trade in wildlife did not assume major proportions until the

Europeans arrived and, as early as the 17th century, began the

commercial harvesting of manatees Trichechus spp. Giant river

turtles Podocnemis expansa and their eggs were extensively

exploited for commercial purposes. In the Amazon basin, the

eggs of this turtle were so abundant that an industry developed

to process them. Oil from the eggs was used for cooking and

lighting and by the 18th century a royal decree controlled the

lucrative harvest in Brazil (Smith, 1974).

Although no longer available on the scale once observed,

game is still readily obtained in many local markets. Castro et

al. (1975-1976) reported the meat of 24 species of wildlife for

sale, including six species of primates, in the markets of Iquitos,

Peru. They estimate that 1 1.000 primates were sold annually in

this market and that the inhabitants of the Peruvian department

of Loreto, which includes Iquitos, kill 370,000 monkeys
annually for consumption and sale.

In addition to meat, there has been extensive exploitation of

fauna for non-edible products — especially leather and skins.

Most of the recent market for leather has been for luxury items

such as purses, gloves and expensive shoes and has

concentrated on peccaries, capybara and various species of rep-

tiles. The most important wildlife in the leather industry at the

present time are the reptiles, principally the crocodilians. During

the peak of the trade in the 1950"s and 1960"s, five to 10 million

crocodilian skins were traded worldwide each year. The extent

of the market is staggering: for example, in Venezuela during

1930 and 1931. 3000 - 4000 caiman skins were being sold

daily, and between 1951 and 1980. Colombia legally exported

1 1,649,655 Caiman sclerops skins.

The trade in skins from Neotropical forests has focused on

only a relatively few species: giant otter Pleronura brasiliensis.

river otter Lutra longicaiidis. jaguar and "'ocelot" (Felis pardalis

and much smaller numbers of F. wiedii and F. tigrina). Between

1960 and 1969, 23,900 giant otter skins were exported from the

Peruvian and Brazilian Amazon (Smith. 1981b). In the 20 years

beginning in 1946, 22,644 giant otter skins, 90,574 river otter

Figure 5.2 The importance of birds to contemporary Indian

and colonist hunters. Only those species that were found in at

least five Indian studies and two colonist studies are included.

Bars denote the number of individuals of that taxon killed per

hunter per year. To give an idea of scale, there were approxi-

mately 0.9 individual Penelope spp. killed annually by each

Indian hunter and approximately 0.09 Ara spp. Data from
Redford and Robinson (1987).

Source: Redford (1 992
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Management of Neotropical Forest Animals: Green Iguanas and Wild Macaws
One way to alleviate the pressure on wildlife, and yet meet the

food and cash requirements of local peoples, is the raising in

the household of small domestic animals, such as poultry and

pigs. A frequently proposed alternative is the raising/manage-

ment of native species, which are better adapted to local con-

ditions than conventional domestic species. Native animals

are close to the everyday experience of indigenous people;

hunters often possess detailed knowledge of wild species and

pets from the forest are a common sight in both Indian and

mestizo villages throughout the Neotropics. Two ongoing

promising efforts in forest wildlife management involve green

iguanas {liniaua igiuiiui) and macaws (Am sp.).

Throughout Central America, green iguanas are an appre-

ciated game animal, but hunting and habitat destruction are

contributing to declines of their populations. The Iguana

Management Project (IMP) in Panama is a joint venture of

the Smithsonian Institution and the Panamanian Pro-Iguana

Verde Foundation. The IMP focuses on developing captive

breeding techniques for the green iguana, in order to restore

the species populations in the wild and enhance its sustain-

able use by local peoples (Werner, 1991 ).

After several years, the project has collected a very

detailed data set on iguana reproductive ecology. Careful han-

dling of captive individuals, allows reproductive output,

clutch size and survival of young to be maximized. It is esti-

mated that 60 per cent of the released individuals survive. In

addition, in an effort to restore and increa.se the iguana's habi-

tat, the project stimulates planting of native trees by locals.

Although IMP reports successful trends in the captive

breeding and release to the wild of green iguanas, the pro-

ject's labour intensive approach means it is not yet competi-

tive with the exploitation of wild iguanas. Nevertheless, the

high national esteem of iguana meat and decreasing costs in

the captive rearing system could yield acceptable benefit/cost

ratios from IMP in the near future.

Another rather different approach to wildlife management
is illustrated by projects working on wild macaws
(Beissinger and Bucher, 1991: 1992). Throughout Amazonia,

macaws are eagerly sought for the pet trade and for food.

These factors, together with habitat destruction, have resulted

in a severe decline of wild macaw populations and an

increase in their market prices.

A group of North American and Peruvian .scientists, fund-

ed by Wildlife Conservation International, is working on

macaw ecology in Southeastern Peru (Munn et al.. 1991). In

this region, availability of nesting sites limits macaw popula-

tions. The natural rarity of suitable nesting sites (holes in

palms and big trees) has been exacerbated by the practice of

tree-felling to collect the chicks for the pet trade. This has

limited reproduction for an important fraction of adult pairs

every breeding season. The homeless adults become an

annoying bother for the breeding pairs, which is a factor in

chick inortality. resulting in further decreases in the popula-

tions' reproductive success.

Artificial nest sites built with local materials, mimicking

natural holes in palm trunks, were readily accepted by wild

macaws. Artificial nests have been used before, for instance

in the recovery of the Puerto Rican parrot Amazona vittata

(Synder et al.. 1987). The technique is simple, and can be

adapted to low-budget conditions. Artificial nests can con-

tribute to the recovery of wild populations, allow less

destructive pet collection (indeed, of chicks that would not

have lived otherwise) and can be used as a tourist attraction.

The management of forest animals faces extraordinary dif-

ficulties due to the normal low densities of populations and

low rates of growth and reproduction of many of the species.

This is particularly true for big to medium-sized mammals, a

group much sought after by hunters. Also, the money and

labour cost of management and uncertainty of benefits, can

decrease the acceptance of wildlife management projects by

local peoples. However, in the case of captive iguanas in

Panama and wild macaws in Peru, as well as in the case of

ox-bow lakes where caimans and fish can be reared, manage-

ment practices performed within natural or artificial enclo-

sures offer an appealing alternative to hunting of wild ani-

mals. Most likely, successful wildlife management efforts in

the Neotropical rain forest will be part of integrated

approaches, combining clearly-stated goals with ecological

knowledge and a sound assessment of local needs and

socio-economic conditions.

What IS a Forest?: The Flora vs The Fauna
Much of the world's concern about the loss of biodiversity

has been focused on tropical forests. Tall trees have tended to

be used as a symbol for the complete set of animal and plant

species found in tropical forests. This set of plant species is

being used by conservation biologists, park planners and oth-

ers as an indication of the health of the entire tropical forest

biota, a shorthand indicating conservation-worth (Redford.

1992).

Conservation programmers must recognise that confusing

forest plants with the forest fauna is a dangerous practice. What

is a forest to a forester, an ethnobotanist or a casual tourist, is

not necessarily a forest which contains ecologically functional

populations of vertebrate species. Many areas of Neotropical

forest have been emptied of their vertebrate fauna as a result of

human actions. Data from botanical, archaeological and anthro-

pological studies in many parts of the world, including the

Neotropics, have shown that humans have had widespread

impacts on fauna and flora. Indeed. Balee ( 1989: 14) has recent-

ly suggested that at least 1 1 .8 per cent of the terra finne forests

of the Brazilian Amazon, almost 400.000 sq. km. "exhibit tlie

continuing effects ofpast human inteiference".

In other words, the commonly held assumption that a good

community of trees is always equivalent to a healthy population

of vertebrates is fallacious. There are some species of verte-

brates which appear to be very sensitive to even low levels of

human activity, such as rubber tapping. Species that either leave

or are extirpated from these lightly affected forested areas

include woolly monkeys and some forest birds of prey. Many
other large vertebrate species have been severely affected by

hunting and indirect habitat destruction. In consequence, they

are present at such low densities that they can be considered

ecologically extinct — no longer interacting with other species

in the system at ecologically significant levels. Such species

include the most important predators, large-seed dispersers and

seed predators in the Neotropical forests (Janson and Emmons,
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Who owns the wild animals?
Rules governing wildlife ownership in human society date

back to the earliest human societies. Wildlife managers today

serve a broader agenda: to protect wildlife for ecological and

aesthetic, as well as material, purposes for present and future

human populations. The non-utilitarian goals require a trans-

formation in how wildlife ownership is defined. First, when
wildlife is protected for non-utilitarian purposes it becomes

difficult to identify exactly who benefits from a species' sur-

vival. Second, wildlife habitat transcends political bound-

aries. Therefore the domain of a single government is an

insufficient context for defining ownership and management

responsibility for many wildlife species. In other words, the

customary' set of property rights constructed for protecting a

community's hunting reserve does not suffice today for pro-

tecting, for instance, a given species of migratory warbler

and its habitat.

Property is the basic institution by which society guaran-

tees future income flow from a resource. Property rights link

"not merely a person to an object, but rather a person to an

object against other persons" (Bromley, 1989:202). The
three conventional types of property are: 1) state. 2) private

and 3) common. Economic theory would argue that efficient

resource management depends on the correct match of type

of property with type of resource.

Assigning an optimal property type to wildlife is difficult

due to its elusive status as a resource. To define a resource as

property one must be able to attribute a concrete value to it

and to distinguish between its u.sers and non-users. In the con-

text of wildlife these requisite specifications present prob-

lems, particularly for non-game species. First, it is difficult to

assign an exact ecological value to most species, let alone an

economic value. Second, the ecological and aesthetic services

of wildlife are not confined to a certain user group but instead

provide diffuse benefits to non-users over the long term.

Neotropical wildlife is held in various property forms,

with different consequences for its conservation (Lyster.

1985). The most conventional arrangement in Latin America

is the designation of wildlife as state property. Typically the

state establishes national parks or reserves in which to con-

serve this property for long-term public welfare. Due to their

status as public domain, national parks can be established at a

larger scale than most private or communal landholdings.

This is important for the survival of species requiring several

hundred square kilometres of forest. Unfortunately, through-

out Latin America, state agencies have found it difficult to

protect wildlife in these areas.

In response to the failure of the state to protect wildlife,

many people propose private ownership as an effective alter-

native for managing species. They argue that in Latin

America, private property receives maximum legal and polit-

ical support, allowing for strict protection of wildlife from

over-exploitation by non-owners. Nonetheless, private land-

holdings may prove inadequate in size for the long term con-

servation of many species. Furthermore, private owners may
ultimately choose to respond to market forces and disregard

the public good by overharvesting wildlife or converting

areas of natural habitat.

Common property is a third property arrangement that is

similar to private property as it is based on the exclusion of

non-owners. Communal ownership of game species is

widespread among subsistence hunting societies who have

developed long-term management techniques such as the

rotation of hunting areas within forested regions (Vickers.

1991). These common property regimes are optimal for

meeting the immediate resource needs of a local communi-
ty. In the development context, however, these systems

collapse under conditions of rapid population growth, colo-

nization, technology change and market penetration

(Chicchon, 1992). The breakdown of common property

systems eliminates putative regulations on individual use

of wildlife, leading to a situation of open access (Hardin,

1968). This condition of undefined property rights serious-

ly threatens wildlife survival because without clear proper-

ty rights, no one will invest in securing future benefits

from a resource.

No single property form is universally appropriate for

wildlife management; rather conservationists must establish

property rights appropriate to each context. Moreover, the

management of wildlife as a global commons challenges our

traditional definitions of property and forces us to consider

alternative property arrangements linking local managers to

the international community. New forms of defining wildlife

ownership are indeed already evolving in the form of interna-

tional treaties which restrict the trade of certain species.

Programmes designed to harvest Neotropical wildlife sus-

tainably are being tested which involve a combination of

property forms (see Box "3"). As wildlife becomes ever

more scarce, its ownership will become increasingly impor-

tant. Assigning the appropriate property rights to wildlife is

alone insufficient to guarantee its sur\ i\al. It is. however, a

necessary first step in establishing the good stewardship of

anv resource.

1991). It is these large animals that provide what Terborgh

(1988) has referred to as a "stabilizing function" . Animals like

black caiman Melanosiichiis niger. jaguars and harpy eagles

Harpia harpyja help maintain the incredible diversity of tropical

forests through "indirect effects" a term referring to "the propa-

gation ofperturbations through one or more trophic levels in an

ecosystem, so that consequences are felt in organisms that may
seem far removed, both ecologically and ta.xonomically. from
the subjects of the perturbation."

The effect of hunting on large animals is not just of concern

to tho.se interested in biodiversity conservation and tropical

ecology. Wild animals provide an important source of nutrition

for millions of Neotropical forest dwelling humans — a subsidy

from nature without which many other activities, such as rubber

tapping, would not take place. Animals are also important as

pollinators and dispersers of economically important plant

species, as regulators of pest populations and for a myriad of

other reasons.

The bird, mammal and reptile species of Neotropical forests

represent an enormous variety of species, adaptations and beau-

ties. They have values intrinsic to themselves as well as values

to local and global humanity. Until these \alues are recognized

as independent from that of the tropical flora, their survival will

continue to be threatened.
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Origins

Archaeologists are uncertain how long ago human beings

arrived in the New World. It is thought that they might have

first crossed the Bering Strait — periodically a landbridge — as

long as 45.000 years ago. What is clear, though, is that various

Indian peoples have been living in the forests of Central and

South America for thousands of years.

Hunting, fishing and gathering was the main way of life of the

early migrants and remains important for most lowland forest

dwellers today. Yet. the Neotropics also saw the very early domes-

tication of crops. Maize, beans and squashes. New World yams and

cocoyams, cassava and chillies were some of the most important,

all well suited to the region's moist climate and poor forest soils.

Where environmental and social conditions were favourable,

such as along the silt-laden banks of the rivers draining the

Andes and on the lime-rich soils of the Yucatan, dense popula-

tions built up. allowing civilisations to flourish and fade long

before Europeans first set about colonising the continent.

Best known of these forest cultures was the Mayan civilisa-

tion of the Yucatan, which had endured for several hundred

years and had already passed its peak by the time that Spanish

conquistadors arrived (Stephen and Wearne, 1984). Yet even in

decline, the population density of the Mayans awed the

Spaniards. As Bishop Bartolome de Las Casas, who spoke out

against the excesses of the conquistadors, noted "all that has

been discovered up to the year forty-nine (1549) is full of peo-

ple, tike a hive of bees, so that it seems that God had placed all.

or the greater part of. the hunum race in these countries.
"

Recent archaeological research has revealed highly complex

civilisations along the Orinoco and Amazon, especially on

Marajo island at the great river's mouth. These were based on

fishing and turtle farming, as well as on maize, manioc and bean

cultivation on periodically flooded banks and islets (Roosevelt,

1980). When the first Spaniards descended the Amazon in the

16th century, they saw Indian settlements all along the banks of

the river, from the area of the Omagua people on the present

Peruvian border right down to the river's mouth.

The fertile Amazon floodplains were densely settled and

large numbers of people migrated outwards from them into the

less fertile hinterlands to north and south. Here, along the nutri-

ent-poor black water rivers and on the sandy soils in the bound-

less forests of the Guyanan and Brazilian shields, the Indians

adopted much more dispersed residence patterns, dependent on

hunting, gathering and shifting cultivation. Yet they were far

from isolated. Intricate trading networks linked the communities

along the different river systems over thousands of miles. These

trade and cultural exchanges reached up into the densely popu-

lated Andean highlands and across the Caribbean to Florida.

Sustainable Livelihoods

The Indians' long familiarity with their environment has given

them a profound understanding of the possibilities and limits

of the forests. As ethnobiologists are now beginning to appre-

ciate, Indian lore regarding plants and animals, soils and

waters, climate and seasons is both rich and detailed and pro-

vides the basis for complex systems of resource use and man-

agement (Posey. 1983; Clay. 1988). Some Indian groups make
use of literally hundreds of plant species as medicines,

potions, poisons, drugs and charms. Plants are used as dyes,

paints, resins, basts, curares, ropes, clubs, bows and arrows,

baskets, bark cloth, hammocks, huts and canoes, and for a

thousand other purposes. The Indians' subtle understanding of

animal behaviour allows them to interpret spoor and animal

calls to maximise their efficiency as hunters (Colchester.

1982a). Yet, the forests are much more to the Indians than nat-

ural resources, they also provide them with the symbols by

which they order their social and intellectual universe (Nelson,

1977; Lizot, 1986).

Some scientists have postulated that these symbolic schemes

provide Ainazonian Indian shamans with the means directly to

regulate human behaviour and their interactions with nature

(Reichel-Dolmatoff. 1976). Hunting taboos, sexual mores and

religious festivals may ensure that human numbers and prac-

tices do not lead to over-exploitation of the environment. It is,

however, difficult to establish this scientifically, but what is

clear is that the combination of practical lore and Indian social

and political processes act efficiently, if indirectly, to moderate

pressure on the environment. In the resource-poor intertluves

of the Amazon basin, villages are small, dispersed and mobile,

reflecting a political system in which power is diffuse and

rights and obligations are focused on small kin groups.

Mobility, warfare, trekking and an identity with a general terri-

tory rather than ties to small plots of land combine to ensure

that depleted areas can be left to recover naturally (Colchester,

1981 and see Box 1).

Social and technological change upsets this subtle balance

between the Indians and their environment. The Indians' rising

demand for manufactured goods obliges them to produce a sur-

plus for exchange. New technologies bring more destructive

impacts and increase the range over which supplies can be col-

lected. Mission schools, dispensaries, air-strips and trading

posts, as well as new machines to process crops and forest prod-

ucts, restrict the mobility of Indian communities. The result is

local environmental depletion; making a living becomes harder

work and whilst dependence on new technologies may increase,

nutritional standards fall (Colchester, 1981, 1982b and see

Figures 6.1 and 6.2).
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We Respect the Forest
'We Indians were born, work, live anil die in die basin of

die Madre de Dios river of Peru. It is our land — die only

duniJ we have, with its plants, animals and small farms:

an environment we understand and use welt. We are not

like those from outside who want to clear everything

away, destroying the richness and leaving the forest

ruined forever. We respect the forest, we make it produce

for us.

Many people ask why we want so much land. They

think we do not work all of it. But we work it differently

from them, consening it so that it will continue to produce

for our children and our grandchildren. Although some
people want to take it from us, they destroy and abandon

it. moving on elsewhere. But we cannot do that: we were

horn in our woodlands. Without them we will die.

'

Statement by the Ainarakaeri of eastern Peru (Moody.
1988).

Conquest and Enslavement

Unfortunately other pressures from outside pose a far greater

threat to the survival of Indian communities and their forests

than inlensifymg trade (Bodley. 1982). For if Europeans have

praised the Indians for their natural honesty, they have equally

coveted their lands and resources.

The pattern was set right from first contact. As Christopher

Columbus noted of the Arawak peoples who predominated in

the Caribbean: 'they love their neighbours as themselves and
their way of speaking is the sweetest in the world, always gentle

and smiling . . . They are so affectionate and have so little greed

and are in all ways so amenable, that there is in my opinion no

better people and no better land in all the world'. In almost the

same breath he reported to the Spanish crown they should be

good servants and intelligent . . . should your Highness com-
mand it, all the inhabitants could be taken to Castile or held as

slaves on the island, for with fifty men we could subjugate them

all and make them do whatever we wish (Cohen, 1969).

So it was to be. After some fierce wars of conquest, which

endured for several decades in Central America, the Indians

were enslaved or made to work for their new masters. The
Europeans and their African slaves also brought new diseases to

the continent. Literally millions of Indians perished as epi-

demics of smallpox, viral infections and tuberculosis swept

through the interior. In Mesoamerica as a whole, the Indian pop-

ulation declined from 14 million to two million between 1524

and 1600 (Fried et ai, 1983). In the Caribbean, the Indian peo-

ples declined to almost nothing, today being limited to small

communities on the islands of Roatan, Dominica and Trinidad

(Wilbert, 1972).

The fatal vulnerability of the Indians to Old World diseases

remains a problem to this day. In isolated areas, a single epi-

demic of an infection like measles has been known to kill off up

to .^0 per cent of a village, while repeated epidemics have led to

extinctions of whole peoples (Colchester, 1984).

The initial aim of the colonists was to seize gold and silver.

Early successes in Mesoamerica and in the Andes led to fantas-

tic expeditions to the headwaters of some of the main rivers of

Amazonia in search of fictional Indian kingdoms with fabulous

wealth. These dreams were turned to more practical ends as the

Table 6.1 Estimated numbers of Indians in tropical forests in 1492

Area People

Caribbean 6 million

Mesoamerica 14 million

Lowland South America* Id million

Total 30 million

including the Pacific coast

Source: Estimates are deiived from: Wilbert. 1972; Denevan. 1976; Hemming, 1978; Fried et

til.. 1983; Coppens. 1983-89 and other documents in Surxival International's archives. It must.

howe\er. be noted that there is considerable debate about these numbers.

new colonies were developed to produce sugar, dyes and cotton

for the metropolitan centres in Europe. Indian labour was in

sharp demand and force had to be used to prise the Indians from

their self-sufficient communities. Slaving expeditions to provide

labour for the sugar plantations and mills of Brazil's northeast

coast led to the first main assault on the Amazon. Rowed
painfully upstream by Indian slaves, whole Indian communities

were captured and taken back down to the coast by the

Portuguese.

By 1650, the Vice General of the Portuguese colony of

Maranhao at the mouth of the Amazon claimed that almost two

million Indians had been killed, destroyed 'in their violent

labour, exhausting discoveries aiul unjust wars'. By the turn of the

century, the lower Amazonian rivers were almost completely

depopulated and the slaving expeditions were forced to travel

far up the Amazon and its tributaries to secure more workers

(Hemming, 1978). Eventually, the plantations of the Caribbean

and South America were supplied with African slaves, groups

of whom would periodically escape into the forests, some man-

aging to re-establish viable Afro-Amerindian societies, the

so-called "Bush Negroes" of Surinam and French Guiana.

Despite the almost total annihilation of the Indians of the lower

Amazon and Caribbean and the subjugation of the Indians of cen-

tral America, other Indian societies of lowland South America and

the Atlantic coast of Mesoamerica survived the era of conquest as

autonomous societies (Nietschmann. 1973; CEDI/PETI, 1990).

Figure 6.1 The traditional system of resource use. In this sys-

term, the negative feedback cycle prevents excessive long-term

use of the environment. Source: Colchester (1981)

New community wtlh

traditional technology

Gradual depletion of

local forest products

Increase in time required

to satisfy nutritional

needs

Increasing discontent

with locality. Fission

and/or relocation more

likely
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New community with

industrial technology

Increased depletion of

local forest products

Increase in time required

to satisfy needs, both

nutritional and for trade

Increasing reliance t

new technology

Increased local destruction of

primary forests

Gardens more distant and

larger to create surplus for

trade

Increasing dependence

on engines to reach gardens

and machines to process crops

Increasing infrastructural

commitment prevents movement

Increasing demand for

surplus producton to

pay for new technology

Figure 6.2 The modern system of resource use. Here the

positive feedback cycle exaggerates the speed of environmental

destruction and this leads to increasing dependence on the out-

side world. Source: Colchester ( 1 98 1

1

Supplying the Marltet

Authority for the Indians in the Spanish and Portuguese colonies

was shared between the Church and the landlords. In frontier

zones where the colonial economies barely penetrated, the Church

was often entrusted with full control of the Indians. Where possi-

ble, the Indians were forced to relocate from their dispersed home-
steads and villages to leducciones — large settlements supervised

by the missions. Relations between the Indians and the Church

were far from easy, yet the stem paternalism was often preferable

to the uncontrolled exploitation of the landowners.

For the vast majority of the Indians, colonial rule denied

them any firm rights to their traditional lands. A small number
of communities were able to secure colonial titles but for the

rest their best security lay either in isolation or with the inis-

sions whose fiefdoms acted as a buffer to land annexation.

Independence of American nations from colonial rule in the

early nineteenth century brought no improvement. On the con-

trary, new export crops, such as coffee, cardamom and bananas,

liberated markets and new forms of transport and refrigeration,

all intensified the pressure on Indians in upland and coastal

forests alike. In Central America, great swathes of forested

Indian land on both coasts were taken over by plantations and

ranches, while coffee estates expanded up the mountains forcing

the Indians to clear tiny plots for their maize fields right up to

the tree line (Plant. 1978; Annis, 1987).

The main trading opportunity offered by Amazonia was the

region's rubber, which, after the discovery of the process of vul-

canisation, found many applications in the industrial world. The
result was a prodigious economic boom which made cities such as

Manaus and Iquitos into important trade centres. For the first lime

colonists migrated en masse into Amazonia (Hemming, 1987).

The traders" wealth was based almost entirely on the manual

labour of the Indians. They alone knew where the rubber trees

were, scattered throughout the iminense forest. Rubber barons

used the most extreme means to force the Indians to work for

them leading to the violent deaths of hundreds of thousands of

people. A detailed expose of these excesses found, in the

Pututnayo region alone, that 'in the course of the last 12 vears

1 1900-1912). the number of Indians killed either by starvation

— often deliberately brought about by the destruction of crops

throughout entire regions, or inflicted as a death penalty on
individuals who were unable to fill their rubber c/uota — or by

deliberate murder by gunfire, burning, decapitation or flagella-

tion and accompanied by a variety of atrocious tortures, in

order to extract a total offour thousand tons of rubber, cannot

be lower than thirty thousand, and might possibly be vastly

higher' (Taussig, 1987:20). In Brazil, from 1900 onwards,
fifty-nine tribes were exterminated in the course of the activities

related to rubber extraction (Davis, 1977).

With the advent of Asian rubber plantations by 1915, the

price of Amazonian rubber collapsed. Economic recession fol-

lowed as suddenly as the boom had come and outside interest in

the Amazon waned for half a century, providing the Indians

with a brief respite.

In 1910, the great Indianist and explorer Candido Rondon led

a new Indian Protection Service (SPI) in Brazil. This Service

aimed to protect Indian lives, lands and cultures and also to

reduce the attentions of Christian missionaries. It flourished in

its early years but was starved of resources until a revival in the

1950s, when the Villas Boas brothers were creating the first

Indian park on the upper Xingu River. The SPI collapsed amid
scandals in 1967 and was replaced by the National Indian

Foundation (FUNAl), which has had a chequered history.

However, over a hundred Brazilian Indian tribes now have rela-

tive security of tenure of over 200,000 sq. km of their land

thanks to the work of some officials of the SPI and FTJNAI and

some missionaries.

Imposed Development

The present century has witnessed an exponential increase in

forest loss as Indian territories have been expropriated to make
way for development. In Central America, the upland forests

have been squeezed by the double pressure of expanding cash

cropping regimes and mechanization. Large areas of hill forest

have been directly cleared for crops such as coffee and car-

damom, while much more has been cut down by peasant farm-

ers forced off the more fertile valley lands by the expansion of

the large estates, the owners of which want the Indians" lands

but no longer require their labour. The growing concentration of

land in the hands of agribusinesses remains the main threat to

Central America's forests and is leading to an accelerating

migration of landless peasants, mainly of Indian descent, into

the lowland forests (Utting, 1991).

Yet, even in the lowlands, the inequities of land holdings

replicate themselves. Since Indians and peasants lack clear

title to their lands, cleared areas are readily taken over by the

rich and powerful to create new estates, mainly for cattle (see

Box 2). Indian protests and demands for land security and

agrarian reform have led to repression and massacres. In

Guatemala, this process culminated in a civil war in which just

to be Indian was to be identified as a target for counter-insur-

gency. In all some 100,000 people were killed and 40,000

"disappeared" in the turmoil of the early 1980s, while some
400 Indian villages were destroyed and at least 1,000,000

peasants displaced as internal refugees. According to official

figures some 200,000 Guatemalans fled the country during

these years and nearly 46,000 have still to return (Colchester

and Lohmann, 1992).
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The Sierra de las Minas Biosphere Reserve
The Sierra de las Minas in eastern Guatemala harbours a rich

forest system with a very wide range of Central American

fauna. It is considered to have the highest diversity of tropi-

cal pine species in the world. A 2.360 sq. km area of the

range was legally designated a biosphere reserve in 1990.

The problems confronting the area are typical of the

Central American dilemma. Over the past half century, the

northern flanks of the Sierra have been settled by tens of thou-

sands of K'ekchi Indians who have been displaced from the

more fertile lowlands by logging, ranching and cardamom
cultivation. The poor soils on the sleep mountain slopes make
stable agriculture almost impossible, implying a progressive

degradation of the environment as the Indians are obliged to

clear new areas, once their old plots become exhausted. At the

same lime, two thirds of the area have been secured as private

property by largely absentee landlords, most of whom plan to

sell the area's timber to pulp and sawmills in the Motagua

valley to the south and turn the hills over to cattle.

The Guatemalan Foundation promoting the Reserve

recognises that it cannot be made viable without buying up

the privately owned lands of the rich and acquiring other

areas of fertile valley land outside the reserve, or in the

"Buffer Zone" of the biosphere reserve, to resettle the

Indians. The problems in this area demonstrate with startling

clarity the fact that, in Central America, the conservation of

natural resources is inextricably linked to the need for a

redistribution of land.

The political obstacles to such an approach ha\ e also been

made clear. Predictably, the landowner lobby has mounted an

adxertising campaign in national newspapers to vehemently

denounce the conservation plan as an assault on private prop-

erty. All those who advocate providing alternative lands to

the Indians have been labelled as "communists" (Colchester

and Lohmann, 1992).

In Amazonia, pressure to annex Indian lands is much more

recent, commencing on a large-scale in the 1970s with the con-

struction of the TransAmazonica highway (Brooks et al.. 1973).

In the early 1980s, World Bank-funded projects in Mato Grosso

and Rondonia led to wideseale colonisation of Indian lands with

whole communities being all but wiped out by epidemics

(Johnson el al.. 1989; Sur\ival International France, 1990).

Many of the migrants to Rondonia were peasants displaced by

agribusiness from the south Brazilian states such as Santa

Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul. At the same time, in the states

of Para and Maranhao, the Grande Carajas regional develop-

ment programme, brought catastrophic health and cultural prob-

lems to the Indians of the region (Treece, 1987). The extensive

networks of roads also fostered a frenzy of land speculation

(Branford and Clock. 1985; Hecht and Cockburn, 1989), so that

the southern and south-eastern sections of the Amazonian for-

est, which thirty years ago were barely subject to land claims,

are now a chequer-board of often overlapping indigenous

reserves, individual land titles, logging concessions and mining

claims (CEDI. 1985; CEDI/CONAGE, 1988).

The pattern has been repeated in neighbouring countries. In

Colombia, the Caqueta was for a time promoted as a colonisa-

tion zone and in Ecuador, extensive oil prospecting has opened

Indian territories to settlement by landless poor from the high-

lands (Hicks er al., 1990). Planned colonisation, often along

logging roads, has occurred too in Peru and Bolivia (Leonel,

1992), while landless Brazilian peasants displaced by mecha-
nised soya cultivation in Parana and Mato Grosso do Sul

streamed into the forested lands of the Mbya Indians of eastern

Paraguay. In the north of Brazil, poverty-stricken migrants have

invaded Indian lands to work as gold-prospectors, many over-

running the frontiers onto Indian territories in Venezuela and

Guyana. In the conflicts and outcries which have ensued local

politicians have condemned the Indians as "obstacles to

progress" and charged their supporters as agents for foreign

interests (Burger, 1987)

Past attempts to exploit Amazonia to supply markets in the

densely settled coastal and mountainous parts of the Amazon
countries has been characterized by Emilio Moran as growth

without development'. It represents the antithesis of the indige-

nous peoples" approach, which starts with subsistence and

social requirements and draws on a long experience of local

environments (Moran. 1983: Monbiot, 1991).

However, conservation efforts have until recently been

hardly more considerate of Indian rights. In most Latin

American countries national parks are state-owned lands and

legislation outlaws residence, hunting, fishing or the cutting of

vegetation, thus rendering Indian systems of land-use illegal

(Clad, 1984). As one Yaruro spokeswoman from Venezuela

complains of a Park established on her peoples' territory 'we

are prohibited from movint; to our hunting grounds and to the

areas where we seasonally colled wild fruits. It is like being

told that you cannot go to the kitchen or the bathroom in your

own house. We demand title to our lands. Caramba! We are

not children.
'

Fighting Back
The Indians ha\ e resisted these impositions ever since first con-

tact (Gray, 1987). War and rebellion were a regular feature of

the early years of the conquest and Indians still resort to armed

resistance when other means fail. Until recently in Brazil, it has

been relatively commonplace for Indians, denied effective pro-

tection or the means to represent themseUes in courts and local

government, to take up arms to defend their lands from inva-

sions by settlers, loggers and ranchers. However, the last 30

years have seen the evolution of a quieter but no less formidable

expression of Indian power.

The process of organising for change started in Amazonia in

the early 1960s with the creation of the Federation of Shuar

Centres, by which the Shuar people united to defend their lands

on the Ecuadorean frontier. Within twenty years land title had

been gained for the majority of Shuar communities; they estab-

lished their own radio station broadcasting in their own lan-

guage and developed bilingual and bicultural education pro-

grammes. Primary health care programmes administered by the

Indians were de\ eloped with State assistance.

The Shuar experience has been repeated \\ ith numerous
variations all over Amazonia. Clusters of communities along

the same river valley have come together to form local cultur-

al associations. Regionally they have grouped their new com-
munity-based organizations into national confederations. The
majority of Amazonian Indian communities are now linked to
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these kinds of institutions, some of which have become so

well organized and respected that western governments are

directly financing their work from their overseas development

budgets. In some places, enlightened missionaries have also

helped organise Indian political resistance.

National governments have also come to respect the strength

and legitimacy of these Indian organisations. Most compare
very favourably, in terms of their accountability and their repre-

sentativeness, with the often corrupt local government structures

which they parallel. Mass mobilisations of Indians, under the

leadership of these organisations, has also obliged governments

to heed their demands (see Box 3).

In Amazonia, these national confederations have also united as

an Amazon-wide organisation, the Coordinating Body for the

Indigenous Organisations of the Ainazon Basin (COICA), in order

to be heard directly by the international community. Indians have

taken their concerns to inter-governmental agencies such as the

United Nations, the World Bank and the International Tropical

Timber Organisation to press for a recognition of their rights.

In Central America, the Indians are no less organised into

local, national, regional and international organisations.

Recently, both they and the Amazonian groups have linked

together with indigenous organisations from all around the trop-

ics into an International Alliance of the Indigenous-Tribal

Peoples of the Tropical Forests, which has entered into dialogue

with the UNCED process, the European Commission, the

Global Environment Facility and many national Governments.

The increasing power of indigenous organisations is reflected

in advances made in international law. A new Convention (No.

169) of the International Labour Organisation, which clearly

recognises Indian rights to their territories, comes into force this

year. A Declaration of the Rights of the Indigenous Peoples of

the Americas is expected from the Organisation of American

States in 1993, and a Universal Declaration of the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples is already going through its third draft at the

United Nations (Davis. 1988; UN. 1991 ).

New Models
The Indians' struggle to reassert their traditions and control

their lives and environment has important implications for the

future of the forests in the Neotropics. It implies — in areas

subject to their control — an end to major road-building, min-

ing, hydropower and colonisation schemes and the application

of another model of development more sensitive to human
needs and the limitations of the forests (Chirif et al., 1991 ).

As the Coordinating Body for the Indian Organisations of the

Amazon Basin has put it; 'Development can only occur when
the people it iijfects participate in the design of proposed poli-

cies, and the model which is implemented thereby corresponds

to the local people 's aspirations. Development can be guaran-

teed only when the foundations are laid for the sustained

well-being of the region, only continued poverty can be guaran-

teed when the policies lead to the pillage and destruction of
local resources by those coming from outside. The indigenous

people of the Amazon have always lived there: the Ainazon is

our home. We know its secrets well, both what it can offer us

and what its limits are. For us, there can be no life if our forests

are destroyed. We want to continue living in our homelands.

'

Clear evidence is emerging that, under Indian management,

forests have a better chance of being sustained (Smith, 1987;

but see Redford and Maclean Stearman, 1993). For example,

studies in the highlands of Guatemala have shown that commu-
nal forests under Indian control are better "policed" and are less

overexploited than either individually owned forests, which tend

to be ""cashed-in" for short term personal gains, or municipal

forests, which are either corruptly opened to outside interests or

treated by locals and outsiders alike as "open access" areas.

Even where Indians themselves undertake logging, they pro-

vide examples of far superior management than is the norm in

other parts of Latin America, where forest management is

almost unknown. The Amuesha Indians of the Yanesha
Cooperative in Palcazu in Peru have developed an innovative

shelterbelt logging system that makes maximum use of the

forests — the larger, high quality timbers being processed for

sale on the international market, while smaller poles are chemi-

cally treated and sold locally as fencing posts. Similar projects

have started up in Quintana Roo in Mexico and in the coastal

forests of Ecuador (Anderson 1990; WWF 1991 ).

Timber is far from the only product that Indian communities

are marketing from their forests. Tannins, dyes, oils, honey, wild

fruits, nuts, basketry, artwork, canoes, treecrops and agricultural

produce are among the varied goods that Indian communities are

bringmg to the local and wider markets. Much more needs to be

learned about these community management schemes before

Marching for Territorial Recognition
In 1988, the International Tropical Timber Organisation gave

US$1.26 million to the Government of Bolivia to promote

the sustainable management of the Chimanes forests of the

Beni, part of Bolivia"s Amazon territory. The project formu-

lated by the Bolivian Government and the Washington-based

NGO Conservation International was designed to comple-

ment the management of the Chimanes Biosphere Reserve,

which encloses the El Beni Biological Station, secured under

a dcbt-for-nature svv-ap financed by Conservation
International.

The project, however, was flawed. It made no provisions to

secure the temtorial rights of the Indians, nor did it provide a

real political mechanism for controlling the rampant logging

of mahogany that was already underway in the region.

Indian protests culminated in 1989 with a month-long. 750

kilometre trek to the national capital. La Paz, by thousands of

Indians. The pressure forced the Government lo declare the

whole area of the Chimanes forest as Indian territory and

secured about half the forest as "indigenous areas" for exclu-

sive Indian use. The loggers were supposed to halt the extrac-

tion of timber from these "indigenous areas" and restrict their

cutting to the rest of the territory, which would be finally

restored to the Indians after some 70 years.

However, continued illegal timber extraction from the

"indigenous areas" and accelerating logging in the rest of ter-

ritory obliged the Indians to send delegates to Yokohama to

raise their concerns with the International Tropical Timber

Organisation. The ITTO suspended funding for the project

until new management plans for the now reduced logging

areas were designed and the Indians were brought into the

decision-making process. The Indians have yet to declare

victory, but their position has begun to improve.
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they can be declared 'sustainable", but the evidence is already

clear that they are far preferable to the destructive short-term

exploitation of outsiders (Counsell and Rice. 1992: Gray. 1991 ).

Governments and development agencies are beginning to get

the message. Already some 200.000 sq. km of Colombia's

Amazonian forests have been redefined as Indian resgiianlos. as

the Government has explicitly recognised the Indians to be the

forests' best guardians (Bunyard. 1989). In Peru. Indian land

demarcation projects are restoring Indian territories through a

patchwork quilt of community tilling programmes, condoned by

Government and assisted by national and international NGOs and

bilateral aid agencies. In Ecuador, pressured by a country-wide

Indian mobilisation, the Government has recognised large

swathes of Indian territory, while retaining rights to petroleum

exploitation. In Brazil, land demarcation processes have again

speeded up. Some 90.000 sq. km of forests have been recognised

as Yanomami Indian lands, while Kayapo areas have been con-

siderably expanded and those of the Tikuna and Xavante

increased slightly (Hosken. 1990). In all. well over 500.000 sq.

km of Amazonian forests are now recognised as Indian lands.

A parallel programme in Brazil is also securing areas of

forests as 'extractive reserves" for rubber tappers. Under this

process forests remain under State ownership, but are leased to

registered rubber tapper cooperatives. The real innovation in

these reserves lies in the wholly new management regimes that

the tappers have instituted; they no longer produce rubber to

pay-off debts to the rubber barons who used to run the trade, but

market it themselves through self-run cooperatives. Even so, the

tappers are finding it hard going as real prices for latex are

abysmally low. Politically, the tappers have united with the

Indians to push for development policies that protect their inter-

ests and they are seeking wider alliances with other non-Indian

groups who also live in the forests — river-dwellers, nut-collec-

tors, fisherfolk and palm-workers (LAB. 1990).

Conservation initiatives are also paying increasing attention to

Indian rights. The Venezuelan Government recently decreed the

whole of the Upper Orinoco, an area inhabited by Yanomami and

Yekuana Indians, a Biosphere Reserve — at over 80,000 sq. km
the world's largest tropical forest conservation zone. The legisla-

tion explicitly recognises Indian use rights throughout the reserve

and promises them a direct role in the management of the area.

Most recently the Inter-American Development Bank, sup-

ported by the World Bank and working with the Spanish

Government and Governments from Latin America, has estab-

lished a special facility — the Fondo Indigena. already capi-

talised with US$40 million — to develop projects in Indian

areas, including land demarcation schemes. An advisory body

for the new Fund will be drawn half from Government and half

from indigenous representatives.

Ki.i\a/>ii laiiiih on iiuclii iiuil iniil. GokiUic. Bnizil.

(WWF/Mauri Rautkari)

Recognition of indigenous rights is now readily admitted

as being socially just, environmentally prudent and necessary

for the sound development of Indian territories. The challenge

for the future is to ensure that external support for these areas

goes to the communities in the forests, that it remains under

local control and that local initiatives are built on (Beauclerk

and Narby. 1988). In the past the Indians have suffered from

externally imposed problems; great sensitivity is now
required to prevent externally imposed solutions doing just as

much harm.
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7 Agricultural Colonization
Policies and Deforestation

in Amazonia

Introduction
The Malthusian forces of natural resource destruction by local

people, market-oriented agricultural expansion and the need to

generate foreign exchange were not the major factors behintl the

occupation and deforestation of Amazonia. The real problem

stemmed from growing numbers of landless peasants and small

farmers amving from areas outside Amazonia and the geopoliti-

cal goals and speculative interests of the ruling elites.

The areas from where agricultural colonists arrived were not

excessively populated, but land ownership was concentrated in

a few influential hands. It was this unequal land distribution that

caused problems. Inducing landless workers and peasants to

move into the "empty" Amazonian region offered a means of

avoiding these problems. Additionally, the fear — shared by

most Amazonian countries — that vast uninhabited areas would

tempt foreign occupation, stimulated colonization programmes.

The fact that Amazonia was already inhabited by Amerindians

was either ignored altogether or else concerns about these peo-

ples were subordinated to national developmental and territorial

aspirations.

The occupation of Amazonia and the economic integration of

the region have emphasised the settlement of land by peasants

and landless workers. Large agricultural schemes undertaken by

individual entrepreneurs or corporations have also been encour-

aged. This chapter considers the evolution, since World War II.

of the colonization policies of the main countries sharing the

Amazonian ecosystem. Particular reference is made to Brazil, as

a large portion of Amazonia falls within its boundaries.

Moreover, since 1970. this country has pursued an array of

colonisation policies which have contributed significantly to

large-scale deforestation.

The Limits of Amazonia and its Deforestation

Radically different limits of Amazonia were proposed until the

1950s (Daly and Prance, 1989) and even now estimates of its

size vary between five and six million square kilometres (Sioli,

1984; Pires, 1972), but there is no doubt that most of it lies in

Brazil. Smaller areas occur in Bolivia. Colombia, Ecuador.

Peru. Venezuela and the Guianas. The approximate limits of the

natural boundaries of the area are shown in Figure 7.1. It must

be noted that, in Brazil, this does not correspond with the broader

economic/political boundaries set by the government as

"Amazonia Legal" in 1953 (Oliveira. 1983).

Neither the area nor the rate of deforestation in Amazonia

are well known. Probably best studied is the forest in Brazil

and here it is estimated by Skole and Tucker (1993) that

230,000 sq. km of closed canopy forest (6 per cent) had been

cleared as of 1988, while INPE (1992) estimated about

280,000 sq. km had been cleared in the Legal Amazon at that

time — this, though, included the cerrado vegetation. The esti-

mate increases to 377,600 sq. km if the degraded secondary

forests in Para and Maranhao are included, where "the original

forest was removed in great part many years ago" (INPE,

1992). The figure given by Fearnside in Table 25.5 for defor-

estation in the Brazilian Legal Amazon is very similar to

INPE's larger figure.

In absolute terms. Brazil has certainly lost the greatest area of

Amazonian rain forest, but the losses in Venezuela and

Ecuador, in proportion to the area of Amazonian forest they

contain, have been higher (Schubart, 1991).

Agricultural Colonization in Amazonia
Until the middle ol' this century, most of Amazonia was sparsely

populated. The exploratory incursions, begun centuries ago, had

reduced the Amerindian population considerably, decreasing it

by perhaps as much as 90 per cent. However the extractive

booms (mainly of rubber) of the 19th and early 20th centuries

did attract tens of thousands of migrants to .some areas, such as

western Amazonia. There were attempts to introduce large scale

exploitation of tropical products, such as the Ford rubber planta-

tions set up in Brazil, but most of these failed and were aban-

doned. As a result, until the mid- 1940s, much of this immense

region was inhabited only by native peoples and the colonizers

who had settled some of its more accessible areas. Little devel-

opment or deforestation had taken place.

The 1950s marked the beginning of a complete reversal of

this situation, with considerable influxes of migrants and

attempts to develop Ama/onia as rapidly as possible. Public

policies were fundamental in bringing about these changes.
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Figure 7.1 The limits of Amazonian vegetation

Soiiire: Daly and Prince (1989)

Brazil

Most early deforestation in Brazil resulted from agricultural

expansion outside Amazonia, particularly in the south and
southeast. For instance, before the coffee boom started in the

mid- 18th century. Sao Paulo was 82 per cent forested, but by

1973 only 8.3 per cent of the forest remained. Similarly, at the

end of the 1940s, almost 90 per cent of the northern region of

Parana state was covered in forests. This area is now one of

Brazil's most important agricultural regions and only two per

cent of it remains under forest (Mueller. 1991).

Until the late 1960s, agriculture expanded 'spontaneously'.

The main government action to stimulate the process before that

time was improvement of the transportation system. However,

recent expansion in the Brazilian Amazonia has been greatly

influenced by social policies. These policies reflect an approach

to development in recent decades that has tended to favour city

dwellers and has led to a highly unequal distribution of benefits

(Mueller. 1992). Since 1968. the ruling elites and those with

powerful economic interests have received numerous advan-

tages. Modernisation of agricultural methods, without redistri-

bution of land, has meant that a growing number of people have

been expelled from the main farming areas in the centre-south

of the country. Many of these migrants moved to the large urban

industrial centres, but a considerable number went to the agri-

cultural frontier which had, by then, reached the Amazonian
rain forest. Other people, from the poverty-stricken north-east of

Brazil, joined the migrants from the rural areas of the centre-

south and together they were responsible for a major onslaught

on the Amazonian forests.

Both Brazil's corporate sector and government agencies have

embarked upon major Amazonian ventures. Mining, hydroelec-

tric and industrial investments have all contributed to forest

clearance but large agricultural enterprises and cattle ranches

have been the leading causes of deforestation.

The policies which have directly affected frontier expansion

in Brazilian Amazonia since the mid-1960s have gone through

several distinct phases.

The Early Phase, up to 1965. Policies which sought to inte-

grate Amazonia into the Brazilian economy were attempted prior

to the 1960s, but they had little effect (Mahar. 1978). However,
in the late 195()s. the first major road to link Amazonia to the

centre-south of the country — the Belem-Brasilia highway —
was built. It connected the more dynamic areas of Brazil with the

.southeast margin of the rain forest which later became an impor-

tant agricultural frontier area.

Formation of the Amazonian Strategy ( 1965-1969). The
military regime, which came into power in 1964. drew up a spe-

cific Amazonian strategy. Contrary to current belief, it was
geopolitical considerations, rather than the prospect of exploiting

the region's abundant resources, that motivated this strategy. It

was argued that by establishing a demographic and economic
stronghold in Brazilian Amazonia, and by promoting settlement

of the country's extensive international borders to the north and
west of it. foreign powers would be discouraged from staking

claims there. A frequently voiced motto in the 1970s was. "inte-

grate it or lose it". The main objective of the military regime was.

therefore, to induce rapid occupation of some of Amazonia's
huge "empty spaces", regardless of the economic or environmen-

tal sustainability of the process.

Occupation was based on the hope that it would be possible

to integrate the region into the mainstream of the country's

economy. However, the projects undertaken in the region did

not undergo any form of economic viability analysis. Even for

large investments, cost-benefit analysis was generally not car-

ried out (Torres. 1990). The first major natural resource survey

did not begin until after the projects had started.

Operation Amazonia was launched in 1965 to implement
the new strategy. Its main component was a regional develop-

ment programme based chietly on the provision of tax rebates

and other financial incentives aimed at stimulating private

investment in Amazonia. Most of the investment projects took

the form of huge livestock ranches. Between 1966 and 1969. a

total of 166 livestock enterprises were approved; these made
up over one fifth of all schemes approved as of 1988
(Yokomizo. 1989).

The construction of the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway began

in 1968. This brought floods of land-hungry settlers, mostly

rural migrants from the centre-south, into the state of Rondonia.

Intensification of the Amazonian Strategy (1970-1975). In

1970. the military government created the National Integration

Programme (PIN) which aimed to boost occupation of

Amazonia by funding road building and settlement projects.

Through this programme, resources were made available to con-

struct some 15.000 kilometres of road and. on either side of

these roads, a 20 km strip of land was reserved for agricultural

settlement projects (Mahar. 1989). At the same time, virtually

all state-owned land was transferred to the federal government,

which thereby acquired control over very large areas. In addi-

tion. PIN increased fiscal incentives for private investment in

Amazonia.

The road construction programme was extremely ambitious.

It was intended that one highway (the Transamazon) would

cross the region from east to west, another (Cuiaba-Santarem)

would cross it from the north to south and a third would be built

along most of the northern boundary of Brazilian Amazonia. In

addition, other trunk roads were to be built or improved to pro-

vide the more developed central-southern regions with access to

strategic portions of Amazonia.
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Only part of the projected road network was actually built.

The Manaus-Porto Velho and Cuiaba-Santarem trunk roads and

the Cuiaba-Porto Velho highway were completed, while the

Transamazon highway was not finished and the border road

never materialised (Figure 7.2). Nonetheless, the roads were

responsible for the opening up of large densely forested areas

for agricultural colonization.

Colonization projects, intended as "model"" settlements, were

set up in two areas of the country. The then federal state of

Rondonia in the north-west of Brazil was one of these.

Settlements here were intended to attract farmers from the south

who were experienced in modern agricultural methods. The
other was along the eastern part of the Transamazon highway.

Here the aim was to settle people from the poverty stricken

norlheasl and thereby alleviate population and social pressures in

that area.

The fiscal incentives were stepped up by PIN so that,

between 1966 and 1972. substantial areas of land were incorpo-

rated into agricultural projects, many involving cattle rearing.

This was partly because of the high prices for beef in the world

market in the early 1970s which led to hopes that Amazonia
would become a world exporter of this commodity.

The intention of PIN was that the settlers would produce sub-

sistence goods and provide manpower for various secondary

developments, while private initiatives, aided by the fiscal

incentives, were to furnish a growing quantity of agricultural

products for both the domestic and export markets. This strategy

aimed to incorporate Amazonia into the national economy and

reduce the danger of foreign domination of the region.

Loss of Impetus and Change in Strategies (1975-1979).
Events did not materialize as expected, howe\er. The oil crises

of the 1970s reduced Brazil's economic growth and made it

more difficult to obtain resources for the road construction pro-

gramme. The high oil prices also accentuated the problems of

having settlements in such remote areas. The road construction

programme for Amazonia was therefore cut back considerably.

This period also witnessed a major change in the strategy for

occupying Amazonia. The public colonization schemes had
proved unsuccessful for a number of reasons. There were seri-

ous administrative problems, inappropriate agricultural tech-

niques were applied by the migrants, and the settlers generally

experienced difficulty in adapting to their new environment. As
a result public colonisation schemes were phased out. Instead,

in order to make the best use of limited governmental resources,

efforts after 1974 focussed on areas with high potential, rather

than on the region in general.

Even though the public colonization schemes had failed, a

much larger flow of spontaneous immigration into parts of east-

ern Amazonia and Rondonia began. The inigrants were small

farmers and workers displaced from the centre-south of Brazil.

This compelled the government to support the orientation and

control of spontaneous colonisation (Martine, 1990; Mueller,

1980). Despite government efforts, the pressure of this migra-

Figure 7.2 Ania/onia: Main Federal Highways and Development Projects Soiin-,-' M.nh.ir ( l«S«l
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tion was such that the demand for plots in colonization areas far

exceeded supply. As a result, wherever there was road access,

large numbers of migrants settled on public and private land.

The authorities were unable to control the process and this inva-

sion of public land was eventually condoned and legitimised by

the government. In contrast, settlement on private or disputed

land frequently led to violence (Mueller, 1983: Sawyer, 1990).

It was hoped that government-sponsored, private schemes

could replace the public colonisation projects. The government

started providing private ventures and cooperatives with access

to public lands and subsidized credit. These schemes were

intended mainly for settlers from the south of Brazil who had

some capital and farming experience. Most of the projects were

implemented in the north of the state of Mato Grosso, in the rain

forest-savanna transition zone.

Private colonization gained impetus, particularly in the period

from 1976 to 1981. Of the 104 private colonization projects

started between 1970 and 1986. almost 67 per cent were estab-

lished between 1976 and 1981. The total area covered was
29,000 sq. km, of which 68 per cent was setded in 1976-1981.

Most of the farms developed were between one and five sq. km.

The settlers were mainly interested in cultivating commercial

crops and in the 1980s the private colonization areas become an

important producer of soybeans (Mueller, 1990).

The large-scale fiscal incentive projects also fell far short of

original expectations and their number was reduced consider-

ably. Thus from 1973 to 1979, only 56 projects were approved,

coinpared to 3 1 2 projects in the previous seven year period

(Yokomizo, 1989). In addition, new regulations came into force

which prohibited projects in the core of the Amazonian forest

and provided for stricter controls over development in the area.

Nevertheless, some individuals still believed that large

investment projects could suceed in Amazonia and that these

were the key to developing the area. It was during this time that

Daniel Ludwig's huge Jari complex in eastern Amazonia began

to take shape. Over 1000 sq. km of the 15,000 sq. km owned by

Ludwig were cleared and planted with Gmelina arborea and

Pinus carihea. These were to be used as raw material for a large

pulp plant that had been imported from Japan. The scheme
included rice cultivation on 40 sq. km of flood-plain and miner-

als exploitation (Fearnside and Rankin. 1979, 1985). Ludwig
used his own money for these activities, but was encouraged by

the government.

Major Programmes and the Expansion of Fiscal Incentives

(1980-1988). The principal development projects in

Amazonia between 1980 and 1988 were the Northwest Brazil

Integrated Development Programme (POLONOROESTE) in

western Amazonia and the Grande Carajas Programme in east-

em Amazonia (Figure 7.2).

The POLONOROESTE programme, financed by the World
Bank, was an attempt to impose some order on the chaotic occu-

pation of Rondonia and part of western Mato Grosso. A princi-

pal objective of the programme was to reduce forest clearance

on land with little long-term agricultural potential and, instead,

to promote sustainable farming systems based on tree crops

(Mahar, 1989). The programme sought to assist the 30,000 or so

families already settled in the region as well as the 15,000 fami-

lies waiting to be settled there (Mahar 1989). It aimed to reduce

the environmental degradation which was taking place and to

protect Indian populations (World Bank, 1981). However, most

of these goals were not achieved: some people believe that the

government's main objective in seeking loans for

POLONOROESTE was to obtain funds for paving the Cuiaba-

Porto Velho highway (Martine. 1988).

The Grande Carajas Programme began in 1980 as a massive

multisectoral project based on the extraction, transformation and

exportation of the enormous mineral wealth (principally iron

ore) of the Carajas. The numbers of migrants attracted to the

region inevitably caused quite extensive deforestation, particu-

larly outside the concession area. One of the project's most con-

troversial components is the production of pig-iron using char-

coal made from timber from the natural forest. The proposed

pig-iron plants would require 1.2 million tons of charcoal per

year and the wood required for this would result in the clearing

of between 5,400 and 12,(J00 sq. km of forest (Mahar, 1989).

Many billions were invested in this programme, but it is not

now expected to yield a net profit.

As well as developing these two programmes, the govern-

ment also increased its fiscal incentives scheme dramatically

after 1980. Between 1980 and 1986, 353 agricultural projects

were approved. Political pressure from the groups benefiting

from the incentives, rather than the inherent worth of any of the

projects, forced the government to continue the scheme. The
beneficiaries profited both directly from the incentives and sub-

sidies and indirectly from the increased value of their land.

Land prices were driven up by the scheme and by high inflation

which increased the demand for real estate (Binswanger, 1991).

The size of the projects approved after 1980 tended to be smaller

than the earlier ones, and most of them were on the periphery of

the rain forest rather than within it. However, the federal agency

responsible for the scheme became extremely lax in its manage-

ment of the enterprise and incentive monies were frequently

misused (Yokomizo, 1989).

The fiscal incentive scheme for agricultural projects was
reduced in 1987 and temporarily suspended by government
decree in 1989. However, fiscal incentives for regional develop-

ment have been maintained by the 1988 Constitution, and there is

a danger that inappropriate agricultural projects will be resumed

in Amazonia. At present, projects can still be undertaken in the

already degraded or savanna area of Legal Amazonia whereas

those in the core of Amazonia can be resumed only upon comple-

tion of a detailed zoning study, which is cuiTently underway.

This period also saw the failure of the Jari project. In 1982,

having experienced increasing problems with his enterprise,

Ludwig transferred control to a government-backed Brazilian

group (Mueller, 1983).

Summary
Brazil's vast array of measures to encourage colonization have

had very negative impacts on Amazonia. In general, they have

failed to achieve sustainable agricultural and livestock production

or economic development. They have also resulted in vast demo-

graphic shifts, social dislocation, distress for Amazonian Indian

peoples, forest clearance and pervasive environmental disruption.

Colonization in Other Latin American Countries

The Amazonian region of most of the other countries di.scussed

in this chapter are covered with lowland rain forest or. on the

eastern slopes of the Andes, with montane forest. The montane

forest, commonly known as selva alia (upland forest), occurs

from 600 to 3500 m. It covers a smaller proportion of Amazonia
than does lowland forest, but has been the prime target for colo-

nization in the Andean countries. Indeed, in contrast to Brazil,

the Andean lowlands of Bolivia. Colombia. Ecuador, Peru and

Venezuela remain largely untouched (Coomes, 1991 ).
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Bolivia

Bolivia is considered an Andean country, although two-thirds of

its territory is Amazonian. Some of its upland forests were

colonised as long ago as the 16th Century, with attendant exter-

mination, expulsion or absorption of Indian populations by the

in\ading Europeans. Nevertheless, these upland areas were not

intensively exploited until the early 1950s.

In 1952 the Movimiento Nacional Revolutionario (MNR)
seized power and embarked upon a programme of agrarian

reform, nationalization of mines and abolition of feudalism.

However, as Green (1980) notes, the impact of the agrarian

reform legislation on the Amazonian region was not as great as

it might have been since there was little demand for land there.

The MNR also pursued an Amazonia colonization policy, the

main objectives of which were expansion of agricultural pro-

duction, alleviation of demographic pressures in the highlands

and integration of the Bolivian Amazonia into the country's

economy. The construction of a highway, completed in 1954,

which linked La Paz and Cochabamba with the forest city of

Santa Cruz, was an important element of this policy. Between

1954 and 1956. four colonies were founded in this region and

were followed by more modest attempts at colonization of other

high forest areas made accessible by road construction.

Bolivia had frequent changes in its political regime and, con-

sequently, in its administrative policies, but the public colonisa-

tion schemes to resettle landless peasants from the highlands in

Amazonia were maintained. Many landless people migrated to

the Oriente of their own accord. The objectives set by MNR for

the Oriente were gradually achieved and parts of the forest, par-

ticularly the area around Santa Cruz, experienced considerable

economic development. The role of government colonization

schemes in this was minor, though as Stearman (1984) points

out, the schemes used up considerable monetary and human
resources and were a significant feature of Bolivia's develop-

ment plans for many years. Other factors such as the discovery

and exploitation of oil, the establishment of large farms and

ranches, industrialization and, more recently, the cocaine trade

were far more significant for the development of the region. In

addition, international financial support encouraged a tlow of

domestic and foreign settlers to the Amazonian highlands.

Only those colonization programmes involving foreign set-

tlers and international finance had any real success. Public colo-

nization programmes performed poorly (Riviere d'Arc, 1980;

Stearman, 1984). They were undermined by inadequate trans-

portation and marketing, unstable and inefficient administration,

and corruption. In the 1960s the Institulo Nacional de

Colonizacion (National Colonization Institute) was created to

administer the official programmes, but still they did not

improve markedly. However, colonists who abandoned agricul-

ture were an important element in the expansion of other activi-

ties in the Santa Cruz area.

By the mid-1980s, colonization in Bolivia had become largely

spontaneous or semi-directed, with the National Colonization

Institute providing secondary or tertiary roads, technical assis-

tance, water supplies and some .schools (Stearman, 1984).

In Bolivia, unlike other Andean countries, the demographic

and economic results of settlement within Amazonia were con-

siderable. The number of inhabitants is estimated to have

reached 3.7 million in 1990, which is around 51 per cent of the

country's total population. This is a considerable increase from

I960 when only 38 per cent of the population lived in the area

(Butts and Bogue. 1989). The Santa Cruz region has became an

important agricultural centre, generating growing surpluses for

both domestic and export markets. This Amazonia region has

become Bolivia's major area of economic development.

Peru

In Peru, as in Bolivia, the .Spanish conquistadores explored

Amazonia, but failed to colonise it. However, in the 194()s. pop-

ulation increases in the country's coastal and highland areas and

unequal land distribution led to urban saturation, food deficits

and political unrest and these stimulated rural exodus. Political

elites opposed land redistribution, and as new roads made the

Peruvian Amazonia accessible, landless peasants from the

Sierras moved in.

It was not until the I96()s that a concerted colonization policy

was established. Peasants had been settled previously in

Amazonia but had not been sponsored by the government. In

1954, for instance, le Tourneau, an American millionaire,

obtained 4000 sq. km of Peruvian Amazonia for a colonization

project. In spite of large expenditure, this failed and was aban-

doned. The government granted land to companies constructing

roads in the upland forest, and to their employees, for sale to

colonists from the Andes (Chirif, 1980).

It was during the first mandate of President Belaunde Terry

that a strategy for settlement and development in Amazonia was

introduced; access roads were to be constructed and coloniza-

tion projects promoted. A highway, the Carretera Marginal de la

Selva, was to be built along the eastern flank of the Andes with

other new roads leading from it. Belaunde Terry hoped that by

linking the Venezuelan-Colombian border with southeast

Bolivia, through the Ecuadorian and Peruvian forests, the

Carretera Marginal would facilitate the development and eco-

nomic integration of the Amazonian region of all the Andean
countries. In the event, only the Peruvian sector of the road was

constructed. A large colonisation project, financed by a LIS$4I

million loan from the Interamerican Development Bank (IDB),

was started in 1966 in the Huallaga Valley. Two other smaller

projects were also attempted (Schuurman, 1980). However, all

three ran into difficulties and were phased out.

In the 1960s and early 1970s, both government-sponsored

and. more importantly, spontaneous colonization resulted in the

settlement of eleven important river basins on the eastern slopes

of the Andes (Arambinu, 1984). Spontaneous colonization by

landless peasants and entrepreneurs, the latter interested in cat-

tle ranching and commercial agriculture, brought people from

the highlands and coastal areas. Large numbers of Indians were

Charcoal making from iiuiliogany, used to smelt iron ore from
Carajds. Ama:inua, Brazil- (\\ \V17M;irk f'dwards)
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pushed off their land during this process. Some moved to

remote lowland areas and others were assimilated by the new
communities and exploited as labourers.

A military coup in 1968 changed the Amazonian strategy.

Colonization was downplayed, an Indian rights policy was
established and there was a short-lived attempt to deal directly

with the agrarian problems in the coastal and highland areas.

However, changes within the military leadership and the re-

election of Belaunde Terry in 1980 meant that the Amazonian

development strategy was resurrected. Assistance programmes

for the region's settlers were established and colonization

schemes were revived with American aid. Between 1981 and

1985, USAID allocated US$167 million for this purpose, but

with disappointing results (Aramburu and Garland. 1986).

There were also incentives for settlers to move north to consoli-

date the disputed border with Ecuador (Stocks. 1984).

In the 1970s, the Peruvian Oriente experienced an oil boom.

Exploration companies moved into parts of the region, creating

temporary employment, but also generating substantial social

dislocation. When the boom ended, uneinployment became a

serious problem for some areas.

More recently, there has been a sharp increase in the illegal

cultivation of coca, creating a problem of almost unmanageable

proportions. The United States pushed for eradication of this

crop, but the wisdom of their pouring abundant foreign aid into

areas already settled, but of low agricultural potential, is now
being questioned (Aramburu, 1984). The results of the aid for

colonisation were poor and both state and foreign aid has now
been phased out. Further problems in many of these areas have

been created by the presence of the Sendero Luminoso (Shining

Path) guerilla group.

In 1978 a decree annulled the law recognizing the rights of

Amazonian indigenous communities. It also introduced a con-

cessions system for the exploitation of national forest reserves,

which had previously been controlled by the state (Chirif,

1980). The decree established safeguards to protect forests, but

legislation of the Belaunde Terry government has since elimi-

nated most of them and made it much easier for national and

foreign companies to gain access to reserve lands. According to

Stocks (1984). as much as 90 per cent of national forests in

some areas have been given in concessions to the private sector.

In addition, the Amazonian strategy of the 1980s provided gen-

erous incentives for entrepreneurs willing to inxest in the

region's remoter areas.

Spontaneous colonization and entrepreneurial activity were

responsible for a considerable increase in the number of occupants

of Peruvian Amazonia; they grew from little more than 400,000 in

1940 to over 1.8 million in 1981. This is an increase from 6.7 per

cent to 10.6 per cent of the country's total population living in

Amazonia. The upland forests have absorbed most of this popula-

tion increase but there has also been an inflow of migrants into

other parts of the Peruvian Amazonia. However, transportation

and other difficulties have meant that the rate of growth in these

areas has been lower than that occurring in upland forest areas

(Aramburu. 1984). while migration into the coastal areas, especially

into large cities, has been most significant.

Ecuador
Official support for the settlement of Ecuadorian Amazonia is a

fairly recent phenomenon. As a result of the 1941 war between

Ecuador and Peru over petroleum. Ecuador lost part of its

Amazonian territory. It. therefore, came to view colonization of

the remainder and its integration into the national economy as

matters of considerable urgency. Military po.sts and colonization

projects were established, regardless of economic considera-

tions. The aim was simply to gain control of the country's bor-

ders (Bromley, 1980: Uquillas, 1984).

Spontaneous population movements in Ecuador began to

gain pace in the late 1940s. The migrants were from the more
densely populated areas in the Andean highlands and from the

coast; they moved because of overcrowding and land pressures

in those areas. They were attracted to Amazonia by the prospect

of jobs and the availability of land.

The oil boom which began in parts of Amazonia in the late

1940s was an added factor. Roads to oil areas facilitated migra-

tion, which was spurred on by the employment opportunities in

both the oil and timber industries. Land was available and agri-

cultural products were required by the people working in the

area. Entrepreneurs saw opportunities for cattle-ranching and

the production of crops such as coffee.

The government favoured spontaneous colonization and also

created several official colonization projects. By 1981 there

were seven of these official schemes in Ecuadorian Amazonia.

They were located in the provinces of Napo (the main oil area).

Morona-Santiago and Zamora-Chinchipe (near the Peruvian

border). Gradually, settlements were consolidated throughout

the high forest and in the intermontane valleys. The majority

were dedicated to farming and ranching (Uquillas. 1984).

Initially, the official colonization projects were intended to

attract people to "empty" areas, but later they became attempts

to control the rapid spontaneous occupation.

Costs associated with the settlement of the Ecuadorian

Amazonia included the usual social dislocation of frontier areas,

environmental problems and the displacement of Indian com-

munities, who were forced to find land elsewhere. However,

only a relatively small area of Amazonia was affected by colo-

nization. One of the main reasons for this was the region's poor

transportation system. There were plans to construct more high-

ways, and even railroads, but these were never realized. In 1976

there were only four relatively short penetration roads, either

associated with oil exploration or constructed for strategic rea-

sons (Bromley, 1980). The result was a comparatively minor

increase in the region's population, from 1.6 per cent of the

country's total in 1960. to 3.0 per cent in 1980 and still only 4.2

per cent in 1990. Of the 460.000 people inhabiting the region in

1990. 76.1 per cent lived in the forested provinces of Napo and

Morona-Santiago (Butts and Bogue, 1989).

Colombia
The Colombian Amazonia was explored several centuries ago,

but was only recently settled by non-Indians. Here, as in other

countries of the region, population pressure in the uplands stim-

ulated its settlement. However, two events led the government

to intervene decisively in the process. The first was during the

1930s and 1940s, when Colombia and Peru were laying claim to

the same territory and tensions ran high. As a result, the govern-

ment built a road into strategic areas near the Colombian-

Peruvian border and introduced incentives to encourage settlers

to move into parts of the provinces of Putumayo and Caqueta

(Carrizosa. 1983). The second event was the insurrection and

conflict (the Violencia) which erupted in 1948. When a truce

was finally reached in 1953. it was decided that peasants who
had lost their land, and other victims of the Violencia, should be

settled on public lands in Amazonia.

The settlement process was stepped up in the 1960s. After the

meeting of the Organization of American States (OAS) in Punta
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del Este in 1960, foreign aid was sought and the Instituto

Colombiano de la Reforma Agraiia (INCORA) ciealed to man-

age colonization of Amazonia (Dominguez. 1984). The OAS
meeting had recommended strong commitment to agrarian

reform in Latin America, but Colombia, together with most other

countries in the region, decided that politically it was easier lo

settle landless peasants in the "empty" spaces of Amazonia.

The results of the public and private colonisation schemes

that took place in the 1950s and 1960s, in the forests of the

provinces of Putumayo and Caqueta and, later in the province of

Guaviare. were generally poor. Reasons for this included bad

planning, inefficient administration, malaria outbreaks and lack

of support for the settlers. Many people moved back to the high-

lands or set-off in search of less hostile areas elsewhere in

Amazonia (Ortiz, 1984). The scheme in Caqueta seems to have

been an exception. There the colonization project attained such

a high growth rate that it prompted INCORA to concentrate

most of its resources in this region and use it as a model of

agrarian reform (Dominguez, 1984).

The discovery of petroleum in the late 1960s led to the

improvement of the transportation system, generated jobs and

markets for agricultural products and encouraged spontaneous

migration into Putumayo. Caqueta also attracted wealthier set-

tlers and farmers drawn by the province's improved conditions

and the availability of land which was not only cheap, but had

been cleared by previous settlers (Ortiz, 1984). In this way,

large landholdings were created in the high forest zone in the

two regions. Urban centres and heterogeneous agricultural sec-

tors, producing both subsistence and market orienled goods,

also developed in both provinces.

As in other Latin American countries, the first- and second-

generation settlers took over land previously used by Indian

peoples. The latter moved to other areas of Amazonia, or

became acculturated. joining the poorest migrants as a source of

cheap labour.

Difficulties of access and the inhospitable nature of Colombian
Amazonia have restricted colonization to a limited geographical

area and its impact has accordingly been fairly small. Similarly,

the region's contribution to the national economy remains meagre

and its population increase insignificant. It is estimated that by

1990, the number of people in Colombian Ainazonia was a mere

533,000, or 1.7 per cent of the country's total population. The
provinces of Caqueta and Putumayo hold 76. 1 per cent of the peo-

ple living in Amazonia, while Guaviare contains another 10 per

cent of the area's inhabitants. Although the other three provinces

in the region are very extensive, they have only small populations.

Venezuela

Venezuela's Amazonian region is mostly within the Territorio

Federal do Amazonas situated in the southern tip of the country.

The state of Bolivar, to the south of the Orinoco, includes a rela-

tively small portion of Amazonia (Butts and Bogue, 1989:

Esteves, 1986). but this area is not included in the following dis-

cussion.

The Federal Territory of Amazonia covers 178.000 sq. km, or

20 per cent of Venezuela, but its estimated population in 1990

was only 83,000 (Butts and Bogue, 1989). Nevertheless, this is a

large increase from I960 when there were a mere 11,000, or

thereabouts, people in the area (Butts and Bogue, 1989). One of

the Territory's most striking characteristics is its isolation from

the more developed parts of the country. No major roads have

been constructed and the extensive river network still constitutes

the main transportation system (Esteves. 1986).

Around 30 per cent of the tropical forest originally covering

Venezuela was in the Territory, with most of the remainder in

Bolivar. Although a considerable area of forest has been
cleared, only a very small proportion of this has been from the

Territory. This is because colonization in the region has been

negligible. However, this does mean that its rain forest is not

under pressure. To some extent, Venezuela is at the stage the

other Andean countries were at forty years ago. Although pros-

perity was created by petroleum until the late 1970s, its influ-

ence, in terms of increased economic activities and a rise in

population, was restricted almost exclusively to the area north

of 6 latitude (Benacchio. 1982). When the revenue from oil

declined in the 1980s. Venezuela was compelled to search for

new avenues of development, and occupation of Amazonia was
one possibility. In addition, settlement of this area was advocated

as a means of protecting the immense "empty" areas to the

south of the country from the expansionist ambitions of

Venezuela's neighbours.

Expansion into Amazonia has had a major impact on the

Indian communities in the region. Expropriation of the Indians'

land began in the early colonial period, but it was not until the

late 1950s that this occurred in Amazonia. Initially, the process

was slow, but according to Arvelo-Jimenez (1984, 1986) it

speeded up dramatically and many Indian communities lost land

they had occupied for generations. The reasons for this change,

which can be traced back to the late 1960s, were the real or sup-

posed geopolitical strategies of Venezuela's neighbours. These

aroused nationalistic feelings and made the country's military

forces uneasy. This led to the inception of the "Conquista del

Sur" (Conquest of the South), a strategy for the development

and integration of Amazonia into the country's economy, which

received strong backing from the corporate sector. As well as

proposing settlement and development of the region, it envi-

sioned the "civilization" of the Indians. It was claimed that, in

their primitive state, the Indians held no allegiance to Venezuela

and were potential pawns of foreign interests. They should,

therefore, be acculturated and incorporated into the national

society. Arguments such as these provided an excuse for land

grabbing, but by corporations rather than landless peasants.

The Venezuelan Amazonian debate features two opposed
groups: the developers, armed with arguments such as those out-

lined above, and the Indian Rights movement, which argues

against measures which destroy the identity of the Indians and/or

expropriate their land. Until the early 1970s the former prevailed,

but since then the influence of the Indian Rights movement has

increa.sed markedly. Legislation which favours the interests of the

Indians has been passed and extensive areas of forest have been

allocated for conservation and traditional use. However, these

actions have been strongly criticized by the developers on the

grounds that they risk endangering national security.

The economic crisis of the 1980s lent further support to argu-

ments for developing Amazonia and gave added impetus to

groups keen to see an Amazonian geopolitical strategy imple-

mented. These groups were at one with vociferous politicians

and segments of the media who pointed to the supposed inherent

danger in the nomadic behaviour of the Amazonian Indians and

the neglected state of Venezuela's southern international borders.

It was claiined that, with the aid of more modern agricultural

techniques, the Indians would be able to subsist in much smaller

areas of land and live in permanent settlements. This 'reorgani-

zation' would then make extensive areas available for develop-

ment and enable the corporate sector to exploit any minerals or

other resources in the "freed" land (Arvelo-Jimenez, 1986).
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Venezuela's Amazonian frontier is still not opened and set-

tled, but the belief that it should be is gaining increasing accep-

tance in Venezuela. Nationalistic feelings are stronger than ever,

particularly as the discovery of alluvial gold has brought a flood

of Brazilian gold-diggers into the Venezuelan Amazonia.

Events such as this highlight the danger that the regulations pro-

tecting both the environment and the interests of Indian commu-

nities will be abandoned. Instead, roads will be opened and the

landless and poor induced to move into Amazonia as has hap-

pened in the other Latin American countries. A major factor

preventing this to date is the Territory's dense river network,

which makes road construction there an arduous and very

expensive task (Esteves. 1986).

Conclusions

There are common elements in the colonization experiences of

all the countries reviewed above. In most, the land holding class

of the old, settled areas has successfully resisted attempts to

carry out land reform by persuading governments to direct the

peasants and landless workers to the "empty" Amazonian

region. Typically, geopolitical considerations have played a

central role in defining strategies for Amazonia. In addition, the

discovery of petroleum in Amazonia, with its knock-on effects

on transportation systems, job and market creation and

increased settlement, has been a important factor. The corporate

sector has also had a significant influence on policies concerned

with development of Amazonia.

The effects of the strategies and the colonization policies of

the different countries also exhibit common features. Relative to

the total area of Amazonia in each country, the land areas

affected by settlers and agricultural ventures are not large.

Similarly, except in Bolivia, the population increase due to the

colonization of Amazonia has not been great. Much the same

can be said of the contribution the schemes have made to the

economies of the countries concerned. The difficulty of access

to the rain forest, which renders economic exploitation problem-

atic, has in itself moderated the impact of human activities.

Nevertheless considerable resources have been poured into col-

onization schemes in all countries except Venezuela, with gen-

erally very poor results. Moreover, there has been senseless

destruction of tropical forests and native populations have suf-

fered violence and expropriation of their land.

The conclusion, for both Brazil and the Andean countries, is

that the colonization schemes have caused enormous economic,

social and environmental problems and have yielded only mod-

est benefits.
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Introduction
As forest loss in the Americas accelerates and its economic and

social consequences are increasingly felt, protected areas (or as

often referred to in this atlas, conservation areas) have assumed

greater importance as a means to conserve viable, representative

portions of intact forest and other ecosystems. The process has

taken different forms in different countries and to generalise

across the Neotropics is difficult given the great diversity of

countries and the variety of forces which have influenced pro-

tected area creation and management. Yet within this context of

diversity, which makes it imperative to consider each country

individually, there are also important common factors— similar

socioeconomic conditions, for example — which have forged

the protected area systems we see today.

Although there has been a large increase in the number and

extent of protected areas over the last decade (see Figure 8.1),

the success of those in the Americas has been rather mixed. The

great majority of parks and reserves are subject to encroachment,

poaching and similar threats. Conflicts between local communi-

ties and national or global interests have been solved in only a

very few cases, and with increasing population these conflicts

will intensify. More effective means are required for linking pro-

tected areas with national development, territorial planning and,

at the most fundamental level, the needs of humans. It is in this

field that Neotropical protected area managers are learning most

and within which there will be exciting developments in the

future. This chapter presents a history of protected areas in tropi-

cal America, examines the current situation and analyses the

issues confronting protected area managers.

History of Protected Areas in tlie Americas

Protection of natural areas as we conceive it today is a recent

phenomenon in the Americas. Of course, there are notable

exceptions: the Aztecs maintained botanical gardens, those con-

structed and cared for by the sovereigns NetzahualcoyotI and

Moctezuma being amongst the most well known (Alcerreca et

al.. 1988). The Maya on the other hand developed a very effi-

cient and complex shifting agricultural system based on silvicul-

ture. They made extensive use of terraces and designed irriga-

tion systems to supply raised fields. They also managed and

protected "natural" forest blocks in order to speed reforestation

of their fallow plots, a system which can still be seen today in

the rich and diverse forest gardens of the present day Maya
(Gomez-Pompa, 1991).

It is important to understand the history of Neotropical

forests and the processes responsible for their present day com-

position and distribution in order to set conservation criteria

(McNeely, 1993). Before the arrival of the Europeans in 1492,

there are thought to have been about 30 million people living in

the tropical forests of the Americas (see Chapter 6 — but note

that there is debate about these figures). Many were hunter-

gatherers, but agriculture was also widespread. The large popu-

lations living in the forests had profound effects upon the eco-

logical processes, species composition and structure of the for-

est itself. Ama.'onia's eight million inhabitants, like the Kayapo

in Brazil of today, were collecting and cultivating food plants

such as tubers and beans as well as managing the densities and

distributions of useful tree species (Posey, 1982). In Central

America, 75 per cent of the Yucatan forest had been modified

by A.D. 800. However, with the collapse of the Maya civilisa-

tion, the forests in the central lowlands had largely recovered

when the Spaniards arrived 700 years later. Nevertheless, when
the first European settlers arrived, far from encountering a "pris-

tine" environment, they found a landscape which had been pro-

foundly altered by man (McNeely, 1993).

The European colonists, bringing diseases and forced labour

with them, caused a severe reduction in the indigenous popula-

tion: 75 per cent of the native people of the Americas south of

present-day USA are thought to have been eliminated between

1492 and 1650 (Denevan, 1992). This demographic collapse was

not compensated for until the recent immigration of settlers, and

it left large areas of agricultural land to revert to forest once more.

The conquest also modified traditional resource management

systems or replaced them with non-sustainable, export-oriented

ones (Alcerreca er al.. 1988; Perez-Gil and Jaramillo, 1992). In

response to environmental degradation, the first protected areas

were established: Tobago's Main Ridge Reserve and St.

Vincent's King's Hill Reserve were declared in 1765 and I79I

respectively, both to protect watersheds (Putney, 1992). A cen-

tury passed before the first true protected area, Mexico's

Desierto de los Leones Forest Reserve, was established in

Middle America, and not until the start of the 19th Century did

the first ones appear in South America (Torres, 1992; Ugalde

andGodoy. 1992).

In 1872. Yellowstone in the United States was declared the

world's first national park. The first Neotropical national parks

were a product of the efforts of particular individuals, such as

Francisco CPerito') Moreno in Argentina and Henri Pittier in

Venezuela (Amend and Amend, 1992a), Parque Nacional del

Sur (now called Nahuel Huapi) in Argentina, set up in 1903,

was the first national park to be declared in South America. It

was followed by Uruguay's F.D. Roosevelt in 1916, Chile's

Vicente Perez Rosales in 1926, Kaietur in Guyana in 1929 and

Pico Cristal National Park in Cuba in 1930 (Oltremari, 1992;

Putney, 1992; Torres, 1992). Barro Colorado Biological
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Americas Source; WCMC. unpublished data

Reser\e in Panama, the Islas Galapagos National Park in

Ecuador and Henri Pittier National Park in Venezuela were all

established durmg the 1920s and 1930s.

To begin with, protected areas were declared by the enact-

ment of legislation specific to each site. Brazils Royal Charter

of 1797 was the first general' legislation to protect forests. The

first Forest Laws providing for the creation of protected areas

appeared in 1905 (Amend and Amend. 1992b: Ugalde and

Godoy. 1992: lUCN. 1992). Management was usually assigned

to either forest or agriculture departments. However, in some
countries in the absence of more appropriate agencies, this fell,

for example, on the Central Bank in Nicaragua and on the

Institute of Tourism in El Salvador. Protection of natural areas

was often associated with laws on agrarian reform, as both were

linked to a rational territorial planning process. Indeed, the most

successful reformers were often the best conservers. For exam-

ple, in Mexico President Lazaro Cardenas, famous for his land

reform programmes, established 58 per cent of the current pro-

tected areas system and made major improvements in natural

resource management during his term of office from 19.^4 to

1940(Alcerrecae/fl/.. 1988).

Protected areas continued to be created throughout the first

half of this century, mainly as a means of safeguarding water-

sheds, outstanding natural landscapes and areas for tourism. In

Central America, many were declared to preserve the region's

impressive Precolumbian heritage. These included Tikal

National Park in Guatemala, which protects the remains of the

largest Mayan city in Mesoamerica. Ruinas de Copan Cultural

Monument in Honduras, and numerous areas on the Yucatan

Peninsula in Mexico. However, there was no clear concept of

how a national park should be managed: each country followed

a different philosophy according to its historical, social and geo-

graphical background. Efforts to unify philosophy and practice

began through international agreements in the 1930s. The 1940

Convention on Nature Protection and Wildlife Preservation in

the Western Hemisphere (Western Hemisphere Convention) did

much to encourage and direct protected area legislation through-

out the Americas. By the 1960s, all of the South and Central

American nations had declared protected areas of some sort

(Torres, 1992: Ugalde and Godoy. 1992).

In the 1970s, environmental concern on a world scale stimu-

lated the appearance of new criteria for the creation and manage-

ment of protected areas. This world concern was retlected in the

elaboration and ratification of treaties such as the World Heritage

and Ramsar Conventions and the establishment of UNESCO's
Man and the Biosphere Programme (see Table 8.1 and Figure 8.2).

These initiatives marked the emergence of conservation and pro-

tected areas as international issues and not just national concerns.

In the 1980s, concern revolved around the ability to conserve

natural areas as a resource to sustain human societies in the

future. Conserving the diversity of genes, organisms and

ecosystems was seen as a legitimate aim in order to maintain

nature's ability to change and adapt whilst also keeping open

people's options for developing new crops and drugs.

Throughout the region, major legislative strengthening took

place in the 1980s. In Central America, protected area laws

were enacted in Belize and Guatemala and there was a consider-

able strengthening of Costa Rica's protected areas system.

Panama declared 14 out of its 20 existing protected areas,

accounting for 95 per cent of the area of the national system.

Honduras declared its three most important protected areas and

Guatemala and Nicaragua each declared their countries" two

biggest biosphere reserves (Ugalde and Godoy. 1992). At this

time in South America, many countries made an important step

by producing plans for consolidation of their protected areas

into systems, rather than treating them as independent units

(Torres. 1992). Similar changes also took place in the

Caribbean, where the establishment of protected areas was more

prolific during the 1980s than ever before (Putney, 1992).

The 1980s also saw the establishment of Conservation Data

Centres (CDCs) by governments, universities and non-govern-

mental organisations (NGOs) in several countries in the

Americas. These CDCs. assisted by the US NGO The Nature

Conservancy (TNC). collect, store and analyze information for

use in siting and managing protected areas (Norris. 1988).

In addition, the 1980s saw the beginning of a movement to

integrate local communities into protected areas, from which they

had become divorced by the traditional concept of national parks

as inviolable sanctuaries. Local communities were a key issue at

the Third World Parks Conference in Bali in 1982 (McNeely and

Miller. 1984). Biosphere reser\es and indigenous reserves were a

product of the realisation that protected areas would simply not

function without the support and participation of the local people.

Unfortunately, the 1980s also saw the deepening of the

severe economic and social crises which still afflict inan)

nations in the Neotropics today. In the face of falling commod-
ity prices on world markets, burgeoning national debt, hyperin-

fiation and commitments to austerity programmes, many gov-

ernments had little possibility of strengthening their environ-

ment departments and protected area agencies. This seriously

hampered attempts to expand and consolidate protected area

systems in the Americas. Legislation could not be enforced and

parks could not be managed effectixely (Putney. 1992: Torres,

1992; Ugalde and Godoy. 1992).

The Coverage of Protected Areas in the Americas

Reviews of regional protected area coverage have been carried

out by Oltremari (1992). Putney (1992). Torres (1992) and

Ugalde and Godoy ( 1992). Older reviews, which give a histori-

cal perspective, include Hartshorn and Green (1985) on Central

America, and Wetterberg (1974) and Wetterberg et al. (1985)

for South America. In addition, there are country-by-country

analvses for South America (Amend and Amend, 1992b) and
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Central America (Morales and Cifuentes. 1989). Excellent

national studies have also been earned out in many countries,

for example, Alcerreca et cil. (1988) for Mexico, APN (1991)

for Argentina. CDC-UNALM (1991) for Peru and SEA/DVS
(1990) for the Dominican Republic.

At present, terrestrial protected areas under lUCN manage-

ment categories I-IV (those receiving a higher degree of protec-

tion — see Box 1) in the countries being considered in this

Atlas, cover 4.8 per cent of South America, 4.3 per cent of

Central America (but 9.5 per cent if Mexico is excluded) and

7.1 per cent of the Caribbean (WCMC. unpublished data — see

Table 8.2). 0\er 900 category I-IV protected areas have been

established in the countries covered in this Atlas. They are not,

however, evenly distributed amongst the countries. Again con-

sidering categories I-IV. the Dominican Republic has 23.6 per

cent of its land area protected, Panama has 17.5 per cent,

Venezuela has 16.2 per cent; while El Salvador, Jamaica, Haiti,

French Guiana and Guyana all have one per cent or less of their

land area protected within categories l-IV (WCMC. unpub-

lished data— see Table 8.2).

These figures by themselves give little clue as to the "value""

of protected areas in different countries. To get an idea of this

one must also consider how areas have been selected for protec-

tion and how they are managed.

Table 8.1 State parties to international and regional conventions or programmes concerned with (he conservation of natural areas

Country World International Rainsar Western Cartagena SPAW Amazon

Heritage Biosphere Convention' Hemisphere Convention' Protocol" Cooperation

Convention' Reserves- Convcntioir Treaty

SOUTH AMERICA
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Table 8.2 Protected areas classified under lUCN categories I-IV

(marine reserves are not included)

Counlry
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Figure 8.2 Distribution of protected areas designated under international conventions and programmes

Source: WCMC, unpublished data
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Categories and Management
Objectives of Protected Areas
I Scientific Reserve/Strict Nature Reserve: to protect

nature and maintain natural processes in an undis-

turbed state in order to have ecologically representa-

tive examples of the natural environment available for

scientific study, environmental monitoring, education

and for the maintenance of genetic resources in a

dynamic and e\olutionary state.

II National Park: to protect natural and scenic areas of

national or international significance for scientific,

educational and recreational use.

III Natural Monument/Natural Landmark: to protect

and preserve nationally significant natural features

because of their special interest or unique characteristics.

IV Managed Nature Reserve/Wildlife Sanctuary: to

assure the natural conditions necessary to protect

nationally significant species, groups of species, biotic

communities, or physical features of the environment

where these require specific human manipulation for

their perpetuation.

Abridged from lUCN (1984)

Note: In 1994 lUCN adopled a revised protected area management classifi-

cation system. For practical reasons the protected areas data given

here is classified according to the former system. For further details

of the re\ised catesories see IL'CN ( 1994)

countries, including the Dominican Republic (SEA/DVS. 19901

and the British Virgin Islands (Putney. 1992).

Lack of a clearly defined environmental policy is often

responsible for a poor system of protected areas. In countries

with no such policy, protected area legislation is frequently a

response to conflicting priorities and emergency situations. In

other countries, where laws exist, regulations for their imple-

mentation may be absent. Alternatively, the laws may rarely be

applied, penalties may be inadequate, or communication
between government departments may be limited (Ramos.

1988). The result of all these problems is inadequate protection

of the environment.

Protected area managers in the Americas are quick to point

out that the problems discussed above will not be solved until

the environment is given a higher position on national agendas,

and that this in turn depends on changes in economic policies,

nationally and internationally (Putney. 1992: Torres. 1992;

Ugalde and Godoy. 1992).

The 198()s saw the appearance of many more NGOs in all

Neotropical countries and. in response to weaknesses in the

public sector, many of them now manage protected areas. There

are at present around 50 NGOs in Ecuador. 80 in Peru and 500

in Brazil (lUCN. 1992). Those administering protected areas

include Fundacion para la Conservacion de la Naturaleza which

manages eight of Peru's protected areas, the Venezuelan foun-

dation FUDENA which manages the Cuare Faunal Refuge and

Ramsar site. Ecuador's Fundacion Natura which is responsible

for two areas and participates in many others. Defensores de la

Naturaleza which manages Guatemala's Sierra de las Minas

Monteverde Cloud Forest. Costa Rica
Monteverde is a private reserve of 105 sq. km established in

1972 located between 800 m and I860 m above sea level in

the Tilaran mountains of north-west Costa Rica. The reserve

is owned and managed by the Tropical Science Centre, a

non-profitmaking Costa Rican organisation. In 1987. nearly

1 3.000 people visited the reserve. They stayed in small hotels

in forest and agricultural land below the reserve boundarv.

The number of hotels is growing as visitors increase, and

associated services such as souvenir shops and restaurants

are being developed.

Agricultural encroachment on the lower Pacific slopes

below the reserve was destroying forest and leading to ero-

sion in the areas where the tourist facilities were located.

These lower lying forests are seasonally important habitats

for the reserve's fauna. In 1986. local biologists and farmers

fonned the Monteverde Conservation League with the aim of

protecting the lower Pacific slopes as a buffer zone for the

reserve. They raised money locally from visitors and from

international conservation organisations, some of the latter in

the form of debt swaps.

The League has purchased farmland in the buffer zone and

is restoring natural forest cover on it. as well as trying to

improve the conservation practices of local farmers. The
League is also running educational programmes for local

children. A guided trail has been established in a

farmland/forest mosaic in order that visitors can observe the

impact of past agriculture on the forest as well as the process

of forest restoration. A recent initiative is the "children's

rainforest" campaign. Children in Sweden. Canada. United

Kingdom. Japan and Germany are raising money for the pur-

chase of additional land for the reserve. Some of these chil-

Mimtevenle cloud Jtii est. Costa Rica ( WWF/Michele Depraz)

dren visit Monteverde to have a look at what they have pur-

chased. It is hoped that this initiative might grow into a loose

network of private forest reserves located throughout the

tropics, each adopted by a children's group.

The Monteverde Conservation League provides a forum

for debate of issues affecting the reser\ e and its surroundings.

There is considerable discussion of the economic impact of

tourism. Income to the reserve exceeded USS30.000 in 1987.

and a cooperative craft shop selling local handicrafts has

annual sales in excess of US$50,000. Many residents would

like tourism to remain small-scale and are concerned that its

benefits should not be excessively concentrated in the hands

of a minority of people. Land prices are escalating and this is

restricting traditional activities in the area. Source: Jim Crisp
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Biosphere Reserve. Lisa de Monteverde managing the

Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve in Costa Rica (see Box 2)

and Eco-Activo 20-30 (FESA) which runs El Imposible

National Park in El Salvador (lUCN. 1992). Mexico had 200

conservation NGOs by 1986 and the Montes Azules Biosphere

Reserve was established as a result of their action (Ramos.

1988). In addition, organisations such as Monarca A.C. and

Pronatura A.C. in Mexico have been responsible for the inclu-

sion of environmental considerations in the government's plan-

ning process and political agendas.

Additions to Protected Area Systems

Siting of protected areas has often been influenced more by

socioeconomic conditions than by biological considerations

(Leader-Williams et al.. 1990). In other words, protected areas

have almost always been established in areas not in demand for

other land uses.

In the Caribbean. Puerto Rico had only 0.4 per cent of its

original forest left untouched by 1903 (Brash. 1987). but the

forest has now expanded somewhat, while Cuba had lost all but

15 per cent by 1959. In contrast, most of Middle America was

still covered in forest in 1950. but as human population has dou-

bled over the last 30 years, only 60 per cent of this region

remained forested in 1980. In both the Caribbean and Central

America, protected areas were declared to preserve what
remained. South America has a much bigger land area and
lower population: consequently pressure has not been nearly so

severe and even now there is still great scope for decisions over

where to site new protected areas to ensure representative sys-

tems. The South American coastal areas, which were settled

first by Europeans, are less well represented in protected areas

than the largely uncolonised Amazonian region. Large
Amazonian protected areas have been established, for example,

in Bolivia (Carrasco Ichilo and Isiboro Secure National Parks),

Brazil (Amazonia, Jau. Pico da Neblina and Xingu National

Parks), Colombia (El Tuparro and Amacayacu National Parks),

Peru (Manii Biosphere Reserve) and Venezuela (Alto Orinoco-

Casiquiare Biosphere Reserve).

Ideally, conservation priorities should be determined by iden-

tifying and classifying the various elements of biological diver-

sity within the country/region (Burley. 1988): then examining

the existing system of protected areas; and finally, using various

classifications, identifying which elements (major ecosystems,

habitat types, species) are unrepresented or poorly represented.

Many countries have begun this process, often with assistance

from international agencies such as TNC. WWF, lUCN or

WCMC. Peru is a good example of where this has occurred

(CDC-UNALM. 1986. 1991. 1992).

Before meaningful recommendations can be made, however,

detailed analysis must be undertaken at national and local levels

(Putney. 1992; Ugalde and Godoy. 1992). Coverage of protected

areas is often assessed using a habitat classification system such

as Holdridge's Life Zone system (Holdridge. 1967). or by sys-

tems developed by and tailored to national requirements.

Monitoring of protected areas is being carried out in many
Neotropical countries through the Conservation Data Centres, a

good example of which is CDC-UNALM in Peru. Although

Peruvian biologists had long known that Andean cloud forests

and coastal habitats were important areas for conservation, the

analysis carried out by CDC-UNALM revealed these priorities

in a much more systematic, quantified way and identified specif-

ic areas for protection and management (CDC-UNALM. 1986).

People and Parks
According to recent studies of South American national

parks (Amend and Amend. 1992a). some 50 per cent con-

tain subsistence agriculturalists, while a mere 14.1 per cent

are totally uninhabited. Colombia has most closely linked

protected areas with safeguarding indigenous cultures. One
quarter of its national territory has been protected in

indigenous reserves: in 16 cases, indigenous "resguardos"

overlap with national parks. Argentina and Chile are taking

similar steps (Amend and Amend. 1992a).

Land-tenure in protected areas seems to present a partic-

ular problem. Theoretically, in most South American coun-

tries the possibility of expropriating land for the creation of

protected areas exists. However, money and political will

for expropriation are usually lacking. In addition, most
people recognise that expropriation is socially unaccept-

able and that the results are usually negative in the long

term (Amend and Amend. 1992a; Perez Hernandez. 1992).

In Argentina, the law grants the land-owner total dominion
over his land, even to the extent that he may degrade or

destroy it, even within a national park. He may also deny
access to park authorities, thereby making management
impossible. In Chile, this problem has been avoided by

including private areas in proposals for national parks only

if there is a guarantee of a quick acquisition of the land

after the area has been declared. Even so, around 50 per

cent of South American national parks have been created,

at least partially, on existing private lands. This situation is

unlikely to change very much in the near future, and

Amend and Amend (1992b). Janzen (1989) and Perez

Hernandez (1992) recommend revising the concept of

strict protection within national parks as set out in the

Western Hemisphere Convention.

Since the legal situation is often unclear, few park man-
agers have been able to manage communities within parks,

and even fewer management agencies are prepared to make
funds available for resolving conflicts with local communi-
ties (Amend and Amend, 1992a).

Enforcement by itself will not preserve protected areas in

the face of relentless human pressures. Many fieldworkers

have, therefore, tried to set up projects linking biodiversity

conservation in protected areas to local social and economic

development. Projects of this type have been termed
Integrated Conservation-Development Projects (ICDPs). and

they range from community forest management in the

Fundacion Neotropica's Boscosa project in the Osa Peninsula

in Costa Rica to improvement of farming systems in the

Central Selva Resource management Project in Peru's

Palcazu Valley. An excellent, but sobering, evaluation of

ICDPs has been carried out by Wells er al. ( 1992). This study

concludes that the impact of ICDPs is limited because they

do not address the powerful forces generated far from the

national parks themselves, forces which can only be dimin-

ished through macro-economic policy changes. Nevertheless,

even the limited success of these projects is encouraging.
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The Central American protected area system has largely been

directed towards conserving mountain ecosystems including

high peaks and volcanoes where cloud forests are the dominant

forest type. Nevertheless, the forests of Los Morrales de

Chalatenango in El Salvador, the Maya Mountains of Belize and

the Volcan de Ometepe in Nicaragua would be important poten-

tial additions to the system. In contrast, in the central highland

and Pacific coastal lowlands, the protected areas are amongst

the region's smallest and most threatened because of long settle-

ment and high population pressure there. Deforestation in

Mesoamerica has been most acute in the dry forests of the

Pacific slope. All but two per cent of original 550.000 sq. km of

Mesoamerican dry forest (an area the size of France) has been

cleared for farms or pasture and only 0.08 per cent is protected.

These forests support almost as many species as neighbouring

rain forests (Janzen, 1986). Protection needs to be strengthened

and additional areas declared in this region. Overall. Nicaragua

and Guatemala have the greatest potential for declaring new-

areas, particularly in the mountains and on the Atlantic lowlands

(Ugalde and Godoy, 1992).

In South America, four clear priorities are: the Atlantic

forests and semi-deciduous forests of Brazil, the Colombian
Choco. the Pacific dry forests of Ecuador and Peru and the

Eastern Andean forests in Bolivia. Colombia. Ecuador and Peru.

All of these areas are home to a highly endemic flora and fauna

(da Fonseca. 1985: ICBP. 1992: Torres. 1992). The Caribbean,

in contrast to the other two regions, already has a reasonably

representative protected area system (Putney. 1992).

The Coverage of Neotropical Forests by Protected Areas
In an attempt to estimate the area of protected forest, the bound-

aries of protected areas within lUCN's categories I-IV have

been overlain onto the forest data for each country mapped in

this Atlas. Ideally, the area of forest within each protected area

for all countries should be measured, but this has not been done

here for a number of reasons. Firstly, for most countries in the

Caribbean, no forest maps were found: in this region, only

Cuba. Jamaica and Trinidad (excluding Tobago) have been

mapped. Secondly, in some cases location data were not avail-

able, so a number of protected areas have not been mapped at

all. Thirdly, boundary information was not available for all pro-

tected areas; some are identified only with a centre point

derived from latitude and longitude data.

Instead, in Table 8.3. each total area in column 6 is the sum
of the sizes of the protected areas that are shown as containing

forest on the respective country maps, rather than an area of

actual protected forest. In other words, if a protected area

encloses any forest, the total extent of the reserve has been
included in the column 6 figure. In this way, some countries

will be shown as holding more protected forest than they actu-

ally do (for instance, where only a small proportion of a protect-

ed area includes forest), while others will be shown as holding

less (if. for instance, a particular protected area has not been

mapped due to lack of information).

Table 8.3 shows that about 8.4 per cent of the remaining for-

est in Central America (including Mexico) is protected; if

Mexico is excluded, then the percentage is much higher at 19.3

per cent. In South America 9.1 per cent of remaining forest is

protected. It is interesting to note that two of the countries with

the highest percentages of remaining forest cover have the low-

est percentages of forest protection — Guyana (87.8 per cent

remaining forest and only 0.3 percent protected) and French

Guiana (92.4 percent remaining with no protection). Panama and

Transfrontier protected areas
There are ten transfrontier parks in the Americas (Figure

8.3). Reasons for their establishment range from the need to

control the spread of cattle disease in the Los Kati'os-Darien

park between Colombia and Panama, to acting as symbols

for peace in the SI-A-PAZ (Sistema de Areas Protegidas

para la Paz) system between Nicaragua and Costa Rica.

Transfrontier areas are valuable from the biological stand-

point because they protect much larger areas of contiguous

ecosystems than would be possible within one country

alone. Their large size provides for greater genetic and

species diversity and allows populations of rare species to

be maintained well above minimum viable population lev-

els. Management of transfrontier parks is often based on

informal collaboration as in the El Tama park where
researchers from both Colombia and Venezuela work freely

throughout the park without the need for border controls.

Collaboration is at its strongest in La Amistad where both

Costa Rican and Panamanian parks services have developed

complimentary management plans for the entire park

(Marchetticn;/., 1992)
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exchange for a commitment from the Bolivian government of

15.000 sq. km of land and USS250.000 maintenance funds to

expand existing protected areas in north west Bolivia to form

the Rio Beni Biosphere Reserve. However, some Neotropical

countries have been reluctant to agree to debt-swaps because

they may be seen to imply a surrender of national sovereignty to

foreign organisations.

Less problematic debt-swaps were carried out between

1987-1989 by the Fundacion Natura of Ecuador, aided by TNC
and WWF. The foundation bought US$10 million of Ecuador's

national debt and converted the proceeds into conservation

bonds which are used by the foundation and the government in

the management of protected areas. The interest from these

bonds, for 1987 alone, was equivalent to the funding provided

by the state. By 1991, six protected areas had benefited from the

scheme (Oviedo, 1991; Torres, 1992). Even these relatively

large amounts of money are small in comparison with the

US$1.̂ 5 million which has accrued to Costa Rica through debt-

for-nature-swaps (Ugalde and Godoy, 1992).

Tourism has become an important way of earning foreign

revenue for Neotropical countries. It is currently the

Caribbean's only growth industry (Putney, 1992). There has

been particular growth in the sector of the business which

includes adventure tourism, nature tourism and ecotourism. The

possibilities of linking revenue from these types of tourism with

financing protected areas has been studied in depth (Boo, 1990).

but clear examples of how tourism has been successfully har-

nessed to this end arc infrequent. .Some obvious beneficiaries

have been the protected areas of Costa Rica and to some extent

the Caribbean, partly because of their close proximity to the

USA and also because of the well-developed tourism infrastruc-

ture in these countries.

Protected areas owned and administered by private individu-

als or organisations began to appear very recently in the

Neotropics. They collectively comprise an insignificant propor-

tion of national territories, nevertheless, they are well funded in

comparison with state areas and some are of high conservation

value. It seems that their importance will increase as concern

about the environment grows. Well-known examples of private

protected areas are Monteverde and La Selva in Costa Rica, the

ranches in the Venezuelan llanos where tourism is used to

finance the management of natural and man-made habitats for

wildlife, and the growing network of reserves managed by the

Fundacion Moises Bertoni in Paraguay.

Priorities for Action

Regional priorities for action were summarised in the IV World

Parks Congress held in Caracas in February 1992 (Putney,

1992; Torres. 1992; Ugalde and Godoy. 1992). Four common
themes emerge, they are:

1) Improving management: Systems to monitor protected

areas and evaluate their management are needed so that prob-

ExTRACTIVE Reserves in Brazil
The exploitation of rubber from the tree Heveu hrasiliensis

began in earnest in the tniddle of the last century, spreading

from the mouth of the Amazon up-river and westward into the

headwaters of tributaries in Bolivia. Colombia and Peru.

Collection and processing of the tree's latex was carried out

by migrant labourers, or "seringueiros". from Northeast Brazil

who lived in a state of debt-bondage. They traded rubber for

the food and tools necessary for survival (Alegretti, 1988).

In the early part of this century, the Brazilian rubber

industry was all but destroyed by a combination of competi-

tion from synthetic rubbers, rubber from newly-established

Malaysian plantations and the attacks of a fungus
{Microcyclus ullci) which thwarted attempts to establish

Rubber tapper xcDriiii^ the bark of a wild rubber tree in A/ti)

Jiinia extnietive reserve. Acre. Brazil.

(WWF/Edward Parker)

plantations in Amazonia (May. 1992). Indeed, were it not for

government subsidies and protection, the industry would no

longer exist. Today, some rubber tappers still pay rent to a

patron — or "seringalista" — for usufruct rights. Others,

however, have broken free of this system and achieved a

iTieasure of independence. They have also diversified into

collection of other latexes, Brazil nuts and palm hearts. Until

recently, however, they did not possess land rights and many
seringalistas sold their land to speculators who converted

large areas to poor quality cattle pasture (May, 1992).

In the late 1970s, the rubber tappers of Acre State and

other parts of western Amazonia began a nonviolent cam-

paign known as "empate" (stalemate) in order to impede land

clearance in areas with economically important trees. In 1985,

representatives of a number of rural workers unions and pro-

ducer associations met in Brasilia to found the National

Council of Rubber Tappers and demand the creation of

extractive reserves ("re.servas extrativistas") that would legit-

imise producers' property rights over the forest resources on

which they depend. Such reserves would be common proper-

ty, managed by forest-dwelling communities in recognition of

their traditional patterns of occupation. This alternative form

of resource ownership has been increasingly recognised by

state and national governments as a useful mechanism for

resolving conflicts over access to and use of extractive

resources (see UICN, 199.^).

As a result of the 1985 meeting, 24 extractive reserves

have now been declared in Brazil covering over 40,000 sq.

km. Today there are some 68,000 families involved in rubber

tapping in Amazonia, each usually managing 3-5 sq. km of

forest with at least 120 rubber trees along the collecting trails

(Bunyard. 1992).
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lems can be identified and conective action be taken. Training

of protected area managers and field personnel is urgent. Both

these needs are being addressed by, for example, the coopera-

tion programmes of FAO/UNEP. the Amazon Cooperation

Treaty and CATIE in Central America.

2) Enhancing revenue generation: Innovative means of rev-

enue generation are needed — these must include more interna-

tional participation. Emphasis should be placed on long-range

finance mechanisms, such as the establishment of trust funds. In

the Caribbean, much of this additional revenue can be generated

from tourism, whereas Central and South America will depend

more on financial transfers from rich countries as payment for

the conservation of "global environmental values".

3) Achieving more effective cooperation: Improving commu-
nications between protected area managers in the Neotropics is

a priority. Once this is achieved, regional support will be

required in order to promote technical cooperation and set up

pilot projects. In addition, increased cooperation with interna-

tional agencies is required, particularly in the fields of technol-

ogy transfer and information exchange.

4) Integrating local communities: Protected area managers

must identify mechanisms to allow local people to participate in

protected area design and management. Meanwhile parks

should be geared to provide socioeconomic benefits to sur-

rounding communities or else mechanisms must be found to

compensate people for costs that they incur when protected

areas are established on their land.

Conclusions

The Neotropics are fortunate enough to have fairly extensive

(although not always representative) systems of protected

areas already established. Legislation is good on the whole and

new areas are being designated at a rapid rate. Unfortunately,

mainly as a result of difficult economic conditions, many of

these areas are not adequately managed. Nevertheless, the con-

servation community in the Neotropics. both governmental

and non-governmental, is extremely resourceful and there

have been exciting developments in the search for support for

protected areas. It is to be hoped that innovations such as

extractive reserves (see Box 3) and CDCs will have relevance

beyond the borders of the Neotropics in conserving the

world's natural heritage.
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9 A Future for Neotropical

Forests

Introduction
The two years that have elapsed since the United Nations

Conference on Environment and Developinent (UNCED) in Rio

de Janeiro, Brazil have seen a deepening of the rift between rich

and poor countries on forest issues. For instance, the renegotia-

tion of the International Tropical Timber Agreement (ITTA) has

been difficult because of fears that the standards being applied to

the forests of the richer. Northern countries were different from

those being applied in the tropical countries. In addition, the

domination of the Tropical Forestry Action Plan (TFAP) by the

developed Northern countries has been challenged by nationals

of the Southern countries. As a result, the latter have established

a Forestry Forum for Developing Countries, feeling that this will

be more sympathetic to their problems. Similarly, an initiative to

set-up an International Commission on Forestry and Sustainable

Development is foundering on the perception that it has no polit-

ical legitimacy without support from the Southern countries.

There is also a rift between the technologically driven Bretton

Woods Institutions and the more participatory, politically sensi-

tive UN institutions, which has been highlighted by the negotia-

tions for a Global Environment Facility (GEF).

The non-legallv binding authoritative Statement of Principles

for a global consensus on the management, conservation and

sustainable development of all rypes of forests that was adopted

by the UNCED Conference disappointed many by failing to

engage the parties in real commitments to immediate direct

action to halt deforestation. Nevertheless, the fact that the

Statement was hedged in cautious qualifications was a recogni-

tion of the depth and complexity of the factors that lead to the

mismanagement of forest lands. The UN Commission on

Sustainable Development, the follow-up to the Rio Conference,

will not discuss forests until 1995.

The key issues at the Rio Summit were the same as those

confronting everybody trying to conserve Neotropical forests.

Can the forests be used in ways which will enhance the material

and social development of the countries of the region? Will pro-

tecting the so-called global values of the forests, as demanded

by rich Northern countries, require a slowing of the economic

growth that most of the population of Latin America would cer-

tainly aspire to? If it is indeed a question of Latin American

people foregoing the use of their sovereign resources in order to

protect the biodiversity and climatic functions which the indus-

trial world values, can equitable ways be found for the North to

pay the South a "rent"' for the services that the forests provide?

Article 9a of the Statement (see Box) suggests some of the top-

ics that should be taken into consideration by the international

community.

The conclusions of Rio are consistent with those of the

World Consen-ation Strategy (lUCN/UNEP/WWF, 1980), its

successor Caring for the Earth (lUCN/UNEP/WWF, 1991),

Our Common Future (Bruntland Report) (WCED, 1987) and

others. The goods and services provided by forests with high

biological diversity and high biomass are, over extensive areas

of the humid tropics, valuable resources for sustained economic

development. There are global benefits to be derived from con-

serving a high proportion of the biological and environmental

values of these forests which can be maintained only if the trop-

ical countries which possess the forests incur significant "oppor-

tunity costs". In these circumstances it is only right that the

global beneficiaries of forest conservation compensate the peo-

ple of poor countries for these opportunity costs. The Rio

Summit endorsed an expanded GEF to be administered by the

World Bank as a first attempt to pay for global conservation

benefits. Statements by leaders of several industrialised nations

at Rio affirmed a "willingness to pay" for environmental bene-

fits from poor Southern nations.

The forests in the Americas are by far the most extensive

remaining in the humid tropics (see Chapter 1 ). They are richer

in plant and animal species than rain forests in Africa and Asia

and those in South America, at least, are subject to much less

pressure from population growth and resource demand than

those elsewhere in the tropics. Popular claims that virgin forests

will disappear within a human lifetime seem exaggerated.

Nevertheless, in many areas the forests are being used abusively,

cleared to meet the short-term needs of poor farmers or the greed

of speculators and industrialists. An understanding of the ecolog-

ical, social and economic forces underlying this process is essen-

tial if investments in conservation are to be effective and the

negative impacts of "development" are to be minimised.

The Prehistory of Forests in The Americas

As with the world's other tropical forests, those of the Americas

have been affected by periods of marked climatic change during

the Pleistocene. The most recent dry period associated with

glacial advances in high latitudes came to an end less than

10,000 years ago. This concluded a period of several hundred

thousand years during which the rain forests had been repeat-

edly reduced to relatively isolated refuges in localities where

edaphic or relief features allowed these forests to sustain them-
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Article 9 (a) of the statement agrees
that:
"The efforts of developing countries to strengthen the man-

agement, conservation and sustainable development of their

forest resources should be supported by the international

community, taking into account the importance of redress-

ing external indebtedness, particularly where aggravated by

the net transfer of resources to developed countries, as well

as the problem of achieving at least the replacement value

of forests through improved market access for forest prod-

ucts, especially processed products. In this respect, special

attention should also be given to the countries undergoing

the process of transition to market economies."

selves during periods of low rainfall (Haffer. 1969: Prance.

1982: and see Chapter 2). The last of these dry periods occurred

after human beings colonised South America via the Bering

land bridge and the Central American isthmus (see Chapter 6).

This means that the expansion of the forest over the past 10,000

years occurred in an environment where humans were a signifi-

cant ecological force. Fire may not have had the impact in the

Americas that it has had in Africa and Asia, but it had signitl-

cantly modified the vegetation found by Europeans at the end of

the 1 5th century. Wood ash has been found in soil profiles in

many areas of Amazon forest where fire no longer occurs. This

is one indication of the very extensive impact of shifting culti-

vators and hunter-gatherers on the vegetation. The extensive

savannas on the Guyana Shield in Venezuela and Colombia and

in parts of Brazil are thought to have existed throughout the

Holocene and to have been maintained by modest levels of

human activity in areas where soils and rainfall conditions made

the forests particularly susceptible to fire. In the absence of

humans, these areas would almost certainly have reverted to for-

est under the relatively humid climate that has prevailed for the

past 10.000 years (Dourojeanni. 1990).

With the exception of these savanna areas, most of the poten-

tial forest land in the Americas was covered by natural or only

slightly modified forests when the first Europeans arrived 500

years ago. There were, though, some exceptions. For example, in

Central America. Spanish explorers found evidence of extensive

forest modification by the Mayas although Mayan civilisation

had. by then, been in decline for a couple of centuries

(Dourojeanni. 1990). Similarly, when the conquistadors first

"visited" the Andean kingdoms in their quest for Eldorado in the

16th century, they discovered extensive deforestation around the

indigenous cities of the inter-Andean valleys, where modern-day

Quito and Bogota are now found: and Francisco de Orellana. on

his epic voyage down the Amazon in 1542. was impressed by

the densely settled agricultural areas on some of the vdrzea

tloodplains. It is, indeed, highly likely that the Amerindian popu-

lation at that time was considerably higher than the eight million

people who occupied Amazonia in I960 or even the 16 million

people who occupy the basin today. It is, therefore, a myth, that

the Neotropical forests have evolved in pristine isolation. An
indication of how the Amerindian populations altered both low-

land and submontane forests can be gained from the extensive

and sophisticated irrigation systems present along the lower

course of the Magdelena river in Colombia and the widespread

deforestation of parts of Bolivia and Peru, both these environ-

mental modifications took place long before the arrival of

Europeans. However, there is evidence that the agricultural

methods used by the native peoples of Amazonia 500 years ago

were less harmful to the en\ ironment than those practised by

present-day populations. It seems then, that the present diversity

of the forests exists in spite of. or possibly because of. this past

disturbance (see McNeely. 1994).

European Influence and Forest Depletion

European colonists occupied those parts of South America

where the environment most resembled their continent of origin.

This meant that they settled, almost exclusively, in those areas

that had dry climates or were at high elevations or both.

Significant settlement occurred mainly in the "Southern Cone"

of present day Chile and Argentina and in the cool temperate

highlands of the Andes; it was in the Andean valleys that most

deforestation took place during the first four centuries of

European occupation.

Trading settlements were established on the coast, and cities

such as Cartagena. Guayaquil and Caracas developed as gate-

ways to the high elevation interior. The cities on the Brazilian

coast were transit centres for tropical crops such as rubber and

significant forest clearance occurred in their hinterland. The

process of deforestation of the Mata Atlantica. the dry Brazilian

north-east and parts of the Caribbean also began early as land

was cleared for sugar cane and to feed the African slaves who

were brought in to tend the plantations.

In contrast, the early colonists did not occupy the lowland rain

forests, nor did they make significant demand on their resources.

Although rubber, harvested from wild trees of Hevea brasiliensis,

was exported from the Amazon basin for several hundred years,

this never led to significant deforestation, not even when the

development of the process of vulcanisation led to the sudden

expansion of world demand for this commodity in the late 19th

century. The rubber boom was a major event in the history of

Amazonian forests, but the prosperity of the area was based on

extractive economies that were dependent on natural forests,

hence the lack of deforestation. The saga of the feudal and often

cruel bondage systems under which the seriiigiteros worked, the

growth and prosperity of the cities of Manaus and Iquitos. and the

collapse of the rubber-based economy following the establish-

ment of far more productive rubber plantations in Malaysia, is

now familiar. It was these events that made the rubber boom

important as a social phenomenon, laying the foundations for

relations between different ethnic and social groups which have

conditioned many development issues during the 20th century.

Europeans first arrived in the Neotropics 500 years ago. yet

most of the deforestation in the moist low lands of the region has

occurred in the last 30 years. The information that is now emerg-

ing on the impact of indigenous Indian populations on the forests

and the decline of these impacts during the colonial period make

it possible to speculate that the forests in the lowlands of South

America may have been more extensive in 1952 than in 1492.

This is not true of the Caribbean and parts of Central

America where different processes were at work. Much of the

Caribbean was colonised earK and the region became a major

source of tropical agricultural commodities. Markets in North

America and Europe were relatively accessible and the slave

trade had enormous demographic and cultural impacts. Many

Caribbean islands were deforested early. For example, the forest

cover of Puerto Rico was reduced to only 10 per cent of the

island's land area at the end of the 19th century and most of this

was very disturbed, with coffee bushes planted beneath it.

However, the forest area has increased significantly since (see
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Chapter 15). Similarly in Cuba, most deforestation took place

between 1900 and 1959. with the land being cleared for sugar

cane plantations and for intensive cattle ranching, so that by the

1950s as little as 14 per cent of the forest cover remained (see

Chapter 10).

In the countries of Central America, with the exception of El

Salvador, deforestation has been highest in the past four

decades. In the region as a whole, forests have tended to be

looked upon as an obstacle to development (Utting, 1993). With

the boom in demand for several agricultural products, such as

coffee, that occurred from the 1950s onwards, forests have been

converted to pastures and crop land to reap short-term benefits

with little regard for the long-term sustainability of the produc-

tion systems (Utting. 1993).

Although there was little deforestation for agriculture in the

humid Neotropics compared with that in the Old World tropics,

the commodities that allowed demographic expansion and forest

clearing in Africa and Asia almost all originated in the forests of

South America. Maize, cassava, cacao, yams, rubber and a wide

variety of fruits, which had major ecological impacts in West

Africa and Southeast Asia, all came from the Americas. A fur-

ther irony is that the tropical crops that have been associated

with significant deforestation in the Americas, coffee, sugar and

bananas, all originated in the Old World.

Development and the Environment in the Late 20th Century

The dramatic developments that have occurred in the forests of

the tropical Americas in the past 30—10 years are the main sub-

ject of this Atlas. Few major biomes of the world have suffered

such dramatic change in so short a time. Extrapolation from

limited observation has led people to predict widespread doom
and destruction. Others have pointed out the vastness of the

forests and invoked the sovereign right of nations to develop

their resources to improve the welfare of their populations.

The country chapters in this Atlas provide information on

forest extent and this is summarised here in Table 9.1. For each

country, the total forest area measured from the relevant Map
within this Atlas is given, along with the figure of forest area for

that country from FAO (1993). These two figures are very dif-

ferent in some cases and. for each, the percentage of land area

still covered with tropical forest has been calculated. Maps from

which statistics for total forest cover could be measured were

not obtained for all countries, this was the case for most of the

Caribbean countries and for Panama, Mexico and Peru. As a

result no figure for total forest cover in the Caribbean has been

obtained from the Maps in this Atlas. For Central and South

America, to obtain the total figures, the areas from FAO ( 1993)

have been used for Panama, Mexico and Peru (Table 9. 1 ).

In the other two Atlases in this series, it was possible to obtain

figures for original forest cover in each country, but this has not

been done for The Americas because no potential vegetation

map was found that covered all three regions. It can, however, be

assumed that the Caribbean islands considered here were once

more or less completely covered in forest whereas now only two

(Dominica and Guadeloupe) have more than half left, while

Haiti has lost almost all its forest. Similarly, in Central America,

most of each country, except Mexico, will have been forest cov-

ered (Leonard. 1987); although the driest areas (east-central

Nicaragua and the Oriente Region of Guatemala) will probably

have contained some natural non-forest areas. Now only Belize

has most of its land covered in forest, forest in El Salvador cov-

ers less than 10 per cent of its land. Costa Rica is reduced to only

30 per cent cover, while the other countries on the isthmus all

have between 40 and 50 per cent of their land covered in forest.

In South America, the Guianas are all still more or less totally

covered in forest, while the rest of the countries, other than

Paraguay, have at least 40 per cent of their land covered. It is.

however, more difficult to know the original extent of forest in

these countries. In the case of Brazil, the remaining extent as

estimated by FAO compared to the area measured from Maps

here, is very different. The reason for this is unclear, but is

almost certainly due to the inclusion of open formations in the

figure given by FAO (1993). The difference between the area

measured here and that given by FAO for closed broadleaved

forests (3.871,210 sq. km) is not so great, especially as the figure

measured here is for 1992 as opposed to 1990.

As with the figures for forest area remaining within a coun-

try, estimates of rates of deforestation also vary. Fearnside (see

Box and Chapter 25) has introduced some rigour into the debate

on deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon by attempting to

analyse and interpret the causes of major discrepancies between

some of the earlier estimates.

Along with the extent and speed of deforestation being diffi-

cult to assess, the underlying causes are also subject to varied

interpretation. People's perception of the problem of forest mis-

use is very much influenced by their culture. The perception of

forests by urban North Americans and Europeans is different

from that of the urban rich of Sao Paulo, the favelas dwellers of

Rio, the cattle ranchers of Rondonia or the Indians of the upper

Orinoco. South Americans of all ethnic and social groups have at

various times felt attacked by outside conservationists and devel-

opers whose judgements reflect an alien culture. This has been

manifest in a belief that industrialised nations were promoting an

internationalisation" of Amazonia. The contradictory percep-

tions concerning Amazonia are di.scussed in Amazonia Without

Myths (Latin America. Caribbean, Commission on Development

and Environment for Amazonia, nd). Somewhat more analytical

accounts are given in Eden ( 1990) and Mahar ( 1989).

A major focus of debate has been the extent to which govern-

ment policies have acted in a perverse way to promote unsustain-

able and destructive use of forest lands. It is still unclear whether

such policies drove the process of frontier expansion or whether

they simply acted to subsidise the entrepreneurial aspirations of

governing elites. Rich people throughout the tropical Americas

have colonised and cleared land as a speculative venture and as a

potential hedge against high inflation. Poor people have

colonised forests to escape the feudal conditions found in more

accessible agricultural areas, to escape civil strife and political

conflict and to escape the grinding poverty of over-populated

coastal and upland areas. There is increasing evidence that gov-

ernment fiscal measures aimed at encouraging colonisation of

forests have had less real impact than had previously been

thought (see Chapter 7). The single most significant intervention

by governments and outside agencies has been the provision of

infrastructure. Road construction throughout the forests of tropi-

cal America has inevitably been followed by land colonisation

and forest clearance. The extent and pattern of deforestation is

profoundly influenced by the planning and financing of trans-

portation networks. Ministries of Transport are more important

than Ministries of Environment in determining the fate of forests.

Forest colonists of all classes have practised very extensive

agricultural systems and small numbers of people have had a

major, and largely deleterious, impact on forests over large areas.

Most agricultural colonisation has been followed by abandon-

ment of the land as soil nutrient levels declined under low input

farming systems. The only exceptions are in the more prosperous
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Table 9.1 Remaining extent of tropical forest as judged from the country maps in this Athis and by FAO ( 1993).

Country Lciiul area Remaining Remaining Dale oflhe

(scj. km) e.xlen! offores! area of forest cover

for 1990 tropical forest data shown i

according to as mapped in tliis Atlas'

FAO 1 1993) this Atlas

in sq. km- isc/. km)

Remaining area of tropical forest

as a iJcrcentage of land area

From FAO
(1993)

CARIBBEAN
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Climate Changes
Deforestation in Brazilian Amazonia releases gases to the

atmosphere that contribute to global warming. While the re-

leases from current deforestation are significant, the unique fea-

ture of Brazil is the vast area of its forests that still remain

uncut. This makes the potential for future greenhouse gas emis-

sions from Amazonia far greater than for other tropical areas.

Greenhouse gas emissions from Amazonian deforestation

are the subject of considerable controversy. Sources of differ-

ences among the estimates have included wide discrepancies in

the rates of deforestation used in the calculations— a source of

variation that has decreased greatly as errors have been clarified

in some of the deforestation estimates. Another source of the

differences comes from differing estimates for forest biomass.

and part from inappropriate use of existing biomass estimates

(as by using above-ground live biomass for total biomass; see

review in Fearnside er al. 1993). Some estimates, including

Brazil's official estimates at the time of UNCED in Rio de

Janeiro in June 1992, have indicated vei7 low levels of emis-

sions because only gases released from burning at the time of

clearing were considered, while the larger "inherited" relea.ses

from decay and combustion of the biomass that was left

unbumed in the areas deforested in previous years were omit-

ted. Emissions values also differ depending whether carbon

dioxide alone is considered, or if trace gases such as methane,

carbon monoxide and nitrous oxide are included.

Significant differences can also stem from the way the

global wanning impact of the various trace gases is calculated,

including the treatment of indirect effects and choices of the

time horizon and representation of time preference (such as dis-

counting). Different indices of emissions also contribute to the

variety of estimates. For example, ""net committed emissions""

expresses the effect of clearing in a given year, including

delayed emissions and uptakes, over an infinite or very long

time horizon as the deforested area approaches an equilibrium

replacement landscape, while the ""annual balance of net emis-

sions" expresses the gas fluxes in a single year over the entire

regional landscape (not only the area cleared in a given year).

The net committed emissions from deforestation in 1990

are estimated to be 234 million t of carbon in terms of carbon

dioxide only, and 260-266 million t of CO,-equivalent carbon

for low and high trace gas scenarios if trace gases are includ-

ed using the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) 1992 global warming potentials for direct effects with

a 100-year time horizon and no discounting. The annual bal-

ance was 321-324 million t of carbon for CO, only or

339-371 million t with trace gases. The annual balance for

1990 was higher than the net committed emissions because of

delayed emissions from the period of rapid deforestation in

the 1980s. The annual flux represents approximately 4 per

cent of the global total CO, flux from fossil fuel combustion

and tropical deforestation (Fearnside.n.d.-a, n.d.-b).

Halting global warming cannot be achieved without sig-

nificantly reducing global fossil fuel use. The emissions from

deforestation in Brazil are nevertheless substantial: at the

1990 level, halting deforestation in Brazilian Amazonia

would contribute more to combatting global warming than

doubling the fuel efficiency of all of the automobiles in the

world (see Fearnside, 1992)

While global warming has its greatest impacts outside

Brazil, one of the consequences of widespread Amazonian

deforestation that has the greatest likely impact on Brazil

itself is potential alteration of the water cycle. These changes

threaten the remaining Amazonian forests that are not directly

cleared. In patches of forest isolated by cattle pasture, the

trees on the edges of forest patches die at a much greater rate

than do those in continuous forest (Rankin-de-Merona et al,

1990). Dry conditions in the air or soil near the reserve edges

is a likely explanation for the mortality (Kapos, 1989).

Precipitation in Amazonia is characterized by tremendous

variability from one year to the next, even in the absence of

massive deforestation. Were the forest's contribution to dry

season rainfall to decrease, the result would probably be a very

severe drought once in, say, 20 or 50 years that would kill

many trees of susceptible species. The result would be replace-

ment of the tropical moist forest with more drought-tolerant

forms of scrubby, open vegetation resembling the cemido.

Such a change could set in motion a positive feedback process

leading to less dense forests that transpire less, increasing the

severity of droughts, thereby causing even more tree mortality

and forest thinning (Fearnside, 1985). Simulations incorporat-

ing this feedback indicate large parts of the region becoming

unsuitable for closed forest (Shukla et al. 1990). The reduc-

tions in rainfall potentially affect not only Amazonia but also

Brazil's major agricultural regions in the central-south part of

the country (Salati and Vose, 1984). In addition, drier climatic

conditions are likely to result in fires entering the forest sur-

rounding agriculture and pasture areas, a phenomenon that

already occurs on a more modest scale under present climatic

conditions (Uhl and Buschbacher, 1985).

The example of tropical forest burned in Indonesia during

the El Nino/Southern Oscillation drought of 1982-1983

(Malingreau et al, 1985) serves as a warning of the potential

for much more widespread impact from this source in

Amazonia in the future. Source: Philip Fearnside

regions of Central America (Costa Rica), the forested hinterlands

of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, and the forested slopes of the

Andes, where access to markets for cash crops has enabled farm-

ers to develop tree crops and agroforestry systems which are sta-

ble and productive even on poor forest soils. It is claimed that 80

per cent of the forested land cleared for agriculture, especially for

cattle raising, in lowland moist forests is abandoned within 10

years, but there are also plenty of examples of productive and sta-

ble agriculture on forest lands. The success of colonisation has

been conditioned by the selection of sites, the skills and resources

of the colonists and the availability of markets (de Onis, 1992).

Realisation of the severe ecological constraints to develop-

ment in moist forest areas is now widespread. Schemes to

promote large scale deforestation for extensive agriculture are

being viewed with caution in most countries. There is, how-

ever, a growing appreciation that forest lands do have consid-

erable development potential if they are used appropriately.

The promotion of uses which are consistent with the mainte-

nance of biological and environmental values has been a

major focus of lUCN's work in the humid tropics. The princi-

ples are set out in Poore and Sayer (1991) and are retlected in

a resolution adopted by the lUCN General Assembly in Perth.

Australia in 1990. The resolution was adopted without oppo-

sition by lUCN's 450 non-governmental organisation mem-
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bers and by representatives of governments or government
agencies from a furtlier I 14 countries. Its essential message is

that ecologically sound development of some forest areas is

needed to alleviate poverty and thus diminish the pressure for

unsustainable use of more extensive areas. It recognises the

solutions to deforestation as lying in creating industrial

employment and generating wealth for society at large.

Markets must exist for cash crops which will allow small

farmers to invest in the higher input farming systems needed

to achieve sustainability on marginal soils. The resolution is

significant because a broad section of the conservation com-
munity of both Northern and Southern countries recognised

that forests will not be saved by measures to diminish access

to their resources (timber boycotts, etc), but rather by mea-

sures to promote more appropriate use of those resources. The
resolution suggests that attempts by conservation lobbyists to

constrain development of mineral or timber resources in for-

est areas may be counterproductive.

Resources derived from restricted sources (minerals) or from

forest systems (tree crops or timber) are generating wealth and

employment for people who would otherwise practice extensive

agriculture and destroy far more forest. The test of good devel-

opment in the humid tropics is the amount of wealth and
employment it can create per unit area of land; thus the extent to

which it can advance social and economic well-being without

incurring extensive deforestation. These issues are reviewed in

considerable detail in the thought-provoking book The Green
Cathedral (de Onh. 1992).

These ideas are reflected in the UNCED Statement of

Principles on Forests and in Agenda 21. They are also consis-

tent with the revised goals and objectives of the TFAP and the

targets and guidelines established under the International

Tropical Timber Agreement. The translation of these concepts

into practical development options for any specific locality is

much more difficult. The questions of the carrying capacity of

land under different uses are examined for Amazonia by
Fearnside (1986, 1990). The principles of economic zoning are

recognised by several countries in the American tropics. For

instance, a major study of land capability carried out in Brazil

formed the basis of the maps in Chapter 25 (Brazil. Projeto

RADAMBRASIL. 1973-83). Policies promoted by the Amazon
Pact and the Brazil Pilot Project and supported by the major

industrial powers are consistent with this developmental
approach to conservation. The issues addressed in this Atlas and

the information provided for each country attempt to demon-
strate the potential synergies between conservation and develop-

ment at a continental level.

The Future

There is no inherent demand for forest land or forest resources

that need condemn the forests of Amazonia to disappear. The
population density of the region is only a fraction of that found

in tropical Asia. Investments in improved use of land outside

the forests will yield far more than will attempts to extend the

agricultural frontier. This is not true for the Pacific seaboard of

continental South America, nor for parts of Central America and

the Caribbean where population density is much higher. Indeed

in countries such as El Salvador and Haiti it is already largely

too late to save the forests and a major proportion of these coun-

tries' biodiversity is already extinct (Goodland, 1992).

For the Caribbean as a whole, the situation is precarious for

the natural resources, and con.sequently also for the well-being

of the people (Lugo et al. 1981). The islands are mostly small

and densely popiilalctl and there is intense competition tor the

tlat land in particular. The great diversity of forest types compli-

cates the problems of forest management since it is difficult to

develop management techniques which can be applied success-

fully over wide areas (Lugo el al.. 1981). In addition, not only

are there man-made disruptions to the forests, the natural distur-

bances, such as hurricanes, can also cause considerable damage
to the forest.

In some cases, knowledge exists of the sites and management
regimes needed to conserve the region's biodiversity (see

Chapters 3, 4 and 8). In South America at least, there is room to

conserve biodiversity and to allocate adequate forest lands for

sustainable development. There are nutrient rich soils in the

region which could support productive, sustainable and inten-

sive agriculture if technologies and inputs were available. This

could most readily be achieved by more efficient use of the

large area of land that has already been deforested.

Sustainable extraction of forest products, both timber and

non-timber, is consistent with the retention of much of the bio-

logical and environmental value of the forests. It is likely that

this extractivism will gradually disappear as other lifestyle

options become available to its practitioners; but extractivism

may be useful in building a bridge for certain sectors of rural

society into the 21st century (UICN, 1993; Redford and Padoch,

1992). The past practise of spending conservation money on

repressing the activities of hunters and gatherers in pursuit of

protection of pristine ecosystems is no longer viable.

Nevertheless, it is also evident that it may not be possible to

expect the large vertebrates, at least, to survive in a forest where

hunting is unrestrained (see Chapter 5).

We must be cautious, however, in assuming thai the future

will be a linear extrapolation of the past. Fossil fuel reserves are

being depleted, and the climate changes caused by carbon

released during their combustion are becoming intolerable (see

Box). The world is inevitably going to turn more towards

renewable sources of hydrocarbons. Ethanol is already substitut-

ing for fossil oil in Brazil and demand for this product can be

expected to increase in the future. Tropical tree plantations can

produce hydrocarbons, and also fibres, to substitute for tho.se of

the slow growing natural forests and plantations of northern

temperate zones (Sawyer, 1993; Davidson, 1987). The major

reforestation schemes on the llanos of Venezuela and in the

Vale de Rio Doce in Brazil may be a foretaste of the future.

Some see such industrial forest development as a threat to natu-

ral systems; others argue that it will channel development into a

few circumscribed areas and diminish pressure on the bulk of

the forest estate.

We exist at a time when thoughtful people are more and

more concerned at the ever accelerating consumerism and

search for economic growth in the industrialised North. In the

medium term, the single most important requirement for halting

the abuse of forest lands in the tropical Americas is that the

economies of the countries of the region must grow. This must

not be growth at any cost. It must be sustained, consistent

growth of all .sectors of the economy and it must be associated

with greater democracy, improved social facilities (particularly

health and education) and greater predictability of markets.

Virtually everybody agrees that these forests need to be con-

served. The need is to create an economic and social environ-

ment in which this will be possible. As this Atlas is being

finalised, in mid- 1994, there is, at last, the beginning of agree-

ment between tropical and temperate countries that a global

convention on forests might, after all, be in everyone's interest.
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Cuba

AieraiiiiiKs lucidtis. Andirci inennis and Cicscentia ciijetc are

charatlerislic (Borhidi. 1991 ).

Between 400 and 900 m elevation in the distal and Moa Mts

and in the valleys of the Nipe Mts are serpentine rain forests

with an open upper canopy at 15-22 m composed of such

species as Calophylluni mile. Podocarpiis ekmanii. Dipholis

jubilla. Ocolea leiicoxylon and Byrsonima coriacea. often

mixed with Piniis cuhensis. The lower stratum is only ? to 12 m
high and has species such as Bactris cuhensis. Tetru;,yf>ia

crislaleiisis. Topiira cuhensis. Byrsoninia hifloni and lle.x heri-

eroi within it (Borhidi. 1991 ).

Sub-montane rain forests occur in the Moa Mts and in the

Toa, Jaguani and Duaba Basins. The upper canopy layer, at

.^0-35 m. is closed and is composed of Canipa guianensis. and

only rarely mixed with other species. The second storey, with a

canopy at 20-25 m high, is composed of Calophylluni iirile.

Sloaneu curarellifolia. Dipholis jubilla. Guarea guidonia.

Cupania aniericana. Buchenavia capitata. Ficus wrighlii and

Royslonea regia. Palms such as Bactris cuhensis and Prestoea

monlana are commonly found along creeks. The third canopy

layer is 6-15 m high and Oxandra lanceolala. Cordia sulcata

and Miconia elata are some of the characteristic species.

The submontane seasonal forests occur between 200 and 800 m
in altitude. They are similar to the lowland seasonal forests in

structure but tree composition differs from those forests and

between the mountains (Borhidi. 1991 ).

Montane forest is the climax vegetation over 800 m altitude

in Sierra Maestra, Escambray Mts and SieiTa del Purial and in

some areas of Moa, Sierra del Crista and Baracoa. It is 20-25 m
high with a closed upper canopy. Species found in this storey

include Magnolia cuhensis. Ocotea cuneata. O. leucoxylon. O.

florihunda. Myrsine coriacea and Cyrilla racemiflora

.

Characteristic species of the second tree layer include Clusia

telrastigina. Alchornea latijolia. Garrya fadycnii. Miconia
punctata and tree ferns such as Cyathea arborea and C. cuhen-

sis (Borhidi, 1991 |. Epiphytes are abundant in both storeys.

Cloud forests in Cuba are confined to the high altitude

regions of Sierra Maestra and to the high mountains of the Pico

Turquino and Pico Bayamesa group between 1600 and 1900 m.

The canopy layer is dense and closed but only 6-12 m high.

Some of the characteristic species of this layer are Myrsine

inicrophylla. Nectandra reticularis. Sapiuin maestrense. Persea

anomala. Syinplocos leonis. Cyrilla racemiflora. Weininannia

pinnata. Torralbasia cuneifolia. Alsophila aspera and
Lophosoria quadripinnata (Borhidi. 1991). There is also a

dense, almost impenetrable shrub layer. Orchids and bryophytes

are common.
Coniferous forests are restricted to the eastern and western

ends of the island where they are the dominant vegetation type.

In the Sierra Maestra. Pinus occidentalis is found between 900
and 1500 m. In western Cuba. Pinus carihaea predominates. P.

tropicalis is also present and often associated with Colpothrinax

wrightii (Capote ct til.. 1989).

Mangroves
Mangroves, of which Cuba is estimated to have around 5300 sq.

km (IFF. 1989; Padron et al.. 1993). the tenth largest area in the

world, constitute roughly one quarter of the country's existing

forest domain (Anon., 1992). The mangroves shown on Map
10.1 cover an area of 7665 sq. km, a somewhat larger figure

than that reported by IFF ( 1989) and other authors. They form

zones 2-3 km wide along Cuba's shallow muddy beaches. The
largest extent is in the Peninsula de Zapata. In the intertidal

zone. Rhizopliora mangle forms a belt between low tide and

mid tide levels, whereas Avicennia nitida is dominant between

mid and high tide levels. Lagiincularia racemosa may be inter-
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Cuba

mingled with Avicennia in some stands. In the uppermost sec-

tions of the intertidal region the extremely salt-resistant species

Conocarpus ereclus forms pure stands or may be mixed with

Avicennia and Laguncularia.

Mangroves have traditionally played a very important role in

the forest economy of the country and have recently become a

focus of reafforestation efforts. Between 1988 and 1990 nearly

180 million mangrove seedlings were planted, mostly of red

mangrove Rhizi'plioia mangle (Anon., 1992).

Table 10.1 Cuba's
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Table 10.2 Estimates of forest extent in Cuba

forest type
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difficult to be precise about the number of extant species as the

taxonomy of the most important non-volant group, the hutias

(family Capromyidae, order Rodentia). is uncertain. Estimates

for the number of recent species, all in the genus Capromys,
vary from four (Morgan and Woods, 1986) to ten (Woods,
1989). Of the latter all except two are listed as threatened by

lUCN and several, which have only been recorded on a few

cays and islets, may already be extinct (Groombridge, 1993).

The only other native terrestrial mammal is the Cuban solen-

odon Solenodon ciihamis. a large, primitive, endemic insecti-

vore confined to montane rainforests in the east and classified as

Endangered by lUCN.
There are around 25 bat species on Cuba, of which 3 are

endemic (Monnoprenis ininittiis. Phyllops fakatiis and Lasiitriis

insiilaris): the Cuban flower bat Phyllonycreiis poevi. also

recorded on Hispaniola, is listed by lUCN as possibly threat-

ened (Groombridge, 1993).

There are 23 recorded freshwater fish species in Cuba, all

except two {Ophisternon aenigmaticuiu and Gambusia punctic-

ulata) are endemic. Some of these are apparently highly local-

ized (Lee et al., 1983). The number of invertebrates is unknown,
four butterflies iPapilio caigiianahiis. Anetia hriarea, A. cubana
and A. pantheratiis) and one dragonfly [Hypolestes trinitatis)

are listed as threatened by lUCN (Groombridge, 1993).

Conservation Areas

The protection status of the forests as of 1990 is outlined in

Table 10.4.

This classification follows a decree promulgated in 1988
which divided all forests into two types: production forests and

protection forests, with several different categories of the latter

(enumerated in the table above).

The first national park (Pico Crystal) was established in 1930

and five more protected areas were established between then

and 1958 with a further nine gazetted in 1959.

The National Network of Protected Areas in Cuba was estab-

lished in 1981 and there are now around 100 conservation areas

that cover approximately 20 per cent of the land, but only a few
of these are strictly protected. Categories within the national

network of conservation areas are national park, natural reserve,

national monument, faunal refuge and "other categories". There

are, however, no clear definitions of the management of each

type of area (lUCN, 1992) and the network does not function as

a structured national system (Ottenwalder in litt.. 1993). Those
areas in lUCN's categories I-IV are listed in Table 10.5.

Table 10.4 The status of forest in Cuba in 1990

Status

Area (sq. km)

total natural plaiiln

PRODUCTION FOREST
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Forests are protected uitliiit the Vinales National Park. A view of the Vindles Valley. (WWF/Vithal Rujan)

Legislation for protected areas management is laid down in

Law 33 of 1981 for the Protection of the Environment and

Rational Use of Natural Resources and Decree No. 67 of 1983.

Under these regulations, natural reserves are managed by the

Cuban Academy of Sciences, national parks, faunal refuges and

hunting or game areas by the Directorate for the Protection of

Fauna and Flora of the Ministry of Agriculture, national monu-
ments by the Ministry of Culture and 'natural and touristic

areas" by the National Institute of Tourism.

Cuban conservation policies are directed by the National

Commission for Environmental Protection and Rational Use of

Natural Resources (COMARNA).

Initiatives for Conservation

The major initiative at present is a large-scale conservation and

sustainable development project which is being implemented in

eastern Cuba. This is the Gran Parque Nacional Siena Maestro,

which is a multiple use area in the provinces of Granma,
Santiago de Cuba and Guantanamo covering 5280 sq. km; 64

per cent is government land and the rest private. The area has its

own management authority and legislation and is administered

and managed by a Ruling Commission which is assisted by a

Technical Advisory Council formed by a number of

Government Ministries and agencies. Within the area there are

three national parks (Desembarco del Granma, Turquino and La
Gran Piedra), nine faunal refuges, nine natural reserves, four

natural tourist areas and 28 tourist sites. An environmental edu-

cation programme has been implemented in primary schools in

the area. Ecologically sound projects on beekeeping, forestry,

aquaculture and the production of cacao, coffee and fruit trees

have been started and incentives to persuade peasants to form

production cooperatives and move off the hillsides to less frag-

ile areas are being provided (Santana, 1991).
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Map 10.1 Cuba
Forest data for Cuba have been digitised from the Nuevo Alius Nacional de Cuba: X Flora y

VegeiacUm: I Vegetation Actual l;l minion Academia de Ciencias de Cuba (1989). The vege-

tation map was prepared by Capoie Lopez. R.P.. Ricardo Napoles, N.E., Gonzalez Areu. A.V..

Garcia Rivera. E,E,. Vilamajo Alberdi. D. and Urbino Rodriguez. J.

There are 32 vegetation types depicted on the source map. Out of these. 17 classes (listed

below), classified under Vegeiacidn Natural (natural vegetation), have been digitised to illus-

trate the forests on Map 10. 1

,

1. Basques Tropicales Latifolios (Perennifolios and Subperennifolios): Pluvial — de huja

aliiiud (nienor de 400 ni). Siempreverde — mesojUu de baja altitud (menor de 400 m).

microfilo cosiero subcostero (monie seco) and Semideciduo — mesofilo rfpico— have been

classified as lowland moist forest: Pluvial— submoniano (400-800 m). and Siempreverde—
mesofilo submontano (400-800 mi — classified as submontane forest; Pluvial — montano

(800-1600 ml Nublado — lipico (1600-1900 m) and Nuhlado — bajo. sobre serpeniinita

(800-1300 m) — classified as montane forest: Siempreverde— de cienaga tipico & bajo and

Semideciduo — mesofilo con humedad fiucluanle — inland swamp forest: and mangroves

were digitised directly from the Siempreverde — de mangles vegetation category.

2. Basques Tropicales Aciculifolios (Perennifolios): Pinar— con Pimis caribaea. con

caribaeu \ P. tropicalis. con P. cubensis and con P. maesirensis were amalagamated and

are shown as pine forest.

Protected areas boundaries were derived from a printed map (nd. no title) at a scale of 1 : I mil-

lion, provided by Antonio Perera Puga (pers comm, 1991 ) of the Comision Rectora del Gran

Parque Nacional Sierra Maesira. Havana, Cuba with accompanying annotations for the

mapped conservation areas.
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1 1 Hispaniola

DOMINIUN REPUBLIC

Country areo 49,730 sq, km

land areo 48,380 sq. km

Population (mid-1 994) 7 8 million

Population growth rote 2 2 per cent

Population projected to 2025 1 ] 4 million

Gross national product per capita (1992) US$1040

Forest cover for 1 990 (FAO, 1 993) 1 0,770 sq, km

Annual deforestation rate (1981-1990) 2 8 percent

Industrial roundwood production 6000 cu. m

Industrial roundwood exports —
Fuelwood and charcoal production 976,000 cu, m

Processed wood production —
Processed wood exports —

HAITI

Country area 27,750 sq. km

Land area 27,560 sq. km

Population (mid-1994) 7 million

Population growth rote 2 3 per cent

Population projected to 2025 131 million

Gross notional product per capita (1992) USS380

Forest cover for 1 990 (FAO, 1 993) 230 sq km

Annual deforestation rate (1981-1990) 4 8 per teni

Industrial roundwood production 239,000 cu m

Industrial roundwood exports —
Fuelwood and charcoal production 5,81 2,000 (u m

Processed wood production 14,000 cu. m

Processed wood exports —

The forested habitats of the Dominican RepubHc and Haiti, which comprise the island of Hispaniola. are undergoing

accelerating degradation. The prospects for conservation are particularly poor in Haiti, but even in the Dominican
Republic the forested lands face virtually unrestricted development for tourism and agriculture.

Introduction
The island of Hispaniola includes Haiti and the Dominican
Republic. The topography of the Dominican Republic is domi-

nated by four principal mountain I'anges which run northwest to

southeast and parallel to each other. The ncirthern most one is

the Cordillera Septentrional; the Cordillera Central extends into

Haiti and it is in this range that the highest point in the Antilles.

Pico Duarte at 3087 m, is found. The ranges in the southern part

of the country are the Sierra de Neiba and Sierra de Bahoruco,

both reaching more than 2000 m. There is also one minor range,

the Cordillera Oriental, in the northeast with an altitude of about

600 in. Much of the island is over 1000 m. The three valleys

between the principal ranges are major agricultural regions. A
low area. Llanura Costera. in the east of the country is also agri-

cultural land where rice and sugar cane are grown and cattle are

pastured.

The deep valley between the mountain ranges of Sierra de

Neiba and Sierra de Bahoruco was once a marine channel divid-

ing the area into a large northern and a small southern island. A
relic of this is left as Lago Enriquillo. a large saltwater lake 40 m
below sea level.

Haiti is also dominated by mountain chains. The Massif de la

Hotte in the southwest, the Massif de la Selle in the southeast

(this range continues eastwards as the Sierra de Bahoruco). the

Chaine des Matheux and Montagues du Trou-d"Eau in the cen-

tre, the Montagues Noires in the north-centre and the Massif du

Nord in the north. The highest point is Pic la Selle (2674 m) in

the Massif de Selle. The major valleys are in the northeast and

centre of the country. The northwestern peninsula. Presqu'ile du

Nord-Ouest. is a low ridge with arid areas associated with it

(Zanoni, 1989).

Hispaniola's climate is influenced mainly by humid northeast

trade winds and as a result, annual precipitation is very variable.

In the Dominican Republic, only 350 mm fall in the Neiba

Valley while 2750 mm fall at Laguna Limon. In Haiti, rainfall

\aries from less than 300 mm in the northwest to over 2800
mm. the greatest precipitation falls on the highest mountain

summits in the southwest (Ehrlich ct al.. 1985). There are two

rainy and two dry seasons. October and November are usually

the wettest months. January and February the driest. Mean
annual temperature is around 26°C. A major hurricane occurs

every ten to 20 years, causing tremendous damage both environ-

mentally and economically.

Columbus landed on Hispaniola in 1492 and was followed

by Spanish colonists who more or less wiped out the

Amerindian population (Cook and Borah. 1971; Deagan. 1985;

Keagan. 1992). In the late 17th century. French colonists began

to establish themselves in the western half of the island, then in

1 697. the Treaty of Ryswick divided the island between France

and Spain. Both countries became independent in the early 19th

century, though Haiti in particular has been plagued by upris-

ings and coups right up to the present.

Si.xty per cent of the Dominican Republic's population are

urban dwellers in comparison to 3 1 per cent in Haiti. The popu-

lation of the Dominican Republic is multiracial with 68 per cent

mulattos. 20 per cent Europeans, 1 1 per cent Afroamericans and

one per cent Asian (SEA/DVS. 1990). Overall population density

in the Dominican Republic is 161 people per sq. km; the coun-

try's most densely populated regions are the southern coast

around the capital city of Santo Domingo and the Cibao Valley

in the north. In Haiti, most of the population is of African ori-

gin. Overall density, at 254 inhabitants per sq. km. is higher

than in the Dominican Republic. Around half a million Haitians

are earning a meagre wage working in the Dominican Republic,

inainly in the agricultural sector.

The socioeconomic trends in the Dominican Republic have

been changing over the last twenty years. The society has
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shifted from being rural and agriculture-dependent to become

urban and services orientated. Sugar was the backbone of the

economy and the main export in the 1970s, but with the drop in

demand many areas were converted to grow fruit and vegeta-

bles. The tourist industry is now an important source of income

for the country. In Haiti, the most important crop is coffee, fol-

lowed by sugar.

The Forests

The vegetation of Hispaniola is usually described in terms of

Holdridge's Life Zone System (Holdridge, 1947). Hartshorn er

ill. (1981) and Ehrlich et al. (1985) use this classification in

their descriptions of the forests of the Dominican Republic and

Haiti respectively. However, Hager and Zanoni (1993) have

recently published a description of the natural vegetation of the

Dominican Republic based on data from botanical field work.

They distinguish between dry, semi-deciduous, broadleaved

evergreen, pine, gallery and mangrove forests, as well as

describing several non-forest formations. Their forest descrip-

tions are used in this chapter.

The dry forests in the Dominican Republic are generally

found between elevations of 40 m and 500 m, in areas with rain-

fall of between 500 and 1000 mm. They are mostly very dis-

turbed. This forest type is now found in the country's south-

western lowlands around Azua, in the Neiba valley and on the

Barahona Peninsula and in the northwest in the Ciabo Valley

between Monte Cristi and Santiago. It is only on the Barahona

Peninsula that large areas of relatively undisturbed dry forest

remain.

The dry forests have a canopy at around 10 ni with little in

the way of a shrub or herb layer. Among the characteristic trees

and shrubs are Guaiacum sanctum. G. officinale, Phyllostylon

rhamnoides. Ziziphiis rignoni. Maytenus huxifotia. Capparis

spp. and Acacia skleroxyla. On very dry, rocky or sandy ground,

arborescent species of Cactaceae such as Opiintia /uonilifoniiis.

Lemaireocereus hystrix and Pilosocereiis polygouus are very

frequent. Cactus species are also common in disturbed dry

forests where the dominant tree species are the spiny Prosopis

juliflora and Acacia macracanlha.

The semi-deciduous forests are transitional between the dry

forests and the broadleaved evergreen forests. They are found

in the coastal plains and in mountainous regions at elevations

between 400 and 900 m. They occur in areas with a distinct

arid period and an annual precipitation of 1000 to 1800 mm. In

the coastal plains, two different formations can be distin-

guished —those on rocky ground and those in swampy areas.

The characteristic rocky ground formation can be found in Del

Este National Park and in the eastern coastal zone between

Macao and Cape San Rafael. This forest type has a canopy

only 3-10 m high and contains trees such as Kntgiodendron

ferreum, Coccoloha diversifolia. Biirsera simaruba,

Sideroxylon spp. and Ateramnus lucidus. The herb layer is

poorly developed and nearly always dominated by Zamia

pumila. The semi-deciduous forest on swampy ground is char-

acterised by two canopy layers. Generally the upper canopy

reaches 20 m and is dominated by Bitcida hiiceras. The lower

canopy is around 5 m in height and commonly contains

Annona glabra and Calopliylliim calaha. Representative forma-

tions of this forest are found near the southern part of Bavaro

Lagoon and by Hoyo Claro Lagoon. The mountainous semi-

deciduous forests are found on the southern slopes of the Sierra

de Neiba, the northern slopes of the Cordillera Central and in

large areas of the Sierra de Bahoruco. In the Sierra de Neiba.

these forests are dominated by Swielenia mahagoni and

Coccoloba diversifolia.

Two types of broadleaved evergreen forests are distinguished

in the Dominican Republic — the rain forests and the cloud

forests. The former are mostly found below 500 m; patches

occur between Puerto Plata and Miches on the slopes of the

Cordillera Septentrional and Cordillera Oriental, on Samana
Peninsula and in the basin of Ri'o Yuma. However, in the

Cordillera Central, they may be found as high as 1500 m.

Annual precipitation exceeds 2000 mm in the areas where rain

forests occur. The upper canopy of this forest type is usually

about 25 m high, but in those forests dominated by Sloanea ili-

cifolia (such as in Armando Bermudez National Park) it can

reach 40 m.

The evergreen rain forest formations are quite variable. For

instance, in Los Haitises National Park the rain forest occurs on

a limestone karst and two associations occur: the inogole associ-

ation of Coccothrinax spp., Leptogonum molle and Sapiiim

daphnoides amongst others; and the valley association including

O.xandra laiirifolia. Tetragastris balsamifera and Dendropanax

arboreus. In other areas, the rain forests are dominated by Mora
abboltii. This species occurs on the northeastern slopes of the

Cordillera Septentrional between Moca and Nagua, in places on

the eastern Cordillera Central and particularly in the forests of

Loma Quita Espuela and Loma Guaconejo. In Loma La
Herradura in the Cordillera Oriental another formation is found:

it includes Buchenavia spp.. Didymopanax morntotoni and

Oinosia krngii.

Cloud forests are found in the high mountains, between

600 m and 2300 m. They are characterised by an abundance

of epiphytes. In areas between 600 and 1250 m in elevation,

on steep northern slopes and in mountain valleys, the palm

cloud forest, or manaclar. is common. This forest type is

dominated by Prestoea montana and tree ferns Cyathea spp.

In areas of the eastern Sierra Bahoruco and in parts of the

Cordillera Central above 1200 m the cloud forests are domi-

nated by Didxinopanax Irenuiliis. often in association with

species of Magnolia. In the western part of the Sierra de

Neiba and in the Valle Nuevo Scientific Reserve at altitudes

between 1800 and 2200 m the cloud forest is dominated by

Podocarpus aristulalits.

Elfin woodlands are known only from the top of Loma Nalga

de Maco between 1800 and 1900 m. They have a canopy at only

5 m and are characterised by an association of Coccoloba panel-

flora and Podocarpus hlspcmiolensis.

Pine forests of the native Pinus occidentalis are the natural

vegetation in high altitude zones of the Cordillera Central, Sierra

de Bahoruco and, to a lesser degree, in the Sierra de Neiba.

In Haiti, the subtropical moist forest life zone is the most

extensive zone. The natural vegetation of this zone is a well

developed heterogenous forest of broadleaved trees, but clearing

for agriculture has reduced the forest to mere remnants. Catalpa

longisiliqua and mahogany Swietenia sp. are characteristic tree

species, while the royal palm Roystonea regia is very common
on limestone soils (Ehrlich et al.. 1985).

In Haiti, the dry forest zone is the second largest life zone. It

is characterised by Phyllostylon brasiliense. Prosopis juliflora

and Guaiacum officinalis (Ehrlich et al.. 1985).

The subtropical lower montane rain forest includes most of

the remaining pine (Piinis occidentalis) forest in Haiti.

The natural vegetation of the other zones has not been

described by Erhlich et al. (1985). little if any of the forest

remains.
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Figure 11.1 The forest ecosystems in the Dominican Republic, based on 1984 aerial photographs.

SoiiiLf: afler Schubert 1 1993)

Mangroves
The largest areas of mangrove are found in the northeast of

the Dominican Republic at Manzanillo, Montecristi and

Samana Bay. Analysis of aerial photographs taken between

1983 and 1984 indicated that approximately 325 sq. km of

mangroves remained in the Dominican Republic (SEA/DVS.
1990). Common species include Conocarpus erectus,

Rhizophora mangle, Laguncularia racemosa and Avicennia

germinans.

Mangrove forests in the Dominican Republic are particu-

larly threatened by development for the tourist trade.

Extensive areas are being devastated in Punta Cana, one of

the largest resorts in the eastern portion of the country,

between Puerto Plata and Samana in the north and northeast

and between La Romana and Boca de Yuma in the southeast.

The development of Montecristi and the Barahona Peninsula

is expected to cause further devastation on the northwest and

southwest coasts.

Ehrlich et al. (1985) reported that there were a total of 224

sq. km of mangrove in Haiti, with major areas in the Bay of

Caracol and L'Estere. In later papers (Thorbjarnarson, 1988;

Paryski et al.; 1989), it was estimated that there were about 180

sq. km of mangroves. Mangroves are used for charcoal and

polewood, but this does not yet have a significant impact. It is

forbidden by law to cut these forests, but this is not enforced.

Nevertheless, the mangrove forests are one of the least threat-

ened ecosystems in Haiti (Paryski et al.. 1989).

Forest Resources and Management
When Columbus arrived in Hispaniola, the island was almost

entirely forested. Today, about 90 per cent of the forests in the

Dominican Republic have vanished due to human activities

(SEA/DVS, 1990). At the beginning of this century, 40,000 sq.

km or 85 per cent of the country was forested, this was reduced

to 34,000 ,sq km by 1940, to 1 1,000 sq. km in 1973 and to only

5000 sq. km or 10 per cent of the Dominican Republic by 1986

(SEA/DVS, 1990). FAO (1993) gives the considerably higher

estimate of 10,770 sq. km remaining in 1990. of which 8540 sq.

km was closed broadleaved forest.

DIRENA, using aerial photographs from 1983-84, detailed

the land use in the Dominican Republic as shown in Table

11.1 (Republica Dominica, 1992). According to this report,

there were approximately 3000 sq. km each of both pine and

broadleaved forests remaining in the country at that time. No
recent, accurate map of the forests in the country has been

found for this Atlas, therefore a sketch map based on 1984 aer-
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iai photographs (Schubert. 1993) has been reproduced here as

Figure 1 1 .1

.

The first documented attempt to regulate clearing of forests

in the Dominican Republic was in 1884. when all clearing near

river beds and springs was banned and farmers were ordered to

keep five per cent of their property in forest (Reynoso et ai.

1988). Since then, a total of 63 laws, two executive orders, three

resolutions and several decrees have been legislated for the pro-

tection of forests (J. Ottenwalder, in litt. 1993).

While about 26 government agencies are involved in the

management of natural resources in the Dominican Republic, in

an administrative und/or advisory capacity, two institutions —
the General Directorate of Forests (DGF) and the National

Forestry Technical Commission (CONATEF) — are directly

invested with management authority for the administration and

management of the forests. A third institution, the Directorate of

National Parks (DPN), is involved when the forests occur in

conservation areas.

DGF was created in 1962 both to enforce legislation pro-

hibiting tree cutting and to preserve national security in forest

areas. The DGF is also responsible for Government reafforesta-

tion projects and controls the production and distribution of

charcoal. It, however, lacks an adequate budget and trained

personnel.

The National Technical Forestry Commission (CONATEF)
was established in 1982 to develop a national plan for the

organisation of the forestry sector. In 1985. the role of

CONATEF was expanded to include forest preservation, devel-

opment and policy and it thereby became the primary institution

for the administration of forest resources, while DGF became

the agency for implementing forest policy.

In 1967. in an attempt to enforce forestry regulations, all

sawmills were closed and the cutting of trees was declared ille-

gal throughout the country. In 1986, Operacion Selva Negra

was launched by the government of the Dominican Republic to

enforce these regulations (Ottenwalder, 1989). It was intended

to stop illegal, indiscriminate deforestation and to give

CONATEF time to develop a programme for the sustainable

utilisation of dry forests. It lasted for several months and.

although cosmetic in nature and achievements, it was highly

Figure 11.2 Land in Haiti covered with forest having at least 60% tree coverage.
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Table 11.1 Land use in the Dominican Republic

Land Use
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Figure 11.3 Protected areas in the Doininiean Republic in lUCN's categories I-IV

Russell (1988) attempted to measure the rate of deforestation

in the western half of the Dominican Republic by comparing

satellite photographs taken in 1972. 1979 and 1986. He calcu-

lated that 2115 sq. km of hardwood and pine forests disappeared

between 1972 and 1986, giving an annual deforestation of 141 sq.

km per year. During the same period, annual deforestation of the

subtropical dry and thorn forests was calculated to be 106 sq. km.

Most of the forested land was cleared for agriculture and pasture.

The same problems occur in Haiti where, after inany genera-

tions of land abuse, there is now a tradition of land stewardship

in the country by which most peasants expect to exploit the

land. Indeed, peasant life is almost totally dependent on cutting

trees for construction, fuelwood and charcoal and for clearing

new agricultural land to replace that rendered unproductive by

overuse and erosion (Paryski et at.. 1989).

In addition, large quantities of timber were cut and exported

from Haiti as early as the 19th century, for instance in 1845,

18,600 cu. m of mahogany alone were exported (Paryski et al..

1989). It is estimated that by 2008 only one of Haiti's river

basins will have any forest cover remaining. Paul Paryski (in

litt,, 1993) working for UNDP in Haiti, estimates annual defor-

estation rate in the country to be 3.8 per cent. However FAO
(1993) give ihe higher figure of 4.8 per cent; this, though, is

onl\ 15 sq. km each year.

Biodiversity

The flora of the island of Hispaniola is the second most diverse

for the Caribbean islands. Of the estimated 5000 flowering

plants and conifers, 30-33 per cent are considered endemic

(Zanoni, 1989). The areas with highest rainfall are the most

diverse with the highest number of endemics.

There is little monitoring of the status of the plants on

Hispaniola, but a considerable number are threatened. For

instance, on the Dominican Republic the endemic Cnprorhiza

liaitiensis and the palm cacheo Pseudophoeni.x ekmanii are

being eliminated by commercial use.

Hispaniola has the highest faunal diversity and levels of

endemism of the West Indies, with the Dominican Republic

having the highest diversity and endemism in vertebrate

groups of all the Caribbean islands. As on the other islands,

most (18 of 20) of the native mammals remaining on

Hispaniola are bats. Haiti used to have at least 28 species of

native terrestrial mammals, but now only two survive

(Woods, 1983; Paryski et a/.. 1989). These are the endan-

gered Haitian solenodon Solenodon paradoxus and the rare

Hispaniolan huita Plagiodontia aedium. A species recovery

plan has been completed for S. paradoxus and a major reserve

on the north side of Pic Macaya has been proposed to protect

it; this species is considered to be the highest priority for con-
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servation in Haili (Otlenwalder. 1992a; Woods et al.. 1992;

Woods and Otlenwalder. 1992). The other species on the

island listed as threatened by lUCN (Groonibridge. 198.^) is

the Cuban tlower bat Pliyllonycteris poeyi. There are 12 intro-

duced species of mammal (Woods and Ottenwalder. 1992) of

which the mongoose Herpestes auropunctatiis and rat Rtilliis

norvefiicii.s have a considerable adverse impact on the native

fauna.

A total of 136 resident and I 18 migratory birds have been

recorded in the Dominican Republic. 22 of these are endemic

to the island (SEA/DVS. 1990). The same eight bird species

(five endemics) are listed as threatened in Haiti as in the

Dominican Republic: four are at risk mainly as a result of

deforestation. (Collar el al.. 1992). The Hispaniolan hawk
Biiteo riclgwayi and white-winged warbler Xenoligea montana
have all but vanished from Haiti as most of their forest habitat

has been cut down; the latter is. however, found in some pro-

tected areas. La Selle thrush Timiiis swalesi and the chat tanag-

er Calyptopliiliiifnigivuriis are in protected areas in both coun-

tries, but neither species is considered safe (Woods and
Ottenwalder, 1992). The fifth endemic species, the rufous-

breasted cuckoo Hyelornis ritfigiilaris is found in many habitat

types and over a wide range of altitudes. It is hunted, as medic-

inal food, and its scarcity may be due to the impact of pesti-

cides and fertilizers as well as to the general degradation of the

island's natural vegetation (Collar er al.. 1992). The ground

warbler Microligea montana and the Hispaniolan parrot

Amazona ventralis are also considered to be threatened in Haiti

(P. Paryski, in litt.). although they are not listed by Collar el al.

(1992) as globally threatened. Species recovery plans have

been completed for the black-capped petrel Pleirulronia luisiui-

la. the white-winged warbler and the Hispaniolan ciossbill

Lo.xia megaplaga (Ottenwalder. 1992b. 1992c. 1992d: Woods
etal.. 1992; Woods and Ottenwalder. 1992).

Sixty species of amphibian have been recorded on the island,

all belong to the order Anura, while 43 belong to the genus

Eleulherodaelyhis (Schubert. 1993). Hyla vasia is threatened in

both countries, while E. semipalmaliis is threatened in Haiti

(Groombridge. 1993). The cane toad Biijo inaiiinis and the frog

Rana catesheiana have been introduced.

There are 141 reptiles on the island. 117 of which are

endemic and two lizards are introduced (Schubert. 1993).

There is still a significant number of the threatened American
crocodile Crocodylus aciitus on the island. However, numbers
in Lake Enriquillo. which was considered to be one of the

largest concentrations of the species, have declined from an

estimated 500 in 1980 to only 100 in 1992 (J. Ottenwalder, in

litt. 1993). A recovery plan is being implemented by a con-

sortium of government institutions and NGOs. Six other rep-

tiles (excluding the marine turtles) are threatened in the

Dominican Republic, three of these are also listed for Haiti

(Groombridge. 1993).

There are 70 species of fresh or brackish water fish recorded

on the island of which 22 are endemic. Numbers of inverte-

brates are not known. Eight species are listed as threatened in

the Dominican Republic, with six of these given for Haiti also

(Groombridge, 1993). The two listed as vulnerable are

Fhylolestes elhelae and liiillus zelides. the latter is in both

countries.

There are 89 species or subspecies of vertebrates in the

Dominican Republic that are considered to be locally threat-

ened, their .status is shown in Table I 1.2 (SEA/DVS. 1990). Of
these. 13 reptiles and one bird, the spotted rail Pardinilliis niac-

iilatiis. are not found in a protected area.

Conservation Areas

The first of the Dominican Republic's conservation areas were

set up in the 1950s when two stretches of montane forest in the

Cordillera Central were gazetted as national parks. There is

now a network of 24 conservation areas, although not all of

these are in lUCN's categories I-IV (Table 1 1.3. Figure 1 1.3).

and they protect representative areas of the country's ecosys-

tems. Nevertheless, these protected areas do not exist as a

structured national system at present. A systematic, compre-

hensive evaluation of them and their legislation is required to

achieve national conservation objectives. The government has

failed to allocate the financial and administrative resources

necessary to implement the laws adequately and truly protect

the conservation areas (Reynoso el al.. 1988). Park guards are

generally underpaid and inadequately trained. Monte Cristi

National Park is considered to be the most threatened of the

conservation areas.

Fifteen new conservation areas have been proposed
(SEA/DVS, 1990). These areas were selected for their poten-

tial contribution to national biodiversity conservation and

include habitat types that are not under protection in the exist-

ing network. There are also proposals to expand some of the

present protected areas, and to manage others as Biosphere

Reserves.

The National Park Directorate (DNP) in the Dominican
Republic was created in 1974. It is responsible for developing,

managing, regulating and protecting the country's conservation

areas. The institution has been affected by budget limitations,

political influences and its role overlapping with that of DGF.
In various protected areas, a co-management strategy has

been developed with local or national NGOs cooperating with

DNP to protect natural resources, develop and implement
management plans for the conservation areas or work in sur-

rounding buffer zones. For instance, Fundacion Quito Espuela

works in Loma Quita Espuela Scientific Reserve, Progressio in

Ebano Verde Scientific Reserve and Grupo Jaragua in Jaragua

National Park.

Management plans have been written for three of the national

parks (Jaragua, Los Haitises and Del Este) and there are draft

plans for two others: Jose del Carmen Ramfrez and Armando
Bermudez. The management plan for Jaragua has. since 1991,

been successfully implemented: the plan for Del Este was
scheduled for implementatit)n beginning in 1993/1994. All the

conservation areas have suffered some form of exploitation

(Reynoso el al., 1988) and, in addition, government agencies
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Table 1 1.3 Conservation areas of the Dominican Republic

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories 1-IV are listed. The

large wildlife sanctuary (for whales) is not listed.

NaUiiiuil Parks
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Unfortunately the September 1991 coup d'e[;U and the conse-

quent political crisis have resulted in the suspension of most of

the local government and internationally funded programmes that

were established to address conservation and environmental prob-

lems. For instance, in 1992. USAID terminated funding to the

University of Florida Biosphere Reserve Project, which was set

up to establish a functional biosphere reserve around Pic Macaya

(2347 m) to protect its exceptional biodiversity, its last relictual

cloud forests and the watercatchment zone for Haiti's southern

peninsula. However, after a major lobbying effort. U.SAID agreed

to continue conservation acti\ ities in the Pic Macaya area by

funding a local NGO. and the Haitian go\ernmenl has assigned

soldiers to protect the reserve, a measure which has halted much
of the destruction of the remaining forests there.

The situation in Haiti remains very difficult due to the continu-

ing and unresolved political crisis and an OAS trade embargo

which has further impoverished the peasant farmers, forcing them

to destroy their environment and Haiti's forests merely to survive.
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patches in inaccessibli; places. This forest type has a canopy of

20-22 m high, though emergcnts such as Psidiiiin inoiuaniiin.

Ficiis sitffocans and Syinphonia f^lohnlifera can reach 40 m.

There is a lower tree layer at 9-15 m and the shrub layer is

sparse. Lianes are uncommon and epiphytes are confined to the

higher branches of trees (FAO/UNEP. 1981).

The upper slopes of the Blue Mountains still have some mon-

tane mist forests on them and elfin woodland is found on the

exposed summits and northern ridges of the range. Montane

mist forest has few emergents and the canopy is only 12-14 ni

high. Dominant trees are Podt>carpus iirbani. Cyrilta raceinifloni

and Alclioinea lulifolia. Tree ferns are frequent. A sub-canopy

is found at 10 m and the shrub layer is scattered. The low

canopied, gnarled trees of which elfin woodland is composed

are covered in many mosses, lichens, ferns and epiphytes.

Chisia cUirendonensis and Clethra nccidentalis are common
(FAO/UNEP. 1981). Also present on the Blue Mountains,

between 750 and 1200 in. is montane sclerophyll forest. This is

a low shrubby community, mostly very disturbed by humans.

There are a number of small areas of swamp forest in the

country with the canopy dominated by Symphonic! globulifera

and Roystonea princeps. Climbers are a prominent feature in

some of the swamps.

Other woody formations found in Jamaica include the dry

limestone forest (see Kapos. 1986) which is a sparse cover of

low forest and tall scrub growing on bare limestone rock. Red

birch Biiiseru siinaruha is common as an emergent tree. In the

few remaining undisturbed areas, mahogany Swietenia maliagoni,

Spondias mombin and Plumiera sp. are found as deciduous

emergents. Most of the vegetation is made up of a diverse array

of small xerophytic trees and shrubs.

Mangroves
Mangroves are more common on the south coast, but most of

the coastal forests have been destroyed and the wetlands drained

(FAO, 1990). FAOAJNEP(198I)givesafigureof 70sq. km for

mangroves around the island. Iremonger et at. (in press) report

only 22 sq. km of mangrove forest, but a further 73 sq. km of

mangrove scrub. Bacon (1993) reports the higher figure of 106

sq. km: this, though, includes areas on offshore islands — he

recorded 101 sites with mangrove. Map 12.1. a simplified ver-

sion of the digital data supplied by Iremonger (see Map
Legend), shows 19 sq. km of mangrove remaining in the country.

Red mangrove Rhizophora mangle is dominant and
frequently can be found in monospecific stands with a canopy

of up to 25 m. Other common species are white mangrove
Lagiinciilaiia racemosa. black mangrove Avicennki geiininans

and buttonwood Conocarpiis erectus.

Forest Resources and Management
Jamaica was almost entirely covered in forest before human set-

tlement in the first century AD and when Columbus discovered

the island in 1494 the island was still substantially forested.

Indeed the name Jamaica is derived from the Arawak word

Xamayca meaning the land of wood and water. Now only the

most inaccessible of the forests are in a pristine condition.

Estimates of the proportion of land under well-stocked natural

forest were 32 per cent in the early 1920s (Zon and Sparhawk,

1923), 18 per cent in the early 1950s (Asprey and Robbins,

1953) and only six per cent in 1980 (FAO. 1988).

In the 1990 National Forestry Action Plan, forests with a

commercial potential were estimated to cover 2670 sq. km. Of
these, only 770 sq. km were natural forest, while 210 sq. km

Reinncinis oj terraces coiislnivlcd ilunng ihe l95Us and 60s with

the forested Main Ridge of the Blue Mountains in the back-

ground. (Mark Aldrich)

were plantations and 1690 (or 63 per cent) were ruinate forests,

ones that had been cut over and the secondary growth had not

attained the status of a developed forest (FAO, 1990). Most of

the relatively undisturbed natural forests and the plantations are

publicly owned, while 80 per cent of the ruinate forests are

under private ownership. FAO ( 1993), using 1985 baseline data,

estimates Jamaica's forest cover (and its closed broadleaved for-

est cover) at 2390 sq. km. This includes forest in the tropical

rain, moist deciduous and hill and montane zone.

The Nature Conservancy (TNC), in conjunction with the

Conservation Data Centre-Jamaica, have recently carried out a

Rapid Ecological Assessment of the island. The main purpose

of this was to provide a classification of Jamaican vegetation

communities and a map of their current extent (Iremonger el

al.. in press). It is these data that have been used as a source

for Map 12.1. Measurements from this map of the different

forest types are shown in Table 12.1 and give a total of 3182

sq. km of forest on the island — a somewhat higher figure

than the 2842 sq. km reported by Iremonger et al. (in press).

As cloud is obscuring parts of the Blue and John Crow
Mountains, there is actually slightly more lower and upper

montane forest than is reported by Iremonger el al. (in press),

or indicated in Table 12.1 and shown on Map 12.1.
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Table 12.1 Estimates of forest extent in Jamaica

Forest type Area (sq. km) % land area

24.5

0.7

0.3

<0.1

3.4

0.3

0.2

Submontane*
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Basic soil consenulioii inccisures using hainhiHi ciin/ wooden poles. (Mark Aldrich)

Those exported inLludcLl West Indian mahogany, ebony Biya

eheniis, and Hgnum vitae Gnaiaciini officinale, as well as dye-

woods such as fustic Chlorophora tinaoria. logwood
Haeniatoxyhim campechianiim and braziletto Pellophonint

hrasiliense. At higher elevations in the Blue Mountains, the cul-

tivation of Cinchona spp. for quinine was another element in

forest destruction, but also never a major one.

In a report published in 1990. FAO estimated that Jamaica's

forests were disappearing at a rate of 3.0 per cent per annum.
However, in the recent FAO (1993) publication. Forest

resources assessment 1990. the rate of deforestation in

Jamaica between the years of 1981 and 1990 is estimated at

7.2 per cent per year, considerably higher than in any of the

other countries covered in this Atlas. This rate represents an

annual loss of 268 sq. km.

Clearing for settlement and agricultural land has always been

the main cause of deforestation on the island. The forests are

presently being diminished for subsistence crop cultivation and

pasture, for charcoal production and for the establishment of

plantations of exotic pine and coffee. In areas surveyed by Eyre

(1987), commercial lumber production constituted only a small

portion of the deforestation that had occurred between the years

of 1980 and 1986, the main cause was cultivation by the rural

people (Table 12.3).

Hurricanes have also caused some damage to the island's for-

est; the last one to do so was Hurricane Gilbert in September
1988. The severity of the damage caused led to UNDP imple-

menting their "Forestry Rehabilitation Programme" on the

island. After this hurricane, there were 500 new landslides

mapped along 100 km of road (Eyre, 1991 ).

Between 1980 and 1988. 20 sq. km of coffee were planted in

the Blue Mountains with approximately 9 sq. km of this replac-

ing natural forests and plantations in the Yallahs watershed

alone. The land-clearing operations and road construction are

frequently poorly done and create intense surface erosion and

landslides. For instance, over 400 million tonnes of soil were

lost by erosion between the years of 1981 and 1990 — a rate of

13.071 tonnes per sq. kin per year and. islandwide. over 200
major landslides have been reported, almost all of them due to

deforestation (Eyre. 1991 ).

Indeed, one of the most serious aspects of deforestation is the

clearing of steep, unstable slopes for cultivation. This has

occuiTed particularly in the tract of forest northwest of Lluidas

Table 12.3 Causes of deforestation between the years of 1980 and

1986 in 55.7 sq. km of sin\cyed forest.

Cause of deforestation

Peasant agriculture

Pasture

Coffee

Residential etc.

Horticulture

Logging and fuelwood
Bananas

Marijuana

Other commercial agriculture

Conifer plantations

Percentage ofdeforested land 1986

52.2

11.0

9.3

8.8

6.5

4.5

2.9

2.7

0.2

NB in some places Ihc principal cause of deforeslalion could nol be identified.

; Eyre 1 1987)
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Vale in St Catherine parish and places in Mount Rosanna Range

(Eyre, 1987). Even if adequate funding were forthcoming for

forest conservation/regeneration, the severity of soil erosion and

consequent degradation is such that traditional plantation prac-

tises may not be suitable. Almost all the soil conservation pro-

jects on the island have ended in failure (Eyre. 1991 ).

Biodiversity

The Jamaican landmass moved eastwards with the Proto-

Antillean island arc but. unlike Cuba and Hispaniola, Jamaica

was completely submerged from the late Middle Eocene to the

early Middle Miocene and emerged only 10-15 million years

ago. The island has never been connected to the North
American mainland and it did not rejoin any of the other

islands, consequently endemism on Jamaica is high. Indeed, the

country ranks among the first ten islands of the world for degree

of endemism; about 27 or 28 per cent of the approximately 3000
species of flowering plant are endemic (Adams, 1972: Proctor,

1982: Kelly, 1988). Of these endemics, 256 are listed as threat-

ened, of which 52 are apparently extinct (Kelly. 1991). The
Pteridophyte llora is also rich with 579 species and 82 endemics

(Adams, 1990; Davis et a/., 1986). Numerous (47) local

endemics are found in the isolated limestone massif of the John

Crow Mountains (Kelly, 1988). Proctor (1986) reports the

occurrence of 101 endemic vascular plants in Cockpit Country

and a further five that are found there and nowhere else in

Jamaica.

The country has 24 native mammal species of which all but

one are bats: three or four of the bat species are endemic includ-

ing Ariiheiis flavescens. Phyllonycteris aphylla and Eptesiciis

lyniii (Johnson. 1988; CEP. 1987). The endemic hutia

Geocaproiuys browiiii is threatened by over hunting and habitat

destruction.

Over 250 species of birds have been recorded in Jamaica

(CEP, 1987; Downer and Sutton, 1990), though only 106 extant

native species breed there (Wiley, 1990). There are at least 25

(AOU, 1983; Johnson, 1988) and maybe 27 (Lack, 1976: CEP.
1987; Haynes et al., 1989) single-island endemics. Five species

are listed as threatened by Collar et al. (1992) of which two
endemics, the Jamaican petrel Pterodroma caribbaea and
Jamaican pauraque Siphonorhis americanus. may be extinct.

The other threatened species are the West Indian whistling-duck

Dendrocygnci arborea. the plain pigeon Colitmba inornata and

the endemic ring-tailed pigeon Coluinba caribaea. The pigeons

are threatened by hunting and habitat loss.

There are 27 single-island endemic reptiles and another four

shared with a few other islands (Schwartz and Thomas. 1975;

Schwartz et a/.. 1978). The Jamaican boa Epicrutes siibflavus is

listed as vulnerable by lUCN. while the black racer Alsophis

ater is endangered (Groombridge. 1993). The endemic
Jamaican iguana Cyclura collet, assumed to be extinct or

exceedingly rare, was rediscovered in the Hellshire Hills in

1990 (Oryx, 1991). Other reptiles listed as threatened by lUCN
are Celestus duqitesneyL C. fowleri and C. inicniblepharis. The
endangered American crocodile Crocodyhis aciitiis also occurs

on Jamaica and there are five species of marine turtles in the

area, only three nest on the island. Schwartz and Thomas (1975)

record 20 amphibians endemic to Jamaica. Schwartz and

Henderson (1991) give distributions, descriptions and the

natural history of the Caribbean's amphibians and reptiles.

Little is known about numbers or status of the fish and inver-

tebrates on the island. Two endemic swallowtail butterflies, the

Homerus Papilio homenis and the Jamaican kite Eiirylide.s iiiar-

cellinus. are listed as threatened in Collins and Morris (1985)

and another six threatened invertebrates are listed by lUCN
(Groombridge. 1993). Information on some other invertebrates

is given in Farr ( 1984).

Conservation Areas

There is no legislation in Jamaica to authorise the establishment

of national parks and other protected areas. There is, however,

some legislation covering specific aspects of environmental

management. This includes laws covering marine protected

areas under the Beach Control Act, caves and monuments under

the Jamaican Natural Heritage Trust Act, game sanctuaries and

watershed areas under the Wildlife Protection Act, forest pro-

tection and tree preservation orders under the Forestry Act and

the Town and Country Planning Act, and fish sanctuaries under

the Fishing Industry Act.

There have been about 40 protected areas, mostly forest

reserves, proposed or ""gazetted" (without boundaries) in

Jamaica since the 1930s, but these are not managed or pro-

tected. They may be invaded by squatters, leased for coffee

growing or be plantation areas. Some of these are described in

CEP (1987).

Although there is a national park on the island — Blue
Mountain/John Crow Mountain — this has an lUCN category

of Vlll and is. therefore, not shown on Map 12.1. It was created

recently as a result of the first stage of the PARC project. It is

780 sq. km and contains Jamaica's largest expanse of continu-

ous, undisturbed forest. FSCD is responsible for the manage-
ment of this park. There is also one marine park. Montego Bay
(15 sq. km — not mapped), developed as a pilot management
activity and controlled by NRCA.

The Jamaica Conservation and Development Trust (JCDT), a

NGO formed in 1987. is dedicated to the promotion and finan-

cial support of national parks in the country, to setting up a

National Park Trust Fund and to assisting in the development of

a national park system plan.

Initiatives for Conservation

The National Environmental Societies Trust (NEST), which is an

umbrella organisation for environmental NGOs and community
based organisations, was established in 1989 and cuirently com-
prises 22 supporting members. These include JCDT. the Gosse

Bird Club and the Natural History Society of Jamaica. In 1991,

NEST became the National Committee of UNEP.
A Jamaican Environmental Strategy was developed in 1991

with the support of USAID. The Strategy provided an analytical

background for the design of the DEMO Project. This project

was devised to confer a framework for USAID collaboration

with a wide range of interested parties in the government and

private sector. It was concerned with addressing institutional

deficiencies and the need to focus attention on the management
of the natural resource base as the precondition for future eco-

nomic growth. The ultimate goal of the project is to promote

stable, sustainable economic development. Its purpose is to

strengthen the capabilities of public and private environmental

organisations to manage Jamaica's natural resources.

As part of the DEMO project. NRCA. which is responsible

for the centralisation of all environmental activities for the

Government of Jamaica, is receiving assistance in environmen-

tal policy reform, strategic planning, organisational develop-

ment, financial management and enforcement of environmental

regulations.

Other DEMO project components include institutional sup-
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port to NEST and other Jamaican NGOs; development of field

activities in selected "areas of environmental concern", starting

in Negril and Montego Bay; and expansion of the national parks

and protected areas, this is PARC II — the second phase of the

Protected Areas Resource Conservation (PARC), planned to

build on the successes of phase one. The first task of PARC II

will be to manage the two existing national parks while the sec-

ond major objective is to develop proposals to establish and

manage additional parks in other pristine areas. Among the

leading candidates for early inclusion are the Black River wet-

lands areas.

In addition to USAID. several international bodies are active-

ly participating in the development and organisation of

Jamaica's environmental sector. Among the most important are

the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). the

Organisation of American States (OAS), UNEP. TNC and
WWF.
A Conservation Data Centre has recently been established by

the University of the West Indies, the Planning Institute of

Jamaica, JCDT and TNC. This will allow the systematic collec-

tion, storage and dissemination of data on the island" s tlora and

fauna.

A National Forestry Action Plan, under the auspices of the

Tropical Forestry Action Plan, was initiated in 1989 at the

request of the Jamaican government. The resulting report con-

tains 30 project proposals (FAO, 1990).
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Map 12.1 Jamaica
Digital data of Jamaica's vegetation were kindly made available by Doug

Muchoney and Susan Iremonger ofTNC, who. with Robb Wright and in collabora-

tion with the Conservation Data Centre — Jamaica, have compiled vegetation cover

information for the whole of the country, A written report titled. Jamaican

Vegeiaiion Types: a new classification and map (in press), details the findings of

their data collection and research. The vegetation classes were mapped using

Landsat TM satellite imagery (1988-89). supplemented by digital and hard copy

maps of the island's soils, geology and elevation. As a result of this work, as well as

extensive fieldwork and analysis of the literature, they have produced a comprehen-

sive classification of the island's vegetation.

The classification scheme is hierarchical and is grouped into four major formations:

closed forests, woodlands, scrub and herbaceous communities. Only the higher cate-

gories in the classification are mapped in this source datasei, although a few copies of

the islandwide vegetation have been produced in greater detail and at a scale of

1:250.000.

Map 12.1 illustrates the natural closed forest communities and includes only I 1 of

the higher categories within the TNC classification, including occurrence of cloud.

The patch of lowland rain forest, a tiny area on the north-west coast near Portland, is

obscured by cloud and therefore is not shown.

The following forest types have been harmonised into the broad forest classes used

in [his Atlas

Submontane rain forest:

Degraded submontane rain forest:

Montane rain forest:

Degraded montane rain forest:

Dry forest:

inland swamp forest:

Mangrove:

Lx>wei moniane rain forest over limestone: Lower

montane forest over shale: Evergreen seasonal

forest

Modifu'tl lower montane rainforest

Upper montane rain forest over shale: Upper

montane rain forest over limesttme

Modified upper montane rainforest

Dry semi-evergreen forest

Swamp forest

Mangr(}ve forest

The wet limestone forest of the Cockpit country {Evergreen seasonal forest — mesic

forest over Innestone) also includes modified formations. The forests in the Cockpit

range generally occur between 300-1000 m, therefore these forests have been grouped

under a submontane heading. The dry forest also includes modified or degraded for-

mations.

Mapped conservation areas were derived from spatial data held on t1le at WCMC.
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similar extinction rates. However, it is evident that there has been large scale disturbance and destruction of natural

habitats, including the forest ecosystems which are believed to have originally covered most of the islands. Habitat

destruction has been most marked since the region was settled by European colonists in the early 1 6th century. Most

clearance has been for agricultural production. Remnant forest areas are generally in montane, inaccessible areas.

Introduction
The Lesser Antilles comprises a chain of islands running in an

arc from the easternmost point of the Greater Antilles to the

north-eastern part of South America. The islands of the princi-

pal arc are volcanic and mountainous: the outlying islands are

composed mainly of limestone and are of low relief (Table

13.1). Volcanoes on three of the islands (Martinique,

Guadeloupe and St Vincent) have erupted this century.

Putney ( 1982) records the largest remaining contiguous areas

of relatively unaltered ecosystems on the islands of the Lesser

Antilles. Table 13.2 gives his figures for mangroves, moist, rain

and cloud forest. He adds the caution that the boundaries

between the vegetation types have not been drawn using consis-

tent criteria for all the islands so that the area of each should be

considered a relative indication of approximate magnitude, not

as an exact figure.

The eight Lesser Antillean countries that Putney (1982) and

FAO (1993a) list as containing forest will be briefly described

here. They are: Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica. Grenada.

Guadeloupe, Martinique, St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia and St

Vincent and the Grenadines.

Tourism, agriculture and fisheries are the major economic

activities on these islands and they are all dependent on the

integrity of the natural resource base.

The Forests

Floristically and physiognomically the forests of the entire

Lesser Antillean archipelago form a single unit, albeit one with

a large number of different plant associations within it. There

are minor geographical variations in tloristic composition owing

to the differences in range of some of the component species

and the occurrence of localized endemics on some islands or

combinations of islands (see Figure 13.1 ).

The natural vegetation of the Lesser Antilles has been com-

prehensively described by Beard ( 1949). This remains the stan-

dard work on the subject in English and most subsequent

Table 13.2 Largest remaining contiguous areas of relatively unal-

tered ecosystems in the Lesser Antilles

Forest type/place
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Figure 13.1 An idealised transect through a Caribbean island in the Lesser Antilles. Suiinc- Lugo « a/. (1981)

cymosa, Diissia martinicciisis, Talaiima dodecapetala. OrmosUi

monosperma, Meliosma Iwrhertii. Hyenmiiiia carihaect. Phoebe

elongata and Beilschmiedia pendiila.

A variety of second growth communities following destruc-

tion of the forest can be recognized, of which the most readily

distinguished are: tree-fern brake, dominated by groves of

Cyalliea aihorea and Heiuitelia grandifolia; Mieouia thicket,

dominated by Miconia guicmensis: and pioneer forest, dominated

in the initial stages by species such as Cecropia peltata.

Ochroma lagopus. Hibiscus tiilipiflonis. Frezieni hiisiiia and

Aemistiis arborescens and at later stages by members of the

Lauraceae, notably Necrandra antitlami and Ocolea leiicoxylon.

Montane Formations
There are marked changes in forest physiognomy and floristic

composition between the lowland forests and those at higher

altitudes. However, the distribution of the different montane for-

mations appears to be determined by exposure to wind rather

than by changes in temperature or rainfall with altitude.

a. Lower montane rain forest

Lower montane rain forest is found on mountain slopes and

ridges from 60 m to 500 m elevation, generally more or less

exposed to the wind. It is dominated by a variable though

closed and often very dense stratum of trees 20-30 m in

height, below which is an understorey of trees up to 12 m in

height. Shrub, sub-shrub and ground layers also occur, merg-

ing into each other and into the lower tree storey.

The major dominants are Licania teniatensis and
O.xylhece pallida, with Ainanoa caribaea locally important

(e.g. in the wetter parts of Dominica where it is the common-
est species in this formation). Other dominants are

Dacryodes excelsa, Tapura antillana. Ternstoemia oligosre-

mon, Micropholis chryosphylloides, Manilkara bidentata.

Guatteria caribaea. Sloaiiea caribaea. Sterculia caribaea.

Diospyros ebenaster and Symphonia globidifera. Palms of the

genus Euterpe are among the commonest understorey trees.

Second growth on cleared areas is essentially similar to

that of the rain forest described above although tree-fern

brake and Miconia thicket are commoner than pioneer forest.

Montane thicket

Typical montane thicket is found on ridge tops and steep

slopes facing to windward, between elevations of around 300

m and 600 m. It generally has a dense canopy of around

12-20 m height composed largely of slender trees (under 1 m
girth) with small crowns at a density of from 500 to nearly

900 stems over 0.3 m girth per hectare. There is virtually no

woody understorey. There is a heavy growth of moss on the

trees and ground, and there are large numbers of epiphytes. A
slightly atypical form is found on Dominica on swampy flats

of 450-600 m elevation. It is distinguished by an open
canopy, markedly thin stems and small crowns and the pres-

ence of aerial roots on over half the trees.

Montane thicket has a much less consistent species compo-

sition across the different islands of the Lesser Antilles than

do lower montane rain forest and (lowland) rain forest.

Typical component species are Micropholis chiysophylloides,

Richeria grandis, Podocarpus coriaceus. Byrsonima martini-

censis. Licania oligamha. Tovomitu plumieri. Myrica spp.,

/le.x spp, Cyrilla racemiflora. Pisonia fragrcms. Hedyosmum
arborescens. Rondeletia spp., Rapanea guianensis. Licania

teniatensis and Cassipourea elliplica.

Palm brake

Palm brake appears to be a natural community sub-climax to

montane thicket and is found on ridge tops and steep slopes

facing windward between 300 and 600 m. The forest is not

stratified, nor is there a true canopy but rather agglomera-

tions of trees occurring in patches of different heights, from
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6 111 lo 20 111, averaging around 12 ni. Two-thirds of the trees

are pahns of the genus Eiilerpc. with the mountain cabbage

Euterpe globosa being dominant and characteristic on most

islands. Other trees present are both elfin woodland and rain

forest species, including Sloanea inincatu. Richeria f-ranclis.

Marila racemosa, Hedyosmiim arborescens, Fieziera undii-

lala. F. hirsuta. Ilex sideroxyloides, Dacryodes excelsu.

Bxisoniiua nunliiiiceiisis. Micropholis chrysophylloides.

Micdiiici i>iiiauensis. Nectandra and Ocotea spp.

There is no shrub layer, but the herbaceous ground layer is

usually very luxuriant.

d. Elfin woodland

Elfin woodland is the highest of the montane formations and

occurs on the summits and upper slopes of the principal peaks

and ridges, above 450 m and usually above 600 m. in areas

which are continuously wet and severely e.xposed to wind.

There is a single woody stratum of low. gnarled, almost

impenetrable epiphyte-covered trees 3-6 m in height.

Dominance is not consistent from island to island, although

Didxinopanax atteniiatum and several Chariaiithus species

are the most regularly found common trees. On some islands

(notably Gaudeloupe and Dominica) Chisia venosa is the

principal dominant, forming half the standing crop.

Seasonal Formations
Beard noted that because of the pressure of cultivation there

were no longer any undamaged examples of forests in dry or

seasonal areas in the Lesser Antilles. Nevertheless several dif-

ferent forest types could be conjectured to have existed on the

basis of more or less damaged remnants.

a. Seasonal evergreen forest

Two areas of what appeared to have been evergreen seasonal

forest were recorded, in northern Martinique and at Morne

Delice in Grenada, both areas being below 300 m with an

annual rainfall of 2000 mm or more. The principal domi-

nants in the former were Andira inermis and Lonchocarpiis

latifolius. in the latter Manilkara bidentara. Bucltenavia cap-

itata and Tabebitia pallida. These areas appeared to be

unique in the Lesser Antilles.

b. Semi-evergreen seasonal forest

Forests of this type, all now disturbed, appear to have been

considerably more widespread than seasonal evergreen forests.

being found for example in Barbados (Turner's Hall Wood). St

Vincent (King's Hill forest). St Lucia (Gros Piton). Cannouan

and Carriacou (the Grenadines), south-west Dominica.

Antigua ( Walling' s Reservoir) and southern Maninique. The.se

areas are generally below 200 m elevation with 130-200 cm
annual rainfall and a moderately severe dry season.

Dominants, which vary in importance in different sites,

include Hymenaea coitrbaril, Inga laurina, Pisonia

fragrans. Citharexylum spinosum. Bursera simariiba.

Simarouba amara, Brosimum alicaslniin, Poiileria multi-

flora and Fagara martinicensis.

c. Deciduous seasonal forest

Some low-lying areas in the Leeward Islands. St Vincent, the

Grenadines and Grenada, characterised by an annual rainfall

of 1000-1300 mm and a severe dry season, have degraded

examples of what appears lo have been deciduous seasonal

woodland, with a closed upper canopy at 9-12 m and a layer

of shrubs below. Bursera and Pisonia are the only common
trees, usually making up 90 per cent of the stand between them.

d. Dry evergreen forests

Such dry evergreen forests as exist have almost all been very

severely degraded. Larger trees in the surviving remnants

include Pimeuta racenuisa. Coccoloba pubescens. Tabebuia

pallida. Maiiilkani bidcntata. Eugenia spp. and Pisonia

fragrans.

e. Littoral Woodland
Littoral woodland is found widely on the windward shores of

the islands. On the seaward edge it generally consists of a lit-

toral hedge whose height varies from a few centimetres to sev-

eral metres, in which typical species are Coccoloba uvifera,

Chrysobalamts icaco, Conocarpus erectus. Erithalis fruticosa.

Jacquinia barbasco and Plumeria alba. Behind this, and there-

fore partially sheltered from the wind, there may develop

woodland with dominant trees 18-25 m tall not forming a

closed canopy, underneath which is a lower tree stratum and a

shrub layer. Typical components of this woodland are

Tabebuia pallida. Rheedia lateriflora. Calophyllum

antillanum, Pisonia fragrans. Manilkara bidentata, Diospyros

ebenaster, Coccolobis diversifolia, C. pubescens and Pisonia

fragrans. Tenninalia catappa is introduced and naturalized.

f. Swamp Forest

Stands of Pterocarpus officinalis reaching 20 m in height are

found in freshwater swamp areas.

g. Mangrove
Mangroves, generally of low growth, are widely found.

Species are Rhizophora mangle, Avicennia genninans.

Laguncularia racemosa and Conocarpus erectus.

Introduction - Antigua and Barbuda
Antigua and Barbuda comprise three islands: Antigua (280 sq.

km). Barbuda (160 sq. km) 40 km northwards and the tiny,

uninhabited Redonda. In Antigua, dry tlat limestone plains in

the north and east give rise to gently rolling hills in the centre of

the island and to a higher volcanic area in the west. Boggy Peak

at 1319 feet (402 m) is the highest point on Antigua (CCA/IRF,

1991a). Barbuda's topography is lower and more uniform. Most

of this limestone island is only a few feet above sea level.

The islands have high year round temperatures. 29°C in sum-

mer and 24"C in winter. A dry season extends from January to

March or April, with the wettest time occurring from .'August to

November. Annual precipitation in Antigua is 107-1 14 cm.

Barbuda, in contrast, is one of the driest islands in the

Caribbean with only 76-99 cm rain per year.

Most people live on Antigua, where the capital. St John's,

has 36.000 inhabitants. Codrington is the only settlement on

Barbuda: 1500 people or thereabouts live on this island.

Agriculture used to be the mainstay of the country's economy,

with sugar and cotton being important crops, but tourism is now

the primary economic activity.

Forest Resources and Management
Clearing of the forests in Antigua and Barbuda began with the

colonisation of the islands in the early 17th century. In the space

of a few decades, much of the natural vegetation had been cleared

for the cultivation of tobacco, indigo, cotton and then sugar cane
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(CCA/IRF, 1991a). On Antigua, only 22 sq. km (5500 acres) are

reported to have been spared from cane production (Cater, 1944).

Many reports refer to woodlands, as opposed to forests, on

Antigua and Barbuda (e.g. OAS. 1990). while others state that all

the forest on the islands is .secondary (FAO, 1993b).

Only small areas of humid forest exist on Antigua; the

remaining patches are found in the southwest of the island. It

does not occur on Barbuda (Morello. 1983). In the volcanic

region of Antigua and on the highlands of Barbuda are some
areas of deciduous forest, most of it greatly degraded by collec-

tion of firewood. Barbuda has some .scleromorphic forests of red

cedar Tahehuia pallida, as well as fairly extensive mangrove

edge forests, which are leguminous forests dominated by

Hueinaloxylum and Pitkccellohiiiin. Neither of these formations

are common on Antigua. Both islands have some areas of man-

grove. The most coinmon species are red Rliizophora inani>k'.

white Lagimcularia spp., and black Avicennia spp.

The Caribbean Conservation Association (CCA) report that

the forests on Antigua and Barbuda — including the mangroves
— occupy 15 per cent of the islands' land area (CCA/IRF,
1991a). FAO's (1993a) estimate is that 100 sq. km remain, all in

the moist deciduous forest zone.

Although there have been attempts at reforestation on the

islands, none has been very successful (CCA/IRF. 1991a).

Deforestation

FAO ( 1993a) reports that there is now no deforestation in

Antigua and Barbuda. However, CCA indicate that slash and

burn cultivation, uncontrolled fires and excessive grazing by

livestock destroy much of the secondary forest in an early

stage of its development, leading to soil erosion and general

degradation of the environment. Cutting down trees for fuel

and fenceposts is another source of forest disturbance.

Large scale hotel and related recreational developments
along Antigua's coastline have destroyed considerable areas of

mangrove swamps. In addition, some si/eable areas of man-
grove are used as rubbish dumps, notably Crooks and Filches

Creek on Antigua.

Biodiversity

Nearly three centuries of degradation and land clearing for

intensive agriculture have contributed to loss of species diver-

sity on the islands. In addition the introduction of such species

as fallow deer Daina ilcinia. the Indian mongoose Hi'ipestes

aiiropunclatiis and rats {Ralliis ratliis and R. norvcgicits) have

altered the native biodiversity through competition, habitat

modification and depredation.

There are no comprehensive floral lists for the islands and

the number of indigenous species remaining is unknown.
There are three amphibians on Antigua and one on Barbuda.

Both islands have the small tree frog EU'iilhrodaclyliis joltn-

sfoiiei: while E. inarliniceiisis is also present on Antigua. The
only other amphibian is the introduced toad Biifo maiinus.

Seventeen reptiles have been recorded from Antigua and 12

from Barbuda, these include four marine turtles (Faaborg and

Arendt. 1985). Some of these reptiles are no longer found on the

islands. Threatened species include the endemic snake Alsophis

antiguae and the iguana Iguana delicatissima. The latter has

been decimated by human exploitation and the introduced mon-
goose and may even be extinct (CCA/IRF, 1991a).

There have been 106 bird species reported from Antigua and

74 from Barbuda (Faaborg and Arendt, 1985), Several land

birds have become extinct on the islands. These include an owl,

Spconro ciiniciilaria anuaiira. a parrot Amaz.ona sp. and trem-

C'ctislal WiunlUiiul nl Anligiui. (Mark Spalding)
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bier Cinclocerthia ruficaiidata (CCA/IRF. 1991a). The only

species listed as endangered by Collar et at. (1992) is the West

Indian whistling-duck Dcndrocygna arhorea.

The only indigenous mammals remaining on Antigua and

Barbuda are bats, of which there are .seven species.

Conservation Areas

Although there is an institutional framework for a protected

areas system in the form of the National Parks Act of 1984, no

formal system exists. At present, only one protected area —
Nelson's Dockyard National Park on Antigua, is managed.

Those areas in lUCN's categories I-IV are listed in Table 13.3.

Two authorities are involved with the management of pro-

tected areas. These are the National Parks Authority and the

Fisheries Division of the Ministry of Agriculture. Fisheries and

Lands.

Initiatives for Conservation

NGOs on the islands arc particularly knowledgeable and com-

mitted and have been very active despite their lack of resources

(FAO. 1993b).

The first draft of the country's National Forestry Action Plan

was completed in November 1991 and it is expected to be

finalised in 1994. The main emphasis of the Plan is on land use,

conservation and institution building, but none of the proposed

projects has yet been implemented (FAO. 1993b).

Introduction - Dominica
Dominica is one of the larger islands in the Lesser Antilles. It is

volcanic and largely mountainous. The highest peak, Morne
Diablotin, in the north central part of the island, rises to 1447 m
above sea level. The only relatively flat areas are river valleys

on the north-east coast and on the small central plateau.

Rainfall is heaviest from July to January. Annual precipita-

tion ranges from 1250 mm on the northwest coast to 10,000 mm
in the high mountains. Melville Hall on the northeast coast

experiences mean monthly minimum temperatures of 18-20°C

and mean monthly maxima of 28-31 °C.

Dominica was initially settled by Arawak Indians and then

by Caribs. The island is now the major homeland of the last sur-

vivors of the Caribs. Control of the island passed from the

French to the British in 1783; it became independent in 1978.

Population density at 133 people per sq. km is fairly low

compared to most of the other large islands in the Lesser

Antilles. Some 90 per cent of the population live along the

coast, most on the leeward side. The main urban areas are the

capital city of Roseau in the south-west and Portsmouth in the

north-west. About 40 per cent of the people are rural inhabi-

tants, mostly subsistence farmers (CCA/IRF, 1991b).

The economic mainstay of the island is still agriculture, with

crops providing 30 per cent of the gross domestic product in

1988. Bananas and root crops each make up about 30 per cent

of agricultural production. Bananas are the main export fol-

lowed by coconut products, primarily soap. Tourism is a grow-

ing source of income.

Forest Resources and Management
Forests originally covered almost the entire island; as late as

1945 around 80 per cent of Dominica was forested, much of it

secondary although with large expanses of primary forest

(Beard, 1949). The country still has some of the largest expanses

of forest in the Lesser Antilles, with around 520 sq. km of natur-

Table 13.3 Con.servation areas in Antigua and Barbuda

Existing conservation areas in ILICN's categories I-IV are listed.

Marine national parks are not listed or mapped.

National Park

Betty's Hope

Half Moon Bay

Nelson's Dockyard

Other Area

Mamoiira Reef

Park Reserve

Darkwood

Devil's Bridge

Green Island Reefs

Northeast Archipelago

Total

Area sq. km

nd

nd

41

nd

nd

nd

nd

nd

41*

* Noie Ihal for a majority of these areas .sizes iire nol l^nown.

Source: WCMC (unpublished data!

al forest, woodland and hush (CCA/IRF, 1991b), just over half

of which is relatively undisturbed rain forest and lower montane

rain forest (seiisii Beard) or montane forest (Table 13.4).

However, the figures in Table 13.4 are from an OAS map which

must be treated with caution as the aerial photographs on which

it is based are far from perfect (EARTHSTAT, 1986). FAO
(1993a) estimates that there are 440 sq. km of forest on the

island, all in the tropical rain forest zone.

The littoral woodland is confined to a narrow strip along the

windward coast, while the scrub woodland, now all consider-

ably disturbed and degraded, is found on the leeward coast. No
primary stands of semi-evergreen forest remain.

Swamp forests border the river estuaries from Portsmouth to

Marigot. There are only four small areas of mangrove in

Dominica, near Cabrits, in the Canefield Pool, at Calibashie and

at Hampstead. White mangrove Lai^iinciilaria raceinnsa and

black mangrove Aviceiinia germiiiaiis are both present.

A 1986-1987 FAO inventory of the merchantable timber of

the island reported 4.9 million cu. m of timber on 160 sq. km of

land of which, at most, 3.7 million cu. m was considered mar-

ketable (De Milde, 1987; CCA/IRF, 1991b). About 3 million

cu. m of the timber was on government lands. Timber richness

was found to be 200 cu. m per hectare on 125 sq. km and as

high as 600 cu. m per hectare on the remaining 35 sq. km. Three

species, Dacryodes excelsa. Ainunoa carihaea and Tapiini lali-

folia made up 50 per cent of the trees enumerated and these with

a further seven species comprised over 90 per cent of the total

volume (Prins, 1987).

TiiTiber exploitation is carried out by two relatively mecha-

nized companies, Dominica Timbers Limited (DTL) and

Northeastern Timber Cooperative Ltd (NET), as well as around

100 pitsawyers. Annual output from the two companies is about

4 million board-feet (ca 9500 cu. m), while that from the pit-

sawyers is between one and two million board-feet (ca

2400-4800 cu. m) (CCA/IRF, 1 99 lb). Combined, this provides

about 75 per cent of the timber used locally for furniture and

house construction.

On all state lands there is a minimum girth limit, between

one and two metres, before a tree may be harvested. NET was

recently allowed to cut a 8 ha area of the Northern Forest
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Table 13.4 Areas of the different forest types remaining on

Dominica

Per ct'iir of land

31

4.6

1.0

0.3

0.2

7.9

11.5

9.1

0.1

rest Type
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PRE ARAWAK

MONTANE & ELFIN
I

iAIN FOREST LITTORAL WOODLAND ••. DRY SCRUB WOODLAND D CULTIVATED

Figure 13.2 Vegetation cover in Dominica in Pre-Arawak times. 1945 and 1985. Evans I 19861

Grenada i.s dominated by mountain peaks, steep ridges and

deep, narrow valleys. The island's principal peak. Mount St

Catherine (833 m). is located in the northern half of the ridge

that runs north-south through the centre of the island. The
slopes are comparatively gentle in the east where there are some
fairly extensive coastal plains. The western side is more rugged.

There are low hills in the north-east and south-west.

June to December is the wetter season, with some risk of hur-

ricanes. On the coast rainfall is about 1500 mm. in the moun-

tains it may reach 5000 mm. Average annual temperature at sea

level is about 30°C (CCA/IRF. 1991c).

The Carib Indians living on the island at the time of French

occupation in 1650 were more or less completely exterminated

by 1654. The island was taken over by the British in 1762. won
back by the French in 1779. returned to Britain in 1783 and then

became an independent nation within the Commonwealth in

1974. The population is mostly of African origin, descendants

of the slaves brought in to tend the sugar cane. There are six

major settlements located in the coastal area of the island, the

largest is the capital. St George's. Average population density is

294 people per sq. km.

In the early eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, sugar cane

was the main crop on the island. Agriculture is still the single

most important sector of Grenada's economy. Nowadays, the

principal export crops are cocoa, bananas, nutmeg and mace.

Forest Resources and Management
Figure 13.3 shows the distribution of the vegetation on Grenada

as indicated by Beard in 1949. The most recent map of actual

vegetation cover was compiled from interpretation of aerial pho-

tographs taken in 1982 (Eschweiler, 1982). At that time there

were 17 sq. km of "montane rain forest" (this includes Beard's

(1949) categories of montane thicket, elfin woodland and palm

brake) and 23 sq. km of "closed evergreen rain forest" (including

Beard's primary and secondary rain forest and lower montane

forest). There was also 18 sq. km of "moist deciduous and semi-

deciduous forest". 28 sq. km of ruinate cropland and grazing

land reverting to secondary growth and 2 sq. km of mangrove.

Eschweiler estimated that as little as a quarter ( 10 sq. km) of the

40 sq. km of rain forest on Grenada was relatively undisturbed.

The remaining forests are all in steep inaccessible areas. The

montane thicket is found on the summit of the main watersheds

from Mount Qua Qua south towards Mount Sinai and on lesser

ridges in the area, while the evergreen and semi-evergreen forest

is found in a small patch on Mome Delice. Mangroves occurred

mainly at Levera Pond in the northeast and also at the head of

deep inlets along the south coast. FAO (1993a) reports the same

area (60 sq. km) of forest remaining on the island, though all of

it is considered to be in the moist deciduous zone.

About 48 sq. km of nominally "forested" land belongs to the

Government (CCA/IRF. 1991c); 32.6 sq km of this is Crown
land and 15.4 sq. km is Grand Etang Forest Reserve.

There has been little forestry on the island except in the

Grand Etang Forest Reserve. Much of the timber in this reserve

was severely damaged by Hurricane Janet in 1955. A few small

government plantations of. principally, blue mahoe Hibiscus
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Figure 13.3 The vegetation of Grenada as indicated by Beard

in 1949. 5nH«f.CCA/IRF(l991c)hasedon Beard(l949l

Biodiversity

Beard (1949) recorded 120 tree species, of which 15 were

Lesser Antillean endemics. One rain forest tree. Maylenus

f>ienai:len.si.s. is endemic to the island.

Grenada has three native amphibian species,

Eleiitherodactylus johnstonei, E. urichi and Leptodactylus wag-

iieri. the last two of which are found in the Grand Etang forests

(Corke, 1992). In addition, the cane toad Bitfo inarinus has been

introduced, originally to control pests in sugar-cane fields.

There were 15 terrestrial reptile species on the island, but two

snakes [Liophis ineUiiiotiis and Pseiiclohoa neiiwiecli) are

believed extirpated (Corke. 1992). There is one endemic, a

worm snake Txphlops tlontinii luui. Three other species, the

lizards Anolis aeneus and A. richardi and the snake

Mastigodiyas hruesi are regional endemics (Corke, 1992) and

there are two introduced species (a tortoise and a gecko).

About 150 species of birds have been recorded in Grenada

(Groomc, 1970) but only 35 of these are resident species of land

bird (Blockstein, 1988). The only species listed as threatened by

Collar et al. (1992) is the endemic Grenada dove Leptotila

wellsi. of which only 100 or so remain. It is threatened princi-

pally by habitat destruction. It is not, however, an inhabitant of

the rain forest, but is found in lowland dry-scrub woodland.

The only native mammals in Grenada are its eleven species

of bat; none is endemic and little information exists on their sta-

tus. Introduced mammals on the island include the greater and

lesser Chapman's murine opossums — Mannosa robinsoiii

chapmani and M. fitscata carri respectively — and the nine-

banded armadillo Dasypus novemcinctus (CCA/IRF, 1991c).

Several other species have been introduced more recently,

including the mona monkey Cercopitheciis mono and the mon-

goose Herpestes aiiropunitatus. both of which are considered

serious pests.

etatus exist, covering a total of 165 ha (CCA/IRF. 1991c). Two
nurseries are operated by the Forestry department for the pro-

duction of timber and Christmas tree seedlings.

Most roundwood is imported, primarily for the construction

industry. There are four local sawmills but at least up to 1986

none had secondary processing equipment, there was no drying

kiln on the island and only one saw capable of processing logs

from old-growth forests of mature plantations (CCA/IRF,

1991c).

Deforestation

The early European colonists cleared most of the low altitude

forest to plant sugar, along with some indigo and cotton. Later

many of the higher areas were also cleared for cash crops or

shifting agriculture.

The forests have also been degraded for many centuries by

extensive collecting of wood for fuel. Large quantities were

needed to fuel the sugar factory boiling houses and rum distil-

leries. Charcoal is traditionally the primary cooking fuel in

Grenada and the demand for this and firewood still contributes

to the overall exploitation of the forest. There is, however, no

reliable information on the use of these fuels or the extent of

their contribution to deforestation.

According to FAO ( 1993a), Grenada is one of the two coun-

tries in the Americas where the area of forest is increasing

rather than decreasing — the other is Puerto Rico. It is reported

that the island is gaining 2 sq. km of forest each year, an annual

increase of 4.3 per cent.

Conservation Areas

There are, at present, no officially designated national parks in

Grenada. A plan for a nationwide system of national parks and

protected areas has been prepared (GOG/OAS. 1988). but has not

yet been officially accepted by the government. There is one 15.5

sq. km forest reserve in the country. Grand Etang, which was

established in 1906 and enlarged in 1963 (CCA/IRF, 1991cl.

However, logging can occur in the reserve and although hunting

and trapping are prohibited there is little protection of the area.

Initiatives for Conservation

There is a National Trust and Historical Society in Grenada

which is concerned with the island's flora and fauna as well as

its historical and cultural heritage.

Introduction - Guadeloupe
The two large islands of Basse-Terre and Grand-Terre, separat-

ed by the Riviere Salee, make up most of Guadeloupe. A few,

smaller islands (Marie Galante. la Desirade and Saintes archi-

pelago) are also associated. The islands of Saint Barthelemy and

Saint Martin, situated about 200 km north, are part of the same

administrative unit.

Grande-Terre. a flat limestone island, has no forest and virtual-

ly no natural vegetation remaining on it. Basse-Terre is volcanic

and mountainous, rising to 1467 m at La Soufriere volcano, the

highest peak in the Lesser Antilles. Most land below 400 m on this

island has been developed but there is still untouched rain forest

and lower montane forest at higher altitudes (Davis et al.. 1986).
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The climate on Guadeloupe is warm and humid. In the town

of Basse-Terre, mean monthly maximum temperatures vary from

24.4°C in February to 27.7°C in August. Average annual rainfall

is 1814 mm and the wettest months are from June to September.

A French colony was established on Guadeloupe in 16,^5 and

the country has remained a French possession. It is an overseas

department and an administrative region of France. About half

the population live in urban area.s, with concentrations at Ihe

main port of Pointe-a-Pitre and its suburb of Les Abymes. as

well as in the capital town of Basse-Terre.

Bananas, sugar and rum are the main agricultural exports.

However, tourism, not agriculture, is the main economic

activity of Guadeloupe.

Forest Resources and Management
I'AO ( 1993a) estimates that there is as much as 930 sq. km of

forest in Guadeloupe, all in the tropical rain forest zone. The

Office National des Forets, in contrast, reports only 650 sq.

km of forest on the island (ONF, 1990). Of these, 388 sq.

km, comprising 280 sq. km of "foret departementalo-doma-

niale", 15 sq. km of littoral "foret domaniale", 13 sq. km of

departmental forest and 80 sq. km of mangrove, are con-

trolled by ONF. The remaining 262 sq. km of forest is either

in private hands or is public forest not managed by the ONF.
The mangrove area is the largest in the Lesser Antilles

(Putney, 1982). The main area is around Grand Cul de Sac

Marin. There are also swamp forests in the north of Basse-

Terre. Figure 13.4 maps the vegetation on Guadeloupe as

shown on a Centre d" Etude de Geographic Tropicale map
published in 1980.

Under a management plan which ran from 30 May 1979 to

31 December 1990. 150 sq. km of the foret departementalo-

domaniale at higher altitudes was designated a protected zone

where no silviculture was to be undertaken. A further 80 sq. km
was designated a production area for mahogany and 50 sq. km
was designated a production area for local timbers.

A proposed management plan to follow on from this desig-

nated 10 sq. km to be planted with mahogany, 10-15 sq. km to

be reafforested with a mixture of mahogany and local tree

species, 5 sq. km to be reafforested with local tree species fol-

lowing the effects of Hurricane Hugo and 5 sq. km to be

allowed to regenerate naturally.

Deforestation

Forests on Guadeloupe were seriously affected by Hurricane

Hugo in September 1989. There is little information on the

causes of deforestation on the island but FAO ( 1993a) estimates

that 3 sq. km are lost each year, an annual rate of 0.3 per cent.

Biodiversity

Ten bat species are found on Guadeloupe, two of them
(Eptesicus guadeloupensis and Sturnira thomasi) restricted to

the island (Honacki et at., 1982). The racoon Procyon minor

may be an endemic species on Guadeloupe, but it may be con-

specific with the North American P. lotor (Honacki et al..

1982): it is almost certainly a human introduction.

There is one endemic bird, the Guadeloupe woodpecker

Melanerpes henninieri. It is most commonly found in areas of

moist forest on Basse-Terre (Short, 1974).

The numbers of reptiles and amphibians on the island is

unknown. Two reptiles, excluding the marine turtles, are listed

as threatened. These are Iguana deliiulissinni and the snake

Alsophis rijcrsnuii (Groombridge, 1993).

Table 13.6 Conservation areas in Guadeloupe

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories 1-IV are listed. For

informalion on Biosphere Reserves and Ranisar Sites, see Chapter S.

Naliiiiial Park
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agouti Dasyprocta aguti and mongoose Herpestes auropunctatiis.

Some 53 breeding birds have been recorded of which one,

the Martinique oriole Icterus bonana. is endemic; it is classified

as endangered by Collar et at. (1992), its decline being chiefly

attributable to brood-parasitism by the shiny cowbird Mohnhriis

bonariensis. The oriole inhabits all the island's forest types

except cloud-forest. Eight other species confined to the Lesser

Antilles occur, including the endangered white-breasted

thrasher Ramphocinclus brachyunis, which is found in dry for-

est on Martinique and St Lucia only.

Conservation Areas

Since 1976, 70 per cent of Martinique has been classified as a

Regional Nature Park which has an lUCN category of V; within

the park, areas are zoned to safeguard different land uses,

although it is unclear how effective or comprehensive protection

is. There is a 4 sq. km nature reserve on the Caravelle Peninsula

on the east coast, also established in 1976; it is not known how
much of this is forested. Other conservation areas within lUCN
category I-IV are listed in Table 1.3.7. Both the nature park and

nature reserve are administered by a board composed of repre-

sentatives of the municipalities, the region and the department.

The administration is separate from the ONF.

Conservation Initiatives

An arboretum with over 60 indigenous tree species has been

established at La Donis, close to a popular forest recreation

area. Two botanical trails have been created, one in mesophytic

forest in the north and the other in .\erophytic forests at Grand

Macabou.

Introduction - St Kitts and Nevis
The main part of St Kitts has a rugged backbone dominated by

the Northwest Range and including the Central and Southeast

Ranges. There are three linked volcanoes in the Northwest

Range, the highest, Mt Liamuiga, reaching 1 156 m. The steeper

part of the mountainous interior of St Kitts is surrounded by an

upland forest belt which grades into a gradually sloping coastal

plain. This plain is covered primarily by sugar cane with

expanding patches of diversified agricultural crops and some

pasture land.

Nevis is approximately circular and is dominated by the 985 m
high Nevis Peak which forms the central part of a north-south

spine completed by Windy Hill in the north and Saddle Hill in

the south.

The climate of both islands is tropical and heavily influenced

by steady northeast trade winds. Mean annual temperature is

about 27°C. Annual precipitation is 1625 mm on St Kitts and

I 170 mm on Nevis.

The Carib Indians remained on St Kitts until the early 17th

century. A small number of British established a settlement

there in 1624 and were followed soon after by the French.

Within a few years all the resident Caribs had been killed or

enslaved. Nevis was settled by a group of Englishmen in 1628.

France ceded St Kitts to the British in the early 18th century.

The federation of St Kitts and Nevis became an independent

nation in 1983. Most of its population are descendants ot the

slaves brought in to work in the sugar cane fields. The chief

town on St Kitts is the capital, Basseterre; on Nevis the major

town is Charlestown. About half of the population are urban

dwellers.

On St Kitts the main economic activity was sugar production.

Table 13.7 Conservation areas in Martinique

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's cateaories I-IV are listed.

Bird Reserve

llets de Ste Anne

Lilloral Consenation Area

Caravelle

Precheur/Gd Riviere

Nature ReseiTe

Caravelle

Total

Source: WCMC (unpublished data)

Area (sq. km)

<0.l

2.5

5

11.5

now tourism is gradually replacing agriculture as the major eco-

nomic sector. Agriculture (fruit and vegetables), fisheries and

tourism are important on Nevis.

Forest Resources and Management
The present vegetation of St Kitts and Nevis is greatly dis-

turbed by human activities. In most lowland areas all traces of

natural vegetation have been removed. Although the mountain

peaks are covered in forest, it is unlikely that this is virgin.

Storms undoubtedly have an impact on the forest and maintain

much of it in a pre-climax condition (CCA/IRF, I991d).

Vegetation cover as recorded by Beard in 1949 is shown on

Figure 13.5.

There is an estimated 65 sq. km of woodland/forest on St

Kitts, of which 23 sq. km is cloud and rainforest, 21 sq. km
moist forest and the remaining 21 sq. km dry forest (Mills,

1988). Forest on Nevis covers an estimated 19 sq. km. The
upland forested areas on both St Kitts and Nevis appear to be

increasing in extent as abandoned agricultural land reverts to

secondary forest. FAO (1993a) estimate a total cover of 130 sq.

km, all in the moist deciduous zone.

Traditionally, the management of forested areas on St Kitts

was undertaken by the sugar estate owners. Although initially

conserving the forests, they began to cut them down to increase

the area of sugar cane. As a result, in 1904 a Forest Ordinance

established a Forestry Board to control the cutting. This was

never very effective and in 1987 a National Conservation and

Environmental Protection Act was passed. This covers numer-

ous aspects of conservation including the establishment and

administration of protected areas, protection of forests, soil and

water conservation, reforestation, control of charcoal production

and control of logging. At present forestry falls under the

Director of Agriculture.

The Forest Ordinance of 1904 declared all forested lands on

both St Kitts and Nevis above 1000 feet (330 m) in elevation as

crown lands and even now nearly all forested areas, except the

dry forest on the Southeast Peninsula of St Kitts, are owned by

the government.

The only substantial stand of tall forest on Nevis is on the

northwestern side of the mountain above Jessups (Davis et at.

1986). Palm brake is found on Nevis' s mountain slopes above

550 m on the eastern and southern slopes and above 700 m on

the northern and western slopes (CCA/IRF, 199 Id). Elfin wood-

land is on the summits of the mountains. Good stands of white

mangrove Laguncularia racemosa still exist on Nevis at
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Newcastle Bay. Pinneys Estate and the mouth of the Bath

Stream (Rodrigues, 1990).

There is no forest management or protection programme on

Nevis and the island has no active forestry unit despite propos-

als for forest management having been prepared by the

Caribbean Development Board as long ago as 1983.

Deforestation

Most of Nevis below 600 m has been cultivated since the late

1600s and as early as 1687 it was reported by Sloane ( 1707) that

"the clearing of land extended almost to the top of the central

mountain". The area under cultivation (for sugar and subse-

quently mainly for cotton) has declined dramatically on Nevis

during this century, resulting in large areas of fallow land.

Figures for the rate of deforestation in St Kitts and Nevis in the

recent FAO publication (FAO, 1993a) are not consistent. In

Table 4c of this report, deforestation is given as nil, but the

annual rate of deforestation is 0.2 per cent. In Table 8c, area

deforested is zero, but it is reported that 100 per cent of the

deforestation occurs in the moist deciduous zone.

Charcoal was reported in the 1940s to be the principal forest

product, much of it produced in Nevis resulting in the destruc-

tion of large areas of forest on the leeward side of the island. A
1980 household census revealed that just under 30% of house-

holds used wood and/or charcoal for cooking. Residential

encroachment is a threat to the higher elevation forest in Nevis

(CCA/IRF. 1991d). Uncontrolled grazing reportedly hampers

any forest regeneration ( D. Chalmers, in lilt. ).

One of the major mangrove locations on St Kilts, Great

Heeds Pond, which is also an important habitat for wildlife, par-

ticularly migratory birds, is under stress from solid waste dump-
ing and other industrial activities.

Biodiversity

Beard (1949) reported 121 tree species on St Kitts and Nevis.

The islands have two endemic plant species (WCMC. 1992).

St Kitts and Nevis has five lizards, four geckos and two

snakes (CCA/IRF, 1 99 Id). lUCN (Groombridge, 1993) lists two

of these as threatened — these are Iguana delicatissima and

Alsophis rufivenlris. There are two native amphibians,
Eleutherodactylus johnstonei and Leplodactylus fallax, although

the latter may be extinct on the islands, and the cane toad has

been introduced.

There are at least 35 resident breeding bird species on St

Kitts; Morris and Lemon ( 1982) recorded 77 bird species during

a survey in 1982. A minimum of 70 species of birds has been

sighted on Nevis (Hilder, 1989). The only globally threatened

bird listed as occurring on the islands by Collar et al. ( 1992) is

the West Indian whistling duck Dendrocygna arboiea. It

appears likely that this marsh-dwelling duck no longer occurs

there.

The only native mammals on St Kitts and Nevis are bats. At

Figure 13.5 The vegetation of St Kitts and Nevis as recorded by Beard in 1949. Source.- Beard (1949)
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least seven species occur on St Kitts including tlie regional

endemics Ardops nichoUsi, Brtuhyphyllum cavcrnariiin and

Monophylhis plethodon. Two species have been identified on

Nevis. Artiheus jciinaicensis and Molossiis molossiis. Introduced

species on St Kitts and Nevis are the vervet monkey
Cercopithecus aelhiops and the mongoose Herpestes auropunc-

tatus as well as rats and mice. There is a small feral herd of

white-tailed deer Odocoileiis v!i\i>iinciniis on St Kitts.

Conservation Areas

The only protected areas on St Kitts are the small Brimstone

Hill Fortress National Park, which is a historical monument, and

the Southeast Peninsula (Table 13.8). Neither plays any part in

conserving moist forest. There are no protected areas on Nevis.

The recent National Conservation and Environmental Protection

Act provides for the establishment of other conservation areas.

A total of fourteen or so sites on both islands have been pro-

posed for protection.

Conservation Initiatives

A recent OAS Natural Resource Management Planning Project

for St Kitts was concerned with the identification, propagation

and outplanting of suitable forest species in multi-purpose plan-

tations (CCA/IRF. 1 99 Id).

The 1987 National Conservation and Environmental
Protection Act allows for greater involvement by NGOs in the

management of some protected areas. It is hoped that this will

allow for improved public awareness and education.

Introduction - St Lucia
The island of St Lucia is volcanic with an irregular, steep terrain

and very little flat land. About 90 per cent of the island has a

slope greater than 1:10. The south-central mountain cluster rises

to 950 m at Mt Gimie.

Mean annual temperature is 27°C with little seasonal varia-

tion. January to May are the drier months, hurricanes may occur

from late June to early October and there are often severe tropi-

cal storms in November. Rainfall is uneven over the island,

ranging from about 1500 mm annually in the extreme north and

south to around 3700 mm at Quiless and Edmond in the moun-

tainous south-central area.

Most of the population lives on or near the coast and is con-

centrated in the north-west. Urban centres are located on river

mouths on the generally flatter coastal plain. Over 90 per cent of

landholdings are 4 ha or less in size and these produce about 60

per cent of the country's agricultural produce. Agricultural out-

put accounted for 17 per cent of GDP in 1986. with bananas

being the dominant cash crop (CCA/IRF, 1991e). Tourism is

becoming increasingly important in the island.

St Lucia was first occupied by Amerindians, the Ciboneys,

about 2500 years ago. The Arawaks became established about

Table 13.8 Conservation areas in St Kitts and Nevis

E,xisting conservation areas in lUCN's categories l-IV are listed.

Ntiliimal Ftirk

Brimstone Hill Fortress

Southeast Peninsula and Recreation Area

Total

Area Isq. km)

0.2

26

26.2

200 AD. but by the I 3th century were displaced by the Carib

Indians. It was 1663 before the Caribs were e.xpelled and the

island then changed hands 14 times before finally being ceded

to Britain in 1814.

Forest Resources and Management
The forests are now mostly confined to the more inaccessible

mountainous areas in the interior of St Lucia. Figure 13.6 illus-

trates the vegetation cover on St Lucia as mapped by the

Organisation of the American States (OAS) in 1984. In March
1988. CIDA estimated that approximately 77 sq. km (13 per

cent) of the island was occupied by primary forest. Rain forest

covered around 68 sq. km, while the rest was montane thicket,

elfin woodland or other small climax forest associations.

Around 60 per cent of the forest is on slopes of between 20° and

30°, with another 9 per cent on slopes over 30° (Piitz, 1983).

Montane thicket is found principally at La Sociere, Piton Flore,

Morne Locombe. Piton St Esprit and Grand Magazin. The only

remaining area of elfin woodland, or cloud forest, of any size is

on Mt Gimie (CCA/IRF, I991e). FAO (1993a) reports only 50

sq. km of forest remaining.

There are very small patches of mangrove scattered mainly

round the east and northwest coasts, few of which are still intact

(CCA/IRF, 1991e). Approximately 2 sq. km are thought to exist

of which those at Savannes Bay and Praslin are least degraded

(CCA/IRF. I991e). The largest area is at Man Kote but here, in

particular, overharvesting of the mangroves for charcoal is a

problem.

Lowland and lower montane forests account for nearly all the

commercial timber land. Half of the merchantable timber vol-

ume is collected from six species within these forests: gommier
Dacryodes e.xcelsa. chataignier Sloanea sp., balata chien

Oxytheca pallida, bois de masse Licania ternatensis, bois pain

marron Talauma dodecapetala and mahaut cochon Sterciilia

caribaea. Forest reserves cover 75 sq. km of land. Exploited

forests cover 16 sq. km of Protection Production Forest, of

which 14 sq. km are in forest reserves, and 6.7 sq. km of

Exploitation Forest on private land. It is estimated that the sus-

tainable timber production from natural forests on the island is

only 1 200 cu m per year ( FAO. 1 99 1 ).

Plantations on the island are mostly small and cover only

3 sq. km or thereabouts. The most commonly used species are

mahogany Swietenia macrophylla, blue mahoe Hibiscus elatiis

and Caribbean pine Finns caribaea.

Deforestation

There is little information available on the rate of deforestation

in St Lucia. FAO (1993a) estimates an annual loss of 3 sq. km
between 1981 and 1990. which gives the very high rate of 5.2

per cent per year. In 1980, Hurricane Allen damaged an

estimated 40 per cent of trees in 80 per cent of the island's

forests. Increasing population pressure and a rising demand for

agricultural land are the main causes of forest clearing, and

these have been exacerbated by the development of roads into

formerly inaccessible forests (CCA/IRF, I991e). These roads

have enabled quite large tracts of forest to be illicitly removed

for banana cultivation.

Firewood and charcoal are important fuels on the island; they

are used by over 80 per cent of households, and the demand for

these contributes to the exploitation of the forests.

Biodiversity

The number of plant species on St Lucia is unknown, but Beard
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Saint Vincent Channel

Figure 13.6 The vegetation on St Lucia as mapped by the

Organisation of the American States (OAS) in 1984.

threatened, the latter may even be extinct, probably exterminated

by the introduced mongoose. The other endangered bird on the

island is the white-breasted thrasher Riimphi>cinctiis

brachyurus, which is found in semi-arid woodland on St Lucia

and also on Martinique.

There are 17 species of reptile on the island, excluding

marine turtles, five of these are endemic and three are intro-

duced (Corke. 1992). The endemics are three lizards (Anolis

liiciae. Cnemiclophonis vanzoi and Sphaerodactxius
microtepis). and two snakes (Bothrops caribhaeus and Liophis

onumis). C. vanzoi and L. ornatus are found only on the Maria

Islands; they are listed as vulnerable and endangered
respectively by lUCN (Groombridge, 1993).

There are two native amphibians, Eleutherodactylus john-

slonei and Ololygon rubra, neither of which is endemic. The
former is reportedly abundant, the latter apparently not. The
introduced Bufa imiriniis is also common (Corke, 1992).

Conservation Areas

Excluding the Forest Reserves, the amount of protected land in

St Lucia is very small (Table 13.9). There is no national parks

legislation. A good, broad conservation policy was articulated in

1977 but has yet to be implemented. Many of the tiny islands in

the area have been proposed for protection.

Conservation Initiatives

There are a number of NGOs on the island and these have

heightened public awareness about environmental issues. For

instance, St Lucia Natural Trust has done much to encourage

the conservation and development of national parks, while the

Caribbean Natural Resources Institute has been working on

community conservation and sustainable use of mangroves and

other forests for several years.

Introduction - St Vincent and
THE Grenadines
The Grenadines, made up of 31 islands and cays, contain no

moist forest and will not be considered further in this account.

The 345 sq. km island of St Vincent is dominated by a large

volcanic cone. La Soufriere, which rises to almost 1220 m; it

last erupted in 1979. This is separated from the Morne Garu
Mountains and the rest of the central massif by a deep trough.

The leeward side of the island is characterised by deep-cut val-

(1949) reported 151 trees on the island. Following Howard
(1974-89) there are eleven plant species endemic to St Lucia.

Regional endemism is about 12 per cent in the coastal dry zone

but increases to 40-50 per cent in the flora of the primary rain

forest and montane forest (CCA/IRF. 1991e).

There are nine bat species recorded on the island (Varona.

1974). These include three regional endemics, Monophylliis

pletliodon, Ardops nicljollsi and Brachyphylla cuveriiaruiu

(Johnson, 1988). There are also several introduced mammals
including the opossum Didelphis marsiipialis insulahs, agouti

Dasyprocta aguti, mongoose Herpestes auropunctatus and
some rat and mice species.

There are 51 resident bird species on St Lucia (WCMC,
1992) of which four are endemic. These are the St Lucia parrot

Amazonci versicolor. Semper" s warbler Leucopeza .•icmperi. St

Lucia black finch Melanospiza ricliard.soni and St Lucia oriole

Icterus laudabilis. Of these, the parrot and warbler are

Table 13.9 Conservation areas in St Lucia

Existing conservation areas in lUCN categories I-IV are listed.

Marine reserves are not included.

National Park

Pigeon Island

Nature Resene
Maria Island

Fregate Island

Reser\'e

Marigot

Saiictuaiy

Parrot Sanctuary

Total

Area (sq. km)

0.2

0.1

O.I

0.1

15

15.5
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leys and high vertical coastal clitTs. while on the windward side

the valleys tend to be wider and flatter, opening onto a fairly flat

coastal plain.

The climate on the island is similar to that of St Lucia.

Highest elevations receive most rainfall, up to 7000 inm in

some places, while the valleys and coastal plains receive only

2000 mm or thereabouts. Hurricanes cause extensive damage.

St Vincent's early history of occupation is similar to that of

St Lucia. Arawak Indians were conquered by Caribs who, in

turn, were forcibly ousted by the British in 1797, even though

St Vincent was one of the islands the French and British had in

1748 agreed to designate as "neutral territory" for the sole

benefit of the Caribs. The islands became an independent state

within the British Commonwealth in 1979. Most (65 per cent)

of the population are descendants of African slave labour and

only two per cent are Amerindians (Birdsey et al., 1986). The

population in 1989 was estimated at 104,000, making the

island one of the two most densely populated in the Lesser

Antilles, the other being Grenada. The population is largely

concentrated along the less steep coastal areas, particularly

around Kingstown, the capital, but also in Mesopotamia

Valley and on the leeward coast in Layou and Barrouallie

(CCA/IRF, 199 If).

St Vincent's economy has traditionally been dependent on

export crops. Bananas support approximately 85 per cent ot St

Vincent's population and account for the majority of exports

(CCA/IRF, 199 If).

Forest Resources and Management
The distribution of the vegetation on St Vincent as indicated by

Beard in 1949 is shown on Figure 13.7. Birdsey et al. (1986)

estimated that, in 1984, around 130 sq. km of St Vincent was

forested. However, only 16 sq. km of this was undisturbed pri-

mary forest (Table 13.10). FAO (1993a) reports that by 1990,

the forest had been reduced to 1 10 sq. km.

A small area of mangrove occurs around a pond at Milkin

Bay on the south coast, and a few other smaller areas are present

on the island. It is, however, probable that mangroves were

never very extensive on St Vincent. Somewhat larger areas are

found on the Grenadines, the biggest at 2 1 ha on Union Island.

The primary forest remains only on the largely inaccessible

interior mountain ridges and at the heads of deep steep valleys

of the leeward coast. Due to the steep, rugged terrain and lack of

access, it is unlikely that these forests will be harvested in the

near future. The term secondary forest was applied to a broad

spectrum of forests disturbed either by natural occurrences such

as hurricanes and volcanic eruptions or by humans (Birdsey et

al.. 1986).

Dacroxdes excelsa, Onnosia monospernia. Actinostemen

carlbeus and Talawna dodecapetala together comprise 59 per

cent of all sawtimber (Birdsey et al.. 1986). There is only a

small primary forest industry on the island which supplies about

15 per cent of the lumber demand via a few pit sawyers. The

secondary forest industry, though well developed, makes most

of its products from imported wood.

There is very little plantation on the island, around 5 sq. km.

Most of this (70 per cent) is blue mahoe Hibiscus elatus, with

Caribbean pine Pinus caribaea and mahogany Swietenia macro-

phylla and S. mahagoni making up much of the remainder. With

little possibility of harvesting timber from the remaining natural

forests, the best hope for increasing timber production is through

increasing the area of plantations (CCA/IRF, 199 IF). Annual

planting has ranged from only 2 to 4 ha per year (Prins, 1986).

There is no formal written forest policy and no forest man-

agement plans have been prepared for the island.

Deforestation

Most of the land below 300 m has been cultivated for many

years as have many of the deep valleys at higher elevations.

However, in recent years, much upslope expansion of agricul-

ture has occurred, mostly to plant bananas. Many very steep

slopes have been cleared and planted by shifting agriculturalists

as land is in very short supply and the population is increasing.

Collection of wood for fuel may be a serious problem but no

data exist on the extent of this. Deforestation is estiinated to be

3 sq. km per year, a rate of 2. 1 per cent (FAO, 1993a).

Natural hazards such as volcanic eruptions, hurricanes and

severe tropical storms have also caused deforestation on the

island. For instance, almost 28 sq. km, or eight per cent of the

island was deforested by the 1979 eruption of Soufriere

(Birdsey <?r«/.. 1986).

Biodiversity

There are four amphibian species on St Vincent: the introduced

cane toad Bitfo marinus. two tree frogs Eleutherodactylus john-

stonei and E. urichi) and a foam-nesting frog Leptodactylus fal-

Ui\ (Corke, 1992). None is endemic to the island but E. john-

stonei is found only in the West Indies.

Twelve reptiles are found on the island of which eleven are

native and three endemic to St Vincent (Corke, 1992). The

endemics are the tree lizards Anolis griseus and A. triiiitatis and

a snake Chironius vinceuti. The snake is considered to be rare

(Groombridge, 1993).

St Vincent and the Grenadines are reported to hold 95

species of breeding land birds (Faaborg and Arendt, 1985), with

four seabird species breeding on St Vincent and 12 on the

Grenadines (Halewyn and Norton, 1984). Only one species, the

St Vincent parrot Amazona guildingii. is listed as threatened by

Collar et al. ( 1992). The whistling warbler Catharopeza bisliopi

is the only other bird endemic to the island.

Most of the native mammals on St Vincent and the

Grenadines are bats, eight species occur of which three are

regional endemics. There are also seven introduced mammal
species, including the opossum Didelplus marsiipialis. the mon-

goose Herpestes aiiropiinctatiis and the agouti Dasyprocta

aguti. The only native, non-flying mammal was the now extinct

endemic rice rat Oryzomys victus.

Conservation Areas

The St Vincent Botanical Garden, established in 1765, is the

oldest such site in the Western hemisphere. In 1791, it was also

Table 13.10 Area of forest a
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ST. VINCENT/NATURAL VEGETATION (Circa 1949)

W/iMM Dry Scrub Woodlands

^TTTT^i Rain Foresi

irrm Palm Brake

1 Elfin Woodland

^ Secondary Forest

1 Non-forest Land

Figure 13.7 The vegetation on St Vincent as recorded by

Beard in 1949. 5r<u;rc; CCA/IRF(l99ir) based on Beard (1949)

the first Eastern Caribbean island to establish a forest reserve.

Indeed, the Order setting King's Hill aside is thought to be the

first piece of legislation providing for protected areas in the

Americas (lUCN, 1992). In 1912. all land above 1000 feet in

elevation was designated as crown property, reserved by law to

protect forests in the upper watershed. However much
encroachment, legal and illegal, has occurred and little protec-

tion of the area takes place.

A national parks system is being considered but is not fully

approved. There are six forest reserves, three designated as cate-

gory IV. and 23 wildlife reserves, all in category IV and all

gazetted in 1987. but for none of these is the si/e known so they

have not been listed here. Almost all of the wildlife reserves are

islands within the Grenadines. An area of 44 sq. km in the cen-

tre of St Vincent was declared a reserve in 1 987. particularly for

the protection of St Vincent's parrot.

Conservation Initiatives

At the end of the 1980s the Government took significant steps

to focus public attention on environmental concerns. A new-

Ministry of Health and the Environment was created in 1989.

The Prime Minister designated the 1990s as the Decade of the

Environment in St Vincent and established an Environment

Protection Task Force to assist the government in developing an

environmental agenda and programme.

A five year forestry assistance programme (1989-1994)

funded by CIDA is currently addressing many of St Vincent's

problems. A National Forest Management Plan is being pre-

pared as part of this programme. The boundaries of the forest

reserves will be surveyed and marked and the number of people

working in the Forestry Division will be increased. Forest man-

agement policies and a draft Forest Resources Conservation Act

have been prepared. The new act. replacing a 1945 law. will

greatly expand the power of the Forestry Division. An environ-

mental education programme is also part of the CIDA project.
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Figure 14.1 Climax forest types and forest regions of Puerto Rico Source: Lillie and Wadsworth ( 1964)

ing down to almost 700 m. The forest is less rich than the sub-

tropical wet forest with only 53 tree species recorded. Cyrilla

racemiflora is probably the most abundant tree, though Ocotea

spathulata. Micropholis chrysophylloides and M. garciniaefolia

are also common, at least in eastern Puerto Rico (Wadsworth,

1951). Elfin woodland and palin brake associations are found in

this forest zone.

The Subtropical Lower Montane Rain Forest is present only

on the Luquillo Mountains. Species are similar to those in the

Lower Montane Wet Forest, but epiphytes, palms and tree ferns

are more common in the Rain Forest.

Mangroves
It is estimated that mangroves may have once covered about

240 sq. km in Puerto Rico (Wadsworth, 1968). Exploitation of

the trees for fuel and wood during the Spanish period, a series

of destructive hurricanes and reclamation of land for agriculture

meant that the mangroves were reduced to around 64 sq. km by

the 1930s (Can-era. 1975; Martinez et ai. 1979). Although this

had increased slightly by 1959, urban development and industri-

alisation caused further destruction in the 1960s (Wadsworth,

1959). In 1979, Martinez et al. (1979) estimated that less than

60 sq. km remained.

Forest Resources and Management
When European colonists arrived on Puerto Rico in 1508, the

island was almost completely forested (Wadsworth, 1950;

Birdsey and Weaver. 1987). From 1815, when the island was

opened to international trade, clearing took place at a geometric

rate (Table 14.1) so that Dansereau (1966) reported "The plant

cover of the Island of Puerto Rico is now entirely controlled by

man. There is no such thing as virgin vegetation, whether for-

est, savana. scrub, or grassland". However, other writers

report that a few tiny areas of virgin forest, covering 0.4 per

cent of the island or 34 sq. km, did survive to the middle of the

20th century (Table 14.2). Some 22 sq. km of this was in the

Luquillo Mountains, while other areas were left in Carite, Toro

Negro, Guilarte, Maricao and on a few mountain tops that were

in private ownership (Wadsworth, 1950; Birdsey and Weaver.

1982).

Puerto Rico's forest area has increased dramatically in the

last 40 years as shown in Table 14.1. Although the different def-

initions of "'forest" used by the various authors make the esti-

mates not entirely comparable or reliable, they do give an indi-

cation of the trends over time. The increase in forest is a result

of the new growth on the marginally productive pastures and

croplands which have been deserted as a result of the migration

of the rural population. Nevertheless, Table 14.1 gives an opti-

mistic estimate of the present forest extent. A comparison with

Table 14.2 from Brash (1987) gives an indication of how little

virgin forest is left on the island.

Using a 1985 survey as a baseline, FAO ( 1993) estimates for-

est cover in Puerto Rico to be 3210 sq. km, with 490 sq. km in

Table 14.1 Historical Estimates of Forest Area for Puerto Rico.

Year of estimate
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Table 14.2 Per cent of the island covered in different woody vege-

tation between the years of 1770-1978.

Cover Year

1770 1830 1899 1912 1949 1972 1978

Virgin 94.0 60.2 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.4 0.4

Coffee shade 0.01 0.4 8.9 7.8 7.8 8.5 4.7

Brush and scrub _ _ ^ 18.8 17.3

Secondary growth 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.4 33.0 32.3

Total* 94.0 60.6 9.8 27.5 36.9 41.9 37.4

* T()l:il area of the island used here is 8,628 sq km. Ihis excludes offshore islands

Xoimf,Brash(l987l

the tropical rain forest zone. 1510 sq. km in the moist deciduous

zone and 1210 sq. km in the hill and montane forest zone.

FAO's "forest"" figures include any area with trees having over

10 per cent canopy cover. Birdsey and Weaver ( 1982) give a

breakdown of the different forest types in the country in 1980

(Table 14.3). which is somewhat different from that given by

FAO.
Forest plantations have had a significant role in reforestation.

The major species planted is Piniis caribaea. with mahogany
Swietenia nuicrophylUi and Suietenia inahagoni. eucalyptus

Eucalyptus rohusla. teak Tectona grundis and others also being

planted. Most reforestation is, however, occurring naturally.

Although consumption of wood and wood products on the

island continues to rise, almost all of these are imported. The
harvesting of wood from the forests is almost negligible at pres-

ent, but it is suggested that with proper management the regen-

erating forests could provide Puerto Ricans with some wood in

the future (Wadsworth and Birdsey. 1985).

Table 14.3 Areas of different forest types in Puerto Rico in 1980

Forest Zone All forest laiul* TimberUmil Noncoinmercial

forest land

Dry forest
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Biodiversity

There are slightly over 3000 vascular plants on Puerto Rico and

its adjacent islands, these include introduced species (Davis el

III.. 1986). There are estimated to be 234 endemics; the highest

numbers arc found on the white sands of Tortuguero and on the

Luquillo Mountains (Vivaldi. 1989). There are 547 tree species

known to be native to Puerto Rico and another 203 species natu-

ralized there (Little and Wadsworth. 1964; Little el al., 1974).

The only native mammals on the island are fifteen species of

bat (Starrett, 1962). None is endemic to Puerto Rico and none is

listed as threatened by lUCN (Groombridge. 1993).

There are 46 reptiles (20 endemic) and 22 amphibians (14

endemic) in Puerto Rico (WCMC. 1992; Rivero. 1978). Of the

five reptiles listed as threatened by lUCN (Groombridge, 1993).

four are found on the small islands, rather than on the main

island of Puerto Rico, and three of these are endemic. The Mona
blind snake Typhlops monensis and the rhinoceros iguana

Cyclura corniita occur on Mona. the former is endemic; the

Monito gecko Sphaerodactylus micropilheciis occurs only on

Monito and giant anole Aiiolis roo.sevelri occurs only on

Culebra island and may even be extinct. The Puerto Rican boa

Epicrates inomaliis is endemic to the main island. There are

also three amphibians listed as threatened, the golden coqui frog

Eleutherodactylus jasperi and E. karlschmidtii, both endemic,

and the Puerto Rican crested toad Peltophiyne lemur, which

occurs also on the British Virgin islands.

Around 275 bird species have been recorded on the island

(Raffaele. 1989) of which 94 are resident breeding birds —
there are 12 endemic species. Six bird species on Puerto Rico

are listed as threatened by Collar et al. (1992), of which three

are endemic to the island. Numbers of the endangered Amazona
viltata dropped to 13 in 1975. due mainly to destruction of its

habitat but also as a result of hunting, the pet-trade and a variety

of other factors; further losses occurred as a result of Hurricane

Hugo in 1989. In 1992, after an intensive conservation pro-

gramme, wild populations were estimated at 40 and there were

58 in captivity. The other threatened endemics are the Puerto

Rican nightjar Caprimulgus noctitherus, a species of the dry

limestone forests, and the yellow-shouldered blackbird Ai;e!aiii.s-

xanthomas. The main cause of the decline of the once wide-

spread blackbird appears to be parasitism of its nest by the shiny

cowbird Mohnhnis honaiiensis, which is a recent invader of the

island (Wiley et al.. 1991 ).

The numbers of fish and invertebrates are unknown. Two of

the latter are listed as threatened, the Mona cave shrimp

Typhlatya moiiae and the Tuna cave roach A.spidiichus caverni-

cola. both are endemic (Groombridge, 1993).

early as 1876. before it was ceded to the US. However, the first

of the existing reserves to be established (in 1907) was the

Caribbean National Forest. This is now called the Luquillo

ExperiiTiental Station and, at 113 sq. km. is the largest reserve

on the island, but is classified as category VIII by lUCN and is

consequently not included in Table 14.4. It is, however, shown

on Figure 14.3. along with the Commonwealth Forests and

those protected areas in lUCN's categories I-IV for which data

are available.

Initiatives for Conservation

Several NGOs work in conservation including the Puerto

Rico Conservation Foundation and the Conservation Trust of

Puerto Rico. The former group, along with The Nature

Conservancy and Conservation International provide support

to run the conservation data centre of the Natural Heritage

Programme of Puerto Rico. This Programme, established in

1988, encourages coordination between governmental insti-

tutes and NGOs in order to improve selection and manage-

ment of protected areas.

Table 14.4 Conservation areas in Puerto Rico

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories I-IV.

Natural .\reas

Ballena 1

Cabezas de San Juan 1

Canon de San Cristobal 3

Hacienda Buena Vista 0.3

Hacienda La Esperanza 9

Laguna Guaniquilla 2

Lands adjacent to the Bioluminescent Bay I

Punta Yegua 0.3

Natural Reserx'es

Cayos de la Cordillera I

Estuarina Nacional Bahia Jobos 1

1

Isla Caja de Muertos 2

Isla de Mona 56

La Parguera 50

Laguna Tortuguero 10

Puerto Mosquito (Vieques) 4

Conservation Areas

Four US federal agencies and three Puerto Rican agencies are

involved in protected area administration. Private conservation

organisations also play a part.

Three categories of protected area have been created under

US federal legislation in Puerto Rico: national forest, national

wildlife refuge and national estuarine research reserve. The
Department of Natural Resources (DRN) is the local govern-

mental organisation responsible for nature conservation. The
Commonwealth Forest Service administers the 14 common-
wealth forests (covering around 240 sq. km; in lUCN's category

VIII), while the wildlife refuges and natural reserves are man-

aged by the Division of Sanctuaries and Natural Reserves —
both are part of DRN.

The Spanish proclaimed forest reserves on Puerto Rico as

Wildlife Refuge

Boqueron

Embalse de Guajataca

Embalse de Luchetti

Humacao

National Wildlife Refuge

Cabo Rojo

Culebra

Desecheo

Total

.Source.- WCMC (unpublished)

2

3

6

10

180.6
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Figure 14.3 Protected areas of Puerto Rico, including Commonwealth Forests and Luquillo Experimental Station

SotiKi-: Lilllcand Wadsworlh ( 1964) and WCMC (unpublished)
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15 Trinidad
and Tobago

Country area 51 30 sq, km

Land area 51 30 sq. km

Population (inid-1994) 1 3 million

Population growth rate 1 2 per tent

Population projected to 2025 18 million

Gross notional product per capita (1992) USS3940

Forest cover in 1 980 (see Mop)' 1 683 sq km

Forest cover in 1 990 (FAO, 1 993) 1 550 sq km

Annual detorestotion rote 1 980-1 990 2 4 per cent

Industrial roundwood production 65,000 cu m

Industrial roundwood exports 3000 cu m

Fuelwood and charcoal production 22,000 cu. m

Processed wood production 58,000 cu m

Processed wood exports —
For Trinidod only

> .
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Table 15.1 Vegetation types in Trinidad

Seasonal Formations

Evergreen Seasonal Forest

Semi-evergreen Seasonal Forest

Deciduous Seasonal Forest

Dry Evergreen Formations

Woodland

Littoral Woodlands

Montane Formations

Lower Montane Rain Forest

Montane Rain Forest

Elfin Woodland

Intermediate Formations

Seasonal Montane Forest

Swamp Formations

Swamp Forest

Palm Swamp
Herbaceous Swamp
Mangrove

Marsh Formations

Marsh Forest

Palm Marsh

Savanna

Important species are Peltogyne porphyrocardia. Trichilia

smithii. Brosiinum alicastrum, Biavaisia intergerrima, Moiiriri

marshali. Cuarea guara and Ficus tobagensis.

Even by 1945, there was virtually no undisturbed deciduous

seasonal forest remaining in Trinidad. The few surviving patches

are in the Northern Range. There is a highly discontinuous

emergent layer at 13-20 m and a lower storey at 3-10 m.

Characteristic species include Bursera simaruba, Lonchocarpiis

latifolius and Machaeriiim robinifolium.

The dry evergreen formations have a limited distribution,

mostly along the east coast. The trees are generally small, often

bent and have thick leaves.

Lower montane forest has an upper continuous canopy at

about 30 m with no emergents. Understorey trees are at any

height between 3 and 16 m with no marked layering. Neither

lianes nor epiphytes are common. Licania ternatensis, L.

biglandulosa, Sterculia caribaea and Byrsonima spicata are

dominant in the canopy layer. Calliandra guildingii and

Cassipourea latifolia occur commonly in the lower storey. This

forest type is confined to the Northern Range and occurs

between altitudes of about 300-800 m.

The montane or cloud forest occupies only a very small area

above 800 m on the Aripo Massif. The more or less closed

canopy reaches only 20 m and the trees are smaller in diameter

and less diverse than those lower down the mountains. Small

palms and tree ferns are common, climbers and epiphytes occur.

The dominant tree species in the canopy include Richeria gran-

dis. Eschweileia trinitensis and Licania biglandulosa. The last of

these is of localized abundance and is primarily characteristic of

the transitional zone to lower montane forest. The seasonal mon-

tane forest is confined to limestone outcrops in the Northern

Range— Inga macrophylla and Guarea guara are common.

There is a small area of elfin woodland on the Cerro del

Aripo. The canopy is formed of a dense layer of tree ferns and

small palms at about 3 m. There is also a discontinuous tree

layer emerging to reach about 7 m; Cliisia intertexta is the

major species in this layer— few other species are present. The

tree ferns Cyathea tenera and C. caribaea and the palms

Euterpe broadwayana and Prestoea pubigera are present.

Swamp forest, found in areas on the east coast, consists of

almost homogenous stands of Pterocarpus officinalis forming a

canopy at about 20 m. Palm swamps are also found on the

island. Main species are Roystonea oleracea and Mauritia spp.

No canopy is present, rather the palms (25-30 m tall) are scat-

tered above an understorey that varies between scrubby bush

and 20 m tall forest. Marsh forests, containing mostly palm

species, are of only local occurrence and are found mainly in

Trinidad's northern plain.

In Tobago, rain forest is found in sheltered valleys on interior

mountains. The principal species in the upper storey of this for-

mation are Carapa guianensis, Andira inermis, Hyeronima
caribaea and Eschweilera decolorant. Tresanthera pauciflora

and Styrax glaber are dominant species in the lower storey.

Some lower montane forest occurs. The major species in its

upper storey are Brysonima spicata, Licania biglandulosa,

Ternstroemia oligoslemon and Eschweilera decolorans, while

the lower level is occupied mainly by Euterpe broadwayana,

Stxra.x glaber and by species of the Myrtaceae family. Drier

elfin woodland also occurs on the island.

Mangroves
Faizool (1990) lists 17 locations of mangroves, varying in

extent from 9 ha in Godineau Swamp to 37.3 sq. km in Caroni

Swamp. He estimates the total area as 74.1 sq. km, including 1.7

sq. km in Tobago. Bacon (1991, 1993), however, lists 36 loca-

tions in Trinidad, 1 1 in Tobago and 2 on offshore islands with a

total area of 71.5 sq. km (Lacerda et al,, 1993). Somewhat lower

figures are given by Taylor (1989) and by Saenger et al. (1983);

they estimate 53 and 40 sq. km respectively. On Map 15.1,

mangroves cover 51 sq. km, but this was in 1980 or earlier (see

Map Legend).

The main species present are Rhizophora mangle,

Avicennia nitida and Laguncularia racemosa. R. harrisonii, A.

schaueriana and Conocarpus erectus also occur. Those man-

groves in the Nariva Swamp in the east of Trinidad are rela-

tively undisturbed, whereas those in the west, in Caroni

Swamp, have been more disturbed by man. Housing, roads

and industrial development have considerably reduced the area

of mangroves in Caroni Swamp. There is, however, now a

much greater awareness of the benefits provided by man-
groves and a consequent reduction in the wood cut from them

for firewood and charcoal. Caroni Swamp, with its magnifi-

cent colony of scarlet ibis Eudocimus ruber is a major attrac-

tion for locals and tourists.

Forest Resources and Management
According to some estimates, approximately 3075 sq. km or 60

per cent of the total land area of Trinidad and Tobago can be

classified as forest land, 80 per cent of this is state land

(Bacchus and McVorran, 1990; Table 15.2). According to

NRED ( 1992) this 60 per cent includes "natural and secondary

forests and swamps". Other authors suggest a somewhat lower

forest cover. For instance Faizool (1990) estimates a total of

2300 sq. km of proclaimed and unproclaimed forest reserves

and other forested state lands, while the estimate in FAO (1993)

is of only 1550 sq. km of forest remaining, all of which is con-

sidered to be closed broadleaved forest in the tropical rain forest

Table 15.2 Distribution of land in Trinidad and Tobago under forest

cover

Classification

Forest reserves

Other state lands

Private lands

Total

Source: Bacchus and McVorran ( 1 990)

Area (sq. km)

1,444

1,113

518

3,075

145
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Extensive mangroves are found in Caroni Swamp, Western

Trinidad. (Mark Spalding)

zone. Map 15.1 shows the forests in Trinidad covering 1683 sq.

km (Table 15.3), but the source map is 14 years old and there is

no indication of when the data for this map were collected (see

Map Legend). No map or information on the extent of the

forests on Tobago has been found for this project.

An analysis of aerial photographs covering most of the State-

owned forest land during the 1978-1980 forest inventory gave

the areas of the forest types as shown in Table 15.4. This indi-

cates that state-owned natural forests covered around 35 per

cent of the islands at that time. The area of private forests is dis-

puted (Chalmers and Faizool, 1992). For many years, up to

1971, the annual reports of the Forestry Division gave a figure

of 105 sq. km for these forests. However, in the 1972 report a

figure of 544 sq. km was quoted, of which only 72 sq. km was

high forest and timber plantations while the rest was secondary

growth — the source for this information was a 1963 agricul

tural census.

The forest resources can be divided into protection and pro-

duction forests. Approximately 29 per cent of the state con-

trolled forests in Trinidad are devoted to environmental conser-

vation, while almost all of Tobago's forests are designated as

protection forests.

About 750 sq. km of Trinidad's natural forest have been clas-

sified as productive — i.e. intended for long term production of

timber — of which 160 sq. km are intensively managed.
However. Synnott (1988, 1989) considers all 750 sq. km to be

sustainably managed in that they are protected to a degree by

resident forest guards, there are defined management objectives

and working plans for the forests and the logging activities are

subject to at least some planning, supervision and control. This

professional management began in the 1920s and working plans

were written from 1935 onwards (Synnott, 1988). Continuous

forest inventory using permanent sample plots started in 1983 in

the natural forests. This is the only system of its kind estab-

lished as a tool of tropical forest management rather than as a

research study (Synnott, 1988).

Logging operations on public land in the natural forests are

controlled through the granting of conservators licences.

Ideally, this license system takes into account both silvicultural

and industrial considerations. Exploitation is controlled on a

basis of minimum girth limits and much of the forest has been

subject to area control using designated blocks of predetermined

size to ensure a sustained yield in the future. The timber is sold

on an individual tree basis and is sold only to registered

licensees. The annual reports of the Forest Department list the

top 30 tree species by volume cut and then give the volume cut

from all other species; the latter varies between 70 and 87

species. In 1955, the volume harvested was 151,600 cu. m, but

this has declined steadily so that in 1960, 100,680 cu. m were

cut and in 1971 only 64,674 cu. m. One factor has been the

decline in the use of firewood and charcoal. FAO (1994) esti-

mated that in 1992 around 65.000 cu. m of industrial round-

wood were harvested from the islands.

Over the period 1955-65, when timber production was prob-

ably at its peak, local forests provided an average of 72 per cent

of the annual timber requirements; by the 1980s this had fallen

to an average of II per cent. In 1983, imports of sawlogs

reached as high as 492,100 cu. m. with an annual average of

242.640 cu. m over the period of 1983-1988.

At present the Forest Act is very limited in relation to protec-

tion and management of timber; it is more concerned with the

sale of the resources (Bacchus and McVorran, 1990). Although

existing methods of harvest are wasteful, it is intended that the

timber resources be carefully developed to avoid environmental

degradation. One of the main risks of over-exploitation of the

natural forests arises from the fact that there are over 100 mar-

ketable species. This emphasises the need for thorough silvicul-

tural and management control on the ground to ensure that

Table 15.3 Estimates of forest extent in Trinidad

rest type Area
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Table 15.4 Areas of the different forest types found in the state-

owned forest lands of Trinidad and Tobago

Forest Type
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Table 15.5 Conservation areas in Trinidad and Tobago

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories 1-IV. For informa-

tion on Ramsar Sites see Chapter 8.

Game Sanctuaries
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Map 15.1 Trinidad

Forest data lor Trinidad (no data were found tor Tobagot have been digitised from the map

Inventory of tlie Indigenous Forest of Trinidad — Forest Resource Inventory- and Management

Section, which was published in 1980- This was prepared for the Government of Trinidad and

Tobago by Institutional Consultants (International) Ltd. in cooperation with the Forestry

Division Ministry of Agriculture, Lands and Fisheries and the Canadian International

Development Agency (CIDA). It is unclear how old the actual data are. but as the source map

itself is 14 years old. the estimates of forest extent should be treated with caution.

A variety of forest types are illustrated and have been amalgamated to form estimates of for-

est extent on Map 15.1. Harmonisation of the forest types is as follows;

Mangrove Edaphic Swamp Forest — mangrove

Swamp forest Edaphic Swamp Forest — paltn swamp: swamp forest:

marsh forest

Montane forest Montane Forest — bois bande-mountain-guatecare train):

mountain mangrove ielfin)

Degraded montane forest Montane Forest — secondary mountain forest

Submontane forest Montane Forest — serrette-bois gris (lower)

Seasonal Montane Forest — pais doux-redwood

Lowland moist forest Evergreen Seasonal Forest — crappo-debasse: crappo-fineleaf-

carat: crappo-fineleaf-cocorite: crappo-blackheart-cocorite:

mora

Semi Evergreen Seasonal Forest — purplehearj-incense-poui:

purpleheart-bois lissette: acurel-moussara-jiggerwood: acurel-

gommier: moussara-figuier

Degraded lowland moist

forest Evergreen Seasonal Forest — secondary evergreen seasonal

forest: secondary mora forest

Semi Evergreen Seasonal Forest —secondary semi evergreen

seasonalforest

Dry forest Dry Evergreen and Deciduous Seasonal formations (excluding

the secondary formation)

Non-forest comprises teak, pine and other plantation crops, agriculture, clear cut sites, fire

bum sites and non-forested areas.

Conservation area boundaries were taken from a 1:L'>0.000 scale map compiled by the

Forestry Division, Ministry of Agriculture Lands and Fisheries. Government of Trinidad and

Tobago: Trinidad— National Parks and Other Protected Areas, which was published in 1980-
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16 Belize Country orea 22,960 sq km

Land area 22,800 sq.km

Population (mid- 1 994) 2 million

Population growth rate 3 3 per tent

Population projected to 2025 4 million

Gross notional product per capita (1992) USS22I0

Forest cover for 1992 (see Mop) 18,393 sq. km

Forest cover for 1 990 (FAO, 1 993) 1 9,960 sq. km

Annual deforestation rate (1981-1990) 2 pet ceni

Industrial roundwood production 62,000 tu m

Industrial roundwood exports 1 000 cu m

Fuelwood and cfiorcoal 1 26,000 cu m

Processed wood production 14,000 cu m

Processed wood exports )0,000cu. m

Although physically part of Central America. Belize more closely resembles a Caribbean island in both culture and

economy. For three hundred years, forestry was the mainstay of its economy. However, the highly selective extraction

of only a few valuable species has not radically altered the vegetation and extensive natural forests still remain.

Agriculture is gradually becoming more important, but the very low human population means that there is much less

forest destruction in Belize than in any other country in the region. Increasing economic pressure and a huge influx of

immigrants threaten this state of affairs. There has, however, been a dramatic increase in environmental awareness

within the country and a number of initiatives by both the government and non-governmental organisations aim to

direct Belize's development along a more sustainable pathway.

Introduction
Belize is the second smallest of the Central American countries

but, because it is mostly still covered with relatively undisturbed

vegetation, it retains much of the wildlife that has vanished

from other areas. Formerly British Honduras, the country

became self-governing in 1964 and fully independent of Britain

in 198F
The northern half and the eastern fringe of the southern half

of the country consists of level, low lying plains. The Maya
Mountains, mostly between 300 m and 1000 m in altitude, oc-

cupy the south-centre of Belize. These mountains rise steeply to

a maximum of 1200 m at Doyles Delight in the south-east and

slope down to the Vaca Plateau in the west. North and west of

the Maya Mountains is a hilly or rolling karst landscape. There

are approximately 1100 offshore islands and coral cays, many
of these lying in a chain along the country's spectacular barrier

reef, the second longest in the world.

Mean monthly temperatures range from a minimum of 16'C

to a maximum of 33°C. the cool season is from November to

January. The north of Belize receives about 1500 mm of rain per

year, while in the south precipitation is over 4000 mm in a year.

In the north and centre of the country there is a pronounced dry

season from January to April or May with less than 100 mm of

rain per month. In the south, the dry season is from February to

April. Hurricanes are frequent and can be devastating.

Belize's population has grown by an estimated 30,000 in the

last ten years as a result of an influx of refugees from other

Central American countries. Nevertheless, the country has an

exceptionally low overall population density of less than nine

individuals per sq. km. About half the people live in urban

areas, most on the low-lying coastal region. Around 75 per cent

of the country is virtually uninhabited. The population is

diverse; although predominantly Creole or mestizo, there are

also descendants of the Maya and Caribs, as well as people with

Chinese, East Indian, European and North American ancestry in

the country (Hartshorn et at.. 1984). English is the official lan-

guage, but Spanish is widely and increasingly spoken.

Forestry used to be the mainstay of the country's economy;

although still important, it is in decline. Agriculture and fish-

eries are other leading productive sectors of the economy. Sugar

and citrus fruit are the main agricultural exports. The tourist

industry is increasing and is presently second to agriculture as a

foreign exchange earner.

The Forests

The subtropical moist forests (Holdridge et a!.. 1950) of north-

ern and western Belize are similar to those covering
Guatemala's northern Peten and Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula

(Pennington and Sarukhan, 1968). Characteristic species include

Swietenia macrophylla. Manilkara zapota. Brosimum alicas-

trum. Poiiteria izabalensis. Pimento dioica. Manilkara chicle,

Drypetes brownii. Pseiidolmedia spuria. Dialium guianense,

Calophylliim brasiliense, Orbignya cohiine and Terminalia

ainazonia (Hartshorn et at., 1984).

There are two major areas of Piniis caribaea in Belize: one is

north of the Western Highway and the other is on the lower,

western part of Mountain Pine Ridge. These are included in the

subtropical moist forest zone (Hartshorn et al.. 1984).

At an elevation of 650-700 m, the subtropical moist forests

change floristically to lower montane forests. Qiiercus spp.,

Pinus oocarpa and Podocarpus guatemalensis are representa-

tive species. This forest type is found in the Mountain Pine

Ridge, on higher parts of the Vaca Plateau and along the upper

western slopes of the Maya Mountains. In wetter areas such as

on the high points of Mountain Pine Ridge and the upper wind-

ward ranges of Maya Mountains, Pinus palula predominates.

Other characteristic species are the mountain cabbage palm
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Euterpe macrospadix and the tree ferns Alsophila myosuroides

and Hemitelia mtilliflora (Hartshorn et al.. 1984).

The subtropical wet forest zone occurs below about 600 m on

the windward side of the Maya Mountains. Upper .Stann Creek,

the Cockscomb Basin and much of Toledo district also fall into

this zone. Tree species found in the zone include Virolti

koschnyi, Symphonici glohulifera. Schizolohium parahxhum.

Vochysia hondurensis. Simarouba ainaru, Cal(>ph\ llioii

brasiliense and Dalbergia stevensonii.

In southern Toledo district, the wettest area of Belize, the

transitional zone from subtropical to tropical wet forest is found.

Cotton trees Ceiba pentandni can reach a height of 50 m in this

area. Extensive swamp forest is dominated by Pterocarpus

officinalis while Manicarici saccifera dominates the freshwater

palm swamp.

Mangroves
Mangroves fringe most of Belize's coastline. Many cays are

also covered in mangroves or have been colonised on the lagoon

side, principally by the red mangrove Rhizophora mangle. ODA
(1989) estimated the area of mangroves to be 748 sq. km. In

1992. S.A. Zisman of the Forest Planning and Management
Project estimated a very similar area: he reported, in an unpub-

lished paper (Zisman, 1992), that mangroves, including those on

the cays, covered 772 sq. km. The cays are not included in the

figure of 523 sq. km estimated by the Belize Forest Department

( 1993) and shown in Table 16.1. The mangroves shown on Map
16.1, cays included, cover 670 sq. km (Table 16.2).

Forest Resources and Management
The true extent of forest cover in Belize is uncertain. Although

the annual reports of the Forestry Department give a figure for

"forest land", this figure includes all but urban land and that

zoned as "agribusiness"" land. In 1981. the Department regarded

21,322 sq. km or 93.5 per cent of the country's land area as

forest land"", but that was obviously an overestimate of actual

forest cover (Hartshorn et al., 1984). FAO (1993) estimates

19,960 sq. km, or 87.5 per cent of the country, to be forested,

but this includes areas with as little as 10 per cent canopy cover

and the survey used as a baseline was from 1979. The figure

given by FAO ( 1993) for closed broadleaved forest in Belize is

18,680 sq. km. However, FAOAJNEP (1981) points out that: //

Table 16.1 Estimates of vegetation cover in Belize

Vegetation Clas.',- Area Percent Per cent of

(sq. hn) canopy cover land covered

Broadleaf cover

Open broadleaf cover

Mixed broadleaf and pine

Pine woodland

Pine woodland savanna

Pine tree savanna

Marsh/swamp forest

Mangrove forest

Non-forest cover

Agricultural/urban land

Total

* NB This is a different figure for total land area than that noted al the head of thi-s chapter.

Source: BeUze Forest Department ( 199.^),

3.725
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Project, reports that there are 16 forest reserves in the country

covering an area of 4487 sq. km or about 20 per cent of the

country's land area. These reserves contain about 73 per cent

and 25 per cent of the country's pine woodland and broadleaf

category forests respectively (Belize Forest Department. 1993).

Management of the reserves is based upon the principle of mul-

tiple use, allowing sustainable use of forest products but ensur-

ing values such as watershed protection and wildlife conserva-

tion. The Belize Forest Department (1993) has calculated the

area of land in Belize with a potential for timber extraction to be

I 1.501 sq. km; most of this is outside the Forest Reserves

(Table 16.3). Those areas unavailable for timber production are

either protection forest or are considered inaccessible (ODA,
1989). There are also some privately-held forests and there is

little information available on these.

As can be seen from Table 16.3, 72 per cent of the

exploitable pine woodland are within forest reserves, whereas

only 1 1 per cent of the exploitable broadleaf forests are within

these reserves. About one fifth of this area is regarded by the

Forest Department to be protection forest and a greater area is

considered "inaccessible" and therefore unusable for timber

production (ODA, 1989). Most of the exploitable pine wood-
land is within Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve. If managed
sustainably, this would be sufficient to guarantee the long-term

domestic supply of softw ood.

Belize's geopolitical identity is directly related to its forest

resources. The country was declared the Crown Colony of

British Honduras in 1862. Its settlers were principally interested

in exploiting logwood Haematoxylon campechianum for dye.

Exploitation of the species continued at a reduced level until

early this century, although it was gradually superseded as

Belize's principal export by mahogany Swietenia macrophylla.

Output of forest products was initially predominantly in

the form of logs for export; this declined rapidly from 1950

and had almost ceased by 1970. Production of mahogany and

pine sawnwood expanded until the mid-1950s. Most trees

were cut in repeated cycles of selective logging, with only the

larger individuals of a few commercially sought-after species

being taken.

The majority of logging is now carried out by private conces-

sionaires. Most forest permits and licences are issued for one

year at a time with an option for renewal if performance is satis-

factory. However, some licences can be issued for as long as 10

years. There are 1940 sq. km of private forest land and an esti-

mated 2500 sq. km of Crown land under licence (ODA. 1989).

Although there are 46 sawmills in the country, some 75 per

cent of the country's lumber production comes from only five or

six mills (ODA, 1989). In 1986-87. three species, mahogany,
pine and cedar Cedrela odorata accounted for 58 per cent of

sawnwood production. Production of cedar and mahogany has

declined considerably this century. In 1928-29. 2.5 million cu.

feet were harvested each year, but between 1983 and 1987 only

350,000 cu. feet were cut annually. It is, however, estimated

that even the much lower levels of pine and hardwood now
being cut cannot be sustained with the present management and

harvesting systems.

Plantation forestry began over 45 years ago, but only a very

small area of plantations exists today, Piniis caribaea is planted

most commonly, but teak Tectona grandis, Gmelina aihorea

and Swielenia macrophylla are also used.

A number of non-timber forest products are harvested in the

wild on a commercial basis. Up to the middle of this century or

thereabouts, the production of chicle from sapodilla trees

Table 16.3

extraction

The amount of land in Belize with potential for timber

gelation Class
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Columbia Riverforest, Belize. (WWF/Tony Rath)

There are two bird species listed as threatened in Belize by

Collar et al. (1992): the yellow-headed Amazon Amazona ora-

trix and the keel-billed motmot Electron carinatum. The
Amazon lives in a variety of habitats including humid forest,

but the motmot is confined to moist forest. Habitat destruction

is one of the causes of the decline in both species.

Forest mammals listed as threatened by lUCN
(Groombridge. 1993) that occur in Belize are the howler mon-

key Alouatta pigra, the spider monkey Ateles geoffroyi, the tapir

Tapirus bairdii. the margay Leopardus wieldii and the olingo

Bassarisciis siimichrasti.

Conservation Areas

Provision for the gazettement and management of conservation

areas lies within the National Parks System Act of 1981. which

is administered by the Ministry of Natural Resources. Wildlife

sanctuaries are no-hunting zones that are set aside to preserve

important habitats or migration stop-over sites. National parks

and monuments are for the enjoyment of the people of Belize

and are open to the public. Nature reserves are set aside for sci-

entific research.

The government does not have the resources to manage or

protect its system of national parks adequately. However, it con-

Table 16.4 Conservation Areas in Belize

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories I-IV are listed

below. Marine reserves have been excluded. Private reserves and for-

est reserves (category VIII) are shown on Figure 16.1.

In recent years, several thousand hectares of land have been

transferred out of reserved forests including some from

Columbia River Forest Reserve for shifting agriculture (ODA.

1989).

Biodiversity

Although a small country, Belize has a high diversity of plant

and animal life. Since much of its habitat is relatively undis-

turbed at present, the populations of many species are more sta-

ble here than in other countries. The flora is estimated to include

about 4000 species of flowering plants, with 700 tree species,

but there are few endemics (Hartshorn et al.. 1984). There are

135 species of mammals. 513 bird species, 107 reptiles and 32

amphibians (N. Bird. pers. comm.). The country's spectacular

barrier reef is the second longest in the world and has been

nominated for listing under the World Heritage Convention.

Two crocodile species are threatened in Belize. Crocodyhis

acutiis and C. moreletii, though only the former is listed as

globally threatened by lUCN (Groombridge. 1993). C. aciitus is

widely distributed along the coastline and the latter, which is

rarer, is found in inland lagoons and rivers, including in the

upper streams of the Maya Mountains (Hartshorn et al.. 1984).

The threatened Central American river turtle Dermatemys
mawii is comparatively common in Belize. It is. however,

hunted for food everywhere it occurs.

National Park
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tracts the Belize Audubon Society (BAS), a private NGO, to

provide management plans and train park wardens. BAS has

access to domestic and international funding sources that the

government does not, so this relationship works quite well.

As well as the protected areas with lUCN's categories I-IV

listed in Table 16.4, there are also three other privately held

reserves in the country (Figure 16.1). The Community Baboon

Sanctuary was established in 1985 to protect one of the few

healthy black howler monkey Alouatta villosa populations in

Central America. Landowners from eight villages included in the

area contribute to the maintenance of the sanctuary which now
covers 53 sq. km. Rio Bravo Conservation and Management
Area (926 sq. km), is being managed to integrate forestry and

conservation by the Programme for Belize (see Box). There is

also a 4 sq. km reserve at Monkey Bay (separate from the

wildlife sanctuary). Shipstern is the only private reserve in

Belize listed in lUCN's categories I-IV; it is a category IV

reserve. It is being run along the same lines as Rio Bravo and is

also being used as a production area for butterflies for export.

The 16 forest reserves, most in the south of Belize (see

Figure 16.1), are managed for multiple use. Sustainable extrac-

tion of forest products and tourist recreation are permitted

where these are consistent with protection of wildlife and envi-

ronmental values. These reserves cover a total area of 4487 sq.

km (N. Bird, in litt).

Figure 16.1 Private reserves and forest reserves of Belize

Source: unpublished data held at WCMC

Forest Rfiserves

Privalc Rfseives

Waier Bodies

A boat-billed heron Cochlearius cochlearius on nest with young

in Cockscomb Basin Wildlife Sanctuary. (WWF/Tony Rath)

Conservation Initiatives

A comprehensive land-use study, funded by the Overseas

Development Administration of the UK, is nearly complete.

This will provide Belize's government with information which

will enable it to zone agricultural and infrastructural develop-

ment so as to minimise environmental risks.

International and local NGOs working in conservation

have a high profile in Belize. The Belize Audubon Society is

involved with environmental education, conservation of

wildlife and, as mentioned above, in the financing, develop-

ment and management of protected areas. The overall goal of

the Programme for Belize is to assist in the conservation and

economic development of the natural resources of the coun-

try. The Nature Conservancy assisted with the purchase of

Rio Bravo.

The Nature Conservancy of the US and the NGO CARE
International include Belize in their regional "Proyecto
Ambiental para Centro America". This is a project to promote

conservation and sustainable use of resources in Central

America. The main emphasis in Belize is on the district of

Toledo in the south of the country.
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Programme for Belize and the Rio Bravo Conservation and Management Area
In the late 1980s, some 2830 sq. km of land in north-western

Belize came on the open market after the break-up of a much
larger holding. The land, mostly covered with sub-tropical

moist forest, but also with significant tracts of wetland and

pine-oak savanna, had been selectively logged (mainly for

Cedrela and Swielenia) for well over a century. Nonetheless

it was still in excellent condition, containing healthy popula-

tions of a wide range of species that were becoming rare in

Central America. In addition, although no indigenous people

had lived in the area since the mid- 19th century, ancient

Mayan settlements were common.
As it was feared that the area would be totally cleared for

agriculture. Programme for Belize (PFB) was set up with the

express purpose of acquiring as much of the land as possible

for conservation purposes. PFB is a Belizean controlled, non-

profit making company which is dedicated to promoting wise

use of the nation's natural resources. Around 445 sq. km of

land were purchased with funding from foundations, bilateral

aid agencies, commercial sponsors and — through a sponsor-

ship scheme for purchase and endowment of individual plots

— from private donors including schools. A further 370 sq.

km were subsequently donated by Coca-Cola Inc. after the

company abandoned its original plan for a large-scale citrus

plantation on the land. Additional land purchases means that,

as of September 1993, PFB controlled a total of slightly over

926 sq. km (Programme for Belize, 1993).

This area constitutes the Rio Bravo Conservation and

Management Area (RBCMA), where Programme for Belize

demonstrates the practical application of its principles. The
ultimate objective is to achieve financial self-sufficiency for

conservation management of Rio Bravo through revenues

generated by wise use of its natural resources. In doing so,

PFB will also show that retention of forest is a viable eco-

nomic use of the land. Meanwhile, although several (20-30)

thousand hectares, mostly owned by Mennonites. has since

been turned over to intensive agriculture, much of the origi-

nal holding remains under forest cover and the PFB main-

tains its policy of purchasing such land as it can when it

comes onto the market. The RBCMA already has a shared

boundary with the Guatemalan Rio Azul National Park and it

is hoped that it may ultimately form the Belizean portion of a

tri-national conservation area in the northern Peten/southem

Yucatan area.

As of 1993. Programme for Belize has completed prelimi-

nary management, land-use and action plans. It is now
emphasising development of land management activity,

based on a provisional zoning system, whilst refining its

planning approach for the post- 1995 period. It has a fully-

functioning research station, and long-term programmes for

pure and applied ecological research, archaeological work,

environmental monitoring and survey work are in place.

There is also beginning to be effective control over the illegal

resource theft, looting of Mayan sites and hunting that have

long taken place in this border zone. An education and out-

reach programme is operating and subsidised visits by local

groups are rapidly increasing. PFB also runs a professional

training scheme, giving a year of practical work experience

to Belizeans contemplating a career in natural resource man-
agement.

At present, educational tourism is the sole revenue-earn-

ing activity established on the RBCMA, but this already pro-

vides some 20 per cent of annual financial requirements.

Other means of raising money are planned. The provisional

zoning system allows for harvesting of non-timber forest

products over the wide area buffering RBCMA' s central core

and trials for chicle-tapping and production of honey, essen-

tial oils, resins, logwood dyes and other products are cur-

rently being devised. Zoning on the lands donated by Coca-

Cola allow for harvest of the timber, therefore the potential

for sustainable forestry is being investigated; this is subject to

the production of an appropriate forestry plan and the results

of an independent environmental impact assessment. PFB's

remit also allows for experimental agricultural and agro-

forestry activities, but these have not been developed as yet.

The combination of conservation and economic develop-

ment and the determination to achieve self-sufficiency, the

last within a specific and limited time-frame and within the

constraints set by wise-use, are important features of

Programme for Belize and its work on the Rio Bravo Area.

Perhaps the most important feature, however, is the demon-
stration that a local NGO, by making judicious use of the full

range of support mechanisms available to it, can develop its

own approach to sustainable natural resource management on

an ambitious scale.

Source: John Burton. Programme for Belize
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Map 16.1 Belize

Forest cover data for Belize was made available to WCMC by the Land Information Centre

(LIC) of the Ministry of Natural Resources. Belmopan. David Gray, of LIC. kindly provided a

digital dataset of forests at a scale of 1:500.000, harmonised into simplified broad forest cate-

gories to facilitate use in this Atlas. The distribution of each forest type in the LIC dataset was

derived from land system maps of the Land Resource Assessments compiled by Bruce King er

ai (1986. 1989 and 1992) of the Natural Resources Institute (NRI), UK- It must be noted, how-

ever, that because the forest cover has been estimated from the NRI Land Systems survey (i.e.

the extent of each forest type was estimated by extracting land known to be under cultivation

from 1985-1989), this map should be seen only as a first approximation at measuring the forest

resources of Belize.

Mangrove cover for the outlying cays has been added from a supplementary file provided by

the Land Information Centre, and is based on Zisman. S. (1992) Mangroves in Belize: their

characieristtcs. use and conservation, an unpublished report for the Forest Planning and

Management Project.

The NRI land system units, mapped to show agricultural potential of Belize, were assigned to

the following forest classification: broadleaf cover (>15% tree canopy cover): open broadleaf

cover (25%-75%); mixed broadleaf and pine (>75%); pine woodland (>75%); pine woodland

savanna (50%-75%); pine tree savanna (5%-50%); marsh/swamp forest (>75%); mangrove

l>5'7c) and non-forest cover (<5%). Canopy cover was determined by interpreting a sample of

1 :40,000 scale aerial photographs, however determination was indicative only. It is important to

note that the broadleaf category is very generalised. This class is a mixture of a wide range of

forest types ranging from low scrubby woodlands to tall species-rich forests. The match

between land system units and forest types varied, with good correlations for pine forests,

marsh/swamp forest and non-forest. However, because the broadleaf classification is so general,

the only way the extent of this class could be derived was by subtracting the area of all the other

classes from the total area of Belize. This inevitably will have introduced inaccuracies.

The following forest classes have been amalgamated into the broad forest types shown on

Map 16.1. Lowland rain forest — Broadleafforest and Open broadleafforest: pine forest —
Pine woodland. Pine woodland savanna and Mixed broadleaf/pine forest: inland swamp forest

— Marsli/swamp: mangrove — Mangrove: and non-forest — Pine tree savanna and Non-

foresl.

A map compiled at a 1 :350,O00 scale by the Belize Centre for Environmental Studies, Belize

City, Belize — Protected Lands ofBelize ( 1 992), was used to portray the protected areas.
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Table 17.1 Land use in Costa Rica in 1984

Uind Use

Pasture

Forest

Permanent crops

Annual crops

Other natural veg.

Urban areas

Lakes and reservoirs

Others

Total

Areci (sq. km)

22.290

16,385

3.150

2.102

5.949

266

163

452

50.757*

Percent ofcoiiiiliy

43.9

32.3

6.2

4.1

11.7

0.5

0.3

0.9

100

* NB This IS a slighlly lower total land area than given al the head of the chapter

Stmrce: MIRENEM/PAFCR (1990)

est cover. Table 17.1 shows land use in Costa Rica in 1984.

Major agricultural exports from the country are coffee and

bananas followed by beef and sugar. Beef production occupies a

disproportionately large share of agricultural land (Leonard,

1987). Costa Rican society is regarded as the most equitable in

(he region, nevertheless access to land and resources is very

unequal with 36 per cent of the land in large farms of over 5 sq.

km and these are held by only one per cent of the landowners

(Leonard. 1987).

The Fore.sts

Different systems have been used in Costa Rica for the ecologi-

cal classification of vegetation (e.g Tosi. 1969; Gomez. 1986).

The most widely used is the system of "Life Zones" described

by Holdridge et al. ( 1971 ). which is based on land form and cli-

mate. The system divides the forest types dealt with in this Atlas

into tropical lowland, tropical premontane, lower montane and

tropical montane. Each category is further sub-divided into

moist, wet and rain forest types. In addition, mangroves and

tropical dry forests exist in closed formations.

Tropical moist forest is the most widespread, but also the

most discontinuous. Life Zone in Costa Rica (Holdridge et al.,

1971). It is found in large areas of the north, east and southeast.

The forest is composed of tall (40 to 50 meters), semideciduous

or evergreen trees, with wide crowns and slender unbranched

boles (mostly less than 100 cm dbh). There are also understorey

trees 15-18 m high and a moderately den.se undergrowth of 1-3 m
high shrubs. Typical tree species include Anacardiuin excelsum.

Brosimwn spp.. Liiehea seemannii, Cordia alliodora. Castilloa

spp.. Virola spp., Giiarea spp.. Calophylliim brasilien.se.

Terminalia ainazonia, Dialium giiianense, Tal)ebuia

pentaphylla. Ochroma lagopus. Minquartia guianen.sis.

Coumarouna panamensis. Vitex spp. and Eschweilera calycula-

la. Palms, especially Scheelea rostrata. are usually abundant.

Holdridge's tropical wet forest is most extensive in the high

rainfall areas of the Sarapiqui and Tortuguero plains in the

northeast and in the Golfo Dulce lowlands in the southwest. The

forest is multistoried and evergreen, the canopy is 45 to 55

meters high, while understorey trees are 10-25 m tall and the

shrub layer is only 1.5-2.5 m. Overall, the trees are taller and

denser than those in the moist forests and they include numer-

ous stilt-rooted palms. It is the most species rich of the Life

Zones with as many as 100 tree species in a single hectare.

The vegetation in Holdridge's tropical premontane moist for-

est zone in the centre of the country has mostly been destroyed

and replaced with coffee bushes. It is a two-layered semidecidu-

ous forest with a canopy at about 25 m and an understorey of

evergreen trees 10-20 m tall. Typical species included Persea

caerulea. Plioebe mexicana. Erblichia odorala and Albizzia

adinocephalu.

The tropical premontane wet forest occurs on the lower

slopes of the El General Valley, in the Turrialba area and in a

broad arc on the lower slopes of the Valle Central, extending

in a narrow band along the Pacific flank of the Tilaran and

Guanacaste Cordilleras. The forest is semi-evergreen with a

canopy 30—10 m high, understorey trees are 10-20 m high and

there is a dense undergrowth 2-3 m tall. Various species of the

family Lauraceae characterise the forests, while Talauma glo-

riensis and Lafoensia spp. and Maiiria spp. are also common.

The evergreen tropical premontane rain forest occurs mainly

along the Atlantic slopes of the Talamanca, Central and Tilaran

Cordilleras. Canopy trees are mostly 30-40 m high and the sub-

canopy is dense, with trees 15-25 m tall. Palms are common in

well-drained situations. Epiphytes, woody vines and herbaceous

climbers are very abundant.

Lower montane moist forest occurs in only small areas of the

country: north and southwest of Cartago and around the town of

Zacero. It is an open evergreen forest. Canopy trees are mostly

Querciis. 30-35 m high. The lower montane wet forest occurs

chiefly on the Cordillera de Talamanca. It is primarily an ever-

green oak forest with Querciis oocarpa at lower elevations,

Q. copevensis in the upper elevations and Q. tomenrocaiilis.

Cornus disciflora. Cedrela tonduzii. Almis joriillensis and

Magnolia poasana also occur. Tropical lower montane rain for-

est occurs extensively on the windward flanks of the Central

Cordillera, both flanks of the Talamanca Cordillera, the top of

the Tilaran Cordillera and around the volcanic summits in the

Guanacaste Cordillera. It too is an evergreen forest with

Querciis species occurring commonly and these may reach 50 m
although the general canopy height is only 25-30 m tall.

Tropical montane wet forest is restricted to the summit and

upper southwest slopes of Irazii volcano but most of the vege-

tation here was destroyed by the volcanic eruptions of

1963-65. It would have been an evergreen forest with the

canopy dominated by Querciis species. Tropical montane rain

forest is found in the high Talamancas and occurs as small out-

liers around the summits of Turrialba, Irazii, Barba and Poas

volcanoes. Rains, heavy mists and low cloud cover occur daily

in these areas and there is no dry season. Trees are 25-30 m
tall with small, often open crowns. Epiphytes are abundant and

there is a dense shrub layer. Only 12 or 13 tree species occur

including Buddleia alpina. Escallonia poasana, Oreopanax

xalapense, Weininannia pinnata, Quercus coslaricensis and

Podocarpus standteyi.

Dry tropical forest once covered extensive areas in the north-

em Pacific coastal plain. Most has now been cleared for agricul-

ture but some remnant areas in the Guanacaste National Park

have become the focus for a major international conservation

programme (Janzen. 1986). The forest is semi-deciduous with a

canopy at 20-30 m. an understorey of trees 10-20 m high and a

2-5 m tall, dense shrublayer. Common trees include

Bombacopsis quinatum. Casearia arguta. Clioinelia spinosa.

Eugenia salamensis. Piper amalago and Zanlho.xyliim setulo-

siini (Hartshorn. 1983).

Mangroves
Costa Rica's mangroves are found mostly along the Pacific

coast of Costa Rica, where they occupy 35 per cent of the shore-

line (WRI, 1991). In the Gulf of Nicoya, they cover 152 sq. km
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(MIRENEM/DGF. 1988). At present, it is far more profitable

for landowners to clear their land and produce agricultural crops

for export than it is for them to try and manage forests for a sus-

tained yield of timber.

The direct economic value of forest exploitation is very

low. only 3.6 percent of the value of agricultural (MIRENEM.
1989). The forest sector is considered to contribute only one

per cent to GNP. This is due to the fact that the only element

taken into account is the value of timber supplied to industry.

Other factors, such as the creation of jobs and the production

of firewood and other direct and indirect forest products, are

being ignored (Flores, 1985). In addition, forests are

immensely important for the protection of catchments, both of

agricultural areas and of hydro-electric schemes, and are

valuable for tourism.

A recent study indicates that the depreciation of the value of

the forest resource is very high, exceeding 100 million dollars in

1989 (WRI, 1991 ). If this loss of forest capital were to be taken

into account when calculating Gross National Product then,

instead of an annual growth of three per cent in GNP (World

Bank, 1991). a decline of almost two per cent per year could be

demonstrated in recent years.

A Tropical Forest Action Plan was completed in 1991, but

the implementation of the plan has been limited by the failure of

international development assistance agencies to provide finan-

cial support for it.

Deforestation

Within a period of only 50 years, the forest cover of Costa Rica

has declined from 80 per cent of the total territory to under 30

per cent. More than 99 per cent of tropical dry forest, 77 per

cent of the tropical moist forest and 54 per cent of the tropical

wet forest have been cleared.

Several studies indicate that deforestation has increased dra-

matically since 1922, but that it has been most severe in the four

decades from 1950 (see Figure 17.1). During this period, aver-

age annual deforestation has exceeded 500 sq. km. The root of

the problem is a combination of official policies aimed at

expanding the economy, liberal laws of land possession and a

high rate of population growth (WRI, 1991). FAO (1993) esti-

mates annual deforestation between the years of 1981 and 1990

to have been 496 sq. km, a rate of 2.9 per cent, which is consid-

erably higher than that in any other Central or South American

country except Paraguay. However in their recent report, Lutz er

al. (1993) estimate that clear cutting in Costa Rica is now only

50 to 100 sq. km per year, as opposed to their estimate of 300 sq

km being cleared each year in the past. They also report that

since their survey was completed in 1992, a government analy-

sis of LANDSAT data for the period 1986 to 1992 found aver-

age annual deforestation to be 1 70 sq km. They consider that the

decrease can be explained by the fact that conversion histori-

cally occurred on land most suitable for agricultural use, and

that the remaining forest lands are of increasingly marginal use

for agriculture. In addition to this conversion. Lutz et al. esti-

mate that the authorized change from primary to secondary for-

est, from secondary to logged-over secondary forest or from tree

stands to solely pastureland may reach 310 to 360 sq. km per

year. Including estimates of overcutting at authorized sites and

cutting at unauthorized sites, Lutz et al. consider that selective

logging could reach between 510 and 590 sq. km per year.

Most forest depletion has been caused by an increase in the

area cleared for pasture. In other words, deforestation has been

mainly the consequence of the expansion of livestock produc-

tion. This process started in the 1950s and was based on policies

designed to encourage the export of beef. The generous credit

programmes supporting beef production were funded almost

exclusively by external sources. From 1950 to 1984. land used

for livestock production increased by 10,264 sq. km (MIREN-
EM/PAFCR. 1990); pasture now occupies more than 54 per

cent of the land. In spite of this, meat exports have never

exceeded 8.6 per cent of Costa Rica's total exports.

This increase in livestock production, which required large

areas of land and a small labour force, was not of benefit to the

poor campesinos; instead it turned them into land speculators

(WRI, 1991). They settled in uncultivated public lands, cleared

some of the forest then sold the 'improved' lands to buyers who
had economic power and access to bank credit. These buyers

turned the areas into livestock farms. This process occurred so

fast that it was not possible to extract and make good use of the

trees that were cut down on the land. As a consequence, more

than 90 per cent of the wood was wasted. This led to the "cul-

ture" of squandering that still prevails among Costa Rican

campesinos and loggers. However. Lutz et al. (1993) consider

that smallholders squatting on public or private land play only a

minor role in current land clearing or logging.

Lutz et al. (1993) regard economic motives of the owners of

forested land to be the current driving force behind most of the

conversion and selective logging: the main objective being to

realize the gains from timber harvesting or from subsequent

agricultural production or both. Forest clearing to establish a

stronger claim to the land no longer appears to be a motive, as it

was in the past (Lutz et al.. 1993).

The rate of deforestation has been accelerated by the increase

in road building in the country. For instance, the completion of

the Interamerican Highway meant that clearing of the forest

rose five fold along the Pacific slope. Similarly, deforestation

on the Atlantic slope increased after the construction of the San

Jose to Limon road. As a result of the clearance, erosion, flood-

ing, falling river levels and weed infestation are causing diffi-

culties in many areas. These problems are widespread along the

entire central and south Pacific slope.

Until 1984. the forest was generally considered an obstacle to

agriculture and cattle raising and deforested land was regarded

as more valuable than forested. However, at that time a law was

passed prohibiting the clearance of forest from land that was

unsuitable for agriculture. Recently, there has been an increase

in public concern about the destruction of the forests, with many
more people in favour of the conservation of nature.

Biodiversity

The rich flora and fauna present today in Costa Rican forests are

the result of the dispersion of biota from the two large continen-

tal masses of North and South America. These two blocks were

separated until the end of the Pleistocene, when the Central

American isthmus containing Costa Rica was formed.

This geographical situation, the variety of landscapes (moun-

tain ranges with peaks over 3800 m, intermountain valleys of

different altitudes and coastal plains and prairies of various

characteristics and sizes), its condition as a barrier separating

two oceans and the consequent five different climatic regions

has resulted in Costa Rica containing more species per unit area

than most other countries in the world (MIRENEM, 1992;

Quesada, 1990). Containing .some 10,000 plant species, 850 bird

species, 228 species of mammals (about half of these are bats).

215 reptile species, 160 species of amphibians, 130 species of

fresh water fishes and around 360,000 species of insects, it is
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Figure 17.1 Deforestation in Costa Rica between the years of 1940-1987

Dense forest

(80 - 100% canopy cover)

Source: Fundacion Neotropica ( 1988)
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home to between four and five per cent of the world's terrestrial

animal and plant species (Quesada, 1990).

Many of Costa Rica's species, both plants and animals, have

still not been described and. with the current rate of habitat

destruction, it is likely that they will disappear before they are

known (MIRENEM/SPN. 1992). The tropical moist and wet

forests have the highest biodiversity in the country and these

ecosystems are vanishing rapidly.

For its size. Costa Rica may have the most diverse plant life

in the world (Davis et ah. 1986). For instance. La Selva Private

Reserve, an area of only 14 sq. km, contains as many as 1740

vascular plants (Hammel, 1990). Gentry (1978) estimated that a

total of 8,000 species occur in the country, while L.D. Gomez
(1984. cited in Davis et al.. 1986) considers that 10,000 occur.

Of these. 1393 are believed endemic (Davis er a/.. 1986).

Forty-five commercial timber species are threatened, nine of

these are endemic (CEAP.ECO., 1991: MIRENEM. 1992).

Among the threatened species are the mahoganies Swietenia

humilis and S. macrophylla, cocobolo Dalbergia retusci, bal-

samo Myroxylon balsamum. Belize yellowwood Podocaipiis

giialemalensis. Conlia gerascanthiis. Paikici pendiila and Mora
oleifera (MIRENEM. 1992).

The 1994 lUCN Red List of Threatened Animals
(Groombridge. 1993) contains 37 species (12 mammals, seven

birds, seven reptiles, one amphibian and ten invertebrates) that

are found in Costa Rica. Few, however, are restricted to the

country. The threatened non-endemics include the Central

American squirrel monkey Saimiri oerstedii. the giant anteater

Myrmecophaga tridaetyla. the Central American tapir Tapirus

bairdii and the American crocodile Crocodylus acutiis: these are

all relatively widespread. In contrast, the threatened mountain

squirrel Syntheosciurus brochiis and eight-spotted skipper Dalla

octomaculata are found otherwise only in Panama. Excluding

birds, the golden toad Biifo periglenes is the only endangered

vertebrate endemic to the country. Many of the invertebrates

listed are endemic, including most of the Odonata such as

PaUieinneina gigantula. P. melanota. Diaphlebia pallidisiyliis

and Epigomphus camelus.

Collar el al. (1992) list only four threatened bird species in

Costa Rica. One of these, the mangrove hummingbird AinazHia

boucardi is endemic. The other three species are the keel-billed

motmot Electron carinatum. the bare-necked umbrella bird

Cephalopteriis glabricollis and the yellow-billed cotinga

Carpodectes antoniae. Destruction of their forest habitat —

including mangroves — is the cause of the decline of all of

these species. Hunting and the cagebird trade are also a threat in

Costa Rica (Stiles, 1985). The species most affected by hunting

is the great curassow Cra.x rubra, while the scarlet macaw Ara

macao. yellow-headed amazon Amazona ochrocephala, dark-

backed goldfinch Carduelis psaltria. yellow-bellied siskin C.

.xanthogastra and yellow-tailed oriole Icterus mesomelas are all

commonly kept in cages by the local people and are threatened

as a result (Stiles, 1985).

Luis Elizondo of the National Institute of Biodiversity

(INBio) has produced an unpublished list of the amphibians,

reptiles, birds and mammals that are threatened in Costa Rica

(rather than being globally threatened as listed by lUCN). He
considers 76 bird and 18 mammal species to be threatened and

1 1 birds and three mammals to be in danger of extinction in the

country (Elizondo, 1991). As well as the golden toad, he lists

the toad Atelopus senex as heading for extinction, possibly due

to the introduction of exotic fish such as the trout Sabno gaird-

neri. The reptiles he lists as threatened are the marine turtles.

A recent study (MIRENEM/SPN. 1991) identifies the areas

of highest endemism in the country. They are the Talamanca

region, the highlands of the central volcanic mountain range,

the Golfo Dulce area and the Isla del Coco (these regions are

all under the protection of the national parks system). This

same study assessed the contribution of biodiversity to the

country's development and the cost of conserving it. It demon-

strated that the most effective mechanism to conserve biodiver-

sity in the long term is the National System of Consenrition

Areas, which is the new pattern of management of protected

areas in Costa Rica.

Conservation Areas

Costa Rica is internationally known for its efforts in the field of

conservation. Although the first national park was created in

1945 (Hartshorn et al.. 1982), it was in the 1970s that the

process effectively began. Now over 70 areas (excluding the

anthropological reserves) have been established (see Table

17.4) and more than 20 per cent of the country's territory has

been legally declared as belonging to some kind of conserva-

tion area. Only the national p^^rks. biological reserves, wildlife

refuges and national monuments are listed in Table 17.5 and

shown on Map 17.1 as these are the only ones in lUCN's cate-

gories I-IV. Three of the national parks (Barra Honda — 23 sq.

Table 17.4 The establishment of protected areas in Costa Rica

Categories Year

Before

1971 71-75 76-80 81-85 86-90 1991

Total

National Park

Biological Reserve*

National Monument

Wildlife Refuge

Forest Reserve

Protection Zone

National Forest

Total

" including the private resen'es

Source: MIRENEM/SPN ( 1992)
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km. Cahuita— 1 1 sq. km and Volcan Irazu — 23 sq. km) have

also been excluded as these are in category V. There are two
private biological reserves. La Selva (14 sq. km) and
Monteverde (105 sq. km — see Box in Chapter S), which arc

not mapped or listed.

The administration of the protected areas falls under a variety

of different organisations. The National Parks Scrxice (Servicio dc

Parques Nacionales — SPN) manages national parks, biological

Table 17.5 Conservation areas in Costa Rica

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories 1-IV are listed

below. For information on World Heritage sites. Ranisar sites and

Biosphere reserves see Chapter 8.

National Parks
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new, integrated approach to conservation and development, but

it has not yet been given any official recognition by the govern-

ment.

The Forestry Action Plan for Costa Rica

(MIRENEM/PAFCR. 1990) was based on a diagnosis of the

forest situation in the country. It demonstrated that the present

pattern of farming was causing a "significant deterioration"" of

natural resources. It has been officially acknowledged and has

served as a base for the National Development Plan of the cur-

rent government. External technical and financial cooperation in

the forest sector is linked to the plan's implementation.

An important recent initiative was the creation of the National

Institute for Biodiversity. This institute is a private, non-profit-

making organization, the purpose of which is to carry out a

national inventory of biodiversity and improve the information

on biodiversity and its uses for the benefit of the country.

The development of new mechanisms to support conserva-

tion activities (such as the "foreign debt-for-nature swap") has

provided conservation programmes with large amounts of

money and. therefore, with greater long term stability. NGOs
have played an important role in this field. Two of the inost out-

standing NGOs are the National Parks Foundation and the

Foundation for the Development of the Central Volcanic
Mountain Range, which jointly administer some US$50 million.

The government has provided a series of incentives to

strengthen management of the private forest sector. These
incentives help national, regional and campesino organizations

to plant and manage forests.
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Map 17.1 Costa Rica
Cosia Rica loresi data have been derived from two main sources. Forest cover has been digi-

tised from a dyeline map (In nine sheets covering different regions), entitled Mapa de

Cobertura Boscosa de Costa Rica i-^60'7c densidadl The source map was compiled by the

Ministerio de Recursos Naturales. Energia y Minas. Direccion General Forestal (1988). at a

scale of 1:200.000. Forests, at >60^c canopy cover, are shown and are classified as Area de

Bosque Naiural. These natural forest areas have been digitised to compile the forest cover data

shown on Map 17.1,

An ecological map. Mapa Ecologico — Republica de Costa Rica, using Holdridge Life

Zones, has been selectively digitised and overlaid onto the forest cover information, to delimit

ihe submontane and montane forest types of Costa Rica. The source map. published in 1 969 and

produced by Joseph A. Tosi Jr.. Centro Cientifico Tropical, San Jose, depicts 19 Life Zones. Of

these, five zones have been digitised, from Ihe Piso Moniano Bajo and Pi-\o Montana forest for-

mations, to locale submontane and montane moist forest. The source classes have been digitised

and harmonised in the following way: submontane rain forest comprises Ltnver montane moist

forest. Lower montane wet forest and L^wer montane rain forest; montane rain forest includes

Montane wet forest and Montane rain forest. The limits of dry forest {tropicai dr\ forest) have

also been derived from this map. The location and extent of remaining mangroves were sup-

plied by the author,

Spatial data for the protected areas of Costa Rica have been extracted from a 1 :500.000 scale

dyeline map Mapa de Areas Silvestres (1989), prepared by the Ministerio de Recursos

Naturales. Energia v Minas and Direccion General Forestal. Costa Rica. Additions and

updates have been made to protected area boundaries from information hand drawn onto large

1:200.000 scale maps (Instituto Geografico Nacional. 1969). and kindly made available to

WCMC by the Servico de Parques Nacionales. Costa Rica.
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Figure 18.1 Hypothetical climax vegetation of El Salvador Siiiini'- Daugherty ( 1%')! Irom field observations, 1968-1969; Laver (1955)

mangroves cover 446 sq. km. They are concentrated in four areas;

Bahi'a de Jiquilisco. Barra de Santiago. Estero de Jaltepeque and
Bahi'a de La Union. The main species are Rhizophora inangte.

Avicennia genniiiaus and Lxigiiiiculciria niccinosa. Although they

are, by law. inalienable government domain, the mangroves suf-

fer exploitation for poles, posts, firewood and tannins. In addi-

tion, they are threatened by the encroachment of agriculture, the

construction of shrimp and salt ponds, drainage for mosquito con-

trol and the influx of agricultural pesticides (USAID, 1988),

Forest Resources and Management
El Salvador is thought to have been almost completely forested

at the time of European settlement in the 16th century. In a 1985
study, using data from 1978 and 1979, it was estimated that only

2682 sq km or 13 per cent of the country's land area was covered

with "forest" (Perfil Ambiental, 1985). However, in this report

"forest" included plantations and shrubland (Table 18.1) and
very little undisturbed natural forest (as defined in this Atlas)

reinained. Excluding shiubland and plantations from Table 18.1,

the area of natural closed forest remaining in 1978/79 was only

1846 sq. km or 9 per cent of El Salvador's land area.

FAO ( 1993a) indicates that 1230 sq. km of forest remained in

EI Salvador in 1990, 64 per cent of this is in the hill and mon-
tane zone of the country. FAO (1993a) gives no figure for

closed broadleaved forest in the country. The distribution of the

forests shown on Map 18.1 have been taken from a map that

was published more than a decade ago — in 1981. The area of

the forests given in Table 18.2 (1555 sq. km) is, therefore,

almost certainly an oveiestimate of the present day situation.

The broadleaved forests are scattered in relatively small

patches throughout the country and include riparian forests

along the streams. The most important, for biological diversity

and as watershed protection, are the cloud forests of
Montecristo, Volcan Santa Ana and El Pital (USAID, 1988).

Cloud forests are estimated to cover appioximately 39 sq. km.
As of 1982. El Salvador imported 90 per cent of its wood.

Extensive reforestation over the last several years may help

remedy this situation but any gains are offset by the high rate of

Table 18.1 Areas of Forest Vegetation in El Salvador

Type of Forest Area (sq. km) '7c of totalforest % of land area

Coniferous



El Salvador
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Table 18.2 Estimates of forest extent in El Salvador

Fores! type
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Table 18.3 Conservation Areas in El Salvador

Existing conservation areas for El Salvador in lUCN categories I-IV

are listed below

National Parks

El Imposible*

Montecristo*

Total

Area (.?</. km)

32

20

52

* areas with forest wilhin Ihcir boundaries aecording lo Map 18.1

Sonne: WCMC (unpublished dalal

Initiatives for Conservation

There have been relatively few conservation organisations

active in El Salvador and very little international financial and

technical assistance has been received by the country.

By the end of 1993, El Salvador's government had reactivat-

ed the Tropical Forestry Action Plan exercise with a view to

completing the planning phase by early 1994. The TFAP
Coordinating Unit of FAO is assisting the government in the

preparation of a project document for capacity building, in order

to strengthen the recently created National Forestry Institute.

The exercise has helped to revise Forest Act and integrate

forestry into the National Reconstruction Plan and the National

Environment Aaenda (FAO. 1993b).
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Map 18.1 El Salvador
The spatial data for El Salvador's forests were digitised from Mapa de Vegetation Arborea de

el Salvador, a map prepared at a scale of 1:200,000 by the Ministerio de Agricultura y

Ganaderia, Direccion General de Recursos Naturales Renovables. Programa Determinacion del

Uso Potential del Suelo. This map was published in 1981; more recent information has not been

traced. The source map is a land use map, illustrating the remaining natural forests as well as

cash crops. Only the Bosque category, which has been mapped as lowland or montane forest

(demarcated by a 3000' contour taken from the Digital Chart of the World) and the Bosque

Imlrohaloftto (Manglares) category, mapped as mangrove, have been illustrated on Map 18,1.

The lowland forest comprises deciduous, evergreen and gallery forest; the montane forest

includes pine-oak and cloud forests; it has not been possible lo categorise the forests in greater

detail than this. The Bosque irregular (Matorral y Manchones Dispersos de Arholes) has not

been mapped as forest in this Atlas-

The boundaries of EI Salvador's protected area were derived from a photocopy of an A3 map.

Uhicacion de Areas para el Eslablecimento de Parques Nacionales \ Resen-as Equivalentes en

El Salvador, which was compiled in 1987 by the Departmenio de Planes v Provectos del

Servicio Forestal and the Centro de Recursos Naturales. Ser\icio de Parques Nacionales y Vida

Silvestre.
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Average annual rainfall is 1708 mm, but this is not distributed

evenly throughout the country. The east receives around 300 mm
precipitation annually with 45 to 60 rainy days, while in the

north there are up to 200 days of rain per year with total precipi-

tation of about 6000 mm.
Overall, population density is 95 inhabitants per sq. km.

which makes Guatemala the second most densely populated

country in Central and South America. The highest density. 872

inhabitants per sq. km, is in the central region in the department

of Guatemala and the lowest, only 6 people per sq. km, is found

in the department of El Peten (CONAMA, 1991). The indige-

nous population makes up 37 per cent of the inhabitants. There

are 19 Mayan ethnic groups who use 61 different dialects.

Around 82 per cent of these Mayans live in rural areas (Institute

Nacional de Estadistica. cited in PAFG. 1991 ). Only 38 per cent

of the total population live in urban areas.

Agricultural products are the country's major exports. These

include coffee, sugar, bananas, cardamon and cotton. Cultural

tourism is an important and growing industry in Guatemala.

The Forests

There are four main forest types in Guatemala: conifer,

broadleaved, mixed and mangroves.

The conifer forests are located over a wide altitudinal gradi-

ent, between 100 and 4000 m above sea level. They contain

such species as pine Pinus spp., fir Abies guatemalensis, cypress

Cupressus lusitanica and ahuehuete Taxodiuni mucronalum.

The classification of the pines varies, ranging from seven

species and two varieties according to Mittak (1977) to ten

species in the taxonomy used by Schwerdtfeger (1953) and

Veblen(1978).

The broadleaved forests are characteristic of low areas such

as Peten, Izabal, the north of Huehuetenango. Quiche and Alta

Verapaz. The most important commercial species include cedar

Cedrela odorata. mahogany Swietenia inacrophylla. chichique

Aspidosperina megalocurpiiin. palo bianco Tahebiiia donuell-

smithii and Santa Maria CalophyUiim brasiliense. An inventory

recently carried out in the department of El Peten revealed the

existence of some 300 tree species, of which 50 are timber

species (AHT/APESA, 1991 ).

The mixed forests are located in a transition area between the

conifer and broadleaved forest. Pines, oaks Qiiercus spp., liq-

uidambar Licjuidainhar styraciflua and some species from the

Betulaceae family (Ostrya sp. and Alniis spp.) are the dominant

species in this forest type but other genera, including Ocotea.

Nectandra and Persea. are also important.

Mangroves
The mangrove forests are located mainly on the Pacific coast,

where they cover an area of 174 sq. km or 0.2 per cent of the

country's land area. On Map 19.1, the mangroves cover an area

of 161 sq. km.

The mangrove swamps are composed of species of the gen-

era Rhizophora, Avicennia, Conocarpus and Lagunculaha. In

spite of being the essential breeding and feeding grounds for

countless species of marketable crustaceans, molluscs and fish,

the mangroves are still being used to produce charcoal, fire-

wood, dyes, medicines and construction materials. The wood is

valued for building as it is resistant to water. Mangrove areas

have been converted into shrimp and salt ponds and drained for

agriculture (Morales, 1979).

Mangroves are protected in the Monterrico Biotope on the

Pacific coast (not shown on Map 19.1 as it is in lUCN's category

VIII) and the Chocon Biotope on the Caribbean coast. Both of

these sites are managed by the Centro de Estudios

Conservacionistas (CECON) of the San Carlos University.

Other reserves, at Manchon and Punta de Manabique, have been

proposed.

Forest Resources and Management
The figures for area of forest remaining in Guatemala are very

varied. In the 1 99 1 Plan de Accion Forested para Guatemala, it

was reported that forests covered 40 per cent of the country,

81.5 per cent of this being broadleaved forest and the remainder

conifer forest (PAFG. 1991). Figures from the authors of this

chapter indicate that, in 1992, mature forest formations covered

31,843 sq. km, or only 30 per cent, of the country. Of this, the

conifer forests covered 2190 sq. km. broadleaved forests cov-

ered 28,209 sq. km, mixed forests covered 1270 sq. km and the

remainder (174 sq. km) was mangrove forest. The recent report

by FAO (1993), indicates that forest cover in Guatemala was

42,250 sq. km in 1990, but this figure includes areas with as lit-

tle as 10 per cent canopy cover. FAO's (1993) estimate for the

area of closed broadleaved forest in the country at the end of

1990 is 39,460 sq. km.

The source map (see Map Legend) for Map 19.1 includes a

legend showing the areas of different vegetation types within

the country. This has been translated and is reproduced here as

Table 19. 1. It is noted on the source map that the categories are

subject to revision and should not be taken as definitive. The

source map is undated, but is based on one published in 1992

and was sent to WCMC in mid- 1993.

The total forest area shown on Map 19.1 is, at 48,244 sq. km
(Table 19.2), slightly higher than the total of the first eight cate-

gories given in Table 19.1. It is. however, not clear how much
of this is forest as defined in this Atlas. The open forests (which

measure 9462 sq. km on Map 19.1 ) may be degraded or may be

naturally open formations, and the humedal certainly includes

wet grassland as well as swamp forests. As explained in the

Map Legend, the figure given in Table 19.2 for montane forests

includes all broadleaved and mixed forests above 1000 m, but

Table 19.1 Areas of different vegetation formations in Guatemala

rest Type' A,
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Table 19.2 Estimates of forest extent in Giiateniala

Forest type
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cent in the broadleaved forest (430 sq. km per year) and that

most of the destruction (380 sq. km per year) occurs in El Peten

and the Verapaces.

Molinos (1991) reported that of the 19 million cubic meters

of wood cut in 1990. 12 million cu. m (63 per cent) were used

as firewood for both domestic and industrial use. six million (32

per cent) rotted or burned in the field and one million (5 per

cent) was used as industrial logs. Fifty per cent of the wood
used as firewood came from the conifer forests, 25 per cent

from mixed forests and the remaining 25 per cent from the

broadleaved forests. It is calculated that this wood "saves" the

country US$300 million in oil-generated energy (Molinos.

1991). The figure given in FAO (1994) for industrial round-

wood used in 1990 is the same as that at the head of the chapter

and is somewhat lower than that reported by Molinos ( 1 99 1 ).

The main cause of depletion of the conifer forest in the

Altiplano is firewood collection (Mendez Dominguez, 1988).

This is not the case in the wet forests of El Peten. There, the

destruction of the forest is due to the expansion of the agricul-

tural frontier. The trees are cut and burned to clear the land for

the use of settlers and livestock breeders (Nations et al. 1988).

Land is cleared by both small-scale farmers, who practice shift-

ing agriculture, and large-scale farmers, who sell their products

to local and foreign markets.

The most important forest pest is the pine weevil

Dendroctomis sp.. which lives as a parasite of Pinus rudis in the

Guatemalan Altiplano (Pisano. 1991 ).

Biodiversity

Guatemala's location on Ihe "Indo-American Biological

Bridge", the meeting point of the nearctic and neotropical flora

and fauna, results in high biological diversity. There is also a

high degree of endemism in the country. Guatemala contains 14

of the Life Zones described by Holdridge (Figure 19.1 and

Table 19.3) and is home to one of the well-known Vavilov

Centres (the postulated centres of the origin of domestic crops).

The flora is diverse with an estimated total of 8000 vascular

plants, with over 1000 endemic species (Davis et al.. 1986).

This includes 17 conifers, 450 broadleaved trees, 527 orchids —
with 57 endemics, I 10 ferns and 519 mosses (55 endemics). A
number of plants in Guatemala are listed on Appendix I of

CITES. These include the fir tree Abies guatemalensis.

Table 19.3 The extent of Holdridge' s Life Zones in Guatemala

Life Zones

Subtropical spiny bush

Tropical dry forest

Subtropical dry forest

Subtropical warm moist forest

Subtropical hot moist forest

Subtropical hot wet forest

Subtropical cold wet forest

Subtropical rain forest

Tropical wet forest

Subtropical lower montane moist forest

Subtropical lower montane wet forest

Subtropical lower montane rain forest

Subtropical moist montane forest

Subtropical wet montane forest

E.xrent
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two bats Leptonycteris cunisoae and L. nivalis and the manatee

Trichechus manatus.

There is more information about birds than about any other

animal group in Guatetnala. Of the 664 species reported. 480

are resident and 184 are migratory. Although no detailed stud-

ies have been conducted on the conservation status of

Guatemala's birds, many species are considered endangered

due. in particular, to hunting and habitat destruction. One. a

non-forest species, the Atitlan giant grebe Podilymbus gigcis.

may even be extinct. Collar et at. (1992) list four species

(Oreophasis derbianus. Electron carinatum. Tangara cahanisi

and Dendioica chrysoparici) as threatened in the country, none

is endemic. .Some birds, including the quetzal Pharoinachriis

niocinno. the horned turkey Oreopkasis derbianus and the ocel-

lated turkey Agriocharis ocellata. are protected by the coun-

try's game laws.

At least 480 bird species live in the forests of the El Peten.

including the .scarlet macaw Ara macao. the harpy eagle Harpia

harpyja and the ocellated turkey. Migratory species such as the

stork Jabirii niycteriu and the orange-breasted falcon Falco

deiroleiicus nest in the forests.

The most endangered of the amphibians are the frogs from

the family Hylidae and the salamanders from the family Pletho-

dontidae which live in the moist lowland forests and the cloud

forests. None, though, is listed as threatened by lUCN
(Groombridge. 1993). The montane forests contain several

endemic species of amphibians, such as the salamander Agaly-

chnis moreletii and the frogs Eleutherodactyhts hocourti. E.

daryi and E. xucanebi.

There are three groups of reptiles that are economically
important; the sea turtles, the crocodiles and caimans and the

iguanas. Of these, the sea turtles such as Lepidochelxs olivacea.

Dermochelys coriacea. Erelmochelys imbricata and Chelonia

niydas agassizi and the crocodile Crocodylus nun-etetti of El

Peten. are seriously endangered due to indiscriminate hunting.

The iguanas Iguana iguana and Cleniisanra siniilis are in great

demand for food in both urban and rural areas and this is lead-

ing to a decline in their numbers. lUCN (Groombridge. 1993)

lists nine threatened reptiles: five marine turtles, the river turtle

Dermatemys mawii, the American crocodile Crocodylus acunis.

the beaded lizard Helndenna horriduni and the endemic snake

AdelphicDs daiyi.

Five threatened dragonflies occur in Guatemala
(Groombridge, 1993), but the total number of invertebrates is

unknown.

Conservation Areas

Guatemala's first protected areas were created in 1955 when 10

areas were designated as national parks under the direction of

INAFOR. Their designation was based on the beauty of the

scenery rather than on the presence of particular habitats or

species. As a result, many are not listed in lUCN's categories

I-IV. During the 60s another two areas were added and a further

eight in the 70s. In the next decade, national interest and pres-

sure from international conservationists meant that many other

areas were protected (Table 19.4 shows all existing areas in cat-

egories I-IV ) and a further 1 3 have been proposed. The rate of

creation of protected areas is. nevertheless, still well below the

general rate of 4.5 per year in Central America. In addition, land

ownership conflicts have not been resolved for many of the

areas and few of them are delimited on the ground. A large

number has no permanent management staff on site (Godoy and
Ugalde. 1992).

The legal framework for protected areas is Decree 4-89,

issued by the Congress of the Republic on February 14th. 1989.

This was modified by Decree 18-89 and promulgated by
Governmental Agreement No. 759-90. in force since August
27th. 1990. Decree 4-89 and its modifications appoint the Slate

as the Administrator and Guarantor of the use and conservation

of the natural and cultural resources enclosed in the protected

areas. They state that any use of these areas requires an autho-

rization from the Consejo Nacional de Areas Protegidas

(CONAP). (National Board for Protected Areas). Protected

areas may be managed by organisations other than CONAP
only through a legal agreement with CONAP and under its

supervision. Other institutions concerned with protected areas

include the Guatemalan Tourism Institute (INGUAT). the

Institute of Anthropology and History (IDAEH). CECON and

the National Council for Urban and Rural Development, as well

as some NGOs.
In Guatemala, there are still very few people properly trained

in the management of protected areas. There is also not enough

money to run the protected areas. Although some is provided by

the state, this barely covers the payment of salaries.

International development agencies, foundations, and conserva-

Table 19.4 Conservation Areas of Guatemala

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories I-IV. For informa-

tion on World Heritage Sites, Biosphere Reserves and Ramsar Sites

see Chapter 8.
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tion organizations donate some funds. Debt-for-nature swaps

have not had much impact.

Threats to the protected areas include disputes over land

titles, poaching, expansion of the agricultural frontier and fire-

wood extraction. Another problem is that most of the conserva-

tion areas are less than 100 sq. km with only four over 1000 sq.

km. The larger ones are generally those created in the last ten

years or so and the four largest were established as recently as

I990(UICN/CNPPA, 1992).

Initiatives for Conservation

Since the creation of the National Commission for the

Environment (CONAMA) in 1986, and the proclamation of the

Law for the Protection of the Environment (Decree 68-86), the

conservation sector has become much more dynamic. The Law

for Protected Areas was passed in 1989.

In 1991, governmental agencies from the U.S.A, Germany

and Sweden gave their support to conservation projects in the

country. Other institutions, such as WWF, The Nature

Conservancy (TNC), Conservation International (CI) and lUCN
have projects in Guatemala. UNESCO, FAO, Institute

Interamericano de Cooperacion para la Agricultura (IICA) and

Centro Agronomico Tropical de Investigacion y Ensenanza

(CATIE) also work in Guatemala.

In 1987, the Guatemalan Government asked IUCN"s Central

American office for its support in the creation of a Strategy for

Sustainable Development in El Peten. The region of Nakum-
Yaaxja-Naranjo. which includes large expanses of natural for-

est, archaeological sites and sites of recent and rapidly increas-

ing colonization, was identified as one of the priority areas for a

protection programme.

lUCN's project aims at establishing a model of sustainable

development in the region, based on the conservation of the nat-

ural resources base, the community self-administration, and the

use of appropriate technologies (UICN/ORCA, 1988).

Lately, lUCN and the WWF have been working on strength-

ening local initiatives for the development of the National Park

of Laguna Lachiia.

Another important protection initiative is the agreement

signed between the Guatemalan Government and USAID to

develop the Mayan Biosphere Reserve; this was formerly

known as the Mayarema Project. The project will help achieve

better management of the natural renewable resources and pro-

tection of the biological diversity and tropical forests in the

reserve. The cost of the project totals USS22,4 10,000, of which

46.5 per cent will be provided by USAID, 33.5 per cent by the

Guatemalan Government and the remaining 20 per cent is

expected from international NGOs (Agency for International

Development, 1990).

A German funded Emergency Programme for areas south of

El Peten aims to extend protection to those places where the

forests are in immediate danger of destruction because of agri-

Rain forest among the ruins ofTikal. El Peten. (Mark Spalding)

cultural immigration. The southern Peten still has large areas of

relatively undisturbed forest, and the combination of this with

the wetlands, archaeological sites and beautiful landscapes

means that the area has a significant tourism potential. The

whole emergency programme would cost D.M. 27.23 millions if

it is carried out within five years, and D.M. 45.03 millions if

carried out within ten years. It will be financed by the KfW
(Kreditonstalt fur Wiederaufbau — German Bank for

Reconstruction), through the system of direct debt purchase.

With the support of TNC and WWF. "Defensores de la

Naturaleza"" (Nature Defenders) is developing the Sierra de las

Minas Biosphere Reserve, which has a significant forest com-

ponent. The first permit to carry out debt-for-nature swap in the

country was granted to these two foundations.
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Map 19.1 Guatemala
Forest cover data were digitised from a dyeline map prepared as part of Guatemala's Forestry

Action Plan [Plan de Accion Forestal de GtialemalaJlPAFG). Ttie map. Ciibiena Forestal de la

Republica de Giialeinola — Phiii de Accion Forestal de Gaatemala (nd). at a scale of

1 :500,000. is based on an earlier map Mapa Preliiitiitar de la Ctihierta Forestal de Guatemala

at a scale of 1:250.000(1992).

The source vegetation categories have been harmonised in the following manner: lowland

moist and montane forest (distinguished by overlaying a 3000' contour from the Digital Chart

of the World ) include Latifoliadas. Mt.xto. Latifoliudas Ahiertu and Mixta Abierto: pine forest

comprises Coniferas. Coniferas Abierto; inland swamp forest consists of Humedal. and man-

grove — Maiiglar. Non-forest comprises Urbano. Agricaltura. Pastas. Matorrales and

Puntano: No data comprises Non delenninados (nubes. sornbras).

Several important points should be noted. 1. Open I 'abierto'} broadleaved. mixed and pine

forest formations have been included with the naturally occurring forest categories. It is possi-

ble that some may represent degraded forest. 2, Mixed forests which are a transition formation

containing broadleaved and coniferous species, have been mapped within the broadleaved for-

est classes. The mixed forests are more commonly found in the Altiplano and rarely in El

Peten. 3. 'Humedal' has been mapped as swamp forest but this is likely to give an over-esti-

mate of forest cover as the formation includes other wetland vegetation such as marsh/swampy

grassland. 4. On the source map. the vegetation type in 4.68 per cent of the country could not

be determined

Boundary information for the protected areas of Guatemala originate from a regional map

compiled by CATIE (Centro Agronomico Tropical de Investigacion y Ensefianza) and lUCN.

entitled Areas Silvestres Protegidas de Centro America ( 1 987). Costa Rica.
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Table 20.4 Area deforested in Honduras between 1963 and 1990
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ductivity is very low on this land, some studies showing it to be

less than one-third the productivity of those same crops in some
developed countries (Leonard, 1987). Cattle raising is especially

inefficient in its use of land. It also deprives small farmers of

land and displaces poor rural people, forcing them to migrate to

forested hillsides, where they practice shifting agriculture.

In Honduras, a large proportion of forested lands has tradi-

tionally belonged to the state, even forest on private lands was

considered a public resource until 1992. However, little effec-

tive control has been exerted over the expansion of the agricul-

tural frontier and over logging areas. This has, in effect, resulted

in forests being an open access resource, free to be exploited on

a first-come, first-serve basis. The lack of control has increased

the rate of forest resource depletion,

Honduras has begun a period of policy reform that has

returned forest property to landowners and has reduced to a

minimum the participation of the State in the national economy
and the market place. However, tenure and wealth distribution

issues still remain, and these continue to have an adverse effect

on the conservation of Honduran natural forests.

Biodiversity

The flora and fauna of North and South America intermix in

Honduras. The forests are inhabited by some fauna that is charac-

teristic of North America (such as the white-tailed deer

Odocoileus virginianus) and others characteristic of South

America (such as the tapir Tapirus hainlii, sloth Biadypus viirie-

gatus, inonkeys Aloiiaiui paltiata and Cehns capiiciiuis and ocelot

Leopardiis pardalis). Indeed, due to some large climatic variations

in relatively small extensions of abrupt terrain and in the moun-

tains, tropical and temperate species of plants and animals can be

found sharing the same habitat. For instance, white-tail deer and

monkeys can be found in the high mountains of the Department of

Yoro, in north central Honduras (Hartshorn and Green, 198.'i).

Honduras has at least 700 species of breeding birds, 173

mammals and 208 reptiles and amphibians (Hartshorn and
Green, 198.'5: WCMC, 1992). Another 225 or so migratory bird

species use the Central American isthmus as a seasonal area,

while at least .S.l species of birds that breed in the United States

and Canada spend the rest of the year in the forests and open

areas of Central America (Millington, 1984). The green turtle

Chelonia niydas, the hawksbill turtle Eretmochely.s imbricata

and the loggerhead turtle Caretta caretta are found along the

Caribbean coast. The green turtle, in particular, is overexploited

off the north coast of Honduras, as its large size make it a

favoured food source (Campanella et al., 1982). Very few
wildlife species in Honduras are sufficiently abundant to allow

for commercial or intensive exploitation and many are scarce or

even close to extinction (Barborak el al.. 1983). Nevertheless,

sport hunting is becoming important in some regions of

Honduras, such as Choluteca on the Pacific, where American
sport hunters pay about US$1 million per year to hunt white-

winged doves Zenaida asicitica. jaguars Pantliera oiua. pumas
Puma concolor and ocelots.

Globally threatened species occurring in Honduras include

the spider monkey Ateles geoffroyi, the tapir Tapirus hairdii, the

margay Leopardus wiedii, the endemic Honduran emerald

Ainazilia hiciae. the keel-billed motmol Electron carinaluin. the

golden-cheeked warbler Dendroica chiysoparia, the American

crocodile Crocodylus acuuis and two dragontlies Amphiptciyx

agrioides and Heteragrion eboratum (Groombridge, 1993).

The least exploited biological resource in Honduras is its abun-

dant plant species. There is great promise in the future for this

immensely rich resource, particularly for the manufacture of pes-

Foresls along the bankx of the Rio PUitano. Rio Pldtauo Biosphere Reserve, Honduras. (WWF/Craig MacFarland)
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ticides and for medicinal purposes. Thus far. the only significant

research that has been funded in Honduras has been for the use of

the calaguala fern, Polypodium leucotomas, in cancer research.

Honduras is also a rich .source of many internationally impor-

tant timber and multipurpose tree species such as Gliricidia sepi-

iiiii. many Leiicaeiui and Alhizia species, Pinus patiila

leciiiuiiiHinii. Swietenia inacrophylla, Cedrela odorata. Calliandra

calothyrsus and Pinus caribaea. Particularly in the dry forest

areas, these species are being severely reduced in number, which

represents a loss of genetic material of great potential value.

Conservation Areas

Since 1991, COHDEFOR has been responsible for formulating

and implementing national policies and laws regarding the pro-

tection, conservation and management of wildlife and wildlands.

COHDEFOR has a Protected Areas Section (Seccion de Areas

Protegidas) within its Department of Natural Areas and Faunas

(Departamento de Areas Silvestres y Fauna). However, the exact

distribution of responsibilities for protected areas is unclear as is

the distinction between the different categories used. Protected

areas are state owned, but there is provision for private individu-

Table 20.6 Con.servation areas of Honduras

E,\isting conservation areas in lUCN's categories 1-IV. For information on World Heritage Sites, Biosphere Reserves and Ramsar Sites see

Chapter 8. Marine reserves are not listed or mapped here.

National Parks

Capiro-Calentura*

Cayos Cochinos (Marino)

Celaque*

Cerro Azul de Copan*

Cerro Azul Meambar*

Isla de Exposici6n+

La Muralla*

La Tigra*

Montafia de Comayagua

Montafia de Cusuco*

Montana de Yoro*

Montecristo-Trifinio*

Pico Bonito*

Pico Pijol

Port Royal

Punta Sal

Santa Barbaras-

Sierra de Agalta*

Biological Reserves

Cayo Saint Joshs+

El Arenal+

El Cedro+

El Chiflador

El Chile*

El Guisayote

El Pacayal+

El Pital*

El Uyuca*

Guajiquiro

Jardin Botanico de Lancetilla+

Las Trancas+

Misoco

Mogola+

Montecillos*

Opalaca*

Ri'o Kruta

Rio Negro*

Rus Rus*

Sabanetas+

San Pablo+

San Pedro+

Volcan Pacayita*

Verba Buena

Yuscaran

Area (sq. km)

55

nd

270

155

200

2

249

238

180

184

300

54

1125

114

nd

782

130

655

nd

nd

nd

5

120

70

nd

38

11

70

17

nd

40

nd

125

145

500

600

nd

nd

nd

nd

97

36

24

Wildlife Refuge

Bahi'a de Chismuyo

Barbareta

Cayos de Utila

Cuero y Salado

El Armado*

El Jicarito

El Quiebrachal

Erapuca+

Guameru+

Guapinol

La Alemania

La Chaparrosa+

Laguna de Caratasca*

Laguna de Guaymoreto*

Las Iguanas

Mixcure*

Montafia de Corralitos*

Montatia Verde

Monte Cristo

Puca

Punta Condega*

Punta Isopo*

Ragged Cay*

San Bernardo

Teonostal+

Texiguat*

West End

Cultural Monument

Fortaleza San Fernando de Omoa
Parque Arqueologico El Puente+

Petroglifos de Ayasta

Ruinas de Copan*

Ruinas de Tenampua*

Natural Monument

Congolon, Piedra Parada y Coyocutena*

Cuevas de Taulabe*

Total

nd

nd

nd

132

35

nd

nd

65

nd

nd

nd

2

1200

50

14

80

55

83

nd

49

39

112

nd

26

nd

100

nd

nd

nd

nd

3

nd

nd

0.2

8636.2"'

but note Ihal the size of many of [he conservation areas is unknown

* Area with forest within its boundaries as shown on Map 20,

1

+ not mapped

Source: WCMC (unpubhshed data)
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als or a foundation to manage conservation areas. For instance.

Uyuca Biological Reserve is managed by the Escuela Agricola

Panamericana with the authority of COHDEFOR.
Although a few protected areas were gazetted earlier, most

(37) of the conservation areas in Honduras were designated in

1987 to protect cloud forests. A further 24 areas (including three

marine reserves) were proclaimed by presidential decree in

1992. There are also around 30 officially proposed sites, with

many others suggested for protection. Table 20.6 lists protected

areas in lUCN's categories I-IV.

Most of the conservation areas do not have a management
plan, and illegal hunting and timber cutting commonly occurs

within them. In spite of the problems, the Honduran
Government is making an effort to delimit the protected areas

and to begin flora and fauna inventories, particularly in the case

of La Muralla National Park and the World Heritage Site of Ri'o

Platano.

Initiatives for Conservation

There are encouraging signs of support for conservation in

Honduras. US aid is funding studies in La Muralla National

Park. There are plans to establish the Honduran portion of a bio-

logical corridor that would extend from Rio Platano through the

Bosawas (Honduran-Nicaraguan border) as far as Tortuguero in

Costa Rica. The NGO movement is also beginning to show
some promise particularly in conservation for development

efforts, for example in La Mosquitia (Mosquitia Pawisa.

MOPAWI), and in Cuero y Salado Refuge (FUCSA) near La
Ceiba, on the north coast.

Honduras established the beginnings of an environmental

action plan, in preparation for UNCED 1992, but has yet to ini-

tiate the process for the formulation of a National Conservation

Strategy.

Honduras was one of the first countries to prepare a Tropical

Forest Action Plan. The Honduran TFAP identified numerous

projects, of which 15 are presently being implemented with a

total external donation of US$70.6 million (FAO, 1993b).

However, the Honduran TFAP failed to tackle the fundamental

policy issues influencing forests and has now lost much of its

credibility. A new and very recent diagnostic study carried out

for a regional forestry project may serve as a basis for the refor-

mulation of a new and participatory TFAP.
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Map 20.1 Honduras
Ttie forests shown on Map 20.1 were digilised from a map Cobentira Forestal \ Deforeslacion

{l')6S-l990j compiled by COHDEFOR 1 1992) al a scale of 1:500.000. The source map illus-

irates existing forest cover and areas deforested since 1 965. Only the existing forests have been

digilised for this Atlas whicll include Cnherjura basque lalifoliado digitised to show lowland

moist and montane forest and Cnhertttra basque pinar to depict pine forest The montane torest

has been delimited by a 1000 m contour.

Mangroves are not mapped on the above mentioned source map. Those shown on Map 20. i

are derived from an unpublished map tnd) Mapa de Recursas Casleras compiled by COHDE-

FOR at a scale of 1:1 million. Area measurements of mangrove cover from this map have not

been included in the forest statistics in Table 20.3 (see text).

Boundary information for the protection areas of Hondurtts originate from a regional map

compiled by the Centro Agrondmico Tropical de Investigacion y Enseiianza (CATIE) in Costa

Rica and lUCN. entitled .Areas Sihesires Pralegiitas de Centra .America ( 19871. Point data are

derived from the WCMC protected areas database.
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21 Mexico

Mexico, the third largest country in Latin America after Brazil and Argentina, houses the northernmost tropical forests

in the Americas. As a result of its latitudinal range and topography, the country contains a remarkable climatic com-

plexity and biotic richness that make it one of the most ecologically diverse countries in the world.

The country's economy, the second largest in Latin America after Brazil, is clearly very much influenced by its trade

relations with its northern neighbour, the USA. Agriculture contributes more to domestic product than in most of the

other countries in the region, and foreign investment is a major economic factor. This has led to skewed development

patterns, with some parts of the country dominated by modern intensive agriculture, while elsewhere extensive subsis-

tence agriculture persists.

Mexico's tropical forests are rapidly being fragmented as a result of policy incentives that for the last two decades

have promoted population resettlement, cattle ranching and other forms of forest conversion in the lowlands. However,

conservation is now prominent on the political agenda, to the extent that the president has made strong commitments to

preserve the country's biodiversity. Indeed, Mexico may have reached the development threshold when society at large

will begin to demand forest conservation.

Introduction
Two of the major biological regions of the world, the nearctic

and the neotropical, meet in Mexico. The distribution of the dif-

ferent vegetation types, is. however, strongly intluenced by the

country's complex topography. Mexico is framed by three

major mountain ranges: the two Sierras running north-south.

one (Sierra Madre Oriental) parallel to the coast of the Gulf of

Mexico and the other (Sierra Madre Occidental-Sierra Madre

del Sur) parallel to the Pacific coast: and the central range (Eje

Neovolcanico) running east-west. This range has three of the

five highest peaks in North America, including Mexico's high-

est peak. Citlaltepetl, at 5699 m. The projection of the Sierras

south of the Tropic of Cancer results in the occurrence of tem-

perate forests at latitudes where tropical vegetation thrives in

the lowlands. Most of the vegetation south of the Tropic is a

mosaic of temperate and tropical plant associations with a wide

range of physiognomic variation, apart from that in the flat and

low Yucatan Peninsula in the east and on the southern Gulf

coast plains and piedmont where the vegetation is eminently

tropical.

A federal republic, Mexico is divided into 32 states display-

ing a rich mosaic of cultures, landscapes and natural resources.

However, only the eight southern states of Yucatan. Campeche.

Quintana Roo. Tabasco. Chiapas, Oaxaca, Veracruz and

Guerrero have significant areas of tropical vegetation. This

region accounts for 21 per cent of Mexico's population and the

formal economy of the area is strongly dependent on oil. cattle

ranching, logging and tourism. These eight states also contain

the richest ethnic ancestry of Mexico. Fifty eight per cent of the

country's indigenous population live in them (Toledo et al..

1989). and 24 of the 38 indigenous languages spoken in Mexico

are spoken there (INEGI. 1984). As it is often the case with

indigenous communities in Mesoamerica. many of these groups

inhabit the more remote forested areas of the region, both tem-

perate and tropical, and their cultural practices are closely

linked to the resources contained in those forests.

The Forests

The two main systems of vegetation classification used in

Mexico. Miranda and Hernandez ( 1963) and Rzedowski ( 1978),

tend to differentiate forest types by their physiognomy and phe-

nology rather than by using the Holdridge Life Zone system

(Holdridge et al., 1971), which classifies the forests by the cli-

mate and elevation of the areas where they are found. In the fol-

lowing description of Mexico's forests, forest types in the

Miranda/Hernandez (1963) and Rzedowski (1978) classifica-

tions are grouped into: Tropical rain forests. Tropical seasonal

forests. Tropical montane forests and Conifer and oak forests

(Table 21.1).

"Tropical" refers to vegetation growing in a warm, humid

and frost-free climate — Koeppen's A climate — (Koeppen,

1948). Within this climatic zone, "seasonal" refers to vegetation

subjected to a dry season of three months or more, and "mon-

tane" to vegetation growing in frost-free areas between 1000

and 1500 m.
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Table 21.1 Classification of different forest types in Mexico

Tliis chapter Miranda/Henidiulc:

il963j

Tropical Selva alta perennifolia.

rain forests Selva alta subperennifolia.

Selva mediana

subperennifolia

Rzc'dowski

(1978)

Bosque tropical

perennifolia

Tropical Selva alta/mediana Bosque tropical

seasonal subcaducifolia. Selva baja subcaducifolia,

forests caducifolia. Selva baja Bosque tropical

subperennifolia. Selva baja caducifolio. Bosque

espinosa perennifolia. Selva espinoso

baja espinosa caducifolia

Tropical
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Table 21.2 Areas of mangroves in Mexico

Region

I: NW
2:NE
3: Centre

4:SE

Total

SomTc:SARH(\992iil

Area (scj.km)

698

76

1,066

3.474

5.315

Pines tend to dominate the cooler and higher parts of the forests,

while oaks are more common in the drier and lower areas. Pine

and oak forests also occur at lower elevations in areas subjected

to a clearly tropical climate. Tropical pine forests include stands

of P. oocarpa, found in the area of Los Tuxtlas in Veracruz.

Arriaga in Chiapas and in parts of the isthmus of Tehuantepec.

and P. carihaea. found in restricted patches in Quintana Roo
(Rzedowski. 1978). Stands of Q. nleoides used to be relatively

common along the Gulf coast, but they were mostly cleared by

cattle ranchers in the 1960s (Gomez Pompa, 1966). These are

mapped as pine forest on Map 21.1.

Mangroves
Mexico's mangroves are being lost very rapidly. In the mid-

1970s the estimated area of mangroves was 15.000 sq. km. but

by 1990 this cover had been reduced to slightly over 5000 sq.

km (Almada. 1992; SARH, 1992a — see Table 21.2). They

form fringes along the coast that may range from a few metres

to a few kilometres in width (Lot and Novello, 1990).

The most important mangrove formations in the Pacific are

Marismas Nacionales in Nayarit and the Panzacola system in

Chiapas. In the Gulf, major mangrove areas occur on the north-

ern coast of Yucatan, Laguna de Terminos in Campeche,
Pantanos de Centla in Tabasco and Laguna Madre in

Tamaulipas. The northernmost limit of mangroves in Mexico is

the eastern shores of the Sea of Cortez.

The floristic composition of the mangroves is relatively con-

stant along both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Most are domi-

nated by Rhizophora mangle, which often forms monospecific

stands. Following a predictable zonation. other common species

are Avicennia geniiinans. Lagunciiliirici nicemosa and
Conocarpus erecta.

Mangroves are lost mainly as a result of clearing for agricul-

ture, aquaculture. the development of urban areas and tourist

facilities. They are also being increasingly used for firewood in

the coastal areas (Yafiez-Arancibia and Lara, 1993).

Forest Resources and Management
The exact area of Mexico's tropical forests remains unknown.

One of the major problems is that different sources use different

definitions for the term forest. The most reliable sources

(Masera et a/.. 1992; SARH. 1992a. 1992b) indicate that about a

quarter of Mexico's territory is presently covered with closed-

canopy forests, although the actual figures given in these publi-

cations vary. Approximately half of the area is conifer and oak

forest, 19 per cent is rain forest and 31 per cent is seasonal (dry)

tropical forest (Masera e? a/., 1992; Table 21.3).

FAO (1993) estimates that there is a total of 448. 120 sq. km
of forest within the rain, moist deciduous and hill and montane

zones as of 1990. A further 37.730 sq. km is found in the dry

deciduous, very dry and desert zones — none of which is con-

sidered to be forest in this Atlas. Closed broadleaved forest cov-

ers only 81.770 sq. km (FAO, 1993).

Map 21.1 has been produced from a digital dataset compiled

by the Southern Forest Experiment Station of the US Forest

Service. However, this dataset gives only an approximation of

the distribution of the different forest types and therefore, mea-

surements of the formations could not be taken from the Map.

As a result, no statistic of forest cover as shown on this Map is

given in this chapter.

The digital dataset was produced by classifying AVHRR data

for 1990 and 1991 using information from 1:1.000.000 vegeta-

tion maps. Landsat TM prints and aerial photographs and other

ancillary information such as the personal experience of

foresters and botanists from the Secretariat of Agriculture and

Water Resources (SARH — Secretaria de Agricultura y

Recursos Hidraulicos) and the National Institute of Statistics,

Geography and Information — INEGI (Evans et at., 1992;

Eggen-Mclntosh et al.. 1992). Eggen-Mclntosh et al. (1992)

estimate that total forest area in the country, as measured from

the AVHRR classification, is 663,1 15 sq. km. but this includes

considerable areas of fragmented forest. Including the areas

covered by cloud on the AVHRR imagery, which are. in gen-

eral, forested areas, increases the estimate to 671,622 sq. km.

This is quite similar to the estimate by SARH (1992a). SARH
(1992a) reports that there are 496.477 sq. km of forest with a

canopy cover of 20 per cent or more and 1 80,83 1 sq. km of dis-

turbed (fragmented) forest giving a total of 677,308 sq. km. In

addition. SARH ( 1992a) estimates that there are 35.480 sq. km
of severely disturbed forest land in the country.

Rain forests in Mexico were originally found along the pied-

mont and coastal plains of the Gulf of Mexico from the

Huasteca region in northern Veracruz to Tabasco, northern

Oaxaca and Chiapas and into the Yucatan Peninsula

(Rzedow.ski. 1978; Toledo. 1988).

The three most significant vestiges of rain forest are the

Chimalapas-El Ocote forest between Oaxaca and Chiapas, the

Lacandon forest in northeastern Chiapas and the Yucatan forests

in Campeche and Quintana Roo. The Yucatan forests are an

extension into Mexico of a larger expanse of lowland tropical

forest in the Peten region in Guatemala. Along Mexico's Pacific

coast, rain forests remain only in isolated tracts in southern

Table 21.3 Area of forest in Mexico and percentage of each type

remaining.
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Chiapas and Oaxaca. Elsewhere, rain forest areas have been

substantially converted, altered or degraded to a mosaic of sec-

ondary vegetation.

Seasonal forests represent the most extensive of the tropical

plant associations of Mexico. On the Gulf coast, seasonal

forests occur in parts of central and northern Veracruz and in

the northern part of the Yucatan Peninsula. Their greatest distri-

bution is along the Pacific coast in Chiapas, Oaxaca and

Guerrero, continuing north between the coast and the Sierra

Madre Occidental, well above the Tropic of Cancer. Inland, the

largest tract of seasonal forest is found along the Balsas basin,

between the Eje Neovolcanico and the Sierra Madre del Sur.

It is difficult to assess the extent to which the Mexican mon-

tane rain forest has been degraded or lost. Significant areas have

been converted to coffee plantations. Since these plantations

commonly include shade trees, some of which belong to the

original forest canopy, aerial imagery often fails to differentiate

the plantations from natural forest. It is estimated that the few

remnants of this forest, scattered throughout Chiapas, Oaxaca

and Veracruz, comprise an area perhaps no larger than 10 per

cent of its original extent (Rzedowski, 1978).

The most widely distributed and extensive forests in Mexico

are the oak and pine forests of medium and high elevations,

covering an estimated total of 250,000-257,000 sq. km (SARH.
1991; Masera et al., 1992). Although the greatest extent of these

forests is in the Sierra Madre Occidental in the northern states

of Chihuahua and Durango, oak and pine forests are amply rep-

resented in the south and are one of the dominant vegetation

types in Oaxaca, Guerrero and Chiapas. They cover most areas

above 1800 m in Eje Neovolcanico and Sierra Madre del Sur

and on the mountains of Chiapas and Oaxaca. They are also

found in Sierra Madre Oriental, in a mosaic with tropical mon-
tane forests and other tropical vegetation.

While 15 per cent of the Mexico's forest lands are private

and five per cent are public, the vast majority is communal land

(ejidos) or subject to use-rights by indigenous communities. The
amount of forest land in each ejido varies widely across the

country, and so do the uses that ejidatarios (communal land

holders ) make of their forests. Some may be converted to agri-

cultural land, while activities in others include extraction of tim-

ber, non-timber forest products and firewood, and cattle graz-

ing.

The Mexican Constitution establishes that all forests, regard-

less of their tenure, belong to the nation. Timber harvesting,

either by concessionaires or by ejido cooperatives, is regulated

by the federal government through the Undersecretariat for

Forestry within SARH. With some exceptions, state govern-

ments are not substantially involved in forestry policy or regula-

tion within their jurisdictions.

As established by the forestry law of 1986, logging permits

are granted by SARH on the basis of annual harvest volumes,

and need to be applied for every logging season. Up until the

late 1970s, forestry in Mexico was carried out following an

officially sanctioned method prescribed for all forests, the

Metodo Mexicano de Ordenamiento de Montes (MMOM). This

was a polycyclic system based on the selective extraction of a

small number of trees of a minimum diameter. The MMOM
was designed to preserve the forest "capital" while extracting

the "interest" (Rodriguez, 1958). In tropical forests, the use of

minimum diameters has probably been critical in the per-

sistence of stands of valuable species, but selective timber har-

vesting in stands of shade intolerant pine species has often

resulted in mixed oak-pine stands with a lower commercial

value (Jardel. 1985).

For most of this century, commercial logging was carried out

through concessions granted by the federal government. The
valuable tropical species, mahogany and cedar, were harvested

in extensive areas of Quintana Roo and Campeche first by

American contractors and then by Mexican private and paras-

tatal companies (Snook-Cosandey, 1986). With the forestry law

Plan Piloto Forestal
Plan Piloto Forestal (PPF) illustrates the potential of commu-
nity forestry to control tropical deforestation in Mexico. The
PPF started in 1983 as an officially-sponsored initiative to

transfer forest utilization in the state of Quintana Roo from

concessionaires to ejidatarios (communal land holders). The
main objectives of PPF were the promotion of social and

economic development in the region and the curbing of the

accelerated deforestation brought by the colonization pro-

grams promoted in the 1960s.

Under the PPF, ejidos are organized in forestry coopera-

tives that provide technical assistance and strengthen the pro-

ducers" capacity to negotiate better prices for their timber.

Today 25 ejidos organized in two cooperatives control 2670

of the state's 4200 sq. km of forests. This forest area is the

sum of the permanent forest areas (PFA) demarcated by con-

sensus in each ejido. The PFA is spared from conversion to

agriculture and is dedicated to an integrated forest manage-

ment that includes not only logging, but also the extraction of

non-timber products (chicle gum, spices and honey) which

contribute significantly to the ejido economy.

Forest management is planned at the ejido level and is

supervised by PPF foresters licensed by SARH. Logging is

selective, based on minimum diameters, and is planned

around the extraction of the most valuable species:

mahogany and cedar. Harvesting schedules follow a 25-year

cutting cycle in rotations of 75 years. While this silvicultural

scheme seems to insure sustained yields of mahogany within

the current rotation, its sustainability beyond 2060 depends

on whether current practices insure the seed regeneration of

mahogany and other commercial species. Dependence on

mahogany, however, is seen in PPF as an initial stage that

will be reduced as markets for lesser-known timber species

and specialty products expand and become more reliable.

In less than ten years, forest ejidatarios in Quintana Roo
have gone from leasing their resources to concessionaires, to

harvesting and selling roundwood and now to processing

boards and exploring new markets. In the process, income in

the ejidos has increased substantially, rural communities

have reclaimed control of their lands and deforestation in

Quintana Roo has been noticeably reduced. While long-term

sustainable forest management in Quintana Roo still faces

substantial challenges, PPF has pro\ ided a foundation to

meet them in the context of equitable rural development and

forest conservation.

Sources: Galleti and Arguelles (1987);

Richards (1992); and Snook (1992).
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of 1986. concessions have been phased out and. in their place.

ejiclatarios and indigenous communities, through cooperative

arrangements, have become more active and independent in

wood production and processing. However, the decades of con-

cession forestry, when the largest pine trees were removed and

there was intense extraction of mahogany and cedar, has meant

that the forestry cooperatives have commonly been left with

degraded and impoverished stands whose silvicultural needs are

often beyond the ejiclatarios technical and financial resources.

There are some instances where community tenacity, politi-

cal will and adequate technical assistance are promoting sustain-

able ejido forestry. The Association of Forestry Communities

and Ejidos of Oaxaca (UCEFO). which manages 700 sq. km of

pine forest, has started introducing shelterwood, seed-tree and

other silvicultural methods designed to increase forest produc-

tivity and to help recover degraded stands that were exploited

for decades by a paper company. In Quintana Roo. several asso-

ciations of forest ejidos — collectively known as Plan Piloto

Forestal — are developing silvicultural and marketing strategies

to increase utilization of the lesser known timber species, thus

reducing their dependence on the already creamed stands of

mahogany and cedar (see Box I ). In tropical forests, the extrac-

A casque-headed lizard Laemanctus longipes, found rhroitghoiit

Mexico. Honduras and prol:>al?l\ Nicaragua.

(WWF/Tony Rath)

tion of non-timber forest products, such as chicle Manilkara

zapora. allspice Pimenta dioica. barbasco Dioscorea spp. and
xate Cliamaedorea spp.. often provide a critical incentive to eji-

datarios to maintain their lands under forest cover.

According to SARH (1992b). wood production in Mexico
was 32.3 million cu. m in 1989, of which 23.5 million cu. m
was firewood, and 8.8 million cu. m pulpwood and lumber.

These figures, however, are questionable given the occurrence

of illegal logging and the difficulty of quantifying unregulated

firewood collection. The figures, particularly for fuelwood and

charcoal, estimated by FAO (1994) and given at the head of

the chapter, are considerably lower. Up to 80 per cent of the

industrial wood is supplied by pine forests, mostly in the

Sierra Madre Occidental and to a lesser extent in the Sierra

Madre del Sur. Tropical timber accounts for less than five per

cent of Mexico's annual timber production (i.e. less than

250.000 cu. m); most comes from Quintana Roo and
Campeche (Toledo et al.. 1989). The principal tropical timber

products are sawnwood and plywood from mahogany and a

few other species, and railway sleepers and floorboards from

lesser-known hardwoods.

The forestry sector in Mexico has been slow to recover from

the economic crisis of the 1980s. Timber production rates have

decreased by 25-35 per cent since 1980. reflecting a decreasing

demand for construction wood (SARH. 1992b). On the other

hand, pulpwood imports increased by 80 per cent between 1988

and 1990, and softwood prices in Mexico are now up to 35 per

cent higher than those in the international market (Lara, 1991).

Without a major revamping of the current production scheme,

the forestry sector is likely to be weakened by the eventual

incorporation of Mexico into the North America free trade zone.

Canada and the United States, the world's largest timber pro-

ducers, have a combined production of over 500 million cu. m
per year and a highly developed processing industry with which

Mexican producers and industry can hardly compete (Merino,

1992). Some people predict that Mexico's forest sector may
eventually become restricted to the production of pulpwood on

large-scale plantations established in tropical moist areas that

have already been deforested (Sedjo. 1992).

Responding to this situation, and following a determined pol-

icy of deregulation and privatization, the government passed a

new forestry law in 1992. This law is intended to strengthen the

forestry sector by providing incentives for private investment in

forest plantations and industries. The new law also emphasizes

the environmental value of forests, particularly those in the low-

land moist tropics, and establishes strict limits on the conversion

of forest lands. In spite of this legislation, the challenge to the

forestry sector under NAFTA, privatization and deregulation

remains significant. Forestry policies have traditionally been

superseded by agrarian reform, agricultural credit policies and
development schemes which have promoted forest conversion

to agriculture and cattle ranching.

Deforestation

Degradation and rapid loss of forest cover, particularly in the

lowland tropics, is a critical issue in Mexico. Estimates of an-

nual forest loss country wide vary from 6150 sq. km (FAO.
1988) to 15.000 sq. km (Toledo, 1988). A more recent estimate,

based on state-level information adjusted with data from recent

satellite images, indicate an annual loss of forest cover of 8040
sq. km. a rate of 1.6 per cent per year (Masera el al.. 1992).

According to this study, tropical forests are the most affected,

with an estimated annual loss of 2370 sq. km (2.4 per cent) in
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rain forests and 3220 sq. km (2.0 per cent) in seasonal forests.

These estimates do not, however, take into account forest recov-

ery that is expected to take place after forest fires or abandon-

ment of agricultural lands. FAO ( 1993) estimates annual defor-

estation between 1981 and 1990 in the tropical rain, moist

deciduous, hill and montane zones to be 5977 sq. km. a rate of

1.2 per cent. Around 62 per cent of this occurs in the hill and

montane forests. Across all formations. FAO (1993) estimates

an annual loss of 6781 sq. km.

Truly tall, evergreen forests have disappeared dramatically in

the last two decades. In the mid-1960s up to 40 per cent of the

original area of these forests remained (Pennington and

Sarukhan. 1968). but by the late 1980s only 10 per cent had sur-

vived (Rzedowski. 1992).

Studies show that up to 60 per cent of the loss of tropical

forests in Mexico can be attributed to the expansion of cattle

ranching (Masera el al.. 1992: Toledo, 1990). Cattle ranching

is a multimillion dollar industry that has benefited from spec-

ific incentives provided by the federal and state governments;

these include credits, tax breaks, technical assistance, infra-

structure and land tenure arrangements (Toledo. 1990). In

some cases, cattle pastures are established directly after forest

clearing, whereas in others, a short agricultural period pre-

cedes them.

Massive deforestation in Mexico's tropical area has also

resulted from the grand colonization and development schemes

promoted by the federal government in the second part of this

century. Colonization projects in federal lands have been in

response either to the demand for arable land or for specific

political purposes, such as the protection of the national territory

along the Guatemalan border. The projects have usually in-

cluded an initial stage where logging operations by private con-

cessionaires facilitate penetration and removal of the forest

cover (Gomez Pompa el al.. 1993).

Rain forests along the lowlands and piedmont on the Gulf

coast have been the most affected, notably in the state of

Tabasco. From 1940 to 1985, the state" s area dedicated to cattle

ranching increased from 3500 sq. km to 16.500 sq. km, destroy-

ing in the process nearly 7500 sq. km of lowland rain forest

(Morales. 1990). In addition, in 1972, the federal government

instituted a major social development plan for the area of

Balancan-Tenosique (adjacent to the Guatemalan border). This

failed in its social objectives, but resulted in a further expansion

of cattle ranching (Tudela, 1989). It is estimated that primary

rain forest in Tabasco now occupies about two per cent of its

original area.

This process is not atypical of the rest of the Gulf plains,

from northern Veracruz to the isthmus of Tehuantepec. where

the original rain forest cover has been reduced to less than 10

per cent (Dirzo. 1992). Other areas of particularly intensive

deforestation in the humid tropics are the Lacandon forest in

northeastern Chiapas, Los Tuxtlas area in southern Veracruz,

and parts of the southern half of the Yucatan Peninsula.

Slash-and-burn agriculture is another important factor in

deforestation in the humid tropics, particularly when it is

practised by landless colonos in previously logged areas

(Gomez Pompa, 1990).

Not all of this deforestation is permanent; considerable areas

of secondary forest are found throughout the tropics in Mexico.

Management and protection of these tracts is essential.

Enrichment planting and multiple-use extractive schemes are

particularly promising (del Amo, 1991).

In the seasonal tropics, cattle ranching is the leading cause of

forest loss, followed by firewood extraction, agriculture and

fires. However, structural and functional degradation is less evi-

dent in these dry forests and the extent of their alteration more
difficult to quantify than in moist forest.

Biodiversity

Although Mexico covers only one percent of the earlh's land

area, it contains about one tenth of all terrestrial vertebrates and

plants known to science. The meeting of the nearctic and

neotropical biotic regions, the abundance of topographic islands

and the wide climatic variation across its territory are significant

factors in Mexico's biodiversity.

In the Americas, the country is the richest in reptiles (717

species) and mammals (449 species), third richest in flowering

plants (c. 25,000 species) and fourth in amphibians (284

species) (Fa and Morales. 1993: McNeely et al.. 1990; Table

21.4). Mexico's biota is also conspicuous for its high endemism.

particularly among reptiles and amphibians and the floras of dr>'

and temperate montane habitats (Flores-Villela and Gerez,

1989; Rzedowski. 1991a. chapters in Ramamoorthy et al.. 1993:

Table 21.4).

Mexico's natural habitats range from deserts and alpine

grasslands to tropical rain forests and coral reefs. The various

biomes contribute differently to the overall biodiversity of the

country. While arid areas tend to be high in endemic genera

(Rzedowski, 1991b), forests contribute significantly to species

numbers and, in many cases, to endemism as well. Out of the

estimated 25.000 vascular plant specie^ and 1352 vertebrate

species that can be sorted by habitat. 81 per cent and 75 per cent

respectively are found in lowland rain, seasonal, montane or

pine/oak forests (Flores-Villela and Gerez, 1989).

The floras of the lowland and montane rain forests are con-

spicuously rich, harbouring up to one third of the country's vas-

cular plants (Rzedowski, 1991b). In the case of the lowland rain

forest, floristic richness increases markedly with decreasing lati-

tude. While moist forests in the Huasteca region of northern

Veracruz tend to be dominated by one or two canopy species,

dominance in the southern rain forests is shared by many more.

The number of species of vascular plants in Los Tuxtlas region

in southern Veracruz is estimated at 1300. in an area of less than

100 sq. km (Dirzo. 1992). The flora of the Yucatan moist forest

is significantly poorer in vascular plants than forests subjected

to similar climatic conditions in the Gulf plains (Pennington and

Sarukhan, 1968), probably due to the edaphic constraints of the

Peninsula.

Floristic diversity is most conspicuous in tropical montane

forests. They probably cover less than one per cent of Mexico's

area, but contain almost 10 per cent of the country's species of

vascular plants (Rzedowski. 1991b). Well-preserved tracts of

montane forests in the Sierra Madre Oriental can have up to

eight times more species of vascular plants than other forested

areas in the region (Gonzalez-Medrano, 1972).

Mexico's tropical seasonal forests are reportedly richer than

Table 2L4 Total number of vertebrate and vascular plant species

and number of endemic and threatened species in Mexico
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Table 21.5 Diversity and endemism in different forest types in

Mexico

Forest t\pe Flora' Fauna- Restricted species'

Rain 5,000 197 62

Seasonal* 6.000 229 34

Montane 3.000 nd nd

Coniferous nd 119 13

Oak nd 468 134

Conifer & Oak 7.000 nd nd

1. Approximate number of species of vascular planis found in each forest t>pe (Rzedowski.

1991b; Rzedowski. 1993).

2. Numbers of vertebrate species in Mexico that can be assigned to a particular forest type

(Flores-VilielaandGerez, 1989).

3. Species "restricted" to the ecological system (Flores-Villela and Gerez. 1989).

* includes thorn forests

nd Data not reported separately for this forest type.

similar forests elsewhere. According to Dirzo (1992). the floris-

tic richness of seasonal forests in Mexico is about 30 per cent

higher than would be expected from the observed floristic pat-

terns among similar vegetation types. The biological signifi-

cance of Mexican seasonal forests is further increased by their

high degree of endemism. The Balsas basin, one of the largest

areas originally covered by seasonal forests, is considered a

Pleistocene refugium. It has a larger number of species from the

common neotropical genus Biirsera than does any other area;

most of them are endemic to the basin.

The contribution of the oak-pine forest to Mexico's biodi-

versity is also significant. It is estimated that nearly one third of

all vascular plant species found in forest habitats are housed in

oak-pine forests. The diversity of these forests is typified by

Quercus and Finns. Out of Mexico's reported 55 species of

pines and estimated 130 species of oaks, 85 per cent and 70 per

cent respectively are endemic (Mittermeier and Goettsch,

1992). The overall importance of the oak forest is emphasized

by the fact that of the vertebrate species endemic to

Mesoamerica which can be categorised according to habitat.

468 live in oak forests, compared with 229 in tropical seasonal

forests and 197 in rain forests (Flores-Villela and Gerez. 1989;

see Table 21.5).

Of the 961 bird species recorded in the country. 22 are listed

as threatened by Collar et at. (1992); most of these are forest

species. There are 14 threatened endemic species. They include

the bearded wood-pigeon Dendrortyx barbatiis. the Oaxaca and

white-tailed hummingbirds Euphemsa cyanopluys and £. polio-

cerca and the white-throated jay Cyanolyca mirabilis. all of

which are inhabitants of cloud forest and threatened by the

destruction of this habitat.

Bats and rodents together account for 79 per cent of the

total number of mammal species in Mexico (Fa and Morales.

1993). There are 30 threatened mammal species listed by

lUCN in Mexico (Groombridge. 1993). but few of these are

forest species. They include two primates — the black howler

monkey Alouatta pigra and Geoffroy's spider monkey Ateles

geoffroyi; the margay Leopardus wiedii and Baird's tapir

Tapinis bairdii.

There are 20 reptile species listed as threatened by lUCN
(Groombridge. 1993) comprising six marine turtles, six fresh-

water turtles (five endemics), three tortoises (one endemic), three

lizards, one snake and one crocodile. Three amphibians are listed

as threatened by lUCN; these are the Sonoran green toad Biifo

retiformis and the two endemic salamanders Ambystoma ler-

maense and A. mexicanum. The number of fish in the country is

unknown, but around 100 are listed as threatened. There are also

42 globally threatened mvenebrates in the country, mostly meso-

gastropods (12). isopods (11) and dragonflies (9).

Conservation Areas

The legal protection of wildlands in Mexico started in the late

19th century with the demarcation of watersheds and other areas

of environmental and economic value around Mexico City.

During the first part of this century, dozens of protected areas

were established along the Eje Neovocanico. mostly as recre-

ational areas, with some as forest reserves.

In the 1970s, the accelerated development of the lowland

tropics, the inadequacy of the traditional park approach, and the

involvement of the academic community drastically changed

Mexico's approach to the protection of natural areas. Based on

the conservation strategy promoted by UNESCO's Man and

Biosphere program, the first biosphere reserves in Mexico were

established in 1977 in Mapimi in Durango and in 1978 in the

Lacandon forest (Monies Azules). Since then, large size, eco-

logical representation and multiple-use objectives have been

recognized as important factors in the selection and design of

new protected areas.

In 1983. the federal government instituted the National

System of Natural Protected Areas (SINAP) to secure habitat

representation, management capacity and funding for protected

areas. SINAP controls the national parks, special biosphere

reserves and biosphere reserves, which together represent

approximately three per cent of Mexico's land area (Perez Gil

and Jaramillo. 1992). All those conservation areas within

lUCN's categories I-IV are listed in Table 21.6. Many sites are

not given in this list, including the forest reserves and protection

forests which cover approximately 85.000 sq. km.

Until the 1960s, the vegetation type most favoured for parks

was the pine-oak forest: the conservation of tropical forests and

arid habitats occurred only by default as the result of their

remoteness from the main centres of development (Alcerraca et

al.. 1988; Gutierrez Palacio, 1989). However, many reserves

have been established since then and these have significantly

enhanced habitat representation in protected areas, particularly

in the desert scrub (Mapimi), coastal ecosystems (Sian Ka'an,

Pantanos de Centla) and moist tropical forests (Montes Azules.

Calakmul. Selva El Ocote). Rain forests are now the best repre-

sented terrestrial habitat in SINAP. Approximately thirteen per

cent of the estimated current cover of these forests is protected

(Table 21.7). Most of this is accounted for by three reserves:

Calakmul (7232 sq. km ). in Campeche State and Montes

Azules and Selva El Ocote in Chiapas State. In contrast, less

than one per cent of seasonal tropical forests in Mexico is le-

gally protected (Table 21.7). Under representation of these

forests is a remarkable shortcoming of SINAP since seasonal

forests account for a third of the country's forest cover, and

almost a third of its floristic richness.

Being listed as a protected area does not. however, guarantee

the conservation of an area. Most of Mexico's parks and pro-

tected areas are subjected to neglect and abuse (Perez Gil and

Jaramillo. 1992). Montes Azules. Calakmul and Selva El Ocote

are under considerable pressure from cattle ranching, slash-and-

burn agriculture and illegal logging; there are no reliable data on

the actual cover of undisturbed vegetation within these areas.

Efforts to protect them effectively are critical, since together

with the Chimalapas region in Oaxaca. they contain a consider-
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Table 21.6 Conservation areas in Mexico

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories I-IV are list-

ed. Marine reserves are not listed or mapped. For information

on World Heritage Sites, international designated Biosphere

Reserves and Ramsar Sites see Chapter 8.

Map Ref
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Major Protected Areas with Tropical Forests
Selva El Ocote Special Biosphere Reserve in Chiapas (481

sq. km). The abrupt topography of Selva El Ocote results in a

diversity of habitats including dry forests, rain forests, pine-

oak forests and montane elfin forests. Fauna in the area

includes river crocodile, spider and howler monkeys, jaguars,

tapir and harpy eagles.

Monies Azules (Selva Lacandon) Biosphere Reserve in

Chiapas (3312 sq. km). A part of the Lacandon forest.

Monies Azules includes premontane and montane tropical

forest as well as oak-pine forests. The area has high species

diversity and numerous endemic species, including an

endemic plant family. The fauna of Montes Azules includes

several primates, tapir and harpy eagle.

El Triunfo Biosphere Reserve in Chiapas (1192 sq. km).

Situated in the slopes of the Sierra Madre. El Triunfo covers

a wide range of vegetation types, from lowland dry forest to

oak-pine forests, and is best known for its magnificent cloud

forests. El Triunfo is rich in endemic and endangered species

such as the Horned Guan, the Quetzal and several snakes and

amphibians. Jaguars, tapirs and howler and spider monkeys
are common.
Calakmul Biosphere Reserve in Campeche (7231 sq. km).

This area is not shown on Map 21.1 or listed in Table 21.6 as

it is in lUCN's category V. Calakmul is mostly covered with

dry and moist lowland tropical forests It is part of a signifi-

cant forest tract that extends south of the border to the Peten

in Guatemala and Belize. Because of its size and strategic

location, Calakmul provides a critical habitat for migratory

birds (18 species of wood warblers) and endangered birds

(ocellated turkey and great curassow), and serves as a sanctu-

ary for several species of felines, monkeys, tapir and two

species of deer.

Sian Ka'an Biosphere Reserve in Quintana Roo (5281 sq.

km). Situated on the Caribbean coast, Sian Ka'an contains

numerous habitats: coral reefs, coastal dune vegetation, man-
groves, lowland dry tropical forests and rain forests. Sian

Ka'an provides costal habitats that are critical for migratory

birds and the endangered manatee.

El Cielo Biosphere Reserve in Tamaulipas (1300 sq. km).

This area is not shown on Map 21.1 or listed in Table 21.6

as it has not been assigned a category by lUCN. El Cielo is

one of the best preserved and richest cloud forests in

Mexico. Canopy trees are mostly temperate while orchids,

bromeliads and other epiphytes are tropical. At lower eleva-

tions, the vegetation is drier and includes nine species of

endangered cacti.

Sierra de Manantlan Biosphere Reserve in Jalisco (1395

sq. km). This area is not shown on Map 21.1 or listed in

Table 21.6 as it is in lUCN's category V. The reserve, estab-

lished in 1987, harbours a remarkable variety of habitats,

including large tracts of tropical seasonal forest and some of

western Mexico's northernmost montane tropical forest. It

contains an endemic population of the perennial corn Xea
diploperennis, one of the most important genetic and agricul-

tural discoveries of this century.

Sdiii-ces: The Nature Conservancy (1990): "WWF (1990):

SEDUE(1988).

able portion of the rain forest left in Mexico (see Box 2).

Calakmul is a projection into Mexico of Guatemala's Mayan
Biosphere Reserve, which contains the largest contiguous tract

of protected rain forest in the Peten.

Other important protected areas containing tropical forests

are the Sian Ka'an Biosphere Reserve, the El Triunfo
Biosphere Reserve and the Manantlan Biosphere Reserve (see

Box 2). Mangrove forest is amply represented, mostly in Ri'a

Celstun, Ria Lagartos and Pantanos de Centla (3027 sq. km in

Tabasco) Special Biosphere Reserves and in Sian Ka'an
Biosphere Reserve.

Conservation Initiatives

Programa de Accion Forestal Tropical (PROAFT) is the current

version of the Mexican TFAP, the main objective of which is

Table 21.7 Area and percent of Mexico's forest formations in

conservation areas

Forest type
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not willing to have conservation imposed from the outside as a

"plan" to protect an endangered area of biological importance.

Instead, it is proposed that the area be managed as a Reserva

Campesina. Under this scheme, the inhabitants of the area

would be in charge of its conservation. Management of the

reserve would be conducted according to a plan that includes

the cultural and economic needs of the Zoques and that is

accepted and followed by all parties involved. The federal gov-

ernment has agreed to this concept and is in the process of

gazetting the new reserve.
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Map 21.1 Mexico
Data from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) were used in a pro-

gramine sponsored by the LfS Department of Agricuhure. Forest Service and FAG to help scien-

tists from Mexico generate forest-cover maps of Mexico (Evans el at. 1 992; Eggen-Mclntosh el

at. 1992),

Near-cloud-free composite images were generated from .AVHRR Local Area Coverage

data.seLs for 1990 and 1991. Supporting information from 1:1 million vegetation maps. Landsat

TM prints and aerial photographs was also incoporated. Physiographic regions were stratified

and classified separately to reduce spectral variance. Regional classifications were combined to

produce the final map. These data were kindly made available to WCMC by David Evans and

Susan Eggen-Mclntosh of the Southern Forest Experiment Station of the US Forest Service.

The resulting Map 21. 1, however, gives only an approximation of the distribution and areas of

the different forest types, as areas of disturbed and fragmented forests were included on the

original dataset and were not distinguished as such. Map 21.1 cannot, therefore, be used to take

measurements of the amount of forest remaining in the country.

On Map 2 1 . 1 . the temperate jitrest in the original dataset is shown a.s pine forest; tropical

high (> 30 m in height i and inedittiii 115 to 30 m in height) forest is shown as lowland moist and

montane forest (delimited by a 3(XX)* contour taken from the Digital Chart of the World); tropi-

cal low (< 15 m in height: dr)') forest is shown as dry forest; all other nonforested land as non-

forest; and clouds as cloud cover. Note that the pine forest on Map 21.1 is. in reality, a mixture

of conifer {Finns, Abies, etc.) and broadleaved species, especially oak {Qnercits spp.) and

Liqtddambar. Mangroves are not shown on Map 21.1.

Boundary data for the conservation areas were provided by Conservation International v^ith

additional material taken from the WCMC protected areas database.
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est are: kapok tree Ceiha pentandra. palm or giant fern Cyathea

chnoodes and the oak Quercus oleoides.

Extensive areas of tall evergreen forests are found in the

Caribbean lowlands in areas with the highest precipitation

(2730-6000 mm). They occur at altitudes lower than 1000 m in

moderately cool and humid conditions. These are a multistoried

formation, the tallest trees reach or surpass 30 m and their thick

foliage is sometimes entangled with gigantic lianas. Species

characteristic of this wetter evergreen forest type include cedro

macho Carapa guianensis, palo de agua Vochysis lioiu/iirensis

and guayabon Tenninalia oblonga.

Cloud forests occur at elevations over 1500 m. They are

more or less limited to the permanently clouded tops of the vol-

canic cones in the Pacific coast and to the tops of the great

mountain massifs such as the Mogoton. Misiin, Kilambe and

Penas Blancas. These forests are home to species such as santa

man'a Calophyllum brasilensis, sangredrago Croton panamensis

and majagua Heliocarpiis appendiciilatus.

Swamp forests are periodically or permanently flooded with

fresh water. Characteristic species include Bravaisia iiiteger-

rinia. river willow Scilix humboldtiana and the dog almond
Andira inermis. These are found throughout the Caribbean

coastal region.

The pine forests are characteristic of the high and moderately

dry lands from the north of Nicaragua, mainly the department of

Nueva Segovia. They typically occur between 400 and 700 m in

well-drained areas. The best conserved samples of this ecosys-

tem are the pinewoods of Dipilito. which contain species such

as Pinus oocarpa. P. maximinoi and P. patula teciiniiinanii. In

addition, pine savannas occur on low, flat lands such as those in

the north of the Caribbean region. These are primarily grass-

lands with scattered Pinus caribaea in different associations and

transitions with broadleaved species. The pine savannas is a

fire-caused disclimax. whereas the true climax vegetation is

evergreen rain forest of tropical lowlands (Sutton. 1989).

Tropical dry forests are medium to low forests of deciduous

and semi-deciduous trees. They occur at altitudes lower than

500 m in warm and dry zones. Temperatures are over 26°C and

annual rainfall ranges from 1000 to 1200 mm. The last remnants

of these forests are located in isolated zones of the Pacific

region. Some of the species that characterize them are escobillo

Phyllostylon brasiliensis. lignum vitae Giiaiacum sanctum and

Haematoxylum brasiletto.

Mangroves
The mangroves in Nicaragua are more extensive and less

degraded on the Caribbean coast than on the Pacific coast. In

1981, FAO/UNEP reported that they covered an area of 600 sq.

km and this same figure is given in Saenger el al. (1983). On
Map 22.1, the mangroves are shown covering the much larger

area of 1718 sq. km. though 772 sq. km of these are degraded.

These forests contain Rhizophora mangle, Laguncularia
racemosa and Avicennia germinans. The estuaries and marshes

of the Caribbean coast are the northern boundary of the natural

distribution of the mangrove species Pelliciera rhizophorae in

the Caribbean slope.

Forest Resources and Management
In 1950, there were 70,000 sq. km of forest in Nicaragua.
However, the rapid deforestation of the past four decades has

reduced this area considerably to 43,000 sq. km. Broadleaved

forests cover 38,000 sq. km, while conifer forests occupy the

remaining 5000 sq. km (IRENA, 1992). More than 10,000 sq.

Table 22.1
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forestry sector does, however, play an important indirect role in

the economy. It provides some 50,000 cu. m of wood for house

building and 27,000 cu. m for the mining industry, as well as

providing about 90 per cent of the fuel used for domestic pur-

poses and 25 per cent of that used in industry. In addition, there

are over 250 timber factories and furniture shops creating

employment for numerous people.

The primary transformation industry has some 90 sawmills

and one plywood factory. The secondary transformation indus-

try is made up of seven medium-scale companies and 800 craft

shops with capacity to process 6000 - 12.000 cu. m of sawn

wood. The main products are furniture, floorboards and pre-fab-

ricated houses. The capacity of the transformation industry is in

the order of 300,000 cu. m, but the processing plants are obso-

lete and are not well maintained so only 60 per cent of this

capacity is used.

Deforestation

Much of the deforestation in Nicaragua has occurred over the

last few decades; most of it the result of clearing the forests to

use the land for other purposes, rather than as result of the com-

mercial or noncommercial demand for timber (Leonard, 1987).

In the 1950s and 1960s, the land area planted with cotton

quadrupled and forests were cleared to make way for this

expansion (Nietschmann, 1990). In the 1960s and 1970s, clear-

ing for cattle ranches was the main cause of deforestation.

Between the years of 1952 and 1984, annual deforestation in

Nicaragua varied between 950 sq. km and 1250 sq. km. It

decreased during the period of the war (1985-1990). but it

increased again in 1991, as a consequence of the thousands of

returning refugees clearing and colonising areas of the forest.

Today, it is estimated that the annual rate is between 1500 and

2000 sq. km (IRENA. 1992). FAO (1993a) estimates that,

between 1981 and 1990, 1240 sq. km of forest were cleared

each year, an annual rate of 1.9 per cent.

The direct and indirect causes of deforestation are numer-

ous, complex and interrelated. The main direct cause is the

conversion of forest land to agricultural land. This occurs

because of the lack of options for the economic use of the for-

est resources, the low productivity of the land farmed by the

campesinos. the absence of appropriate technology to increase

productivity and the unstable land tenure situation. In addition,

production systems which are unsuitable for the country's trop-

ical soils are used; there are few or no well managed credit

programmes for campesinos. there is a lack of coordination

between the institutions controlling agricultural and forestry

matters, an absence of operating capacity within these institu-

tions and inappropriate economic and financial policies are

applied to the problems.

Problems are also caused by the general lack of awareness

for the need to use the forest in a sustainable manner, the lack of

interest in medium and long-term investments (as opposed to

short-term ones) and the fact that little value is attached to the

social and economic advantages of good forest management.

As well as the deforestation caused by the conversion to agri-

cultural land, a considerable degree of degradation of the forests

is caused by the amount of wood cut for fuel. Every year, 3.5

million cu. m of firewood are cut to be used in homes, industries

and commerce; wood provides 49 per cent of Nicaragua's ener-

gy requirements.

IRENA estimate that the 170 mph winds of Hurricane Joan

in 1988 damaged one fifth of the country's forest wealth, with

losses in timber alone amounting to US$1.6 billion.

Biodiversity

Nicaragua is part of the Biological Province of Central America,

where South American and North American elements intermin-

gle. The flora is characterized by a large number of Cactaceae

and Bromelaceae and there are also over 800 species from the

Orchidaceae family. In a recent publication. IRENA (1992)

reports that more than 9000 plant species have been identified in

Nicaragua and that there are probably an additional 4000 to

5000 species not yet discovered.

In spite of being the largest country on the Central American

isthmus, Nicaragua has a somewhat lower biological diversity

than its neighbouring countries. This is due primarily to its lack

of altitudinal diversity and absence of high isolated mountain

ranges (Cedefio et al.. 1992). For the same reasons, endemism

rates are also lower. Only two per cent of the vertebrate fauna

and 0.6 per cent of the flora are endemic.

There are reported to be 750 bird species and 200 mammal
species in the country. Numbers of amphibians and reptiles are

59 and 161 respectively (WCMC. 1992).

Nicaragua contains only two bird species listed as threatened

by Collar et al. (1992). These are the golden-cheeked warbler

Dendroica chrysoparia, which over-winters in the country's

forests, and the keel-billed motmot Electron carinatum, a low-

land forest species with a very patchy distribution throughout

most of Central America.

Globally threatened mammal species that occur in the coun-

try include the olingos Bassaricyon gabbii and B. sumichrasti,

the tiger cat Leopardiis tigriiuis, the margay L, wiedii. the tapir

Tapirus bairdii. Geoffrey's spider monkey Ateles geojfroyi and

the giant anteater Myrmecopliaga Iridactyla (Groombridge,

1993). Most of these are forest dwellers. Other than the five

marine turtles, the only threatened reptiles reported to occur in

Nicaragua are the American crocodile Crocodyhis aciitus and

the narrow-bridged mud turtle Kinosternoti angusipons

(Groombridge, 1993).

The country's most important areas for biodiversity are: the

San Cristobal-Casita volcanic complex, the Masaya Volcano

National Park, the Zapatera Archipelago, the Ri'o Escalante-

Chococente. the BOSAWAS, the Saslaya hill, the Solentiname

Archipelago, the Ri'o Indio Maiz. the Cayos Miskitos and Los

Guatusos. All of these sites are conservation areas.

Conservation Areas

Nicaragua's first protected area, a wildlife refuge, was estab-

lished in 1958 and its first national park (Saslaya) was declared

in 1971. However, with no national policy to support their pro-

tection, these areas were largely ineffectual (Cedefio et al..

1992). It was only when the Sandinista government came to

power in 1979 that IRENA was formed. This was the first

Nicaraguan institute concerned with the protection of the envi-

ronment to be created. Also in 1979. a National Parks Service

(SPN) was formed within IRENA which was specifically

responsible for establishing and managing protected areas. The

intensification of the civil war and the economic crisis after

1983 meant that IRENA could barely function and it was funher

weakened in 1988 when it lost its ministerial status and became

a department within the Ministry of Agricultural Development

and Agrarian Reform. It regained its status after the change of

government in 1990 but its activities are still constrained by

lack of money (Utting. 1993).

In 1983, 17 new conservation areas were created and a fur-

ther 45 in 1991. most designated as nature reserves. In 1990. a

decree formalised the creation of a network of protected areas
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Table 22.2 Conservation areas in Nicaragua

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories I-IV. For informa-

tion on World Heritage Sites see Chapter 8.

Area (sq. km)

52

150

51

Map Ref
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tion of the main issues and basic conditions needed for the

development of the forestry sector (FAO, 1993b). The second

part of the plan includes a set of policies, objectives and strate-

gies for the sector, followed by a short-term action plan, details

of financial arrangements and the expected results and benefits.

A regional forestry action plan has been prepared for two

an effort to develop these two areas which had been particularly

badly affected by the civil war and by Hurricane Joan (FAO,
1993b).

The National Forestry Action Plan was inserted in the

National Strategy for Conservation and Sustainable
Development and the Environmental Action Plan for Nicaragua,

regions of the country — RAAS and Region V. This was part of which was completed in June 1993.
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Map 22.1 Nicaragua
The forest eover data shown on Map 22.1 have been digitised from a dyeline map entitled

Eslado Acltuil de la Vegeracion Forestal de Nicaragua. The source map, dated 1991, is based

on an earlier land-use map of 1983, and has been prepared at a scale of 1:1 million by the

Instituto Nicaraguense de Recursos Naturales y del Ambiente. Direccion de Adminislracion de

Bosques Nacionales.

The source data are grouped into five broad categories: Bosque Denso. Bosque Claro.

Malorrai Usa Agropecuario and Otros. These are further sub-divided into more specifically

defined vegetation types.

The source data have been harmonised for this atlas in the following way: Bosque deuso trop-

ica} ombroftlo (pluvial) de baja allitud. Zana afectada por el Huracan Juana. and Bosque claro

latifoliado semper\'irenle are shown as lowland and montane rain forest (deliminted by 3000'

contour taken from the Digital Chart of the World) — Bosque claro latifoliado sempen'irente.

which occurs in the previous northern "war zone', has been included on the advice of J.

Castiglione (pers. comm., 1991); Bosque denso tropical ombroftlo fpluvial) de pantano is

shown as inland swamp forest; Bosque claro de pino de tierras alias and Bosque claro de pino

de tierras bajas as pine forest; Bosque de nian^lares as mangroves; Bosque claro sempen'irente

de manglures y tierras pantanosas de manglares sin vegetacion arborescente is shown as

degraded mangrove; and Bosque claro itiayormeme deciduo por la seqitia as dry forest.

Conservation areas have been extracted from a dyeline map: Nicaragua — Sistema Nacional

de Areas Silvestres Prolegidas. compiled by the Servicio de Parques Nacionales. Managua,

Nicaragua, and published in 1992 by the Instituto de Ambiente y los Recursos Naturales

(IRENA) at a scale of 1:500.000,
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cooperi and cedro macho Carapci giiianensis. Anaciirdiiim

excelsiim is rare. Palms are common in the lower vegetation

layer and there is a thick undergrowth.

Quercus forests occur in hilly areas, particularly in the

Western Cordillera. Very large specimens of Q. costaricensis

are present in the montane forests on Volcan Barii (Hartshorn,

1981), while Q. humholdtiana ia a major tree in the oak forests

of Cerro Tacarcuna.

Mangroves
Mangroves are found mainly on the Pacific coast of Panama.

FAO/UNEP (1981) estimated that they covered 4860 sq. km in

the early 1980s, but the estimate in Direccion Nacional de

Recursos Naturales Renovables (1982) is considerably less at

1760 sq. km (Table 23.2); D'Croz (1993) estimates 1710 sq.

km. Map 23.1 shows a coverage of 1819 sq. km for an undeter-

mined date between 1970 and 1980. The red mangroves
Rhizophoia brevistyki and R. mangle are overwhelming domi-

nants of the mangrove forests, generally forming pure stands

with an average height of 25 m. The black mangrove Avicennia

germinans and Pelliciera rhizophorae are only occasional asso-

ciates (Harsthorn. 1981).

The area of mangroves has been systematically reduced by

reclamation of the land for agriculture and cattle pastures and

the establishment of shrimp farms. The mangroves have also

been degraded by collection of wood for fuel and construction

poles and the use of their bark for tannins (INRENARE, 1990).

Forest Resources and Management
In a 1982 publication, the Direccion Nacional de Recursos

Naturales Renovables reported that 35,497 sq. km of forest

remained in 1980 and this is broken down into forest types as

shown in Table 23. 1 . This agrees with the figure in the report by

INRENARE (1990) given in Table 23.2. By 1987, a further

three per cent of Panama had been deforested leaving 33,053 sq.

km of forest in the country. This is a reduction of over 10,000

sq. km from 1970 (Table 23.2). FAO (1993) reports 31,170 sq.

km remaining in 1990 — all of this is considered to be closed

broadleaved forest.

The source map used for Map 23.1 is very generalised and

based on a mixture of data some of which are now 25 years old

(see Map Legend). As a result, no figure for forest cover has

been quoted at the head of the chapter or given in the usual table

as it is considered that it would be too misleading. The forest

area shown on this Map is 35,486 sq. km of lowland forest. 1723

sq. km of submontane forest, 235 sq. km of montane forest and

1819 sq. km of mangrove, giving a total of 39,263 sq. km for

some undetermined date between the years of 1970 and 1980.

Table 23.1 Area of the main forest types in Panama in 1980

Forest Types

Orey forests

Orey and other species

Cativo forests

Cativo and other species

Mixed forests

Mangroves

Protection forests

Total 35,497 100

Source: Direccidn Nacional de Recursos Naturales Renovables ( I982j in INRENARE ( 1990)

Table 23.2 Forest Area in Panama 1970-1987

rea fsq. km)
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Table 23.3 Estimates of forest cover in Panama between 1947 and

1987

Year
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View towards Bocas del Toro from the interior o) La Ainistad National Park. (Jim Thorsell)

tion reserve of 150 sq. km and two indigenous reserves covering

7526 sq. km; one of these, Comarca Kuna Yala. was set up as

long ago as 1938.

In 1986. the private, nonprofit-making organisation. ANCON
(Asociacion Nacional para la Conservacion de la Naturaleza).

founded in 1985, and INRENARE signed a ten year cooperative

agreement that includes plans for protecting top priority natural

lands. Their first joint project was in Soberani'a National Park.

They have begun marking the boundary of this park and there

are plans to halt deforestation, farming and illegal hunting with-

in it (Navarro and Fletcher. 1988). Other national parks

ANCON is involved with include Chagres. Darien. La Amistad,

Coiba and Isia Bastimentos.

Initiatives for Conservation

There are some 50 agencies in Panama actively concerned

with conservation. They are involved in environmental educa-

tion, protection of conservation areas, reforestation, scientific

investigation and technological development amongst other

things.

The Smithsonian Institution has developed several projects in

the country, probably best known is their considerable scientific

investigation on the island of Barro Colorado.

As well as being involved with the development of conser-

vation areas. ANCON promotes programmes of environmental

education, sustainable development, conservation and scien-

tific research. ANCON has, for instance, collaborated with

USAID to reforest 64 hectares in the Finca Rio Cabuya in the

basin of the Panama Canal; this project was the catalyst for

similar projects in Finca Peresenico in Darien, Finca La
Pintada in Code and Bocas del Tora, Programmes in these

areas include planting native tree species, the establishment of

an agroforestry system and the breeding of Agouti paca and

Iguana iguana for food.
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Map 23.1 Panama
Foresl cover data were obtained from the Atltn Ntuitnuti de Panama: S.l Ve^elacion Aclttal

{ 1 980) at a 1:1 .000.000 scale. These data are very generahsed and based on three main sources;

FAO ( 1 970/7 1 ) Invenlario Forestal Nacional: Alla.K Nacional de Panama ( 1 975 ) and Direccion

de Desarrollo Forestal. Instituto de Recursos Naturales Renovables (INRENARE), Neither

more recent nor more accurate information was able to be found for this project.

The folldtfing categories have been combined to produce an estimation of the moist foresl

cover of Panama: Basques perenntjolios tropicales. Basques perennifolios subtropicales.

Basques perennifolios de tierras alias. Basques stihperennifolios tropicales. To present foresl

'type' information. Holdridge's Life Zones have been overlaid onto this foresl cover. The fol-

lowing Life Zones were combined to generate the forest types shown on Map 23.1. Bosque

Inimedo tropical. Bosque may Inimedo tropical. Bosque luimedo premontano. Basques muy

Iniinedo premontano, and Bosque pluvial premontano — lowland rain forest: Bosque htimedo

nianlaiio haja. Basque muy htimedo montano bajo and Bosque pluvial tnontano bajo — sub-

montane rain forests: Bosque muy luimedo montano and Bosque pluvial montano — montane

rain forests. Mangrove data shown in the Atlas Nacional de Panama appear to be incomplete.

Larger scale ( 1 : 250,000) information has therefore been added from a dyeline map. Repiiblica

de Panama — Inventario de Man^lares, produced in five sheets by the Instituto Geografico

Nacional "Tommy Guardia" (1988).

Data for the protected areas of Panama have been digitised from a dyeline map which accom-

panies a report La Cabenuru Bascosa de Panama (1990). Instituto Nacional de Recursos

Naturales Renovables (INRENARE), The map. showing 'Reservas Forestales' and 'Areas

Sihestres Prolegidas', has been preparea by the Oftcina de Cartografia del Instituto Nacional

de Recursos at a .scale of 1 : 1 million.
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24 Bolivia

Bolivia's forests rank twelfth in the world in terms of area. They contain important reserves of valuable wood, but logging

is very selective and timber contributes little to the country's economy. Exports of unprocessed timber are banned. As in

most Latin American countries, expansion of agriculture and colonisation are the main causes of deforestation in Bolivia.

The system of protected areas is far from adequate, but there are proposals to remedy this. Conservation of the coun-

try's biodiversity is becoming an increasingly important concern to Bolivians.

Introduction
Bolivia is a landlocked state situated in the central western part

of South America. A wide range of geographical, physiographi-

cal and climatic factors, linked to its intertropical position and

the presence of the Andes, gives rise to a great variety of land-

scapes. These range from tropical lowland forests to high, per-

manently snow-covered mountains and from semiarid. deserts

to forests with an annual rainfall up to 6000 mm.
The country forms part of two of the largest South American

basins, those of the Parana and Amazon, and includes an exten-

sive area of the High Andean Plateau, the Altiplano. The

Amazon Basin covers two thirds of Bolivia (724,000 sq. km);

the Parana Basin, covers 229,500 sq. km or 21 per cent of the

country; and the Altiplano accounts for the remaining 145,080

sq. km (Monies de Oca, 1989). The Altiplano Intercordillera is a

broad expanse of interior basins and valleys with a mean eleva-

tion of 3800 m. It is bordered on one side by the Western

Cordillera and on the other by the Eastern Cordillera and Sub-

Andean ranges. Approximately one third of the country is

mountainous; the highest peak, Volcan Sajama at 6520 m, is in

the Western Cordillera on the border with Chile. The other two

thirds of Bolivia are relatively level or with low relief, mostly

less than 500 m in elevation and sloping gently from south to

north. A few isolated mountains occur in the eastern portion of

Santa Cruz Department.

The latitudinal variations produce wide north-south climato-

logical differences. There is a typical tropical region in the north-

ernmost part of the country, a subtropical-temperate region in the

south and a wide transitional zone between them. In the subtropi-

cal-temperate region, summers are very hot and winters are rela-

tively cold (Ribera, 1992). The low-lying areas of the Amazon
Basin are warm and damp throughout the year, with heavy rain-

fall from November to March. The altiplano is generally dry

between May and November and the nights are coldest in June

and July. Annual rainfall in the driest areas is less than 100 mm,
while the wettest areas receive up to 6000 mm (Solomon, 1989).

According to the preliminary results of the 1992 Population

and Housing Census. Bolivia has a population of 6,300.000.

giving a population density of 5.7 inhabitants per sq. km, one of

the lowest in Latin America (INE, 1992). The higher figure for

Bolivia's population given at the head of this chapter is an esti-

mate from the Population Reference Bureau (1994), but even

this gives a population density of only 7.6 people per sq. km.

The growth rate of Bolivia's population is 2.7 per cent per

year, with annual urban population growth averaging 4.1 per

cent and rural populations decreasing at a rate of -0.01 per cent

each year. The increasing rural to urban migration is a result of

economic problems, which are particularly affecting the

Altiplano and Andean valleys (INE, 1992). Donoso (1992) indi-

cates that around 42 per cent of the population live in rural

areas, while PRB ( 1994) gives the higher figure of 58 per cent.

The urban population is concentrated in three cities: La Paz,

Santa Cruz and Cochabamba.

Bolivia is a multiethnic and pluricultural country. The native

Andean inhabitants are the Quechuas (1.5 million) and the

Aymaras (1 million); these two groups have been most exposed

to Hispanic and Creole cultures. There are, in addition, other,

less numerous indigenous peoples such as the Urus. Chipayas,

Jruhitos and Muratos (Marconi and Donoso, 1992; Martinez and

Carvajac, 1985).

Indigenous forest peoples live in eastern Bolivia. There are

between 130,000 and 200,000 of them, grouped into 38 ethnic

groups belonging to 10 linguistic families. The most numerous

are the Ava Izocefios (38,500) and the Chiquitanos (28.300).

The Tacanas, Guarayos. Ignacianos, Trinitario Arawaks,

Itonamas and Chimanes, each consist of 5000 to 8000 individu-

als. Many of these people are nomadic or semi-nomadic and

depend on harvesting, hunting, fishing and itinerant agriculture

for their livelihood (Arango, 1989).

Bolivia's main exports are minerals and hydrocarbons, the

latter have been important since the 1970s. In 1991. these two
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accounted for 69 per cent of total exports and earned US$652
million for the country. Coffee and sugar are the main agricul-

tural exports.

The Forests

Bolivia's forests are characterised by a great structural complex-

ity and an enormous diversity of flora, much of which has not

yet been scientifically described. However, Tim Kelleen and

collaborators at the Herbario National are working on a book

about the genera of trees in Bolivia and this should provide

much valuable information. The forests cover mountain areas,

known as "Yungas" and sub-andean regions, as well as vast

lowland regions.

Brockmann's (1978) Mapa de Cobertura y Uso de la Tierra

(Map of Forest Cover and Land Use), prepared on the basis of

LANDSAT imagery, is the most accurate cartographic represen-

tation of Bolivia's forest cover. Brockmann classified the

forests according to their distribution across highlands (over

3000 m), lands of intermediate heights (between 500 and

3000 m) and lowlands (below 500 m). He distinguished

between evergreen and semi-evergreen dense moist forests. The
description below of the forests in the country is based on the

work of Ribera (1992) who combines and integrates the maps
and classification systems developed by different authors,

including Brockmann.

Evergreen Forests
a. Highland forests

Situated in the Yungas region, these forests make up the

upper layer of the very moist cloud forest and Yungas mon-
tane semi-moist forest. The trees, of medium height and with

twisted branches, are covered with epiphytes. There are

many species with small, leathery leaves (Ericaceae and

Myrtaceae) as well species from the Lauraceae family. Trees

of Bninellia. Chisia and Weinmannia occur.

b. Forests at intermediate elevations

These forests, rich in species, are in a very advanced state of

degradation. They include the intermediate and lower layers

of the Yungas forests: cloud forest, semi-moist Yungas forest

and moist Yungas forest. The trees do not exceed 20 metres

in height. The undergrowth is dominated by Gramineae in

the genus Chusqiiea. At lower elevations, these forests

resemble lowland formations, but have a greater number of

palm trees, treelike ferns (Alsophila sp.) and Moraceae in the

genus Ceciopia.

The sub-andean rain forest is a dense multi-strata forma-

tion. It is taller than the Yungas forests and is more diverse.

Palms and species with buttressed roots are common.
Dominant species include Ceiba pentandra. Clarisia race-

mosa, Dipteryx alala, Gallesia integrifolia. Hiira crepitans.

Sloanea fragrans, Spondias inombin and Iriartea deltoidea.

c. Lowland forests

These are dense, multi-layered forests containing a great

variety of species: buttress roots are a typical structural char-

acteristic. The canopy is around 30 m high with emergent

trees of more than 40 m in height. Palm trees are often found

in the intermediate layer.

In the Amazonian moist forest there are two tree species of

great regional economic importance: the rubber tree Hevea
brasiliensis and the Brazil nut Bertholletia exceha. The flora

of the Beni plain moist forest includes a large number of

species that are widely distributed in the Amazon, as well as

others of importance from the Chaco-cerrado region. Those
formations which are subject to extended periods of flooding

have relatively low biological diversity, tending to have
fewer plants and little variety in their flora and structure.

Semi-Evergreen Forests
a. Forests at intermediate elevations

The canopy exceeds 20 m in height: there are emergent trees

reaching above 30 m in height. The composition of the semi-

moist forest of the Chiquitan mountain area gives evidence of

its highly intermediate nature, with species from the

Amazon, the Chaco and the cerrado.

The semi-moist forest of the Sub-Andean strip, which con-

stitutes the lower layer of the Tucuman-Bolivian forest, con-

tains species from the Lauraceae and Myrtaceae family: the

family Bignoniaceae is common. Epiphytes, especially

Bromeliaceae, are abundant.

b. Lowland forests

The semi-evergreen lowland forests are tall and very diverse,

the canopy has an average height of 30 m, with emergents

often exceeding 40 m in height. Buttress roots are common
on large trees. Brazilian mahogany Swietenia inacroplixtUi

occurs in many of these forests.

The semi-moist forest of the Beni plain has only relict

areas of precious woods. The palm Orbignya phaleraui dom-
inates some forests. Bolivia's lowland forest also include the

very humid foothill forest and the Amazonian semi-moist

forest. Not much is known about the floristic composition of

the latter. Its structure seems to resemble that of the moister

forest in the northern region, but it has a greater number of

deciduous species.

Dry Forests
Bolivia's dry, open forests are continuous with the xerophytic

Chaco formation of western Paraguay and northern Argentina

(Solomon. 1989) and. as such, they have not been shown on

Map 24.1 nor included in the statistics. However, their position

is shown on Figure 24.1. Common genera include

Aspidosperma. Biilnesia, Celtis, Prosopis, Schinus and
Scliinopsis. The dry forest zone covers an area of 230,000 sq.

km but the vegetation is generally very degraded and altered so

that forest covers only 50 per cent, or thereabouts, of the zone.

Forest Resources and Management
According to Brockmann's (1978) map. Bolivia's total forest

cover in 1 978 was 564,684 sq. km, that is, 5 1 .4 per cent of the

nation's land area. On the basis of this map and using the work

of Ribera (1992) and others, Bolivia's Conservation Data

Centre (CDC) has estimated the area of dense moist forest to

be 454,197 sq. km (Table 24.1). FAO (1993) estimates the

slightly lower total of 419,670 sq. km, with 355,820 sq. km of

this in the moist deciduous forest zone and 63,850 sq. km in

the hill and montane forest zone. In addition FAO (1993)

reports 73,460 sq. km of forest in the dry deciduous zone, this

is the the chaco-type formation so has not been included in the

statistics at the top of the chapter. The area of closed

broadleaved forest in Bolivia is given by FAO (1993) as

407,850 sq. km.

Figure 24.1 shows the forest types as distinguished by CDC-
Bolivia, including the dry open forests, and Table 24.1 gives

CDC's figures for the areas of the different dense moist forest
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Table 24.1

Figure 24.1

Area of Dense Moist Forests in Bolivia as shown on

Forest Type
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The farmers, whose time and labour is precious, like to

see quick results. Therefore not only is the choice of tech-

niques crucial, but also the selection of tree species. These

should be well adapted to the environment, grow fast, help

improve soil fertility and provide products such as fire-

wood, wood for construction, fruits, forage and medicines.

The most used and successful native species that have

these characteristics are Buddleja incana and B. coriacea.

Alniis joruUensis and Polylepis incanca and P. racemosa

(see Table).

Economic benefits are a crucial factor in motivating the

small farmers to produce trees. Besides the direct sale of tree

products, communities are helped to establish small forestry

industries for the production of charcoal, furniture, construc-

tion materials, handicrafts and household utensils. To launch

the process, farmers are helped to set up their own nurseries

and plantations and taught how to propagate plants.

Projects use different strategies. Some work with com-

munities, others with families, women's groups or farmers'

organizations. The extension methods, used to promote

community forestry, are of crucial importance. Contrary to

the more conventional approaches that try to transfer

knowledge by showing the people "how to do it" in an

often top-down manner, community forestry projects

involve the farmers in most aspects of the planning and

implementation process. This dialogue between the exten-

sion workers and the farmers, ensures the promotion of

appropriate techniques and species that meet the needs of

the people.

From the highlands of Peru to the coffee-producing areas

of Colombia, many small farmers are now growing trees,

benefiting from their products and increasing their agricultur-

al production and household income. However, progress is

not easy. During the years important lessons have been

learnt:

• do not promote tree production as an end in itself, but inte-

grate trees into the small farmer's land-use and farming

system, supporting soil conservation practices and agricul-

tural production:

• use multi-purpose tree species that grow fast, can easily be

propagated, are well adapted to the environment and pro-

vide products valued by the local people;

• use a flexible approach that takes into consideration the

diversity of farmer's interests, organizations and changing

conditions:

• do not use financial or food incentives but try to motivate

farmers by linking project activities to their priorities and

pursue self-reliance.

The execution of these projects by foreign aid agencies is

an important first step. However, it is necessary that national

organizations become more involved. In most countries

forestry networks, such as FAO's Andean initiative, are now
being established to exchange information, upgrade knowl-

edge and coordinate forestry activities.

in their new surroundings and the schemes offer no technical

support to assist them. The settlers fell and burn trees and then,

when the crop yields drop in two or three years time, they move
on to clear another area. Spontaneous colonisation follows the

same pattern.

According to figures recently published by the World Bank,

colonisation and agricultural expansion are responsible for 70

per cent of deforestation in Bolivia. Goitia and Gutierrez ( 1992)

believe that these two factors cause as much as 90 per cent of

the deforestation.

Timber exploitation also causes a significant amount of for-

est degradation. Although the impact of selective cutting is not

as great as that of forest clearance, poor logging practices cause

serious damage to the soil and residual vegetation and reduce

the economic value of the remaining forest. In addition, there is

considerable illegal, uncontrolled hunting of wildlife to provide

food for the timber workers and settlers. The logging roads also

open access to colonisers who increase deforestation.

Firewood for domestic and industrial purposes accounts for

80 per cent of the total timber used in the country. This makes a

significant contribution to forest degradation, especially in the

Andes and Altiplano. An increase in the consumption of fuel-

wood is anticipated as a result of the rise in price of electricity

and oil. Even disregarding the cpst, poor roads make it difficult

to supply remote rural communities with other forms of energy.

Biodiversity

Bolivia is situated at the confluence of four important South

American biomes: Amazonia, chaco, cerrado and Andes. The

resulting mix of species and habitats gives rise to a wide variety

of ecosystems and great biological diversity in Bolivia. There is

particularly high diversity in the areas of Beni. Yungas.

Inambari and Guapore; these are thought by some to be

Pleistocene refuge areas (Stolz, 1986).

The country has an exceedingly rich and varied flora: there

are 17,000 known species of Angiospermae, 16 of

Gymnospermae, 1300 of Pteridophyta. and 1200 of Bryophyta

(Moraes and Beck. 1992). As comparatively little collecting has

taken place within the country, it is likely that many more

species remain to be discovered (Solomon, 1989).

The richest concentration of flowering plants is found in the

very moist, subandean and montane cloud forests.

Approximately 4000 species of Angiospemiae are found in the

rain forests of the Andean foothills. The richness decreases as

one descends towards the seasonal moist forests of the plain and

as one rises to the upper Andean levels (Moraes and Beck,

1992). Local endemics are more common among herbaceous

species and shrubs than among trees and lianas, and they occur

mainly in the subandean region and foothills.

In the submontane and lowland forests, the families with the

greatest number of species are: Leguminosae, Lauraceae,

Annonaceae, Rubiaceae, Moraceae, Myristicaeae, Sapotaceae,

Meliaceae, Palmae, Euphorbiaceae and Bignoniaceae (Moraes

and Beck, 1992). Pteridophytes are more important in the mon-

tane moist forests (Yungas), while the 16 species of

Gymnospermae are concentrated mainly in the interandean val-

leys and the Tucuman-Bolivian forest.

One of the most threatened forest species in the country is the

Brazilian mahogany; its numbers in lowland forests have been

drastically reduced by over exploitation.

Bolivia also has a great diversity of fauna. Potess (1991)

ranks it among the twelve richest countries in the world in this
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Table 24.4 Conservation Areas in Bolivia

Existing protected areas in lUCN's categories I-IV are listed below.

For data on Ramsar sites and Biosphere reserves see Chapter 8.

Nalioiiul Parks

Amboro*

Carrasco Ichilo*

Isiboro Secure*

Las Barrancas"'"

Llica

Noel Kempff Mercado*

Sajama

Santa Cruz la Vieja*

Biolo^iciil Station

Beni*

National Resenes

Cordillera de Sama

Eduardo Avaroa*

Incacasani - Altamachi*

Lagunas del beni y Pando"""

Manuripi Heath*

Noel Kempff Mercado"*"

Rios Blanco y Negro*

Tariquia*

Ulla Ulla*

Yura

Wildlife Refuges

El Dorado*

Estancias Eisner Espi'ritu

Estancias Eisner San Rafael*

Huancaroma

Wildlife Sanctuaiy

Cavernas El Repechon*

Flavio Machicado Vizcarra

Resenes

Altamachi Vicufia"'"

Huancaroma Vicuna

Total

1,800

13.000

11,000

3

975

9,140

299

171

1,350

1,085

7,140

230

2.750

18.840

219

14.000

2,469

2,500

nd

1,800

700

200

110

15

0.4

1,000

1,404

92,200

* Area with forest within its boundaries as depicted on Map 24. 1

.

+ Not mapped

Source: WCMC (unpubhshed).

respect. Approximately 316 mammal species, 1274 bird species,

208 reptile species, 1 12 amphibian species and 389 fish species

have been identified (Ergueta and Sarmiento, 1992). However,

many vertebrate species are endangered or threatened with

extinction. Current Bolivian legislation refers to approximately

100 species and CITES lists close to 200 species. The
ICBP/IUCN Red Data Book lists 23 globally threatened bird

species which occur in Bolivia, of which eight are endemic

(Collar et al., 1992). lUCN names an additional 27 mammals,
five reptiles, one amphibian, one fish and two butterflies in the

list of threatened species occurring in Bolivia (Groombridge.

1993). At least one vertebrate species is known to be extinct in

the country: the chinchilla Chinchilla kinii>eru and it is possible

that the endemic fish Orestias cuvieri from Lake Titicaca no

longer occurs.

Bolivia has 39 per cent of South America's known mammal
species. Bats constitute the most numerous group with a total of

100 species. Approximately 10 endemic mammal species are

known, mainly Didelphidae (opossums) and rodents (Ergueta

and Sarmiento. 1992). Among the mammals requiring conserva-

tion action are several primates, including Goeldis marmoset

Callimico goeldii. spider monkey Ateles panisciis. common
woolly monkey Lagolhrix lagothricha and the howler monkey
Alouatla fusca; species of Cervidae, such as the marsh deer

Odocoileus dichotomiis and North Andean huemul
Hippocameliis antisiensis; and species of Mustelidae. such as

the threatened giant otter Pteroniira hrasiliensis. Other impor-

tant mammals for conservation are the spectacled bear

Tremarctos omatus, a number of cat species (Andean cat Felis

jacobita, jaguar Panthera onca and margay Leopardus wiedii)

and the vicufia Vicugna vicugna.

Birds are one of the best known faunal groups in the country.

Bolivia contains 40 per cent of South America's avifauna and

ranks sixth in the Neotropics and seventh in the world (Potess.

1991). The greatest variety of birds, over 600 species, is found

in very moist and moist forests, between 400 and 1000 m above

sea level. However, most endemics (1 1 species out of a total of

16 in Bolivia) are found in dry intermontane valleys (Ergueta

and Sarmiento. 1992). Priority bird species include the lesser

rhea Pterocnemia pennata, the horned coot Fulica coniuta. the

endemic blue-throated macaw Ara glaucogularis and the

hyacinth macaw Anodorhynchus hyacinthinus.

Among the reptiles, snakes are most numerous, with 125

species found mainly in very moist montane forests and moist

lowland forests. Eight species of tortoises and five Crocodylia

are known to occur in the country. The most endangered reptiles

are the black cayman Melanosuchus niger and turtles of the

Podocnemis genus.

The comparatively small number of amphibian species is

probably a reflection of the limited number of collections. To
date, seven endemic species have been identified, most notably

Epipedobates bolivianus (Dendrobatidae). The one species list-

ed as threatened by lUCN is the Lake Junin giant frog

Batrachophiymis macrnslomus. which occurs also in Peru.

Conservation Areas

Bolivia's first national park was declared in 1939. although it

was not until 1953 that legal protection was instituted (Marconi,

1989), and only recently has this been made more than paper

protection. A 1975 law provides for five categories of protected

area (national park, wildlife reserve, wildlife refuge, wildlife

sanctuary and hunting reserve), but there are no clear det"initions

of these categories. Indeed. Marconi's study ( 1989) of the legal

foundation for the protected areas showed that it is incomplete.

it lacks a clear conceptual framework, has no definitions and no

specific objectives. This applies to both the system in general

and to the specific management categories. In addition, the reg-

ulations are dispersed in a variety of legal texts, which cau.ses

confusion in their application.

A proposal to establish A General Law of the Environment is

currently being studied in the National Senate. The law will

legally establish SENMA, the National Secretariat for the

Environment. SENMA will be responsible for managing pro-

tected areas, forming a coordinated national system and unify-

ing administration of the protected areas into one organisation.
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At present, the Wildlife. National Parks, Hunting and Fishing

Department manages national parks and the various wildlife

areas, while the Forest Department is responsible for the forest

reserves.

Measures are being taken to establish a National Protected

Areas System (NPAS). but at present Bolivia does not have an

official list of protected areas. The 27 areas listed in Table 24.4

are those listed in lUCN's categories I-IV in the database at

WCMC. At present many of the ecosystems and species within

the country are not under any form of protection. Moreover, all

existing protected areas are disturbed to some degree. If the

country's biological diversity is to be conserved, protection of

existing conservation areas must be strengthened and new areas

need to be established.

Initiatives for Conservation

The rate of degradation and loss of forests, land and water

resources, and the consequent loss of biological diversity, is

alarming in Bolivia. However, conservation of nature became a

truly and increasingly important concern at the beginning of the

1980s.

Programmes for conservation and sustainable development

have mostly been initiated by non-governmental organizations.

These raised political awareness of the need for improved na-

tural resource management. The Bolivian Conservation Data

Centre was established in 1986 to collect and analyse informa-

tion on the environment and on protected areas and provide this

information to the government and relevant national and inter-

national organisations (Sandoval et al.. 1989).

The recently promulgated General Environment Act recog-

nizes the need for sustainable development practices and has the

conservation of biological diversity as one of its fundamental

components. This new law initiated an important legislative

process which aimed at updating and adapting the country's

legal framework. A new Biological Diversity Conservation Bill

has been drafted and the Forest Act has been revised.

Several new institutions have been established to manage the

environment in Bolivia, of which SENMA is the most impor-

tant. It is in charge of regulating and monitoring
environment-related activities as well as managing the National

Protected Area System. SENMA is also coordinating the devel-

opment of Bolivia's Environmental Action Plan, which provides

for public consultation and participation in environmental

issues. Other organisation include MACA, which is responsible

for the management of renewable natural resources, and the

National Environment Fund (FONAMA). which coordinates

national and international funds for environmental conservation.

A Strategy for the Conservation of Biodiversity and
Ecosystems in Protected Areas (FONAMA. 1991) has been

developed, with finance from the World Bank's Global
Environment Facility. This Strategy serves as a guide for the

coordination of other actions regarding the development of pro-

tected areas, undertaken by national and international institutions.

Bolivian has a Forestry Action Plan, published in 1989 in

cooperation with FAO and other multilateral and bilateral aid

agencies. The Plan recognizes the "need to plan the develop-

ment of this sector, so that forests may play their part in con-

sen'ing genetic biodiversity, providing forest products, protect-

ing soils and stabilizing watersheds, in addition to contributing

to recreation and tourism ".

The Plan raises important issues but is not always consistent

in addressing them. For example, it identifies the lack of fire-

wood as one of the main priorities for action, but the projects

included under the section Firewood and Energy Action account

for only four per cent of the Plan's total proposed investment.

Moreover, as of 1992, approximately half of the projects in-

cluded have not been funded.

A major attempt to develop sustainable natural forest man-
agement was supported by the International Tropical Timber
Organization (ITTO) in the Chimanes area. Although important

lessons have been learned, the project has been hampered by the

limitations of a weak executive body. In addition, economic and

social conflicts threaten the future of the programme.

United States Agency for International Development
(USAID) has plans to implement a Sustainable Forestry

Management Project in Bolivia.

In conclusion, the government's capacity to plan, monitor

and regulate the current environmental situation in general, and

more specifically that of forests, is still inadequate. The direct

and indirect strengthening of government institutions, through

cooperative work with the non-governmental sector, is therefore

of utmost importance.
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Map 24.1 Bolivia

A digital map. entitled Bolivia-Bosqiies Htimedox Densos. was kindiy made available (o

WCMC by the Centro de Datos para la Conservacion (CDCl-Bolivia (1992). These data are

based on an earlier map. Maf^ci tie Coherlura y Usn Atliiiil de la Tierni (Brockmann, 1978).

compiled from 1973-1976 L.^NDSAT images.

The forest types on the source map have been grouped into two main types: "siempreverde"

(evergreen) and "semi-siempreverde" (semi-evergreen). The following source forest classes

have been categorised into the broader forest categories which are being used for this alias: low-

land rain forest comprises Hiimecln Ainazonico. Hiimcdo Lkinura BeiiUum. Rihcreno. Hunwdo

Esciido Brasiteno. Seniihitmcdo Chii/itilano. Semihttmedo Llanttrtt Bent and Semihttmedn

.Amazonico'. montane rain forest contains Ntthladn de Cejn. Semihtinicdo Yungtis. Httmedi)

Yungas: .submontane rain forest includes Pluvial Sahtindino. Semihunteda Siihandiiw and Mu\

Hitmedo Pie de Monte. Dry forests (open, xerophytic lormalions) are not shown on this map but

are illustrated in Figure 24.1 and have been obtained from the same data source as the moist

forests.

The protected areas spatial data shown on Map 24. 1 originate from a digital dataset covering

several countries in Latin America. iMlin America Pratecled Areas Datasel — Version 2. com-

piled and provided by the Centro Intemaciona! de Agricultura Tropical, Colombia, in 1992.
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25 Brazil

Brazil is the world's fifth largest country and it contains by far the greatest extent of forest in the tropics. Until recently,

the country's economy has been rooted firmly along the coastal belt and in the south of the country, while the vast

forests of the interior have been of minor importance to the mainstream of society. The clearance of the Atlantic forests

on Brazil's coast began almost as soon as Europeans arrived there in the 16th century, but it is only in recent decades

that there has been extensive clearance of Brazil's Amazonian forest, much of it for cattle ranches. Virtually all of the

development in Amazonia is unsustainable as a source of support for the region's human population, and is also devas-

tating for the biological diversity of the converted areas.

Although the rate of deforestation in Amazonia has fallen since 1988, this is mostly due to the deepening economic
recession in the country rather than to any of the changes in government policy. Indeed, the history of government atti-

tudes to its Amazon hinterland has been dominated by the pursuit of self-interest by ruling elites and a persistent failure

to recognise economic realities. Now, the country is torn between the conflicting perspectives of the government and
those of an increasingly ecologically and socially aware population. As a result, the future of the forests remains unclear.

Introduction
Brazil is the largest of the tropical countries and the fifth largest in

the world. Its coastline covers 7.500 km, from 4°25'N to 33°45'S,

along the Atlantic Ocean. The country lacks high mountain
ranges: its topography is generally relatively smooth, with 93 per

cent of the land below 800 m (FAO/UNEP. 1981). The highest

peaks, above 2500 m. are confined to two regions; the northern

border with Venezuela (the Guyanas range with the highest peak

in the country at 2875 m) and the southeast Atlantic coast.

Ab'Saber (1973) recognizes six geographic and macroecologic

domains in the country. These are: the forested lowlands of

Amazonia (a zone of labyrinthic and meandering flood plains,

much of it dissected into valleys): the central plains or chapadoes

(a region of upland massifs, mostly covered with cerrado); the

tropical Atlantic area (a hilly region that used to be almost entirely

covered with forest); the caatinga (semi-arid, interplateau depres-

sions in the northeast); the araucaria plateaus (between 850 and

1300 m in the southeast); and the domain of mixed subtropical

gaucho grasslands (hills and plains, with extensive marshy areas

around lakes and lagoons in the southern state of Rio Grande de

Sul). More details of these domains can be found in Sick (1993).

Prior to the uplift of the Andes mountains during the

Cretaceous, 60 million years ago, the Amazon River flowed west

into the Pacific Ocean. With the uplift, the exit to the Pacific was
blocked and a large shallow sea formed covering much of the

river basin. This then overflowed into the Atlantic, and cut a

gorge at the natural barrier at (Dbidos — the narrowest point on

the river and the only one in the lower Amazon where the entire

river flows through a single channel. The landscape rose, and

steep river channels were eroded. The land subsequently sub-

sided, creating the characteristic "flooded valleys" of the Amazon
today, with each tributary having a wide, deep mouth for several

hundred kilometres at its confluence with the Amazon.
The climate in Amazonia is characterized by heavy rainfall,

but most of the region has at least some dry period. The major-

ity of the rain is concentrated in a few months, but the rainy sea-

son begins and ends relatively gradually (in contrast to the mon-
soon climates of Asia). The Central Brazilian plateau is much
drier than Amazonia, giving rise to the xerophytic vegetation of

the cerrado. Heavy rains, often in storms of several hundred

millimetres per day, fall along the seaward faces of the coastal

mountains in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo states, where the

Atlantic forest used to flourish. In northeastern Brazil the cli-

mate is semi-arid, with very severe droughts posing the major

limitation to natural vegetation and to agriculture. Rainfall is

highly variable from one year to the next, both in Amazonia and

in northeastern Brazil. It is the extreme climatic events, rather

than the long-term averages, which impose limits on the vegeta-

tion and on human use of the areas.

Brazil's human population is very unevenly distributed: most

people live along the coast and in the central-south region,

while the Legal Amazon (a five million sq. km administrative

area encompassing all or part of nine states) covers 60 per cent

of the country's land area but has only 10 per cent of its popula-

tion. However, migration has made Amazonia the fastest grow-
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ing part of the country, dwarfing the effect of population

increase through reproduction. People from northeastern Brazil

have been entering the eastern Amazon, especially the Carajas

area. Northeasterners fleeing droughts have also gone to south-

central Brazil, and the people from that region, especially the

state of Parana, have been moving to the Amazonian state of

Rondonia in great numbers since the early 1980s. The best agri-

cultural areas in Rondonia are now fully occupied (Feamside,

1986a) and population overflow has been moving to Roraima.

About 76 per cent of the population live in cities; the largest

in Amazonia are Belem (1992 population of 1.3 million) and

Manaus (1 million). The creation of a tax free zone in Manaus

in 1967 caused the city to grow at an astounding rate until about

1990, doubling in size every eight years. Brazil's economic cri-

sis has since reduced subsidies to the free zone, resulting in a

reduction in employment levels and the return of some of the

population to the Amazonian interior. Other cities in the

Amazon have grown mainly through migration from outside of

the region. In the case of Rondonia. migration has been increas-

ingly from city to city, rather than the countryside to city pattern

that predominated in the past.

The economy of Amazonia has long been based on different

forms of resource mining, with little concern for sustainability

of production (see Feamside, 1990a). Since the late 1960s, cat-

tle ranching has been a major activity in Amazonia. This is a

result of major road construction improving access to the area

and the introduction of African grasses to the region. The prin-

cipal source of income from ranching is often land speculation

rather than the sale of beef. Foot and mouth disease prevents

beef export in frozen form to Europe, North America and Japan,

leaving only the much smaller export markets for canned prod-

ucts to these major consuming areas. The infamous "hamburger

connection", which creates devastating commercial pressure for

beef production in Central America, has not been a factor in the

Amazon. Speculation, combined with a variety of government

tax and financial incentives and additional income from sale of

timber, has made ownership of large ranches a source of vast

fortunes for the few who benefit from this system. In Brazil's

Legal Amazon region. 62 per cent of the private land was in

properties over 10 sq. km in area at the time of Brazil's last

agricultural census in 1985 (Brazil, IBGE, 1989). The predomi-

nance of large ranches varies greatly by state: in Mato Grosso

84 per cent of the private land is in ranches of 10 sq. km or

more. In general, the distribution of land holdings and other

forms of wealth is extremely uneven in the population.

Amazonia has served as a safety valve for social problems in

the rest of Brazil, with highway construction and settlement pro-

jects being the response to such problems as the 1970 drought in

northeastern Brazil (the official justification for building the

Transamazon Highway) and the absorption of population out-

flow from Parana for paving the BR-364 highway to Rondonia

in 1982 with financing from the World Bank's
POLONOROESTE Project (see Chapter 7).

Indigenous peoples have inhabited the forest for millennia,

and have profoundly influenced the forest itself. Charcoal is

found scattered in the soil under supposedly "virgin" forest

throughout the Amazon, probably the result of fires set by

indigenous shifting agriculturalists. Planted trees influence the

composition of the forest, this explains the frequent even-aged

concentrations of useful trees such as Brazilnuts Bertholletia

excelsa. Indigenous occupation has also resulted in patches of

anthropogenic black soils ("terra preta do indio") scattered

throughout the forest (Smith. 1980).

The Forests
Topography, soils, climate and flood regimes have led to the

development of a complex pattern of vegetation types in Brazil.

Figure 25.1 shows the country's main forest types, in a less gen-

eralised form than on Map 25. 1 . as well as the drier cerrudo and

caaringa formations and other woody vegetation as of the early

1980s.

There are three major forest classes in the country: Araucaria

forest, Atlantic forest and Amazon forest and these occupy cli-

matically distinct regions.

Araucaria forest

The araucaria or Parana pine forests, which are (or were, prior

to their recent devastation) dominated by the valuable timber

tree A. ani-iistifolia. occupied the sub-tropical portions of the

southern part of Brazil, grading into the "pampas" grasslands in

the south and the Atlantic forest in the north. The understorey of

the pines contains an abundance of bamboos of the genera

Merostachy.s and Chiisc/iiea, as well as tree ferns. Podocarpus

Uinihcrn'i is also common (Sick, 199.'?).

Atlantic forest

The Atlantic forest, or "Mata Atlantica," occupied not only the

coast but also the interior of the state of Sao Paulo, Espi'rito

Santo and part of Minas Gerais. The forests range in altitude

from the coast to around 2000 m and include tropical and sub-

tropical fonnations. As a result, composition of the forests with-

in this area is very variable. In the montane fonnations, trees

may reach 30^0 m high. In the understorey, palmito (Euterpe

edulis) and tall bamboos occur in great numbers, as do tree ferns

(Sick, 1993). Epiphytes are common. The lowland moist forests

of eastern Brazil are related both structurally and in species

composition to those in Amazonia (Mori, 1989). In the wet low-

land forest in southern Bahia, dominant families are Myrtaceae

and Lauraceae. followed by Sapotaceae, Leguminosae,
Lecythidaceae and Bombacaceae (Mori et a!.. 1981 ).

I's Forest clearance for domestic ai>ricullure in llie Una Reserx'e,

Atlantic Coastedforest. (WWF/Juan Pratginestos)
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Figure 25.1 Map showing the main forest types in Brazil, as

well as the cerrado, caatinga and other woody formations.

Source: IBGE(I988)

Amazon forest

The vegetation types in Brazilian Amazonia are numerous and

complex. They include a wide variety of different forests, with

varying appearance in terms of readily apparent features such as

the prevalence of vines and palms, as well as more subtle differ-

ences in terms of tree species composition. Liana forests can be

choked with virtually impenetrable walls of vines, but most

forests have more open understoreys. Descriptions of the

diverse forest types can be found in Aubreville (1961), Veloso

(1966), Brazil. Projeto RADAMBRASIL (1973-83), Pires and

Prance (1985) and Daly and Prunce ( 1989). amongst others. The
forests are generally divided into two major categories, the

terra-fjrme. or dry land forests, and the inundated or flood plain

forests. In addition, there are a number of specialised forest

types covering more restricted areas. The following, based on

Pires and Prance (1985), is a summary of the forest types:

Terra-firme Forests
1. Dense Forests: These are high biomass forests with a clear

understorey. They exist in areas which do not suffer extremes

of waterlogging or drought. A very wide variety of plant

families are represented and no single group predominates.

2. Open forests without palms: These are forests that suffer

occasional water stress because of more seasonal climates or

special soil conditions. They may also occur in response to

poor soil drainage. In general, the upper storeys of the forest

are open, while the ground layers are very dense. Scattered

individuals of very large trees may occur. No plant species or

families predominate.

3. Open forests with palms: These are open forest formations

frequently having high densities of one or more of the palms

babac^u Urbignya barbosiana. bacaba Oenocarpus spp.,

palaua Jessenia balaua, agai da mata Euterpe precatoria and

inaja Maxiiniliana regia. Brazil nuts Bertholletia excelsa are

often common. In other respects this formation resembles the

previous one.

4. Liana forests: Extensive areas of these forests, with abun-

dant lianas, occur in southern Amazonia and smaller patches

occur elsewhere. They are usually intermixed with other

terra-firme formations and probably owe their existence to

special soil characteristics. The lianas belong mainly to the

families Leguminosae Bignoniaceae, Malpighiaceae,

Dilleniaceae and Menispermaceae. Large emergent trees

often occur, principally Bertholletia excelsa, Hymenaea
parvifolia, Bagassa guianensis. Tetragastris altissima,

Astroniiim gracile and Apiileia mokiris. Mahogany Swietenia

macrophylla also occurs, mainly in lower areas along

streams.

5. Dry forests: These semi-deciduous formations occur in areas

with seasonal climates in southeast Brazil and Roraima. In

the southeast common trees include Geissospermum
sericeum, Cenostigma macrophyllum, Physocalymma
scaberrima. Lafoensia pacari. Magonia glabrescens,

Sterculia striata, Erythrina iilei, Vochysia haenkeana and

Orhignya barbosiana. In Roraima, Centrolobium paraense.

Mimosa schombiirgkii and Richardella surumuensis are more

common.
6. Montane forests: In Brazil, this term is used to describe

forests growing on rocky soils and steep slopes at quite low

elevations. The only true Amazonian "montane" formations

in the sense that the term is used in this Atlas, are on the

Guayana highlands on the frontier with Venezuela and

Guyana. The highest forests in Brazil are found at an altitude

of 2600 m in the Sierra Neblina in Roraima. The families

Theaceae, Guttiferae and Bromeliaceae are common in these

forests. Families such as the Ericaceae, Cunoniaceae,

Cyrillaceae, Winteraceae and Podocarpaceae occur in mon-

tane formations, but are rare or absent in lowland forests.

Inundated Forests
7. Varzea forests: These are found on sediments that are

deposited during annual flooding by the muddy waters origi-

nating in the rapidly eroding uplands of the Andes. The soils

are therefore more fertile than elsewhere in the Amazon.
Scitamineae (gingers, Marantas and heliconias) are abundant.

Common trees include Sclerolobium aureum, Coiima utilis,

Exellodendron coriaceum, Parinari campestris and
Enphronia hirtelloides.

In the lower Amazon varzea soils are heavier clays and

support extensive canarana grasslands. Common tree species

include Crataeva henthamii. Cordia tetraiidra. Trichilia sin-

gularis, Pithecellobiiim multifloriiiii. Bomhax muiigiiba,

Cecropia spp. and Salix martiana.

In the estuary of the Amazon below the confluence with

the Xingu River, varzeas occur in areas flooded with water

backed-up by daily tidal effects, rather than by seasonal rain-

fall patterns. These varzeas are dominated by a few species

of palms, some of which are of great economic importance.

Abundant species include Astrocaryum miirumiiru. Raphia

taedigera, Euterpe oleracea (a(jai) Maximitiana regia.

Oenocarpus distichus, Jessenia batauci and Mauritia spp.

Varzeas dominated by pure stands of Mauritia flexuosa are

found in the estuary of the Amazon River. These formations

are known as buritizal.

8. Igapo forests: These formations are found in white sands

flooded seasonally by mineral-poor black waters originating
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in the terra-firme forests, from, for instance, the Guayana

Shield. Common trees are members of the Myrtaceae.

Triplaris siirinamensis, Piranhea trifoliata. Copaifera inartii

and Akhoniea caslaniifolia.

There are two other major woody formations in Brazil — the cer-

rado and caatinga. Although, in this Atlas, these are not considered

to be forest formations a brief description of them is given here.

Cerrado
Cerrado, or central Brazilian scrubland, is a complex of vegeta-

tion types characterised by trees with contorted growth forms,

thick barks, deep root systems or underground stems (Mori,

1989). This term is now used to refer to a diverse array of

savanna-like vegetation (Mori, 1989).

Caatinga

In Amazonia, these occur on nutrient poor white sands where for-

est development is limited by lack of o.xygen in the soil during

flood periods and/or lack of water during dry periods. The biomass

and stature of the vegetation vary according to local conditions,

but caatinga tends to be rather scrubby with a xeromorphic aspect

and lack large trees. Characteristic genera include Barcella.

Byrsoniimi. Cliisia. Lissocarpa, Pagamea, Retiniphyllitm,

Sipapoa, Tovoinita and Zamia. The terms campina, cainpimirana.

charascal and clianavascal are used locally for different types of

caatingas. The term caatinga is used in northeastern Brazil for a

completely different type of arid vegetation.

Mangroves
Mangrove forests are distributed in a patchy fashion along most

of Brazil's coast. They extend from Oiapoque in Amapa to

Praia do Sonho in Santa Catarina (Kjerfve and Lacerda. 1993;

Mori. 1989). Saenger el al. (1983) reported that the total area of

mangroves in Brazil was 25,000 sq. km. greater than in any

other country in the world. However, Kjerfve and Lacerda

(1993) consider this a gross overestimate. They regard the area

of 10,124 sq. km, given in Herz (1991 ), to be more accurate, but

possibly a slight underestimate. The figure they propose for the

total area of mangrove is 13,800 sq. km (Kjerfve and Lacerda,

1993). Map 25.1 indicates the somewhat higher total of 16,459

sq. km of mangrove remaining in 1992. The principal species

are Avicennia schaiieriana. A. genninans, Conocarpus erectus,

Lagunciiluria racemosa and Rhizophora mangle.

In Maranhao, charcoal and firewood demand from the city of

Sao Luis has made steady inroads into the mangrove ecosystem.

In both Maranhao and Para urban development has caused

clearance of mangroves. This has been the major destroyer of

mangroves elsewhere in Brazil, as in the states of Rio de Janeiro

and Sao Paulo. Frequent oil spills near ports have also devas-

tated many mangroves in Sao Paulo.

Forest Resources and Management
Of Brazil's 8.5 million sq. km, approximately 5.6 million sq.

km (66 per cent) were forested at the time Europeans arrived in

the country in 1500; of this, approximately 4 million sq. km still

remain as a forest roughly similar to the original. By 1992. the

Atlantic forest had shrunk to only 9.2 per cent of its original

1,090,000 sq. km area (Figure 25.2), while Brazil's Amazonian

forests still had 90 per cent of their original 4.3 million sq. km
area (Table 25.1). The Araucaria forests virtually disappeared

in the space of a few decades under pressure from logging and

conversion to agriculture: of the area present in 1900, less than

half remained by 1 950 and less than 20 per cent by 1 99 1 ( Table

25.1). Table 25.1 also gives estimates of the original and present

extent of the cerrado and caatinga formations in Brazil.

FAO (1993) estimates that there is as much as 5,322,440 sq.

km of forest in Brazil — this is excluding the 288,630 sq. km of

forest reported to occur in the dry deciduous zone. However,

only 3,871,210 sq. km of this is closed broadleaved forest.

Measurements from Map 25.1 indicate that there is total of

3,227,210 sq. km of forest in the country as of 1992 (see Map
Legend), rather less than that reported by FAO or that given in

Table 25.1.

Table 25.1 Status of major vegetation types in Brazil

Class Vegetation type Original area

(scj. km)

Estimate of

recent area (sq. km)

Per cent remaining Year of estimate Source

Forest Amazonian

Atlantic

Araucaria

Non-forest Cerrado

Caatinga and

other semi arid

Pantanal

4,300,000

1,090,000

160.000

2.010.000

1.550.000

140,000

3,870,000

100,000

30,000

1.260.000

730,000

90.0

9.2

18.8

62.7

47.1

1991

1992

1991

1985

1991

Sources: I. Feamside « u/. (nd); 2. Fundavion SOS. Mala Atlantica (1992): .1. Brazil, CIMA. (1991a); 4. Brazil. CIMA ( 1991b).

NOTES

There are some inconsislencies in the definilion of original forest area used here (Table 25.
1
). and that used in the deforestation estimate (Tables 25.3 and 25.4). The deforestation estimate used a

line between forest and non-forest drawn by INPE from LANDSAT-TM 1 :25O.0OO scale images w ilh some reference to the RADAMBRASIL vegetation maps (but without a list of the vegetation

types classified as forest and non-forest). The area so defined has not yet been measured by INPE. but a compilation by map sheet (using IBGE 1 :250.(X)0 scale maps as a geographical base) was

made of the approximate proportions of forest and non-forest in each sheet. The total from this compilation is 4.0O0.000 sq. Ism. lower than the 4,3(K).()()0 sq, km measured from the IBDF/IBGE

1 .5.0(X).(»0 scale map.

The "present" vegetation i,s also inconsistent: the IBDF/IBGE mapping totals 3.70O.(X)0 sq. km of forest (circa 1988), whereas the c

by 1988. yields a total of 3.900.0(X) sq. km.

:inal forest area from the same map. less the area deforested
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Figure 25.2 Map showing the original and present extent of

Atlantic forest

Source: Information derived from an Atlantic Forest Atlas compiled by INPE, IBAMA
and SOS Atlantic Forest Foundations (no reference)

"forestry management plans" as a condition for granting log-

ging permits. However, effectiveness of the programme is hin-

dered by lack of guidelines as to what constitutes sustainable

management and by frequent differences between stated plans

and field practices. Insufficient as they are. the management
plans are better than the unfettered exploitation that would
result from the proposals of logging interests intent on abolish-

ing the requirements.

It should be mentioned that the underlying logic of increasing

profits to loggers as a tool to encourage sustainable manage-
ment is not supported by observed behaviour. Rather than

restraining harvest intensity with a view to long-term returns,

cutting is increased to capture short-term profits. The explana-

tion of the lack of interest in commercial application of sustain-

able management systems lies mainly in the existence of alter-

native investment opportunities that pay higher returns on
money invested than does waiting for future cycles of a long-

term management system. The key comparison is between for-

est management and other possible uses of money, not between

forest management and other uses of land. This is because

money obtained by cutting all saleable timber from the forest as

quickly as possible can be freely invested anywhere in the wider

economy (Fearnside, 1989a).

What is known in Brazil as "extractivism." or the harvesting

of non-wood forest products without cutting down the trees, has

been practised in the Amazonian interior since the rubber boom
(1888-1913). These systems now form the basis for proposals

for "extractive reserves" as a means of maintaining forest

(AUegretti. 1990; Fearnside, 1989b). The major justification for

promoting the system is its potential for safeguarding environ-

mental services of the forest, as the resident extractivists have a

greater stake in defending the forest against ranchers, squatters

and loggers than do hired guards (see box in Chapter 8).

The number of sawmills and level of timber extraction activ-

ity in Brazil has increased dramatically in recent years, but is

still much less than in Asia. This is because southeast Asian

forests are characterized by a higher density of commercially

valuable trees. They are dominated by a single plant family, the

Dipterocarpaceae, making it possible to group the vast number
of individual tree species into only a few categories for the pur-

poses of sawing and marketing. In addition, most Asian woods
are light in colour, making them more valuable in Europe and

North America where consumers are accustomed to light woods
such as oak and maple. Asian woods are also usually of lower

density than Amazonian ones, making them more suitable for

peeled veneer (Whitmore and da Silva. 1990). Amazonia's gen-

erally dark-coloured, hard-to-saw and extremely heterogeneous

These forests represent valuable resources, not only for tim-

ber but also for a wide variety of non-wood products and. most
importantly, for the environmental services that the forest cur-

rently performs at no cost. The potential value of all of these

roles is tremendous. At present, however, institutional arrange-

ments are completely lacking to turn many of these forms of

value, such as environmental services, into a means of support-

ing the region's human population.

Brazil has been an active participant in the International

Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO). and. like ITTO. its

national policies have emphasized plans for sustainable man-
agement of tropical forests. The Brazilian Institute for the

Environment and Renewable Natural Resources (Instituto

Brasileiro de Meio Ambiente e dos Recursos Naturals
Renovaveis — IBAMA). which was created in 1989, requires

Table 25.2
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Table 25.3 Extent oi'det'orestation in the Brazilian Legal Amazon

Political Original Deforested area* Deforested area C^/c of original forest area)

unit forest

area* Jan 197S Apr WUH Aug 1989 Aug 1990 Aug 1991 Jan 197H Apr 1988 Aug 1989 Aug 1990 Aug 1991

(a)

8 9 12 L^

DEFORESTATION EXCLUSIVE OF HYDROELECTRIC DAMS

Acre
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Table 25.4 Rale of deforestation in the Brazilian Legal Amazon

Poliliciil Deforestation rule (sq. km v lO per year)

unit

1978-1988 1988-1989 1989-1990 1990-1991

<a) (b)

Acre
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Tin ore niiniiii> in Amazonia. (WWF/Mark Edwards)

for environmental problems in the region. Halting the current

pattern of deforestation for non-sustainable cattle pasture should

be the first priority in any strategy for sustainable development

in the region.

Land speculation has been a key factor in making unproduc-

tive cattle pastures attractive to their owners (Fearnside. 1983:

Hecht el a!., 1988). Profits from logging have also been a criti-

cal income source to these operations (Mattos el at., in press) as

well as to small colonists (Uhl et al., 1991). For small farmers,

the traditional system of gaining access to land through squat-

ting leads to deforestation as a means of obtaining land titles:

clearing for cattle pasture is still considered an "improvement"

of the land by state and federal government land agencies.

Mining, while it destroys relatively little forest directly, is a

significant influence in other ways. These include the building

of highways to mineral-rich areas and the processing of ores in

the region in ways that consume forest. Carajas, with the

world's largest high-grade iron ore deposit, is coupled to a

regional development plan that produces pig-iron from some of

the ore. Charcoal, used both as a reducing agent and as an en-

ergy source, comes largely from native forest wood, contrary to

the claims of the mill owners (Fearnside. 1989c). If fully imple-

mented, supplying charcoal to the scheme would require defor-

esting as much as 1500 sq. km each year (Anderson, 1990).

Hydroelectric schemes are another potentially large source of

forest loss (Table 25.3). Much of the energy produced from

Amazonian dams goes to making aluminum for export, using

energy supplied at a small fraction of its true cost. Two-thirds of

the energy produced by the Tucurui Dam in Para is used for alu-

minium production in two smelters that sustain less than 2000

employees in all. Brazil's 2010 plan for a series of dams (the

expected time of construction of these has been temporarily

postponed due to the country's financial difficulties) would

result in flooding of 100,000 sq. km in Amazonia, or three per

cent of the forest (Brazil, ELETROBRAS, 1987).

The principal danger of the spreading deforestation comes from

its spatial distribution. Although most of the clearing is concentrat-

ed along the southern and eastern edges of the forest, a sinaller but

more threatening area is spread out along highways that now pene-

trate much of the region. This proliferation increases the danger

that deforestation can spread quickly into relatively untouched

areas. Plans for future highway construction would open up much
wider areas, including the vast areas now accessible only by river

in the western part of the state of Amazonas. Once road access is

opened up. much of the deforestation process passes outside the

control of government decision-makers (Fearnside, 1987a).

The area deforested in Amazonia is already large: the 426,000

sq. km cleared as of 1991 is almost the size of the US state of

California. It has almost all been converted to non-sustainable

cattle pasture, which degrades after about a decade of use

(Fearnside, 1980; Uhl et a!., 1988). The cleared area has already

passed the limits of Brazil's financial and physical resources

(such as phosphates) for maintaining permanent agriculture,

ranching or silviculture (See Fearnside, 1987b, in press).

The cerracio has been destroyed faster than the Amazonian

forests because of its proximity to the densely populated areas

in Brazil's central-south region, the demand for charcoal for

steel production in the state of Minas Gerais and the relative

ease of clearing cerrado using bulldozers and converting it to

mechanized agriculture for crops such as soybeans. The sea-

sonal climate of the cerrado makes it more suitable than

Amazonia for agriculture. The cerrado has been buffering the

Amazonian forest from the full force of economic pressures and

population migrations coming from the south-central part of

Brazil. This partial protection cannot be expected to endure

long, as cerrado areas dwindle and as transportation improves

to more distant frontiers in Amazonia.

Destruction of the Atlantic forests began almost as soon as

Europeans arrived in Brazil. They were first exploited for tim-

ber. Indeed, "Pau-brasil" (Brazilwood: Caesalpinia echinata),

the commercially prized Atlantic forest tree after which the

country is believed to have been named, was logged almost to

extinction by the early colonists. The fertile lands of the coastal

plains were converted to agriculture, for the cultivation of sugar

cane in particular. Deforestation for mining, coffee, banana and

rubber plantations also occurred as the settlers moved inland.

This region is now the major agricultural and industrial area in

Brazil, with two of the country's largest cities within its bound-

aries and, as a result, destruction of the forest is still occurring.

For instance, LANDSAT satellite images indicate that between

1985 and 1990, the area of Atlantic forest cleared in the states

of Bahia, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo totalled 1895 sq. km
(Jornal do Brasil. 1993). The last vestiges of Atlantic forest

(Figure 25.2) are now considered to be one of the most threat-

ened of the world's "rain forests," sharing this distinction with

the remains of the tropical forest in Madagascar.

Most of the destruction of the Araucaria forests has taken

place in the last 100 years. Logging has reduced them to scat-

tered remnants.
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BiodiversUy

The biodiversity of Brazil, and Amazonia in particular, is leg-

endary, although little reliable information exists on the num-

bers of species present. Trees dominate the physical structure of

the Amazon forest, but make up a relatively small share of the

total number of species of organisms present. Brazil as a whole

has an estimated 55.000 angiosperm plant species, more than

any other country (Prance. 1979).

Brazil as a whole has 428 species of mammals, placing it third

in the world. However, mammals are significantly less numerous

in the Brazilian portion of Amazonia than in Peru or Ecuador

(Emmons, 1984: Malcolm, 1990). There are 1622 bird species in

the country, a number exceeded only by Colombia and Peru,

while Brazils 516 species of amphibians (McNeely et ai. 1990)

is the world's second largest, exceeded only by Colombia.

Similarly. Brazil's reptiles and swallowtail butterflies place the

country in fourth place with 467 and 74 species respectively. In

Amazonia, there were 1 300 fresh water fish species described by

1967 (Roberts, 1972. cited by Goulding, 1980): the total number
present is estimated to be from 2000 (Geisler el al.. 1975) to

3000 (Goulding, 1980). The most important species economi-

cally include tambaqui Colossoma inacropomuiii. tucunare

Cichia oceltaris and pirarucu Arapaiina gigas.

The golden lion lainarin Leontopithecus roasalia is one of
Brazil's rarest primates, endemic to the Atlantic Coastalforest.

(WWF/Juan Pratsinestos)

Invertebrates, especially beetles (Coleoptera) make up by far

the largest share of the total biodiversity. Fumigation of the

canopy in four forest types near Manaus yielded 1080 species of

adult beetles (Coleoptera). 83 per cent of them endemic to a sin-

gle forest type (Erwin. 1983). Similar studies carried out on a

larger scale in Peru and Panama ha\ e more than tripled the total

number of species estimated to exist on Earth (Erwin. 1988).

With extrapolations from single trees to the globe, however, the

sample sizes are so small that little confidence can be attached

to these numbers. The fact that the arthropod fauna is tremen-

dously diverse is incontestable, however.

The number of threatened species in Brazil is high. For instance

Collar et al. (1992) list more birds at risk in Brazil than in any

other country in the Americas; they name 97 species, of which 64

are endemic. There are 18 endemic and two non-endemic species

listed as endangered. The Atlantic forest contains most of the

endangered huinid forest bird species (see Chapter 4).

lUCN lists a total of 54 threatened mammal species in Brazil

(Groombridge, 1993). These are: 23 primate species, four

species in the order Xenarthra. 1 1 carnivores, eight rodents, two

deer, four cetaceans and two manatees. As for the birds, it is the

Atlantic forest that harbours many of the threatened mammal
species. These include the inaned sloth Bradypiis torc/iiatiis. the

golden lion tamarin Leontopithecus rosalia, one of Brazil's

rarest primates, found only in the southern part of Bahia state,

and the muriqui or woolly spider monkey Brachyteles arach-

noides. probably the most endangered primate in the Americas,

which is also endemic to the Atlantic forest.

The lists of threatened species in other groups occurring in

Brazil are also longer than for other countries. There are 16 rep-

tiles, eight amphibians, nine fish and seventeen invertebrates

(Groombridge, 1993).

Amazonia has a number of "centres of endemism," where

unique species of a variety of taxa are concentrated in certain

geographical locations (see Chapters 3 and 4). For instance, the

mountains in the Guyana highlands and Pico de Neblina have

great numbers of unique species as a result of their isolation and

topographic gradients.

Conservation Areas

Brazil's first national park. Itatiaia. was established in 1937 and

the first modern legal measures relating to protected areas were

also taken in the 1930s (lUCN. 1992). The country does not

have specific legislation for a protected area system, but work
has begun to establish one. The history of the Brazilian reserve

system is reviewed by Foresta (1991).

Brazil's conservation areas are continually changing: those in

lUCN's categories I-IV are shown on Maps 25.1 and 25.2 and

listed in Table 25.5. Most of the changes in recent years have

been additions to the list, but some have been reversals with

existing areas being repealed or reduced. Many conservation

areas existing on paper have minimal infrastructure and staff to

protect them from disturbance.

In Amazonia, the refugia theory provided a theoretical basis

for selection of the first conservation units established there

(Padua and Quintao. 1982). Giving priority to protecting centres

of endemism is a logical strategy, whether or not the refugia

theory is the correct explanation for their existence. A workshop

held in Manaus in 1990 has more recently synthesized a much
wider base of information for helping to guide future priorities

(see Chapter 3).

Parks and equivalent reserves covered only 2.7 per cent of

Brazil's Legal Amazon by 1992. This represents three per cent
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The Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project
Around the world, growing human populations and economic

pressures are inexorably leading to widespread conversion of

tropical rain forests into a mixture of human-altered habitat

and isolated forest remnants. The Biological Dynamics of

Forest Fragments Project (BDFFP). a bi-national research

effort of Brazil's National Institute for Amazonian Research

(INPA) and the Smithsonian Institution, measures ecosystem

changes that occur as continuous rain forest is transformed

by human development into a habitat mosaic.

The BDFFP is the only long-term, integrated study of the

interface between continuous Amazonian rain forest and

human encroachment. Initiated by INPA and WWF-US in

1979. north of Manaus in Brazil's Amazon rain forest, the

Project is now managed by the Smithsonian Institution. It has

become a critical component of the Institution's Biodiversity

Program, administered by the National Museum of Natural

History.

The BDFFP began as the Minimum Critical Size of

Ecosystems Project, designed to identify a minimum size of

tropical forest habitat that would maintain most of the biotic

diversity represented in an intact ecosystem. The research

design entails studies of plant and animal communities in for-

est plots before and after their isolation by cattle ranchers

opening new pastures. Additionally, post-isolation communi-

ties in the plots are compared through time to control studies

in adjacent, continuous forest.

By isolating a replicated series of different sized forest

patches and studying the presence and absence patterns of

biota before and after isolation, predictions can be generated

as to what size forest patches are needed to maintain given

percentages of the original diversity. One of the specific pre-

dictions, which would allow the correlation of the size of a

forest fragment with retention of diversity, was that the rate

of extinction in isolated fragments would be area dependent

—extinction would proceed faster in smaller fragments.

From 1980 to 1984. ten one ha. 10 ha and 100 ha frag-

ments were isolated. In 1990, a second 100 ha fragment was

isolated, and an approximately 200 ha remnant, isolated on a

neighbouring ranch in 1979, was included in the sampling

regime. Twelve years of observations by BDFFP researchers

indicate that the forest reserves are highly dynamic ecologi-

cal entities and that it is an over simplification to expect to be

able to predict ""species carrying capacity" from the size of a

reserve alone.

Species/area relations are insufficient to understand all of

the processes that determine how many and which species

will be present in a given reserve. Rather, species-specific

habitat requirements, structural changes in the reserves origi-

nating from the creation of a forest edge, and changes in the

vegetation surrounding the reserves as pastures are aban-

doned, interact with the size of the forest fragment in deter-

mining ecosystem structure in the habitat fragments.

Data have confirmed that extinction proceeds faster in

smaller fragments for some taxonomic groups, whereas other

groups behave in ways not predicted by simple species/area

relationships. The Project is now beginning to address the

next generation of related questions. For those groups which

do show declines in numbers in small reserves, it is appropri-

ate to focus on the process of extinction:

• What are the factors that lead some taxa to extinction?

• What are the factors that permit other (often closely relat-

ed) species to survive?

• Why, for example, do birds, butterflies and mammals
apparently respond in very different ways to habitat frag-

mentation?

• How do other taxa respond to fragmentation?

Answers to these questions require an in-depth under-

standing of the natural history and ecological and environ-

mental interactions of the taxa involved.

Results demonstrating that a complex suite of factors

affects habitat fragments led to an expansion of the research

activities supported by the BDFFP. While studies of the rela-

tionships of forest fragment size and species number contin-

ue, the dynamics of forest edges, both biotic and physical, as

well as the interactions between the forest islands and the sea

of vegetation around them are now central issues in the

Project's mission.

The BDFFP provides unique research opportunities to

study the processes involved in forest regeneration.

Because the history of forest clearing and secondary
growth in the pastures surrounding the BDFFP forest iso-

lates is known, researchers have a perhaps unparalleled

laboratory in which to investigate, through observation and

manipulation, the basic biology of succession. What, for

instance, will be the role of forest remnants as seed sources

for surrounding fallow lands? Applied questions, such as

how manipulation of abandoned pastures might turn them

into landscapes capable of supporting colonists, are also

being addressed.

Studies of habitat fragmentation have taken on an undeni-

able urgency. Our ability to strike a balance between the need

of tropical countries to use their forested land and the need to

preserve their forests will depend in no small part upon our

understanding of forest fragments. As the Project moves
through its second decade, it will make major contributions

to the relatively new field of conservation science, providing

data vital to integrating the preservation of biodiversity with

human development.

Field work currently underway deals with a broad range of

organisms and ecological questions. Birds, primates and

insects are the focus of several projects. Frogs, well-studied

in the Project's continuous forest study areas, will be moni-

tored in second growth and forest fragments later this year.

Botanists continue the daunting task of identifying over

80,000 herbarium specimens, collected in the largest

vouchered forest inventory ever conducted in the Amazon.
Doctoral candidates are monitoring the physical and biologi-

cal changes that take place at the forest edge. Manipulative

experiments are underway in the abandoned pastures that

suiTound some of the forest remnants.

Participation is open to all scientists on a competitive

basis; their projects have to be approved by a standing

Scientific Advisory Committee. Student training is a very

important aspect of the BDFFP. Graduate students, both

Brazilian nationals and foreigners, constitute a major portion

of the researchers. Since the inception of the project, over

175 students have worked in Manaus.

Source: Richard O. Bierreaaard. Jr.
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Table 25.5 Conservation areas of Brazil

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories I-IV. For information on World Heritage Sites. Biosphere Reserves and Ramsar Sites see

Chapter 8.
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Informal Sector Mining in the Brazilian
Small-scale mining can be traced back to the eighteenth cen-

tury in all Amazon Basin countries although its importance

was not so much in the value of production, which was mini-

mal before the twentieth century, as in bewitching European

explorers and settlers with the notion that the deep interior of

South America contained fabulous mineral wealth. The
Brazilian Amazon does in fact contain large areas of diffuse

mineralisation, but given the distances, high overheads and

lack of local labour, it is a difficult region for formal sector

mining companies to operate in. They have in practice been

restricted to working exceptionally rich deposits, such as the

Carajas project area in Para state, leaving the mining of most

gold, cassiterite. diamonds, emeralds, rock crystal and a

range of semi-precious stones to hundreds of thousands of

informal sector miners scattered throughout the Amazon
basin.

Although informal sector mining is now an important

part of the economy of all Amazonian countries, it is only

in Brazil that the scale of activity can be compared to the

great nineteenth-century gold rushes. The current Amazon
gold rush began in 1979. when the price of gold on the

London Metal Exchange climbed to an unprecedented
US$850 per troy ounce: although it fell back and fluctuated

wildly during the 1980s, it has remained at what in histori-

cal terms, is an extremely high level. Although all statistics

on informal sector mining in Brazil are by definition

approximate, reliable production estimates by the federal

National Department of Mineral Production (DNPM) esti-

mate informal sector production in 1992 at 80 metric
tonnes, down from a peak of over 100 metric tonnes annu-

ally in the late 1980s (see Table 1). This level of production

puts Brazil around third or fourth in a league of world gold

exporters, and means the value of gold production by the

Table 1: Informal sector gold production in Brazil

Year

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992*

Metric Tonnes

35

35

35

59

61

72

67

84

100

110

90

82

80

* Author"^ estimate

Data for other vears are from annual reports of the Deparlamento Nacional da

Produt^ao Mineral.

Source: David Cleary.

Amazon
informal sector in the Brazilian Amazon has been over a

billion dollars annually since the early 1980s. Accurate esti-

mates for the number of people involved directly in infor-

mal sector mining in the Brazilian Amazon do not exist.

The best guess is that somewhere around .^00.000 miners
are involved directly in gold extraction alone, and a further

50.000 in mining other minerals, mainly cassiterite. It is

probable that an additional 350,000 people make all or part

of their living supplying miners and trading and processing

the gold they produce.

Clusters of mining camps are found throughout inuch of

Brazil (Figure 1 ), and the economy of large parts of the

Amazon interior revolves around their exploitation. The
social and economic importance of informal sector mining
has made it politically difficult for Brazilian governments to

intervene in the mining areas. Despite the existence of an

elaborate body of mining law, which, for example, prohibits

the use of mercury, the state has proved incapable of enforc-

ing any form of regulation on miners.

The technologies used in the informal sector, although

often simple, are cheap, portable and well adapted to

Amazonian conditions. They range from sluices, pans and
rockers, similar to those used in the nineteenth century, to

large floating dredges requiring an initial investment of

USS50,000. Portable mechanical crushers allow miners to

exploit primary as well as alluvial deposits. Since 1979,

water supply has been mechanised in most mining camps,
and motorised suction pumps, once used only on dry land,

have been adapted to rafts which now scour river beds. AH
manual and mechanised technologies use mercury in the

extraction process: they all have in common a sluice over

which water mixed with alluvium or crushed ore is passed.

Mercury is placed in a box at the top of the sluice, and
behind horizontal riffles. Mercury amalgamates with gold on
a 1 : 1 ratio, making it more likely the gold will lodge in the

lining of the sluice. The amalgam is then burnt to vaporise

the mercury. The two contamination pathways are the inhala-

tion of mercury vapour, and spillage directly into watercours-

es from machinery in operation.

The en\ ironmental consequences of informal sector gold

mining are a subject of intense controversy, where much
basic research remains to be done. It is clear that it is a rela-

tively unimportant factor in Amazonian deforestation, com-
pared to ranching, smallholder agriculture and timber extrac-

tion. In the Tapajos valley, the largest and longest estab-

lished goldfield in the Brazilian Amazon, deforestation is

minimal by Amazonian standards. Primary forest still over-

looks mining camps which are more than three decades old.

The effect of mining on aquatic ecosystems in Amazonia, in

contrast, are often dramatic. Many smaller streams and
rivers have had their courses altered by intensive dredging,

while sedimentation linked to mining has turned clear rivers

brown, altered ph. levels and reduced fish life. The fact that

mining leaves innumerable holes which fill with water dur-

ing the rains has made malaria control more difficult in

goldfields. Miners have also been responsible for bringing

new disease strains into contact with \ulnerable indigenous

populations.
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* Gold mming areas

Figure 1

Most concern has been expressed about the long-term

implications of the unregulated mercury use in mining

camps. Gold production levels are a rough guide to the

order of magnitude of mercury use: if 100 metric tonnes are

produced annually, an equal amount of mercury will have

been vaporised in the production process. A further

200-300 metric tonnes can be assumed to have escaped in

spillages from machinery. There is a growing body of infor-

mation about mercury levels in sediments, soils and river

water, based on field sampling in all major goldfields.

There is some information on mercury levels in fish, and

only fragmentary data on human contamination. Fish with

mercury levels up to 8 times higher than the EEC
Environmental Quality Standard have been recorded in the

Tapajos and Madeira Rners. The most comprehensive sam-

pling of mercury levels in human populations so far carried

out, by an Anglo-Brazilian research team in the Tapajos

valley in 1990, found blood mercury levels were signifi-

cantly higher among riverine fish-eating communities some

way from mining areas than among the miners themselves.

No generalised contamination was found among the popula-

tion of a major gold trading centre. This suggests that fish-

eating is a more important contamination pathway than

inhaling vapour, and, paradoxically, that it is not the miners

themselves who are most at risk. It is likely that the first

cases of Minanata disease, caused by acute methyl mercury

poisoning, will be recorded in the Brazilian Amazon before

the turn of the centurv.

of the natural vegetation. Current plans identify a target of

1 70,000 sq. km, or 3.3 per cent of the region. In contrast, preser-

vation of 25 per cent of the original vegetation of the region was

recommended in 1979 by the Interministerial Commission on

Forest Policy in the original version of the draft law drawn up

by the commission (see Feamside, 1986b). These areas cover all

types of vegetation, not only forests.

In addition to the conservation areas listed in Table 25.5,

Brazil has a variety of types of semi-protected areas, such as

national forests (for timber production), indigenous reserves,

and extractive reserves. These have the effect of impeding

deforestation, but. if the environmental benefits are to be guar-

anteed over the long term, negotiations need to be undertaken;

in the case of the extractive and indigenous reserves these must

be with forest peoples who live in the areas (Fearnside and

Ferraz, in press). These semi-protected areas lack legal require-

ments to prevent future exploitation and perturbation. Including

semi-protected areas would increase the fraction protected in the

Legal Amazon from 2.7 per cent to 19.0 per cent (Feamside and

Ferraz, in press). Incorporating indigenous and other semi-pro-

tected areas into a system of conservation units does not imply

expelling the forest dwellers. On the contrary, not only do they

have the right to inhabit their traditional homes, but their pres-

ence can potentially offer a better guarantee that the forest will

remain standing than would the transformation of these areas

into parks empty of people, with protection against encroach-

ment entrusted to IBAMA guards (but see Chapter 5).

Only one-third of the terrestrial ecosystem types present in

the Brazilian Legal Amazon are protected, considering as

"ecosystems"' the area within each of the region's nine states

that is covered by one of the region's 28 types of natural vegeta-

tion mapped by IBAMA at a scale of 1:5,000,000. To protect all

of the 111 terrestrial ecosystems present in the region it would

not be necessary to have a separate reserve for each of these

ecosystems because it is often possible to encompass several

types in a single reserve. At present, only 38 (33 per cent) of

the ecosystems have some area protected, which leaves 74 (67

per cent) without protection. The situation is most critical in the

Figure 25.5 Number of protected and unprotected terrestrial

ecosystems in each state and overall in Brazilian Legal Amazon.

LEGAL AMAZON
I I 1 1 Etrnvirein^ Prcscnl
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Figure 25.6 Percentage of original forest lost in each state

and overall in Brazilian Legal Amazonia by 1991.

contact areas between the forest and the cenado in Maranhao,

Tocantins and Mato Grosso. In Maranhao, only one of ten vege-

tation types presently has protection. The states with the fewest

of their ecosystems protected (Figure 25.5) are generally those

that have already lost the largest percentages of their forest

cover (Figure 25.6).

Although there are a considerable number of conservation

areas in the Atlantic forest, the total area covered by parks,

reserves and ecological stations amounts to only about 3000 sq.

km, although a larger area is protected in other categories of

conservation area (Sick, 1993). Several conservation areas,

including the 1700 sq. km Igua^u National Park, protect the

remains of the Araiicaria forest.

Brazil's record of sacrificing protected areas does not lead to

confidence that all areas protected will survive indefinitely (see

Fearnside and de Lima Ferreira, 1985; Foresta, 1991). Examples

include the flooding of Sete Quedas National Park by the Itaipu

Dam in 1982, building a road through the Araguaia National

Park (also in 1982), and the current plans to sacrifice the turtle

protection functions of the Trombetas Biological Reserve when
the Cachoeira Porteira Dam is built. A number of protected areas

have illegal logging and gold-mining activities within them.

Initiatives for Conservation

Brazil's national conservation institutions have changed fre-

quently since the first such agency was established. In October

1992. a Ministry of the Environment was created, which took

over control of IBAMA. This institute was formed by merging

three previous agencies.

Isolatedforesi resenc.s d ilic lil)l I l'i<'n< /, ii, ui Miinaus. Brazil.

(Rob Bierregaard)

Many states also have environmental departments or secre-

tariats. The national and state governments frequently differ

over protecting natural habitats and over what forms of use are

"conservation" or "sustainable development." Particularly in

Amazonia, state agencies argue for smaller reserves and for per-

mitting more disturbances for economic exploitation. One such

proposal (by the governor of the state of Amazonas) calls for

"sustainable management" by cutting trees so as to leave 60 cm
high stumps, which are supposed to resprout to regenerate the

forest. To this author's knowledge, the proposal has not been

endorsed by anyone in the forestry profession.

Brazil has been slow to join many international conservation

efforts, which are frequently denounced in political rhetoric as

conspiracies threatening national sovereignty. In spite of this.

Brazil hosted the United Nations Conference on Environment and

Development (UNCED) in June 1992. In 1991, Brazil allowed

two UNESCO biosphere reserves to be declared in the country

(see Chapter 8). Brazil has not yet entered the Tropical Forestry

Action Program (TFAP) process, but this is expected to occur

shortly. Security concerns dominate any discussion of conserva-

tion initiatives; in 1992 adjoining UNESCO World Heritage Sites

at Igua^u had to be listed separately for Brazil and Argentina.

The principal research institutions in Amazonia are the

National Institute for Research in the Amazon (INPA) in

Manaus and the Museu Paraense Emi'lio Goeldi (MPEG) in

Belem. Knowledge of Amazonia is scant considering the scale

of the region. The largest herbarium is that of INPA. with

200,000 specimens. For comparison, this is one-tenth the size of

Indonesia's herbarium at Bogor. On a per-area basis, indices of

knowledge such as herbarium specimens per hectare of forest,

or scientific publications per hectare are hundreds or thousands

of times lower than in relatively well-studied tropical forests

such as those of Costa Rica, Panama or Puerto Rico. The impor-

tance of events in Amazonia for global change makes increasing

the base of scientific information a high priority.
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Maps 25.1 and 25.2 Brazil

Fuicsl d;iui lor Bra/il have been digitised from j map published by IBAMA and compiled by

the Fundacao Instttuto Brasileriro de Geografia e Estatistica (IBGE), The source map — Mapa

(/(• Vefii^tacao do Brasil — based on the RADAMBRAZIL project (a radar and aerial survey of

Amazonia carried out between 197.1-8.1). was originally published at 1:5 million in 1988 and

updated and reprinted in 1993. The differences between the 1988 version and 1993 update

mostly seem to account for changes in the classiHcation and nomenclature, rather than signifi-

cant changes in the vegetation cover.

Fifty-two vegetation/land use classes are shown on the source map. Of these, sixteen forest

classes have been selected to depict forest cover in Brazil; the remainder have been grouped

under non-forest.

Lov\ land moist forest:

Flon'ski ombrofita densa (Floresla tropical pluvtui): Aluvtal; Terms haixas: Submontana

Floresta omhnifila aberia fFacia^oes do floresla nmbrofila densa): Terras bai.xas:

Siihniontaiia

Areas de tensoo ecologica: ON - Floresla onihrofilo-Florcslo esroeionoh OM - Floresla

ooibrofilo densa-Floresro omhrofila ntisto

Montane forest:

Floresta oiiihrollla densa i Floresla tropical pluvial): Montana

Pine forest:

Floresta oinbrofila mista I Floresta de Araucaria). Montana: AltO'immtaiia

Areas de tensao ecologica: NM - Floresta estacional-Floresta ombrojlla mista

Dry forest:

Floresta eslacionol seinidecidaol iFloresta tropical siihcaditcifolia): .Mavial: Terras

bai.xas: Submontana: Montana

Floresta estacional decidual IFloresta tropical caducifolial: Terras bai.xas: Submontana:

Mtmtana

Mangroves:

Vegetoi^do com inflitencio fluviomarinho (Maniiiiezal e Canipo salino)

Note:

1 secondary vegetation types showing agricultural activity are not mapped as forest here;

2. savanna woodland and scrub formations, such as the cerrado and caatinga respectively, are

also not included here. However, the arboreal formations as opposed to the open wooded

grassland associations of cerrado and caatmga are illustrated in Figure 25. 1

;

3. seasonal semi-deciduous and deciduous forests in central Brazil and on the southern fringes

of the Amazon are mapped as dry forests;

4. open forest types "Floresta ombrotlla aberta" to the west and east of the dense forests of the

Brazilian Amazon, which are more open than typical Amazon rain forest but which are

taller and/or with a more closed canopy than the cerrado in the east, have been mapped with

the lov\ land moist forest types;

5 in the majority of cases, the transitional vegetation formations have not been mapped.

especially when the transition is from savanna, scrub or grassland formations. However.

where the transitional forest type is from broadleaved. mixed and seasonal deciduous or

semidecidous. they have been mapped (see above for details concerning data harmonisa-

tionl; and

6- submontane forest formations Isubmontano) have been incorporated into the lowland forest

category as these forests fall below 700 m.

Conservation areas data are derived from numerous sources held within WCMC.
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country is. however, the world's second largest exporter of cof-

fee; the cut-flower industry is also important. It has substantial

reserves of oil, coal and natural gas.

The Forests

The humid lowland forests have extraordinarily diverse floras,

with between 100 and 240 woody species per hectare; only in

rare instances are communities dominated by a single tree

species (Sanchez Paez et al.. 1990). The lowland forests have a

canopy of between 35 and 55 m in height and a relatively open
understorey. The most diverse woody plant families of the low-

land rain forest are Leguminosae. Rubiaceae. Palmae.
Annonaceae. Melastomataceae. Sapotaceae and Guttiferae

(Gentry. 1990a). Other woody families found in this habitat

include Moraceae. Lauraceae, Lecythidaceae. Myristicaceae.

Euphorbiaceae, Chrysobalanaceae and Myrtaceae. A character-

istic of these forests is the abundance of both large and small

palms such as Jessenia. Socralea. Iriartea and Wettinia. Indeed,

the forests of the Choco have a larger proportion of palms than

any other forest in the world (Gentry. 1990b).

In the Choco. there are areas of swamp or alluvial forest

which are subject to periodic or permanent flooding. These
include "Cativales", named after the cativo Prioria copaifera,

located in the extreme north, which were once the region's

greatest timber producers. "Sajales" are found in the south,

these are forests of sajo Cainpnospenna paiiaincnsis. a species

which dominates the freshwater swamps and is also exploited

for timber. In the wetter areas, ""naidizales" are also found, with

an abundance of the palm Euterpe ciiatrecasanu.

Colombia is the only country which possesses in its Amazon
region both the species-poor vegetation of the white sand soils

of the Guyanan Shield and the species-rich communities of the

relatively fertile soils of the Andean foothills. The forests on
these foothills are very rich in endemics, more so than any other

forests in the Amazon Basin, and are among the most diverse

forests on the planet (Gentry, 1990a). Preliminary collections

indicate that it is the southern part of Colombian Amazonia and
the adjacent northern area of Peru which are the world's most
diverse forest. Ten families (Leguminosae, Moraceae,
Annonaceae, Rubiaceae, Myristicaceae, Zapotaceae, Meliaceae,

Palmae, Euphorbiaceae and Bignoniaceae) dominate the flora of

most of the forests of Upper Amazonia and eight of these are

amongst the ten most species-rich families in the world.

The species-rich forests of the more accessible hills of the

Pacific are characterised by BrosUmm utile and by tree species

from the genera Virola. Sapiuin, Pouteria and Eschweilera in

the north; by Brosiinuu utile, Clarisia racemosa. Virola reidii

and Protium sp. in the centre; and by Saccoglottis procera.
Apeiha aspera. Goupia glabra. Laelia procera and species of

the genera Pouteria, Eschweilera. Inga and A.spidosperina in the

south of the Choco.

On the Chiribiquete plateau, the bushy dwarf forest is domi-
nated by Boimetia martiaiia. while Hevea nitida var. toxicodeii-

droides. Grajfenrieda fantastica. Calliandra vaupesiana and
Seuefelderopsis chirihiqueteusis are amongst the smaller trees

found on this plateau and on other hills in Amazonia.
Sub-andean forests occur on the lower slopes and foothills of

the Cordilleras and mountain chains (1000-2000 m). Their phys-

iognomy is somewhat similar to that of the hot lowland forests.

but with fewer large palms, fewer species with buttress roots and
fewer lianas and woody epiphytes. The frequent mists increase

atmospheric humidity and decrease evapotranspiration. The
species here are a mixture of those characteristic of lowlands and

ones which are associated with the cooler conditions of higher alti-

tudes, such as those in the genera Weinmannia and Chisia. The
canopy of these forests is 20-30 m tall, common trees include

species of Cedrela. Juglaiis and Quercus. while Cecropia appears

sporadically. Other principal tree species are Billia coloiiihiana.

Bro.'iiinuin utile. Hyeronima macrocarpa. Aimcardiuin excelsuin.

Dendropanax sp.. Sloaneci robusta, Pauop.si.s inucronata and
species of the genera Protium. Virola, Guarea, Ocotea, Meliosma.

Eugenia and Tabebuia. Palms such as Socralea exhorriza,

Iriartea gigantea and Jessenia bataua are also present.

The montane forests of the Andes are found on steep areas of

the Cordilleras and at altitudes over 2000 m up to where the

paramo begins, this varies from 3200 to 3800 m depending on
location. As the altitude increases, the trees and their leaves get

smaller and epiphytes become more abundant. The latter

include algae, mosses, lichens, ferns and liverworts, as well as

Angiosperms such as bushy Ericaceae, Bromeliaceae,
Gesneriaceae, Orchidaceae, Begoniaceae and Anthurium. which
almost completely cover the trunk and main branches of the

trees. Mist is frequent and the temperature varies from I4-16°C
to 5-6°C.

Palms of the genera Aiphanes and Euterpe are found in the

forests up to 2500 m, while between 2200 and 3200 m wax
palms Ceroxylon spp. occur; amongst these the most important

is Ceroxylon quindiueiise, Colombia's national tree. Small
palms of the genus Geonoina. in particular Geonoma weber-
baueri. are important in some areas where there is more light.

Tree ferns are common in such areas. The rhizomatose bamboos
of the genera Swallenochloa and Chusquea are also common.

The floristic composition of the Andean forests is very var-

ied. The more common species include Bocconia intergrifolia,

Vallea slipularis, Driinys granadensis. Alnus acuminata.
Cedrela subandina as well as some from the genera
Weinmannia. Clethra. Brunellia. Juglans. Clusia, Hedyosmun.
Hyeronima. Hesperomeles. Escallonia. Oreopanax.
Dendropanax, Schejflera. Podocarpus, Ocotea, Nectandra.
Persea, Cavendishia, Macleania, Piper, Cinchona and
Tibouchina. Several composites from such genera as Bacchahs,
Paragynoxys and Diplostephium are also present in the Andean
forests (Hernandez, 1990).

Mangroves
Colombia's mangroves were estimated by Escallon and
Rodriguez (1986) to cover an area of approximately 3463 sq.

km, of which 650 sq. km are on the Caribbean coast and 2813
sq. km on the Pacific coast; Alvarez-Leon (1993) reports an

area of 3580 sq. km. Map 26.1 shows the slightly higher area of

3680 sq. km (Table 26.2). The mangroves attain their maximum
biomass in the Pacific departments of Valle and Choco where

annual rainfall is between 2000 and 6000 mm. They also occur

in areas where rainfall is only 150 to 200 mm annually.

On the Caribbean coast, the mangrove canopy is 20-25 m
high and consists of red mangrove Rhizoplwra mangle in the

intertidal zone, followed by a band of mainly black mangrove
Avicennia germinans, button mangrove Conocarpus erecia and

white mangrove Lagiincularia racemosa. In intermediate areas,

the fern Acrostichum aureum is found. Pelliciera rhizophorae

has been recently reported to occur on this coast (Calderon,

1992). Most of the mangroves on the Caribbean coast have a

disjunct distribution, being restricted to certain small protected

bays, but greater areas are found in places such as Isia

Salamanca, La Cienaga Grande de Santa Marta and the deltas of

the Sinii and Atrato rivers.
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this forest is a drier formation than any considered in this Atlas

and has not been included in the statistics at the head of the

chapter.

There are 780.000 sq. km of land calculated to be suitable for

some sort of forestry by the Departamento Nacional de

Planeacion (1992), a considerably higher area than that actually

covered in forest at present.

In 1986. the forestry industry (timber, wood products and

cork, furniture and accessories, and paper-making and its prod-

ucts) in Colombia had a gross production worth US$666.3 mil-

lion, with an additional processed value of US$256.7 million.

The sector covering paper and its products makes up the highest

proportion of the value of forest production with more than 82

per cent; timber contributes 1 1 per cent and the furniture indus-

try 6.9 per cent. National wood consumption is low (4 cu.m of

wood panels per thousand people in 1983; 19.25 kg of paper

and cardboard per person in 1987). but it is increasing. In total.

3.4 million cu. m of timber is used nationally per year and this

supplies 94 per cent of the primary material needed by the sec-

ondary forestry industry. To this consumption must be added

between 9.8 and 12.7 million tonnes of fuelwood per year and

one million tonnes of charcoal per year (Departamento Nacional

de Planeacion 1992; PAFC/BID ( 1991 ).

The consumption of wood by the forestry industry has grown

at an average rate of 3.5 per cent per year over the last decade.

The increase is a consequence firstly of a rise in consumption

by sawmills and higher wastage levels in the industry and sec-

ondly of the expansion in the pulp industry.

The value of forest sector exports has been about US$54 mil-

lion per year and imports about US$55 million per year. The
contribution of the sector to Gross National Product was. on

average. 1.7 per cent between 1980 and 1990 and the sector

employs approximately 54.000 people of which 24.000 have

permanent jobs in forest industries.

More than two hundred non-timber tree species are known to

have potential for exploitation. These species produce rubber.

resins, tannins, tanning substances, oils, spices, condiments,

foods, medicines, dyes, food colours, etc. These non-timber for-

est products have rarely been taken into account in government

programmes for the management and exploitation of the coun-

try's forests. However, the market demand and the potential of

the forests suggest that this will change in the future.

The legal framework for the management of Colombia's
forests is given in the National Code of Renewable Natural

Resources and Protection of the Environment (Codigo Nacional

de los Recursos Naturales Renovables y Proteccion al Medio
Ambiente). Decree 2811 of 1974. The national institution

charged with formulating forest policy for the government is

INDERENA. the National Institute of Renewable Natural

Resources and Environment. Created in 1 968 under the Ministry

of Agriculture. INDERENA is responsible at the national level

for administration, control, regulation, promotion, protection and

management of the forests. It shares this responsibility with 18

Autonomous Corporations for Regional Development. The cor-

porations are decentralised bodies under the National Planning

Department which operate at regional level.

INDERENA is responsible for 72 per cent of the country

while the corporations cover the remaining 28 per cent. In gen-

eral, however, the state institutions' mechanisms for conserva-

tion and for effectively controlling the fonns of forest exploita-

tion function only poorly and there is also a lack of awareness

of the need for sustainable management of forests on the part ol

the various sectors which make use of the resource.

At present, the National Planning Department, through the

agrarian development unit, is responsible for the Colombian
Forestry Action Plan (PAFC). The possibility of establishing a

Ministry of the Environment to take responsibility for all natural

resource management issues is under discussion.

Deforestation

More natural areas have been destroyed in the last fifty years

than in the country's entire preceding history. During the

Prehispanic period, there was only moderate use of natural

resources for subsistence and bartering between tribes. During

the colonial period, although the Spanish increased exploitation

of the forests, the pressure on them was not significant because

population density was low. This is no longer the case and pop-

ulation pressure combined with social and economic problems

and grossly unequal distribution of wealth and land, means that

the rate of deforestation continues to increase. Other factors

including the lack of basic health services, education, drinking

water and communications all exacerbate the problems.

There have been several estimates of the area deforested each

year. Comparing maps of forest cover published in 1966 and

1984 gives the figure of 8750 .sq. km of forest cleared each year

(an annual rate of 1.6 per cent). The National Planning

Department's estimate is 6000 sq. km per year. FAO (1993)

estimates that for the years from 1981 to 1990, 3666 sq. km
have been lost annually, an area which is in agreement with

INDERENA's own evaluation carried out over the last four

years. This gives an annual rate of 0.7 per cent.

It is estimated that shifting cultivation and human settlements

are responsible for 76.3 per cent of the deforestation in

Colombia; cutting of wood for fuel accounts for 12.7 per cent

and extraction of timber for the remaining I 1 per cent

(Departamento Nacional de Planeacion. 1989). A relatively

minor contribution to forest clearance is the growing of opium
poppies — estimated in El Tiempo (1993) to have resulted in 15

sq. km of forest being cleared between 1991 and 1992, and this

is decreasing as a result of action taken by the National Guard to

eradicate the crop.

There are numerous other problems contributing to the defor-

estation of Colombia. There has. for instance, been an imbalance

in the use of forests, over-exploitation of some species and

resources and under-exploitation and even waste of others. The
commercial forestry sector does not participate in the national

economy, nor does it contribute to the socio-economic develop-

Shifting cultivation ami colonization are the main causes of

deforestation in Colombia. Here, in Amazonia, slash and burn

is being practised to clear theforest. ( WWF/Fernando Urbina

)
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ment of rural communities. In addition, there is no fair distribution

of profits accruing from forest exploitation amongst the people liv-

ing in the areas being exploited. On the whole, the state institutes

concerned with conservation do not function well and they do not

effectively control forest exploitation. Indeed, there is little aware-

ness of the need for sustainable management of the forests on the

part of the various sectors thai use them. Another very significant

factor is the concentration of land in the hands of a small number

of land-owners. Overall, this indiscriminate destruction of ecosys-

tems of great biological value has contributed to the disappearance

of several species of plants and animals.

Biodiversity

Colombia, because of its complex geological, climatic, palaeo-

geographical and ecological history, is incredibly rich in

species, habitats and ecosystems. This is nowhere better illus-

trated than in its dense humid forests, a biome of great structural

complexity which once covered most of the country's surface.

Complete taxonomic inventories of the country's biota are not

yet available, but it is estimated that Colombia's flora and fauna

(excluding marine taxa) make up about 10 per cent of the world's

biota (Hernandez and Sanchez, 1988). The enormous biotic diver-

sity in Colombia has led to its recognition as one of the dozen

"megadiversity" countries, along with Brazil, Ecuador, Peru,

Mexico, Zaire, Madagascar. Australia, China, India, Indonesia and

Malaysia (McNeely cr al.. 1990). The greatest floristic and faunal

diversity within Colombia's biomes is found in the forests.

There are some 43,000-50,000 flowering plants in the coun-

try, with 1500 endemics recorded and many new species being

discovered (Davis et al., 1986, Prance, 1977). Some groups,

such as the palms of the Arecaceae and Palmae families, have

their greatest diversities in Colombia: in the Araracuara area of

Amazonia, 64 species of palm of 24 genera are found, an aston-

ishing figure given the relatively small size (10,000 sq. km) of

the study area (Galeano, 1992). There are 3500 species of

orchid in the country — that is 15 per cent of those found in the

whole world.

The richest area in Colombia for biodiversity is the Choco
Region. Indeed it is considered to be the richest in the world in

terms of plant species (Gentry. 1982). This is illustrated by

Gentry's (1990b) study where plants with a diameter of more
than 2.5 cm were sampled in two 0.1 ha plots in the Choco; one

plot was in Bajo Calima near Buenaventura and the other was
located in the vicinity of Tutunendo, to the east of Quibdo. It

was found that these plots held the greatest number of species

ever recorded in any forest on the planet. The most diverse plot,

with 265 species was that in Bajo Calima.

One of Colombia's greatest biological treasures are its birds.

There are 1721 recorded, more than in any other country in the

world, of which 73 are endemic (WCMC. 1992). Collar et al.

(1992) list 55 threatened species, of these 46 are moist forest

species and 30 are endemic. Moist forest species that are listed

as endangered by Collar et al. (1992) are the northern helmeted

curassow Pauxi pau.xi and the endemic blue-billed curassow
Crax alberli. both of which are hunted, the yellow-eared parrot

Oiinorhynchii.s icterotis. the endemic Fuertes's parrot

Hii/talopsirtaca fuerte.si. the endemic moustached and brown-
banded antpitlas Grallaria gigaiitea and G. niilleri, the recurve-

billcd bushbird Clytoctantes alixii and the ochraceous attila

Altila lunidu.s. Habitat destruction is a major factor in the

decline of all these species.

More than 359 species of mammals are known from
Colombia, of which its 27 primates represent 15 per cent of the

world's living primates. Three of these are listed as endangered

by lUCN (Groombridge. 1993): the white-footed tamarin

Saguinus leucopus and the cottontop tamarin S. oedipus, which
are endemic, and the black uakari Cacajao mekinocephahis. A
further six primates are threatened, although to a lesser extent.

Of the 900 species of known Chiroptera. 155 are found in

Colombia. One of these, Leptonycteri.'i ciirasoae. is listed as

threatened (Groombridge. 1993). A total of thirty threatened

mammal species are found in Colombia.

According to INDERENA's herpetologist Jose Vicente

Rueda. there are 585 amphibian species (543 anurans, 22 urode-

lans or salamanders and 20 apodans or caecilians) and 590 rep-

tiles (310 snakes. 33 turtles. 240 saurians and seven crocodiles)

in the country. Fifteen threatened reptiles, including the endan-

gered Crocodyliis iniennediiis and Pudociieinis expaiisa. are

found in Colombia.

There are no figures for the number of freshwater fish

species in the country. They are, however, of great importance

as a source of food, particularly for the residents of the Amazon
for whom they make up a considerable percentage of the animal

protein eaten. Three species iEreiiKipliihis nnitisii. Gcimbusia

ae.stiputeu.s and Poecilia vetiprovidentiae) are listed as threat-

ened by lUCN. they are all endemic.

Hernandez et al. (1992) have identified 58 centres of

endemism for Colombia. These are of key importance in deter-

mining the location of conservation areas. Amongst these cen-

tres are Centro de la Gloria. Cesar which corresponds to a sys-

tem of Pleistocene terraces with natural savannas surrounded by

moist forests; Cerros Tacarcuna and Serranias del Darien and

Baudo; Centro Guajiro; Catatumbo; Choco Biogeografico and a

region of the Upper Putumayo.

Conservation Areas

Colombian protected areas within lUCN's categories I-IV are

listed in Table 26.3. These cover about 90.200 sq. km. or 8.7 per

cent of the country's land area. Areas allocated as forest

reserves (454,158 sq. km), protection forest reserves (3462 sq.

km), special management areas (more than 36680 sq. km), res-

guardos and indigenous reserves also have conservation value.

There are 267 resguardos and 28 indigenous areas in the

country, covering respectively approximately 175.640 sq. km
and 79.546 sq. km (Figure 26.2). Resguardos are lands commu-
nally owned by indigenous peoples through a legal title, while

the indigenous reserves are temtories provisionally assigned to

a particular indigenous community for their own use but the

actual land remains in the hands of the state (lUCN. 1992).

Local people determine the management of these areas subject

to specific restrictions to safeguard ecological values.

Subsistence hunting is allowed in these areas, as is the exploita-

tion of forest products, including timber provided a permit is

obtained. Mostly the reserves are used only in a traditional, non-

destructive fashion and are not exploited commercially.

Colombia's first conservation area, declared in 1961. was
Cueva de los Guacharos National Park. However, protected areas

showing some affinity in terms of conservation criteria with those

of the current national parks system (according to the definitions

given in the National Code of Renewable Natural Resources and

its Regulating Decree No. 622 of 1977) were in existence long

before this. Examples are La Macarena Biological Reserve creat-

ed in 1948, and several areas at high altitudes which were
declared to be national parks under the Second Law of 1959.

Although there is legislation detailing national conservation

objectives, there is no strategy providing for its implementation.
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Table 26.3 Conservation areas in Colombia

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories I-IV are listed

below. For information on Biosphere Reserves see Chapter 8.

Natural National Parks
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Over the last three years, the National Government has been

negotiating funding for environmental management through a

project called the "Colombia Programme: International

Cooperation for the Environment". This is being coordinated by

INDERENA and the National Planning Department and was. in

1992. presented at the United Nations World Conference on

Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro. An ECO-

FUND is also being set up in order to strengthen NGOs working

in conservation, research and sustainable use and management

of natural resources.

Negotiations are under way for several projects requiring

considerable economic inputs. These include biodiversity con-

servation in the Choco Biogeografico for more than 30 million

dollars (World Bank and GEE); Amazonia for more than 10

The Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta
The Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta is a 17,000 sq. km massif

that arises from the Caribbean coast of Colombia to snow

covered summits, the highest of which reaches 3575 m.

E.xamples of virtually all Colombia's ecosystems are found

in this region, even though it covers only 1.4 per cent of the

country's area.

The diversity and isolation of the Sierra Nevada de Santa

Marta have resulted in the evolution of a remarkable degree

of endemism in its fauna and flora throughout all the vegeta-

tion zones on the mountain; these include lowland rain

forests, dry forests, montane forests and alpine paramo. The

diversity and endemism is increased due to the fact that dif-

ferent aspects of the mountain are effectively isolated from

one another so that new sub-species and species have

evolved in forested valleys separated by high alpine ridges.

There are. for instance, five endemic plant genera —
Cabieriella. Castenedia. Raottliopsis. Micropleiira and

Perissocoeleum, a total of 15 species of endemic birds (Table

26.4) and at least nine endemic species or sub-species of

mammals (Table 26.5), while in the amphibians, the genus

Eleutherodactyhis alone has eight endemic species.

The Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta is perhaps even more

interesting for its cultural history. It was the site of the amaz-

ing pre-Colombian Tayrona civilisation. These people had a

very advanced society on the mountain several hundred years

before Europeans arrived in the Americas. They were mas-

ters of the use of stone for buildings, construction of terraces

and for irrigation systems. The stone stairways that linked

their communities can still be traced for hundreds of kilome-

tres over the mountain slopes. Magnificent gold and ceramic

artwork and elaborate stone carvings are still being discov-

ered in excavations on the mountain. The most notable relict

of the Tayrona civilisation is the so-called Ciudad Perdida

(Lost City), the stone streets and buildings of which have

been excavated and restored. The Tayronas succumbed to

disease and conflicts with the European settlers, and now

only small numbers of Koghi, Ijka and Wiwa Indians live on

the higher slopes of the mountain.

The Sierra was largely unaffected by developments during

the first 300 years of colonisation. However, in this century it

has become a refuge area for campesino farmers fleeing vio-

lence elsewhere in the country. The campesinos inflicted a

great deal of damage on the forest and forced the Indian com-

munities to move to even higher and remoter areas. In the

1970s, marijuana cultivation and the robbing of archaeologi-

cal sites further destabilised the situation. Armed guerilla

groups moved in and the Sierra became a "no-go" area for

government officials. The mountain became notorious for

violence and banditry.

Although the massif still shows signs of the 70 per cent

Table 26.4 Endemic bird species in Santa Marta

Species

Acestnira astreans

Anisognatlnis mekmogenys

Atlapetes melanocephalus

Basileuterus conspicillatus

Basileuterus basilicus

Cainpyloplenis phainopeplus

Coeligena phaleraia

Cranioleucu heltmayri

Graltaria hangsi

Myiobonis flavivertex

Myiotheretes pernix

Pyrrhura viridicata

Ramphomicron dorsale

Synalla.xis fiisconifa

Troglodytes inonticola

English name

Santa Marta woodstar

Santa Marta mountain tanager

Santa Marta brush-finch

White-lored warbler

Santa Marta warbler

Santa Marta sabrewing

White-tailed starfrontlet

Streak-capped spinetail

Santa Marta antpita

Yellow-crowned redstart

Santa Marta bush-tyrant

Santa Marta parakeet

Black-backed thomtail

Rusty-headed spinetail

Santa Marta wren

deforestation that afflicted it during the troubled years of mari-

juana cultivation, the situation is now stabilising. There are

two national parks and two indigenous reserves in the area and

major programmes are under way to support the local people

in charting their own future management of the environment.

Most importantly, in 1986 the Sierra Nevada de Santa

Marta Foundation was established to conserve the natural

and cultural resources of the area and promote the welfare of

all sectors of its population. The foundation has health pro-

grammes, it is promoting reforestation and kitchen-gardens,

helping construct fish tanks and excavating and preserving

archaeological remains. It also has a programme to encour-

age the use of traditional Tayrona and Koghi architectural

techniques for local buildings.

Table 26.5 Endemic species and sub-species of mammals in

Santa Marta

English name

Bay or while-faced monkey

Brocket deer

Tree squirrel

Tree squirrel

Tree squirrel

A paramo mouse

A rice rat

A spiny rat

A rodent

Latin name

Cebus albifrons malitious

Mazama americana carrikeri

Sciurus granatensis bondae

Sciunis g. saltuensis

Sciurus g. agricolae

Thomasomys monochromos

Oryzomys narus

Proechimys mincae

Diplomys rufodorsalis

Sotinr: Maria Jose Duran and Rosario Ortiz Quijano.
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million dollars (EC and the Netherlands) and many other smaller

projects such as those of GTZ/IUCN in the Sierra Nevada de

Santa Marta (see box) and Cienaga Grande, ITTO for mangrove

ecosystems and USAID for the "Parks in Peril" programme.

The Colombian Forestry Action Plan has identified priority

actions for encouraging the development of t\)rest-based

industry. These include improving yields, beginning planned,

rational, sustainable use of natural forests, promoting the grad-

ual substitution of natural forest exploitation by that of planta-

tions and developing markets for forest products. Land-use

zoning is already under way and this will identify which areas

are suitable for which particular forestry functions. Forest-

based social development, with emphasis on improving the

quality of life for peasant communities, colonisers and indige-

nous people dependent on the forest, is also included in the

Forestry Action Plan.

Thus the efforts launched by government, through the

Colombian Forestry Action Plan and with the help of interna-

tional and government donors, are of the greatest importance in

solving as far as possible the growing imbalance in the use of

forests and forest resources, their under-utilization and the

indiscriminate destruction of biologically valuable ecosystems.
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Map 26.1 Colombia
The forest cover shown on Map 26. 1 has been taken from a map produced by the Minislerio de

Hacienda and Insliluto Geografico "Agustin Codazzi", Reput^Uca tie Colombia: Mapa de Bosqiws

and has been elaborated from and based on an earher ( 1984). large scale map ( I: 5n0.f)00) map.

Mapa de Bttsqaes de Colombia, compiled by IGAC-INDERENA. The source map was published
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in 1985 al a 1:1,500.000 scale. The 24 vegetation categories shown on the source map have been

amalgamated into the forest types illustrated in this atlas, following the advice of Heliodoro

Sanchez. Carlos Castano Uribe and Cesar Barbosa of INDERENA. The source vegetation cate-

gories have been amalgamated into broader forest types in the following way:

Mangrove:

BM — Bosque de mangle, homogeneo en fisonomia sobre areas de inunJacion par mareas v

I(anurasfluvio-marimis

Lowland rain forest:Bos^H« Densosy Heterogeneos

BAa— Bosque con marcada tendencta a la homogeneUkid de especies en paisajes aluvtales.

En la Amazonia la vegelacidn presenia iin dosel superior de drholes poco desarrolla-

dos y abundancia de palmas y herbuceas

BOa— Bosque, con marcada tendencta a la homogeneidad de especies en paisajes ahtviales

de la Orinoquia

BPa— Bosque con marcada lendcncia a la luimogeneidad de especies en paisajes aluviales del

Pacifico

BAI — Bosque bajo poco desarrollado sobre lerrazas mal drenadas y superficies de erosion

planas de la Amazonia

BA2— Bosque alio bien desarrollado sobre superficies diseciadas de la Amazonia

BA3 — Bosque alto bien desarrollado sobre superficie de erosion profundamenie diseciada de

la Amazonia

BPl — Bosque de lerrazas en condiciones muy severas de alia pluviosidad del Pacifico

BO I
— Bosque de lerrazas \ allillanuras de la Orinoquia

BC2— Bosque muy heterogeneo en especies sobre colinas accesibles

BC3— Bosque muy heterogeneo en especies sobre bolinas de relieve abruplo

Submontane forest: Piso Subandino ( 1000-2000 m) (IGAC-INDERENA-CONIF. 1984)

BQ2 — Bosque sobre el piedemonle cordillerano y serranias

Montane forest: Piso Andiiw (2000 m +) (IGAC-INDERENA-CONIF. 1984)

BQ3 — Bosque de zonas escarpadas de cordillera

Non forest: SgKSg2.Sa.BAs.BAc.Vpa.Vpt.Wa,Wi,H I .H2

The 'non forest* category comprises the savanna formations, scrub forest, drier arid vegeta-

tion, grassland formations, heath land, marshland and agricultural land.

The Basques Inten-enidos category has not been distinguished from undisturbed" forests;

these exploited forests mainly occur in the mangrove and lowland rain forests in the south-wesl

of the country. Also, please note, that in addition to the forest cover indicated on the source

map. a corridor of lowland rain forest has been added in central Colombia, following the advice

of Cesar Barbosa of INDERENA. This additional forest cover substitutes c. 7,341 sq. km of

savanna marked as Sg2 on the source map.

Conservation areas were extracted from a digital dataset covering several countries. The Latin

American Protected Areas Dataset — Version 2 was provided by the Centro Intemacional de

Agricultural Tropical (1992), Colombia. Reference was also made to a dyeline 1:1.5 million

scale map, Republica de Colombia -Areas del Sistema de Parques Nacionales (nd) prepared by

INDERENA, illustrating national parks and wildlife sanctuaries.
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(the Oriente) ranges from around 2000 mm to about 5000 mm
annually and, as on the coast, there is no dry season.

Temperatures here are fairly uniform, but somewhat lower than

on the coast.

Population growth across the country is estimated to be 2.5

per cent. However, growth rates are different regionally, with

2.2 per cent estimated in the Sierra. 2.5 per cent for the coastal

plain and as much as 4.9 per cent for the period 1974-1982 in

the Oriente, due to a major influx of young colonists (Cabarle et

al., 1989). Fifty-seven per cent of the population are urban

dwellers, concentrated in the capital city of Quito, in the port of

Guayaquil and in Cuenca. This urban population has grown

fourfold between 1950 and 1990. Ecuador's population is made

up of two major groups; Amerindians (40 per cent) and the mes-

tizos, who are descended from the intermarriage of Spaniards

and Amerindians. The former are represented by both Quichua-

speaking farmers in the highlands and groups living in the

Amazon. There are also some Caucasians (10 per cent) and

Negroes in the country. The ancestors of the latter were slaves,

brought by the Spanish to work on the coastal plantations.

The economy of the country is essentially dependent on

petroleum and agriculture (including shrimp farming).

Agricultural exports account for nearly one fourth of foreign

exchange earnings. The main export crops are shrimps, bananas,

coffee, cacao and sugar cane. Forestry plays a fairly minor role

in the economy at present. Tourism is an increasingly important

source of foreign earnings.

The Forests

Ecuador's forests are still not well known botanically. They can

be classified using the Holdridge Life Zone system (shown in a

modified form in Figure 27.1), but a variety of other descriptions

are afso used (e.g. Cifuentes et at.. 1989; Cabarle et al, 1989).

Humid lowland forests cover most of the tropical moist and

wet forests of western Ecuador and almost the entire

Amazonian region (Balslev, 1988). Although there are some

differences in the floristic composition of the western and east-

ern rain forests, in both cases the vegetation is dominated by

trees with a dense canopy about 30 m high and it is rich in

lianas and epiphytes. The forest physiognomy is uniform with-

out dominant species and with a very high diversity. The most

important tree families are Leguminosae, Moraceae. Lauraceae.

Myristicaceae and Meliaceae.

Most of the rain forest in eastern Ecuador is unflooded (terra

firme) forest, but along the rivers in large areas of the upper

Amazonia the forests are seasonally inundated (Gentry, 1977).

These floodplain forests include those inundated by white

waters (varzea) and by black waters (igapo). At present 1200

trees are^nown from the eastern lowlands (Balslev and Renner,

1989) but. with further work, it is thought that as many as 3000

may be found to occur there (Neill and Palacios. 1987).

Both wet and moist forests are found in western Ecuador, the

former appear to be particularly rich in endemics. For instance.

at least thirty species of plant are known only from Rio Palenque

Field Station, a mere 1.7 sq. km area of wet forest. These include

Qiiararihea palenquiana. Persea theohruinifolia. Dalbergaria

nihiiiuiita and Dichaea riopalenquensis (Gentry. 1977).

Montane forests gradually replace lowland forests at a height

of about 600-900 m on both sides of the Andes (Balslev and

Renner. 1989). They are very rich in species, particularly in

orchids, bromeliads, ferns and mosses. The lower montane

forests have a canopy layer about 30 m above the ground. With

increasing elevation, the forests" stature decreases and at about

Pluvial forest

Wet foitst

Moist forest

Diy forest

1 I Ctesert and semi -desert

^1 Montane fon^sts and

alpine vegetation

Figure 27.1 Holdridge's Life Zones of Ecuador

Source: Gentry (1977)

3000 m above sea level the canopy is often only 10 m high.

Typical lowland families, such as Myristicaceae and

Lecythidaceae are replaced by, among others, Melastomataceae

and Cuoniaceae (Hading. 1979). The upper montane or cloud

forest, found between 2500 and 3400 m asl. is a dense micro-

phyllous forest with trees heavily loaded with mosses, ferns and

lycopods. Some of the many characteristic genera of the cloud

forest trees are Podocarpus. Cinchona, Oreopanax and

Miconia. Paramo vegetation (dominated by bunch grasses, gen-

erally mixed with herbs, small shrubs and cushion plants)

occurs on the high mountains above about 3500 m. but the alti-

tude at which it replaces forest is not clear cut; patches of quite

large Polxlepis trees may occur as high as 4000 m. Burning and

grazing drives back the forest line and where this influence is

strong, a very sharp line between woody and herbaceous vegeta-

tion may be observed. Cold mountain deserts generally begin at

about 4500 m and extend up to the snow limit.

The coastal dry forests in Ecuador (and Peru) contain many

species that are endemic, some at the generic level. For instance

Macranthisiphon, one of the most distinctive genera of the fam-

ily Bignoniaceae. is found only in these coastal formations, as

are Ceiba trichistandra. Hymenocallis quitoensis, Carica panic-

ulata and Eriotheca ruiziana (Gentry. 1977). The most impor-

tant timber tree in the region is Tabebuia chrysantha.

Mangroves
Discontinuous mangrove communities occur along the coast-

line, at the mouth of the major river systems, especially in the

Gulf of Guayaquil and between Limones and the Colombian

border. There are a variety of different estimates for mangrove

cover in Ecuador. Jordon (1988) estimates an area of 2603 sq.

km; on Map 27.1, the mangroves on the mainland are shown

covering an area of 2377 sq. km in 1987; while, more recently.
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Table 27.1 The extent of mangroves, salt flats and shrimp ponds

(areas in sq. km) in western Ecuador 1969-1987.

Province Mangroves

Guayas 1.256 1.195 1.130

ElOro 336 245 230

Manabi 124 80 60

Esmeraldas 320 301 280

Totals 2,036 1,821 1,700

Sair Fl

1969
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diameter, and quickly move on to the next forest tract. As a

result, only 25-30 per cent of wood is recovered from timber

harvesting operations. Timber fees are extremely low and royal-

ties are based on the amount of wood removed from forest

tracts, rather than the true harvestable volume (Cabarle et al..

1989), which encourages the high-grading and wasteful harvest-

ing methods. The extraction trails and roads often penetrate pro-

tected areas and lands occupied by forest-dwelling

Amerindians, opening the forests to landless settlers and land

speculators.

The forestry sector (timber production, primary and sec-

ondary manufacturing) contributed 3.2 per cent to the 1988

Gross National Product (SUFOREN, 1991). Eighty per cent of

the forest industry's wood supply comes equally from the west-

ern and eastern lowlands, with the remaining 20 per cent from

the Andean region (Cabarle er al.. 1989). Forests also provide

some four to six million cu. m of firewood, the main energy

source for almost half of the rural population as well as for

small local industries (FAO, 1994; SUFOREN, 1991).

Reforestation in Ecuador is largely oriented towards Pinus

and EucahptiLs plantations in the Andean region, in other words

not in the areas where the deforestation is mainly occurring.

Official statistics reported that approximately 601 sq. km of for-

est plantations were established in Ecuador from 1962 to 1985,

with 93 per cent of the plantation area in the Andean region, six

per cent in the western region and one percent in the Amazonian

region (SUFOREN, 1991). According to the Ecuadorian

Forestry Action Plan the annual reforestation rate is around

33 sq. km. The plan proposes increasing this rate to 152 sq. km.

This, though, would still be less than a twentieth of the area

being deforested each year.

Deforestation

According to a WRI/UNEP/UNDP (1990) report, the annual

deforestation rate in Ecuador is an alarming 2.3 per cent, equiv-

alent to the loss of 3400 sq. km per year. If this continues, the

country will be almost entirely deforested by the year 2025.

Other estimates place the deforestation rate between 750 to

3000 sq. km per year (see Cabarle et al.. 1989). FAO (1993)

estimates that, excluding forest in the dry deciduous zone, 2372

sq. km was cleared each year between 1981 and 1990, an annual

rate of 1.8 percent.

The direct causes of deforestation are land clearance for

colonisation and the production of fuelwood and charcoal.

lUCN (1988) estimated that these accounted for the annual

destruction of 2,300,000 cu. m of timber, but FAO (1994) esti-

mates that, in 1992, 4,231.000 cu. m of timber were used for

fuelwood and charcoal alone. Indirect causes include problems

with land ownership, less than three per cent of the population

own 66 per cent of the country's arable land. In addition.

Ecuador's colonization policies promote deforestation. The gov-

ernment encourages individuals and private companies to

acquire public lands, but clearance is a prerequisite for acquir-

ing title to the land. Until recently, the Institute of Agrarian

Reform and Colonization (lERAC) approved a claim for private

tenure only if at least half of a plot had been cleared and con-

verted into cropland or pasture. Southgate et al. (1991) claim

that the authorities do not recognise indigenous common prop-

erty regimes, which traditionally promoted forest conservation.

The central Andean highlands are practically devoid of natu-

ral forest cover, while the few remaining areas of primary forest

in western Ecuador and forested areas in Amazonia are under

increasing pressure from industrial agriculture, cattle grazing.

subsistence farming, logging, mining and the exploration for

and extraction of oil. Table 27.4 gives estimates of the areas of

the different types of forest over time, from original extent to

area present in 1988 (Cabarle et al.. 1989).

The forests of western Ecuador are amongst the most threat-

ened on earth (Myers, 1988). Dodson and Gentry (1991) have

documented the extent of the deforestation in the area. Only 200

sq. km of the western dry forests remain in an undisturbed con-

dition, most have been severely altered by humans and their

domestic animals. The moist forest was once the most extensive

forest vegetation in western Ecuador (Table 27.4). Now less

than 1500 sq. km remain in the remote northern part of the

region. The coastal wet forest, a narrow strip extending along

the base of the Andes, is the fastest-disappearing habitat in

Ecuador. Before the area was penetrated by the first road in

1960, it was almost completely covered with undisturbed vege-

tation; but within 10 years this wet forest had been more or less

totally converted to banana. African oil-palm and rubber planta-

tions. Less than 90 sq. km now survive. The pluvial forest was

never very extensive, but it is now the only substantial forest

type left in western Ecuador (Table 27.4).

In the Andean region, much of the lower land is used for

agriculture, while the intermediate levels are used for pasture

(Gentry, 1977). In the higher regions, above the 3000 m con-

tour, the forests are less diverse. The extensive forests that once

existed on the inner flanks of the Andes and in the Interandean

valleys were mostly cleared by indigenous populations prior to

the Spanish conquest. By 1989, only about 25,468 sq. km of the

Andean region was still covered by natural vegetation (this is,

however, not all forest), mostly on the very wet and steep east-

ern flanks of the mountains (Cabarle et al.. 1989).

Lack of roads and poor river communications restricted

human incursions into the Amazonian forests until recently.

However, the easy access provided by the road networks built

for oil exploration and exploitation and a massive government

colonization effort have resulted in a significant reduction of

Table 27.4 Areas of the different forest types in Ecuador over time

Forest
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Virgin rain forest along the Rio Napo of the Ecuadorian
Amazon (WWF/Anna Zuckerman)

forest cover in the last 20 years. The population expanded very

fast during the 1970s, especially in the Napo area where the rain

forest is being rapidly converted to oil-palm plantations, pas-

tures and small-scale farming. Now only half, or thereabouts, of

the eastern region remains forested.

Biodiversity

Ecuador contains two of Myers" (1988) ten "hotspots"". These

are areas characterized by exceptional numbers of species with

high levels of endemism and ones that are experiencing unusu-

ally rapid rates of depletion. The hotspots in Ecuador are the

western lowland wet forests and the upland forests of western

Amazonia. The western wet forests are one of the richest areas

in the world, as demonstrated by the over 1250 plant species

from 136 families recorded in less than 1 sq. km at Rio
Palenque Science Center. As many as 100 of these species have

proved to be new to science; 43 are known only from this site

(Dodson and Gentry. 1978). This forest shows some floristic

affinity with the Colombian Choco. but because of its many
unique features, such as the abundant endemic epiphytes, it is

considered to be a distinct phytogeographic zone (Myers. 1988).

It is estimated that the lowland wet forests of western Ecuador

once contained some 10.000 plant species, around 2500 of them

endemic to the region (Dodson and Gentry. 1978).

The upland forests of western Amazonia, which lie nearest to

the base of the Andes, have a distinctive and highly diverse

flora. They include the large Napo centre of biodiversity where,

in a relatively small area, some 4000 species are reputed to

occur (Balslev. 1988). During recent research by the Missouri

Botanical Garden in this area, it was found that 70 per cent of

the tree species collected had not been previously recorded from

Amazonian Ecuador and 10 per cent were species new to sci-

ence (Maries and Neill. 1988).

Other vegetation types of Ecuador also have a highly diverse

flora, especially the tropical dry forests of the coastal region, the

montane forests and the Galapagos. The tropical dry forests

have several endemic species, such as the grotesque-trunked

"ceibo" Ceiba trischistandra and the conspicuous Hymenocallis

quitoensis (Gentry. 1977). According to Balslev (1988) the

montane forests, between 900 m and 3000 m, house about half

of the country's species although they constitute only 10 per

cent of the area. Thirty-nine per cent of the species in these

forests do not occur outside Ecuador. The western slopes in par-

ticular are rich in endemics, with 10 per cent of the total

Ecuadorian flora restricted to them. These montane forests are

one of the world's richest areas for bromeliad and orchid

species. They are also botanically famous as the home of

Cinchona qfficincdi.s. the bark of which is the source of quinine,

the anti-malaria drug (Gentry. 1977). The Galapagos Islands

house 543 indigenous vascular taxa. of which 229 are endemic

(Davis rt a/.. 1986).

Ecuador's forests contain a wealth of wild relatives of crops.

These include relatives of millets (Eleusine. Paniciim.

Rennisetiim). pseudocereals (Amaranthus, Chenopodiiim).

legumes (Lupinus). rootcrops (yam Dioscorea. Ipomoea.
O.xalis), caffeine-containing beverage plants {Ilex. Theobroina).

spices iCapparis. Capsicum. Piper), numerous oilseeds

[Euterpe. Jessenia. Oenocarpus) and fruits (custard apple

Annona. passion fruit Passiflora, Prunus, guava Psidium, avo-

cado Persea. papaya Carica). Genetic material from Ecuador's

wild tomatoes Lycopersicon esculentum ccirasiforme and L. hir-

sutuni have improved the domesticated crop by increasing the

vitamin C content and amount of soluble solids in tomatoes

(Cabarleiff «/.. 1989). Hundreds of other plants are used for

medicinal purposes by the local inhabitants and may prove to be

useful outside Ecuador.

Several plant species are endangered, especially through

habitat destruction, such as the vine Dicliptera dodsoni. an

Acanthaceae known only by a single individual from Rio

Palenque Science Center; its habitat has been almost entirely

converted to plantations of bananas and African oil-palms

(lUCN. 1978). Some of the 3276 recorded species of orchids are

also particularly susceptible to selective extinction through

over-collecting and habitat loss. Other species have declined as

a result of over exploitation, such as guayacan Tabehuia
chiysantha. the most important timber of the coastal tropical dry

forests of Ecuador (Gentry. 1977).

In total. Ecuador has 20.000 to 25.000 species of vascular

plants and, based on distribution patterns of local floras, it is

estimated that 20 per cent of these are endemic (Gentry. 1 982 ).

While the data base on wildlife in Ecuador is extremely poor,

it is known that the country is exceptionally rich in endemic

species. Of the 2436 species of terrestrial vertebrates reported in

1989. 307 (37 bird species. 26 mammals. 106 reptiles and 138

amphibians) are found nowhere else in the world (Cabarle et al..

1989).

Birds are the best-known group of Ecuadorian fauna, and

their species count continues to grow. Over 1500 bird species

have been reported by Ortiz et al. (1990). At least 324 species

of mammals (Albuja. 1991). 402 amphibians and 379 reptiles

(Almendariz. 1991) and 706 species of freshwater fishes

(Barriga. 1991) have been recorded in the country, but as with

the avian fauna, the exact ranges of the species are known only

generally. A recent inventory in northwestern Ecuador found

five species of mammals new to science and eight species that

had not been previously recorded in the country (Albuja, 1988).

Sixty four species of birds are thought to be threatened in

Ecuador, especially through forest destruction and hunting,

including two rare birds of prey of the tropical low land forests:

the harpy eagle Harpia harpyja and the crested eagle Morphnus
guianensis and three frugivores of the Andean cloud forests: the

yellow-eared conure Ognorhynchus icterotis, the toucan barbet

Semnornis ramphastinus and the long-wattled umbrella bird

Cephalopterus penduliger (Suarez and Garcia. 1986). Collar el

al. (1992) list 40 globally threatened species in the country.

se\en of which are endemic. These include the endangered

black-breasted puftleg Eriocnemis fiigrivestis from montane for-
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est and the Esmeraldas woodstar Acestnira herlepsclii. also

endangered but found in lowland forest.

Similarly, several mammals are threatened due to habitat loss

and hunting, including the spectacled bear Tremarctos ornatus

and the mountain tapir Tapirus pinchcujiie in the Andean cloud

forests, and the jaguar Panrlwia onca in the western and eastern

tropical forests. lUCN lists a total of 27 threatened mammal
species in Ecuador (Groombridge, 1993). Populations of some

commercially valuable reptiles have declined due to over

exploitation, such as the black caiman Melanosuchus niger in the

Amazonian lowlands and the American crocodile Crocodylus

acutus in the coastal region (Suarez and Garcia, 1986), both are

listed as vulnerable by lUCN. Nine other threatened reptile

species are found in the country. These are three iguana species

and the giant tortoise Geochelone elephantopus on the

Galapagos islands, three marine turtles and two river turtles.

In the Galapagos Islands, introduced species such as rats,

cats, goats, dogs, pigs and donkeys are a major threat to the sur-

vival of whole communities and habitats as well as to individual

species. Feral animals threaten endemic birds such as the flight-

less cormorant Nannopterum harrisi and dark-rumped petrel

Plerodroina phaeopygia phaeopygia. The endemic giant tor-

toises and land iguanas Coiiolophus subcristatus and C. palUdiis

are also at risk. Introduced plants, such as Lantana and

Cinchona, are another threat on these islands.

Table 27.5 Conservation areas of Ecuador

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories I-IV are listed

below. The marine resource reserve and private reserves have not been

included. For information on World Heritage Sites, Biosphere

Reserves and Ramsar Sites see Chapter 8.

National Parks

Cotopaxi

Galapagos"

Machalilla*

Podocarpus*

Sangay*

Yasuni*

Ecological Resen'es

Cayambe-Coca*

Cotacachi-Cayapas*

El Angel+

Manglares-Churute*

Biological Resen'e

Limoncocha*

Total

Area (sq. km)

334

7,278

551

1,463

5,177

9,823

4,031

2,044

157

350

46

31.254

Conservation Areas

Actions to protect Ecuador's wildlands started in 1936 when the

government set aside several islands of the Galapagos
Archipelago as the first national park. A few other areas were

declared between then and the mid 1970s. The Strategy for the

Conservation of Outstanding Natural Areas was completed in

1976. It identified priority areas and provided guidelines for

their management (Putney, 1976). Ecuador now has 12 pro-

tected areas in lUCN's categories I-IV: six national parks, four

ecological reserves, one biological reserve and one marine

resources reserve (Table 27.5). The practical distinctions

between these categories are not clear, but their primary func-

tion is the protection of the natural environment. The National

System of Protected Areas was managed by SUFOREN"s
Division of Natural Areas and Wildlife. However, INEFAN has

now taken over the administration of these areas. The 3 1 ,254 sq.

km of protected land represents 1 1.3 per cent of the national ter-

ritory. There is, in addition, a marine resource reserve covering

79,900 sq. km around the Galapagos islands.

The western region has only three protected areas. The
Manglares-Churute Ecological Reserve protects a small sample

of the coastal mangroves and some disturbed dry forests. The
Machalilla National Park conserves an important area of the

coastal dry forest. The park boundaries extend two nautical

miles into marine environment and include beautiful beaches,

bays and inlets. The Cotacachi-Cayapas Ecological Reserve is

the only large conservation area protecting wet and moist tropi-

cal forests in western Ecuador.

The Andean vegetation is well represented in several protect-

ed areas in the mountains. The Cotopaxi National Park includes

the Cotopaxi volcano and areas of paramo vegetation. The Cajas

National Recreation Area (lUCN category V — 288 sq. km)
protects paramo vegetation and several high mountain lakes.

The Sangay National Park and the Cayambe-Coca Ecological

Reserve protect large samples of paramo vegetation and eastern

cloud forests. The Podocarpus National Park protects the highly

endemic cloud forests of southern Ecuador. However, there are

not shown on Map 27-1

+ not mapped, data not available to this project

* area with forest within its boundary as shown on Map 27.1

Source: WCMC

gold mining concession covering 80 per cent of this park.

Important parts of the Amazonian rain forests are protected

in the Yasuni National Park, the Limoncocha Biological

Reserve and the Cuyabeno Faunal Production Reserve, but

these three areas are threatened by oil exploitation. Indeed,

Limoncocha has now been virtually destroyed.

As is apart, the National System of Protected Areas is far

from perfect. While large areas in the Andean and Amazonian

regions are protected, the coastal/marine areas and the western

forests are under-represented. There is a need for additional

reserves to protect the enormous biological diversity found in

this small country. Only the Galapagos National Park has a rea-

sonable number of staff and an active management programme.

The other conservation areas are poorly managed. Although the

parks and reserves are legally protected, the law conflicts di-

rectly with other Ecuadorian legislation, such as the mining and

hydrocarbon laws under which mining and oil concessions have

been granted inside national parks and other protected areas.

Other government institutions have developed infrastructure

inside parks and reserves without consulting the Division of

Natural Areas and Wildlife. The problems are compounded by

the invasion of protected areas by colonists, the extraction of

wood and fauna, the pasturing of livestock and deliberate burn-

ing. These conflicts are the result of inadequate protection and

management, poorly conceived and contradictory legislation,

minimal coordination between public and private institutions, a

lack of clear government policies, inadequate funding and lack

of trained park personnel and suitable infrastructure (Cifuentes

el al.. 1989). Fiscal reforms are also badly needed.

In addition to the areas included in the national system, there

are several areas which are owned by foundations, institutions
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or privately. In many cases, they are better protected than the

national conservation areas. These include the Rio Palenque

Science Center, Capeira Science Center. Jauneche Science

Center. Jatun Sacha Reserve and San Carlos Forest (Cabarle el

al., 1989). Other conservation units, both publicly and privately

owned, have been designated as "Forest and Vegetation

Protection Areas" to conserve watersheds and maintain impor-

tant biological resources for the local communities.

In 1988. the Ecuadorian government established the Awa
Ethnic and Forest Reserve, with the participation of the Awa
Indian communities in an inter-institutional commission respon-

sible for the reserve management. Although this reserve is not

part of the national system of protected areas, it represents the

largest tract of primary rain forest (approximately 10()(^ sq. km)

in western Ecuador and contains a wide variety of species

whose distribution is limited to this particular area.

The Division of Natural Areas and Wildlife wishes to expand

the protected areas network in line with the recommendations of a

national strategy for conserving the outstanding natural areas of

the country (Cifuentes er al.. 1989). The new strategy, developed

in 1989 by the government of Ecuador and the national NGO.
Fundacion Natura. identifies 17 additional areas for inclusion in

the National System of Protected Areas. The establishment of a

wildlife refuge to protect a good sample of the mangrove forests

and other wetlands in northeastern Ecuador is a priority.

Ecuador signed the Convention on Nature Protection and

Wildlife Preservation in the Western Hemisphere in 1940 and

ratified the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World

Cultural and Natural Heritage Sites in 1975. Two natural sites.

the Galapagos and Sangay national parks, have been inscribed

on the World Heritage list. Ecuador signed the Amazon
Cooperation Treaty in 1978, an agreement between the eight

countries with territory in the Amazon region to establish regu-

lations for managing natural resources and to propose conserva-

tion directed alternatives to the management of multinational

projects. The country also participates in the UNESCO Man and

Biosphere Program, with two sites, the Galapagos and Yasuni

national parks, inscribed as Biosphere Reserves. Ecuador rati-

fied the Ramsar Convention in 1990 and two sites, the

Manglares-Churute Ecological Reserve and the Machalilla

National Park, have been listed.

Initiatives for Conservation

A government project was initiated in 1986 to develop manage-

ment strategies for Ecuador's coastal region, including its man-
grove forests and associated ecosystems.

A Conservation Data Center was established in 1990 by the

Nature Conservancy m the National Council of Science and

Technology (CONACYT) with support from the US. It main-

tains a database on natural areas and endangered species.

Several international initiatives are underway which aim to

support the conservation of natural resources in Ecuador. A 1

year USAID project (Sustainable Uses for Biological Resources

or SUBIR) is being implemented by a consortium of three

international conservation organizations: CARE. The Nature

Conservancy (TNC) and Wildlife Conservation International.

The SUBIR project is a unique, long-term attempt to develop

positive links between conservation and sustainable develop-

ment in Ecuador through coordinated actions in protected areas

inanagement. buffer zone development, research, policy analy-

sis and training.

The Ecuadorian government has developed a National

Forestry Action Plan (PAFE). The plan aims to increase the par-

ticipation of the forestry sector in the national economy,
increase the use of agroforestry systems, improve watershed

management, promote the rational use and conservation of for-

est resources, increase the benefits of forest utilization to native

people and local farmers, and promote higher awareness of con-

servation issues. However, the plan has been criticized by some
conservation groups for its emphasis on exploitative activities.

A number of local non-governmental organizations are

actively campaigning for forest conservation, Cabarle et al.

(1989) list 26 of these. Fundacion Natura is the most active

national-level organization in public education and lobbying.

Through a debt-for-nature swap, sponsored by the World
Wildlife Fund-US and TNC. Fundacion Natura is supporting the

Ministry of Agriculture's Division of Natural Areas and
Wildlife and is assisting with the establishment of boundaries

and provision of critical infrastructure and equipment for sev-

eral protected areas. EcoCiencia, the Ecuadorian Foundation for

Ecological Studies, is developing research and training projects

in many parks and reserves in collaboration with Wildlife

Conservation International.
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Map 27.1 Ecuador

The source for the forest cover data for Ecuador is a published map. RepuhlicaM Ecuador—
Mapa Forestal. This map produced by the Centro de Levantamientos (nlegrados de Recursos

Naturales por Sensores Remolos (CLIRSEN) and Direccion Nacional Forestal (DINAF) was

published in 1991. at a scale of 1:1 million. The Galapagos islands are also shown, but they

have not been mapped in this Atlas,

The CLIRSEN/DINAF map has been compiled from various information sources of different

dates. The forest information is based on satellite data, radar and aerial photographs from

1 977-1 983; mangrove data are based on a 1 987 map Mapa Forestal de Manglares compiled by

CLIRSEN-DINAF; and land use information is derived from 1971-1983 satellite imagery,

radar and aerial photographs. Some 1987 Landsat imagery has also been used.

Twelve vegetation/land use types are shown on the source map. From these, eight forest types

have been digitised to produce the forest cover shown in Map 27.1. Bh — Bosque Higrofitico.

Bp — Bosque y Palmas and Pp — Palmas have been mapped as lowland moist forest; Bm —
Bosque Mesofitieo and Bx — Bosque Xerofilico as dry forest. Ma — Manglares as mangrove

forest, and Pd — Podocarpus and Mli — Matorral Higromorfo as montane forest. Submontane

forest has not been depicted as there were no source data available for this formation. The fol-

lowing vegetation classes have been amalgamated into the non-forest category: Matorral meso-

morfo. Matorral .xeromorfo. Chaparro. Vegetacion de Paramo and Areas antropicas.

The protected areas information is available from the same CLlRSEN/DlNAF map and have

been digitised from categories Parques nadonales and Reser\'as.
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Creoles, who make up around 43 per cent of the population,

Chinese (14 per cent), West Indian (14 per cent), French (1 1 per

cent), the Amerindians (4 per cent) and several other small

groups. There is a clear distinction between the virtually self-suf-

ficient inhabitants of the interior, who hunt, fish and practice

slash and burn cultivation, and the populations of the coastal and

subcoastal regions who, with the exception of many Amerindians,

are fully integrated into the market economy and administration.

In 1985, shrimps formed 53 per cent of French Guiana's

exports and timber made up 9 per cent. The main crops are rice,

manioc and sugar cane, much of which is consumed locally.

There is a limited amount of gold mined in the country—800 kg

in 1990(Sanite, 1992).

Table 28.1 Estimates of forest extent in
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baseline and the estimate of change is based only on a model.

The figure of 81,490 sq. km for total forest cover given in

Table 28.1. measured from Map 28.1. is somewhat higher than

the areas estimated by either ONF/DDE or FAO. This is proba-

bly because the source map used here (see Map Legend) was

published 15 years ago and it is highly likely thai the informa-

tion shown on it is even older.

The forests belong to the French State and are managed by

ONF, which was established in French Guiana in 1966 (see

Valeix and Mauperain (1989) for history). ONF carries out for-

est inventories, undertakes construction of forest roads and

other management tasks, allocates logging permits and collects

a minor stumpage fee.

The various public subsidies for forest exploitation provide

about 15 per cent of the income of the forest enterprises

(ONF/DDE, 1991 ). Local subsidies promote the use of wood for

construction. In spite of this, the majority of these enterprises

are in financial difficulties.

Subsidies are provided in order to develop the economy by

supporting the timber processing industry, one of the few local

economic activities. Logging permits are given only to enter-

prises that are able to undertake at least a minimal degree of pro-

cessing. Virtually no raw logs have been exported since 1983.

Local sales of sawn timber are increasing, while sawlog exports

are declining. Without government subsidies, exploitation of for-

est resources would doubtless have evolved differently.

Between 1986 and 1990, timber exports ranged from 9978 to

17,709 tonnes with a value of US$3.7 to 7.4 million, while

imports varied from 692 to 3761 tonnes, worth between US$1.0

and 4.9 million (ONF/DDE, 1991). Exports have therefore

exceeded imports by between 80 per cent and 412 per cent.

Nevertheless, during this period, the quantity of sawn timber

exported was always less than that consumed locally.

Figure 28.1 Map showing the extent of forest exploitation

and other activities affecting the forest environment as of

December 1990 Source: ONF l] 990)
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ONF limits the area of forest which may be logged (see

Figure 28.1). In the subcoastal region, 21,500 sq. km are allo-

cated for logging. Management is based upon 40 year cycles

(ONF/DDE. 1991). Forest policy aims to encourage better use

of infrastructure and protect remaining intact forests.

There is a small amount of illegal logging to supply the local

markets with such species as Cedrela odorata (used for wood
carvings) and Dicorynia guianensis and Ocotea rubra (used in

making dug-out canoes). The logging is restricted to areas

accessible from waterways and roads.

Exploitation of rosewood Aniba roscieodora for its oil

(linalool) and of balata or bully-tree Manilkara bidentata for

gum, reached its maximum between 1910 and 1930.

Extraction was on a remarkably large scale—maximum regis-

tered exports amounted to 107 tonnes of oil in 1926 and 1095

tonnes of gum in 1920 (after Bruleaux, 1989)—and led to the

disappearance of these species over very large areas.

Distilleries for processing rosewood were even set up in the

interior. Extractive activities such as these no longer take

place. There have been recent attempts at industrial exploita-

tion of palm hearts Euterpe oteracea in the swamp forests of

the northeast, but these have failed.

Deforestation

The lowland forests of French Guiana, together with those of

Guyana and Surinam, are unique among South American coun-

tries in that deforestation pressures have so far scarcely affected

them. FAO ( 1993) gives French Guiana's average annual defor-

estation between the years of 1981 and 1990 as 30 sq. km per

year, an annual rate of a mere 0.004 per cent.

From the 18th century to the beginning of the 2(Jth century,

industrial production of sugar-cane, cacao and annatto, the orange

colouring from the fruit pulp of Bixa orellana. was responsible for

some forest clearance along the coast. The forests of the interior

were mostly undisturbed, except in areas where the rosewood and

bully trees had been extracted. More recent disturbance has meant

that there are some small areas of secondary growth around the

sites of former villages, frequently those of gold diggers.

Some deforestation occurred following the "green plan".

This came into effect in 1 975 and consisted of a number of mea-

sures aimed at strengthening the country's economy. During

1976 and 1977, 1 1.5 sq. km of forest were cleared for agricul-

tural purposes. During the 1980s, incentives for clearance led to

deforestation of 112 sq. km with 88. sq km of this converted to

pasture, 12 sq. km to orchards and 12 sq. km to non-permanent

cultivation. These incentives no longer exist and now around 10

.sq. km of pasture are abandoned each year (DAE, 1990).

Over the last five years, expansion of urban areas and of the

space centre, together with extension of the road network, has

entailed clearance of a further 25 sq. km of forest, of which 2

sq. km were mangrove. In 1990, there were 410 km of major

forest roads and this network of roads, both major and sec-

ondary, is expanding at a rate of 75 km a year. The road-build-

ing, financed entirely with public funds to support forest

exploitation, has favoured slash and burn agriculturalists.

However, the extent of cleared areas actually in use did not

exceed 50 sq. km in 1989 (DAF, 1990). In 1994, 300 sq. km of

forest land will be flooded by the Petit-Saut hydroelectric dam
on the Sinnamary River.

In the decades to come the pace of destruction will doubtless

increase since .several road projects are currently being consid-

ered and, if population growth continues, other hydroelectric

schemes may be initiated.
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Biodiversity

French Guiana's fauna and flora are representative of the

Guayanan-Amazonian zone and especially of the Guayana

Shield. Mori and Prance (1987) estimate that 30 per cent of the

plant species collected around Saiil, in the central region, have

an extensive distribution, often reaching as far as Central

America and the coastal forest of east Brazil. There is, there-

fore, little endemism in the territory. Species presumed to be

endemic are often those described recently which may have

passed unnoticed elsewhere due to their low population densi-

ties (Granville, 1982: Mori and Prance, 1987).

Several authors (Descamps cr al., 1978; Granville, 1982:

Prance, 1987) note the existence of a centre of endemism in the

Guianas (Surinam, French Guiana and Amapa in Brazil). This

could be evidence of a Pleistocene refugium and would account

for the high plant species diversity in the central region. Others

emphasize the connection between species richness and local

environmental conditions. Feuillet (1989). for instance, shows

that the Passiflora genus is richest in the northeast, which is the

region of maximum rainfall. Here 29 out of 37 known species

are present and 12 of these are found exclusively in the area

receiving over 3300 mm of rainfall. Brown (1982) has sum-

mated data from geomorphology, paleoclimate, soils and vege-

tation types to produce a map showing several proposed forest

refuge areas in the Guianas. However, Granville (1988) warns

that these centres of species diversity and endemism may sim-

ply coincide with well prospected regions.

There is no complete inventory of the llora in the country and

estimates of the number of vascular plants range from 5000

(Cremers. 1984) to 8000 (Granville, 1982). Sabatier and Prevost

(1989) consider that 10 per cent of tree species remain to be

described, which will bring the total to 1200. There are more

than 300 orchids and around 300 fern species within the forest.

Many of the orchids are over-collected for trade.

Similarly, complete inventories for some faunal groups are

lacking. One hundred and fifty mammal species are recorded in

the country, of which 80 are bats. One hundred and thirty six

reptile species, 89 amphibians and 700 birds are reported to

occur there.

Few bird species in French Guiana have restricted ranges

although around one per cent are endemic to the Guayana

plateau (Cracraft, 1985; Haffer, 1974; Tostain et al.. 1992).

Populations of forest birds are often irregularly distributed with

both gaps and pockets of abundance. These pockets can some-

times be accounted for by the presence of a microhabitat essen-

tial for the species as is the case with the cock of the rock

RupicoUi nipicola. Several large raptors, includmg the harpy

eagle Harpia harpyja and crested eagle Morphnus guianensis,

occur locally in the forest zone (Thiollay, 1989). Only one

species, the endemic Cayenne nightjar Caprimulgiis maculosus,

is listed as threatened by Collar et al. (1992), but as only one

specimen has been taken and it is otherwise unknown, the valid-

ity of this species is in doubt.

Bird species in the northern coastal area are subject to pres-

sure from human activities. Population levels of species in this

area are far below their potential and the long-term survival of

some may be in jeopardy. The hoatzin Opisthocomits koazin

and toco toucan Ramphastos toco, two species restricted to

swamp forests and rocky areas, are especially at risk.

Terrestrial mammals listed by lUCN (Groombridge, 1993) as

threatened which occur in French Guiana are the giant anteater

Myrmecophaga tridactyla. the giant armadillo Priodontes inax-

imits, the black spider monkey Ateles panisciis, the bush dog

The giant otter Pteronura brasiliensis is listed as threatened by

lUCN. (Caroline Harcourt)

Speothos venaticus. the little spotted cat Leopardiis tigrinns, the

margay Leopardus wiedii (possibly occurring) and the giant

otter Pteronura brasiliensis, most of which are forest species.

There is severe hunting pressure on some of the monkey species

in particular, they are shot for food and sport and some are kept

or sold as pets. The white-lipped peccary Tayassu pecari is

locally threatened by hunting. Uncontrolled hunting is a com-

plex and serious problem in French Guiana. Licences are not

required and the use of any weapon is permitted. French regula-

tions for the protection of wildlife are rarely enforced.

Threatened reptiles include the black caiman Melanosuchus

niger and the yellow-headed sideneck turtle Podocnemis imifilis

and four marine turtles (Groombridge, 1993).

There is little information on invertebrates in the country.

lUCN lists three threatened swallowtail butterflies: Parides

coeliis, Papilio garleppi and P. tnaroni.

Conservation measures are needed to protect a variety of spe-

cialised habitats of the coastal and subcoastal regions.

Additionally there is a need to protect extensive areas in the

central and southern regions for the sake of species whose sur-

vival depends on large continuous tracts of forest.

Conservation Areas

French Guiana has few protected areas or reserves of any sort

—none is listed in lUCN's categories I-IV. La Mirande, a forest

islet of only 1.6 sq. km, was designated as a nature reserve in

1942, but 25 years later this was transferred to the forest domain

(Granville and Sanite, 1992). In 1967 and 1975, plans for nature

reserves were drawn up by ORSTOM, but these were not imple-

mented. In 1983, some areas of the North Zone were proposed

as state biological reserves, but were not gazetted because of

lack of agreement among local elected representatives. As of

1993, one area of dryland and swamp forest at Kaw, in the

northeast of the country, has been made a protected biotope.

This designation provides for administrative measures to pro-

hibit activities which are harmful to the continuing integrity of

the area. Hunting, however, is still permitted. The only other

existing conservation area is Grand Connetable Island which

was declared in 1992. There is discussion of some of the pro-

posed areas in the section on Conservation Initiatives.

Currently, two bodies are responsible for protected areas.

One of them, the Regional Environmental Office (DIREN) was

set up in 1990. It reports to the French Minister of the

Environment and is responsible for protected landscapes and
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nature reserves. The other institution, the National Forest Office

(ONF). reports to the French Minister of Agriculture and is

responsible for biological reserves.

DIREN and ONF are responsible for negotiating protected

area management plans with local and national authorities. The

process usually starts with proposals emanating from the scien-

tific community. Notable examples include the 14 proposals put

forward in 1975 by J.J. de Granville of the ORSTOM centre in

Cayenne (see Granville, 1975, in press) and that of J. M.

Thiollay of CNRS, in 1987. for a large national park in the

south (see SRETIE report: — Ministry of the Environment).

Conservation Initiatives

A number of protected areas are planned (Figure 28.2). These

include a 600 sq. km primary forest protected biotope at Satil.

(which will ultimately become a natural reserve) and some
nature reserves intended to protect the undisturbed forest at

Trinity Mountains and Nouragues. Included amongst these will

be the ecological research station at Nouragues which was set

up in 1986. Three state biological reserves are also planned.

These are Lucifer and Dekou-Dekou (in the Paul Isnard

region), Atachi-Bakka Mountains and Grand Croissant. The

status of other areas currently proposed for protection is uncer-

tain. These include about 25 sq. km of mangrove and coastal

forest around the space centre at Kourou and 150 sq. km of for-

est on swamp and white sand at Sinnamary. where colonies of

the scarlet ibis Eudocimiis ruber are found. In addition, plans

for a regional ""landscape park", comprising several separate

zones in the coastal and subcoastal region, and for a large pro-

tected area to the south of the Inini-Camopi chain are being

drawn up. The latter (Pare du Sud Guyanais) provides an

opportunity to conserve large areas of the lower mountains

where biological diversity is highest.

Sinnamatv Nature Reserve

Sinnamary.Kourofi

Proteclefl Biolope

CAYENNE iie<,„Gr,r,d

f^ Conr,elable

Nature Reserve

Figure 28.2 Proposed and existing conservation areas in

French Guiana Source: C. Doumerge
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Map 28.1 French Guiana
Spatial data for the forest.s of French Guiana have been digitised from a paper map. Vegetation—
La Gu\ane: Planche 12, published in 1979 by the Atlas des Departements D'Outre Mer. Centre

d'Etudes de Geographic Tropicale—Office de la Recherche Scientifique et Echnique Outre-Mer,

at a scale of 1:1 million. Fourteen vegetation categories are shown and from those, nine cate-

gories have been incorporated into the broad forest classes depicted in this Atlas.

The Mangrove has been digitised to show mangrove on Map 28.1. Forest types under the

main heading of Foret Dense. Eqitatoriaie Ombrophile Semper\'irenle have been harmonised as

follows: Foretfrequemment inondable et marecageiise has been mapped as swamp forest; Foret

de plaine et de pente douce, bien drainee. sur sol argileiLX, Foret sur cuirasse iaterilique (riche

en tianes) et d 'aspect degrade and Foret a legere tendance .xerique. sur sables blancs el anciens

cordons littoraux have been combined and shown as lowland moist forest (all are lower than

500 m). The forests over 500 m under the same main heading as the lowland forests {Foret de

"monlagne" sur sols argitettx and Forel de "montagne " sur cuirasse laterique) have been com-

bined and shown as submontane forest. The forest categories under the main heading of

Formations D'Origine Anthropique {Foret secondaire de plaine and Foret marecageuse sec-

ondaire) have been combined into the degraded forest category. These two types (secondary

forest on the plains and secondary swamp forest) and have not been distinguished because there

is so little of the latter.
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29 Guyana Country area' 21 1 ,239 sq km

land area' 208.'119sq km

Population (mid-1994) 8 million

Population growth rate I 8 per (ent

Population projected to 2025 ) I million

Gross national product per capita (1992) USS330

Forest cover in 1 992 (see Mop) 1 83,025 sq km

Forest cover in 1 990 (FAO, 1 993) 1 84, 1 60 sq km

Annual deforestation rate (1981-1990) 01 percent

Industrial roundwood production 163,000 cu m

Industrial roundwood exports 1 1,000 cu m

Fuelwood and charcoal production 14,000 (u. m

Processed wood production 10,000 cu m

Processed wood exports 7000 cu m

'The bortjers between tbe Guionos ore (iisputed and in this

instonce we hove used figures from Mop 29.1 rather than

FAQ's figures of 214,970 ond 196,850 sq, km respectively.

There has been very Httle deforestation in Guyana and most ecosystems represented in the country are largely intact.

About 10 per cent of the land area is savanna while most of the rest is lowland tropical forest. At present, the limited

exploitation of the forest appears to be sustainable. This is a result of the centralised socialist policies of the govern-

ment which created an unfavourable environment for private logging enterprises. However, the government is now
moving towards a market-orientated economy and foreign investors are being attracted to the forestry sector.

Within the past couple of years, the governinent has adopted an environmental policy and the Guyana Agency for

Health Sciences Education. Environment and Food Policy (GAHEF) has been given the responsibility for environmen-

tal matters. However, this still has no legal basis. There is currently only one protected area and this lacks staff and

funding, as do many of the government departments involved with environmental and forestry matters. Other protected

areas have been proposed but none has been given effective protection. At present, the biodiversity of Guyana is little

known and much fundamental survey work is required to provide the data needed to make decisions on land use.

Guyana is. therefore, at a turning point. The country's natural vegetation is still largely undisturbed, but unless

action is taken this situation could change rapidly.

Introduction
Guyana (fomierly British Guiana) is situated on the north-eastern

coast of South America and together with Surinam and French

Guiana forms a region known as 'The Guianas'. These, along with

portions of Brazil and Venezuela, fonn a distinct biogeographical

region known as Guiana, the area bounded by the Amazon,
Orinoco and Negro Rivers (Lindeman and Mori. 1989). Included

in this area is the underlying, crystalline Guayana Shield.

Guyana can be divided into four regions: a coastal plain, a

white sands hinterland, a pre-Cambrian continental plateau and

the Pakaraima Mountains. Along the coast is a band of land lying

below sea level. It is about 25 km wide in the northwest and

around 75 km wide in the east. The deposits of marine clay in this

area make it much more fertile than the rest of the country. East

of the Essequibo River the coastal plain is bordered by an area of

infertile white sand which e,xtends about 200 km southwards

from the coast. South of this lies the pre-Cambrian plateau which

covers more than half the country. Four major rivers (Essequibo.

Demerara. Berbice and Courantyne) and several minor ones dis-

sect this peneplain and empty into the Atlantic. In the south, out-

lying tributaries of the Amazon just reach Guyana, while in the

north-west the Orinoco does likewise.

The Pakaraima Mountains, extensions of the Gran Sabana of

Venezuela, are located in the mid-west of Guyana. This region

is characterised by plateaus and steep table mountains. Most of

it is below 1000 m with only the mesas or tepuis rising higher.

Mount Roraima. at 2772 m. is the highest point in the country.

The only other significant uplands are the Kanuku Mountains

in the Rupununi which rise to 1021 m and the Acarai

Mountains which form the watershed between the upper tribu-

taries of the Courantyne and the Amazon Rivers and rise to

approximately 460 m.

The temperature in the capital city of Georgetown remains

more or less constant year round with mean monthly maxima
between 30°C and 32°C and minima between 22C and 23°C.

The interior forest region has similar temperatures throughout

the year. There are. in general, two wet seasons (from May to

mid-August and from December to mid-February) and two dry

seasons. Average annual rainfall in the capital is about 2400 mm
and increases to over 3560 mm in the forested mountain interi-

or. In the savanna areas, especially the Rupununi. rainfall is less

and the short wet season is generally absent, whereas in the

upland areas such as the Pakaraimas, rainfall is higher and it is

the short dry season which is frequently absent. There is. how-

ever, considerable variation in the climate from year to year.

King (1968) provides further information on the climate and

geography of the country.

The people in the country are of diverse racial origin; East

Indians make up about 50 per cent. 30 per cent are of African

origin. 10 per cent are mixed race, 5 per cent are Amerindian and

the rest European or Chinese. The population is stable because of
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a high level of emigration over the last decade or so. This was

encouraged by the government's economic and social policies.

Around 90 per cent of the people live on the narrow, fertile

coastal zone, consequently population density is over 750 inhabi-

tants per sq. km in that area. In contrast large areas of the for-

ested interior are unoccupied. The Amerindians are the main

inhabitants of the interior. On the coast, most people are engaged

in the cultivation of sugar and rice. These, together with bau.xite

and gold, are the principal foreign exchange earners.

The Forests

There have been several floristic studies within Guyana that

indicate a high degree of endemicity for the Guianas (in particu-

lar within the Pakaraimas). Studies of the country's vegetation

were begun many decades ago. For instance, Davis and

Richards (1933, 1934) made classic studies of Moraballi Creek

and Fanshawe (1952. 1954) has done considerable work on

Guyana's vegetation. The following descriptions of the forests

are based on work by A. M. Polak of the University of Utrecht.

More complete lists of the species present in the forests are pre-

sented in a field guide to the timber trees of Guyana, published

by the Dutch Tropenbos Foundation (Polak, 1992).

In the coastal plain, mangroves occur in the salt water areas

and swamp and marsh forest in the fresh water regions. The

mora (Mora excelsa) forests are also found on the coastal plain.

Figure 29.1 Major vegetation types in Guyana
Source: NFAP(I989)

Wallaba {Eperita spp.) forest and seasonal evergreen forest are

found on the white sands area east of the Essequibo River.

Mixed forest occurs on the vast pre-Cambrian plateau and at the

foot of the Pakaraima mountains. Montane forest occurs on Mt.

Roraima. Figure 29.1 shows these major vegetation communi-

ties in Guyana.

Mora forests occur on alluvial silt, clay or loam along rivers

and on riverine flats throughout the lowland region. The canopy

height is 30-45 m, many of the trees are buttressed. Lianas are

common and epiphytes are abundant. Mora is dominant in both

the canopy and the lower storeys and there is also abundant regen-

eration of this species creating a dense sapling layer of 1.5-3 m.

Other species in the canopy include Aldina insignis. Carapa guia-

nensis, C. procera. Couratari gloriosa. Eschweileni decolorans,

Lecythis zabucajo, Symphonia globulifera. Temiinalia dichotoma

and Virola surinamensis. Understorey species are Anaxagorea

dolichocarpa, Dugiietia pycnastera and Hevea pauciflora.

The marsh forests, found on alluvial silt, are inundated at

least during the long rainy season from May to July. Palms are

the characteristic trees of this forest. The canopy is relatively

low, only 10-17 m with an emergent layer at 17-28 m. Well

represented species include Abarema jupunba. Catostemnia

commune, Diospyros guianensis, Macrolobium bifolium,

Pterocarpus officinalis and Temiinalia dicholoma. The palms in

the canopy layer include Altalea regia. Euterpe edulis. Jessenia

bataiia. Manicaria saccifera and Mauritia jlexiiosa. Swamp
forests are found in slightly wetter areas, on soils that never

completely dry out. Palm swamps of Euterpe oleracea are

found throughout Guyana and there are also Manicaria sac-

cifera palm swamps in the northwest of the country (Lindeman

and Mori, 1989).

The wallaba forests have a canopy of 20-27 m high with

emergents up to 33 m. The wallaba species are Eperua falcata,

E. grandiflora and E. jenmanii. Also dominant in the canopy are

Catostemnia fragaiis. Dicymbe altsonii and D. corymbosa.

Species in the understorey are Tovoiuita spp. and Matayba
opaca.

The evergreen seasonal forest has a fairly open canopy

between 20 and 40 m in height. Lianas may be common but epi-

phytes are rare. Aspidosperma excelsum. Goupia glabra and

Swartzia leiocalycinu dominate the canopy. Other species such

as Catostemma fragrans, Diplotropis purpurea. Emmotum fagi-

folium. Licaria cannella, Ocotea canaliculata and Vochysia

surinamensis are also present and can occur at high densities.

The mixed lowland forests are characterised by a large num-

ber of species growing together at a particular locality,

although there are usually a few species that dominate the

canopy. The soil can be brown sand, laterite or loam.

Morabukea (Mora gonggrijpii) dominated forest is common on

laterite and occurs on the undulating terrain where the pre-

Cambrian plateau replaces the white sands. This species forms

the 20-35 m high canopy, as well as a sapling layer of 1-2.5 m
tall. Subdominant canopy species include Alexa imperatricis.

Catostemma commune, Clathrotropis brachypetala,

Eschweilera wachenheimii, Goupia glabra. Stercutia pruriens

and Vouacapoua macropetcda. Species in the lower storey

include Clathrotropis paradoxa. Mabea speciosa. Paiisandra

martinii and Quiina guianensis.

Greenheart Chlorocardium rodiei (formerly called Ocotea

rodiaei) forest is found particularly on the brown sand. It is

known from the area east of the Pomeroon River. Canopy
height is from 20-35 m and is relatively open, lianas are occa-

sional but epiphytes are frequent. Other species common in the
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canopy are Eschweilera sagotiana. Licania alba and

Pentaclethra macroloba. Characteristic understorey species are

Anaxagorea dolichocarpa, Diiguetia neglecta, D. calycina.

Sanclwithia guianensis and Tahemaemontaiui undutata. Many
young specimens of the canopy tree species are also found in

the understorey.

Mangroves
Mangrove forest originally covered a considerable area of the

country's narrow coastal strip, but most of the mangroves have

been destroyed. This area is now home to 90 per cent of

Guyana's population and is the site of almost all its agriculture.

Much of the land is below high spring tide level and is

empoldered to keep out the sea. The mangroves that do remain

are being damaged by excessive cutting for fuelwood and char-

coal. It is only in the largely uninhabited stretch of coast

between the Pomeroon and Waini Rivers that extensive stands

of mangrove still exist. In the National Forestry Action Plan

(NFAP. 1989) it is estimated that around 800 sq. km of man-
groves remain along the coastal plain.

The two principal mangrove species occurring in Guyana are

Avicennia genninans (or A. nitida) and Rhizophora mangle, the

black and red mangrove respectively. Black mangrove occurs

extensively on the exposed coastal mud flats with the occasional

presence of Laguncularia racemosa or Conocarpus erectus.

while the red mangrove tends to occur in more sheltered areas

such as river and canal banks.

Avicennia genninans may grow up to 20-25 m in height. The

wood is widely used as fuel and for poles, its seeds can be eaten

when cooked. The flowers yield a high quality honey and bee

keeping is an important activity in some areas. The wood of R.

mangle is also used for poles, posts and fuel, it makes good
quality charcoal. Its bark produces high quality tannin, very

suitable for leather work and it is extensively exploited for this

purpose (FAO, 1990).

Although the mangroves are located on state land, they do

not form part of the state forest. There is no comprehensive

assessment or inventory of them or the species they support and

no management practices for their sustainable utilization. A
study by FAO ( 1990) examined the feasibility of restoring and

expanding the mangrove belt in the country so that the shoreline

would be better protected. The report suggests areas where man-

groves could be established, indicates the need for protection

and management of existing mangrove areas and the need to

educate people about the benefits of these and outlines an action

plan for mangrove afforestation. Pastakia (1991) has mapped
the present extent of the mangroves and he too confirms that

they are badly degraded.

Forest Resources and Management
Guyana's National Forestry Action Plan is not explicit as to

how much forest is found in the country. It is stated that "forests

occupy more than three quarters of Guyana, or more than six-

teen million hectares" (NFAP. 1989). Later in this publication,

the areas of exploitable, potentially exploitable and not

exploitable forest are given (see Table 29.2), and these total

165,000 sq. km. Most of them are reported to be in or near to

their original state.

An analysis of maps in Fanshawe (1952), King (1968) and

the NFAP (1989) suggests that only one per cent of Guyana is

no longer covered with natural vegetation and that forests cover

around 90 per cent of the country (Table 29.1). The savanna

area of 16,100 sq. km shown in Table 29.1 occurs in the

Table 29.1 Land Use in Guyana

Lund Use Area (sq. km) % of land area*

Lowland Forest 186,000

Montane Forest 3,000

Swamp Vegetation 7.800

Savanna 16,100

Alienated land 2,100

86.5

1.4

.3.6

7.5

1.0

* In compiling this table, [he author has used a figure of 215.000 sq. km for the land area of

Guyana

Siiurce: Based on maps in Fanshawe (1952). King ( 1968) and NFAP ( 1989)

Rupununi and Berbice regions. There is some debate as to

whether these savannas are natural or man made, but the con-

sensus is that they are caused by natural soil conditions, but

have been expanded by human activity.

Ramdass and Hanif ( 1990) estimate that around 85 per cent of

Guyana's forest remain undisturbed. This figure is likely to be an

over-estimation, although it is undoubtably no lower than 75 per

cent (Johnston 1992a; Johnston and Gillmas, 1992). FAO's
(1993) estimate of forest cover in Guyana is 184,160 sq. km (93

per cent of land area), with 181,950 sq. km of this being closed

broadleaved forest. Analysis of Map 29.1 indicates the slightly

lower total of 183,025 sq. km of forest in the country (87.8 per

cent of land area), but this is for forests with a canopy cover of

more than 40 per cent, as opposed to FAO's figure which is for

forests with a canopy cover of 10 per cent or more. The source

for this Map was AVHRR imagery collected in 1992 compiled

by the EU-Joint Research Centre TREES project (see Map
Legend). Forest types were not distinguished in the source data

other than by per cent canopy cover, hence Map 29.1 also does

not show anything other than forest—this includes mangroves,

seasonal forests and montane formations as well as the lowland

moist forests — which make up the majority of the area.

Forests in Guyana are the responsibility of the Guyana
Forestry Commission (GFC), which is a division of the Guyana
Natural Resources Agency (GNRA). However, the GFC does

not manage the forests, it is mainly concerned with marketing,

allocation of harvesting rights and collection of revenue. In

recognition of this situation and the need for proper manage-

ment of the forest resource, the National Forestry Action Plan

(NFAP) was prepared and published in 1989 by an interagency

team comprising local representatives and international special-

ists under the auspices of the GFC and the Canadian
International Development Agency (CIDA). The NFAP is the

main policy document on all aspects of forest use, including

conservation, in Guyana.

Table 29.2 Area of exploitable and unexploitable forest in Guyana

Exploitable forest*

Allocated for harvest"

Potentially exploitable"''

Not exploitable

36,000 sq. km
24,000 sq. km
104,000 sq. km
25,000 sq. km

* with present infrastructure for exploitation

i.e. this is the area of exploitable forest that has already been allocate(i for harvest

"•" areas for which access does not presently exist

SoH/rtv NFAP (1989)
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The NFAP is the only comprehensive summary available of

the current status of Guyana's forests and their exploitation.

However, it contains only general information on existing forest

resources as little detailed information is available at present.

Table 29.2, from the NFAP. gives data on forest areas presently

or potentially exploitable by the timber industry.

The percentage of forest currently allocated for harvest is

about 1 1 per cent of the existing forest and rates of extraction

from this area are very low, averaging only 0.04 cu. m per

hectare.

The NFAP concludes that the agencies responsible for forests

do not currently have the capability to meet their responsibilities

due to lack of skilled staff, infrastructure and financing. For

example, only three of 13 approved professional positions and

two of 106 technical and vocational positions at GFC were

filled at the time the NFAP was prepared. The NFAP calls for

over US$85 million in external funding to strengthen the GFC.
In the past year, the Forestry Commission has made major

improvements in its ability to manage the forests. A new com-
missioner and several extra staff have been appointed and
equipment has been purchased. The Commission has also begun
organising training courses and has just started a one year

Certificate of Forestry course for thirty students. Outside fund-

ing is being actively sought to support the NFAP and in the

meantime the Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA) is supporting an Interim Forestry Project until 1994,

after which it is hoped that other donors will have provided aid

for the NFAP.
As Guyana's forest resources are still largely intact, the

country is in a position to achieve sustainable forestry. The
NFAP and Guyana's environmental policy and constitution

commits the country to sustainable development of its natural

resources, including forests.

Traditionally the logging industry in Guyana has been based

almost exclusively on greenheart which is in great demand
because of its tremendous resilience and resistance to marine
borers. This species has accounted for over 45 per cent of

fellings and 70 per cent of exports although it comprises only

1.5 per cent of the exploitable timber (NFAP. 1989). Greenheart

does not occur in uniform stands but forms "reefs" or patches

where suitable conditions exist. As a result, logging was very

patchy and small stands of greenheart were left uncut.

At present, the timber industry is doininated by a few locally

owned family businesses. However, government policy has

recently moved away from centralised socialism and opened
the economy to outside investment (see Colchester, 1994).

This has encouraged both local development and an influx of

foreign investment in the forestry sector. Several very large

projects are proposed; one of these, planned by a Korean com-
pany, would eventually result in the logging of nearly 10 per

cent of the nation's forests. It is evident that the policies

adopted by outside companies will have a major effect on the

forests. For instance, the proposed exploitation rate of just one
of the companies is approximately five times the current rate

of exploitation. However, this is to be achieved mainly by
greater efficiency and the use of more species of timber tree

and it is possible that this increased intensity of logging could
still be sustainable. Indeed, it is government policy that

forestry in Guyana should be on a sustainable basis and all the

new enterprises claim they will be managing the forest in this

way. The major issue is whether the government is in a posi-

tion to monitor the logging operations to ensure that adequate
standards are maintained.

Deforestation

No detailed information is available on rates of deforestation in

Guyana but it is known that they are still very low. FAO ( 1993)

estimates that only 180 sq. km of forest is cleared each year, a

annual rate of 0. 1 per cent. The main causes of deforestation at

present are agriculture and charcoal burning. Large scale log-

ging could become a threat in the future. In addition, there are

concerns that the road being extended from Boa Vista, Roraima
in Brazil through to the coast of Guyana at Georgetown will

cause increased deforestation.

Most of the natural vegetation along Guyana's coastal belt has

been replaced with agricultural crops or human settlements.

Although it seems unlikely that further conversion will occur in

the near future, the remaining forests are threatened by felling for

charcoal and fuelwood and are the most threatened in Guyana.

There is very little agriculture in the interior of Guyana, pri-

marily because the soils are nutrient poor and unsuited to farm-

ing. The Amerindian population is sparse and concentrated

mainly in savanna regions and on pockets of belter soils.

Although they practise shifting agriculture, many are moving
into towns or working for mining or large logging companies so

their farming causes little, if any, deforestation.

Collection of wood for fuel is a major cause of deforestation

of the mangroves and the dry forest in the coastal belt. Recent

reports suggest that 40.000 tonnes of firewood and 2000 tonnes

of charcoal from State lands and State forests are used each

year, but it is almost certain that these are underestimates

(NFAP, 1989). In addition, fires used to produce charcoal fre-

quently get out of control and burn large areas of forest.

There are 1040 sq. km of bauxite deposits in the white sands

area and open-cast mining of these has caused some deforesta-

tion. At present, no attempt is made to use any of the forest

products when the trees are cleared. Mining for gold is increas-

ing rapidly and small areas of forest are cleared during the min-

ing. In addition to this direct effect of the mining, some of the

extraction processes used (e.g. the use of mercury) also have a

deleterious effect on the environment. Exploration for other

minerals is taking place and this could cause much more exten-

sive deforestation.

Biodiversity

Maguire ( 1970) estimated that the Guyana Shield area contained

around 8000 plant species of which perhaps 75 per cent were
endemic to the Guianas. There is also considerable faunal

endemicity in the region. However, as all biotypes found in

Guyana are also found in its neighbouring countries, there are

few species endemic to the one country. Also, as most habitats

are largely intact in all three countries, virtually no species are

repotted to be threatened in the area. Indeed species threatened

in other countries are probably fairly secure in Guyana. These
include the giant river otter Pteronuni hrasiliensis, the black

spider monkey Ateles paniscus and the black caiman
Melanositchus niger. lUCN (Groombridge, 1993) list eleven

threatened mammal species and seven reptile species in

Guyana. The only vertebrate species thought to have been lost

in Guyana is the horned screamer Anhiinii connita. which was
at the edge of its range and was probably never widespread.

There are no published lists of any major animal taxa in the

country other than the birds. In an unpublished report, Johnston

(1992b) estimates that there are approximately 220 mammal
species in Guyana, these include over 100 bats. The Royal

Ontario Museum is in the process of producing a book on

Guyana's mammals.
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Synder (1966) lists 720 bird species in Guyana but the total

number occurring is probably in excess of 775 species. Species

whose distribution is limited to the Guianan region include the

caica parrot Pionopsitta caica. the blue-cheeked parrot

Amazoiiu hrasiHeusis. the Guianan toucanet Selenidera ciilik,

the waved woodpecker Celeiis iiiulanis iindatus and the tiny

tyrant-manakin Tyranneutes virescens. The only threatened

species listed by Collar el al. (1992) for Guyana is the marsh-

living speckled crake Cotiirmcops nolala.

Guyana is the second largest exporter of wild birds in South

America; around 15.000 were exported in 1989 (Edwards.

1992). The country is also a major exporter of other wildlife.

There has been considerable concern that this could be a factor

in the decline of certain species. However, the Wildlife Services

Division believes that, for birds at least, the established export

quotas maintain trade at levels below those which would be

detrimental to wild populations of the species (Edwards. 1992).

This, though, is through chance rather than by design.

The Guyana Wildlife Exporters Association reported that the

wild bird trade employs around 10,000 people in Guyana and

that it benefits many more than that (Edwards, 1992). With
proper management, it could be an important resource that

would provide an incentive for local people to retain the forest

intact. In order for this to be achieved, scientific surveys of the

resource and a proper management structure are urgently

required. Guyana has been a signatory to CITES for many years

and the government is working with other groups to ensure that

the surveys occur and the trade is sustainable.

Conservation Areas

At present, the only protected area in Guyana is Kaieteur National

Park, which was established in 1929 to protect the famous
Kaieteur Falls. The only staff allocated to the park is a caretaker

for the guest house. The integrity of the park is threatened by gold

and diamond mining, illegal hunting and fishing, cattle grazing

and human settlements (NEAP, 1989). A detailed management

The Iwokrama Rain Forest Programme in
In October 1989, at the Commonwealth Heads of

Government meeting in Malaysia, Guyana's President

offered to set aside some of his country as an area for

research into conservation and sustainable development of

tropical rain forests. A project site of some 3800 sq. km was

identified in the interior of Guyana and a mission led by Dr

M.S. Swaminathan visited the area in April 1990. The report

produced as a result of the visit, entitled Programme for

Sustainable Tropical Forestry, has four main proposals:

1. Establish und maintain a Wilderness Reserve in the project

site to maintain a segment of the forest in a pristine condi-

tion. This area will be available for scientific research.

2. Maintain and manage part of the project site for yielding

economic benefits to the people of Guyana in the form of for-

est and non-forest products and eco-tourism.

3. Establish an International Centre for Research, Training

and Communication on sustainable management of tropical

forests. This will be based at the University of Guyana in

Georgetown, with field stations set up in the project site.

4. Promote environmental education and establish a Media
Resources Centre for this purpose. The needs of the public,

schools, universities and non-governmental organisations

will be catered for in particular.

The Government of Guyana and the Commonwealth
Secretariat have commissioned a number of reports and stud-

ies in order to ensure good management of the site. These

include an environmental assessment and a study to examine

the best organisational and management structures for the

Programme. Very little was known about the project site and

in this interim period, survey work by the Natural Resources

Institute (NRI) based at Chatham, U.K. working with

Guyanese and Caribbean counterparts has provided some
essential information about the area.

These surveys financed by the Overseas Development
Administration (ODA), U.K., are designed to build up a pic-

ture of soils, land forms, vegetation, fauna and existing

human-use of the area. Some parts of the site are particularly

diverse. A GIS has been created to analysis the survey data.

Guyana
and will provide a tool for future survey work. The bound-

aries of the forest site are also being mapped as part of a

training programme for survey staff.

A preliminary study on site management recommended
that, until sufficient survey work had been carried out. the

whole area should be protected. It also proposed checkpoints

on the Lethem-Georgetown road where it enters and exits the

Iwokrama district. This road, which will provide access to

the Caribbean from the Brazilian state of Roraima, as well as

assisting development in the Guyanese Rupununi savannas,

is currently being upgraded.

At present, the site, which is largely bounded by rivers, is

used by Amerindians living outside the boundaries and by

small numbers of migrant miners. Draft legislation guaran-

tees traditional Amerindian rights to hunt, fish and collect in

the area. It is anticipated that this legislation will also guaran-

tee the Amerindians intellectual property rights to any dis-

coveries of commercial value which are based on their ethno-

botanical knowledge.

The Amerindians who live near Iwokrama are largely

English-speaking and eager for a modern education and

access to markets. It is likely therefore that the project will, as

it develops, offer employment opportunities to Amerindians

which go far beyond the need for tree identifiers and forest

rangers and will include administrators and scientists.

Start-up from 1992-94 has been guaranteed by a grant of

US$3 million from the Global Environment Facility via the

UNDP, and by the agreement of the Commonwealth Fund
for Technical Cooperation to fund a core group of profes-

sionals to start work in Georgetown, Guyana. This manage-

ment group is now in place.

Dr. M.S. Swaminathan has agreed to chair an interim

Board of Trustees during this start-up period. It is anticipated

that a Director General for the programme will be appointed

in late 1994 and the DG will prepare detailed research and

training activities with the management team. A business

plan will be the basis for additional finance to be raised. The
intention is to involve several governments and research

institutions, not exclusively in the Commonwealth, so that

the project is truly international. Source: Bryan Kerr
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Table 29.3 Conservation areas of Guyana

National Parks

Kaieteur

Area (scj. km)

586

plan for the area, including a proposal to increase the size of the

park to 4000 sq. km. has been drawn up by the World Wide Fund

for Nature, but it has not yet been implemented.

Ramdass and Hanif ( 1990) have propcsed areas for inclusion

in a protected areas system and the possibility of establishing a

number of biosphere reserves has also been investigated.

Initiatives for Conservation

There has been an almost total lack of conservation initiatives in

Guyana in the past, perhaps partly because neither species nor

habitats were particularly threatened, but also because foreign

conservation groups were unwelcome in the country.

The Guyana Agency for Health Sciences Education.

Environment and Food Policy (GAHEF) has recently been given

responsibility for environmental matters. An environmental poli-

cy has been published and legislation underpinning this has been

drafted by GAHEF. However, the legislation has not been passed

by the government and the policy has not been implemented.

The National Forestry Action Plan contains several conser-

vation initiatives including suggestions for a protected areas

system and funding to expand and strengthen the agency
responsible for the environment.

The Tropenbos Foundation has a forestry research station at

Mabura Hill and their Guyana Programme is designed to pro-

vide a scientific basis for sustainable management of the forest.

The Smithsonian Institute has been working in Guyana for over

20 years making detailed botanical collections, as well as col-

lecting faunal specimens. The Smithsonian Institute. WWF and

the University of Guyana have just set up the Centre for the

Study of Biological Diversity, as part of a project to enhance

ecological and conservation research in the country. The Centre

will house the University's herbarium along with other biologi-

cal material collected in Guyana.

The government has set aside 3640 sq. km of undisturbed

forest as the Commonwealth-Government of Guyana Iwokrama
Rain Forest Project. Part will be a wilderness preserve and part

used for research into sustainable use of the forest. At present,

the project area is being inventoried and a detailed plan pre-

pared (see Bo.x).

A hrt>iiulitii.l Brocchinia micrantha /(;;»«/ /;; tlw iinly established

protected area in Guyana — Kaieteur

(WWF/G. Schuerholz)

A potentially important development is the recent establish-

ment of the Guyana Biodiversity Society which is the first

NGO in Guyana with a mandate for conservation. At present,

though, it is principally concerned with ecotourism and the

wildlife trade.
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Map 29.1 Guyana
Forest data for Guyana were provided in digital form by the EU-Joint Research Centre TREES

project (Tropical Ecosystem Environment Observations by Satellite), Ispra. Italy. The TREES

project is a joint initiative of the Commission of the European Communities (CEO and the

European Space Agency (ESA) and has been developed to assess the world's tropical forest

cover using satellite-derived data and ancillary data from numerous other sources.

The data shown in this Atlas are derived from AVHRR imagery from the NOAA satellite, at a

nominal spatial resolution of nearly I km. Images from several days in 1992 were used to com-

pile a composite cloud-free image of the whole country. On NOAA-AVHRR imagery, dense

vegetation area-s generally appear dark and cool—these areas have been identified as densely

forested areas with an estimated canopy cover of 70 per cent. Warmer and brighter responses

were determined to be areas of fragmented forests with a 40-70 per cent canopy cover. Areas

which yielded a generally high vegetation signal throughout the year, but with definitie seasonal

lluctuation. were labelled as areas of predominantly seasonal forest. These have not. however,

been demarcated in the dataset but have been included In the fragmented forest. Savanna and

cultivated areas were also identified in the imagery.

The classified vegetation has been harmonised in the following way:

Forest: Forest — Includes mangrove and any areas greater than 70%forest cover

Fragmented fores! — includes any areas of 40-70% forest cover. This for

Guyana appears to include some areas offragmented evergreen forests, as

well some areas ofseasonal and dr\'forest with thisforest cover (40-70%)

Non-forest: Non-forest — includes cultivated/agricultural, and other areas less than

40% forest cover, including swampy vegetation and areas of very fragment-

edforest i<40%)

Cloud cover:

Non-forest — including savannas

Claud/missing data

It has not been possible to differentiate the forest cover any further. Montane forests and man-

groves do occur in the country (see Figure 29.1), but accurate data have not been located to

show these. The Digital Chart of the World does not show contours in Guyana, so montane for-

mations could not be distinguished by altitude either. Map 29.1. therefore, shows only

forest/non-forest.

Kaieteur National Park is shown by a centre point derived from latitude and longitude data

maintained within the WCMC protected areas database
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species in the region. In general, .species diversity increases

from south to north and from west to east. Most of the tree

species are found throughout the Eastern Region, but their rela-

tive proportions vary from place to place. Exceptions to this are

two of Paraguay's most important commercial trees, which have

a limited distribution. Aspiclosperma polyneitron (perbol) is

found in the departments of Canindeyii and Amambay (Figure

30.1). while Ainhiiniiui cearensis (trebol), the country's most

valuable species, is now threatened and is found in only a small

area in the north between the Apa and Aquidaban Rivers.

Lopez el al. (1987) divide the forests of the Eastern Region

into three major formations: high forest, low humid forest and

riparian forest. The high forests are the most important from a

commercial and biological perspective, they contain the largest

number of commercial tree species. Dominant species include

Aslronium fraxinifoliiim. Tabehuia heptaphylla. Conlici

trichatoma. Patagonula ameiiccniu, Anaclenatheni coliihiiiui.

ApiileUi leiocarpa. Enterlohiimi coiitortisiliqiiitm. Lonchocaipus

leucanrliiis. Myrocarpits frondosus, Panipiptadenia rigidii,

Peltophoriiin diihiiim, Pterogyne nitcns, Cedrela //.sv///.v,

Chlorophora tinctoria, Ficus enonnis. Balfourodendron
riedelianum and Dkitenoptetyx sorbifolia. The riparian forests

reach 17 m in height, they do not have any significant commer-
cial value. Principal species include Luehea divaricaUi.

Sehcistiana spp., Riiprechtia laxifolia, Cupania vernalis and

Croton iirucurana. with the last forming almost pure stands

along some rivers. The low humid forests are similar to riparian

forests, but occur in patches in fields rather than along streams.

They are found in the south-east of the country. The dominant

species is Peltophoriiin dubiiim.

Other classifications are based on biogeographic divisions.

These describe four forest types: the Cordilleras forest, the Parana

forests, the Central forests and gallery forests (Figure 30.2). The
first three would all be included in Lopez el a/"s high forest.

The Cordilleras forests are defined by the Mbaracayu and

Amambay mountain ranges and the Carapa River, a tributary of

the Parana. The forests make up a continuous homogenous for-

mation which merges gradually with the Parana forests. The
Cordilleras forests are the tallest and densest in the country with

a canopy reaching 35-40 m. The canopy layer is made up of

around 60 species, with another 20 or so emergents. Those in

the northeast are characterised by large numbers of

Aspidosperma auslrale. this species forms pure stands in some
areas. Other valuable commercial species common in these

forests include Pellophorum dubium and Balfourodendron

Flooded forest necir Asuncion. (Mark Dillenbeck)

Figure 30.1 Political subdivisions in Eastern Paraguay

riedelianum (IIED/USAID, 1985). The dense understorey is

characterised by an abundance of tree ferns which give the

name to the "Amamabay" mountain range.

The forests of the Parana River basin form a strip 130 km
high corresponding to the western tributaries of the river. They
reach 30 m or more in height in areas where there is good
drainage, and are more irregular in height and density than the

Cordilleras forests. The most representative trees of the canopy

are Cedrela lubiflora. Nectandra spp., Ocotea spp.

Balfourodendron riedelianum, Myrocarpus frondosus.
Pipladenia sp., Cordia trichotoma and Pterogyne nitens

(IIED/USAID, 1985). Species of the Lauraceae family are com-
mon in the lower strata.

The Central forests are located to the west of the Parana

forests and are separated from the Parana watershed by discon-

tinuous mountain chains (San Joaquin, Caaguazii. San Rafael).

The northern border of this formation is defined by the

Aquidaban River. These forests continue in a 200 km strip up to

the Manduvira watershed and then reappear further south asso-

ciated with the Tebicuary River system.

The Central forests tend to be more open and less rich in

species than those to the east. Canopy height varies from 25 to

35 m. There are more deciduous tree species and more species

with spines than there are in the forests to the east.

Representative species are Tabebuia ipe in the east, Amburana
cearensis in the north and Samanea soman in the west. The
forests are intersper.sed with natural grasslands and swamps.

The gallery forests occupy a thin strip along the Paraguay

River. These forests contain species of both the Chaco and
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agement plans, but they rarely do; the National Forestry Service

is meant to control the marketing of the wood and prepare

inventories of the plants concerned with primary production and

yet this does not happen. In addition, this law actually allows

colonisation within the forest reserves.

Reforestation with native species is almost non-existent and

there are only a few plantations of exotic species. There are a few

private organisations working with small fanners to develop tree

nurseries, to provide wood for fuel and construction, but they are

too small and dispersed to have much effect (Sorenson. 1992).

Non-timber forest resources include the palm Euterpe ecliilis,

which is intensively exploited fov palmilo or palmheart. mostly

for export. Several plants, including orchids and ferns, are used

in the ornamental plant trade for both domestic and export pur-

poses. Wild fruits are of only minor commercial importance,

though they are used by local people. Similarly, medicinal

plants are important to the local people, /le.x paragiiariensi.s

supplies the raw material for a kind of tea. yerha mate, which

can be drunk either hot or cold. It is cultivated and a limited

amount is exported. BiilitesUi sannientoi or palo sciiito. found in

the Chaco, is exploited for the essence made from its bark.

There is a large illegal trade in wildlife and wildlife products

in the country, with the exported products coming both from

within Paraguay and from the surrounding countries. A CITES
office has been created in an attempt to remedy this problem.

Deforestation

The concept that forest lands are unproductive lands pervades

the country at all levels, not only within the rural population but

also in the government. As a result, there is little attempt to pre-

vent forest clearance. Indeed, Paraguay's annual deforestation

rate, at 3.4 per cent (2514 sq. km — FAO, 1993) between the

years of 1981 and 1990. is higher than in any other country in

South or Central America . The figure of 2.514 sq. km excludes

deforestation in the dry deciduous zone, which is a further 1511

sq. km. giving a total of 4025 sq. km. Inclusion of all forest

types reduces the annual deforestation rate to 2.7 per cent (FAO,
1993). Bozzano and Weik (1992) reported that in 1990, approx-

imately 1000 sq. km of forest in Eastern Paraguay were cleared,

and it is in the east that most deforestation occurs.

It is estimated that the total forest area in the Eastern Region

dropped from 68.364 sq. km in 1945 to 41.770 sq. km in 1976

and to less than 35,000 sq. km by 1984 (llED/USAID. 1985).

These figures are underestimates compared to those in Bozzano
and Weik (1992; see Table 30.3), but either way the loss of for-

est is alarming, with only 1 5 per cent remaining in 1 99 1

.

In the I96()s and, particularly, the 1970s, indiscriminate

clearing for agriculture was the main cause of forest loss, and

this continues today. Another cause of deforestation in the east

is the large landowners cutting their forest so that the govern-

Table 30.3 Forest cover in the Eastern Region of Paraguay between

the years of 1945 and 1991.

Year(s)

1945

1965-1968

1975-1976

1984-1985

1991

Forest cover {sq. km)

88,050

70,420

54,920

39.290

24.030

Per cent of land covered

55.1

44.1

34.4

24.6

15.0

Source: Bozzano and Weik ( 1992)

ment will not settle landless peasants in the ""unused" forest

areas. This occurs in spite of the 1973 Forest Law (reaffirmed in

the Decree on the Environment of 1986) which requires owners

of rural properties to leave 25 per cent of their land under natu-

ral forest cover — or reforest five per cent if the land had
already been cleared.

Biodiversity

Paraguay is, botanically, one of the least known countries in

South America (Davis et al.. 1986). It is estimated to contain

7000-8000 plant species (Davis et al.. 1986). with 149 threat-

ened. There have been few endemics, either flora or fauna,

reported in the country. This is probably partly because its

ecosystems are shared by surrounding countries, but also

because it has been so little studied.

There are 156 species of mammals in the country (WCMC,
1992), only 12 of these are globally threatened, but is it esti-

mated that 72 are threatened within Paraguay. Three species are

endemic (WCMC. 1992). Forest-dwelling species in Paraguay

which are listed as threatened by lUCN include the giant otter

Pteronura brasiliensis, the margay Leopardus wiedii and the

bush dog Speothos venaticus (Groombridge, 1993).

There are 650 bird species reported in the country (WCMC,
1992). Twenty-two of them are listed as threatened by Collar et

al. (1992), but none of these is endemic and less than half are

forest species. One of the most endangered species, which may
even be extinct, is the purple winged ground dove Claravis

godefrida that lives around bamboo in dense forests. Two other

forest species found in Paraguay, the helmeted woodpecker
Dryocopus galeatus and the russet-winged spadebill

Platyrinchus leucoryphus, are listed as vulnerable by lUCN.
Both appear to be rare and local, but deforestation is likely to be

at least a contributory factor in their decline.

There are 120 species of reptiles in the country, of which

four are endemic (WCMC, 1992). Intensive hunting of the

broad-nosed caiman Caiman latirostris is one of the causes of

its decline. Five species are listed as threatened, the black

caiman, the tortoise Geochelone chilensis and three turtles

(Groombridge. 1993).

Eighty-five species of amphibian have been recorded with

four endemics (WCMC. 1992). No globally threatened species

are recorded in the country.

Estimates for the number of fish in the country vary from
150-260, numbers of threatened or endemic species are not

known. There is however, a considerable degree of pollution in

the country's watercourses which does not bode well for their

inhabitants.

Conservation Areas

The protected areas of Paraguay constitute a complex of units

whose connections and objectives are weak and disjointed in the

absence of a national environmental or conservation policy

(Acevedo and Pinazzo, 1992). However, a National Parks

Directorate was established in 1987 within the Ministry of

Agriculture and Livestock and new laws for national parks and

protected areas are currently being drafted. The parks had previ-

ously been administered as a department of the Forestry

Service.

At present, the various conservation areas in Paraguay are

controlled by either the State, private organisations or ""others"

(Acevedo and Pinazzo, 1992). Those that are state-run are not

necessarily on state-owned land, and though production,

exploitation and .settlement are not legally allowed, these activi-
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ties do occur in most conservation areas. Those areas in lUCN's

categories I-IV are listed in Table 30.4.

Privately-owned areas include protective forests, biological

reserves, national recreation parks and private natural reserves.

The first three of these categories make up the network of forest

reserves, covering 87 sq. km. run by the Mennonites

Cooperatives of the Central Chaco. The Fundacion Moises

Bertoni manages the programme for private natural reserves.

These number four, currently covering 97 sq. km (Acevedo and

Pinazzo, 1992).

Areas managed by other enterprises are either biological

reserves, biological refuges or animal refuges. The biological

reserves are the largest and are comparatively undisturbed areas;

the biological refuges have generally been substantially changed

by humans; while animal refuges are only 1 sq. km or there-

abouts and are important for environmental education and the

conservation or study of a particular species. The Itaipu

Binational Entity, which runs a big hydroelectric project in the

country, manages the two biological reserves and the two bio-

logical refuges covering 292 sq. km. These areas are legally

designated, but are listed in lUCN's category V so are not

mapped here or shown in Table 30.4. The Yacyreta Binational

Entity, also part of a big hydroelectric project, manages the only

animal refuge.

A new category — that of natural reserve — was adopted in

1991 for the 577 sq. km Mbaracayu Forest. This reserve (lUCN
category V) was set up under an agreement between the

Paraguay government. Fundacion Moises Bertoni, The Nature

Table 30.4 Conservation areas in Paraguay

Existing conservation areas in lUCN's categories I-IV are listed

below. Private reserves are not listed or mapped.
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to receive funds, have included liiring of a director for the

reserve, training of the park guard force, clearing of the bound-

aries and a workshop to initiate development of the reserve's

operation plan.

Initiatives for Conservation

A new constitution came into force in 1992 and this includes

various Articles relating to conservation of the environment and

management of natural resources. There are also several laws

being passed through parliament at present that relate to

forestry, wildlife and protected areas.

A Parliamentary Advisory Commission — the National

Commission for the Protection of Natural Resources — has

been set up to attend to the preparation of various programmes

related to the environment, to supervise the execution of envi-

ronmental projects, coordinate the activities of the interested

bodies, to participate in the making of laws related to the envi-

ronment and to advise Congress. There are some 30 NGOs with

representatives on this Commission, as well as representatives

from both the public and private sector.

Environmental NGOs, formerly very weak in Paraguay, are

on the increase; about ten have been formed in the last five

years and there are currently at least 50 NGOs with interests in

the environment (Sorenson. 1992). The largest and most active

of these is the Fundacion Moises Bertoni. which was set up in

1988 with strong support from TNC. This foundation is con-

cerned with expanding and strengthening the national parks sys-

tem, supporting private protected areas and promoting public

awareness of and involvement with conservation in the country.

The Carlos Pfannl Institute — which provides agricultural

training — has. with the financial help of USAID, introduced

environmentally correct courses in sustainable agriculture and

has entered into a joint programme with the Private University

of the North to establish the country's first private degree pro-

gramme in agricultural technology.

A Conservation Data Centre (CDC) was created in 1986

through the cooperation of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock (MAG). TNC and the Peace Corps. In 1991. the

CDC was placed under the Direction of National Parks and
Wildlife Service. A classification of the major ecoregions of

the country and the natural communities within them is cur-

rently being developed by CDC-Paraguay. .Study of the Chaco
area is not yet complete, but the Eastern region has been divid-

ed into six ecoregions (on the basis of soils types, climate,

geology, topography, natural vegetation, etc.). The six are:

Aguidaban, Amambay, Alto Parana, Selva Central, Litoral

Central and Neembucti; within these are 33 distinct natural

communities (CDC. 1990). Twelve mammals. 35 birds, four

reptiles and 27 plants are considered to be critically endangered

in the Eastern region (CDC. 1990: Sorenson. 1992). As a result

of this work, 23 priority areas, covering all the representative

ecosystems, are recommended for conservation (also see Keel

etal. 1993).

In general, the Paraguayan people are becoming increasingly

concerned about deforestation in their country and its cost to the

economy. Along with this, is a growing interest in environmen-

tal education (Sorenson, 1992). Mainly as a result of the rising

public interest, there has been a change in the government's atti-

tude to the environment and there is more cooperation between

the government. NGOs and various international organisations

to find a solution to the country's environmental problems and

to develop rational, sustainable uses of the natural resources.
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Map 30.1 Paraguay
The moist forests ol Eastern Paragua> have been digitised from a l;500.000 published map.

Republica del Paraguay. Region Oriental — Uso Actual de la Tierra and accompanying map

legend {Cobertura Vegetal y List) Actual de la Tierra [GTZ. 1986]). produced by the Carrera de

Ingenieria Forestal, Servicio Forestat Nacional, Gabinete Tecnico, Universidad Nacional de

Asuncion. Ministerio de Agricultura y Ganaderia and Mision Forestal Alemana (GTZ — the

German aid agency) in 1986. Please note, that the dry Chaco formations of western Paraguay

have not been included.

The source map is based on 1984-85 Landsat satellite imagery at a scale of 1:250.000. H.

Huespe. F. Recalde. G. Rolon. L. Cabral, P.E. Meza. P. Florentin and N. Bn'tez are responsible

for the compilation of the map. Seven vegetation classes are depicted on the source map and

from these, two of three forest classes have been digitised.

On the original land use map, some forests are classified as Basques de masa contimta or con-

tinuous forests. These are continuous forest blocks with little human influence which, due to

ihetr geographical location, floristic composition and area, could be considered asforests man-

ageable for timber production. . . These are mapped here as lowland moist forest. The second

forest category is Bosques residuales or residual forests, these consist of those forest blocks of

less than 2000 ha which have been highly modified and. because of their location, are subject to

great agricultural/grazing pressure. . . The low forests of the Paraguay River basin in the cen-

tre and south of the eastern region are also included in this category. These are mapped here as

degraded forest. The third forest formation on the original map is Bosques lehosos del Utoral

del Rio Paraguay. These woody forests of the edges of the River Paraguay are the forestforma-

tion.'; found in the littoral zone close to the middle course of the river and they are composed of

low trees grouped on islets or clumps and irregular blocks alternating with natural open areas.

(Forest descriptions have been translated from GTZ [1986].) These are not considered to be

"forest" as defined in this Atlas and they have not been shown on Map 30.1.

Boundary data for the conservation areas of Paraguay were derived from a published map

Republica del Paraguay — Areas Silvestres Protegidas compiled by the Plan Maestro del

Sistema Nacional de Areas Silvestres Protegidas del Paraguay (SINASIP) at a scale of l;2 mil-

lion and published in 1993. Protected areas data are organised by management agency on this

source map.

NB: il has been brought to our attention that a reservoir on the Parana River on the southern

border of the country now exists. It has not been possible to obtain information on this, and

therefore the reservoir has not been shown on Map 30.1.
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September to April. In the Low Selva. temperatures average

irC throughout the year at Iquitos and annual precipitation is

around 2540 mm with no completely dry season. The High Selva

has more rain, around .^960 mm per year.

Overall population density is about 18 people per sq. km.

However, the Sierra and Costa are very densely populated

whereas very few people live in the Selva. About 70 per cent of

Peruvians are urban dwellers with approximately 6.5 million liv-

ing in the capital city of Lima, many of these live in conditions

of absolute poverty. Indians make up about 50 per cent of Peru's

population. Most of these, including the Quechua and Aymara.

live in the Sierra, while others (e.g. the Pano and Tupil are

nomadic, forest-living people. One third of the population are

mestizos, of mixed Indian and European descent and about 10

per cent are Europeans, principally of Spanish descent. Spanish

and Quecha are the official languages of the country but there

are numerous Indian languages which are of local importance.

About a third of Peru's cultivated land is found in the Costa,

where much of it has to be irrigated, and a half occurs in the

Sierra. Shifting cultivation is practised in the Selva, particularly

on the slopes of the Andes. One third, or thereabouts, of the

workforce are involved with the agricultural sector and this is

the basis of the country's economy. Copper is the largest for-

eign exchange earner, followed by fishery products.

The Forests

Peru's National Forest Action Plan {PNAF. 1991) lists the dif-

ferent types of forest/woodland and scrub formations in the

country and the areas they cover (Table 3 1 . 1 ).

Closed mixed forests of the low Selva contain most of the

valuable timber species such as mahogany Swierenia macro-

phxlla. cedars Cedrella spp., ishpingo Ainhurana ceareiisis and

tornillo Cedrelinga catenaeformis. Other important species

include those providing non-timber products. Examples of these

are the Brazil nut or castafia Benholletia excelsa and rubber

(shiringa or jebe) Hevea brasiliensis.

Swamp forests, including the aquajales. are common. The

aguajales are palm swamps characterised by species of the

genus Maiiritia. Euterpe (huasai) and Jessenia (hungurahui) are

also common. The huasai yield palm hearts (known as chonta in

Peru and palmito in Spanish) and the hungurahui produce an oil

similar to olive oil and nuts that can be used to make soy meat.

Pacales are bamboo-dominated open forests. The bamboos,

commonly Merostachys sp. and Batnbusa subgenus Guaclua

spp.. are rarely in pure stands. They form large clumps which

reach up into the canopy at 30 m and spread over the inter-

spersed trees (Prance. 1989). The tree genera Schizolohium,

Triplaris and Perebea are common in this forest type.

Cloud forests occur on the eastern slopes of the Andes, at

altitudes ranging from 1500 m to 3500 m. They are charac-

terised by a high humidity and contain numerous orchids, other

epiphytes and tree ferns. Some of the main tree species are also

Alnits jonillensis, cascarilla Cinchona spp., carapacho

Weinmannia sp., Chusquea sp. and Gynoxys sp.

Poclocarpiis is the only conifer genus native to Peru. Forests

dominated by this genus have been considerably reduced in

extent. Most of them occur in the north of the province of San

Ignacio. Others persist in Ampay National Sanctuary in the

south of the country. Podocarpiis also occurs in other montane

forests, but at lower densities. It is usually found in association

with species such as the yauchi Eiit^enia sp., quinilla Mauilkara

sp., pino bianco Alseis sp. and tahuari Tabebiiia sp.

Of the Ihree regions of Peru, the Sierra has the least natural

Table 3L1 Peru's main forest, woodland and scrub ecosystems

Ecosystem
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Sanchez TripUiris peruviana. Epiphytes, especially TilUindsia

usneoicles. abound in ihis forest type.

Mangroves
Mangroves are found in northern Peru, in the Tuinbes and
Zarumilla Deltas and in a few patches, totalling 3 sq. km, in the

department of Piura. They do not extend further south because

of the cool Humboldt current which limits their distribution

(Prance, 1989). They occur over a very small surface of only 48

sq. km (Echevarria and Sarabia (1993). However, they are a

highly productive ecosystem in terms of hydrobiological

resources and have great socioeconomic importance at a local

level. The mangrove forests contain species such as the mangle
Rhyzophora mangle, jeli salado Avicennia germinans.
Conocarpus erectus and jeli dulce Laguncularia racemosa.

Forest Resources and Management
In Peru's National Action Plan for Forests (PNAF, 1991). it is

estimated that forests cover 810,655 sq. km of the country

(Table 31.1). However, two of the formations in the Sierra —
the matorrales and tolares — are shrubby/bushy formations

rather than forest, which reduces the area to 787,053 sq. km.
This is still a much higher estimate than that in FAO (1993).

Even including the dry formations. FAO estimates only 679,060

sq. km of forest and excluding these reduces the area to

674,340, of which 662,820 are closed broadleaved formations.

Forest areas have not been measured from Map 31.1 as the

source of these data was a dyeline regional map (Peru.

Colombia, Venezuela) with no date and no information as to

how the map was compiled and it was felt that the measurements
of national forest cover would not be reliable (see Map Legend).

The Costa and SieiTa regions contain little of Peru's forests

(Table 31.1 ). Many of the dry forests on the northern coast have

been cleared to make way for pastures and those remaining are

under great pressure from people cutting them for firewood and
charcoal production. Harvesting of living trees is not allowed in

this area, only dead trees may be cut. In the Sierra, introduced

species such as Eucalyptus and pine Pinus trees were initially

planted for industrial purposes. Later, during the 1980s, empha-
sis was put on the planting of native species for social purposes.

These were to supply the Andean campesinos with products

such as firewood, forage and construction materials and to con-

trol erosion. This social forestry approach, based on restoring

native tree species and on encouraging appropriate technologies,

is yielding promising results (see Box in Chapter 24).

The Peruvian Amazon covers 59 per cent of the country and
contains over 90 per cent of Peru's forest (Table 31.1). It is here

that timber production is concentrated. There are at present,

three laws designed to regulate the extraction of forest products

Table 31.2 Reforested areas and lands suitable for reforestation in

Peru's three natural regions

Region Area suitable Area reforested (si/, km)

for reforestation

As of 1980 As of 1990

Costa 5.000 88 206

Sierra 75,000 1,240 2,331

Selva 25,000 42 93

Total 105.000 1,370 2,630

XourtC- DOFF (1990)

for both subsistence and industrial pin poses, but tliev have not

been very effective.

There have been few attempts at establishing plantations in

Peru. This is well illustrated in Table 31.2 which shows the area of

land considered to be suitable for reforestation in the three regions

of Peru and the areas actually planted in 1980 and 1990. In the

Selva, for instance, 25,000 sq. km had been cleared of primary for-

est and were considered suitable for plantation forestry and yet, as

of 1990. only 93 sq. km of plantation were present there.

According to current legislation. Peru's exploited forests are

divided into two management categories: national forests and

open-access forests (bosque de libre disponibilidad). The former

are allocated for wood exploitation by the state or by private in-

dividuals, under stricter conditions than in the open-access forests.

In 1975. there were 17 national forests in Amazonia covering

69.546 sq. km. but. due to the lack of state management and to the

pressures exerted on them, the number of these forests has now
gone down to four, covering only 33.339 sq. km. The open-access

forests can be used for production of timber and other forest prod-

ucts. However, they have not been managed or monitored by the

forestry authorities and many have been partially invaded. Today,

there are 38 of these forests covering a total of 367.000 sq. km.

Combining the areas covered by the national and open-access

forest, means that, in theory, the use of 402.000 sq. km of

Peru's forests is regulated. In reality, in both the national and

open-access forests, exploitation is virtually uncontrolled and

there is little silvicultural management of them. A short-term

approach prevails, as much timber as possible is removed from
an area with no thought for future production. This is because

the logging areas are not secure and the forestry authorities are

unable to control invasions by landless people. Except for some
concessions in national forests, there is a lack of technical

supervision and monitoring. Within the national forests, conces-

sions are normally granted covering areas of between 200 and
500 sq. km. though state enterprises may obtain concessions of

up to 2000 sq. km. The concessions are granted for 20 years, but

they may be renewed. In 1990. there were seven concessions in

national forests, covering an area of only 2.650 sq. km. which is

less than 10 percent of the available land. Even in these conces-

sion areas, forest management is neglected, the forests are open
to invasion by settlers and are being continuously depleted.

The concessions in the open-access forests are granted for

areas of up to 1000 sq. km, for renewable periods of up to a

maximum of 10 years. In 1986, there were more than 3300 con-

cessions of less than 10 sq. km and these were scattered

throughout the open-access forests. The large number and wide

dispersion of small concessions hinders zoning and regulation

of the forest. New forest legislation is now being drafted to

address these problems. Permanent forest production areas and

forest reserve zones are to be set up under the new system.

Timber is extracted by both small and large-scale operators.

The small-scale extractors operate in concessions of less than 10

sq. km. They work with mechanical saws and hand tools and

use the water power generated by the annual floods to cut and

transport trees. This method of extraction is used to remove
around 80 per cent of Peru's timber and yields between one and
three cubic metres of timber per hectare. The large-scale opera-

tions, extracting the remaining 20 per cent of the country's tim-

ber, use heavy-duty machinery to transport the logs and take as

much as 27 cu. m of timber from each hectare.

There are 540 sawmills in the Peruvian Amazonia, which, in

1990, produced 531,300 cu. m of timber (DGFF. 1990). They
were, however, working at only 25 per cent of their full capacity.
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Table 31.3 Production, imports, exports and national use of

processed wood in 1990 (000 cu. m)

Item Production Imports Exports National Use

Sawn wood
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Coca and Deforestation
The illegal growing of coca Eiyrliroxxlimi coca, for the pro-

duction of cocaine, is causing deforestation, especially in the

forests of Peru and Bolivia. In addition, the chemical prod-

ucts used in the manufacture of cocaine paste are becoming

major polluters of the regions' mountain streams and rivers.

The fact that the coca is grown mainly on the hillsides of the

upland forests increases the problems because of erosion and

consequent flooding.

Although the existing data are not reliable, estimates indi-

cate that, in Peru, as much as 7000 sq. km has been defor-

ested to plant coca bushes (Dourojeanni, 1989). At present,

3000 sq. km are under production. After six months of

growth, it is calculated that one hectare of coca, harvested

three to five times in a year, will yield 2000 kg of cocaine per

year, thereby providing an annual income of US$6000.

The coca leaf was sacred to the Incas and for centuries,

neither its harvesting nor its traditional use. caused any envi-

ronmental or social problems. The coca is, even now, an

extremely important cultural element in the Andean world,

many of the local people chew the leaves as a stimulant and

it is also used in nutrition, medicine and for magical-religious

purposes. The present ecological and social problems are a

consequence of the demand for cocaine by North Americans

and Europeans.

The governments of the region have been fighting the

problem for many years, but have not managed to find any

solution. The campesino who grows the coca is usually poor

and there is no crop as profitable as coca. He is frequently

coerced into coca cultivation by the drug dealers. Police

action to eradicate the coca plantations through chemical or

mechanical methods merely leads to the clear cutting of a

neighbouring forest and the planting of more bushes. Rather

than solving the problem, the police action moves it to forest-

ed areas that were previously free from the crop.

Furthermore, the chemical products used in the eradication

cause pollution problems.

Any attempt to solve the problem must include serious

efforts to reduce the demand for cocaine, to achieve a more

effective control of its illegal trade and to offer viable crop

alternatives to the campesinos. This would involve making

credit plans and technical assistance available to them as well

as guaranteeing the market for the alternative products. In

addition, the degraded soils must be restored using legumi-

nous plants and forest fallows.

under total protection as these forests are already considerably

reduced in extent.

The fauna from the forests plays an important role in the pro-

tein intake of the rural population, especially in Amazonia. In

1987, wildlife was the source of 13.000 metric tons of meat; it

provides 50 per cent of the animal protein consumed (PNAF.
1987). This is equivalent to 65,000 head of cattle, but wildlife

does not create the environmental problems that this number of

livestock would cause (but see Box on Manu in Chapter 5 ).

Deforestation

Due to the lack of continuous and careful monitoring of the

country's forest cover, there is no universally accepted figure

for the rate of deforestation in Peru. A number of estimates have

been reported. In 1982, Malleaux indicated an annual deforesta-

tion rate of 2800 sq. km; a rate of 2500 sq. km per year was esti-

mated in PNAF (1991), while recent FAO figures (1993), give

the annual rate of forest depletion as 2592 sq. km (this excludes

forest in the dry deciduous, very dry and desert zones) or 0.4 per

cent between 1981 and 1990. Including these zones increases

annual deforestation to 2712 sq. km (FAO, 1993). Dourojeanni

(1989) estimated total forest loss in the Peruvian Amazon to be

75,000 sq. km.

The main cause of deforestation in Peru is the invasion of the

forests in the Selva region by campesinos. migrating from the

Sierra in search of land. Chronic neglect from the country's suc-

cessive governments has meant that there is considerable pov-

erty in the Sierra and it is this that the campesinos are trying to

escape. In addition, an aggressive official colonization process

began in the 1960s. Road construction was increased, especially

in the montane forests. A road, the mart^inal de la Selva. was
planned to connect all the montane forest east of the Andes,

from north to south of the country and finally merge into the

highways of neighbouring countries. Although an agrarian

reform programme was attempted in the 1 970s, it failed, and the

depressed situation of the Sierra, population growth and the vio-

lence of the 1980s, led to a continuous migration into the Selva.

especially into the ecologically fragile montane forest. As in

other Amazonian countries (see Chapter 7). the government

chose to open up Amazonia to settlers rather than to confront

the agrarian reforms needed in the Sierra.

In general, pasture lands are produced as part of the cycle of

shifting agriculture. After the deforested land has had crops on

it for a few years it is converted to pasture land. However, by

then the quality of the pasture is so low that a single head of cat-

tle needs up to seven ha grassland. The forest has been cleared

explicitly for pasture, rather than for subsistence agriculture, in

only a few places. This has occurred close to Pucallpa. in Madre
de Dios, in San Martin and near Iquitos.

The illegal production of coca leaves occurs mostly in areas

that were opened up for colonization under official plans. The

total area occupied by coca plantations at present is thought to

be between 2000 and 3000 sq. km (see Box 2).

Logging is rarely a direct cause of deforestation as, m gener-

al, few trees are extracted per hectare and there is little use of

heavy machinery. However, roads built by the loggers open up

the forest, thereby providing easy access for the invading

campesinos. The internal communication roads and work sites

constructed during oil exploration and exploitation also cause

some forest clearing. However, these activities have little signif-

icant impact as no penetration roads are built, air and river

transport is used instead.

Biodiversity

Peru is a country with an exceptionally high biological diver-

sity. It has eight biogeographic provinces (Udvardy, 1975) and

84 of Holdridge's Life Zones with 17 transition zones. At the

world level. Peru occupies second place for diversity of birds

and primates and sixth place for mammals. In the Neotropics, it

is second in importance for birds and primates, third for mam-
mals, fourth for butterflies and fifth for reptiles, amphibians and

angiosperms (Mittermeier and Werner. 1990). Table 31.4 shows
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Table31.4 Number of species identified worldwide, in the

Neotropics and in Peru.

Number ofSpecies

Croup Worldwitle Neotropics

Amphibians 3..'iOO 1,926

Reptiles 6.500 2.406

Birds 9.400 3.806

Mammals 4.000 1,232
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used only until studies allow a permanent management category

to be allotted to the area in question. Table 31.5 shows the pro-

tected areas in lUCN's categories I-IV.

In 1990. the Conservation Data Centre of La Molina National

Agricultural University drew up a list of 24 proposed protected

areas, indicating the areas that are a priority for the conservation

of biodiversity at the national level (Figure 31.1 ).

Greater emphasis is needed on areas that allow sustainable

use of resources by indigenous people. An example of these are

the communal reserves, in which subsistence hunting and extrac-

tion are allowed, but logging is forbidden. The conservation of

high basins, especially in the region of the yungas or high selva,

will receive support through the establishment of a network of

protection forests. These will contribute to the conservation of

water sources, to the protection of biological diversity and will

help prevent erosion in these ecologically important zones.

Three of Peru's protected areas (Manu. Huascaran and Ri'o

Abiseo) have been declared World Natural Heritage Sites, three

(Manu, Huascaran and Noroeste) are Biosphere Reserves and

Machu Picchu is a World Natural and Cultural Heritage Site.

Conservation Initiatives

Peru was the first South American country to begin preparing a

National Forestry Action Plan. In 1988, the Plan's first draft

was drawn up and it was reviewed and updated in 1991. The

plan highlights the role of forestry in national development and

its potential value for rural communities. The plan also gives

priority to strengthening the system of protected areas and

improving wildlife management in the country.

The 1975 Forestry and Wildlife Law has proved difficult to

implement and has notably failed to regulate timber extraction. A
team made up of representatives from the General Office for

Forestry and Fauna, the Department of Forestry from La Molina

National Agrarian University, the National Chamber of Forestry

(CNF), the Peruvian As.sociation of Forestry Experts (APIF). con-

servation NGOs and the Peruvian Society for Environmental

Legislation (SPDA) have, after extensive public consultation,

drafted a new law. This would divide the forests into permanent

production forests and forest reserves. The earlier categories of

national and open-access forests would be abandoned. The new

law aims to concentrate the small scattered concessions and to

zone the forests. Stumpage charges would generate income for

silvicultural work in the productive forests. ITTO guidelines for

sustainable management of the tropical forests are being included.

A process to prepare a national conservation strategy was ini-

Table 31.5 Conservation areas of Peru

Existing areas in lUCN's categories I-IV are included. For informa-

tion on World Heritage Sites. Biosphere Reserves and Ramsar Sites,

see Chapter 8.

River scenery. Manu National Park (Caroline Harcourt)

Naliomil Parks
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SINANPE, the National Forestry Action Plan and the new forest

legislation should provide a framework for conservation and

sustainable use of forests, especially in the Amazon Region.

Parliament is examining a law to establish a National Council

for the Environment. This council was provided for in the

Environmental and Natural Resources Code that was adopted in

1990. The Code has represented a significant step forward for

Peru in the field of conservation. Among other things, it makes
environmental impact studies mandatory for all major develop-

ment programmes.

There is a growing commitment to the cause of nature con-

servation in Peru. Both the government and the general public

are increasingly aware of the environmental problems in the

country. There are over 80 local, national and international

NGOs in the country concerned with conservation issues. They
are coordinated by the Peruvian Environmental Network. As a

result, environmental legislation has improved, a more environ-

mentally oriented planning of development occurs and more
money is allocated to conservation, especially at the level of the

regional governments.
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Map 31.1 Peru
Forest data have been digitised frotn a dyeline map entitled Mapa Integrado de Ecosislemas

Foreslales del Peru Colonifjia v Venezuela (nd), compiled under FAO project

GCP/RLA/081/JPN at a scale of 1:5.000.000. This regional vegetation map covers Peru.

Colombia and Venezuela, No information is available regarding the sources or dates of the data

portrayed on this map.

Twenty six land use/vegetation categories are found within the tioundaries of Peru. Of these.

1 3 have been included and harmonised into the broad forest categories shown in this Atlas. Map

,31.1 shows the following forest types:

Lowland moist forest -

Inland swamp forest -

Mangrove —

Submontane forest —

.Montane forest -

Bosque Alio Denso. Bosque Bajo Denso within the category

Vt'getacion de Terrazas Allan y Superficies Denudadas; Bosque

Alio Denso within the category Llanuria Atuvial no tmmdable: and

Bosques Riherenos within the category Llanura Aluvial

Inmuhulhle.

Panlitnns Arhoreas con Palmas within Llanura Aluvial tnundable-

Manglures within Llanura Aluvial Inundable.

Bosque Alio Denso and Bosque Bajo Denso within the category Pie

de Monle: and Bosque .\lto Denso. Bosque Bajo Denso within the

category Sub Monlano.

Bosque Bajo Denso within the category Monlano.

Sabana Arborea and Sabana Arborea-Arbnstiva imixia) within the

category Selva Baja. The mixta category includes the mist induced

lomas formations which occur along the coast.

Inevitably, because the source map is at a regional scale, details of the smaller area,s of

forest and non-forest areas will have been lost. For example dry forests in the interandean

valleys, such as the Maranon. are not shown. The data displayed on Map 31.1. therefore,

provide only an outline of existing forest cover. It would not be realistic to measure forest

areas from it and consequently forest statistics derived from Map 311 have not been includ-

ed in this Atlas.

Spatial information of Peruvian protected areas was digitised from a dyeline map El Peru

y sus Areas Nalurales Protegidas ( 1 99 1 ), prepared at a scale of 1:2 million by the Fundacion

Peruana para la Conservaci6n de la Naturaleza. Peru, Nine different designations are listed

on the source map, with locations of 44 areas, including protection forests and national

forests. Only conservation areas which are classified as lUCN categories I-IV are mapped in

this Atlas.
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Young cotslal pluii

x>^J Old coosla] pljin

Savana bell

ForesOY bell

Figure 32.1 The major regions of Surinam, based on geo-

morphology, showing the forestry belt which is the main pro-

duction area Source: afler M. Hermeies el al ( 1990); Boxman el ill (1987)

industry, which accounted for 80.7 per cent of the total value of

exports in 1980 (SPS, 1988). Rice, bananas, citrus, oil palm,

coconuts, peanuts and vegetables are the only crops raised on a

commercial scale. These are predominantly grown in the Young
Coastal Plain. In the interior, most people are subsistence farm-

ers. The forestry sector contributes only 1 .5 per cent to GNP
and 2.5 per cent to export figures (Jonkers, 1987).

The Forests

The most comprehensive studies of the forest vegetation of

Surinam are by Lindeman (1953). Lindeman and Moolenaar

(1959), Lindeman and Mori (1989) and in the Suriname
Planatlas (SPS, 1988). The classifications of the forests in these

publications are different and in this Atlas we have generally

followed that given in the Suriname Planatlas.

The swamp forests in the country are called marsh forests by

Lindeman and Mori ( 1989) and are defined as forests that have

waterlogged soils for part of the year and are dry for the remain-

der of the year.

Low swamp forests are found in the Young Coastal Plain,

they cover about three per cent of Surinam's land area. They are

dominated by the following tree species; Mauritia flexuosa.

Chrysobalanus icaco. Annona glabra, Erylhrina glaiica.

Triplaris surinamensis. Pterocarpus officinalis and Tahehiiia

insignis. Although high swamp forests may occur in the Young
Coastal Plain, along creeks and rivers of the Savanna Belt and

in the hilly/mountainous interior, they occur predominantly in

the Old Coastal Plain. This forest type covers about two per cent

of the country. In the shallow fresh-water swamps, the mixed

Virola siirinaniensis/Syniplumia gtohulifera/EuWrpe oleraceu

forest forms the vegetation at the final stage of succession. In

other places Hura crepitans may dominate. In the central part of

the Old Coastal Plain, the species-poor Cruclia glahcrrinni-

Macrolobium acaciifotium forest is the climax vegetation.

Forests described as high sea.sonal swamp forests in Suriname

Planatlas are called swamp forests by Lindeman and Mori

(1989). Following Beard (1944). they consider the forests that

grow on soils that never completely dry out to be swamp forests.

High seasonal swamp forests are found on poorly drained

soils, low ridges, levees of rivers and plateaux of the coastal

plain, as well as along creeks and rivers in the Savanna Belt and

in the interior. They cover three per cent of Surinam's land area.

Many of these forests are dominated by a single tree species, for

instance the palm Euterpe oteracea. Some isolated forests are

dominated by Hura crepitans. Mora e.xcelsa trees predominate

on the levees of the larger rivers in western Surinam.

Lindeman and Mori (1989) describe the high dryland forests

(SPS, 1988) as seasonal evergreen forests. They have been the

subject of numerous and detailed studies. Lindeman (1953).

Lindeman and Moolenaar (1959). Maas (1971) and Schulz

(1960) provide descriptions of this forest type, which covers

about 80 per cent of Surinam. These forests thrive on the well-

drained soils of the higher ridges, levees and plateaux of the

coastal plain, on the loamy sands within the Savanna Belt and in

the hilly/mountainous areas that do not desiccate seasonally.

Structurally similar forests often differ greatly in species com-

position from one area to another. Only in very small areas do

single tree species predominate. In western Surinam, in the

Savanna Belt, species such as Mora gonggrijpii. Aspidosperma

excelsa and Ocotea rodiaei can form isolated stands. In the hilly

interior, small concentrations of trees such as Vouacapoua amer-

icana, Manilkara bidentata or Bertholletia excelsa are found.

Mountains with peaks over 500 m are located in western and

south-central Surinam and the forests (considered to be submon-

tane, see Granville. 1988) on these account for about three per

cent of the land area of Surinam. In general, trees are smaller,

tree species diversity falls and cryptogams are more abundant

(Lindeman and Mori, 1989). The vegetation of the upper reaches

of Tafleberg is a mosaic of elfin woodland, montane rain forest,

savanna on rocky soils and grass-edge savanna mountain. The
forest on this tepuis is somewhat different to that on other high

points in the country, these have not yet been the subject of

detailed studies.

High and low xerophytic forests cover at least two per cent of

the country. In Surinam, the forest transition from savanna to

high dryland forest is usually referred to as savanna forest

(Lindeman, 1953). The high xerophytic (or high savanna) forest

is a two-storeyed dry evergreen formation with a closed upper

canopy reaching 25-30 m in height; it commonly occurs on

deep white sands (FAO/UNEP. 1981). Although high xero-

phytic forests are usually mixed in composition, in many places

they are dominated by such trees as Eperua falcata, Humiria

balsamifera, Dimorphandra conjugata. Swartzia bannia and

others (SPS, 1988). The low xerophytic forest varies in height

from 10-20 m, but does not have different storeys. It is a very

dense, closed formation and generally fairly homogeneous
(FAO/UNEP, 1981). The species mentioned above (with the

exception of Eperua falcata) can dominate, while Clusia fock-

eana and Licania incana may also be important.
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Small patches of savanna are found scattered over the whole

forest area of Surinam but they cover only one per cent of the

country in total.

Mangroves
The coastal area consists largely of vast tidal mudflats, the

higher parts covered with black mangroves A\iceiuua gcnni-

nans. The estuarine zone also comprises narrow sand and shell

beaches and mangrove swamps that are bordered inland by shal-

low saline and brackish lagoons (Spaans and de Jong, 1982).

Red mangrove Rhizophora spp. forests are found along the

muddy, downstream riverbanks. Mangrove forests cover 1150

sq. km, according to SPS (1988), while Map 32.1 shows them

as covering an area of 1088 sq. km (Table 32.2). It should be

noted, however, that these estimates are for over 15 years ago

(see Map Legend). The vegetation of the brackish coastal area

(salt marshes, brackish lagoons, sandy beaches and coastal

ridges) covers about 1600 sq. km or one per cent of Surinam.

The estuarine zone is important as a natural breeding and

nursery ground for commercially valuable species of fish and

shrimps. This zone is of critical importance as a nesting area for

the South American endemic scarlet ibis Eiidocimus ruber

(Held, 1990). It also forms a favourite breeding area for large

numbers of egrets and herons (de Jong and Spaans, 1984). The

coast is by far the most important wintering area within South

America for the shorebirds of boreal and arctic North America

(Spaans and Baal, 1990). The coast also has internationally sig-

nificant nesting beaches for three species of sea turtles, the

leatherback Derinochelys coriacea, the green turtle Chetonia

mydas and the olive ridley Lepidochelys oUvacea. Surinam has

been a leader in turtle research for many years (Schulz, 1975).

Except for some habitat destruction by rice cultivation, the

estuarine ecosystem is undamaged (Spaans and Baal, 1990;

Mittermeier et al, 1990). Part of the estuarine zone, about 683

sq. km, of the coastal wetlands, has already been declared as a

multiple-use management area, while legislation is pending for

a further 1220 .sq. km (Werkhoven and Held, 1989).

Forest Resources and Management
According to the latest FAO (1993) estimate, forest in Surinam

covers 147.680 sq. km, all in the tropical rain and moist decidu-

ous forest zones, of this 146,050 sq. km is closed broadleaved

forest. The figures from Surinume PUintatlas indicate that

148,550 sq. km of forest is found in the country; the forest types

making up this total are indicated in Table 32.1.

Although Map 32.1 has been digitised from the Surinaine

Planallas (see Map Legend), the total forest figure measured

from this map (Table 32.2) is somewhat lower than that indicated

in Table 32.1. The probable reason for the differences is that the

borders between the Guianas are disputed. In the Surinaine

Planallas the area of the country is considered to be 164,000 sq.

km, whereas here the boundary of the country as shown on

Mundocarte (see Chapter 1) is used; this gives a country area of

only 146,986 sq. km. The disputed areas, nearly 17,000 sq. km,

are almost entirely covered with lowland forest and the addition

of this to the total forest figure shown in Table 32.2 makes it sim-

ilar to the other estimates of forest cover in the country.

Calculations using FAO"s figures, those in the Surinam Planatlas

and Map 32.1 all lead to the same conclusion, i.e. between 90 and

91 per cent of the country (NB not land area) is clothed in forest.

A narrow band of forest, the "forestry belt" located immedi-

ately to the south of the savannas is the only area considered to

have commercial timber production potential (Figure 32.1).

Table 32.1 Forest types in Surinam

Forest type

High dryland forest

Savanna forest (xerophytic forest)

Swamp forest

Seasonal swamp forest

Mangrove forest

Total

iourcf SPS (1988)

Area (sq. km)

133,600

1,850

7,250

4.700

1,150

148,550

South of this belt, hilly land makes road construction very

expensive, while transport of logs by water is not possible. In

the Suriname Planatlas (SPS, 1988), the total area of the

forestry belt is stated to be 22,000 sq. km. while Vink (1970)

regards its total area to be about 14,000 sq. km. Vink (1970)

further considers that in view of topography and stand composi-

tion only some 6000 sq. km are exploitable; this figure includes

some xerophytic forests north of the actual belt.

The forestry belt consists of rain forest (70 per cent), sea-

sonal swamp forest ( 1 3 per cent) and xerophytic forest (six per

cent). The remaining 1 1 per cent consists of forest types which

are of less economic importance. There are, in addition, some
swamp forest complexes in the coastal plain, with economically

valuable Virola surinamensis stands (for plywood), which cover

an area of about 1 000 sq. km. The area of timber production for-

est is. therefore, small in relation to the total area of Surinam.

The rain forest is rich in tree species, and patches of forest in

which one species predominates are unusual (de Graaf, 1986).

Inventories carried out by the Surinam Forest Service in this for-

est type have shown that more than 300 tree species can attain a

diameter of 25 cm or more. The average timber volume is 200 cu.

m per hectare. About 50 tree .species have commercial value, but

of these only 10 to 15 species are commonly used (Vink, 1977).

About 220 sq. km of previously exploited natural forest have

been replanted with indigenous and exotic species. The indige-

nous species used for reforestation include Virola surinamensis,

Carapa procera. Mora e.xcelsa, Cedrela odorata, and
Simarouba aniara. Exotic species belonging to the genera

Pinus. Eucalyptus. Gmelina, Aucoumea. and Cordia are also

planted. Of the 220 sq. km, some 80 sq. km have been replanted

Table 32.2 Estimates of forest extent in Surinam
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with pure stands of Pinus carihaea. while the remaining area

has been replanted using line and spot planting techniques.

Since the 1950s, efforts have been made to develop a silvi-

cultural system for the rain forest of Surinam (Boxman et al..

1987). A polycyclic system for sustained timber production has

been developed by a project which forms part of the UNESCO
Man and the Biosphere Programme. This system is referred to

as the CELOS Silvicultural System. It is based on an improved

harvesting technique and post-harvest silvicultural treatments

(Jonkers and Schmidt, 1984; see Box). De Graaf (1982) consid-

ers that the forests of Surinam are suitable for extensive "selec-

tion" forest management systems as there are large expanses of

terra-firma forest and little danger of agricultural encroachment

even in forests rendered accessible by logging.

Silviculture in Surinam
Attempts to devise silvicultural methods for Surinam's native

species began early this century, shortly after the fomiation of a

forest service. Tliese activities came to an end when the forest

service was abolished in 1925, and most of the data gathered

were subsequently lost. However, some of the early trial plots

still existed when the forest service was reinstated after World

War 11, and an assessment of the results was made in 1948.

The growth rates of the indigenous species were encour-

aging, but Pinus caribaea plantations were considered more

promising. Silviculture therefore focused on the establish-

ment of plantations of exotic species until the 1970s, and

management of natural forest outside nature reserves

remained restricted to regulating logging operations. The
Forestry Department was, nevertheless, interested in research

on the ecology and silviculture of natural forest. After 1965,

this research was continued by the Centre for Agricultural

Research in Surinam (Celos).

In the 1980s, these efforts resulted in the Celos
Management System (CMS) being devised. CMS is a poly-

cyclic system, in which only the largest trees are harvested,

while the smaller individuals of marketable species are

retained for future harvests. It includes a logging method, the

Celos Harvesting System, and a series of silvicultural inter-

ventions, referred to as the Celos Silvicultural System (CSS).

CMS is meant for management units of at least 250 sq.

km. For each unit, a management plan is prepared based on

reconnaissance mapping of forest composition and terrain

characteristics. The areas allocated as production forest are

divided into compartments of about 2 sq. km and a network

of roads is planned to allow timber transport by truck from

the compartments to the processing plant. In a standard unit

of 250 sq. km, five compartments are logged annually, giving

a felling cycle of 25 years.

The Celos Harvesting System was devised to reduce log-

ging damage and to improve harvesting efficiency. Before

harvesting begins, compartment boundaries are demarcated

and truck roads constructed. Then, in each compartment, all

harvestable trees are enumerated and mapped. These maps,

which also show important terrain characteristics, are used to

plan a network of main skid trails, which form the (semi-

permanent infrastructure of a compartment, and branch trails.

The main trails, which are about 100 m apart, are opened up

before felling.

Approximately seven large trees are felled per ha, giving a

yield of around 20 cu. m in each hectare. Directional felling

is applied so that the felled stems make an angle of 30 to 60

degrees to the adjacent main trail whenever possible. The
stems are then winched to the main trail, or, if the stem is ill-

positioned or too heavy for winching, a branch trail is opened

up, forming the shortest connection between the main trail

and the felled stem. The stems are subsequently skidded to

the truck road and loaded on a lorry for further transport.

This logging method minimizes skidding damage and
reduces skidding costs. Another advantage is that the main

trails can be used again during the second harvest, 20-25

years later.

Silvicultural operations start about one year after logging.

Felling creates sufficient openings in the canopy for natural

regeneration, therefore the main aim of CSS is to stimulate

the growth of the remaining timber trees. This is done by

eliminating a considerable number of trees without commer-
cial value and cutting thick lianas.

Two different approaches have been developed to select

trees to be eliminated. One is based on the assumption that

the average stand density should be reduced to a predeter-

mined level, and uses inventory data to compute a minimum
diameter limit of 20 cm or more for non-commercial trees to

be eradicated. The other approach tends to be less drastic and

applies two fixed stem diameter limits: the lower limit of 20

cm applies for non-commercial trees in the immediate vicini-

ty of a commercial tree, the higher one of 40 cm for other

non-commercial trees.

Trees to be eliminated are to die slowly and to remain

standing. This is achieved by ring-barking, supplemented by

small doses of arboricide where necessary. In this way, light

conditions are improved without abrupt changes in microcli-

mate or major damage caused by falling trees. In addition,

nutrients stored in the killed phytomass gradually become
available to the remaining vegetation.

The silvicultural treatment leads to rapid growth of the

remaining trees. After 8 to 10 years, the canopy is closed

again and growth rates quickly decline. A second treatment is

then required to keep increment of commercial trees at a high

level. This second treatment is comparable to the first one,

although less drastic and with more emphasis on selection

within the commercial stand.

Application of CMS results in a threefold increase in

diameter growth to about one cm per year and annual volume

increment is about four cu. m/ha. After 20 to 25 years, a sec-

ond yield of 20 cu. m/ha or more can be obtained, and the

forest will be substantially richer in commercial trees after

this second harvest than after the first one.

In the mid 1980s, guerilla groups became active in the rain

forests of Surinam, and consequently logging operations had

to be discontinued in virtually the whole country. This

impeded the application of the Celos Management System. In

1992, the various guerilla groups signed a peace treaty with

the government, and the timber industry gradually resumed

its logging activities. A new forest law was gazetted at

almost the same time. It provides a legal basis and a new start

for sustainable forest management in Surinam.

Source: Dr. W.B.J. Jonkers
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Slightly more than 19.620 sq. km of exploitable forests have

been leased to private and para-statal companies in the form of

timber concessions, which are renewed on a yearly basis. The

Timber Ordinance of 1947 regulated exploitation of limber and

forest products on state-owned land. This old timber law was

replaced by new legislation — the Forestry Law — in August

1992. In addition to the industrial timber operations, some tribal

inhabitants of the interior have been granted cutting licenses for

an indefinite period. These cover an area of 6,600 sq. km.

Timber production has decreased dramatically since 1980. In

that year, roundwood production was estimated at about

310,000 cu. m. while in 1989 it was only 120.000 cu. m. The

value of wood exports dropped from US$12 million in 1980 to

about US$1.42 million in 1989. The forestry sector has never

contributed more than 1 .5 per cent to the GNP and 2.5 per cent

to export earnings.

Deforestation

FAO (1993) estimates that between the years of 1981 and 1990.

Surinam lost 127 sq. km of forest each year. This is an annual

rate of only 0. 1 per cent, one of the lowest in the tropical world.

Between 1986 and 1989, the armed struggle in the interior made
timber production areas inaccessible and thereby reduced the

deforestation rate to some extent.

The Suriiiaine PUmallas (SPS. 1988) gives information on

land use in Surinam and from this it has been possible to calcu-

late the area of forest cleared for each purpose (Table 32.3).

In the eastern and central parts of the country, concessions

were granted for the mining of bauxite in areas of 200 and 120

sq. km respectively. The mines themselves have not caused sig-

nificant deforestation, but a dam constructed on the Surinam

River to supply the aluminium smelter with electrical energy,

inundated 1560 sq. km of forest, forming the Brokopondo
Reservoir.

Plantations of indigenous and exotic trees, occupy 220 sq.

km of land but the natural forest these replaced had been previ-

ously exploited. As yet, only one oilfield, covering an area of 34

sq. km. has been brought into production so this is not a major

cause of deforestation.

Commercial agricultural land covers about 620 sq. km, or 0.4

per cent of the land area. Cattle raising takes place only on

enclosed pastures in the coastal plain, and on one small experi-

mental farm in the interior. Shifting cultivation occupies an esti-

mated 1700 sq. km. about 10 per cent of which is planted at any

one time (Jonkers, 1987). In total, only 3 per cent of Surinam

has been brought under cultivation and. because of the inacces-

sibility of the interior, one may assume that deforestation for

this purpose will always be low.

Table 32.3 Land-use in Surinam
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a variety of reptiles, amphibians and orchids. Since the deforesta-

tion rate is so low, there is little threat of extinction or even

endangerment of species due to the destruction of their habitats.

Conservation Areas

The 1954 Nature Conservation Law provided for the establish-

ment of nature reserves by state resolution. Protection of natural

areas is part of the overall resource development programme of

the Surinam government and the nature conservation system in

the country ranks among the best in South America (Schulz,

1971). Between the years of 1961 and 1972. nine nature

reserves and one nature park were established. These areas were

selected for their "diverse and scenic landscape and/or the pres-

ence of tloristic. faunistic and geological objects that are impor-

tant in scientific or cultural respects".

Before independence in 1975. development programmes were

drawn up to be implemented with Dutch aid. Development was

to be concentrated in the north of the country and it was planned

that some natural areas would be converted for agricultural land

and plantations. Factory complexes, urban areas and mines

would also be developed in this region. A system of 10 protected

areas was. therefore, planned in this vulnerable northern region

in places adjacent to development zones. The system was based

on an ecosystem map prepared by Teunissen (1978). In 1986,

four of the ten sites were gazetted as nature reserves and in 1987.

part of the estuarine zone was put at the disposal of the Ministry

of Natural Resources to be managed as a multiple use zone.

At present the conservation areas in lUCN's categories I-IV

cover 7361 sq. km or 5.2 per cent of Surinam's land area (Table

32.4). They include tropical forest ecosystems and important

coastal formations. Two more nature reserves, which cover

ecosystems not yet represented in the established system, are pro-

posed for protection. In addition, enlargement of the nature park is

planned. Table 32.4 does not include multiple use management
areas; Bigi Pan (683 sq. km — category VIII) is already estab-

lished and two others are proposed. Also proposed are two small

forest reserves. When all these proposed protected areas are estab-

lished some seven per cent of Surinam will have protected status.

The reserves are managed by the Nature Conservation Division

of the Surinam Forest Service, with the help of a NGO. the

Foundation for Nature Preservation in Surinam (STINASU). The

head of this Service is authorised to take any measures necessary

to protect the reserves. There is a total ban on use of the resources

in these areas. The Surinam Forest Service is committed to main-

taining guard forces in the protected areas, but enforcement of pro-

tective legislation has been greatly hampered in recent years by

lack of equipment, particularly outboard motors and jeeps. The
development of eco-tourism has been limited as most of the nature

reserves have not been open to the public.

The one nature park. Brownsberg, is an area obtained on

long-term lease by STINASU. This park is primarily intended

for use as an "educational reserve".

In addition to the conservation areas listed in Table 32.4. there

are also some forest reserves in the country; their establishment

is provided for under the Timber Ordinance of 1947. Although it

is illegal to exploit the forest in these areas, it appears that there

are no other restrictions on activities within them.

The multiple use management area is controlled by the

Ministry of Natural Resources. In this area some forms of

exploitation, for instance agriculture, animal husbandry or fish-

eries, are allowed under certain management conditions.

A management plan is being prepared for the Bigi Pan
Multiple Use Area and a plan has been drafted for the Galibi

Table 32.4 Conservation areas of Surinam

Existing conservation areas in IUCN"s categories I-IV are listed

below. For information on Ramsar sites see Chapter 8.

ture Reserve
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is helping to document ethnobotanical information. This organi-

sation also provides money for technical training.

Numerous national and international NGOs and governments

are providing funds for con.servation in Surinam. These include

the Mac Arthur Foundation. WWF-US. WWF-Holland, the

Canadian Wildlife Service, the Roundtable-Suriname, the

Canadian International development agency, the Organisation

of American States and local private foundations.
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Organization of America States, Executive Secretarial for Economic and Social Affairs

Natural Ecosystems Versus Land-Use in Suriname.
Department of Regional Development. Washmgton. D.C. The source map has mainly been

Workshop 90, Manaus; Priority Areas for Conservation in ba^ed on 1978 data and is derived from the Reconnaissance Map of Suriname Lowland

Amazonia. 62 pp. £cojyj/em5 compiled by Teunissen.

Eleven vegetation types are depicted on the source map. These have been harmonised into the

Author: Marga Werkhoven, Curator, National Herbarium of broader classification shown on Map 32.1. The vegetation types have been harmonised as fol-

S-,1 .u*' e .^NTD A^ r^^^ef ^^A \\i t> I lows: mangrove — Manerove forest, salt water and brackish marsh: lowland rain forest —
urmame. with contributions from N.K. de Orarr and W.B.J. ^ s

j

High dryland forest', inland swamp forest — Lmw swamp forest. High swamp forest. High sea-

sonal swamp forest: sub-montane rain forest— Mountain forest (elevations > 500m): dry forest

— High and tow xerophylic forest, and non-forest — Fresh water marsh and swamp scrub.

Savanna, Cultivated and abandoned land.

IVlap 32,1 Surinam Location and boundary data for Surinam's protected areas were derived from the same source

Forest cover data for Surmam were digitised from plate By Vegetation of the Suriname as above but from plate D, Land Use and Concessions. The category Nature reserve/park has

Planaflas (1988). The Planatlas was prepared by the National Planning Office of Suriname, been digitised- Additional locational point data have been taken from the WCMC protected

Regional Development and Physical Planning Department, with assistance from the areas database.

Jonkers, both from Wageningen Agricultural University.
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near Ciudad Guayana, which has become the most important

city in the State of Bolivar and the biggest centre for heavy

industry in the country. The Orinoco is being opened up for

exploitation of the heavy crude oil which is found along much
of its lower reaches.

Eighty-four per cent of Venezuela's population live in urban

areas, one of the highest percentages in any Latin American

country. The capital city of Caracas has over four million inhab-

itants. Most Venezuelans (69 per cent) are mestizo, 20 per cent

are European, nine per cent are of African origin and only two

per cent are Amerindian (see Box).

Since the 1950s, the country's economy has been strongly

supported by oil exports. Most of this comes from around

Maracaibo, but the middle Orinoco region is likely to prove to

have one of the largest reserves in the world. Main agricultural

exports are coffee, cacao, tropical fruits, beverages and fish, but

over 50 per cent of farmers practice subsistence agriculture

rather than growing cash crops.

'/'/;(' dramiitic Vcille ile las Mil Colmnuas. Canaima National Park.

Venezuela. Canaima coniprise.'i outstanding tepuyfonnations.

(WWF/Bruno Pambour)

The Forests

Humid evergreen forests are found in the Amazonas-Guayana
region, in the Orinoco Delta, and in the area south and south-east

of Lake Maracaibo. The flora in Guayana and Amazonas is extra-

ordinarily rich. Huber (1982) described 13 types of forest, scrub

and savanna vegetation in the Venezuelan Amazonas, The most

important species are Couroupita guianensis, Ceiba pentandra,

Coumarouna punctata and Carapa guianensis. Canopy species

include Calophylluin brasiliense. Guarea trichilioides.

Pentaclethia macroloba and Swartzia sp., as well as palms of the

genera Iriartea. Oenocarpus, Scheelea and Socratea. In the lower

canopy, species from the genera Brownea, Inga, Luehea. Prolium,

Trichilia and Bactris are found. The floristic composition of these

forests is, however, very variable (FAOAJNEP, 1981 ) and there is

a very close relationship between different types of forest vegeta-

tion and soils (Franco, 1979, 1988; Franco and Dezzeo, 1992).

The Orinoco Delta is mainly covered by swamp forest. The

palm Euterpe oleracea is abundant and produces the palmheart.

the basis of an important local industry which, in 1990, pro-

duced 6480 tons of oil, mainly for export (Finol. 1992;

MARNR-SEFORVEN, 1991).

One of the most interesting vegetation types in the

Amazonas-Guayana region is that found growing on the top of

the table mountains, or tepuis, over 1600 m. Many of the

species on the tepuis are endemic, these include Heliamphora

spp. and other carnivorous plants.

Cloud forest is found from 3000 m down to 800 m in the

Andes and in the northern coastal range. In the former, several

species of Podocarpus, together with the families Lauraceae,

Myrtaceae, Cunoniaceae and Brunelliaceae predominate,

whereas in the latter Gyranthera caribensis is a dominant
canopy species, along with trees from the genera Sloanea,

Ecclinusa. Licania and Graffenrieda. Above the cloud forest in

the Andes is the paramo vegetation, with its specialized flora

characterized by species of the genus Espelelia.

Ethno-cultural Diversity
There are more than 300,000 indigenous people from 26 eth-

nic groups in Venezuela. About one third of these live to the

south of the Orinoco River (OCEI. 1 992). Most of the people

are strongly dependent upon forest resources as they practice

shifting cultivation, hunting, fishing and gathering. The
organisation and political activity of the indigenous popula-

tion has increased significantly in the last few years. Their

most pressing demand is the recognition of their land rights.

Recently, an indigenous group from the State of Bolivar

demanded that the Congress of the Republic intervene to stop

the Forest Service giving a management concession that was

in its territory to a timber company.

Among the Amazonas ethnic groups the Yanomami
(13.000), Piaroa (2500) and Yekuana (1500) are the most

numerous and least affected by acculturization. When national

parks and (national) biosphere reserves have been created,

the rights of the ethnic groups to continue their way of life

and normal activities (shifting cultivation, hunting, etc.) have

been taken into account and, at the same time, colonisation

by non-indigenous people has been forbidden.

Forest conservation in the Southern Orinoco region of

Venezuela is very important for the conservation of indig-

enous cultures. The recent creation of the Alto Orinoco-

Casiquiare Biosphere Reserve (83,000 sq. km) by the

Venezuelan Government forms a good basis for the estab-

lishment of a special programme concerned with the con-

servation of both the natural resources and local cultures.

The Permanent Committee for this national biosphere

reserve includes representatives of the local indigenous

communities. SADA-AMAZONAS, lUCN and AMA-
.'^ndalucia have prepared a five year project for the reserve

(Franco et al., 1992), which has been submitted to interna-

tional sponsors for support.

Increasing sedentarization and acculturation of the indige-

nous population has increased their ecological impact on

some areas, particularly in Guayana and Amazonas. In these

areas, the soils and general ecological conditions are very

poor for agricultural production and it is necessary to develop

new agroecological systems to guarantee food production

without major ecological disturbance. CAIAH is attempting

to achieve this through research in Amazonas in cooperation

with Venezuelan and foreign universities.
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Gallery and other riparian forests are common in the central

and southern parts of the country: they are frequently flooded.

The canopy, at 20 m. is dominated by Plerocarpus spp..

Pilhecellobium soman. Guazuma ulmifolia. Lecylhis ollaria.

Ceiba pentandia and Vochysia spp. In the lower canopy are

found Cappahs coccolobifolia. Acacia glomerosa and Casearia

hirsula amongst others (FAO/UNEP, 1981).

The seasonal evergreen and deciduous forests in the north-

west and, to a lesser degree, in the northeast of the country con-

tain species such as Aslronium graveolens, Bombacopsis quina-

ta. Bourreria cumanensis. Bursera, Ceclrela mexicana.
Swielenia macrophylla and Tabebiiia spp., as well as species of

the palm genera Attalea. Bactris and Acrocomia (Franco, 1979;

FAO/UNEP. 1981).

Mangroves
The coastal ecosystems of the Caribbean sea and the Atlantic

ocean are rich in mangroves. They are estimated by several

authors to cover about 6500 sq. km (MARNR, 1989; Pannier

and Pannier (1989); Saenger et al.. 1983; Taylor. 1988), but

Conde and Alarcon (1993) think this is probably an overesri-

mation, as a result of the inclusion o/Symphonia globulifera,

a plant whose light spectrum and shape makes it prone to be

confused with mangroves in photointerpretation. They regard

the figure of 2500 sq. km, reported in MARNR (1986). to be

more realistic; an earlier report by MARNR (1983) gives the

figure of 3233 sq. km. The area of mangroves indicated on

Map 33.1 is 6206 sq. km. Those in the Orinoco Delta are the

most extensive; they make up around 68 per cent of the coun-

try's total mangrove area (MARNR, 1989). The common
species are Rhizophora mangle, Laguncularia racemosa,
Avicennia tomentosa, A. officinalis and Conocarpus erecta

(FAO/UNEP. 1981).

During the 1970s the tall (30 m) Rhizophora mangle forest in

the Guarapiche forest reserve (near the Orinoco Delta) was
exploited for timber, but economic problems of the company
and pressure from ecologists stopped this exploitation.

Forest Resources and Management
There are various different estimates given below for the extent

of forest in Venezuela. The variation appears to be mainly due

to the different years in which the measurements were taken,

though the definition of forest varies between publications as

well. A 1983 publication by MARNR Mapa de la Vegetacion

Actual de Venezuela gives figures for different forest types as

shown in Table 33.1. Though this map was published at a scale

of 1:250,000, the interpretation work was done on aerial pho-

tographs at a scale of 1:50,000 and 1:100,000.

A later report by Centeno (1990) indicated that there were
455,600 sq. km of forest remaining in the country in 1988.

Dense forest made up 4 1 6,000 sq. km of this, open forest cov-

ered a further 36,000 sq. km and pine plantations covered the

remaining 3600 sq. km. The dense forests are made up of

243,400 sq. km of production forests, 1 14,000 sq. km of protec-

tion forests. 52.300 sq. km of gallery forests and 6300 sq. km of

mangroves. Two years later, in 1990. FAO's estimate (FAO,
1993) was that there were 454,570 sq. km of moist forest (i.e.

the tropical rain, moist deciduous and hill and montane cate-

gories of FAO's classification) remaining in Venezuela. FAO
also gives figures of 2200 sq. km of of forest in the dry decidu-

ous zone and 120 sq. km of forest in the very dry zone. Both
these formations are drier than any shown on Map 33.1 or given

in Table 33.2 and they have not been included in the statistics at

Table 33.1 Estimates of forest extent in Venezuela

Ft ireSt type
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able" for everyone who wants to develop a farm. The Agrarian

Reform Law (1960) even recognizes deforestation as "land

improvement", which has to be paid for by the State if it wants

to recover the land. It is, therefore, good business to invade pub-

lic forest land and deforest it.

In contrast, to the south of the Orinoco, the States of Bolivar

and especially Amazonas, have been comparatively undis-

turbed. Until recently, only areas along major roads were defor-

ested. However, increasing economic activity in Bolivar State

means that the forest resources are being depleted there. The
State of Amazonas has remained free from forest destruction

caused by either cattle ranching or timber exploitation. Overall,

therefore, the southern half of Venezuela still retains a major

area of tropical rain forest.

The Department of Renewable Natural Resources, which was

converted in 1976 to the Ministry of Environment and
Renewable Natural Resources (MARNR), has promoted the cre-

ation of national parks, forest reserves and other areas to con-

serve Venezuela's natural resources. Both the National Institute

of Parks (INPARQUES — Instituto Nacional de Parques) and

the Forest Service (SEFORVEN — Service Forestal

Venezolano) are part of MARNR. MARNR was the first min-

istry for the environment to be set up in Latin America.

At present, SEFORVEN gives 30 year concessions to timber

companies so that the companies will have a long term interest

in the forest. The most important obligations of the timber com-
panies are to defend the forest against shifting cultivators and to

regenerate the production potential of the forest through silvi-

culture. The system has been relatively successful in some areas

in the Western Llanos (Ticoporo), but it has failed in others

(Caparo). The rapid establishment of a forest plantation barrier

at the forest frontier and construction of a timber factory, both

giving employment to the local people, seem to be the decisive

factors in the success of these schemes.

By 1992, about 31,000 sq. km of forest had been given out in

concessions for forest management by SEFORVEN (Table

33.3). However, the timber companies are currently working at

reduced capacity due to the economic recession. MARNR-
SEFORVEN (1991) estimated that industrial roundwood pro-

duction was 697,300 cu. m in that year, a somewhat lower fig-

ure than the estimate in FAO (1994) for 1991, which is the same

as that for 1992 given at the head of the chapter. If demand
increases, the timber companies will be able to step up timber

production very rapidly. The Forest Service still has about

85,000 sq. km of reserve available for new concessions.

In the State of Amazonas, Venezuela is promoting a truly

integrated and ambitious conservation programme as part of its

membership of the Amazon Cooperation Treaty. Other member
countries are Bolivia. Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana. Peru

and Surinam. Venezuela has banned both mining and timber

exploitation in the State and, in enforcing this, the Venezuelan

army has, several times, expelled Brazilian garimpeiros (gold-

miners) who have invaded territory in the upper Orinoco
(Yanomami) region. In addition, 50 per cent of the area has

been protected through the gazettement of four national parks, a

dozen natural monuments (all tepuis are protected by law as nat-

ural monuments) and the 83,000 sq. km Alta Orinoco-
Casiquiare (national) Biosphere Reserve. These protected areas

contribute to the preservation of both the tropical rain forest and

the culture of twelve indigenous groups including the

Yanomami, Yekuana, Goahibo and Piaroa (see Box). To imple-

ment its Amazonas conservation policy, Venezuela has created

the Autonomous Service for Environmental Development in

Table 33.3 Areas under forest management for timber productio
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activity which gains local political support. Fuelwood and char-

coal is not used to a great extent in Venezuela, the 776,000 cu.

m estimated by FAO (1994) is less than that used in most of the

other South and Central American countries. MARNR-SEFOR-
VEN (1991) estimated that only 41,250 tons (about 46,700 cu

m) were used in a year.

The high rate of forest destruction will almost certainly con-

tinue in coming years. The socio-economic crisis present in

most Latin American countries, promoted by international debt

and the reduced price paid for exports, has recently caused

political instability in Venezuela. The application by the gov-

ernment of a neoliberal and "open market" economic policy has

significantly increased inflation and the gap between rich and

poor. As a consequence, pressure on the environment and natural

resources has increased and the prospects for successful envi-

ronmental protection programmes has worsened.

The government is promoting exports of Venezuelan products

and the agro-industrial sector is already responding to the better

facilities they have been offered. For instance, in the flood plain

of Lake Maracaibo, banana plantations and beef cattle production

are expanding with a consequent increase in pollution and defor-

estation in the area. Similarly, oil palm plantations have been

expanding into areas of natural vegetation in the eastern Llanos.

Biodiversity

Five important South American biogeographical regions

(Andean, Caribbean, Guianan. Amazonian and the Orinoco

Llanos) are represented in Venezuela. The flora and fauna are

accordingly rich. The country has been estimated to have more

than 20,000 species of flowering plant, including 1500 species

of orchids. Despite the fact that only about 20 per cent of the

Venezuelan Amazonas region has been explored, more than

5000 plant species have already been described from there.

About 20 per cent of the plants in the country are endemic.

There are 323 mammal species (15 endemic), 1325 birds (51

endemic), 246 reptiles (55 endemic) and 183 amphibians (76

endemic), as well as more than 1000 fish species in the Orinoco

region alone (MARNR-POA, 1984; Eisenberg and Redford,

1979; Eisenberg, 1989; Phelps and Meyer, 1979). Table 33.4

shows the international importance of the wildlife from the

Venezuelan Amazon region.

Threatened mammals include the spectacled bear Tremaictos

oniatus. the giant otter Pteronura brasiliensis. the margay
Leopaidus wiedii, the black-headed uakari Cacajao
melanocephaliis and the bat Leptonycteris curasoae
(Groombridge, 1993). None of these species is endemic.

Twenty bird species are listed as threatened by Collar et al.

(1992), 1 1 of them are endemic and most inhabit forest, particu-

Table 33.4 Total number of species and those listed by CITES and

lUCN from the Amazon region of Venezuela.

Taxon Total Species CITES*

Mammals 180 15

Birds 650 8

Reptiles 84 10

Amphibians 53 -

Fish 320

* On Appendix 1

•* On 1990 lUCN Red List

Source: Franco el al. ( 1 992)

lUCN**
15

3

11

larly montane forest. Endangered forest species include the

tachira emerald Amazilia distans, the Paria redstart Myioborus

pariae, both of which are endemic, and the northern helmeted

curassow Pauxi paiixi. Areas with the highest degree of

endemism are the Paria Peninsula, the Andes, the Coastal

Cordillera and the Pantepui Region.

Threatened reptile species include the giant South American

river turtle Podocneinis expansa. the red-headed Amazon turtle

P. enthrocephala, the zulia toad-headed turtle Phiynups ziiliae

and the American and Orinoco crocodiles, Crocodylus aciitus

and C. intermedins respectively. The turtles are mostly hunted

for food, while the crocodiles are killed for their skins. The
spectacled caiman Caiman crocodilus is very abundant and

there has been an attempt to exploit it coinmercially under the

official technical supervision of PROFAUNA (the Venezuelan

Wildlife Service).

There are ten amphibians in the country which are considered

to be in danger, though none is listed as globally threatened by

lUCN. These are two endemic Bolitoglossa salamanders and

eight frogs from the genera Atelopiis. Minyobates and
Dendrobates. On top of the table mountains, frogs from the

genus Tepiiihyla have been discovered, a different endemic

species on each tepui (Ayarzaguena, 1984; Ayarzaguena et al.,

1992; Donnelly and Myers, 1991; Gorzula, 1992).

Information on fish and invertebrates is generally lacking.

However, one of the world's largest butterflies, Thysania agrip-

ina. is found in Venezuela and one endemic species, Parides

klagesi. is considered threatened (Groombridge, 1993).

More details on the threatened animals in the country will be

established with the production of the Red Data Book for the

animals of Venezuela, a collaboration between several hundred

national scientists and approved by PROFAUNA, which was

published in late 1994.

Conservation Areas

Venezuela's first protected area was created in 1937; this was the

Henri Pittier National Park ("Rancho Grande") which protects

more than 1000 sq. km of cloud forest and coastal forest in the

Coastal Cordillera. However, it was not until MARNR was set

up in 1976 that a coherent protected areas management system

was put into place (lUCN, 1992). The National Institute of Parks

has been relatively successful in creating an extensive nation-

wide national parks system .so that cun'ently there are 42 national

parks and 20 natural monuments administered by INPARQUES
(Table 33.5), they cover an area of around 142200 sq. km or 16.1

per cent of the country's land area. This is more than in any other

Latin American country. Faunal Refuges, administered by

MARNR, are also shown in Table 33.5 as these are in lUCN's
category IV. Exploitation of the animals is not allowed in these

refuges, whereas it is allowed in the faunal re,serves.

These areas are strongly protected by law and there are, on

paper, very severe restrictions on their use. However, political

will and economic resources are often lacking and the majority

of protected areas are not adequately managed, which leaves

them open to illegal exploitation. In addition, INPARQLIES fre-

quently has to compete with other government departments for

its funding, particularly SEFORVEN and the Ministry of

Energy and Mines, and in some instances industrial projects

take precedence over protection of the conservation areas. Well

known examples illustrating the lack of protection include the

degradation of the Caracas Protection Zone, the threat to the

Cuare Faunal Refuge and Ramsar Site from pollution and urban

expansion, gold-mining in Canaima, Yapacana and Senania de
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la Neblina National Parks and the gas pipeline planned for the

Peni'nsula de Paria National Park. The strategy has been one of

creating a large number of protected areas irrespective of the

government's ability to manage them (Gondelles, 1992).

In 1983, the Organic Law for Territorial Planning defined 25

categories of areas that required special administration owing to

their particular production, recreation or protection potential

(lUCN. 1992). These form the system of Areas under Special

Administrative Regime (Areas Bajo Regimen de Administrative

Especial — ABRAE). The main categories and the area they

cover are shown in Table 33.6. Hunting is allowed in wildlife

reserves, sustainable exploitation is allowed in the protective

zones. It is illegal for forest reserves and forest lots to be converted

into agricultural land, but they may be used for timber production.

Various restrictions apply to the other categories shown in Table

33.6: their use is under the official supervision of MARNR.
In 1991. MARNR and INPARQUES formulated a proposal

for a new and comprehensive Protected Natural Areas Law and

this will supersede the present system of conservation areas

(lUCN, 1992).

Venezuelans respect their national parks; this is manifest in

the continuous fight by conservation groups defending El Avila

National Park, which has become a symbol of the city of

Caracas, as well as by the growth in the activities of NGOs
working in national parks. However, there is little public sup-

port for protection of other forest land which has no apparent

use. This is the case with the forest reserves and other protected

areas in flat lands. As a result, SEFORVEN finds it more diffi-

cult to fulfil its function than does INPARQUES.
A law passed in 1992, the Penal Law of the Environment,

imposes fines and imprisonment on anybody hunting wildlife or

destroying its habitat in national parks. It also makes environ-

mental impact assessments a legal requirement for industrial

development. Although the Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Table 33.5 Conservation areas of Venezuela

Existing protected areas in lUCN's categories 1-IV are shown below.

For information on Ranisar sites and Biosphere reserves .see Chapter 8.

National Park
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Table 33.6 Numbers and areas of other Conservation Areas in

Venezuela, excluding those hsted in Table 33.5.
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Mapped forest jnformalion ha.s been derived from the Mapa de Vegtlaciaii de Venezuela, pre-

pared by Otto Huber and Clara Alarcon. The map was published by The Ministerio del

Ambiente y los Recursos Naturales Renovables and The Nature Conservancy in 1988 at a scale

of 1:2 million, but reflects the status of the vegetation cover in Venezuela for approximately

1982 (O. Huber. pers. comm., October 1991). Since then, heavy deforestation has occurred

north of the Orinoco, especially in the Andes. A digital version of this map was kindly made

available to WCMC by BIOMA. In addition, the booklet. Manglares de Venezuela (MARNR,

1989) has been used to map the mangrove areas more accurately.

The forest cover and forest types shown in this Atlas are an amalgamation of Huber &
.Alarcon's forest classes. Huber & Alarcon's map is classified into four distinct regions, based

on relief: Region A — Insular r litoral: Region B — Llanuras bajas: Region C — Colinas and

Region D — Montaiias. These regions are segregated further into smaller geographical sub-

regions and then categorised by vegetation/land use type. From these finer vegetation cate-

gories, those listed as bosques (including mangroves) are shown as forest on Map 3.^.1. All

other categories have been amalgamated into non-forest; e.g. savanna, scrub and grassland are

includea in non-forest.

From Huber & Alarcon"s 150 vegetation classes. 74 have been combined into the broad forest

categories shown on Map 33.1. To formulate these broad categories, some assumptions during

data harmonization have been made: I. the evergreen, semi-evergreen, riverine, cloud forest and

semi-deciduous forest categories have been combined to form the moist forest classes shown in

this atlas; 2. the dry forests include all forests which have been classified as deciduous on the

Huber & Alarcon map; 3. the type of forest, i.e. lowland and montane rain forest, has been

determined by the finer classification on the source map. Those forest categories of the Huber &
Alarcon map defined as "basimontanos" are included in lowland rain forest, forests classified as

'submontanas' are included in submontane forests and those defined as 'montanas' have been

included in the montane forest cover. Where the source category shows two types of forest,

implying transitional formations (i.e. submontanos/montanas, or semi-deciduous/deciduous),

then the fonner forest type has been selected (unless the colour coding on the map suggests oth-

erwise) and harmonised accordingly.

The source forest categories have been harmonised in the following manner: lowland moist

forests, including riverine forests — classes 9. 10. 14. 15, 21, 24. 33, 35. 41, 48. 49, 50. 51. 59.

64, 65. 7 1 , 72. 73. 75. 80, 8 1 , 85, 86, 1 1 0, 1 22; submontane forests— 66, 74. 82. 87. 88. 94. 95,

97,99,97, 103, 106, 109, 111. 116, 127, 130, 131, 135, 139, 144. 148; montane forests — 89.

98. 107. 108, 1 13. 1 14. 123, 132. 136, 140. 149 (these include the Tepuyana forest vegetation

classes: i.e. 1 14. 123, 132. 140. 149); dry deciduous forests— 8. 16. 34, 105, 39, 60. 70, 93, 96,

143; swamp forests — 42. 43. 53 and mangroves— 4.6 and 44.

Protected areas have been digitised from a published map Republica de Venezuela — Areas

Bajo Regimen de Adminislracion Especial at a scale of c. 1:2.5 million, compiled by the

Ministerio del Ambiente y de los Recursos Naturales Renovables and Servicio Autonomo

Forestal Venezolano and published in 1991.
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Acronyms

Acronyms

AMI Inlegrul Management Area

ANCON Asociacion National para la Conservacion

APN Adminislracidn de Parques Nacionalcs

AT Alianzas Tripartitas

BAS Belize Audubon Society

CARE Cooperative for Foreign Remittances

CATIE Centre Agronomico Tropical de

Investigacion y Ensenanza

CCC Caribbean Conservation Corporation

CCE Comision de las Comunidades Europeas

CCT Centre Cientifico Tropical

CDC Conservation Data Centre

CDF Cenlro de Desarrollo Forestal

CEAP Centre for Environmental Studies and

Policies

CECON Centro de Estudios Conscrvacionistas

CEDI Centro Ecunemico de Documentai^ao

informa^ao

CELOS Centre for Agricultural Research in Surinam

CFCA Caribbean Forest Conservation Association

CI Conservation International

CIDA Canadian Internationa! Development Agency

CIFOR Center tor International Forestry Research

ClIFE Caribbean International Institute for

Forestry and the Environment

CITES Convention on International Trade m
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and

Flora

CLIRSEN Centro de Levantamientos Integrados de

Recursos Naturales por Sensores Remotos

CNF Camara Nacional Forestal

CNRS Centre d'Etudes de Geographic Tropicale

COHDEFOR Corporacidn Hondurena de Desarrollo

Forestal

CONAl Comision Nacional de Asuntos Indigenas

CONAMA Comision Nacional del Medio Ambiente

CONAP Consejo Nacional de Areas Protegidas

CONATEF Comision Nacional Forestal

CONIF Corporacidn Nacional de Investigacion y

Fomento Forestal

CONTACTYT Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y

Tecnolog Ia

CORDES Regional Development Corporations

CPD Centres of Plant Diversity

CUMAT Cenlro de Invesligaciones y Estudio de la

Capacidad de Uso Mayor de la Tierra de

Bolivia

DAF Minislere de I'AgricuIlure et de la Foret

DDE Direction Departementale de TEquipement

DED Servicio Aleman de Cooperacidn Social-

Tecnica

DIGEBOS Direccidn General de Bosques

DINAF Direccidn Nacional Forestal

DIREN Regional Environment Office

DNP Direccidn Nacional de Parques

DNR Divisidn of National Resources

DPN Divisidn de Parques Nacionales

DPNVS Direccidn de Parques Nacionales y Vida

Silvestre

DVS Departamento de Vida Silvestre

EBA Endemic Bird Area

ECCO Asociacion de Ecologia y Conservacidn

ENSO El Nifio Southern Oscillation

EUNED Editorial Universidad Esiaial a Distancia

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations

FONAMA Fondo Nacional para el Medio Ambiente

FPCN Fundacidn Peruana para la Consenacidn de

la Naturaleza

FPN Fundacidn de Parques Nacionales

FSCD Forestry and Soils Conservation Department

FUCSA Fundacidn Cuero y Salado

FUDENA Fundacidn para la Defensa de la Naturaleza

FUNAI National Indian Foundation

FYDEP Empressa Nacional de Fomento y

Desarrollo Econdmico de El Peten

GAHEF Guyana Agency for Health Sciences

Education. Environment and Food Policy

GDP Gross Domestic Product

GEE Global Environment Facility

GFC Guyana Forestry Commission

GIS Geographic Information System

GNP Gross National Product

GNRA Guyana National Resources Agency

GTZ Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Technische

Zusammenarbeit (German Aid Agency)

IBAMA Institute Brasileiro de Meio Ambiente e dos

Recursos Naturais Renovaveis

IBGE Fundacidn Institute Brasileira de Geografia

e Estatistica

ICBP International Council for Bird Preservation

(new BirdLife International)

ICDP Integrated Conser\'ation-Development Project

IDAEH institute of Anthropology and Histor>'

IDB interamerican Development Bank

IGAC Institute Geografico "Augustin Codazzi"

IICA Institute Intcramericano de Cooperacidn

para la Agricultura

IIED International Institute for Environment and

Development

INAFOR Institute Nacional Forestal. Guatemala

INBie Instituto Nacional de Biodiversidad

IMP Iguana Management Project

INC Instituto Nacional de Colonizacidn

INDERENA Instituto Nacional de los Recursos

Naturales Renovables y del Medio

Ambiente

INE Instituto Nacional de Estadistica

iNEFAN Institute Ecuatoriano Forestal y de Areas

Naturales y de Vida Silvestre

INEGI National Institute of Statistics. Geography

and Information

INPA Institute Nacional de Pesquisas na Amazonia

INPE Institute Nacional de Investigaciones

Espaciales del Brazil

INRENARE Instituto Nacional de Recursos

Naturales Renovables

IPGH Instituto Panamericane de Geografia e

Hisioria

IRA Instituto de Reforma Agraria

ISPAN Institut de Sauvegarde du Patrimoine

National

ISPN Institute for the Study of Society. Population

and Nature

ITTO International Tropical Timber Organization

lUCN World Conservation Union

IWRB International Waterfowl and Wetlands

Research Bureau

JCDT Jamaica Conservation and Development

Trust

KfW Kredilonstalt fiir Wiederaufbau

LANDSAT-TM LANDSAT-Thematic Mapper

LBL Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

MACA Minislerio de Asuntos Campesinos y

Agropecuarios

MAG Ministerie de Agricultura y Ganaderi'a

MAGA Minislerio de Agricultura. Ganaderi'a y

Alimentacfon

MARNR Ministerie del Ambiente y de los Recursos

Naturales Renovables

MIRENEM Ministerie de Recursos Naturales.

Energi'a y Minas

MMOM Metodo Mexicano de Ordenamicnio de

Monies

NAFTA North America Free Trade Association

NFAP National Forestry Action Plan

NGO Non Governmental Organisation

NPAS National Protected Areas Svstem

NRCD National Resources Conser^aiion Depanment

NRED National Report on Environment and

Development

NYZS New York Zoological Society

GAS Organization of American States

ODA Overseas Development Agency

ONF Office National des Fdrets

ORCA Oficina Regional para Centro America

ORSTOM Office de la Recherce Scientifique et

Technique Outre Mer

OTS Organization for Tropical Studies

PAFC Plan de Accidn Forestal de Colombia

PAFCR Plan de Accidn Forestal de Costa Rica

PAFE Plan de Accidn Forestal de Ecuador

PAFG Plan dc Accidn Forestal para Guatemala

PARC Protected Areas Resources Conservation

Project

PEA Programa de Educacidn Ambiental

PFA Permanent Forest Areas

PIN National Integration Programme

PPF Plan Piloto Forestal

PRB Population Reference Bureau

PROAFT Programa de Accidn Forestal Tropical

PRONAREG Programa Nacional de Regionalizacidn

SADA-AMAZONAS Service Autdnomo para el

Desarrollo Ambiental del

Estado Amazonas

SARH Secretariat of Agriculture and Water

Resources

SEA Secretaria de Estado de Agricultura

SENMA Secretaria Nacional del Medio Ambiente

SI-A-PAZ Sistema de Areas Protegidas para la Paz

SINAP National System of Protected Areas

SPI Servicio de Proiectidn Indigena

SPN Servicio de Parques Nacionales

STINASU Stichting Natuurbeheud Surinam

SUBIR Sustainable Use of Biological Resources

SUFOREN Subsecretarfa Forestal y de Recursos

Naturales Renovables

SURENA Subsecretarfa de Estado de Recursos

Naturales

TFAP Tropical Forest Action Plan

TNC The Nature Conservancy

TTFNC Trinidad and Tobago Field Naturalists Club

UC University of California

UCEFO Association of Forestry' Communities and

Ejidos of Oaxaca

UN L'nited Nations

UICN Union Mundial para la Natureleza

UNCED United Nations Conference on Environment

and De\ elopmeni

UNDP United Nations Development Programme

UNEP United Nations Environment Piogramme

UNESCO United Nations Educational. Scientific and

Cultural Organization

USAID United States Agency for International

Development

USDA United States Department of Agriculture

UWI University of West Indies

WCED World Commission on Environment and

Development

WCl Wildlife Conservation International

WCMC World Conservation Monitoring Centre

WRl World Resources Institute

W^'

F

World Wide Fund for Nature
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Glossary

Glossary

Alluvial Rclaied to maleri;il deposited by running

walcr

Altiplano High piaieau or plain; tableland.

Angiosperm Flowering plant (class Angiospermae).

Anthropoi^enic Created by man,

Anuran Amphibian of the order Anura,

Avifauna Tlic birdlife of a region or a period of lime,

Backswanip Swamp in a backland.

Barrier reef Coral reef parallel to shore, separated from

it by a lagoon (qv),

Biodiversilj' Richness of genes, species, and

ecosystems,

Biogeograph.> Definition of an area by its fauna and

flora,

Biomass The amount of living matter in a defined area.

Biome Large natural community of flora and fauna

adapted to conditions in which it is found.

Biosphere The part of the planet containing living

organisms-

Biota The flora and fauna of an area

Biotope An area or habitat of a particular lype, defined

by the organisms that typically inhabit il-

Black->vater Refers to water containing biologically

active matter

Brake Rough or marshy land, usually overgrown with

one kind of plant.

Broadleaved Refers to any tree of the subclass

Dicotyledonac of the class Angiospermae,

Buffer zone An area peripheral to a national park or

reserve which has restrictions placed on its use to give

an added layer of protection to the conservation area

itself.

Caatinga Scrubby, xerophylic scrubland in areas of

alternating flood and drought.

Campesino Latin American Indian farmer/labourer.

Campina Open forest on white sand.

Canopy The cover formed by the branches and leaves

of trees in a wood or forest, usually refers to the top for-

est layer.

Catchment A river basin; sometimes only its upper

portion.

Cay A low. insular bank or reef of coral, sand. etc.

Cerrado Scrubland with savanna-like vegetation.

ClearfelMnK Complete clearance of a forest.

Chmax Final stage in natural succession of a communi-

ty of organisms, in equilibrium with environmental con-

ditions.

Closed forest Effectively complete forest with canopy

cover of 40'^f^ or more (as defined by FAO).

Cloud forest Wet tropical montane and submontane for-

est (500-33()()m); clouds are present even in dry season.

Colluvial Relating to rock and soil accumulated at the

foot of a slope,

Cordillera Chain of mountain peaks.

Cretaceous Geological epoch covering 144 million

years B.P. to 65 million years B.P.

Cryptogam Plant that reproduces by means of spores;

has no flowers or seeds.

Deciduous Refers to tree that sheds its leaves annually

Ecoftorislic Refers to the flora of a geographical region

or habitat.

Ecosystem A natural unit consisting of organisms and

their environment.

Ecotone Transition area between two adjacent ecologi-

cal communities.

Edaphic Produced or influenced by the soil.

Elfin woodland Forest with canopy about 5 m. gnarled

growth; the highest of the montane formations.

Emergent Refers to trees with crowns conspicuously

taller than the surrounding canopy.

Endemic Confmed to a particular area.

Eocene Geological epoch from 58 million years B.P. to

37 million years B.P.

Epiphyte Plant that uses another plant for supptiri, not

for nulrienls.

Estuarine Found or living in an estuary

Ethnobiology Study of plant and animal life in relation

to a race or people.

Fluvial Refers to a stream or river.

Floodplain The floor of a valley over which a river may

Hood

Gallery forest Forest along a river.

Geumorphology Study of the physical features of the

earth's surface and their relation to geological structures.

Greenhouse gases Gases which cause infra-red radia-

tion to be retained in the atmosphere (e.g. methane and

carbon dioxide), so warming the Earth's surface and the

lower part of the atmosphere.

Herb Any seed-producing plant with non-woody green

stems.

Herbaceous Adjective from herb.

Herpetofauna Reptile fauna.

Holocene Present geological epoch; began 10,000 years

B.P

Hydromorphic Having an affinity for water.

Igapo Forest flooded by black waters.

Isthmus Narrow strip of land connecting two larger

land areas.

Karst Cavernous, deeply eroded limestone.

Lagoon Shallow coastal backwater separated from the

ocean by a physical barrier such as a sand bar.

Lateritic Refers to bard, impermeable soil unsuitable

for cultivation (laterite).

Leach To remove a substance from the soil through

percolation.

Lepidoptera Butterflies and moths.

Liane/liana Climbing/twining plant in tropical forests.

Lithological Refers to the study of rocks.

Littoral Area between the low and high tide levels.

Llanos Very flat alluvial region, northern Venezuela.

Loma Small hill or slope.

Mangrove Salt-adapted evergreen tree found in the

inieriidal /.one of tropical/subtropical latitudes.

Massif A principal mountain mass.

Meander A turn or winding of a river.

Miocene Geological epoch from 26 million years B.P.

to 5 million years B.P.

Monoculture Cultivation of a single crop.

Monospecific Having a single species.

Montane Growing or living in mountainous areas.

Nearctic Refers to biogeographical subregion including

Greenland and North America north of tropical Mexico.

Neotropical Refers to biogeographical subregion.

including tropical and subtropical regions of America.

Nino, EI Flow of unusually warm surface walcr on west

coast of South America that produces climatic fluctuations.

Open forest Areas dominated by trees with crowns not

touching; less than 40% crown cover (as defined by FAO).

Oxbow Crescent-shaped lake formed when a river

breaches the neck of a pronounced river meander (qv).

Paleoclimate Climate of geologically past times.

Palynological Refers to the study of pollen, spores, etc.

to intcrprel past climates.

Paramo The vegetation of high tropical mouniains m
South America.

Passerine Refers to songbirds that perch.

Peneplain An ancient land surface shaped by erosion.

Perhumid Permanently humid; no dry season.

Phenology Science of the relations between climate and

periodic biological phenomena, such leaf fall.

Physiography Study or description of natural phenome-

na.

Pleistocene Geological epoch from about 2 million

years B.P. to about 10,000 years B.P.

Pliocene Geological epoch from 5 million years B.P. to

2 million years B.P.

Podsolize To form soil through leaching in upper layers

and accumulation of matter in lower layers with specific

hori/.ons.

Point-bar Sand or gravel deposit on the inner curve of a

meander (qv).

Precambrian Geological era from about 4600 million

years B.P, to about 600 million years B.P.

Puipwood Wood used for making pap>er.

Puna High Andean grasslands.

Quaternary Present geological age; began about 2 mil-

lion years B.P.

Rain forest Perhumid forest in either tropical or tem-

perate latitudes.

Refugium Region where biological communities have

remained relatively undisturbed over long periods.

Plural: refugia.

Resguardo Lands communally owned by indigenous

peoples through legal title.

Riparian Frequenting, growmg on. or living on the

banks of streams or rivers.

Roundwood Wood in its natural stale as felled or other-

wise harvested.

Savanna Tropical or subtropical tall-grass plain with

widely spaced trees.

Serlngueiro Migrant labourer.

Silviculture Cultivation and management of forests and

woodlands.

Soil profile Vertical section of the soil from surface to

underlying unweathered material.

Stadia) Refers to a stage.

Storey Layer or stratum of a forest.

Sustainable Capable of harvesting or using a resource

so it is not permanently damaged or destroyed.

Sustainability Noun from sustainable.

Taxon Any of the groups into which an order is divid-

ed; contains one or more related genera. Plural: Taxa.

Taxonomic Relating to the principles of scientific clas-

sification

Tectonic plate Plate involved in the deformation or

movement of rock in the earth's crust.

Tepui Table mountain.

Terrafirme Dry. unflooded land.

Tertiary Geological period from about 65 million years

B.P, to about 2 million years B.P.

Topography The configuration of land, including relief

and the positions of natural and man-made objects.

Trade winds Wmds blowing from subtropical high

pressure to the equatorial zone of low pressure.

Transpire To give off water vapour (refers to plants).

Trophic Relates to nutrition,

Understorey A layer of vegetation beneath the canopy

of a forest.

Ungulate A hoofed mammal.

Vdrzea Forest on sedimentary soil; subject to annual

flooding by white water.

Vascular Refers to channels carrying fluids (in plants).

Volant Flying or capable of flying.

Watershed Line separating two river basins.

Xerophylic Adapted to live and grow with limited

water,

Zonation Distribution of organisms in biogeographical

zones.
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Index of Species: Fauna

Index

Abroiua moniecrisioi, 174

Accipiier gtindlachi, 98

Acesfrura: asireons. 257: berlepsdu. 267

Adelphicos daryi, 1 82

Agalychnis moreletii. 1 82

Agelaiiis xaiuhomus, 1 4

1

Aglynihiis hmmeliariim. 149

Agouti. 126. 131. 134. 135. 174.213

Agouti paca, 217

Agriocharis acellafa, 182

Alagoas aniwren, 43

Alagoas curassow. 43

Alagoas foliage-gleaner. 43

Alagoas lyrannulei. 43

Alotiaira: caraya. 29\. ft4SCii. 226. pcilhaui. 181. \9ii;pigrii. 156.

201: villoxa. 157. 174

Alsophis: atuiguae. \2A\ater. \\1: rijersmai. \29: nifneiilhs. 132

Amazilia: boiicardi. 167; distans, 318: liiciae, 190

Amazona spp.. 124; arausiaca. 126; hrasiliensis. 283; gitildingii,

\35. imperialis. \26, ochrocephala. 167; orarn'.v. 156;

rhoilocorylha. 43; ventralis. 108; versicolor, 38, 134

Amazona villala, 53. 141

Ambysidma: lermaense. 201; nwxicaiutm. 201

Ameiva: fiiscaia. l26\major, 130

American crocodile. 98. 108. 117. 167. 174. 182. 190.209.216.

267.300.318

Amphibian; 124; 124; 240; 255. 257; 98; 126:266:275; 128; 129;

1 30; 200. 20 1: 290; 141; 132; 134; 135

Ampfiipteryx agriuides. 174. 190

Amphisbaena myersi. 308

Amphisbaenian. 47

Andean cat. 226

Anelia: briarea. 99; ciihana, 99: panrhfrarus, 99

Anhima comulu. 282

Anisognathux melanogenys, 257

Anodorhynchits hyacinthimts. 226

Anolis: aeneus. \2S: grisetis. \35; tuciae. \34-. otulaliis. 126;

richardi. I2i: roosevelli. \4\: roquet. \30; lrinirali.\. 135

Antbird. 47

Anura. 108

Anuran. 47, 255

Apiidan. 255

Arapaima giga.\. 240. 300

Mro spp.. 51, 53; g/««cog«/flrii. 226: "li/ctio, 167. 182

Ardops nichotlsi. 126. 133. 134

Armadillo. 50

Arlibeus: flavescens. \\l:jatnatcensis. 133

Arliodaclyla. 48

Aspiduchus ccivernicola. 141

Asieraceae. 98

A/e/ei./i/5C(Cf/7j. 2l6;g^o#rov/. 156, 174. 181. 190.201.209.

2\6: paniscus. 49. 226. 275. 282. 308

Atelopus.3\S: senex. 167

Alitlan giani grebe. 182

Arlapeles melanocephalux. 257

/Ini/a torridus. 255

Aulacorhynchus sulcalus, 43

Baird's tapir. 201

Bare-faced currasow. 291

Bare-necked umbrella bird. 167

Bare-throated bellbird. 291

Basileuierus: basdicux. 257: conspicillaius. 257; griaeicepx, 43

Bfl.i5oricyon spp.. 216; ga66/i. 209; .vi/;H/t7ira5//. 156, 174. 181.

209

Batrachophnnus macroxiomus. 226. 300

Bat. 48. 99. 107, 125. 126. 128. 129. 134. 135, 141. 148. 174, 182,

201.308.318

Baiius zelidvs. 1 08

Bay monkey. 257

Beaded lizard. 182

Bearded guan. 300

Bearded wood-pigeon, 201

Beetle. 149. 300

Black-backed thomtail. 257

Black-backed tody -flycatcher. 41

Black -breasted puffleg. 266

Black caiman. 54. 226. 267, 275. 282. 300

Black-capped parakeet. 41

Black-capped petrel. 108

Black-faced colinga, 41

Black-fronled piping guan. 291

Black-headed uakari, 318

Black howler monkey, 157. 174. 201

Black racer. 117

Black spider monkey. 275. 282. 308

Black uakari. 255

Blue-billed curassow, 255

Blue-cheeked parrot. 283

Blue-headed quail dove, 98

Blue-lhroaled macaw, 226

Boa. 52

Bolitoglossa, 3 1

8

Bolhwps: caribbaeux. \3-i: lanceotarus. 130

Brachygalba albogularix. 4

1

Brachypbylla cavernarum. 126, 133, 134

Brachytelex arachtwidex. 240

Brackish-water nsh. 308

Bnidypus: lorqiialux. 240; variegaius, 190

Broadbill.47

Broad-nosed caiman. 290

Brocket deer, 257

Brown-banded antpitta, 255

Bucconidae. 47

Buff-breasted tody-lyrant, 43

Buff-throated purplcluft, 43

Bufo: marinus. 108, 124. 128, 134. \35.penglenex. 167;

reUformis. 20

1

Bur.sera, 201

Bush dog. 216, 275. 290, 291, 308

Buteo ridgwayi. 1 08

ButterHy, 20, 38. 149. 174.216.300.308.318

Cdcajao: calvus. 300: nielanocephalus. 255, 318

Cacicus koepckeae. 41, 300

Cai'cilia albiveniris, 308

Caecilians.47.255

Caica parrot. 283

Caiman, 52

Cmnian: crocoddus. 3 1 8; latiroslrix. 290; scleropx. 5 1

Callimico goeldii. 226

Culypiophilusfrugivorux. 1 08

Campepbilus principalis. 98

Campylopleriis: ensipennis. 43, 148; pluimopeplus. 257

Cane toad. 108, 128. 135

Caprimulgus: maculoxus. 275; nociiiheriis. 141

Capromyidae. 99

Caprontys. 99

Capybara. 48. 50. 5 1 , 300

Carduelix: pxalrria, 167; xaiiihogaxtra. 167; yarrellii. 43

Ciirella carella. 190

Curpudtctex arUoniue. 167

Carponus melanocephatus. 43

Calharopeza bishopi, 1 35

Cavia spp.. 48

Caviomorph rodent, 48

Cayenne nightjar. 275

Cebu.^: albifrons malitious. 257; apella. 5 1 ; capucinus. 1 90

Celeslux: duquesneyi, I M.fowleri, 1 17; microblepharis, 1 17

Celeus undalus undatus. 283

Central American river turtle. 1 56

Central American squirrel monkey. 167. 216

Central American tapir. 167. 213, 216

Cenlrolenelta geijskesi, 308

Cephalopierus: glabricollis. \67: penduliger. 266

Cercopirheciis: aefhiops. [33: rnona. 128

Cervidae, 226

Chapman's murine opossum. 128

Chat tanager. 108

Clwli'iiia: mydax ciguxsizi. 182; mydas. 190. 305

CliL'sinui jacamar. 41

Chinchilla. 226

Chtnchdla lanigera. 226

Cliironius vincenri, 135

Chloroxfilhon aiice. 43

Cuhhi<>cellaris.2'XQ

Ciiirliona. 267

Cinclocerthia ruficaudaia. 125

Claravix godefrida. 290

Clylactanles alixii. 255

Cnemidophorux vaiizoi. 1 34

Coati, 300

Cochineal bug, 223

Cock of [he rock. 275

Coeligena phaleraia. 257

Coleoptera, 240

Collared peccary, 213. 300

Colo.Ksoma macropoimtm. 240

Columha: caribaea. 1 17; iiiornata, I 17

Common woolly monkey. 226

Conioplilon mcilhennyt, 4

1

Conolophus: pallidux, 267; subcristaius, Ibl

Cotingas. 47

Colingidae. 47

Coltontop lamarin. 255

Couimicops iwrara, 283

Cracidae. 52

Criiniolciua hellniayri. 257

CriLXj albvrii. 255: faxciolafa. 291; rubra. 167

Crested eagle. 266. 275

Crested guan. 213

Crocodile, 156. 182.255

Crocodilians. 47. 51

Crocodylia. 226

Crocodyliix:acutus.9i. 108. 117. 156. 167. 174. 182. 190.209,

216. 267. 300. 318; ituvnnediux. 255. 318; moreletii. 156, 182;

rlwmbifer. 98

Cleitosaura ximilis. 182

Cuban crocodile, 98

Cuban flower bal. 99. 108

Cuban ground iguana. 98

Cuban solenodon. 99

Cuban tree boa. 98

Curaeitsforbexi. 43

Curassow. 49. 50. 52

Cuvier's toucans, 50

Cyanolyca mirabilis. 201

Cyclura: collet. 1 17; corniiia. 141 ; iiubila. 98

Dactyiopius coccus. 223

Dalla oclomaculata. 161. 216

Dama dama. 124

Dark-backed goldfinch, 167

Dark-rumped petrel, 267

Dasyprnctu: uguii. 131. 134, \}5: antillensis. \2Cr. punciala. 174.

213

Dasypiis noveinciiicrus. 128. 300

Deer. 50. 52

Dendrobatcx. 318; azureiis. 308

Dendrobalidae. 226

Dendrocolaptidae. 47

Dendroclonux, 1 8

1

Dendrocygna arborea. 1 17. 125. 132

Dendroica cliry.wparia. 182. 190,209

Dendrortyx barbaius. 20

1

Dermalemys mawii. 1 56. 1 82

Dermochelyx cnriacea. 182. 305

Diaphlcbia pallidixlyliis, 1 67

Dtdeiphis: marxupialix. 135; mursupialis msulahs. 134

Didelphidae. 226

Diglossa veriezuelctixix. 43

Diplomys rufodorsults. 257

Dragonny. 99. 174. 182. 190.216

Dryocopus gaieatus. 290

Egret, 305

Eighl-spotted skipper. 167

Electron carmamm. 156. 167. 182. 190,209

Eleutherodactyliis. \0S. 251: hocoiirti. \$2; daryi. {%2\ grandoculis.

3iiS:jusperi. ]4]:jobnsionct. 124, 128, 132. 134. 135;

karlschmuitii. \4\.munimcenxtx. 124. 126. \3Q: xemipalmalu.'i.

\08:urichi. 128, \35: xiicuiichi. 182

Elusive anlpitia. 41

Epicrates: anguUfer. 98; inormitux. 141: siibfluvus. 1 17

Epignmpluis caiuelux. 167

Epipedobarex holivianux. 226

Eptesicus: guadeloupen.<iix. 129; lynni. 1 17

Eremophilux mutisii, 255

Eretmochelyx imhricata. 1 82. 1 90

Eriocnemix nigrivextix, 266

Esmeraldas woodstar. 267

Eubucco lucinkae. 4 1

Eudocimux ruber. 145. 276. 305

Eupherusa: cyanophryx, 20\: poliocerca. 201

Eurylaimidae. 47

Euiytides marcellinus. 1 17

Euscarthmus rufomarginatiis. 308

Faico dciroleucux. 1 82

Fallow deer. 124

False sunbird. 47

Felid. 52

Felix: concolor, 1 74. 181; jacohita. 226; pardalis. 5 1 : ligrina. 5 1

;

wiedii. 5

1

Rightless cormorant. 267

Foam-nesting frog. 135

Forbes' blackbird. 43

Formicariidac. 47

Fonnicariux rufifrons. 4 1 . 300

Freshwaterflsh. 99. 308

Frog. 108. 182.318

Fuertes's parrot. 255

Fulica cornutii. 226

Fulvous-headed tanager, 43

Fumariidac. 47

Calbalcyrhynchus purusianux. 4

1
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Galbulidae. 47

Gambusia: aestipuleus. 255: puncliciilaiti. 99

Geocapromys brownii. 1 1

7

Geochehne: chilensis. 290: etephaniopus. 267

Geoffroy's spider monkey. 201. 209. 216

GianI anole. 14!

Giam anleaier. 167. 209. 275. .108

Giani armadillo. 275. 308

GianI kingbird. 98

Giani oner. 51. 226. 275. 290. 300. 308. 318

Giant river ouer. 282

Giant nver turtle. 5

1

Giant South American river turtle. 3 1

8

Giant tortoise. 267

Glou -throated hummingbird. 2 1

6

Goeldi'i antbird. 41

Goeldi's marmoset. 226

Golden-cheeked warbler. 190.209

Golden coqui frog, 141

Golden lion lamarin, 240

Golden-Iailed parroilci. 43

Golden toad. 167

GralUina: bangsi. 257: eludens, 4 1 ; giganiea. 255; miUeri. 255

Great curassow, 167

Green iguana. 53

Green-tailed emerald. 43

Green turtle. 190.305

Grenada dove. 128

Grey-headed warbler. 43

Groove-billed toucanet. 43

Ground warbler. 108

Guadeloupe woodpecker. 129

Guan. 49. 50. 52

Guianan toucanet. 283

Guinea pig. 48

Gundlach"s hau k. 98

Guiiulated foliage-gleaner. 43

Haitian solenodon. 107

Handsome fnjiieaier, 43

Hapalopsillacafuenesi. 255

Harptu harpyja. 54. 182. 266. 275

Harpy eagle. 54. 182. 266. 275

Hawksbill turtle. 190

Heliconiine butterfly. 38

Helmeted woodpecker. 290

Helodcmia horridiun. 182

Hi'mirriLcus mirandae. 43

Heron. 305

Herpesles aitropunclalus. 108. 124. 128. 131. 133. 134. 135

Helt-ra^rion ehoroinm. 190

Highland guan. 174

Hippocanielus aniisiensis. 226

Hispaniolan crossbill, 108

Hispaniolan hawk. 108

Hispaniolan huita. 107

Hispaniolan parrot. 108

Hoatzin, 275

Homerus. 1 1

7

Honduran emerald, 190

Homed coot. 226

Homed screamer. 282

Homed turkey. 182

Howler monkey. 156. 181.226.291

Hutias, 99, 117

Hyacinth macaw. 226

Hydrochaeris hydrochaeris. 48. 300

Hyeiomis nifigularis. 1 08

Hylafuenii. 308

Hylavasla. 108

Hylidae. 182

Hyhnympha macrocerca. 43

Hylopezus ochroleiicus. 43

Hypolesies irinitalis, 99

hfenis: honana. \i]: laudabilis. \i4:nu\omelti.\. 167

Iguana. 126, 182.213.267

Iguana: deltcatissima. 124. 126. 129. 130. 132; igwij/ia. 53. 182.

213.217

Imperial ama/on, 126

Indian mongoose. 124

lodupleura pipra. 43

Ithominiine butterfly. 38

Ivor^-billed woodpecker. 98

Jabiru mycleria. 182

Jacamar. 47

Jaguar.49. 51.52. 54.

Jamaican boa. 1 17

Jamaican iguana. 1 1

7

Jamaican kite, 1 17

74. 181. 190.226.267.291

Jamaican pauraquc. 1 17

Jamaican [Wtrel. 1 17

Keel-billcdmotmol. 156. 167. 190. 209

Kincajou. 181

King vulture. 29)

Kinoiicmon angiisiipons. 209, 216

Lagnihrix. flttvicatida. 300: lagotfiricha. 50. 226

Lake Junin giant frog. 226

Land iguana. 267

Laniaiia. 267

La Selle thrush. 108

Lasiiinis instilony. 99

Leatherback turtle, 303

Leguminosae, 98

Lfiovfphahis berniinifri. 1 30

Leomopiihevus msaha. 240

Leopardus: pardahs. 174. 190. 291; rigrimis. 209. 275. 291. 308;

wiedii. 156. 174. 181. 190. 201. 209, 216. 226. 275, 290. 308.

318

Lepidochelys olivacea. 182. 305

Leptodai-ryltts: fallax. 126. 132. 135; wagneri, 128

Lepionycteris: curasoae. 174. 182. 255. 318; mvalis, 182

Uploiila wflhi. 1 28

Lesser Antiguan iguana. 126

Lesser rhea. 226

Leucopeza semperi, 1 34

Liophis: cursor. \^0: melanolus, \2$: ornanis. 134

Little spotted cat. 275. 29 1 . 308

Lizard. 20. 47. 128. 134, 174

Loggerhead turtle. 190

Long-crested pygmy tyrant, 41

Long-waltled umbrella bird, 266

Lophoiriciits cidophoicx. 4

1

Loxia megapUigu. 108

Luira Umgicaudis. 5

1

Macaw. 50. 53

MalacopiHa semicincta. 41

Manakin. 47

Manatee. 51,52. 182

Maned sloth. 240

Mangrove hummingbird. 167

Margay. 156. 174. 181, 190.201.209.216.226.275.290.308.318

Marine turtle. 1 67. 1 82. 209. 2 1

6

Mannosa: fuscala carri. 128; rohinsoni chapmam. 128

Marsh deer. 226

Marsh-living speckled crake. 283

Marsupialia, 48

Martmique onole, 131

Masligodryas hmesi. 128

Mazama americana. 174; carnkeri. 257

Megaloinys desmarestii. 130

Meianerpes hentwUeh. 1 29

Metanosptza richardsoni. 1 34

Mehnosuchiis niger. 54. 226. 267. 275. 282. 300

MicrocaecUiu raylori. 308

Microligea moitluna. 1 08

Minyobales. 3 1

8

Milti: mini, 43: luherosa. 49

Molossops neglecliis. 308

Molosstis molossits. 1 33

Mohthrus honariensis. 131. 141

Momotidac. 47

Mona blind snake. 141

Mona cave shrimp. 141

Mona monkey. 128

Mongoose. 108. 124. 128. 131. 133. 134. 135

Monito gecko. 141

Monkey. 50. 52. 190

MonophyUtts plethadon. 126. 133. 134

Mormoplerus minuitis. 99

Morphnux gtiianensis. 266. 275

Motmot. 47

Mountain squirrel. 167

Mountain tapir. 267.300

Mouslached antpillas, 255

Muriqui. 240

Muslelidae. 226

Myioborus: flavivertex, 257; pariae. 43. 3 1

8

Myiotheretes pemix, 257

Myotis dominicensis. 1 26

Mynneciza: gocldt. 4 1 ; ruftcauda. 43

Mynnecophtiga tridacryla. 1 67. 209. 275. 308

Myrmotherula snowi. 43

Nannopsillaca panychhra. 43

Nannopterum harrisi. 267

Narrow -bridged mud luale. 209. 216

Nasuu nasua. 300

Nine-banded armadillo. 128. 3(X)

Non-caviomorph rodent. 48

Ncn-privyonid cami\orc. 48

North Andean huemul. 226

Northern helmeted cura^^ow. 255. 318

Nyctibitdae, 47

Oaxaca hummingbird. 201

Ocellaied turkey. 182

Ocelot. 51. 52. 55. 174. 190. 291

Ochraceous ailila. 255

Odocodeus: dichotomiis. 22b: virginiamis. 133. 174. 190

Odonata. 167.308

Ognorfiynchus icteroiis. 255, 266

Oil bird. 47

Olingo. 156. 174. 181.209.216

Olive ridley. 305

Ololygon rubra. 1 34

Ophistcmnn aenigmaticum. 99

Opisilwcomus hoazin. 275

Opossum. 134. 135.226

Orange-bellied antwren. 43

Orange-breasted falcon. 182

Orchidaceae. 98

Oreophasis derbianus. 1 82

Oreslias cuvieri. 226

Orinoco crtKodile. 3 1

8

Oryzomys narus. 257

Oryzomys viclus. 1 35

Otter. 52

Ovenbird. 47

Paca. 50

Palaemnema. gigantula, \67: mehnoia. 167

Panlhera onca. 49. i 74. 1 8 1 . 1 90. 226. 267. 29

1

Papilio: caiguanabus. 99; garUppi. 275. 308; homerus. 1 17:

maroni. 275

Paramo mouse. 257

PardiraUus maculalus. 108

Paria redstart, 3 1

8

Parides: coetus. 275; klagesi. 318

Parrot. 47. 124

Passerines. 47

PatLxi: pauxi. 255, 318; unicornis, 300

Peccary. 50. 51.52. 174. 181

Peltophryne lemur, 141

Penelope spp.. 51: albipeiinis. 300; barhaia. 300: purpurascens.

213

Penelopina nigra. 1 74

Percnoslola lophotes. 41

Perissodactyla. 48

Pharomachrus: fiilgidus. 43: mocinno. 182

Phasianidae. 52

Philepittidae. 47

Philydor novaesi. 43

Phrynops zuliae. 3 1

8

PhyUonycleris: apbytla. 1 17; ^ocv/. 99. 108

Pfiyllops falcatus. 99

Phylloscanes cecdiae. 43

Phylolesres elhelae. 108

Picidae. 47

Picummis fitlvescens. 43

Pigeon. 1 17

Pine weevil. 181

Pinto's spinetail.43

Pionopsilla catca. 283

Pipile: jacuUnga. 29\:pipite. 148

Pipreolafomiosa. 43

Pipridae. 47

Pirarucu. 240

Pitia. 47

Piltidae. 47

Plagiodoniia aedium. 107

Plaryrinchus leucoryphus. 290, 291

Plethodoniidae. 182

Poaceae. 98

Podilymbus gigas. 1 82

Podocnemis. 22b: erythroiepiuda. }i\^: fxpansa. 51. 255. 318;

unifilis. 275. 308

Poecilia veiiprovidenliae. 255

Poeciloiriccus alhifactts. 4

1

Potoo. 47

Polos flavus. 181

Premnoplex lalei. 43

Primate. 48. 49. 52

Priodonres tnaxiimis. 275. 308

Procniaii nudicoHis. 29

1

Procyon: lolor. 129; minor. 129

Procyonid. 48

Proechims \ mincae. 257

Pseudoboa neuwieJi. 128
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Psilljcidae. 47

Psophia leticopiera, 49

Psophiidae. 47, 52

Plerocnemia perinaui. 226

Prerotlroma: caribbaea. 1 17: hastlam. \0S. phaeopygia

phaeopygia. 267

Pternmtra brasiliensis. 5 ! . 226. 275. 282. 290. 300. 308. 3 1

8

Puerto Rican boa. 141

Puerto Rican crested load. 141

Puerto Rican nighijar. 141

Puerto Rtcan pan'ot, 53

Pulfbird, 47

Puma, 174. !81. 190

Puma concolor. 1 90

Purple-winged ground dove. 290

Pyrrhura: rtipicola.4]: viridicara. 257

Quetzal. 182

Racoon. 48. 129

Ramphaslos: cuvieri. 50; roco, 275

Ramphocinchts brachyurus, 131. 1 34

Ramphomicron dorsale. 257

Rana caresbeiana. 108

Raptorial bird. 52

Raplor, 47

Rat. 124

Rulfus: nnn-egiciis. 108. \2'^: mints, 124

Razor-billed curassous. 49

Recun'e-billed bushbird. 255

Red brocket deer. 174

Red-browed parrot. 43

Red-headed Amazon turtle, 3 1

8

Red-necked amazon. 126

Rhinoceros iguana. 141

Rhinocnptidae, 47

Riceral. 130. 135.257

Ring-tailed pigeon. 1 17

River otier. 51

River turtle. 182,300.308

Rodent.48, 50. 52. 201.226

Rodenlia. 99

Rubiaceae, 98

Rufous-breasted cuckoo. 108

Rufous-fronted anithrush, 41

Rufous-sided pygmy-tyrant, 308

Rufous throated anlthnish, 300

Rupicnia riipicola. 275

Russel-winged spadebill. 290. 291

Rusty-headed spineiail. 257

Saguinus: leucopus. 255; oedipus. 255

Sainuri oerstedii. 1 67. 2 1

6

St. Lucia amazon. 38

St Lucia black finch, 134

St Lucta oriole, 134

St Lucia parrot. 134

Si Vincent parrot. 135. 136

Salamanders, 47. 1 82. 20 1 . 255. 3 1

8

Salmo gairdneri. 167

Santa Marta anipila. 257

Santa Marta brush-finch. 257

Santa Marta bush-tyrani. 257

Santa Marta mountain tanager. 257

Santa Marta parakeet. 257

Santa Marta sabrewmg. 257

Santa Marta warbler. 257

Santa Marta woodstar. 257

Santa Marta wren. 257

Sarcorhamphus papa. 29

1

Saurians, 255

Scalloped antbird. 43

Scarlet ibis, 145.276.305

Scarlet macaw. 167. 182

Scissor-tatled hummingbird. 43

Sciunts granaiensis: agricolae. 257; bondae. 257: salitiensis. 257

Sea turtle. 182.300.305

Selasphnrus ardens. 2 1

6

Selenidera cidik. 283

Selva cacique, 4 1 . 300

Semicollared puffbird. 41

Semnuniis ramphastinus. 266

Semper's warbler. 134

Seven-coloured lanager. 36. 43

Shmy cowbird. 131. 141

Siplwnorhis americanux. I 17

Sloth. 190

Snake. 47. 128. 129. 134. 135. 148. 182.255

SolenoJon: ciibaniis. 99; paradoxus. 107-108

Sonoran green toad. 201

Southern helmeted curassow, 300

Spectacled bear. 216. 226. 267. 318

Spectacled caiman. 318

Speoihos venaiicus. 216. 275. 290. 291, 308

Speolyto cuniculaha armaura. 124

Sphaerodactylus: microlepis. \'i4-, micropilheciis. 141

Spider monkey. 49. 156. 174, 181. 190.226

Spiny ral. 257

Spotted rail. 108

Spot-winged parrotlet, 300

Slanwenas cyanocepbala. 98

Steatomilhidae. 47

Stork. 182

Streak-capped spineiail, 257

Slumira ibomasi. 129

Styx infemalis. 300

Suboscines. 47

Swallowtail butterfly. 1 17. 240. 275

Synallaxis: fuscorufa. 257; mfuscam. 43

Syndacryla guitulara, 43

Synlheosciurus brochus. 167

Tachira emerald. 3 1

8

Tambaqui. 240

Tangara: cabanisi. 1 ^2: fasiuosa. 36. 43

Tapaculos. 47

Tapir. 52. 156. 174. 181. 190,209

Tapirus. bairdii. 156. 167. 174. 181. 190.201.209.213.216:

pinchaque. 267, 300; lerrestris. 51

Tawny piculet. 43

Tayassu: pecari. 49. 1 74, 1 8 1 , 275, 300: tajacu, 1 74, 1 8 1 . 2 i 3. 300

TVpHi/n/ti. 318

Tepui partotlet. 43

Teremira sicki. 43

Thaumaluneura inopinata, 216

Thlypopsis fulviceps. 43

Tfiomasomys motiocbromos. 257

Thysania agrip'tna. 318

Tiger cal. 209

Tinamidae. 47. 52

Tinamous, 47, 52

Tiny tyranl-manakin. 283

Toad. 124. 167

Toco loucan. 275

Todiroslrum pulchellum, 4

1

Tonaria schulzi. 308

Tortoise. 226, 290

Toucan barbel, 266

Toucan, 50

Touir: sticlopiera. 300; surda. 43

Tree frog. 124. 135

Tree lizard. 135

Tree squirrel. 257

Tremarcins ornaius. 216, 226, 267, 318

Trembler. 124-125

Trichechus spp.. 5 1 : mananis, 1 82

Trinidad piping-guan. 148

Troglodytes monticola. 257

Trogonidae. 47

Trogon. 47

Trout. 167

Trumpeters. 47. 50. 52

Tucunare. 240

Tuna cave roach. 141

Tardus swalesL 108

Turtles. 47. 52. 226. 255

Typldatya monae. 141

Typhlops: dominicana. \2%; monensis. 141

Tyranneutes virescetis. 283

Tyrannidae, 47

Tyrannus cubensis, 98

Tyrant-flycalcher, 47

Uakari. 300

Ungulate. 48. 52

Urodelan. 255

Venezuelan flowerpiercer. 43

Vervet monkey. 133

Vicugna vicugna. 226

Vicuna. 226

Waved woodpecker. 283

West Indian whistling-duck. 117. 125. 132

Whistling warbler. 135

Whiie-brcasted thrasher. 131. 134

Whue-browed anipitta. 43

White-cheeked lody tyrant. 41

White-faced monkey. 257

White-footed tamarin. 255

White-lined pitta. 41

White-iippcd peccary. 49. 50. 275. 300

Whiie-lored warbler. 257

While-tailed deer. 133. 174. 190

White-tailed hummingbird. 201

White-tailed sabrewing. 43. 148

While-tailed siarfrontlei. 257

While-throated barblail. 43

Whiie-lhroated jacamar. 41

White-throated jay. 201

White-lipped quetzal. 43

White-winged coiinga. 43

White-winged dove. 190

White-winged guan, 300

White-winged trumpeter. 49

White-winged warbler. 108

Wood-creepers. 47

Woodpecker. 47

Wood quail. 52

Woolly monkey. 50. 53

Woolly spider monkey, 240

Worm snake. 128

Xenanhra. 48

Xenoligea niontana. 108

Xipholena alropurpurea, 43

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

bellied siskin. 167

billed coiinga. 167

crowned redstart, 257

eared conure. 266

eared parrot. 255

faced redstart. 43

headed Amazon, 156, 167

headed sideneck turtle. 275

shouldered blackbird. 141

tailed oriole. 167

tailed woolly monkey, 300

Zenaida asialica. 1 90

Zulia toad-headed turtle. 318
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Index of Species: Flora
Abarema jupunho, 279

Abu:i guutcmaleiisis. 177. IS I. IS6

Abiu. 32

Acacia: glorncroiu. ?i\4: mac raiuniha. 103. 295: skleroxvta. 103

A^ai da muta, 231

Acalypha, 17

Acnisrus urboresccns. 1 22

Acrocomia. 314

Acrostichum aureiim. 250. 251

Aclinosrenieii caribeus. 1 35

Ahuehuete. 177

Aiphanes. 250

Atbizia, 19\ : adinocephala. 161

Alchontea. 17; castaniifolia. 235; lalifolia. 96, 113

Aider. 18

Atdtmt insipus. 279

>i/e.r(j imperatricis. 279

Alfaroit hondurcnsis. 186

Algae. 250

Algarrobo. 295. 298

Alisi).295

Allspice. 199

Ahuisspp., 17, 18. m. ciciimiriura. 25(i: argiita. 186;ynn///c/7,(/\.

161.225,295

Alseis sp.. 295

Alsophila sp., 220; aspera. 96; myosttroides. 152

Amanoa caribaea, 122. 125

Amuranlhus. 266

Ambttrana cearensis, 222. 223. 286. 287. 29 i . 295

Anacardium excelsum. 161. 212, 213. 250

Anadi'tiiKhera colubrina. 286

/^Ha.vflj;oren doHchncarpa, 279. 280

/lH(//ra tnennis. 96. 123. 145. 207

Angiospermae. 225

Angiosperms, 250

Angolo. 295

Aniba rosaeodoru. 274

.4niio/ifl. 266; glabra, 103. 304

Annonaceae, 225. 250

Anlhurium. 250

Apeiba aspera, 250

ApuU'ia: leiocarpa. 286; moluhs. 23!

/4/oji(>(i. 18

/^roHtor/a angtisufolta, 230

Aspidosperma. 220. 250; ausirale, 287; excelsa. 279. 304,

megalocarpuiii. 1 77; polyiieuroii, 286

Asleraceae, 98

Aslrocaryiim mtiruniuru. 23

1

Asironium: fruxinifohum, 286; gracde. 23 1 : graveolens, 3 1

4

Ateramnus lucidtis, 96. 103

Altalea. 314; re.?io. 279

Aucoumea. 305

/4viccmiia spp..97, 124, [ll.bicolor. \S6: genntiians. 104. 113.

123. 125. 172. 195, 207. 213, 235, 250. 271. 280. 296. 305;

n(7((/fl. 96(M). 145, 280;Ac/iai.enoHa, 130, 145.235

/4vicp/mirt; officinalis. 314; tnmeiuosu, 314

Avocado. 266

Babai^u. 231

Babassu palm. 28

Bacaba. 23

1

Baccharis. 250

Baciris, 313. 314: cubensis, 96; gaslpaes. 32

Bagassa guianensis. 23

1

Balala. 274

Balaiachien. 133

Balfourodcndron nedcliimiim. 286. 287. 291

Balmea slonniav. 1 8

1

Balsamo. 167

Bamboos. 230. 295

Barnhii.su subgenus Giiadna spp,. 295

Barbasco. 199

Barcella. 235

Ban.sia. 18

Begoniaceae, 250

Beilschmiedia pendula. 1 22

Belize yellowwood, 167

Berba.2I2

Beriholleiia cxcclsa. 220. 230. 23 1 . 295. 304

Belulaceac, 177

Bibosi. 222

Bichayo, 295

Bignoniaceac. 220. 225. 231. 250. 261

BiV/io colombiana. 250

Biribd. 32

Bwfl orellana. 274

Black mangrove. 250. 251. 280

Bluemahoe.98. 115. 127-128. 133. 135

Bocvonia intergrifolia. 250

Boisde masse. 133

Bois pain marron. 133

Bombacaccac. 230

Bombacopsis: qtdnaia. 161. 212. 314; sessilis, 212

Bombax sp., 295; ellipticum, 171; mimguba. 23

1

Bonneria marliana. 250

Bourreria cumanc'itsis, 314

Bravaisia integerrima. 145. 186. 207

Brazilian mahogany. 220, 223. 225

Brazil nul. 82. 220. 230. 231, 295

Breadnui. 1 12

Bromeliaceae. 209. 220. 231, 250

bromeliads. 138. 171.261.266

Brosimum spp.. \6\'. alicastnim. 123. 145. 151. \94; terrabaiuwi.

n\:unle. 250

Brosimum sp., 2 1 2; alicasimm. 1 1 2; quianense, 2 1

2

Brownea, 3 1

3

Brunelliu, 220, 250; mexicunu. 1 86

Brunclliaceae. 313

Biya ehenus. 1 16

Bryophyta, 225

Biichenavia.spp.. 103; capitata. 95, 9b. 123

Biicidahticera.'i. 95. 103

Buddleia, 295; alpina. 161; coriacea, 295: incana. 295

Buddleja: coriacea, 225; incana, 225

Bulletwoods. 112

Bully-tree. 274

Biihifsia. 220; sarmientoi, 290

Bitrsera. \23.i\A: graveolens, 295: simantha. 103, 113. 123. 138.

145, 171, 194

Burseraceae. 271

Button mangrove. 250. 25

1

Butionwood, 113

Byrsonima, 17. 235: biflora. 96; coriacea, 96; marrinicensis, 122.

123; spicata. 145

Cabreriella. 257

Caclaceae. 103.209

Cactus giganton. 295

Caesalpiniaccae. 271

Caesalpima corxmboso. 295

Catvamllfsia plantifolia. 2 1

2

Calaguala fern, 191

Calliandra: calothyrsiis. \9l: guildingii. 145; vaupesiana, 250

Calopbyllum spp., 222; aniillanum, I 15. 123; brasHense \aiantil-

lamim.98:brasdien.te, 112. 151, 152. 161. 177.207.313;

ta/«/)u. 103;h//7c. 95. 96

Calyptronoma orientalis. 95

Campnosperma panamensis. 212. 250

Caobales. 194

Caobilla. 164

Capparis spp.. 103. 266; angidata. 295; coccolobifolia. 314;

ovatifolia. 295

Capsicum, 266

Carapa: guianensis. 95. 96. 144, 145. 164. 207, 213. 279. 313; pro-

(•era. 279. 305

Carapacho. 295

Caribbean pine, 133, 135

Cartca. 266: paniculata. 261

Cariniana spp. . 222

Carpinus. 194

Cascarilla. 295

Casearia: argula, 161; hirsiila. 3!4

Cassipourea: elliplica. 122; latifolia, 145

Casrenedia. 257

CastUla gummifera, 1 7

1

Castillaa spp.. 16!

Casuarina, 98

Calalpa longisiliqua, 1 03

Cativo. 212, 213, 250

Catostemma: commune, 219: fragans. 279: fragrans. 279

Catlleya skinneri. 1 8

1

Cavendishia, 250

Cecropiaspp.. \1. 2\, 220.2?.], 250: pelrata, 122

Cedar. 98. 115. 153. 177. 180,295

Ccrfr^/o spp.. 158. 171, 222. 250. 295. fissdis. 286. 291; /JicuVano,

171. 186. 314; o(/ora/a, 21.98. 112. 115. 153. 164. 177. 191.

274. 305; subandinu. 250; tonduzii. 161; tubiflora, 287

Cedrelinga catenae/ormti. 295

Cedro, 164.222

Cedromacho. 207, 213

Cf(7)o />em(jHrfrd.95, 152, 171. 186.207.212.220.313.314:

irichistondra. 261. 266

Ceibo. 266, 295

Cr/fi>. 220

Cenosiigma macrophyllum. 23

1

Centrolobium paraense, 23

1

Cephalocereus royenii. 138

Ceroxyion spp. . 250; quindiuense, 250

Chamaedorea -ipp.. \99: elegans. MO: oblongata. 180

Charan. 295

Charianthus spp,. 123

Chataignier, 133

Chenopodium. 266: quinua, 300

Chichique, 177

Chicle tree. 180. 199

Chicozapole, 180

Chimarrhis cymosa. 1 2 1 - 1 22

Chlorocardium rodiei. 279

Chlorophora lincloria, 95. 116. 171. 286

Chomeha spinosa. 161

Cborisia sp., 295

Chrysobalanaceae. 42. 250, 271

Chrysobalanus icaco. 123.304

CImsquea. 220. 230, 250. 295

Cinchona, 300

Cinchona spp.. 1 16, 250. 261. 295; officinalis. 266

Cithare.xyhim spinosum. 123

Clarisia racemasa. 220, 250

Clathrotropis: bracbypetala. 279; paradoxa, 279

Cleibra. 250; occidenialis, 1 13; vulcantcola, 171

Climbers, herbaceous, 161

Cliisia. 17. 220. 235. 250: clarendonensis. 1 \3:fockeana, 271.

304; interlexra, 145: telrasiigma, 96; venosa. 123

Coca. 69. 299

Coccolobia: diversifolia. 103. \23: paucijlora, \03: pubescens.

123: Mil/era. 123

Cocco//in/ia.t spp., 103

Cochlospennum williamsii. 2 1

2

Cocobolo. 167

Colle. 295

Colpolhnnax wrigblii. 96

Compositae. 18

Conocarpus. 177; frecfdj. 97. 104. 1 13. 123. 145. 195. 2J5. 250.

280.296.314

Copaifera manii. 235

Copeyoak, 181

Curdia.305:alliodora. 161. 171. l%6: collococca. 95: gerascandius.

1 67; sulcata. 96; telrandra. 23 1 ; irichotoma. 287

Corji».t. 194:(/;.vc-i/7()ra. 161. 186

Cotton trees. 152

Coumarouna panamensis, 1 6

1

Coumaroiina punctata. 3 1

3

Couma uiilis. 231

Couraian gloriosa, 279

Couroupita guianensis. 3 1

3

Crataeva: benihamii. 231; fa/iiii, 288

Crescenria cujete. 96

Cristobal. 164

Croton: panamensis. 207; urucurana. 286

Crudia glaberrima. 304

Cryptorluza hailieiisis. 1 07

Cuajado. 212

Cubiu. 32

Cuipo. 212

Cunoniaceae. 231, 313

Cupania: americana, 96. venialis. 286

Citprcssus lusUanica. 177, 186

Custard apple, 266

Cyathea spp.. 103; arborea. 96. 122; caribaea. 145: ctwoodes, 207;

cubensis. 96; tcnera, 145

Cypress. 177

Cyrillaceae. 231

Cyrilla racemifloro.9^. II?. 122. 139

Dacrvot/es e«W.va. 121, 122. 123. 125. 133. 135. 138

Dalbergaria rubriacuta. 26

1

Dalbergia, 194: retusa. 167; sleven.snnii. 152

Dendrnpanax. \86. 250: arhoreus. 103

Dialium guianense. 151, 161. 194

Oiatenopteryx sorbifoUa. 286

Dichaea riopalenquensis. 261

DicUptera dodsoni. 266

Dicorynia guianensis. 271, 274

Dicymbe: altsonii, 279: corymbosa. 279

Didymopanax: attenuatum. \23: morointoni. 103, 148: frfi«M/i«.

103: urbanianum. 130

Dilleniaceae. 231

Dimorphandra. 271; conjugoia. 304

Dw.icorea, 266

Dioscorea spp.. 199

Diospyros: caribaea. 95: ebenasier. 122. 123; 5/((ancn,w.^, 279
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Dipholis spp.. I \2\jtibilia. 96

Diphysa rabiniotdes. 206

Diplosrephitim. 250

Diplorropis purpurea. 279

Diplerocarpaceae, 236

Dipieryx alala, 220

Dodonaea, 19

Dog almond. 207

Drimys graiiadensis, 186, 250

Drypeles: brownii. \5\'.dussii, 130

Dugueiia: calycina, 280; neglecta. 280; pyaiasrera. 279

Diissia martinicensis, 122

Dwarf shrub. 130

Dyewoods. 1 16

Ear fruit. 206

Ebony, 1 16

Ecclinusa. 3 1

3

Eichhomia crassipes. 2 1

Eleusine. 266

Emmolum fagifolium. 279

Engelhardua pterocarpa. 1 8

1

Enlerolobium: cnnionisUtquum. 286; cyclocarpum. 171. 206, 2 12;

.vo/na/i, 17!

E/rerMO spp.. 219:falcani. 271. 279. 304: grandiflora. 271. 279;

jenmanii. 279

Epiphytes. 95. 96. 113. 144, 145, 161. 171.212.220,230,250.

279. 296

Erblichia odoraUi. 16!

Ericaceae. 18.220.231.250

Erioiheca ruiziana, 26

1

Erisma uncinafum. 27

1

Erilhalis frtiticosa, 123

Eryihrina: glauca. 304; poeppigiana. 138; w/ei, 231

Erythroxyliim coca. 299

Escallonia. ]^.250. 295, poasana. 161

Eschweilera, 250: calyculaia. 161: decoloram. i45; decotorans,

145. 279; sagoiiana. 280; subglaiidulosa, 144; irinirensis. 145;

wachenheimii. 279

Escobillo. 207

Espelelia, 18.313

Eucalyptus, 98. 140. 265. 296. 305; roftu^M. 140

Eugenia spp., 123. 194, 250, 295; salamensis, 161

Euphorbiaceae. 98, 225. 250

Euphronia fiirieUoides. 23

1

Euterpe, 122. 123. 250. 266, 271. 295; hroadwayana. 145; cwafre-

coiana, 250. 25 1 ; fi/iWis, 230. 279, 290, 29 1 : globosa. 1 23;

macrospadix. 1 52: oleracea. 23 1 . 27 1 . 274, 279, 304. 3 1 3;

palms, 27 1 ; precatoria. 23

1

Exellodendron coriaceum. 231

Fagaceae, 171

Fagara spp.. 288; martinicensis. 123

Faique. 295

FemSn Sanchez. 296

Ferns. 1 38, 1 7 i , 1 8 1 . 220, 250. 26 1 . 290. 308

f"(a/.v spp.. 17. 95. 171, 222; enonnis. 286: insipida. 21; sujfocans.

1 13; lobagensis. 145; wrighlii. 96

Fimbristylis spp., 21

Fir. 177,181

Freziera: hirsuta. 122. \23. undulaia. 123

Gallesia integrifolia. 220

Garryafadyenii, 96

Casleranthus, 42

Ceissospermum sericeiim. 23

1

Geni'zero. 206

Geniiana. 18

Ceonoma. 250; weberbaueri. 250

Geranium, 18

Gesneriaceae. 250

Giant fern. 207

Gianl water lily. 21

Gingers, 231

Gliricidia sepium. 171, 191

Gmelina. 305; arborea. 153

Gommier, 133

Coupia glabra. 250, 279

Graffenrieda. 2\y.fanlasiica. 250

Gramineae. 220

Greenheart, 279. 282

Cn'as netiberthii. 32

Guachipilin. 206

Guaiacum: officinale. 103. 1 16; sanctum, 103. 181. 207

Guiinacasle. 206

Guano palm, 180

Guapacales. 194

Guarea spp., 161 , 250: guara. 145; guidonia, 95. 96; trichilinides.

313

Cuassi altenuata. 138

Guatteria: unomala. 194; caribaea. 122

Guava. 266

Guayabillo. 212

Guayabon. 207

Guayacdn. 266. 295

Guazuma ulmifolia. 95, 314

Gultiferae. 231.250

Gymnospermae, 225

Cynerium sagitiaium. 21

Gvno.rv'5. 295

Gyranthera caribensis, 3 1

3

Haematoxylum. \24. brasiletlo. 207. campechiannm. 116. 153. 194

Halenta. 18

Hedyosmum, 250: arborescens. 122. 123; mexicanum. 186

Heliamphora spp., 3 1

3

Heliconias. 231

Helincarpus appendiculaius. 207

Hemiielia: grandifolia, \22; multiflora. 152

Hepalica. 186

Hesperomeles. 250

Ht'iea. brasiliensis, 86, 220. 223, 295, 298; «(f(t/fl. 250;

pauciflora, 279

Hibiscus: elatiis. 9%. 115. 127-128. 133. 135; /M///7(/7onw. 122

Honduras mahogany, 181

Hualtaco. 295. 298

Huasai. 295

Hunuria balsamifera. 271, 304

Hungurahui. 295

//hz-o crepitans. 220. 222. 223. 304

Hyeronima. \1. caribaea. 122. 145; macrocarpa. 250

Hymenaea: courbaril. \23; par\-ifolia. 231

Hymenocallis quitoensis. 261. 266

Hypericum. 18

//e.v spp.. 17, 122. 266: berteroi. 96: leibmanii, 186;

paraguariensis. 290. 29 1 : sideroxyloides. 1 23

Inaja. 23

1

/nga, 250. 313; /aurma, 123, 138: macrophylla. 145; vera, 138

Ipomoea spp., 21, 266

Iriartea. 17, 250, 313: delloidea. 220: giganiea. 250

Ishpingo. 295

Jacquinia barbascQ, 123

Jeli dulce. 296

Jeli salado. 296

Jessenia. 250, 266. 295: &araua, 23 1 , 250, 279

7»5/on5spp., 17, 194.250

Juniperus: comitana. \^\;standleyi. 181

Kapok tree, 207

>r/«:/>'fl /!>H.(;fa, 98

Krugiodendron ferreum. 103

Laelia procera. 250

Lafoensia spp.. I61;/Jac«n, 231

Lagunculana spp.. 97, 124, 177; racemosa, 96-97, !04, 1 13. 123,

125, 131-132, 145, 172, 186, 195,207,235,250.271.280.

296,314

Uuraceae. 18. 122. 161. 171.220.225.230.250.261.271,287.313

Ucyihidaceae. 230. 250. 261. 271

Lecythis: ollaria, 314; zabucajo, 279

Legumes. 266

Leguminosae, 98. 194. 225, 230. 231. 250. 261

Lemaireocereus hystrix. 103

Leptogonum molle. 1 03

Leucaena. 1 9

1

Liana, 95. 113, 144,212,231,250,279

Licania, 313; a/6a, 280; biglandulosa. 144, !45; hypoleuca. 2! 2;

incana. 304; oligantha, 122; temalensis, 122. 133, 145

Licaria cannella. 279

Lichen. 171.250.308

Lignum vilae, 116,207

Liquidambar. 177

Ltquidambar sryraci/lua. 171. 177. 186. 194

Lissocarpa. 235

Liverworts. 250

Lonchocarpus: latifolius, 123, 145; leucanihus, 286

Lophosoria quadriptnnata. 96

Loxopterygiiim huasango, 295

Ludwigia spp,. 21

Luehea. 313; divaricaia, 286; seemannii. 161

Lupinus. 266; muiabilis. 300

Lycaste skinneri var o/fto, 1 8

1

Lycopersicon: esculentum carasiforme. 266; hinutum. 266

Lycopods. 261

Mahea speciosa. 279

Machaerium robinifolium. 145

Macieania. 250

Macranthisiphon, 261

Macrolobium: acaciifoliuni. 304; hifolium. 279

"Madera sanla" (saint wood), 181

Magnolia spp.. ]03; cubensis. 9b; bondurensis. \^6; poasana. 161

Magonia glabrescens, 23

1

Mahaut cochon, 133

Mahogany. 98. 103. 107. 113. 129. 130. 133. 135. 140. 153. 167,

177. 180. 198,231.295

Majagua. 207

Malpighiaceae. 1 7. 23

1

Mangle. 296

Mamcaria saccifera. 152, 279

Manilkara spp., 295; albescens. 95; hidenlala. 122. 123. 138,274,

304;c/nc/c. 15hM/70fa, 151, 153. 180. 194. 199

Mara, 222

Marantas. 23

1

Marila racemosa, 123

Matayba opaca, 279

Matchwood. 148

Matudaea triner\'ia. 186

Mauria spp,, 161

Mauritia palm, 28

Maurtua spp.. 17, 145, 231. 295:y/e-tii05a. 21, 28. 231. 279. 304

Maximiliana: caribaea. 144; regia. 231

Maytenus: buxifoiia. \03; grenadensis. 128

Melastomataceae, 250

Meliaceae. 225, 250. 261.271

Meliosma. 250; herbertii. 1 22

Menispermaceae. 231

Merostachys sp., 230. 295

Miconia. 261; Wow. 96: guianensis. 122. 123; punctata. 96

Microcyclus ullei, 82

Micropholis: chrysophylloides, 122, 123, \39; garciniaefoiia. 139

Micropleura, 257

Micropolis polita, 95

Millets, 266

Mimosa schomburgkii, 23

1

Minquartia guianensis, 161

"Monja blanca" (white nun). 181

Mora. 148

Wora; abbottii. 103; ^.tcWjo, 144, 148, 305: gonggrijpii, 279. 304;

megistosperma. 25 1 : oleifera. 167

Morabukea, 279

Moraceae. 220, 225, 250, 261

Mosses. 171. 181. 186.250.261

Mountain cabbage palm, 123, 151

Mouriri marshall. 145

Myrca spp.. 17, 122

Myrica, 17

Myrisiicaceae. 225. 250. 261

Myrocarpusfrondosus, 287

Myroxylon balsamum, 167. 171,212

Myrsine: coriacea. 96: microphylla, 96

Myrtaceae. 145, 220, 230, 235, 250, 313

"Naidizales." 250

Nt'cffln^raspp.. 112, 123. 138, 177. 186. 250. 287; anr///oH«, 122;

reiiculahs. 96; sinuata, 17!

Neoraimondia macrostibas, 295

Oak, 18. 177. 185. 186,207

Ocho6, 222

Ochroma lagopus. 122, 161,p\ri3/«i(/ti/e. 95

Oco/ea spp., 123, 138. 177. 250, 271, 287; canaliculata. 279;

cuneata, 96;Jlohbunda. 96; leucoxylon. 96. 122; rodiaei, 279,

304, n/6ro, 271. 274; spalhulata. 139

Oenocarpus spp., 231, 266. 313: Jisr/c/jHS, 231

Oilseeds. 266

Oleuicarpon panamense, 2 1

2

Ohvo. 212

Olmediella betschleriana. 186

Omosia krugii. 103

Opium poppies. 254

Opuntia moniliformis. 103

Orbignya: barbosiana. 23 1 ; cohune. 151; phalerata. 28. 220

Orchidaceae. 98. 209, 250

Orchids. 30. 1 38. 1 7 1 . 1 74, 1 8 1 , 255. 26 1 . 266, 290. 300, 3 1

8

Oreopanax. 1 86, 250, 26 1 ; xalapense. 1 6

1

Orey,212.213

Onnosia monospenna. 122. 135

Ostrya sp.. 177

0j:a/i5. 266

Oxandra: lanceolaia, 95, 96; laurifolia, 95, 103

Oxytheca pallida, 122, 133

Pachira: acualica, 251: insignis, 144

Paepalanlhus. 18

Pagamea, 235

Palmae. 17.225,250

Palmito. 230
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Palms. 21.96. 122. I3K. 144. 145. 161. 207. 212. 213. 220. 250.

255.279.290,313

Palo bianco. 177

Palo Colorado. 181

Palo dc agua. 207

Palo maria. 222

Palo sanlo. 290. 295

Panicum spp., 21. 266

Panopsis mucronala. 250

Papaya. 266

Paragyiioxys. 250

Paraptptadeiua rigida. 286

Parimiri itiinpfsiris, 231

Purkia peiuUilo. 167

Am(y7r>r</. 266, 275

Passion Injil. 266

Pauif-nnula aiiifrUiiiui. 286

Palaua, 23 1

PtiHsandra ivuriinii. 279

Payaso. 295

Peach palm. 30-32

Pelliciera rhizophorac. 207. 2 1 3. 250. 25

1

Pellogyne: porphyrocardia. 145: venosa, 271

Pellophonim: brasiliense. 1 16; dubium. 287

Penniseiiim, 266

Peimidelhra macrnloba. 280. 3 1

3

Perbol, 286

Perebea, 295

Perennial com. 203

Perissocoeleum, 257

Per7Hvm^«ii(wi spp.. 171

Persea. 177, 186. 250, 266; oitoHia/a, 96; catrn/itj. \b\:tlten-

bromifolia. 26

1

Peruvian bark. 300

Phaseolus. 30

Phdndendron ^p.. 180

Phoebe. \&b:elongaui. ]22:me.xicana. 161

PhyllostyUm: brasHiensis. 103. 207; rhamnoides, 103

Ph\ \"i iil\mma scaberrima. 23

1

PiciclUi acideata. \ 38

Pilosocereus polygonus. 1 03

Pimento: dioica. 151, 180, 199: officinalis. \53>: racemosa. 123

Pine, 148, 152. 177. 185

Pino bianco. 295

Pinui spp.. 177, 194, 201. 265. 296. 305; ayacahiiiie. 186; carih^

(ifo. 96. 98. 106. 115. 133. 135. 140. 148, 151. 153. 180. 186.

187, 191. 195. 207. 307.3l5:tHfoem(.!. 96;Hiav/;H/>io/. 186.

2Q7:occideiilalis.9b. 103. ] 06; oocarpa, 151. 171. 186. 187.

]95, 207: paiulu. \5\'. panda lecunumanit. 186. 191.207:

pseudosrrobiis. I86;ri((//s, \S\: iropicalis, 96

Piper, 250. 266: amalago. 1 6

1

Piptadenia sp,. 287; cnnstriiia. 171

Piranhea rrifoliala, 235

Pisonia, \2^:fragrans. 122. 123

P(joVi xtratioies. 2 1

Pilhecellobnint spp., 124, 295; alexandri. 112: nudiiflorum. 231;

iflmon, 206. 314: vtdcanorum. 186

Pliniiago. 18

Pl(it\iiu\ciuni polystuchyiim. 164

PUiiypndiiiiii elegaris. 212

Pluiiiiera <ip.. \\3:allHi. 123

Poaceae. 98

Podocarpaceae. 23

1

Podocaipus. 17. 194. 250. 261. 295. 313; oristulaiits. 103:

cohaceiis. ]22: ekmanii. 96. giiaremalensis. 151. \61:hispan-

iolensis, ]0i: lamberfii. 230: oleifohus. \S6: slandlexi. 161:

iirbani, 1 1

3

Poeppigia prncera, 171

Polylepis. IS. 19. 261. 295. 300; /Hcafita, 225; ractwora. 225

Polypodium leucolomas. 191

Pourottma cecropUfvlia. 32

Pouteria. 250; caimilo, 32: i-abaletisis. 151: imiliiflani. 121. 123;

semecarpifolia. 1 2

1

Presloea: inontaiia. 95. 96. 103. 138; /iH/if^ec"". 145

Prioria copaifera. 212. 250

Prosopis. 220: julijlora, 103, 138;/jfl//«/«. 295

Pralium spp.. 250. 27 1 . 3 1

3

PniniLt, 266

Pseudobombax mimgubu. 2

1

Pseudocereals. 266

Pseiidohnedia: nxyphylluria, \94: spuria, 151

Psendnphaenix ekmanii, 107

Psidium. 266; montaniim. I 13

Reridophyia. 225

Pteridophyies. 225

PrfrPto/7JH.vspp..3l4;r)j^itiHo/rv. 123. 130. 138. 145. 152.212.

279. 304

Pft-rwi'^fif fiife'n.v. 286. 287

Qenua. 295

Qualea rosea. 27

1

Qtiararibea: cordata. 32; patenquiana. 261

enmiHspp.. 17. 18. 19. 151, 161, 171. 177. 186. 194.201,213.

250. acatenungensis. \^\\ copeyen.ii.s. 161. 181 ; ccw/aric^fww.

161.213; hiimboldliana. 213; oleoides. 1 95. 207; aocarpa.

\6\: lomentocaulis. 161

QhHiw giiianensis, 279

Quinilla. 295

Quinua. 295. 300

Quisuar. 295

Rainiree. 206

Ramonales. 194

Ranunculus. 18

Raouliopsis. 257

Rapanea, \7: guianensis. 122

Raphia laedigera. 23

1

Red birch. 113

Red cedar. 1 24

Red mangrove. 250. 251. 2S0

Reriniphyllum. 235

Rheedia lateriflora. \ 23

Rhizophoraspp. 161. 177. 305: /jr(-vi.sA'/(i. 213. 25l:/iflrmonn. 145.

25l:H«inK/c,96(M).97. I{W. 113. 123. 124. 145. 152. 172. 186.

195. 207. 213. 235, 250. 280. 296, 314; raccmora. 271

Richardella surumuensis, 23

1

Richeria grandis. 122. 123, 145

River willow. 207

Roble, 222

Rollinia mucosa. 32

Rondelelia spp., 122

Rosewood. 274

Roystonca: Iwrinquena. 138; oleracea. \45: princeps. 1 13; regio. 95.

96. 103

Rubber (shiringa or jebe), 59. 82. 220. 295

Rubiaceae. 98. 225. 250

Ruprecluia laxifolia, 286

Sabal: allenii. 212; manritiifonnis. 144

Saccoglouis procera, 250

Sachamanga. 32

Sajales. 250

Sajo. 250

SalLx: humboldliana. 207; marfiana. 231

Samanea soman. 95. 287

Sandwilhia guianensis. 280

Sangredrago. 207

Sania Maria. 115. 177.207

Sapium spp,. 212, 250; dapbnoides. 103; maesirense. 96

Sapodilla trees, 153

Sapota. 32

Sapoiaceae. 225. 230. 250. 271

Scheelea. 313; rosirata, 161

Schejflera. 250; urbaniana. 130

Schinopsis. 220

Schinus. 220

Schizolobium. 295: paraliyhum. 152

Scitamineae. 231

Sclerolobium aureum. 231

Sebasiiana spp.. 286

Senefelderopsis chiribiqueiensts. 250

Sideroxyloii spp.. 103; tempisque. 171

Simarouba amara. 123. 152. 305

Sipapoa. 235

Skinner's orchid, 181

S/oa/ieo spp.. 133, 313; fcerrerio««. 121. 138; cor/fraeo, 122:

Ciiraiellifolia.96: dentata. \2\:dussu. 130: fragrans. 220;

ilicifvlia. 103; rohusia. 250; tnmcata. 121. 123

Socralea. 250. 313; exhorriza. 250

Solanum sessilifloruni. 32

Spaihipliyllum. 17

Spondias mombin. 1 13. 220

Sierculia: carihaeu. 122. 133. 144. 145. /»rHri>/i.(. 279; .unufu. 231

Styloceras. 17

Siyrax glaber. 145

Sugarcane. 86

Swallenochioa. 250

Swartzia spp., 313: bannia. 304; leiocahcnia. 219: panamensis, 212

Sweelwoods. 1 12

Sdiefe/iifl spp.. 103. 130. 158. \1\: hiimilis. 167. 1 8 1 ; m«t'm/)/iv//*i,

98. 133,135. 140.151. 153. 167, 177, 186, 191. 194.220.222.

231.295.314;/«a/w,i;oH;.98. 103. 113. 115. 135. 140

Symphonia. 27 \ : globtdifera. 1 13. 122. 152. 271. 279. 304. 314

Symplocos. 186; leonis. 96

rn/jffcma spp.. 194. 222. 250. 295. 314; a//iWora. 171;

chrysumha. 261. 266; donnell-smithii. 177; heptaphylla. 286;

heieroplnUa. \:iS: insignis. i04: ipe. 2^7: pallida. 123. 124:

penrapltylla. 161,212

Tabernaemontana undulaia. 280

Tahuari. 295

Tajibo. 222

Talauma: dodecapetala. 122. 133. \35: gloriensis. 161

Tapura: antillana. \22: cubensis. 96: latifolia. 125

Tarwi. 300

Taxodiiim mucronalum. 177

Teak. 140. 148, 149, 153

Tectona grandi.'i. 140. 148. 153

Tenninalia: amazonia. 151. 161. 186. 194. 2i2:caUippa. 123:

dichoioma. 279: laiifolia. I 1 2; lucida. 2 12: nipensis. 95: ublon-

ga. 207:obovata. 171

Temsiroemia oligosfemon. 122. 145

Tessaria iniegrifolia. 2 1

Telragastris: altissima. 231. 271; halsamifera. 103

Terrazygia crisialensis. 96

Theaceae. 231

Theobroma. 266

Tiboucbina. 250: chamaecislus. 130

Tillandsia usneoides. 296

Tiniales. 194

Tomillo, 295

Torralhasla cuneijolui. 96

Tovomira spp.. 235, 279: pliimieri, 122

Toxicodendroides. 250

Trebol. 286

Tree ferns. 95, 103, 145. 152. 230

Tresanlhera pauciflora, 1 45

TrichUia. 313: singularis. 231; smidui. 145

Triplaris. 295; peruviana. 296; surinamensis. 235. 304;

weigelliana. 271

Uvilla. 32

Valeriana. 18

\'a//fa. l8:.mpH/ura, 250

Victoria amazonica. 2

1

W>o/a spp.. 161. 250; koschnyt. 152. 186: /-f/t/N. 250:

iormamefli/i. 271. 279. 304. 305

Vire.r spp., 161; cooperi. 212-213: cymosa, 212; gaumeri. 194

Voc/i.v.s/a spp., 27 1 . 3 1 4; haenkeana. 23 1 ; hondurensis. 1 52. 1 86.

207; surinamensis. 279

Vochysiaceae. 271

Voaacapoua: americana. 27 1 , 304; niacropelala. 279

WWrmiadmaspp,. 17. 18. 19. 220. 250. 295;/7(nrtfl/fl. 96. 161. 186;

riierckheimii. 186

Wesl Indian mahogany, I 15. I 16

W(7(//no. 250

While mangrove. 250. 251

Wicker. 180

Winleraceae. 231

Xate palm tree. ISO. 199

Yam. 2t.6

Yauchi. 295

Yesquero. 222

Zamia, 235. pumila. 103

ZanOtoxylum setuhsum. 161

Zapoiaceae. 250

Zapote. 295

Zea diploperennis. 203

Ziziphus rignoni. 103
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General Index

Index

Afforesialion Law (Jamaica. 1927), 1 15

Africa, forest cover. 9. 10

Agenda 2 1. 90

Agrarian Reform Law (Venezuela. 1960). 315

Agribusiness. 59. 60

Agricultural colonisation. 64-72. 87-89; Bolivia. 68; Brazil. 65-67;

Colombia. 69-70: deforestation and. 180. 181; Ecuador. 69;

Peru. 68-69; Venezuela. 70-71

Agricultural frontier, extension. 9

Agriculture: beginnings, 24; Belize. 151; Bolivia. 219. 223-225:

deforestation and. 86-87; Dominica. 125: Ecuador. 261:

Grenada. 127; Guadeloupe. 129; Guatemala. 176, 177; history.

73; Hondura.s. 185. 187-190; impact of early. 86; Lesser

Antilles. 121: Mexico. 193; Nicaragua. 209; Panama. 212.

216: Peru, 295, 299: Puerto Rico, 138; slash and burn. 153.

200. 207; Surinam, 304. 308: Trinidad and Tobago. 144:

Venezuela. 313, 318

Aguajales. 295

Alagoan Atlantic slope forest EBA. 43

Alianzas Tripariitas (AT). 203

Alto Orinoco-Casiquiare Biosphere Reserve (Venezuela), 3 1

3

AMA-Andalucia. 313

Amarakaeri of eastern Peru. 58

Amazonas Centre for Environmental Research "Alexander von

Humboldt" (CAIAH ). 3 1 3. 3 1

5

Amazon Basm. 9. I I : diversity of fish species. 47: Endemic Bird

Areas (EBAs) in. 41: forest history. 20-23. 24

Amazon Cooperation Treaty. 75(T). 83. 268. 315

Amazon floodplains. 57

Amazon forest. Brazil. 23!

Amazonia, 42: agncultural colonization policies and deforestation,

64-72; biological priorities for conservation in. 29; deforesta-

tion, 9. 64: development. 60; endemic species in moist forests,

28: Federal Territory of, 70: Indian resistance and organization,

60-6 1 : "intemalionalisalion" of. 87; Jari complex. 67; limits of

natural boundaries. 64. 65(F); precipitation in. 89: Rio Negro

region. 28: vegetation types. 28

Amazon Pact. 90

Amerindians. See also Forest peoples; Indigenous peoples: Costa

Rica. 160: Ecuador. 265: Guyana. 279, 282. 283; Hispaniola.

1 06; Panama. 2 1 2: Puerto Rico. 1 38; St Lucia. 1 33; St Vincent.

135: Surinam. 303

Amphibians. 47. 48(T)

Amuesha Indians, 61

Andean forests: changes during past 30.000 years. 1 8-20;

endemism. 28-30; Late Pliocene. 17. 18: Quaternary history.

17-18

Andes, 1 1. 294; community forestry development in the. 224-225:

Endemic Bird Areas in, 38—41; geological uplift, IS

Antigua. See Lesser Antilles

Araucaria (Parana pine) forests, Brazil. 230

Arawak peoples. 58

Argentina: conservation area management. 76: CPD sites. 32(T);

national parks. 73; private lands in conservation area.s, 79

Asa Wright Nature Centre. 149

Asia and the Pacific, forest cover. 10

Asociacion Nacional para la Conservacion de la Naluraleza

(ANCON). Panama. 217

Association of Forestry Communities and EJidos of Oaxaca

(UCEFO). 199

Atlantic forest (Mata Atlantica). Brazil. 230, 236(F)

Autonomous Corporations for Regional Development (Colombia).

254

Autonomous Service for Environmental Development in

Amazonas (SADA-AJvlAZONAS). 3 1 3. 3 1

5

Ava Izocefios. 219

Avifauna. 47^8. See also Endemic Bird Areas (EBAs)

Awa Ethnic and Forest Reserve (Ecuador). 268

Aymara people. 295

Aymaras. 219

Aztecs. 73

Azuero Peninsula of Panama. 30

Backswamps. 20

Bajos. 194

Barbuda. See Lesser Antilles

Beach Control Act (Jamaica). 1 17

Belaunde Terry. President. 68. 69

Belize. 151-159: biodiversity. 156; conservation areas. 74.

156-157: conservation initiatives. 157-158: deforestation.

153-156; forest resources and management. 152-153; forests,

151-152. 156; generally, 1 5 1 : mangroves, 152; map.

154-!55fM). 159: remaining forest cover, 87; statistics, 151

Belize Audubon Society (BAS), 157

Belize Forest Planning and Management Project. 152-153

Biodiversity: amphibians and reptiles. 47. 48(T): Antigua and

Barbuda, 124-125; Belize. 156: birds, 47-48; Bolivia.

225-226; Brazil. 240: Colombia. 47. 48. 255; conservation

priorities and. 79: Cosia Rica, 165-167; Cuba. 98-99:

Dominica. 126; Ecuador. 260. 266-267; Et Salvador. 174;

Endemic Bird Areas. 35^6; fish, 47; Grenada, 128:

Guadeloupe. 129; Guatemala. 181-182; Guyana. 282-283:

Hispaniola, 107-108; Honduras, 190-191; Jamaica. 117; mam-

mals, 48; Martinique. 130-131; Mexico. 200-201; Nicaragua.

209; Panama. 216; Paraguay. 290; Peru. 48. 52. 299-300: plant

diversity and endemism. 27-33, 38. 41-42: Puerto Rico. 141: St

Kitts and Nevis. 132-133; St Lucia. 133-134; St Vincent and the

Grenadines. 135; Surinam. 308-309; Trinidad and Tobago,

148-149: Venezuela, 318

Biodiversity Project, BirdLifc International. 35.44

Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project (BDFFP). 241.

246

Biological Province of Central America. 209

Biosphere reserves. 74. See also Conservation areas

Birds, 35-48; conservation priorities using endemic, 35-46; hunt-

ing, 50. 5 I ; patterns of diversity, 47-48: restricted-range

species, 35-44

Blue Mountain Forest Reserve (Jamaica), 1 15

Bogota Lake. 17. 18. 19

Bolivia. 219-228; agricultural colonization. 68; biodiversity.

225-226: Chimanes forests of the Beni, 61; community forestry

development in the Andes. 224-225: conservation areas. 79.

226-227: conservation initiatives, 227: CPD sites. 32(T);

debt-swap, 81-82; deforestation. 219, 223-225: evergreen

forests. 220, 222(T): forest resources and management,

220-223; forests, 220. 222(T): generally, 219-220;

Movimiento Nacional Revolutionario (MNR). 68; National

Colonization Institute. 68: planned colonisation. 60; road con-

struction. 68; semi-evergreen forests, 220. 222(T); statistics.

219

Bolivian Conservation Data Centre. 227

Brazil. 60. 229-248; agricultural colonization. 65-67; Alagoan

Atlantic coastal forests EBA, 43; .Amazon forest. 23 1

;

Amazonian strategy. 65-67: araucaria (Parana pine) forests.

230; Atlantic forest (Mata Atlantica). 230. 236(F): biodiversi-

ty. 240: Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project

(BDFFP). 241 . 246; caalinga. 23 1 (F). 235: Carajas. 22. 23,

24(F): cerrado, 231(F). 235. 239: conservation ai^as. 27, 32, 79,

240-246; conservation initiatives, 78, 246: CPD sites, 32(T):

deforestation, 9, 65, 89, 237-239: extractive reserves. 62, 82:

forest resources and management. 235-237; forests. 230-235,

236(T); generally. 229-230; Grande Carajas Programme. 67;

igapo forests. 23 1-235: Indian land demarcation projects. 62;

Indian Protection Service (SPl) in. 59; Indian nssistance. 60:

Indians and rubber trade. 59: informal sector mining in

Brazilian Amazon, 239, 244-245; inundated forests, 231-235;

legislation to protect forests. 74: mangroves. 235; map,

232-234(M). 248; "Mata Atlantica" forests, endemism in. 28:

National Integration Programme (PIN). 65-66:

POLONOROESTE programme, 67; private colonization.

66-67; remaining forest cover, 87: road construction, 65-66:

statistics. 229: lerra-firme forests. 23 1 : varzea forests, 23

1

Brazilian Institute for the Environment and Renewable Natural

Resources (IBAMA). 236

Brazil Pilot Project. 90

Bretton Woods Institutions. 85

British Guiana. See Guyana

British Honduras. See Belize

Bush Negroes. 58

Caalinga. 231(F), 235

Calakmul Biosphere Reserve in Campeche. 203

Campesinos, 165,257

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). I 18. 282

Carajas. Brazil. 22. 23

Cardenas. Lazaro. 74

Caribbean Conservation Association tCCA). 124

Caribbean Conser\'ation Corporation. 8

1

Caribbean Forest Conservation Association (CFCA), 149

Caribbean International Institute for Forestry and the Environment

(CIIFE). 149

Caribbean islands: climate and relief. 1 1 : CPD. 3 1 ( F ), 3 1 ( T);

deforestation. 9; Endemic Bird Areas ( EBAs), 35. 36-38. 43;

endemism. 38; forest cover. FAO estimate of. 9; topography,

1 1: vegetation types. 28

Caribbean Natural Resources Institute. 126. 134

Caring fur the Earth, 85

Carlos PfannI Institute. 292

Cartagena Convention, 75(T)

CATIE, 83

Cattle ranching. 200, 230. 238-239: Brazil. 229, 238-239; Costa

Rica. 160. 165: Cuba. 98: Honduras. 185. 187, 188; Mexico.

193. 199, 200: Nicaragua. 209: Par^iguay. 286; Peru, 299

Cclos Management System (CMS). 307

Central America: Centres of Plant Diversity. 31(F), 3I(T); climate

and relief. 1 1 : Endemic Bird Areas (EBAs). 35. 37(F). 38. 43;

endemism, 38: Indian resistance and organization, 61

Central Brazil-Paraguay Centre. 30

Centre for Forest Development (CDF, Bolivia). 222. 223

Centre of Natural Resources (CENREN, El Salvador). 174

Centres of plant diversity (CPD). 30-33; criteria for selection. 30:

crop plants, 30-32; list of sites. 31(T). 32(T): maps. 31(F).

33(F): WWF/IUCN project. 32-33

Centro Cieniffico Tropical (CCT. Costa Rica). 168. 298

Centro de Estudios Conser\'acionistas (CECON) of the San Carlos

University, 177

Cerrado. 231(F). 235

Chaco. 30

Charcoal fuel. 15: Brazil. 235: Colombia. 254; Dominican

Republic. 106: Ecuador. 265; Guyana. 280. 282; Hispaniola.

107: Mexico. 199: Peru. 296: Trinidad and Tobago. 147. 148

Chile: CPD sites. 32(T): national parks, 73: private lands in conser-

vation areas. 79

Chilean Centre. 30

Chimanes, 61.219

Chimanes Biosphere Reserve, 61

Chipayas. 219

Chiquilanos. 219

Choco Indians. 213

Choco region. Colombia. 27. 28. 42. 250

Ciudad Perdida (Lost City). Colombia, 257

Climate change, 11, 14: deforestation and. 89; over last 60,000 years,

22-23: during past 30.000 years, 18-20: Pleistocene, 85

Closed broadleaved forests. 9. 10

Cloud forests. 28. 30. 38

Coastal Zone Management Plan (Dominican Republic), 109

Coca, illegal growing of, 299

Cocos, 38

Colombia, 6 1 . 79. 249-259; agricultural colonization. 69-70; alti-

ludinal vegetation zones of the Eastern Cordillera. 17-18. 19;

biodiversity, 47. 48. 255; biogeographic regions. 251(F):

Caqueta colonization project, 70: Choco. 27, 28. 42; conser\'a-

tion areas. 79, 255-256: conservation initiatives. 256-258:

CPD sites. 32(T): deforestation. 9. 254-255; endemism.

41—12; fores! resources and management. 251-254: forests.

250. 25
1 (T); generally. 249-250: Laguna de Fuquene pollen

records, 18-20: lower Magdalena valley. 20; mangroves.

250-25
1 ; map. 252-253(M), 258-259: planned colonisation.

60; pollen records from Eastern and Central Cordilleras.

17-18. 19: road constrxiction. 69; Sierra Nevada de Santa

Marta. 257: statistics, 249

Colombian Forestry Action Plan (PAFC). 254. 256. 258

"Colombia Programme: International Cooperation for the

Environment," 257

Colonialism, deforestation and. 86-87

Colonial rule. 58-59

Colonisation, agricultural, 87-89: Amazonia, 64-72: Bolivia. 68.

219. 223-225: Brazil. 65-67: Colombia. 69-70. 249:

Ecuador. 69: Indian lands. 59-60; Panama, 216: Peru. 60.

68-69. 299: Venezuela. 70-71

Colonisation, human. 14

Colonization projects. 200

Columbus. Christopher. 58

Commercial exploitation of wildlife. 49. 51-52

Common property, wildlife as, 54

Commonwealth Forest Service (Puerto Rico). 141

Community Baboon Sanctuars- (Belize). 157

Community forest management (Costa Rica). 79

Community forestry. 198; in the Andes. 224-225

Conquest, era of. 58

Consejo Nacional de Areas Prolegidas (CONAP. Guatemala). 182

Conservation: developmental approach to. 90: economic growth

and. 85: of indigenous cultures. 313: military and forest

wildlife, 50;

priorities using endemic birds. 35-46; prospects. 14; redistiib-

ution of land and, 60; subsistence hunting and. 49; vertebrates.

53-54

Conservation Action Plan (Surinam). 309

Conservation areas. 14. 16. 73-84, 141: additions, 79-80: Belize.

74. 156-157; Bolivia. 79. 226-227: Brazil. 27. 32. 79.

240-246;

categories and management objectives. 78; Colombia, 79.

255-256: Costa Rica. 74, 76, 78. 79. 167-168: coverage.

74-75. 76(T). 80-8 1 ; Cuba, 79. 99-
1 00; distribution. 77(F);

Dominica. 126; Dominican Republic. 75; Ecuador. 76.

267-268: effectiveness of legislation and management. 76-79;

El Salvador. 75. 76. 174. 175(T): French Guiana. 75. 275-276:

Grenada. 128; Guadeloupe. 129; Guatemala. 74. 182-183;

Guyana. 75. 283-284; Haiti. 75: Hispaniola. 108-109: history.

73-74; Honduras. 74. 191-192;

identifying areas for plant conservation. 27-34; Jamaica. 75.

331



Index

1 1 7; lund-ienurt. 79: M;maus workshop. 29. .12. .1.1;

Marlinique. I.ll: Mexico. 74. 76. 201-203: new sources of

Imiince. KO-«l. «3: Nicaragua. 74. 76. 209-210: Panama. 74.

7.'i. 216-217; P;irayuay. 76. 290-292: Peru. 76. 79. .1(K)-.1(I1:

pnoriltes lor aciion. 81-82: private. »2: Pucno Rico. 79. 141;

Si Kills and Nevis. 133; Si Lucia. 134; .St VinLenUind llic

Grenadines. I3.S-I.16; Surinam. .109:

iranstronlier. 80; Trinidad and Tohagtt. 149: tropical loresi

coverage. 80-81; Venezuela. 75. 79. 315. 3I8-.120:

WWF/IUCN CPD project. .12-33

ConservulionDalaCenires(CDCs). 74. 79. XI, m Jamaica. 113.

1 18; in Paraguay. 292

Conservation milialivcs. 131. 133: Beli/e. 1.^7-1.^8; Bnlnia. 227.

Bra/il. 78. 246: Colombia. 2.S6-238: Cosli Raa. 79. 168-169:

Cuba. 100: Dominica. I 26; Ecuador. 50. 7S. 268: El Salvador.

175: French Guiana. 276: Grenada. 128; Guatemala. 78-79.

l83:Guyana. 284; Hispaniota. 109-1 10: Honduras, 192.

Indian rights and, 62: Jamaica. 1 17-1 18; Manaus workshop.

29. 32. 33; McMco. 79. 203-204; Nicaragua. 210-21 I

:

Panama. 217: Paraguay. 292; Peru. 301-302; Puerto Rico.

141-142: St Lucia. 1.14; St Vjnceni and the Grenadines. 1.16:

Surinam. 309-310; treaties and conventions. 74. 75(T):

Trinidad and Tobago. 149: Venezuela. 320

Conservation International (CI). SI. 183. .1(W-3I0

Conservation Siralegy tor Sustainable Development in Costa Rica.

168-169

Convention Concernmg Ihc ProteLlmn nl the World Cultural ,ind

Natural Heritage Sites. 268

Convention (No. 169) of the Inlernalional Labour Organisation. 61

Convention on Nature Protection and Wjldtile Preservation. 74.

75(T|. 268

Cooperativa Americana de Remesas al Exterior (CARE). 157. 18(1

Coordinating Body li»r Ihc Indigenous Organisalions ol the

Ama/on Basin ICOICA). 61

Cordillera Central. II

Cordillera de Caripe EB.A. 43

Cordillera Occidental. II

Cordillera Oriental. 11

Cordillera pollen records. 17. 18

Costa Rica. 160-170; biodiversity. 165-167; community loresi

management. 79; conservation areas. 74, 76. 78. 79. 167-168;

conservation initiatives. 79. 168-169: CPD sites. 3I(T); defor-

estation, 160. 164. 165. 166(F): endemism in. 38; forest

resources and management. 164-165; lorests. I6l. I64(T);

generally, 160-161 : land use. l6llT). mammal species. 48;

mangroves. 161-164; map, I62-I63(M). 170: reatforesiaiion

(1964-1989). I64(T); remaining forest cover. 87; road con-

struction. 165: statistics, 160: Terraha Valley of. 30

Crop plant diversity, 27, 30-32

Crops. 87

Cuba. 95-101: biodiversity. 98-99; conservation areas. 79.

99-100;

conservation initiatives, l(X): CPD sites, 3I(T(: deforestation.

87. 98: endemic species. 38; forest estate ( 1991 ). 97: forest

resources and management, 97-98: forests, 95-96. 98. 99;

generally. 95:

initiatives for conservation. 100: mangroves, 96-97; map.

96(M). 97(M); national parks. 73; reafforestation, 98; statis-

tics. 95

Cuna Indians. 213

Darien Highlands. 41

Debt-for-nature swap, 81-82. 183

Declaration of the Rights ot the Indigenous Peoples of the

Americas. 61

Decree 4-89 (Guatemala), 182

Decree No, 67 of 1983 (Cuba). 100

Defensores de la Naiurale/.a. Guatemala. 78. 183

Deforestation. 15; Africa and Asia and the Pacific, 10: agricultural

colonisation and, 180. 181 : Amazonia, 9. 64; Antigua and

Barbuda. 124; Beli/e. 153-156; Bolivia. 219. 223-225: Brazil.

9. 65. 89. 2.17-2.19; causes. 9; climate change and. 89; coca

growing and. 299; Colombia. 9. 254-255; Costa Rica. 160.

164. 165. l66(F):Cuba. 87. 98; Dominica. 126; Ecuador. 9.

265-266; El Salvador. 174; estimates of rales of. 87; European

(K'cupalion and, 86-87; French Guiana. 274: Grenada. 128:

Guadeloupe. 129: Cuaiemala. 180-181. Guyana. 278. 282;

habitat destruclion. 42, 43; Hispaniola. 106-107: history. 86:

Honduras. 185, 187-190; Jamaica. I 15-1 17; Latin America

and the Caribbean. 9: Martinique, 1 30: Mesoamerica. 80:

Mexico. 199-200: Nicaragua, 209: Panama. 213-216;

Paraguay, 286. 290; Peru. 299; Puerto Ricn, 86-87. 140: road

construclion and, 87: St Kilts and Nevis, 132: St Lucia, 133; St

Vinccni and the Grenadines. 135; solutions. 90; Surinam. 308.

Trinidad and Tobago. 1 48: Venezuela. 3 12.31 4. 3 1 5-3 1

8

De Las Casas. Bartoloinc, 57

Department of Natural Resources (DRN. Puerto Rico). 141

Development, en\'ironmeni in late 20th century and. 87-90

DIGEBOS iDirection General de Bosques y Vida Silvestre,

Guatemala). 180

Direcloralc for ihe Proleciion t)l Fauna and Flora ol the Ministry ol

Agriculture (Cuba). KM)

Directorate General of Forests (Direccion General Forcstal-DGF.

Costa Rica). 164

Directorate of National Parks (DPN. Dominican Republic). 105

Diseases, vulnerability u\ Indians to Old World. 58

Division ol Natural Areas and Wildlife lEcuador). 268

Division of Natural Resources (DNR. Haiiii. 106

Dominica, See Lesser Antilles

Dominica Conservation Association. 126

Dominica Multiple Land Use Project. 126

Dominican Republic See Hispaniola

Dominica Timbers Limited (DTL). 125

Drought. dclore\lation and. 89

Dry loresi. 14(T), .K)

Dwarf forest. 18. 19

Eci>-Acti\.. 20-30. 79

Economic growth biodiversity conservation and. 85: need for. 90

Ecuador. 260-269; agricultural coloni/alion. 69; biodiversity. 260.

266-267: conservation areas. 76. 267-268: conservation inilia-

tives. 50. 78. 268; CPD sites. 32(T); deforestation, 9, 265-266:

endeinism, 41-42: forest resources and management.

264-265. toresls. 261; generally. 260-261; Indian kinddemar-

cation projects. 62; legislation conllicts. 76; mangroves.

261-264: map. 262-263(M). 269: national parks. 74: refor-

estation. 265: road

construction, 68; statistics. 260

Ecuadorian Forestry Directorate (DINAF), 264

Ejularanii.\ (communal land holders). 198, 199

£/7(/m (communal land). 198. 199

El Abrastadial. 19

El Cielo Biosphere Reserve in Tamaulipas. 203

Eltln woodland. 123

El Salvador. 171-175: biodiversity. 174: conservation areas. 75.

76. 174. 1 75(T); conservation initiatives. 175. deforestation.

174; forest resources and management. 172-174; forests. 171.

172(F), 1 74(T): generally. 171: mangroves, 171-172, map.

173<M). 175: remaining forest cover. 87: statistics. 171

El Tama Park. 80

El Triunfo Biosphere Reserve m Chiapas. 203

Endemic Bird Areas (EBAs), 3.5-46: Caribbean. 35. .16-38. 43;

Central America. 35, 37(F). 38, 43; congruence of other

life-form endemism with. 38. 4 1-42; global patterns, 36. map-

ping. 35-36: South America. 35. 38-42. 44; threatened. 42-44;

threats lo humid forests indicated by birds. 42-44; trends in Ihe

Americas. 36

Endemism: bird. 35—)6: Caribbean. 38; Central America. 38; cen-

tres oL 35: plant. 27-33. 38. 41-42; South America. 41-42

Enslavement of Indians. 58

Environmeniai and Natural Resources CtxJe (Peru). 302

Environmental policy. 78

Estrategia Nacional de Desarrollo Sostenible Ordenamienio

Territorial y Plan de Accion Furcstal (ECOT-PAF.

Nicaragua). 210

Ethanol. 90

Exploitation: loresi ecology and. 52: ot vertebrates, 49-52

Extinction rales, predicting. 27

Extractive reserves. 62. 82

Exiractivism. 90. 236

Federation of Shuar Centres. 60

Finance for protected areas, sources ot. 8 1 -82. 83

Fire, impact on forests. 86

FirewoixJ Sec iit\o Fuelwottd: Bolivia. 225: Brazil. 235; Ecuador.

265:Grenada. 128: Guatemala. 180, 181: Guyana, 282:

Hispaniola, 106: Lesser Antilles. 124: Mexico. 199. 200:

Nicaragua. 209; Peru. 296;

St Lucia. 133: Trinidad and Tobago, 147. 148

Fish diversity. 47

Fisheries: Belize. 151; Lesser Antilles. 121

Fisheries Di\ ision of the Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and

Lands (Antigua). 125

Fishing Industry Act (Januiicai. I 17

Floating meadow. 20

Floodplams. 21. Amazon. 57. vdrrcd. 86

Fondo Indigena. 62

Forest Act ol 1937 (Jamaica), I 15

Forest Act (Trinidad and Tobago). 147

Forest Administration. Ministry of Agriculture (MINAG. Cuba).

97

Forest Bitnlyiuiiiiu \ Pmietl ot Smilhsonian Institution and World

Wildlife Fund, 35

Forest clussification. 12-14

Forest cover. 9-10. 12. 15: Africa and Asia and the Pacific. 9-10;

Latin America and the Caribbean. 9; remaining extent of. 87.

88(T)

Forest-extraction activities by humans. 49

Forest Industry Development Corporalmn (FIDCO). 1 15

Forest Ordinance on904 (St Kitts). 131

Forest peoples. 57-63; Bolivia. 219: conquest and enslavement.

58-59: impact on forests. 73. 79. 86; imposed development.

59-60; new models of development, 61-62: origins, 57: resis-

tance and organizalmn. 60-61 : sustainable livelihoods. 57

Forest products: dellnitions ot. 15: Indian management. 61-62

Forest refuges, 23

Fitresi rexniiires axscwiiieiit /Wl>: Tn>iiiitil toiiiinie\ (FAG). 9

Forestry Action Plan: Bolivia. 227. Costa Rica. 169: Dominican

Republic. 109

Forestry Act (Jamaica). I 17

Forestry and Conservation of Natural Areas and Wildlife Law (Ley

Forestal y de Conservacion de Areas Naturales y Vida

SiKestrc). 264

Forestry and Environmental project (World Bank). 109

Forestry and Soil Conservation Department (FSCD, Jamaica). 1 1

5

Forestry and Wildlife Division (Dominica), 126

Forestry and Wildlife Law (Peru. 1975). 301

Forestry Board (St Kitts). 131

Forestry Code (Dominican Republic). 109

Forestry Forum for Developing Countries. 85

Forestry Law (El Salvador. 1973), 174

Forestry Law ( Law No 7 1 74 of 1 990. Costa Rica ). 1 64

Forestry Law (Paraguay. 1973). 288

Forestry Law (Surinam. 1992). 308

"Forestry Rehabilitation Programme" (Jamaica). I 16

Forest Seeds Bank (BSF— Banci> de Scnjillas Forestales.

Nicaragua). 207

Forest Service (DGF. Gisia Rica). 168

Forest Service (SEFORVEN. Venezuela). 315. 318. 319

Fossil fuel reserves. 90

Foundation for Nature Preservation in Surinam (STINASU). 309

IV World Parks Congress (Caracas. 1992). 82

French Guiana. 270-277. Bush Negroes. 58: conservation areas.

75. 275-276. conservation iniliatives. 276; CPD sites. 32(T):

deloresiadon, 274. forest resources and management.

271-274; forests. 271: generally. 270-271 : mangroves. 271

;

map. 272-273(M). 277;

statistics. 270

FUDENA (Venezuela). 78

Fuelwood. 15. Sec also Firewood: Bolivia. 225; Colombia. 254:

Dominican Republic. 106: Ecuador, 265; El Salvador. 174:

Guyana. 280. 282; Hispaniola. 107: Mexico. 199: Paraguay.

288: Venezuela. 318

Full clearing (proteclioni strips. 298

Fundacion Moises Bertom (Paraguay). 82. 291

Fundacion Natura (Ecuador). 78. 82, 268

Fundacion Quito Espuela (Dominican Republic). 108

Funza pollen record. 18. 19

Galapagi)s Islands Sec Ecuador

Game Law (Surinam. 1954). 308

Garachine in the Darien region of Panama. 30

Ganinpciios (gold-miners). 315

General Directorate ol Forests (DGF. Dominican Republic), 105.

106

General Environment Aci (Boliviai. 223, 227

General Furesi Act [Buluial, 222. 223

General Law of the Environment ( Bolivia). 226

Geographic Inlormaiion System (GIS). 16. 35

Georgetown. Brazil. 23. 24(F)

German Association lorTechnical Cooperation (GTZ). 180

Glaciers. 18. 19

Global Environment Facility (GEF). 85

G.ild mining. Brazil. 244-245

Government policies, colonisation ot torests and. 87. See iilsc

initiies <ij siH'eijh t imtiiries

Grande Carajas Programme (Brazil). 60. 67

Gran Parque Nacional Sierra Maestro (Cuba). 100

"Great American Interchange." 30

Greater Antilles: avifauna. 36; endemism. 38

"Green Consiiiution" (Colombia). 256

Greenhouse gas emissions. 89

"Green plan" (French Guiana). 274

Grenada. See Lesser Aniilles

Grenadines See Lesser Antilles

Grupo Jaragua in Jaragua National Park (Dominican Republic).

108

Guadeloupe. See Lesser Antilles

Guantiva glacial retreat. 19

Guarayos, 219

Guarilo culture. 28

Guatemala. 1 76- 1 84; biixliversity, 1 8 1
- 1 82; civil war. 59: conser-

vation areas. 74. 182-183; conservation initiatives. 78-79.

183: CPD sites, 3l(T); deforestation, 1 8(H 81: forest

resources and management. 177-180: forests. 177. I80(T).

183; generally. 176-177; Indian management of forests. 61:

mangroves. 177; map, I78-17W(M):

statistics. 176

Guatentalan Foundation, 60

Guatemalan Tourism Institute (INGUAT). 182
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Guianan Space Centre. 270

Guianas. remaining foresl cover. 87

Guiana Shield- See Guyana Shield

Guyana. 278-285; biodiversity. 282-283; conservation areas, 75.

283-284; conservation initiatives. 284; deforestation. 278.

282;

forest resources and management. 280-282: forests. 279-280;

generally. 278-279; Iwokrama Rain Foresl Programme in

Guyana. 283: mangroves. 279. 280; map. 28I(M). 287; nation-

al parks. 73; staiislics, 278

Guyana Agency for Health Sciences Education Environment and

Food Policy (GAHEF). 278, 284

Guyana Biodiversity Society. 284

Guyana Forestry Commission (GFC). 280

Guyana Shield. 1 1 . 28. 86. 278. 282

Habitat destruction. 42, 43; human exploitation of foresl uildlife,

49; large animals and, 53-54

Habitat fragmentation, 241

Haiti. See Hispaniola

Hispaniola: biodiversity. 107-108; conservation areas, 75,

108-109; conservation initiatives. 109-1 10; deforestation,

106-107; endemic species. 38; forest resources and manage-

ment. 104-106; forests. 103. 104(F); generally. 102-103: land

use. 106(T); mangroves. 104; statistics, 102

History; forests and climate of tropical South America. 17-26; pre-

history of forests in the Americas. 85-86

Holdridge Life Zones. 1 2. 79; Costa Rica, 161: Ecuador. 26 1

:

Guatemala. 1 8 1 ; Honduras. 185; Puerto Rico, 138. 140(F)

Holocene age: Amazon Basin. 22; climate and forest changes, 19;

prehistoric man. 24

Honduran Forest Development Corporation (COHDEFORl, 186.

191-192

Honduras. 185-192; biodiversity. 190-191; conservation areas. 74.

191-192; conservation initiatives. 192: CPD sites. 31(T):

deforestation. 185. 187-190; forest resources and management.

186-187; forests. 185-186: generally, 185; land use changes.

187; mangroves. 186; map, I88-I89(M). 192; statistics. 185

Horticulture, beginnings, 24

Humid forests, threats to. 42—44

Hunting. 49-52: commercial. 49. 5 1-52; large animals and. 53-54;

subsistence. 49. 50-5 1 . 54

Hurricanes. 1 16

Hydrocarbons, renewable sources of. 90

Hydroelectric schemes. 239

Igapo forests. Brazil, 231-235

Ignacianos. 219

Iguana Management Project (IMP) in Panama. 53

INDERENA. 254

Indian lands: colonisation of, 59-60; demarcation projects, 62;

expropriation of, 70

Indian Protection Service (SPI. Brazil). 59

Indian rights: conservation initiatives and. 62; in Venezuela. 70

Indians. See also Indigenous peoples: enslavement of. 58; irriga-

tion systems of. 86; management of forests, 6

1

Indigenous peoples. See also Amerindians: Foresl peoples; specific

mimes of groups: Bolivia. 219; Brazil. 230; Colombia. 255;

conservation of cultures of. 313; Guatemala. 177; Mexico. 193;

Panama. 213: Pern. 301; Universal Declaration of the Rights of

Indigenous Peoples. 6 1 : Venezuela. 3 1

3

Indigenous reserves. 74. 79. See also Conservation areas

"Indo-American Biological Bridge." 181

Industrial roundwood. 15

Informal sector mining in Brazilian Amazon. 244-245

Institut de Sauvegarde du Patrimoine National (ISPAN, Haiti), 109

Institute of Agrarian Reform and Colonization (lERAC. Ecuador).

265

Institute of Anthropology and History (iDAEH, Guatemala). 182

Inslituto Brasileiro de Meio Ambiente e dos Recursos Naturais

Renoviiveis (IBAMA). 236

Institulo Colombiano De La Reforma Agraria (INCORA). 70

institulo de Reforma Agraria (IRA. BoNvia). 223

Instituto Ecuatoriano Forestal y de Areas Naturaies y de Vida

Silvestre (INEFAN. Ecuador). 264

Instituto Nacional Colonizacion (INC. Bolivia), 223

Integral Management Areas (AMls. Honduras). !87

Integrated Conservation-Development projects (ICDPs), 79

Inter-American Development Bank (IDB). 62. 68

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). 89

International Alliance of the Indigenous-Tribal Peoples of the

Tropical Forests. 61

International Biosphere Reserves, 75(T)

International Commission on Forestry and Sustainable

Development. 85

International conventions. 74, 75(T). 76, 77(F)

International System of Protected Areas for Peace (Sislema

Intemacional de Areas Proiegidas para la Paz. SI-A-PAZ). 210

International Tropical Timber Agreement (ITTA), 85. 90

International Tropica! Timber Organization (ITTO), 61. 227. 236

Inundated forests. Brazil. 231-235

Iquitos. Peru. 28

Irrigation systems. Indian, 86

IsIj de la Juventud (formerly Isia de Pinos). 95

Island biogeography theory, 27

Itaipu Binational Entity. 291

llonamas. 219

lUCN. 3 1 3; Guatemalan projects. 183; resolution adopted in Perth,

Australia (1990). 89-90

Iwokrama Rain Forest Programme in Guyana. 283

Jamaica. 1 12-1 19; biodiversity, 1 17; conservation areas. 75. 1 17;

conservation initiatives. 1 17-1 18; CPD sites. 3I(T): deforesta-

tion. 115-117: Endemic Bird Areas. 37; forest resources and

management. 1 13-1 15; forests. 1 12-1 13. 1 15; generally. 1 12:

mangroves. I 13; map. I I4(M). 1 19; statistics. ! 12

Jamaica Conservation and Development Trust (JCDT). 1 17

Jamaican Environmental Strategy, 1 17

Jamaican Natural Heritage Trust Act. 1 1

7

Japanese Technical Cooperation (JICA). 298

Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation. 49

Jruhitos. 219

Katira. Brazil. 22. 23, 24(F)

Kayapo Indians. 62. 73

K'ekchi Indians. 60

Kreditonslalt fiir Wiederauftau— German Bank for Reconstruction

(KfW). 183

La Amistad park. 80

Laguna de Fuquene. Colombia, 18-20

Land-tenure conservation areas. 79

Late Pliocene. Andean forests during. 17.18

Latin America, forest cover. 9

Law 33 of 1981 for the Protection of the Environment and Rational

Use of Natural Resources (Cuba). 100

Law for the Protection of the Environment (Decree 68-86.

Guatemala). 183

Legislation. See also Conservation initiatives: effectiveness of.

76-79; to protect forests. 74; types of. 76

Lenca tribes. 1 7

1

Lesser Antilles, 38. 120-137; Antigua and Barbuda. 120. 123-125:

avifauna. 36; biodiversity, 124-126, 128-135; conservation

areas. 126, 128, 129, 131. 133-136; conservation initiatives.

126, 128. 131. 133. 134, 136; deforestation. 124, 126. 128,

129. 130. 132. 133. 135: Dominica. 120. 125-126: endemism.

38: forest resources and management. 123-133. 135: forests,

121; generally. 120-121; Grenada. 120, 126-128;

Guadeloupe. 120. 128-129; islands of, 121(T); littoral wood-

land. 123; lowland rain foresl, 121-122; mangroves, 123. 129;

Martinique. 120. 129-131; montane formations. 122-123; St

Kitts and Nevis. 120. 131-133; St Lucia. 120. 133-134: St

Vincent and the Grenadines. 120. 134-136; seasonal formations.

123; statistics. 120; swamp foresl. 123

Life Zones. See Holdridge Life Zones

Littoral woodland. 123

Livestock production. Costa Rica, 1 65. See also Callle ranching

Llanos lowlands. 1 I

Llanos Orientalis. 17

Logging. 49: Belize. 153. Bolivia. 219. 222. 225: Brazil. 236. 239;

Celos Silvicultural System (CSS), 307; chimanes foresl.

Bolivia.61; Costa Rica. 164, 165; Ecuador. 264-265; French

Guiana, 274; Guatemala, 180; Guyana. 282; Honduras. 187;

Indian management. 61: Mexico, 198-199,200, 201;

Paraguay. 288; Peru. 61. 296-297. 299; shelterbell. 61:

Surinam. 307; Trinidad and Tobago. 147-148. 149:

Venezuela. 315

Loma Quita Espuela Scientific Reserve (Dominican Republic). 108

Lomas formations. 295

Los Kati'os-Darien park. 80

Lowland moist forest. I4(T)

Ludwig. Daniel. 67

Magdalena Valley. Colombia, 17

Mammals: hunting, 50-5 1 ; patterns of diversity. 48

Managed nature reserve/wildlife sanctuary. 78

Man and the Biosphere Programme, 74. 75(T). 268

Manaus workshop. 29. 32. 33

Mangroves: Belize. 1 52: Brazil. 235; Colombia, 250-25 1 ; Cosla

Rica. 161-164: Cuba. 96-97; in Dominica. 125; Ecuador,

261-264; El Salvador, 171-172; foresl lypes. 14(T): French

Guiana. 27 1 ; Grenada. 1 27; Guatemala. 1 77; Guyana. 279.

280; Hispaniola. 104; Honduras. 186; Jamaica. 113; Lesser

Antilles. 123. 129; Mexico, 195: Nevis. 131-132; Nicaragua.

207; Panama. 213; Peru. 296: Puerto Rico. 139; St Kills. 132;

St Lucia. 133: St Vincent and the Grenadines. 135; Surinam.

305; Trinidad and Tobago. 145. 147; Venezuela. 314

Manu National Park and Biosphere Reserve. 4 1 . 48, 49

Maps. 15-16. See also under names of specific countries

Martinique. See Lesser Antilles

Mato Grosso. Brazil. 67

Matsigenka Indians. 49

Mayan Biosphere Reserve (Guatemala). 183

Mayans. 57. 153; forest modification by. 86; Guatemala. 177;

protected areas. 73

Mbaracayij natural reserve (Paraguay), 291

Mbya Indians. 60

Mennonitcs Cooperatives of the Central Chaco, 291

Mesoamerica. deforestation of, 80

Metodo Mexicano de Ordenamiento de Monies (MMOM), 198

Mexican-Central American Centre, 30

Mexico. 193-205; biodiversity. 200-201; conifer and oak forests.

194-195; conservation areas. 74, 76. 201-203; conservation

initiatives. 79, 203-204; CPD sites. 3 1 (T); deforestation,

199-200: endemism in. 38; forest resources and management,

195-199; forests. 193-194; generally. 193; major protected

areas with tropical forests. 203; mangroves. 195: map. 195.

I96-197(M). 205: Plan Piloto Foresial (PPF). 198. 199;

Quintana Roo logging project, 6 1 ; reptile diversity. 47; statis-

tics. 193; tropical montane forests. 194: tropical ram forests,

194; tropical seasonal forests. 194

Military, forest wildlife conservation and. 50

Minimum Critical Size of Ecosystems Project, 241

Mining: Amazonia. 230: Brazil. 239. 244-245; Ecuador. 267;

Guyana, 282; Surinam. 308; Venezuela. 315-318, 320

Ministere de L' Agriculture des Ressources Naturelles et du

Developpement Rural. Haiti. 106

Ministry of Culture (Cuba). 100

Ministry of Environment and Renewable Natural Resources

(MARNR. Venezuela). 315. 318. 319. 320

Ministry of Health and the Environment (St Vincent). 1 36

Ministry of Natural Resources (Belize). 156

Moist forests. 28-30

Montane forest. 122-123; selva alia (upland forest). 67: types. I4(T)

Monte Cristi National Park (Dominican Republic). 108

Monies Azules Biosphere Reserve (Mexico). 79. 203

Monteverde Cloud Foresl (Costa Rica), 78

Monteverde Conservation League (Cosla Rica). 78. 79

Moreno. Francisco CPerito'l. 73

Movimiento Nacional Revolutionario (MNR). 68

MundoCart. 16

Muratos. 219

Museu Paraense EmilioGoeldi (MPEG). 246

National Agricultural University (UNA— Universidad Nacional

Agraria. Nicaragua). 207

National Code of Renewable Natural Resources and Protection of

the Environment (Codigo Nacional de los Recursos Naturaies

Renovables y Proteccion al Medio Ambiente). 254

National Colonization Institute (Bolivia). 68

National Commission for Environmental Protection and Rational

Use of Natural Resources (COMARNA, Cuba). 100

National Commission for Indian Affairs (Comision de Asunlos

Indigenas—CONAI. Costa Rica). 168

National Commission for the Environment (CONAMA.
Guatemala). 183

National Commission for the Protection of Natural Resources

(Paraguay). 292

National Conservation and Environmental Protection Act of 1987

(St Kitts). 131, 133

National Conservation Strategy (NCS. Peru). 301-302

National Council for Urban and Rural Development (Guatemala).

182

National Council of Rubber Tappers. 82

National Environmental Societies Trust (NEST. Jamaica). 1 17

National Environment Fund (FONAMA. Bolivia). 227

National Forest Chamber (CNF. Bolivia). 223

National Forest Resources Plan. Trinidad and Tobago. 148

National Forestry Action Plan: Antigua. 1 18, 125; Ecuador. 268:

Guyana. 280. 282. 284; Jamaica. 1 13. 1 15; Nicaragua.

2IO-2ll;Pem.30l

National Forestry Technical Commission (CONATEF. Dominican

Republic). 105

National Forest Service (SEN, Paraguay). 288-290

National Indian Foundation (FUNAl). 59

National Institute for Biodiversity (Costa Rica). 160. 169

National Institute for Forest Development (INDAF. Cuba). 97

National Institute for Research in the Amazon (INPA). 246

National Institute of Parks (INPARQUES. Venezuela). 315. 318.

319

National Institute of Tourism (Cuba). 100

National Network of Protected Areas in Cuba. 99

National Office of Forests (Office National des Forets—ONE,
French Guiana). 27 1 . 274. 276

National Park Directorate (DNP. Dominican Republic). 108

National parks. 78.

Conservation areas: history. 73-74; indigenous reserves overiap-

ping, 79; management. 76

NaiionalParks Act of 1984 (Antigua). 125

National Parks and Wildlife Service (El Salvador). 174
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Nalional Parks AulhDrity (Aniigua). 125

National Parks Dirccioraie (Colombia). 256

National Parks (Peru). 301

Nalional Parks Scnicc (Scrvicio dc Parques Nacionales—SPN.

(CoslaRica). 168

Nalional Parks Service (SPN. Nicaragua). 209

Nalional Parks System Act ot I9«l (Belize). 156

National Park Trust Fund (Jamaica). 1 17

National Reconstruction Plan and the National En\ironnieni

Agenda (El Salvador). 175

National Secretariat for the Environment (SENMA. Bolivia). 226,

227

Nalional System of Consen-cilioii Areas iCosia Rica), 167. 168

National System of Conservalion Units (SINUC. Peru). 300

Nalional System of Natural Protected Areas (SINAP. Mexico). 201

Nalional System of Protected Areas ( Ecuador). 267

Nalional System of State Prolecied Natural Areas (SINANPE.

Pern). 300

Nalional Technical Forcstn.' Commission (CONATEF. Dominican

Republic). 105

National Technical Institute for Forestry llNTECFOR - Insltlulo

Nacional Tecnico Forestal. Nicaragua). 207

Nalional Trusi and Hislorical Society in Grenada. I2S

Natural monument/natural landmark. 78

Natural Resource Conservation Authority (NRCA. Jamaica). I 15

Natural Trust (St Lucia). 134

The Naiure Conservancy (TNC), 74. 82. 1 1 3, 1 1 8. 1 57.

Guatemalan projects, 183; "Parks in Peril" Programme, SI

Nature Conservation Law (Surinam. 1954). 308, 309

Neighbours" Associations, 320

Nevis. See Lesser Antilles

New York Zoological Society. 149

Nicaragua. 206-21 1; biodiversity. 209: conservation areas. 74, 76.

209-210: conservation initiatives. 210-21 1; deforestation.

209; forest resources and management. 207-209; foresls.

206-207: generally. 206: mangroves. 207: map. 208(M). 211:

nalional parks, 76: statistics. 206

Nicaraguan Institute of Natural Resources and the Environment

IIRENA). 207. 209

Non-Govemmenial Organisations (NGOsl. 78-79: Belize. 157:

Costa Rica. 169; Dominica. 109. 126; Hnancing protected

areas. 81-82: Honduras. 192: Jamaican, 1 17-118: Paraguay.

292; Peru. 301, 302; Puerto Rico. 141; Si Lucia. 134. Surinam.

309. 310: Venezuela. 320

Northeastern Timber Cooperative Lid (NET). 125-126

Northern ForesI Reserve (Domimca). 126

Northern Range Reloresiaiion Project (Trinidad and Tobago). 149

Northwest Brazil Integrated Development Programme

(POLONOROESTE). 67

Office Nationale des Forels (ONF—the National Foresi Office.

Lesser Antilles). 130

Oil industry. 69; Venezuela. 313

Omagua people. 57

Operacion Selva Negra (Dominican Republic). 105-106

Orellana. Francisco dc. 86

Organic Law for Territorial Planning (Venezuela, 1983). 319

Organisation for Tropical Studies (OTS. Costa Rica). 168

Organisation of American States (OAS). 61. I IS; meeting in Punia

del Esle( I960). 69-70

Oriente: Bolivian. 68: Peruvian. 69

Orinoco. 17

Orinoco basin. 9

Our Common Future (BruullamI Report). 85

Overseas Development Administration of the UK. 157

Oxbowlafces. 20. 21.53

Pacales. 295

Pacific foresi cover. 10

Palm brake. 122-123

Panama. 212-218; biodiversity. 216. conservation areas. 74, 75.

216-217: conservation initiatives. 217; CPD sites. 3I(T);

deforestation, 213-216; endemism in, 38; forest resources and

management. 213; forest.s, 212-213, 2 16(T); generally. 212;

Iguana Management Project (IMP). 53: mangroves. 213; map.

2 14-2 1 5(M ). 2 1 8; national parks. 73-74. 76; statistics. 2 1

2

Panamanian isthmus, 18

Panamanian Pro-[guana Verde Foundation. 53

Pan American Development Foundation. 109

Pano people. 295

Paraguay. 286-293: biodiversity. 290; conser\ation areas. 76.

290-292: conservalion initiatives. 292; deforestation. 286. 290:

forest resources and management. 288-290: forests. 87.

286-288; generally. 286: map. 289(M): Mbaracayii natural

reserve. 29 1 ; siatislics, 286

Paramo. 18. 19

Pare Nalional de Guadeloupe. 1 29

Paria Peninsula EBA. 43
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